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PREFACE 

The seventeenth annual SLAC Summer Institute on Particle Physics was held 
from July 10 to 21, 1989. First results from the SLC and increased luminosity 
from hadron colliders inspired the topic of “Physics at the 100 GeV Mass Scale.” 
Experimental and theoretical aspects of this topic were explored by a total of 
305 participants from 10 countries. The school portion of the Institute featured 
lectures on this subject by M. Chanowitz, I<. Ellis, I. Hinchliffe, R. Hollebeek, RI. 
Levi, hl. Peskin, M. Shapiro, and M. Swartz. Another series of lectures discussed 
accelerator technology for building new hadron and c’e- machines. These talks 
w’cre presented by H. Edwards, R. Ruth, R. Siemann, and M. Tigncr. 

The afternoon discussion session were very much enhanced and enlivened by 
presenting supplementary material and by posing probing questions to the lec- 
turers. We are indebted to the following people for serving as provocateurs: hf. 
Berger, A. Cooper, C. Dib, A. Hsieh, R. Kauffman, D. Kennedy, J. Kent, S. Ko- 
mamiya, II. Lu, R. htiller, 1~. Oide, L. Rivkin, C. Simopoulos, R. \‘anKooten, and 
hl. Woods. 

The topical conference was highlighted by first results on 2 production at 
the SLC, electroweak measurements and top quark search results from CDF and 
CERN, and results on CP violation from Fermilab and CERN experiments. 

We thank Eileen Brennan for organizing and running the meeting, and with 
great persistence, editing these Proceedings. She and her staff contributed much 
to the success of the meeting both through their hard work and their good humor. 
Their efforts, coupled with the excellent lectures and stimulating discussions, made 
for an interesting and most enjoyable meeting. 

Gary Feldman 
Frederick 3. Gilman 
David W. G. S. Leith 
Program Directors 
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Heavy Quarks - Experimental 

Robert Hollebeelc 
University of Pennsylvania 

1989 SLAC Summer School Lectures 

1 Introduction 
:. .. I.,: . 

The purpose of these lectures, given at the 1989 SLAC Summer School, was to dis- 

cuss the experimental aspects of heavy quark production. Since a companion set 

of lectures on the theoretical point of view were to be given by Keith Ellis, I gave 

some thought to what in particular should be the “experimental viewpoint”. One 

obvious answer is that an experimentalist should gather together the measure- 

ments which have been made by various groups, compare, contrast and tabulate 

them, and if possible point out the ways in which these measurements confirm 

or contradict current theories. I have tried to do this, although the reader who 

expects to find here the latest of all experimental measurements should probably 

be forewarned that the field is moving extremely rapidly. In some cases, I have 

added and update materials where crucial new information became available after 

or during the summer of 1989, but not in all cases. I have concentrated on trying 

to select those measurements which are at the moment most crucial in refining our 

understanding of heavy quarks as opposed to those which merely measure things 

which are perhaps too complicated to be enlightening at the moment. 

While theorists worry primarily about production mechanisms, cross sections, 

QCD corrections, and to some extent about signatures, the experimentalist must 

determine which measurements he is interested in making, and which signatures 

for heavy quark production are realistic and likely to produce results which will 

shed some new light on the underlying production model without undo theoretical 

complications. Experimentalists also need to evaluate the available experimental 

equipment, both machines and detectors to find the best way to investigate the 

properties of heavy quarks. In many cases, the things which we would like to 

measure are severely restricted by what we can measure. Nevertheless, many 

properties of heavy quark production and decay can be measured, and the results 

have already taught us much about the weak interactions and QCD. 

OR. Hollebeek 19S9 
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2 B Physics 

The Standard Model of the Electra-Weak interactions contains at least 18 param- 

eters. These include 3 coupling constants, 6 quark masses, 3 lepton masses, 4 real 

Kobayashi-Maskawa (K-M) parameters, 1 weak phase angle, and one Higgs mass. 

One could probably add more, for example, 3 neutrino masses, more lepton gener- 

ations, the assumption that the K-M matrix is not Unitary, or more complex Higgs 

structures, but this is probably already enough parameters for one model. Of the 

18 parameters, 13 can be measured without information from the b quark or t 

quark systems. The coupling constants of the strong, electromagnetic and weak 

forces, 4 of the quark masses, the lepton masses, and some of the K-M parameters 

are already known with varying degrees of precision. The missing 5 parameters 

(for which we need the heavy quark systems) are the two heavy quark masses, the 

two K-M parameters which represent their couplings to the other quarks, and the 

Higgs mass. Of these, all but the last can be directly addressed by experiments 

using heavy quarks. The b system is accessible at current machines, but the t 

quark has not yet been detected. If the t quark remains unseen, we can still mea- 

sure all of the parameters except the t quark and Higgs masses, however, we will 

not be able to test many ideas about higher order corrections in the electro-weak 

model (where the t quark mass is important) nor will we be able to measure the 

KM parameter corresponding to the t quark coupling except indirectly through 

the b system. We will begin this section on B physics by exploring just how far we 

can go using information from the b system alone, and turn later to the t quarks. 

2.1 Measurements using b Quarks 

There are three different types of measurements which one could think of doing 

in the b system. The first is to measure the properties of the b quark as it 

is found in the B meson. We could for example measure its lifetime and its 

decay modes and compare them to standard model calculations. For the decay 

modes, the simplest place to start would be to measure the scmileptonic decay 

widths, because these are the most straight-forward of the theoretical calculations. 

Each decay mode measurement could be compared to calculations, and values of 

the K-M parameters extracted. These types of experiments have been underway 

for several years, and will form the bulk of what we can say about the present 

experimental situation. 

A second type of measurement is the analog of measurements which have been 

made for some time in the If’I?s system. In it, we would try to measure the rate 

at which transitions are made between neutral B mesons and their anti-particles. 

These flavor oscillations would give further information about the K-M angles 

and together with searches for rare decays of the B meson might tell us about 

the presence of contributions from fourth generations. These experiments are the 

focus of much of the current planning for experiments to be performed in the next 

few years. Finally, the B meson system may exhibit CP violation. If it does, it will 

be extremely useful as another example of this poorly understood phenomenon. 

Studies of the first type, that is decay modes of the B meson, have primarily 

been done at the CESR and DORIS machines. Lifetime studies have been done 

at the PEP and PETRA machines because, of course, to measure the B lifetime 

requires the production of B mesons which have been boosted in the lab frame 

which can only be done at the higher energies available at the latter machines. 

Oscillations of the B system are being studied at all machines including many 

recent efforts at hadron machines where the number of produced B’s can be very 

large and where the signature of same-sign dileptons is relatively clean. 

Most of what has been learned about the decays of B mesons has come from 

measurements of the Upsilon 4s system studied at CESR and DORIS which pro- 

duces B” and J3+ mesons (in this and future cases, I will not bother to mention 

the charge conjugate states). Other studies include those of the B, and B, which, 

together with the B” and Bt , are produced at hadron machines and higher energy 

e+e- machines. The production ratios of these states are not always well known 

and depend on the masses of the mesons and the constituent quarks. 

Let us focus first on measurements of the K-M matrix parameters from these 

systems. If the K-M matrix parameterizat,ion of quark mixing using a 3 by 3 ma- 

trix is an accurate description of nature, and if there are in fact only 3 generations 

of quarks, then the 3 quark system is closed; i.e. we do not expect transitions 

from these states to as yet unobserved exotics and/or fourth generation objects. 

-i. .:. ,-1 
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In this case, there should be no probability leakage to such states, and the 3 by 3 

KM matrix should be unitary. The weak eigenstates (d’,s’,b’) are mixtures of the 

pure states (d,s,b) with the mixing described by the KM matrix. If we consider 

transitions from a state u through all possible intermediate states (d,s,b) and back 

to a different state u’, the unitarity of the KM matrix guarantees that 

C Vi,Vkj = C V,;Vj, = Sik 
j j 

Note that if this were not the case, we would have flavor changing neutral currents 

(FCNC) in second order in the weak interactions, and also that the above relation 

gives us a relationship between elements of the KM matrix, or equivalently a 

way to test whether the matrix is unitary or whether there is room for exotic 

contributions. If we start with the u quark for example, and make transitions to 

the d,s,b intermediate states and back to the u quark, we have have the following 

experimental information. 

V ud = 0.9747 * 0.0011 
V us = 0.221 f 0.002 

This implies that 

v,“d + If,,“, = 0.999 zt 0.002 

which we could combine with the unitarity relation 

to deduce a value for I&. Unfortunately the errors are large enough that Vu, could 

well be zero. We could try the same thing for the c quark, and eventually can do 

the same with the t quark when we find it. In the c quark case, we would find 

values of Vcd primarily from neutrino charm production, and values of V,, from 

dimuon production or the semileptonic decay of charmed mesons. 

Another interesting relationship between the KM matrix elements can be de- 

rived from the off-diagonal terms in the unitarity relation. For the terms where 

i # k , an equation is obtained for products of KM elements of the form a+b+c = 0. 

If the three terms are thought of as sides of a triangle, this relationship becomes 

6 W 

b 

scectator 

Figure 1: Feynman diagram for a spectator type decay of a B meson 

the basis for what is known as the “Unitarity Triangle”. The relation can be 

further simplified using V,,d Y 1 and V& z 1. 

2.2 The Spectator Model 

In order to relate the KM parameters to experimental measurements, we need a 

model for the heavy quark decay. The simplest model for the decay of a heavy 

quark inside a heavy meson is to assume that the quark is quasi-free and decays 

weakly. The other (lighter) quark is not affected by the decay. The Feynman 

diagrams for these decays would then look like figure 1. One simple consequence 

of this picture is that since different types of B mesons (B’, 3, B+, B-, B,, 

B,, etc.) differ only in their spectator quark composition, all types would have 

the same semileptonic decay partial widths. Complications arise due to QCD 

corrections which link the spectator quark with the b quark, QCD corrections 

due to interactions between the spectator quark and the final state quarks from 

the virtual W decay, and the annihilation and W exchange diagrams shown in 

figure 2. 

Annihilation diagrams are not possible for the neutral B’s because an annihi- 

lation graph there would require FCNC. For charged B’s, both types of diagrams 

are possible. The annihilation graph is expected to be h&city suppressed as in 

?r decays, but this suppression may be overcome to some extent by the emission 

of soft gluons. Overall, the total corrections to the simple spectator picture are 

expected to be largest for the neutral B’s, leading to longer charged B lifetimes 

and larger charged B semileptonic branching ratios. The semileptonic and total 

widths within the spectator model are given by 

.-. 
._ ::’ 
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x 
Figure 2: Annihilation and W exchange diagrams for B decay. 

r tot = gi (7.55pg + 3.92lvJ) 

It is clear from the formulae that the semileptonic branching ratio and the 

lifetime are very sensitive to the choice of the b quark mass. One can consider 

two quite different methods of estimating this mass, illustrated best by looking at 

the Upsilon resonance and the B mesons. Since the Upsilon contains two b quarks 

in a bound state, we might estimate the b quark mass to be slightly more than 

half the Upsilon mass. B mesons on the other hand contain a single heavy b quark 

bound to a lighter quark. The mass of the b quark would then be approximately 

equal to that of the lightest of the B mesons. The calculation of the lifetime of 

the b quark gives an example of this mass dependence. (See Barger and Phillips 

Collider Physics). The lifetime is given by 

where the factor 5.8 in the above expression comes from counting the available 

decay modes using 

e+p+3d+++3s) 

The 5 is approximate and is due to the phase space suppression of the heavier 

tau and strange quark modes. The two different choices mentioned above for the 

Table 1: Expected B meson decay rates in the spectator model for two b quark 
mass choices. 

(6 -+ c) r-E. 1 0.12 ) 0.00 
(b .- c) + Leptom 1 1.08 1 0.81 
(b -+ ~1 1 Ed 1 3.42 1 3.08 

b quark mass yield 
mb Y mg = 5.27 

‘,,%b = +, = 4.73 

Tb = {;:;} lo-‘2(+f,)2 

r b-re = {A:;} 10” (&)” 

Fortunately, the b quark mass is known to about 10% so that the decay partial 

widths can be calculated with an uncertainty of about 50%. Note that including 

corrections to the spectator model may require changes to the effective b quark 

mass required in a calculation. (See Table 1.) 

2.3 B Meson Detection ( non-semileptonic ) 

The semileptonic and hadronic d ccays of the B system offer two quite different 

ways to study the spectator model and its extensions. The semileptonic decays 

are in principle cleaner, since for example there is no possibility of spectator to final 

state quark interactions, but they have the disadvantage of occurring at a lower 

:, y.: 
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5% 

40 . 

20 . 

Figure 3: ARGUS B meson reconstruction using D’ decays. 

rate. We will start then by looking at the hadronic decay modes. The purpose 

will be to investigate possible non-spectator effects by looking for differences in 

the B” and B+ lifetimes, to measure the KM parameter Vu, by looking for decays 

which do not contain charm, and to study mixing and CP violation. 

The reconstruction of B decays can be facilitated by looking for modes which 

contain a D’ decay. Examples would be 

B” + D’+?r- 
D’+f-?ro 
D’+Ti-f-T+ 

B- + D’+?r-n- 
D’+x-c-n’ 

with D’s detected as 

D’ -+ D%+ 

DO 4 K-T+ 
K”7r+n- 
&X+X0 
K-a+*+n- 

Figure 3 shows the result of such an analysis from the ARGUS collaboration. In 

this technique, one is taking advantage of a well-known trick for finding D meson 

decays using the soft pions from the D’ decay.[l] Similar results from the CLEO 

collaboration are shown in figure 4.[2] In this data, several modes without D’ 

4 

0 

5iOO 5220 5i40 5iSO 5iEO 
wars IHCVI 

Figure 4: CLEO B meson reconstruction. 

decays are also used as are the decays of B to rlrl< and *I<*. From these figures, 

it is clear that even though the number of produced B’s is large, the number of 

fully reconstructed events is small. Several decay modes must be used together to 

gather a sufficiently large sample of B decays. In these techniques, it is extremely 

important to have a detector with good momentum resolution. For example, the 

results shown for the CLEO detector were obtained with 

= (.007p)* + (.006)* 

which is excellent for a large tracking detector. 

To reduce combinatorial backgrounds, r’s and K’s are identified using dE/dx 

and/or time-of-flight. For ?y” reconstruction, typically only y’s with energy greater 

than 40 MeV are used. The track momentum resolution is then further improved 

by using constrained kinematic fits to the masses of the D, and any neutral K’s or 

H’S and sometimes by using constrained fits to the known position of the beam. 

Finally, the event is constrained to the beam energy which is usually well known 

in an e+e-machine. If in addition, the B’s are the result of decays from a narrow 

resonance such as the T(4S), an improvement of roughly a factor of ten can be 

: 
..I:‘ .., 

., 
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Figure 5: Mass distribution of B candidates from B + D’+ nx(n = l-3), hatched 
area, B + J’I’K nrr(n = 1,2),shaded area, and B --t D*,D+ n?r(n = l,Z),open 
area. 

gotten by constraining to the mass of that state yielding a mass resolution as good 

as a few MeV. 

A further technique which can be used to detect B’s is to use decay modes 

which contain the easily recognizable decays of the J/C!. For example, the decay 

B + Q1Cnn can be found by detecting e or p pairs from the decay of the Q. These 

modes are of interest for another reason. Later, we will discuss the important 

question of whether the KM parameter Va, is zero. Decays involving Vb, do 

not produce charm, but in trying to measure decays of the B system where no 

charm has been produced, corrections will have to be applied for the ‘I! decays 

as well as any other decays of the B where there is no apparent charm content. 

Figure 5 shows the relative contributions of these decays compared similar ones 

with explicit charm in the form of D mesons. [3] 

If the source of the B’s is the 4S resonance, there is some uncertainty in the 

relative rate of 4S decays to charged and neutral B’s Various models yield pro- 

duction ratios between 50:50 and 60:40 depending primarily on the mass difference 

between the charged and neutral B mesons. Earlier measurements of this mass 

difference yielded about 2 i 1 Mel/ which gives a charged to neutral production 

ratio of 55:45. Assuming this ratio, table 2 shows the measured branching ratios 

Table 2: Branching ratios for B decays assuming 55:45 charged to neutral pro 
duction. 

DecayMode ARGUS CLEO 

B” --i D’+‘a- 0.35 j, 0.18 +I 0.13 0.37 ;;:‘; $_ ;I;; 

3 + D’fa-x0 2.0 f 1.0 * 1.0 

for various decays of the B mesons. More recent measurements of the mass differ- 

ence (see this volume) are consistent with zero and would give production ratios 

of 50:50. 

2.4 B Decays to Charm - Measuring V& 
One way to measure the KM parameter Vbe is to try to determine the average 

number of charm particles resulting from each produced B meson. We would 

need to measure 
B 4 Do t X 
B + D++X 
B + D’tX 
B --+ D,+tX 
B-+ A, + x 
B + Qtx 

with a suitable correction for the fact that the last mode contains two charmed 

quarks. To see how this looks in our model, we begin with the spectator diagrams 

involving b to c transitions as shown in figure 6. 

u,d,s u,d,s 

Figure 6: Spectator diagrams for b to c transitions with 9 possible final states 
(the 3 is for color). 

Note that from the diagram it is easy to see that there is one charm quark 

produced per b quark decay plus an additional 3/9 coming from the cs decay 

modes. These heavier modes are phase-space suppressed and the result is that 

., _ ,:. ._ 

: ..‘_ I.:.,, 
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Figure ‘7: Inclusive D’s from B decays at the 4s. 

there are approximately 1.2 charmed quarks produced per B meson decay. If 

instead of the b to c’transition, we had started from the b to u transition, the 

only source of c quarks is the 3/9 coming from cs decays of the virtual W which 

when phase-space suppressed yields approximately .2 c’s per B. If the ratio of 

b -+ u to b + c is known, 
r (b + u) 

a=------- 
lY(b+c) 

we can predict the number of charmed objects which will be produced per B decay, 

or more interestingly, we can measure the number of charmed objects per B decay 

and try to learn something about Vs, from 

NC 1.2 $ 0.2a 
-z5-. 
NB 1+a 

The charm quarks are detected most easily by using modes such as D ---t KT. 

Corrections will need to be applied for the phase-space suppression of the heavier 

modes ( which we have thus far approximated by changing 3/9 to 0.2), decays 

to charmed bound states, and unreconstructed decays of the D mesons (some 

of which can be corrected for by using well known branching ratios of the D’s). 

Figure 7 shows the type of spectra obtained for inclusive D’s using the 45 as a 

source of B’s, The branching ratios determined from these measurements are 

shown in table 3. We will return to the determination of Q after discussing the D 

meson momentum spectrum and the corrections for @ production. 

An additional benefit of measuring the inclusive decays of D mesons from B 

Table 3: Inclusive D’s from B decays. 

ARGUS CLEO 
DecayMode 

B --t D”X DO K-n+ 0.0196 & 0.0015 i 0.0025 0.021 zh 0.0015 f. 0.0021 + 

B + D’X 0.466 3~ 0.071 i 0.063 0.5 f 0.061 f 0.067 

B-tD+X 
D+ Ic-?r+a+ 0.0189 f 0.0027 i 0.0032 0.019 h 0.004 zt 0.002 + 

B-tD+X 0.208 f 0.046 f 0.031 0.209 f 0.049 ic 0.031 

decays is that the momentum spectrum of the D mesons contains information 

about the details of the quark fragmentation process. The source of D mesons 

is dominated by the transition b --t c, with the c quark combining with the 

spectator to form the D meson system. Since the relatively heavy c quark gets 

most of the momentum of the parent b, this leads to a fairly hard spectrum of 

D’s, but the D meson momentum spectrum will be softened by the emission of 

gluons from the spectator quark during the formation of the D. Figure 8 shows 

the momentum spectrum of D mesons measured by the CLEO collaboration.[4] 

The general conclusion is that the data lie midway between the models with hard 

fragmentation, and those with very soft fragmentation. 

We can also use the decays of the B to a D, to probe fragmentation. In this 

case, the strange quark can be either one that comes from the virtual W, or it 

can be from a pair of strange quarks produced in the fragmentation. Again, the 

momentum distribution of the produced D,‘s can distinguish between these two 

effects. One might expect that the production of the heavier strange quark pairs 

would be suppressed in the fragmentation, and this seems to be born out by the 

data (figure 9). 

‘.. 
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Figure 8: Momentum spectrum of D’s from B decays measured by the CLEO 
collaboration 

1 dN Hmi 

Figure 9: D, momentum spectrum from B decays.The models are for sS pair 
production, three body production and two body production of D,‘s. 

Figure 10: Diagram for CT production in B decay. 

2.5 J/9 Production from B Decays 

Since J/Q’s can be easily identified, they also make useful probes of the fragmen- 

tation of B mesons. Their momentum spectrum can be used in the same way 

as the D, and the D,, and since fragmentation production of heavy CE pairs is 

highly suppressed, they should arise primarily from diagrams involving the b to 

c transition. The decays of the B mesons to Q’s have been mentioned before as 

important for the measurement of the b to u transition since when counting the 

number of charm quarks per B decay, hadronic decay modes of the @ would for 

example seem to contribute to the charmless decay modes. This can be corrected 

for by measuring QJ decays to leptons and then making a correction using the 

known branching ratios for 9 to hadronic final states (all of which have no appar- 

ent charm). The Q’s are also important for the study of CP violation since some 

CP eigenstate decay modes involve Q’s 

In the spectator model, the only diagram which would yield a cr pair is the 

one shown in figure 10. The cs mode of the W is 3/9 of the total but is again 

phase-space suppressed to about 20% . The probability that a CF pair will produce 

a \Ir bound state is 

(cE]J/‘I’) x 0.6 

The Q state is a color singlet so there is an additional color suppression factor of 

l/9 since the c and F quarks have uncorrelated colors. As shown in figures 11-12, 

this channel yields a very good experimental signature.[5,6,7,8] 

It is possible that the radiation of soft but colored gluons could cancel the 

color suppression mechanism, but the expected rate with color suppression is 

: ._ .: . . 
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Figure 11: ARGUS: e+e-and n+p- mass spectra in T(4S) decays. 

Figure 12: CLEO: e+e-and nLfnL- mass spectra in T(4S) decays. 

about 1.3% which is in good agreement with the experimental numbers: 

CLEO ARGUS 
BR(B + ‘5X) 1.09 f 0.16 f0.21% 1.07 * 0.16 f 0.22% 

The same mechanism which produces B ---t Ik‘ can also produce states like Q’ and 

xc or nc. The Q’ state can be detected experimentally by looking for ‘I!’ + ‘I’,, 

and is found to be about 0.3 %. The other states are estimated to contribute a 

branching ratio of 0.8%. 

Using this information, we can return to the estimate of the number of c’s 

produced per B meson. Note that the observed charm production rates saturate 

the branching ratio leaving only small room for a contribution from b to u tran- 

sitions (see table 4). If we use the quantity cy defined previously, we conclude 

that a is less than 0.2 which is actually not very restrictive for V& compared to 

measurements done using the semileptonic decays of B’s to be described in the 

next section. 

Table 4: Branching ratios used to find the number of c quarks produced per b 

B + D’X 
B-+D+X 
B --f D, I.---- B + charmed baryon + X 
2 * B-+~P,Q’,x~ooT~, + X 
sum 

CLEO I ARGUS I 
Branching Ratio% BranchingRatio% 

50.0f6.1f6.7 146.6f7.1f6.3 ] 
20.9 f 4.9 f 3.1 23.2 f 5.3 + 3.5 
19f5zt.4 16&4f3 
8.2 i 1.4 zt 2.0 7.6 f 1.4 k 1.8 
4.2 f 1.0 1 4.2 i 1.0 

102 * 10 * 9 I98 2~ 10 & 8 

2.6 Semileptonic B Decays 

We will now concentrate on the semileptonic decay modes of the B mesons, i.e. 

those modes where the virtual W in the spectator model decays only to e’s,n’s,or 

r’s, The relations between the branching ratio, the lifetime, and the semileptonic 
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decay width in the spectator model are 

The spectator model predicts the same rate r for e,,u,or 7 modes except for phase- 

space effects. To verify this prediction, we would like to measure the branching 

ratio and lifetime for each of the different types of B mesons separately since non- 

spectator effects can affect charged and neutral B’s differently. Non-spectator 

effects are expected for example to reduce the neutral B lifetime. The major 

problem at the moment however is that these quantities have only been measured 

for a mixture of B’s, 

Semileptonic decays are also useful for setting limii,s on the b to u transition 

by using the momentum spectrum of the charged leptons. The basic idea is that 

the maximum momentum of a lepton from a 6 + u decay should be higher than 

that from b + c decay because of the kinematics (i.e. due to the c-u quark mass 

difference). We can thus look for a small number of high momentum leptons as 

a signature of the 13 -+ u decays. The kinematic limit for the electron momentum 

in the semileptonic decay of a B at rest to a charmed quark is approximately 

2.4 GeV. The experimental lepton spectra are shown in figure 13. [9,10,11] 

Corrections need to be applied for lepton sources other than B’s which can be 

obtained by taking data off the 4S resonance. The presence of these continuum 

electrons is the primary limit to the sensitivity of this type of search. Leptons 

from 7’s and Q’s must also be subtracted. Further, B mesons from 4s decays 

are not quite at rest, so the lepton spectra are corrected assuming the B’s are 

produced with a sin2 angular distribution. Finally, the standard model V-A matrix 

element is used to predict the lepton spectra. Fits are used to derive limits for 

the b -+ u transition, and the data are consistent with being dominated by the b 

to c transition: 
SO%CL Limits for B 

_. : : 
: 1_ .: _. -.;- 

.i: ‘~. 
.-, -._ 

Figure 13: Lepton spectra from semileptonic B decays. 

:- .- .:- 
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cm0 < 0.08 
ARGUS < 0.12 
CB < 0.13 
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The best limit of 8% gives the KM constraint 

jVub 
Iv,bl 

< 0.21 

2.7 B’s from PEP and PETRA 

At higher energy machines such as PEP and PETRA, the b quark production is 

a smaller fraction of the total cross section than it is at the 4S resonance. Also 

there is no on/off resonance technique to be used to compare and contrast the 

behavior of the b quarks from that of the rest of the quarks. Cuts which are often 

inefficient need to be used to enhance the fraction of b jets. The chief advantage 

of these machines however is that the B mesons have much higher momenta which 

makes measurements of the B lifetime possible. The semileptonic branching ratios 

measured at these machines (see table 5) are in good agreement with those from 

the 4s resonance. 

Table 5: Semileptonic B branching ratios measured at PEP and PETRA. 

TASS0 
TASS0 
MARK1 
CELLO 
CELLO 
JADE 
MAC 
MAC 

MARK11 
MARK11 
DELCO 

TPC 
TPC 

SR(b - l-m-) Is.1 

11.7 * 2.8 f 1.0 

11.1 * 3.4 * 4.0 

6.8 i 0.7 l 1.1 
8.8 * 3.4 * 3.5 

11.1 * 5.6 3.0 * 

11.7 .t 1.6 It 1.5 

13.3 * l.s(*o.st_::, 

11.3 Lt. 1.9 3.0 f 
13.6 3 * 5.2 3.0 
13.5 * 2.6 3.0 * 

149tz. >.I 
152 i * 1.9 1.2 
11.0 * * 1.8 1.0 __.___ 

9.3 * 2.2 * 4.0 
12.4 + 1.3 l 2.9 
12.3 * 3.4 i 3.5 

i.8 * 1.6 * 1.5 
@ * 3. 
a*3 

8.3 * 1.3 * 3.0 
8.6 * 1.4 i 2.0 

ll.aT;.: 
6.9 * 1.1* 1.1 
9.1 f 0.9 * 1.3 ___---- 

2.8 B Lifetime Measurements 

Lifetimes are currently measured for the average mix of charged and neutral B’s 

produced in e”e-interactions. Eventually we would like to measure the lifetimes 

of individual types of B’s to determine whether non-spectator diagrams have an 

effect. The primary cuts used in the analysis are to find high thrust events which 

contain leptons with both high momentum along the thrust axis and high trans- 

Figure 14: Impact parameter distribution for B lifetime measurements from 
MarkII. 

verse momentum relative to the thrust axis. The first cut enhances the b quark 

fraction because of the harder decay spectrum for b leptonic decays, and the sec- 

ond selects b’s because the transverse momentum relative to the thrust axis has 

a maximum which is m,/2 and therefore higher for b’s The quantity which is 

measured is the impact parameter of the lepton relative to the beam location. A 

typical set of data is shown in figure 14. While the distribution is only shifted 

slightly from zero, the mean of the distribution can be determined quite accu- 

rately. Similar results are obtained by the Mark II, DELCO, JADE, IIRS, and 

TASS0 groups. The combined result for the B average lifetime is 

-r~ = 1.18 f 0.14 10-i’ set 

Since this lifetime can be calculated in the spectator model, the KM parameters 

become constrained by this measurement to satisfy the relation 

7~ = 0.86/v,~~2t0.48~V,~~2 N 0.0011 * 0.0003 . 

Using the previous bound 

0 < * < 0.21 
vcb 

from the lepton spectrum measurements, we get v& N 0.047. Note that while the 

s to u transition is about 0.2 in the standard model, the b to c transition is a 

:. ‘. _. 
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factor of 4 smaller. This is one of the reasons why despite the heavier mass and 

large phase-space for heavy b decays, the lifetime is still relatively long. 

2.9 Charmless B Decays 

As has been mentioned several times before, it is important to measure the KM 

parameter V,,. The attempt to detect these transitions has already been men- 

tioned in the context of measuring the total amount of produced charm per B 

decay with corrections for c? states, and the detection of leptons past the kine- 

matic endpoint for b to c transitions. Another way of testing for charmless B 

decays is to find an exclusive final state which can only be produced by b to u 

transitions. In the context of the spectator model, if the b quark converts to a u 

quark with charged current interactions (no FCNC), then the B meson will decay 

in the simplest case to a two body mode containing a ?r or p or some other similar 

resonance. Table 6 shows the upper limits obtained by the CLEO and ARGUS 

groups for these simple modes. By far the most sensitive channel is B -+ plv 

(note the lxge coefficient in the table 6 prediction column) where the upper limit 

Table 6: CLEO and ARGUS charmless B decay limits. 

DecayMode 

B0 + r+7r- 

BO --+ pfa- 

B- + ?r%r- 

El- + pan- 

B0 + pop0 
B” + r+a1(1270)- 
B” -+ ?r+az(1320)- 

B- + p”a1(1270)- 

B- + pO9(1320)- 
B” +pF 
B- + poe-v 

:LEO 
- 

0.03 

0.61 

0.23 

0.02 

0.05 

0.12 
0.16 

0.32 

0.23 
0.02 

0.25 

4RGlJS 
- 

0.04 

0.07 

0.013 

0.22 

Prediction 

0.21(%>* 
0.56(& 

0.06 (%)* 

0.22 (%)’ 

0.01(&>’ 

0.33($$ 

3.9(&$ 

Figure 15: Recoil mass spectrum in B + pl X with the expected contribution 
from B + plv for the limit set for Vu* of 0.012 

of 0.22 corresponds to a limit on Vub of 0.012. This channel can be searched for 

by looking for a zero mass object recoiling against the p 1 system in a B decay. 

The recoil mass spectrum for the data [12] is shown in figure 15, the small bump 

at zero being the amount consistent with the upper limit of 0.012. 

Similar limits to those obtained with the lepton spectrum endpoint can be 

derived by looking at B -t D’lu 

!G.! < 0.22 
Iv,bl 

2.10 pp Modes 

One of the most interesting, and also perhaps the most controversial measurements 

has been the ARGUS observation of B -+ ppx- and B -+ ppr-a+ because it 

provides direct evidence that v,b is non-zero. This is extremely important because 

if V,b = 0 in the KM model, there is no CP violation in the B system. Further, 

since CP violation is proportional to Vu*, if this parameter is large, perhaps CP 

violation in the B system will be easier to see. The data from ARGUS [13] for 

these two modes have not been confirmed by the CLEO group. In particular, the 

combined modes from ARGUS give a branching ratio of (7.8 & 1.7)lOW’ while the 

upper limit from the CLEO data is 3.6 10-4. If taken at face value, the original 

.:. 

..:,. 
_:. 
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Figure 16: Constraints on Vu* and Vcb. The elliptical constraints come from the 
B lifetime, the upper limit on the ratio from lepton endpoint measurements, and 
the lower limit from the ARGUS pfi result. 

ARGUS data provide a lower limit on the KM parameter [14,15] 

(Vub > 0.08 \“cbl 
Putting all of the constraints which we have discussed together, one obtains fig- 

ure 16 where as mentioned, the lower limit for V,a awaits ,confirmation. The 

elliptical constraint in figure 16 comes from the B lifetime, the upper limit on the 

ratio of Vub to V& comes from the lepton endpoint measurement, and the lower 

limit on the ratio comes from the ARGUS pj5 measurement. 

2.11 BB Oscillations 

In the neutral K system, it is known that there are transitions between I( and R 

states. These could in principle also exist in the D,B,or T systems, but are believed 

to be large only in the B system. The rapid decrease in the lifetime of the B meson 

as a function of the b quark mass is partially offset by the smallness of the V& 

KM matrix element whjch gives the neutral B system a long enough lifetime that 

this kind of mixing can occur.[l6,17] .4 s in the K system, the Feynman diagrams 

responsible for these transitions are the box diagrams shown in figure 17. 

The calculation of the matrix element for the Bd transition assuming the box 

3 5 W 

> 5 
uct 

Figure 17: Box diagrams for BB mixing. 

diagram with a t quark exchange would contain the KM parameters 

whereas for B, transitions. it would be 

vtb’v,s2 

which we would expect to be larger since V,, is probably larger than V*d. Thus we 

would expect the largest mixing in the B, system. 

The Hamiltonian for the BE system is 

M-C 
.? . 

M;, - q 

where the off-diagonal terms in the mixing matrix are 

~~~ = (B~/HIBO) 

There are two CP eigenstates 

PLZ) = 5 (lb) * 1%)) 

M12=Mh= 2 

rz,l = r f 9 

The mixing is usually described by a mixing parameter r where r=O denotes no 

mixing. The equations are exactly the same as those encountered in the K meson 

: -t- :. -1’ 

_. -:: _ 
:.. __ 

._ _- 

.: .,_ :: 
:: 
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system except that to a good approximation in the B system, Al? N 0, so that 

~~ = rz can be used to simplify many of the equations involved. The probability 

that if you start with a B, you find a B at a later time t for example is given by 

w,(t) x ;ee (1 + cos(AMt)) 

which shows that the B’s will oscillate in time in a way which may be useful in 

investigations of CP violation. 

There are several different ways in which Cl’ violation can arise in the B 

system. The interested reader should start with the 1987 Berkeley SSC study, 

Experiments, Detectors, and Experimental Areas for the Supercollider, 

~~706-717 for a nice summary. 

3 Hadronic Production of B’s 

So far we have concentrated almost entirely on results obtained from B’s produced 

at e+e-machines. But B’s are also produced at hadron machines, and experiments 

are underway to study B production using fixed targets at the Tevatron, and 

using collider experiments at Sp@ and the Tevatron. Since b’s are produced by 

the strong interactions at hadron machines, the production cross sections can be 

very large provided they are not limited by threshold effects (which are however 

important for the present fixed target experiments). As usual at hadron machines, 

one needs to know a bit more about QCD to actually calculate the production 

cross section, but much progress has been made in this area in the past year 

including higher order corrections to the cross section. 

Details of the QCD calculations and corrections can be found in the series of 

lectures at this school by Keith Ellis.[l8] C onsiderable effort is underway at the 

moment to experimentally verify the calculations of both the total b production 

cross section and the momentum spectrum of the B’s, So far, little has been 

done in the way of detecting exclusive decays of B’s, although this situation may 

change in the next series of collider runs as detectors begin to implement silicon 

vertex detectors. The major technique used currently is to detect electrons or 

muons from semileptonic B decays. Both the total cross section and the transverse 

momentum spectrum of produced b quarks can in principle be deduced from the 

observed lepton spectra. 

For an experimcntalist, the issue of higher order QCD corrections is important 

for two reasons. First. the corrections affect the total b production cross section. 

Due to large uncertainties in the gluon structure function at small x, together with 

large contributions to the total cross section from gluon-gluon diagrams, the total 

cross section is quite uncertain. Measurements will eventually settle this issue and 

perhaps allow a comparison with QCD. The second effect, of the corrections is to 

change the shape of the pt spectrum of the b quarks. This is actually important 

because whatever Monte Carlo is used by the experiment&t to estimate efficien- 

cies and backgrounds, the result can be very sensitive to the assumed p, shape. 

Before doing any detailed QCD calculations, one can estimate the importance of 

this effect by using aMonte Carlowhich does lowest order QCD and then tries to 

add selected diagrams and processes believed to be important at high p, Fig- 

ure 18 shows the p, spectrum of produced b quarks in such a calculation. Note 

that the cross section magnitude changes inost at high p, as higher order effects are 

added, but that the shape (i.e. slope) changes most at low p, This result is also 

found in more detailed calculations and is important because the high pt region 

is the interesting region if one is worried about b backgrounds to heavier quark 

signatures or other exotics. If the shape is unchanged by higher order corrections, 

then the major uncertainty in efficiency and background calculations becomes just 

the magnitude of b production cross section at high pt The distributions can 

then be normalized to the detected cross section at high pt . 

As usual in QCD issues, the interpretation of experimental results depends to 

some extent on the way in which the produced quark fragments to form hadrons. 

In the case of leptons from B mesons, higher order corrections and variations 

in the fragmentation models can lead to different amounts and distributions of 

particles accompanying the lepton. This is a problem for electrons, because it is 

typical to use the amount of energy in a cone around the electron as a signature 

of the effective mass of the parent quark. Heavier quarks can produce leptons 

with larger transverse momentum relative to the decay axis; the maximum being 

m,/2. Thus these “isolation” cuts can be used to discriminate against leptons from 

: 
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I t 8 I 1 

ISAlET 5.25 ISAlET 5.25 

pp-+b (or 5) + x pp-+b (or 5) + x 
J;=O.63 TeV \$'!<I.5 J;=O.63 TeV \$'!<I.5 

xl/i00 '. 

Figure 18: Isajet calculations of the b quark p, spectrum, UAl collaboration. 

lighter quark backgrounds. AMonte Carlocalculation must be used to correct for 

inefficiencies due to the isolation cut which leads to some sensitivity to the choice 

of a fragmentation model. The assumptions in the Monte Carlocan be checked 

by using muon data which do not require such isolation cuts provided the muon 

system is thick enough. 

Monte Carlo’s also need to make assumptions about how the b quarks fragment 

into B mesons and other hadrons. The quark fragmentation functions in Isajet 

for example are assumed t,o follow the Peterson form [I91 

f(z) = ;[I -; - &I-’ ) 

where E is related to the quark masses by 

The Peterson formula illustrates the important point that for a heavy quark b 

which decays into a heavy meson B with other light hadrons, the B meson (just 

due to momentum conservation) will carry most of the momentum. This effect 

becomes more pronounced as the quark gets heavier. One consequence is that the 

inclusive x spectrum of B mesons from b decay (where x is the fraction of the 

b momentum carried by the B) will be strongly peaked towards 1 and that this 

peaking will be even stronger for t decays. 

The Peterson et al. argument is quite simple. Consider the transition b + 

B + h where the B meson takes a fraction x of the b quark momentum. The 

quantum mechanical amplitude for this transition will be proportional to & 

where 

AE = En + En - Eb 

If we use mb N mB and 

E:, = m:, + z=p2 
E; = m; + (1 - z)‘p* 
E2 b = m;+p2 

;-,. -’ 
: 

we obtain 

AEc++- 
z z 
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with 

which is the Peterson form. Since the harder meson spectrum will also result in 

a harder lepton spectrum, we expect that the spectrum of leptons from B decay 

and other heavy quarks will be harder than that of light quarks due to this effect. 

The L value determined from the spectrum of D*‘s yields the solid curve shown in 

figure 19.[20] These data confirmed the stiffening of the x spectra in the c quark 

system. 

Figure 19: D’ spectrum used to extract an e parameter 

0 0.4 0.8 
z=p(D’I/p(c) 

0 cl.4 0.8 
I =E(BV E(b) 

Figure 20: Comparison of c and b fragmentation illustrating the hardening of the 
spectrum for heavier quarks. 

Figure 20 shows a comparison of data from c and b quarks with fits for L of 0.18 

and 0.018 respectively ([21,22]) which agrees with the expected l/m; dependence. 

3.1 Checking the pt Spectrum 

It is important to be able to measure the shape of the pl spectrum for b produc- 

tion both to check higher order QCD calculations and to verify the assumptions 

embedded in experimental Monte Carlos. In order to do this, different samples of 

leptons and various techniques have been used to detect low, medium,and high 

pt b production.[23] 

Figure 21 shows the results of these measurements from the UAl collaboralion 

using four different techniques. The lowest p, point comes from measuring the p 

pair decay mode of J/Ws. The total inclusive cross section for Q’s with p, > 5 GeV 

and rapidity less than 2 is found to be 

CB (pjT + J/$J +X) = 7.5 i O.i(stat) YIZ 1.2(syst) nb 

where most of the cross section is due to charm or xc state production. In order to 

determine what fraction of this is due to b’s, the momentum of the ‘4 is measured 

relative to the adjacent jet activity. The transverse component of this momentum 

is limited to m,/2 and thus will extend to larger values for b’s than it does for 

lighter quarks just as in the case of the lepton spectra discussed earlier. This allows 

. 
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c IGeVl 

Figure 21: UAl measurements of the p, spectrum of b production together with 
0 {o,“} and Isajet predictions. 

the contribution from the b quarks to be separated from the lighter contributions. 

The result is 

uB (pp --t b + J/?i, + X) = 1.8 f 0.6 f 0.9nb 

This provides a measurement of the B spectrum which due to the pt cut on the 

Q’s and the steeply falling p, distribution is at a p, of just slightly more than the 

5 GeV p, cut. 

The second measurement also comes from measuring dimuons but at higher 

mass. The sources of dimuons are Drell-Yan production, Upsilon production, and 

decay in flight backgrounds. By looking at the dimuon “pt relative” distribution 

(i.e. the p, of the dimuon relative to the nearby jet activity), it is determined 

that the b to c parent ratio is 92:8 for this sample. Dimuons below the QJ can 

also be used for this purpose, and provided one cuts on the dimuon pt (relative 

to the beam this time), the sample is dominated by b -+ cp,c + sp. Finally at 

somewhat higher pt ‘s (15 and above), the inclusive muon pl distribution can be 

used to determine the b spectrum. The pt-rel distribution indicates that about 

76% of this sample comes from b parents. At the highest pt ‘s, (above 25 GeV), 

the lepton spectra become dominated by leptons from W’s and this technique can 

no longer be used. Corrections are applied to the data for each pi bin for the 

fraction of b parents. These fractions are 

pt range / b fraction(%) 

‘fE?J-yj 

Looking again at figure 21, there are several lessons to be learned. First, 

the shape of the calculated higher order cross section (labeled P.Nason et al.) 

is very similar to the lowest order and this reduces the systematic errors in the 

measurement. Second, the cascade type Monte Carlo(Isajet) seems to be a good 

approximation to the shape of the pr spectrum. Finally, the largest uncertainty 

in the total b cross section comes from the uncertainties in the extrapolation to 

low p, values. The observable part of the b cross section is reasonably well known. 

The UAl group concludes that the cross section is 

~(pp--tbor~+X,]y]<1.5)=14.7f4.7~b 

a (pp --t 66 + X) = 10.2 + 3.3pb 

Note there is a factor of two required for the b or 5 cross section so that the 

observed part of the cross section is about 72% (i.e.14.7/(2*10.2)). 

4 B Factories 

There have been many recent studies of the capabilities of various types of ma- 

chines designed specifically to produce large numbers of B mesons.[24,25,26,27, 

28,291 The types of designs range from very high current linear colliders to high 

luminosity e+e-storage rings optimized for the production of collisions in the Up- 

silon region, Studies have also been done on the capabilities of existing B factories 

such as the Cornell storage rings, or the Tevatron collider and even the Tevatron 

fixed target program, all of which produce very large numbers of B’s. Other plans 

include CESR upgrades,[30] a machine at PSI[28] (designed but turned down by 

the Swiss government), a linear collider design at Frascati,[31] and a machine with 

two different beam energies (asymmetric machines) at SLAC,[32,33]. 

.^ 
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The primary goal for all of these studies has been the potential for observing 

CP violation in the B system. It is widely believed that t,he observation of this 

effect in a second system (the first being of course the K system) might provide 

important clues to the origin of this poorly understood phenomenon. The poten- 

tial for observing CP violation is usually used to determine roughly the machine 

parameters, but opinions vary about exactly how many B’s need to be produced 

or how many need to be detected to achieve this goal. While optimists might 

claim that 107 B’s would be sufficient, pessimists would claim 109. Unfortunately, 

the design constraints for all machines make achieving 10s rather difficult. There 

are of course always other good pieces of physics which can be investigated by 

machines which produce large numbers of B’s, for example, measurements of the 

KM matrix elements to high precision, investigations of Bi!? mixing, and particu- 

larly studies which test the b-tt coupling. At the present, few designs if any have 

a guaranteed ability to test CP. 

The largest B samples at present come from the CLEO detector. An integrated 

luminosity there of 350 pb-’ represents 7 lo5 BE ‘s at the 4s. Average detection 

efficiencies are about 0.001. In trying to study the BBsystem, one obvious problem 

for e+e-machines is that the B’s at the 4s are produced almost at rest in the lab 

frame. The decay products from the B and the B are thus intermingled which 

causes combinatorial background problems for the reconstruction of the B or g 

To study CP violation, it is necessary to tag a B or i? , and then reconstruct the 

B or B which accompanies it. Thus in the detector design, a premium must be 

placed on particle identification in the low momentum region (up to 2.5 GeV, the 

maximum for B decay) to help in the reconstruction of the B final states. Most 

studies of new machines to produce large numbers of B’s are thus accompanied 

by suggestions for sophisticated new detectors. 

The current CESR luminosity of about 2 103*, with a cross section of about 

1 nb gives 2 IO6 BE per year assuming a running year of 10’ seconds. This is 

clearly not quite what we would like, although the possibility exists of accumu- 

lating a significant sample by running for several years and accomplishing modest 

improvements in luminosity and/or detector performance. 

The asymmetric machine designs are considerably more ambitious in their 

goals for produced B’s requiring in excess of 10’ per year. The reason for having a 

machine with two different beam energies to study the B system is quite simple. If 

the two energies are not the same, then the produced B mesons will not be at rest 

in the lab frame, but will be travelling with some momentum directed along the 

beam axis. If the B and the B decay at different proper times, then their decay 

vertices will be separated along the beam axis, and a good vertex detector with 

resolution in this direction (not the usual dimension in which vertex detectors 

have good resolution) will be able to assist in separating the decay products of 

the two B mesons. For the traditional storage ring approach, B’s produced at 

the 4s have a p of 0.06 and a mean decay path of only 20 microns. In contrast, 

a machine which produced B’s with Pr x 1 would yield decay lengths of 400~. 

If this separation can be detected, then the rates of B and B decay to various 

channels can be measured as a function of the time difference between the two 

decays. 

Decays of B’s to CP eigenstates are particularly useful.[34,35] If for example 

the state f is a CP eigenstate, and there is mixing, then the amplitude for B-+f 

and B-, s +f will interfere, the phase from the KM matrix being opposite for an 

initial B or B The mixing of B’s and B ‘s can be studied by using decay modes 

which identify the initial B or B such as the leptonic decays (after corrections 

- 6% for wrong sign leptons from cascade decays b+c-+ e, p instead of b+ e, p) 

or charged K mesons. Like sign K’s or leptons indicate mixing. 

Detection of CP violation can be done by using events which contain both a 

B decay to a CP eigenstate and also have a second B which can be tagged. In 

the presence of CP violations, rates for BE ‘s where tagged B’s have subsequent 

decays of another object to a CP eigenstate will differ from decays of BB ‘s where 

decays to CP eigenstates have subsequent decays to tagged B’s, Note that this 

method actually tests T violation and hence CP via the CPT theorem. Events 

with CP eigenstates and subsequent B decays have the same phase and can be 

added to the sample and compared to tagged fj- ‘s with subsequent CP eigenstate 

formation. Schematically we compare 

B&+BX,X-iCP 
BB-,CPX,X--+B 

;, 
‘_ .: 

,- ‘I 
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.: 
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with 
BB-+CPX,X+B 
BB-+BX,X+CP. 

Suggested CP eigenstatcs include D+D- and q’K, as well as events where the Q is 

replaced by x,w, p, 4 and/or the If, is replaced by JCL. The Q’K, has an excellent 

experimental signature when the @ decays to pp or ee, and the I<, decays to TX. 

The ARGUS collaboration measures a rate of about 1 detected event per 100 pb-’ 

in this mode.[36,37] The measurement of the asymmetry due to CP violation 

requires perhaps 100 such events. The total number of BB ‘s required can be 

estimated from 

NBB N ‘(A)’ 
EBR A 

where c is the detection efficiency, BR the B + IkIt’, branching ratio, A the asym- 

metry and s the desired statistical significance. As you can see, for a 10% asym 

metry, branching ratio of 3 10e4 and 10% efficiency, we required a few lo7 events 

for a 3u effect. 

4.1 Detector Requirements 

Detector requirements for precision B experiments at e+e-colliders are quite strin- 

gent. High precision tracking is required over large solid angle for the reconstruc- 

tion of multibody final states. The tracking should also have dE/dx capabilities 

to aid in K meson recognition for kinematic fits. Independent particle ID for 

e p ?r K p (using for example time-of-flight, Cherenkov or RICH counters) is also 

required. Because of the need to also reconstruct #‘s for D and D’ reconstruction, 

the low energy cut off for photon detection is important. The reconstruction effi- 

ciency for D*‘s for example decreases rapidly with this parameter (see figure 22). 

This requires that the electromagnetic calorimetry be constructed inside the coil 

to minimize soft photon inefficiencies. Vertex detection is required with good res- 

olution along the beam axis for CP violation techniques in asymmetric machines, 

and good resolution transverse to the beam to aid in D and B tagging. Strip 

chamber vertex detectors would thus be inadequate. 

Soft charged pion detection from D*+ Da is important. In a 1.5T field, 90% 

efficiency for reconstructions requires detection of tracks down to 30 MeV which 

Lower photon energy cutoff 

Figure 22: D* reconstruction efficiency versus minimum detectable photon energy, 
calculated for the ARES detector at the proposed Frascati linear collider. 

corresponds to a track which curls up within 7 cm. Finally, the collection of large 

samples of order 10s events corresponds to an average trigger rate (for a lo7 set 

year) of about 10Hz. If the signal is only 10% of the total rate at the trigger level, 

the trigger rate would be 1OOHz. Thus, given the complexity of the detector, DAQ 

systems with high speed and good buffers are required. 

4.2 B’s at the Tevatron 

Large samples of B mesons are currently being produced at the Tevatron both in 

the collider and fixed target modes. Detection and separation of these events from 

lighter quark backgrounds is however a non-trivial problem to say the least. The 

primary characteristics of these events which can be used to distinguish them from 

backgrounds are the increased probability of a lepton trigger, larger maximum 

p, of the lepton relative to the remaining soft hadronic particles - a characteristic 

difficult to use in a trigger, and finally the presence of extended vertices. The 

latter aspect of these events is also difficult to use in a trigger since sufficiently 

rapid vertex reconstruction and read-out is usually not available. Instead, several 

groups have tried to implement triggers which find extended vertices by utilizing 

the growth in charged multiplicity and hence of target ionization which occurs 

after a B meson decays. 

Experiment E771 at Fermilab is typical of such an experiment. Based on an 
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E 705/E771 SPECTROMETER 

Figure 23: E771 Spectrometer 

existing spectrometer from E705 (see figure 23), a vertex strip detector is added 

which is used as both a target and a vertex detector. A beam energy of 900 GeV 

will be used with an interaction rate of 3 10s and a muon plus vertex trigger. The 

total BE cross section is uncertain, but estimated to be - 1Onb yielding about 10s 

BB ‘s produced in a year (2 lo6 set for extracted FNAL beams). This is similar 

to current production levels at CESR. This number of produced BE ‘s should 

yield about 1000 events from B+ Q X which would give 5-10 identified B-t Q I(, 

events. To study CP, the opposite sign B must be tagged, the efficiency for which 

is about 1%. Thus to obtain a statistically significant sample, say 100-1000 events 

requires an increase in rate of lo3 to 104. One order of magnitude can come from 

running longer, the rest needs to come mostly from increased interaction rates on 

target. 

The primary limitation for the target interaction rates in these “open ge- 

ometry” experiments comes from the rate capabilities of wire chambers and the 

induced radiation damage to the target/vertex detector. The former can be alle- 

viated by constructing chambers with small wire spacings and running at low wire 

gain. Damage to the silicon planes of the vertex detector can perhaps be reduced 

by running the detector at lower temperatures and by using r&hard electronics. 

Radiation doses to the target silicon from beam particles alone would correspond 

to lmrad per 10s interaction rate per year of running.[38] Radiation damage from 

secondaries will at least double this, thus running at higher interaction rates will 

require corresponding increases in the area of the beam at the target to keep 

radiation damage per square centimeter to reasonable levels. 

An alternative to the open geometry is being pursued by the E-789 experiment 

(“Son of 605”) which uses a semi-closed geometry to achieve the potential of run- 

ning at interaction rates approaching 10 lo by 1992. Closed geometry means that 

most of the incoming particles are absorbed by a thick beam dump which allows 

the experiment to run at high rates. While this should produce a recognizable sig- 

nal in B + ?T+?T-, the closed geometry precludes tagging the other B and thus this 

technique while useful for the study of B’s, cannot be used for CP. Nevertheless, 

knowing the B -+ s ?r + - branching ratio will be an important input to the design 

of future CP experiments. Dihadrons from B decay are measured in a double arm 

spectrometer, while vertices of high p, particles which make it through the beam 

dump used to absorb soft particles can be measured with a silicon microvertex 

detector with fast readout consistent with separating interactions with a resolving 

time of one RF bucket to reduce confusion from multiple interactions. 

Another experiment, E687, will run in the tagged photon beam and will con- 

centrate on muon final states, with approximately 1000 tri-muon events expected 

for a years run. Finally, E791, the successor to EGSl(charm photoproduction) and 

E769(charm hadroproduction) will attempt to run with a trigger which requires 

only 6 GeV Et in a calorimeter! The experimental design calls for writing 5000 

events per second to tape, with offline analysis to be performed later to extract a 

signal! This experiment can only run at interaction rates of about 10s but may 

be able to see 50 fully reconstructed B events after final analysis of all of the data 

on tape from a year’s run is completed. 5 Bottom as Background to Top 

While bottom quarks as we have seen are interesting in their own right, they 

are also an important background to the search for the top quark. Because of 

their higher mass relative to the light u,d,c,s quarks, bottom quarks will be the 

dominant sources of isolated leptons at high p, which is exactly where we would 
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like to look for evidence of the top quark. This problem has led to extensive Monte 

Carlo studies by UAl,UA2 and CDF of the properties of the leptons coming from 

b decays. As the lower limit for the top quark increases toward the W mass, this 

background becomes less significant however because the pt spectrum of leptons 

from b’s falls very rapidly, and for heavier top, one can increase the lower cut on 

the p, of the required lepton until there is little b background. Nevertheless, it is 

important to know as much as possible about the b as a background to the top 

starch. 

The recent calculations of P.Nason, SDawson, and K.Ellis 139) have now pro- 

vided us with c$ corrections in QCD for the b total cross section as well as the 

differential cross section as a function of pt The most uncertain parts of the 

it spectrum are the lowest and highest regions. In the future we will also need the 

higher order cross sections as a function of both p, and rapidity so that experi- 

mental acceptance corrections can be made for the unseen part of the cross section 

either outside of yrnoz which is typically 1-2 or below pt,;, which is typically a few 

GeV. For most experimental top quark searches, the low p, region, while dominat- 

ing the uncertainty in the total cross section, is unimportant because of relatively 

high minimum pt requirements for the leptons used in the analysis. As far as 

backgrounds to the lepton spectrum at moderate p, are concerned, at Tevatron 

energies, the dominant source of high p, electrons and muons (other than those 

from W’s and Z’s) is however bottom production. Overlaps, misidentifications, 

conversions, decays in flight etc. do not dominate. Charmed quarks contribute 

less in this region (especially to isolated electrons) because both the higher b 

mass and the harder b fragmentation relative to c fragmentation enhance the b 

spectrum above that of the c quark which has a similar production cross section. 

For the experimentalist, the b backgrounds for lepton signals for top or other 

exotics must be analyzed with the help of aMonte Carlogenerator containing the 

latest theoretical information, and an event simulator which can take into account 

the finite acceptance of the apparatus, and the variations in efficiencies across the 

detector due to the device and the trigger. To get around the problem of the 

poorly known total cross section for b’s, theMonte Carlo is used to predict the 

relation between the produced b spectrum and the daughter lepton spectra. The 

9 b 
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Figure 24: Lowest order diagrams for b production in pjT 

b cross section at high nt is then normalized to the observed spectrum [40]: 

q = CT@ 2 
[I . gP MC 

TheMonte Carlo contains the assumptions about the fragmentation of virtual 

b’s to B and B’ mesons, the (V-A) semileptonic decay spectra of the B mesons, and 

the lepton decay kinematics including finite mass effects. To this must be added 

a set of structure functions and the higher order QCD matrix elements. For the 

latter, there are two quite different methods being used. The more traditional is 

used in Isajet and consists of using the lowest order diagrams plus cascade shower 

development and a fragmentation model. The second method includes higher 

order diagrams combined with some of the fragmentation features of the former. 

Care must be taken in the second approach not to double count the part of the 

higher order corrections which may be included in the fragmentation model (final 

state gluon emission for example.) In general, the diagrams shown in figure 24 

involving the production of b’s directly from lowest order processes are quite easy 

to generate, but the diagrams in figure 25 which involve “flavor excitation” or 

“gluon splitting” require several hundred hours of computing on IBM3090 class 

computers to generate reasonable samples. The reason that gluon splitting is 

important is that the total interaction cross section is dominated by 99 -+ 99, 

and even though the probability of gluon branching to bg is small, the 99 -+ gg 

total cross section is measured in mbarns, and we are interested in backgrounds at 

the nb level. Further, as we will see in the next section, top searches often require 

leptons plus additional jets, and the gluon splitting contribution is enhanced by 

the jet requirement. 
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Figure 25: Gluon splitting and flavor excitation contributions to b production in 

PF 

6 t Quark Physics 

The top quark has been the object of intensive searches during the past year by 

many groups. This important ingredient in the standard model of particle physics 

however remains unseen. Searches for it or its discovery will eventually provide 

further important constraints on the parameters of the standard model and the 

elements of the KM matrix. The presence of a light top quark would produce an 

obvious threshold effect in the hadronic cross section at e+e-machines, as was the 

case for the c and b quarks. That such an effect was not observed, (see figure 26) 

has allowed a limit of P/Ii > 30.4 GeV to be set by the AMY and VENUS groups 

at Tristan.[41] Similar studies of the decays of the Z to high sphericity events 

at the SLC require M1 > 40.7 GeV. Both of these possibilities had already been 

excluded by the early measurements of the UAl collaboration at CERN which 

(through techniques similar to those described later) set a lower bound of 41 GeV. 

During the Sumner of 1989, UAl and UA2 at CERN quoted mass limits for 

the top quark of (M, >61,67 GeV 95%CL) respectively,[42] while CDF results 

extended these limits to exclude the range 

40 < Mt < 77 95%CL 

HADRONIC EVENT CROSS SECTION 

‘I 

Figure 26: Expected behavior of the hadronic event cross section with and without 
top. 

from a search which uses an electron plus jets final state, and 

28 < Mt < 72 95%CL 

from an electron muon final state. For the purpose of this review, I will concentrate 

on the most recent results from CDF which place the most stringent limits to date 

on the top quark mass. 

Despite the fact that the top quark has not been found, evidence or prejudice 

for its existence is quite strong. In the standard model, the b quark is produced 

in e+e-annihilation with a forward backward asymmetry which is given by 

The measurement of this b quark asymmetry [43,44] in e’e-annihilation shows 

that the b quark has the expected asymmetry for a member of a left-handed 

doublet and right-handed singlet structure indicating that it should have a partner, 

namely the top quark. The measured value of the b quark asymmetry yields 

ab = -1.08 i 0.29 
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If the b quark were alone in a singlet structure, one would expect zero for this 

parameter. 

6.1 Indirect constraints on the top mass 

A number of indirect constraints on the top quark mass are available. For example, 

the observation of Bd & mixing implies an upper bound on the top quark mass 

of approximately 180 GeV.[45,46,47] A n additional indirect method involves the 

use of the ratio [48] 
R = uw BR(W ---t eu) 

cz BR(Z --t ee) 

where 
BR(W -+ ev) 

BR(Z -+ ee) 
= yy;y, (y+:,!) 

The ratio of cross sections for W and Z production can be predicted reliably 

from theory as can the leptonic decay partial widths of the W and Z leaving a 

dependence in R on the t mass due to its influence on the total widths of the 

Z and W. Many systematics cancel, such as the uncertainty due to higher order 

corrections in the absolute W and Z cross sections. The value of R varies from the 

low mass region where the top contributes to both the W and Z decays, through 

an intermediate region where it contributes only to the W, and finally a high t 

mass region where the t becomes too heavy to contribute to either partial width. 

While previous measurements of this ratio were thought to favor low top quark 

masses, more recent data presented at the EPS Madrid conference give 

CDF 10.3 f 0.8 zb 0.5 

UA2 10.3 +1.5 
-1.0 

and are consistent with heavy top masses. 

6.2 t Quark Production 

At Tevatron energies (4 = 1.8 TeV), the production of t quarks is dominated 

by the production of tS states. This situation differs from that found at the 

lower energies available at CERN where W + tx also contributes significantly 

to t production. The difference (see figure 27) is due to the faster rise of the t 

50 1M) 150 200 
%p WV] 

Figure 27: Contributions to top production from tt production and W decays at 
CERN and Tevatron energies. The upper and lower tl curves use DFLM structure 
functions with p = m/2, A = 250 MeV and p = 2m, A = 90 MeV respectively. 

production cross section with energy relative to the W production cross section.[49] 

The expected behavior of the t cross section as a function of the top quark mass 

for these two energies including higher order corrections by Nason, Dawson, and 

Ellis [39] is well reproduced by theMonte Carlo Isajet as was the case for the b 

quarks.This Monte Carlowill be used later for acceptance calculations. 

Since tT production dominates at the Tevatron, each event has two t quark 

decays. The standard model of t quark decays predicts that for a d system, 

roughly 44% of the decays will be to fully hadronic final states with as many as 6 

final state jets when each of the t’s decays in its hadronic mode. While these rates 

are attractive, the calorimeter performance, the ability to reconstruct jets, and 

the copious QCD background in this channel limit the experimenter’s ability to 

utilize this mode. An additional 15% of the t? final states for each of the leptons 

e, p, r, will have leptonic decays of one of the t quarks and the hadronic decay 

of the other, leading to a lepton, as many as four jets and missing Ef (& ) due 

to the neutrino from the decay of a virtual or real W. The total for all of these 

single leptonic decays is then 45%. The remaining decay modes consist of 1% for 

ee,pp, and rr pairs (each of which suffer from significant Drell-Yan backgrounds) 

and 2% for non-identical lepton pair final states. These lepton pair events will 

:. . . 
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contain as many as two additional jets and missing E, 

The searches by the CDF collaboration were done using the electron plus jets 

final state and the elect,ron plus muon final state. The electron plus jets mode has 

the advantage of higher rate than the ep channel and can therefore probe heavier 

masses. The ep channel has the largest di-lepton rate, does not suffer from Drell- 

Yan backgrounds, and can be used effectively at low masses where acceptances in 

the electron jet channel are uncertain. 

7 Lepton Detection 

Since the hadronic decay of both t’s in a t? final state is masked by QCD back- 

grounds, the remaining methods of t,op quark detection depend heavily on semilep- 

tonic decays involving either electrons or muons, so the following section is devoted 

to the techniques used for lepton (primarily electron) detection in the hadron ma- 

chine environment. Tau decays are particularly difficult for the detector to trigger 

on, and are not used heavily at the present time. 

The subject of lepton detection has a rather long history dating back to at- 

tempts at the AGS, ISR and other machines to measure the ratio (e/r) of electron 

to pion production to see if there were anomalous sources for leptons. The ratio 

is roughly lop4 for low energy particles, so one looks for techniques which can 

separate charged pions from the random overlap of a charged track with an ener- 

getic # or the early charge exchange of a rr* with rejections of 104. The standard 

techniques used in early experiments were: 

1. (E/P) : comparisons of the electromagnetic energy deposition (E) and 

the track momentum P, 

2. Cherenkov detectors and transition radiation detectors, set to trigger on 

electrons but not r’s, 

3. Pre-shower detectors, triggering on the early shower development of 

electrons relative to rr’s, 

4. Track to shower position matching. 

Because the interaction length X, of pions is much longer than the radiation 

length of electrons Xc, technique 1 discriminates against high momentum pions 

which then leave only a portion of their energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter 

and give low values of E/P. It also discriminates against random overlaps with 

low momentum tracks which give large E/P values (as well as some small ones). 

Technique 2 was useful in the early ISR and AGS studies but is difficult to im- 

plement for the larger solid angle and momentum range of modern detectors like 

TJAl,UAZ, and CDF. The UA2 detector does however use a transition radiation 

detector as part of their electron signal. Pre-shower detectors are also used in 

UA2. They make use of the fact that electron showers develop very rapidly, thus 

by requiring large energy deposit,ed in the first few radiation lengths of an electro- 

magnetic calorimeter, electrons can be separated from pions. Similar techniques 

can be used if the electromagnetic detector is segmented in depth. In the limit of 

many samples, the longitudinal shower profile could be compared to that expected 

for an electron. 

Technique 4 is extremely powerful against random overlaps. The object is to 

compare the position of the candidate electron track as it enters the calorimeter 

to the position of the deposited energy inside the calorimeter. This type of tech- 

nique comes in several different varieties. Earliest applications used the transverse 

segmentation of the shower detector (L), to measure the shower position with res- 

olution L/a. Improving this resolution by decreasing L can be mechanically 

difficult, or very expensive, so newer techniques involve using a finely segmented 

preshower detector, or as in the case of CDF, imbedding a wire chamber within the 

calorimeter near shower max. The wire chamber is useful because it can measure 

not only the transverse position of the shower, but also its width and transverse 

shape, which provides additional electron discrimination. 

For a detector which has a hadronic calorimeter surrounding the electromag- 

netic detector, it is also possible to detect interacting pions and overlaps by re- 

quiring that the energy deposited in the hadron calorimeter towers directly behind 

the electromagnetic shower be small. For electrons, the longitudinal shower shape 

has a tail which could extend into the hadron calorimeter, but in order to have 

good resolution, the electromagnetic detector is made thick enough so that this 
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tail is typically a few percent. In contrast, interacting pions, and even interacting 

pions which overlap with energy in the electromagnetic section from rr”s, will 

leave substantial amounts of energy in the hadronic calorimeter. Thus the ratio 

of hadronic to electromagnetic energy (had/ em can be required to be small for ) 

an electron. 

7.1 Isolation 

There is a good deal of argument over whether the next cut is a means of detecting 

electrons, or should be treated as a means of verifying that the electrons detected 

in the final sample come from a particular source. The cut is called isolation, and 

for the sake oft quark searches, I will treat it as a cut. The heavier the quark, the 

more transverse momentum the decay lepton will have relative to the remaining 

heavy meson decay products. The maximum transverse momentum of the lepton 

relative to the meson momentum vector will be MHQ/~. For bottom quarks, the 

maximum momentum is about 2.5 GeV, so many of the leptons from b quarks 

will be accompanied by additional particles from the semileptonic b quark decay. 

These particles will have transverse momenta which are typically 0.3-1.0 GeV 

with respect to the meson momentum vector. For heavier top quarks, the scale of 

hf~Q/2 is large enough that most leptons will be well separated from any other 

decay products. (Note that the degree of separation depends only on kinematics, 

and thus there is little systematic uncertainty associated with the use of isolation 

as a cut for detecting t’s) 

Because of this difference between the bottom and heavier quarks, it is possible 

to separate leptons from the two sources by looking at their isolation distributions: 

i.e. determining the amount of energy which accompanies the lepton within a fixed 

cone of solid angle. It turns out that the amount of energy in a random cone (which 

might be considered noise for this technique) is small relative to that expected 

for most bottom decays, so that the effect is not obscured by the “Minimum Bias 

event” which is the random debris in a hadron collision. The minimum bias event 

(or in the case of the SC, the pile-up of several such events) does limit how small 

the cut which can be used for t quarks can be while maintaining good efficiency. 

Isolation can thus be viewed as a means of discriminating against light (i.e. b) 

quark backgrounds for the top quark search, or as a means of verifying that the 

detected signal comes from heavy quarks. When the limits on the top quark mass 

were in the 30-40 GeV range, potential backgrounds from B meson decays were 

substantial, and it was important to use the shape of the isolation distribution as 

proof that the b background had been properly eliminated. As the limits on the 

t quark mass have increased, however, it became more and more safe to treat the 

isolated lepton as just another cut required for the detection of leptons coming 

specifically from heavy objects. 

It is important to realize when looking at isolation distributions, that many of 

the cuts inherent in other parts of the analysis, or the properties of the detector 

may place implicit isolation requirements on the signal. For example, the E/P 

cut contains an implicit isolation cut because the calorimeter energy E is summed 

over a cell of finite size in the electronic readout. This cell size, together with the 

magnitude of the upper limit on the E/P cut is an implicit isolation requirement. 

The same comment applies to the had/em cut and even to things like shower 

matching or transverse shower profiles, since nearby energy depositions can cause 

a true electron to fail these cuts when accompanied by other particles. 

7.2 Muons 

All of the assumptions which go into the use of the isolation properties as a cut 

can be checked to some extent by using muons instead of electrons. Most leptons 

from B mesons for example will be buried in the middle of the jet of other hadrons 

from the B decay. Despite this fact, the muon can be detected if it is energetic 

enough to go through the hadron calorimeter and into a good muon system. If 

the muon system is thick enough to independently identify muons and there are 

no decay in flight backgrounds, there is little if any implicit isolation requirement. 

If on the other hand the muon system is thin (as it is in the CDF case), it may 

be necessary to require isolation in the form of small em and/or hadronic energy 

to extract signals from inclusive muon triggers. In the latter case, this again 

represents an implicit isolation requirement. Thus if the experiment you would 

like to do requires the detection of leptons from B mesons, there is an advantage 

to using muons but only if the muon system is thick enough to detect muons 
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independent of other cuts 

‘7.3 Novel Techniques 

The importance of electron detection is clear both for present experiments and for 

future LHC or SSC scale experiments. Several new techniques and detector con- 

figurations are worth highlighting before we return to t quark detection. The UA2 

experiment uses a scintillating fiber detector (SFD) m f ront of the electromagnetic 

calorimeter to measure the track position at the entry to the calorimeter to high 

accuracy. The comparison between track and shower position yields resolutions of 

oRQ = 0.4nzm and gz = l.lmm (see figure 28). For SSC designs, transition radi- 

ation detectors have been discussed which would be constructed from straw tubes 

with Xe CH, gas and 50 radiators for a total thickness of only 0.33% of a radiation 

length. Even more novel is the suggestion to use the synchrotron radiation from 

60 

0 
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Figure 28: Comparison of track and shower positions in UA2. 

Figure 29: Synchrotron tail and energy deposited from a 200 GeV electron in less 
than one X0 of lead. 

electrons in a strong magnetic field to identify electrons. Figure 29 shows [50] 

the results of a simulation which indicates that a finely segmented calorimeter of 

one radiation length thickness would be sufficient to detect the radiative tail from 

electrons in an SSC detector. The size of the tail is determined by the bending in 

the magnetic field, and its position relative to the electron shower determines the 

charge of the electron. This type of detector is being used in the AMY detector 

at Tristan. Note that it can also be used as a thin pre-radiator and as a means of 

measuring the shower entry position. 

7.4 CDF Electron Detection 

The CDF analysis uses the following quantities to identify electrons: E/P (the ra- 

tio of the shower energy to the track candidate momentum), had/em (small leakage 

of energy from the electromagnetic to the hadronic sections of the calorimeter), 

Ax, AZ (the shower to track matching parameters measured using strip chambers 

positioned at a. depth of 6 radiation lengths within the electromagnetic calorime- 

ter), ~2, xt (the shower profiles near shower max), and LSHR (a chi-square like 

parameter describing the shower sharing between adjacent calorimeter towers). 

The electron detection techniques can be tested by using the electrons from 
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Figure 30: CDF E/P distribution for electron candidates with Et > 15 GeV. The 
hatched area is removed by the standard cuts. 

W decay, identified conversions, and electrons from the inclusive electron trigger. 

The distributions of the E/P and had/em parameters are shown in figures 30-31 

for electron candidates with Et > 15 GeV. 

A further cut called the border tower cut is the isolation cut and can be used 

to discriminate against electrons from parent b quarks. In this cut, the energy 

in towers immediately adjacent to the electron is summed and required to be less 

than 2 GeV. The number of towers summed in this manner depends on the shape 

of the electron cluster but ranges between 8 and 12. This cut requires the electron 

to be isolated and is efficient for heavy t quarks because the large mass of the t 

quark leads to increased separation on average between the decay electron and 

any associated jet activity. 

7.4.1 Conversion Detection 

One of the general conclusions to be derived from studying the E/P and other 

distributions for various electron cuts within the CDF data, is that the electron 

had/em 

Figure 31: CDF had/em distribution for electron candidates with Et > 15 GeV. 
The hatched area is removed by the standard electron cuts. 

candidate samples are dominated by sources of real electrons. However, these 

electrons include a contribution from converted y’s which is as large as 30% at 

low p, Thus it is important to design algorithms which are effective in removing 

conversions. 

Pairs of tracks (one of which is an electron candidate) are selected which have 

opposite charges and low invariant mass. Also, the CDF vertex time projection 

chamber (VTPC) is used to identify candidate tracks which have fewer than the 

expected number of hits in this innermost chamber. This independent method for 

finding photon conversions from the outer wall of the VTPC can be used to correct 

for conversions in the inner wall and to determine the efficiency of the conversion 

detection method which depends on finding low mass opposite charge track pairs. 

The conversion samples with well-separated electron pairs can be used to further 

test the response of the detector to real electrons. Figure 32 shows the fraction of 

expected VTPC hits found for opposite and same sign charge pairs. The peak at 

small hit fraction in the opposite sign distribution is due to conversions. 
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Figure 32: Fraction of expected hits in the CDF VTPC tracker for opposite and 
same sign charge pairs. 

Another source of real electrons and thus potential background for a top quark 

search begins to dominate for high p, leptons. This is the production of electrons 

from the decays of W’s and Z’s. The lepton pt from the decay of these objects is 

high because of the large mass of the W and 2. Leptons from Z’s are easily removed 

from the sample by eliminating all events which have a second electromagnetic 

cluster which forms an invariant mass greater than 70 GeV with the candidate 

electron. W’s are much harder to remove, and we will find later that the chief 

background to electron plus jet searches for top is W + jet production. 

Additional checks of the electron response can be made with the electrons from 

identified W decays, i.e. those events with both a high pt electron and large FT. 

The E/P distribution from such a sample is shown in figure 33 and illustrates 

both the cleanliness of the signal, and the presence of a small tail at higher E/P 

due to hard synchrotron radiation which lowers the value of P detected by the 

tracking chamber, while having a smaller effect on E because most of the radiated 

energy is deposited in the same calorimeter cell with the electron shower. Note 

that the W Monte Carlo which includes this and other effects in the simulation, 

does an excellent job of reproducing the shape of the E/P distribution. 

One final method of verifying the performance of the cuts used to define elec- 

tron samples is to use test beam data. Figure 34 shows the distribution in the 

W Elretran En~rgy/Mommnta 

Figure 33: The E/P distribution from a W sample. 
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Figure 34: The strip chamber x2 distribution for 50 GeV ?r and electron showers 
in the test beam data compared to a sample of electrons from W’s. 

x2 variable used to test the transverse shower shape of an electron in the strip 

chambers which are within the CDF detector. The points shown are from test 

beam pions and electrons, while the solid histogram is the distribution found for 

W events in the data. 

7.5 Cut Efficiencies 

The efficiencies of the cuts used to define electrons can be measured using a 

combination ofMonte Carlo electron sample, and test beam techniques. In most 

cases, the efficiencies and cuts depend to some extent on the type of analysis which 

is needed in the sense that one must balance the need for very clean signals and 

excellent pion rejection with the need for an efficiency large enough to provide a 

reasonable size sample of final events. 

For top quark searches, combined eficiencies times branching ratios are typi- 

cally a percent or less for leptonic channels. Thus in order to detect the presence 

of a top quark, the number of produced events must be somewhere between 100 

and 1000. The top cross section for the CDF detector with an integrated lurn- 

nosity of about 4 pb-’ would allow a mass limit of approximately SO GeV for an 

effective sensitivity of 0.1% and a limit of about 125 GeV for a sensitivity of 1%. 

In the final analysis, the efficiency is close to l%, but with proper account for 

uncertainties in the theoretical cross section for top production and the system- 

atic uncertainties in detection efficiency, we will see that the effective sensitivity 

is closer to 0.1%. Table 7 lists the rough individual efficiencies for the cuts which 

Table 7: Rough efficiencies for cuts made in a top analysis. 

Criteria Efficiency 

I lrll Il.1 1 68% 1 
99% 
74% 
88% 

i 

95% 
98% 
95% 

: 
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are made on an electron for aMonte Carlo 2% sample. 

7.6 tf 4 e + jets 

For the electron plus jets search for the top quark, the techniques used at the 

Tevatron and CERN differ because of the different relative contributions of t 

production from W decays and direct t production. For a light enough t quark, 

it would be possible for a real W to decay into t& In this case, semileptonic 

decay of the t or b will yield an event with an electron, &r and at least one fairly 

energetic jet. Backgrounds arise from W + 1 jet production and bij production. 

Present limits from CDF [51] however, are large enough to exclude significant W 

to t decays. 

At the higher energies available at the Tevatron, the dominant production 

mechanism is tf Detection in the e + jets mode is due primarily to the semilep- 

tonic decay of one of the t’s although there is also a contribution from electrons 

from the b quarks resulting from the t decays. With one semileptonic decay, the 

signature is an electron, &- , and at least 4 jets, although as pointed out later, 

depending on the mass of the top, two of the jets may be quite soft. 

In order to effectively use these signatures for the top quark, it is necessary 

to detect and count the number of jets produced in association with the electron 

and @r Figure 35 shows the energy deposition from a pair of 200 GeV jets 

and illustrates that at these energies, jets are easily distinguishable, and are well- 

Figure 35: Energy deposition from two 200 GeV jets 

Figure 36: A top-like event, probably due to W production. 

defined objects. The primary problem for the top search is that the jets are on 

average about 20-25 GeV, and thus it is necessary to know the detection efficiency 

at lower energies and the jet energy scale, i.e. Eobserved/Eproduced for these lower 

energy jets. An example of an event which looks like top, but is most likely from 

W plus jet production is shown in figure 36. The tall narrow tower is the electron 

with Et of 63 GeV, and the &$- is 34 GeV. 

8 CDF Electron Plus Jets Search 

The electron plus jets search proceeds by requiring a “golden” electron candidate, 

i.e. a cluster in the central electromagnetic calorimeter with Et > 12 GeV, had/em 

less than 0.05, E/P less than 1.5, track to strip matches of less than 1.5 cm in xy 

and 3 cm in z, and good shower profiles. The distributions in figures 30-31 indicate 

that very little background remains in the sample from overlaps or charged pion 

interactions after these cuts. About 30% of the inclusive electrons above Et of 

12 GeV come from y conversions and a s Dalitz decays. These are removed as 

discussed previously by requiring a track in the VTPC, and by removing any 

candidate with a second track which forms an invariant mass pair with mass less 

than 0.5 GeV. Electrons from 2s decays are removed by looking for a second EM 

cluster which forms an invariant mass greater than 70 GeV. At least two jets with 

Et > 10 GeV and In/ < 2 are required. 

The distribution of $T versus Et shows (see figure 37 ) that the remaining 
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Figure 37: & versus Et for electron + 2 2 jet events. 

sample of events comes primarily from events with large $T and large E, due to 

W production, and lower &- ,E, events which in general also show poor isolation 

and are consistent with the kinematic properties expected for events due to bottom 

production. 

Two fiducial regions in the & , E1 plane are defined, one with & > 20 GeV 

and Et > 20 and a second with 4~ ,Ei > 15 but -&T + Et > 40 GeV. See figure 37. 

The looser cut is more efficient for low mass top, but lets in more background 

from light quarks. It is used to extend the search to lower top masses where the 

rates are large. The tighter cuts are used at higher masses. 

The method used to search for top quark production in the electron plus 2 

or more jet sample is to use the electron Et and the missing transverse energy, 

$T , to calculate a transverse mass and then to compare this distribution to that 

expected for W and top production. The expected transverse mass distribution 

for W’s is generated byMonte Carlo, but checked by studying the electron plus 

one jet sample which should in fact be dominated by W production. The observed 

distribution for this sample is then compared to a W+l jet prediction from the 

PapagenoMonte Carlo[52] and found to be in excellent agreement. One might well 

Table 8: Fitted value for parameter a and expected number of top events. 

/M 1 IOP a 

0.06 zk 0.05 ht.03 
0.11 f 0.08 f. 0.04 

%i I 
-,. : 

‘. 

- :.. 
._: .~. . 

ask whether the agreement in the W+l jet sample is relevant to the search which 

is dominated by W+2 jet backgrounds, but the detector resolution in transverse 

mass for the W+2 jet sample is similar to the resolution for the W+l jet sample, 

and it is this transverse mass resolution which is most crucial for the final result. 

In this analysis, the electron plus two or more jet sample is found to have a 

transverse mass distribution which agrees with that expected for a pure W sample. 

The rate of events observed in this class is within 30% of the predicted rate from 

the Papageno Monte Carlo which is within the theoretical uncertainty of about 

30-50%.[53] The transverse mass distribution for top decays where the top mass 

is below threshold for real W production, is quite different from that for W’s. 

In general, it tends to peak at lower transverse masses. This fact is used to fit 

the observed experimental distribution to the expected shape due to the sum of 

contributions from the W plus jets and from top. A binned maximum-likelihood 

fit is used to fit to the form 

dN/dM$ = aT (M,) + bW (ML) 

The results of the fits are shown in table 8 and figure 38 where the coefficients 

a and b would be 1 if the predicted source agreed in rate with the Monte Carlo 

prediction. :: . . 
To interpret the fit as a limit for top production, the following systematic 

errors are included: 1% for electron energy calibration, 20% for jet energy scale 

uncertainties, 5% electron selection uncertainties, and 15% luminosity uncertainty. 

In addition, the fragmentation parameters of the top quark in the Isajet Monte 
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Figure 38: The transverse mass distributions for (a) 70 GeV top (dashed) and 
Papagcno (solid) for >_ 2 jets and (b) 1 1 jet. 
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Figure 39: The 95% CL upper limit from the electron plus jets search and the 
acceptance (right hand scale) 

Carlo have been varied,[54] and uncertainties of 50% and 20% have been used 

for initial state radiation and the underlying event contributions to the jet rate 

respectively. Each of these quantities is varied in theMonte Carlo,and the resultant 

effect on the fit (which depends on Mt ) is taken as the systematic error due to this 

parameter. These errors are added in quadrature. The resulting upper limit for 

t production is shown in figure 39 where the top production cross section which 

has been assumed is the lower bound from Altarelli et a1.[55] The results of the 

fit exclude the range 

40 < h& < 77 excluded 95%Ce 

Additional information concerning the candidate events such as the jet-jet 

mass distribution for 2 jet events, and the distribution of the number of jets in 

the observed events are also consistent with a pure W sample. Although these 

latter distributions and also the angular correlations between the jets have not 

been used in the present analysis, they can be used to extend the sensitivity of 

the search in the future. 
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9 Top Detection using Dilepton Signatures 

Since at the Tevatron the dominant production of top quarks is via tt production, 

the simplest signature for this cross section is the presence of dileptons from the 

semileptonic decay of both the 2 and the t. (It should be kept in mind that 

depending on the cuts as much as 30% of such a signal may be contributed by 

cascade decays where one of the leptons comes from b decay.) In this mode, 

backgrounds to the electrons, especially at low p, , come from the usual conversions 

and overlap backgrounds In the muon case, there are decays in flight and punch 

thru backgrounds. In addition to these backgrounds, dileptons can also arise from 

bb production with the subsequent leptonic decay of both b’s This background 

can be effectively eliminated by isolation requirements on the leptons. 

The possible modes for a dilepton search are 

1. e+e- : good trigger, but backgrounds from Drell-Yan and Z’s 

2. pL+p- : same as electrons, but easier to check isolation cuts 

3. r+r- : poor trigger, $T from r decays sometimes cancels 

4. er : low background, poor r detection efficiency 

5. ~7 : same problems as e7 

6. ep : probably the best of the dilepton modes. 

Rates for all of the dilepton modes are low compared to single lepton modes, and 

rates for identical Ieptons such as 1-3 are half those of 4-6. Detection efficiencies for 

r’s are at present quite low so that together with the low dilepton branching ratio 

this effectively eliminates 3-5 as viable search methods. In addition, the channels 

1-3 suffer from Drell-Yan backgrounds, making all but the last mode unsuitable 

for the discovery of top, although each channel can be used independently to help 

confirm or deny the presence of a top signal. Figure 40 shows the expected signal 

from t? production per 1 pb-’ and 5 GeV mass bin for the efe-channel. While the 

signal is expected to extend up to approximately 2mt, at low mee, it is obscured 

by Drell-Yan backgrounds and at high met it is obscured by the presence of the 

Figure 40: Expected rate in events per 5 GeV/c’ from tX + e+e-. 

Z! The best place to look for top turns out to be in the valley between these 

two phenomena which would restrict the search to intermediate masses. With 

additional cuts against Z and Drell-Yan kinematics (and hence further reduced 

sensitivity), it may be possiblpto probe higher masses in the future. 

9.1 tZ--tpe 

The CDF electron muon search for top uses the same electron sample discussed 

previously for the electron jet mode except that the electron Et requirement is 

12 GeV and the E/P cut is 1.4. Because backgrounds are smaller in this final 

state, the isolation cut is not applied. In the central region, 7 < 0.65, a track 

with impact parameter < 0.5cm, and p, >5, which matches a muon chamber stub 

with AR4 < 1Ocm is required. The difference in slope between the central track 

and the muon stub must be less than 0.1, and the calorimeter must have less than 

2 GeV in the EM section and <6 GeV in the hadronic section consistent with a 

minimum ionizing track. In the region 0.65 < 0 < 1.2, the requirement of a muon 

stub is removed. In this case, the track p, is required to be more than 10 GeV and 

‘._ 
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Figure 41: ep (a) data and (b) 70 GeV top for 80 pb-’ 

the total calorimeter energy associated with the muon candidate less than 5 GeV 

in a cone of radius 0.4 about the track. Note that many of these cuts involve 

implicit isolation requirements. 

The events in the remaining sample cluster at low electron and muon Et as 

would be expected for light quark production with the electron and muon being 

typically back-to-back. To reject these backgrounds, the electron and muon are 

both required to have Et > 15 and to be of opposite sign. One event remains in 

the sample. (See figure 41.) 

Expected rates from background sources are 1 event from 2 -t rr, 0.15 events 

from WW production, 0.05 events from WZ production, and of order 1 event or 

less from b quark jets though this rate is uncertain due to uncertainties in the b 

quark production cross section. The assumed systematic errors are 1% for electron 

calibration, 5% for electron selection efficiency, 15% luminosity uncertainty, and 

20% acceptance uncertainty. The limit is determined by finding the mean of a 

Poisson distribution that when convoluted with the total systematic error yields 

a probability of 5% for observing zero or one event. This analysis excludes a top 

quark in the range 28 GeV < Aft < 72 GeV a.t 95%CL. 

10 Verification of the Detection Efficiencies 

The electron and jet detection efficiencies are crucial to the top quark searches 

discussed so far. It is important therefore to be able to verify that the elect,rons in 

theMonte Carlo simulations used for efficiency studies correctly mimic the prop- 

erties of electrons in the real data. The jet detection efficiencies also need to be 

verified, and here again one needs to rely on theMonte Carlo parameterization of 

the jets and the response of the detector to them. 

A number of techniques have been used to verify that the jet detection tech- 

niques used in the CDF electron plus jet search for top are efficient and to verify 

that the jet energy scale is correct. Since the jet detection efficiency enters twice 

for a two jet event, the overall detection efficiency can be quite sensitive to errors 

in the jet energy scale. This sensitivity is less than might be expected however 

for heavy Mt because the leading jets tend to be well over the 10 GeV threshold 

used for jet counting. Thus a small shift in scale does not change the rate by large 

factors. The CDF acceptance varies by 5% for example if the threshold is changed 

to 12 GeV. Monte Carlo studies have shown that the Et > 10 GeV threshold used 

in this analysis corresponds roughly to a produced jet of 15 GeV Et 

The response of the detector depends on the charged to neutral ratio in the jet 

as well as the fragmentation spectra and the detector response. Fortunately, much 

is known about these parameters. We know for example from e+e-annihilation 

that the fragmentation of b quarks is not significantly different from other jets at 

these energies. Thus even though the top final states contain a significant number 

of b jets, the Monte Carlo parameterization of their fragmentation is probably 

:, 
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reasonable. The e/?r response of the calorimeter to individual particles is verified 

by using samples of low momentum charged tracks which are well isolated from 

jet activity. These tracks provide a source of in-situ test beam particles. 

Three samples are used to further verify the jet response of the detector. 

1. the inclusive electron sample (dominated by electrons from b’s) 

2. Zfjet events (low statistics since N~+J/Nz M 10) 

3. y+jet events 

These samples can all be used to balance the pt of a known electron, Z or y against 

a jet on the opposite side to determine the jet energy scale. 

In the case of the inclusive electrons for example, the primary source is believed 

to be (even after isolation cuts) pp +b?i. Assuming that the T decays to a jet and 

the b decays to an electron, and using the fact that the bz production is dominated 

by low p, b& pairs, one would expect to see the pt of the electron balanced by the 

pt of the jet after making a suitable correction for the fraction of the parent 

b quark momentum carried by the decay electron. The CDF inclusive electron 

sample has 12,000 events with Et > 12 GeV, and can be used for detailed studies 

not only of the jets, but also of the electron properties. Further confirmation of 

the prediction that this sample is rich in b production comes from the observation 

of an enhancement of 62 + 17 events in right sign Kn pairs around the D meson 

mass with 5 f 11 seen in wrong sign pairs. 

The Z+jets sample is interesting for a number of reasons. First, the Z pt can be 

precisely calculated from the Z+e+e-mode. This p, will be balanced by t,he p, of 

the observed jets in the event and the jet p, and Z pL can be compared as in the 

case of the inclusive electron sample. One might worry about corrections due to 

undetected jets from initial state gluon radiation, but these average to zero. The 

second interesting use of the Z’s is in estimating the background to top searches 

from W+multi-jet production. W+njet Monte Carlos are constantly improving, 

but there are problems. For example, W+(0,1)~ ‘e s t is included in Monte Carlos 

like Isajet, W+2 jets can be calculated from the matrix elements imbedded in 

the Papageno Monte Carlo, and calculations of the matrix elements for W+3 jets 

are in progress. The complexity of the calculation of the matrix element however 

increases so rapidly with the number of jets that there is little hope of having a 

W+4 jet expression any time soon. This is actually rather unfortunate because the 

rate of tt +e+4jets is quite large, and without this calculation, it is not possible 

to estimate the contamination in the sample due to Wt4 jet production. 

Fortunately, the Z+njet production is very similar to W+njet, the Feynman 

diagrams being the same. There are several obvious differences namely 

l Z statistics are limited (l/10 the number of W’s) 

l The mass of the Z and W are different 

l Z’s come from rr?~, and d;i while W’s come from ~2 and d;ii. 

The last point is important because the proton has a u to d ratio which increases 

slightly as you go up in x (i.e. go to higher pt ) and this effect may enhance the 

production of larger njet slightly. Even with this caveat, the Z’s are an extremely 

useful calibration and test signature. In order to dispel the popular myth that 

such events are somehow “dirty” at hadron machines, figure 42 shows a typical Z 

event which at low p, has only a few extra tracks from the “minimum bias event”. 

Z events can be extracted from the inclusive electron samples with minimal cuts 

on the second electron. Figure 43 shows the mass spectrum obtained from such 

a sample with the additional requirement of a second electromagnetic cluster, 

but no other electron cuts. Note the high mass candidates are essentially free of 

background. 

The ,nr spectrum of the Z sample obtained in this way can be compared to the 

predictions of the Isajet Monte Carlowhich includes both the lowest order matrix 

elements and an effective contribution from some of the higher order diagrams 

due to the inclusion of initial state radiative gluon corrections. The comparison 

is shown in figure 44, and shows excellent agreement. Figure 45 shows the result 

of comparing the jet p, with the Z pi in a selection of Z + 0 or 1 jet events to 

determine the jet p, scale. The expected ratio is approximately 0.6 due to the 

average response of the hadron calorimeter to the jet energy deposition. The jet 

efficiency can also be estimated in such a plot by counting the number of times 
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Figure 42: Typical Z event in the hadron environment. 
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Figure 44: Part.ial ( 2 pb-1) Z p, spectrum from CDF compared to Isajet 6.21. 
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Figure 43: Invariant mass distribution of inclusive electrons combined with a 
second ,electromagnetic cluster. 
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Figure 45: Jet p, versus Z p, for Z + 0 or 1 jet events. This distribution can be 
used to verify the jet energy scale. The slope of 0.6 shown is the expected detector 
response. 

that a Z occurs with no jet as indicated by the points on the plot with no observed 

jet energy. This is only a lower limit to this efficiency because a correct,ion needs 

to be applied for those events where the Z pt is balanced by a low pt forward jet, 

or by several jets. Jets shown in the plot are restricted to lie in the region 171 I 2, 

and events with more than 1 jet are not plotted. 

It is clear from the plots, that the technique of using Z’s to calibrate the 

., 

detector is at present limited by the Z statistics. This technique will however 

become very important in SSC detectors. The typical ‘Snowmass year” for an 

SSC detector is one in which the recorded luminosity is lo4 pb-‘. The Z cross 

section is about 70 nb (20nb within p of 1.5) yielding several events per second 

in the e+e-decay mode, which is sufficient for detailed studies of the detector 

response. 

10.1 Direct Photons 

The detection of direct photon events, i.e. events with a photon which is not the 

decay product of a ** or some other resonance, is interesting bot!h as a physics 

process which can indicate new physics, and as a further means of calibrating 

the detector response. The response of the detector to a well-isolated photon 

(or in fact a well-isolated z”) depends only on the electromagnetic calorimeter 

response and usually has quite a small calibration error. As in the case of the Z, 

events where the pt of the photon is balanced by a jet can be used to calibrate 

the jet response in the hadron calorimeter at low jet pt Unlike the 2, statistics 

are not limited. The major problems are the theoretical uncertainties due to 

the degree of isolation of the photon. Three possible types of Feynman diagrams 

contribute to the production as shown in figure 46. The annihilation and Compton 

diagrams are the most useful because they produce well-isolated photons, but the 

Bremsstrahlung diagrams yield many more events because the glue-glue luminosity 

is much greater than that of the quark-antiquark or quark-glue structure function 

combinations. Such photons are not useful for calibration both because of the 

need to balance the pt of the photon against that of two other jets, and the fact 

that one of the jets is likely to be quite close to the photon and thus there will be 

some uncertainty about exactly how much of the deposited energy in the photon 

:. 
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Figure 46: Feynman diagrams for direct photon production. 

is in fact coming from the tails of the transverse spread of the nearby jet. Some 

rejection of these events can be had by cutting out events with jet activity in the 

same hemisphere as the photon. 

11 t Quark Fragmentation 

As discussed before for the b quark, the lepton spectrum and the degree of lepton 

isolation will be determined by the way in which the t quark hadronizes. AS in 

the case of the b quark, the heavy t quark will yield a fragmentation spectrum 

which, via momentum conservation, will tend to produce T mesons with momen- 

tum fraction z near one. When the T mesons are finally detected, this sample 

will provide a further t,est of the Peterson form of the fragmentation spectrum. 

Following this form, the Isajet Monte Carlo uses 

for the E parameter with the default values shown in table 9. In this model note 

that constant tp values still lead to harder fragmentation spectra as the quark 

Table 9: Default values for cq 

1 Quark ] Ed J 

Table 10: Ratio of the rates for tt values of 1.5 and 0.5 

E = 1.5/c = 0.5 rates 

Standard electron 

Twojets 

Et, VT > 15 E, + @T > 40 

‘M1 = 40 
- 

0.92 

0.89 

1.07 

mass increases due to the l/m: behavior of c. Larger values of cg however have 

the effect of softening the lepton spectra and thus decreasing the experimental 

efficiency. There is no firm theoretical estimate of the possible variation which 

should be used for systematic errors on the e parameter, but given the success of 

the Peterson formula in describing the c and b systems, it seems reasonable to use 

the range 1.5-0.5. A study of the effect of this variation[56,51] has shown that the 

decrease in efhciency for the electrons in the CDF top search is at least partially 

compensated at low mass by an increased efficiency in the & cut. Table 10 shows 

the ratio of the rates for top candidates assuming ct values of 1.5 and 0.5 for events 

passing various cuts. 

12 Higher Mass t Quark Detection 

Present limits from the electron plus jets search of CDF indicate that the top 

mass is greater than 77 GeV. The electron jet search and the dilepton searches 

from CDF will be extended in the next Tevatron run, but meanwhile it is good 

to investigate other search methods and see what the limitations are to extending 

the present searches. 

The region from mt = Mw + rnb x 86 to mt x 95 is a particularly difficult 

one for the electron plus jet search. The reason is that as we have seen, the 

chief background to the search is the production of W+multi-jets. In this mass 

region, the t quark begins to decay into real W’s, but due to the light mass of 

the b quark relative to the W, the b quark is very soft and is often below the 
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jet detection threshold. There are of course two W’s in the event, so there are 

still several jets, but the kinematics of the two b quarks are changing rapidly 

across this region. As a function of top mass then, the electron plus at least two 

jets detected rate decreases rapidly at around 86 GeV in a way which depends 

on the W width and the b quark mass. Once the minimum is reached however, 

the experimental acceptance as a function of top quark mass remains relatively 

constant as the top mass increases because the decrease in the t? cross section 

with mass is compensated by the rising efficiency due to the harder and harder b 

quark spectrum.[57] 

The sensitivity of present searches could be improved by requiring more than 

two jets in the electron jet search. The W background decreases by roughly cy,, 

while the t rate decreases somewhat more slowly. For 80 GeV top quarks for 

example, one would expect to detect roughly equal numbers of electrons plus 

two, three, and four jet events. The major uncertainty becomes the increased 

systematic uncertainty associated with detecting more jets. Other methods of im- 

proving the search sensitivity include placing cuts on the leading jet-jet invariant 

mass for electron plus two or more jet events. This new information will certainly 

improve the sensitivity slightly, but will require increased reliance on the details 

of the W+jetMonte Carlo. The electron + four jet rate is probably quite clean. 

Unfortunately, there is no W+4 j&Monte Carlo, and too few Z+4jet events to 

determine how clean this sample is. Even if we had a Monte Carlo for e plus 4jet 

production, there would still be uncertainties due to the possible presence of one 

or fewer jets coming from initial state effects. In any case, the efficiency of this 

channel decreases even more rapidly than the two jet case near 86 GeV. 

Baer et a1.[58] have suggested an interesting variant of the W to Z ratio test for 

top discussed previously under indirect top search methods. The basic idea is to 

make the same ratio test, but to divide the ratio test into bins of various numbers 

of jets. Figure 47 shows the variation of this ratio as m, increases above 70 GeV. 

This method is using the same information as would be used by requiring more 

than two jets or by including the njet distribution in some sort of likelihood fit. 

That is, it points out that the chief contribution of top quarks will be to produce 

W-like events with extra jets. The main difference is that at the expense of the 
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Figure 47: W/Z expected event ratio as a function of the number of jets (partons). 
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poor statistics in the Z+2,3 jet rates, the uncertainty in initial state radiative 

effects has been removed since they should be the same for the real W’s and the 

Z. Any extra rate in the “W” ‘s would signal the presence of top. Note also that 

the real experimental ratio probably does not vary smoothly in going across the 

region just above Mw because the number of partons which are detected as jets 

is changing for the reasons discussed previously. 

12.1 Multi-W Production 

Despite the presence of W plus multi-jet backgrounds, the real signature for heavy 

top production is the presence of tzuo W’s, There is of course a standard model 

ba.ckground from WW and WZ production which however from the point of view 

of an experimentalist, would be interesting to study anyway. Note that the stan- 

dard model WW rate depends crucially on cancellations arising from the Higgs 

mechanism! Figure 48 shows that the rates for WW and WZ topologies are 

strongly dependant on the top quark mass. The rates for SSC scale machines are 

enhanced by 2-3 orders of magnitude by the presence of top in the 130 GeV range. 

The absolute rate for tz production for masses of order 100 GeV is small enough 

that extending present searches would only be possible if the detection efficiency 

were somehow increased. One obvious way to do this is to pick a branching ratio 

for the final state which is higher, i.e. replace the electron @r signature with 

jets. Changing from the electron decay of the real W to jet modes increases the 

branching ratio and therefore the efficiency by a factor of about 9. The final state 

is tf + WWbz -t jjjjbz. Without the isolated lepton however, the signature is 

overwhelmed by QCD multi-jet production. Even the QCD 4 jet rate with pairs 

of jets with m2 above 60 GeV is one to two orders of magnitude larger than the 

expected signal, depending on the cuts. Future generations of experiments may 

be able to extract a signal by optimizing the hadron calorimeter resolution (which 

improves signal to noise), and perhaps some level of b quark tagging either by 

vertices or soft leptons or both. 

The success or failure of detecting it production in the multi-jet channel de- 

pends crucially on the calorimeter resolution. A 100 GeV top quark for example 

has a production cross section of about 100 pb so that for CDF integrated lumi- 
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Figure 48: pij -+ WfW-X for mt = 90,110,130 GeV. The dashed curves give 
the standard model rates for WW and WZ production. 
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Figure 49: Mass combinations for partons with pt > 15 in pp + W+W-X for 
mt = 100 GeV. 

nosities of 4.7 pb-‘, there are almost 500 events produced with about half ((S/9)‘) 

of them decaying into the four jet channel. Figure 49 illustrates the jet-jet mass 

combinations calculated at the parton level for the case mt = 100. Further elim- 

ination of false combinations can be done by eliminating some of the 6 combina- 

tions that occur in a 4 jet event and by selecting events in which there are two 

distinct combinations which are both within resolution of the W mass. While this 

works well at the parton level, it is less successful when one deals with detected 

jet energies and angles to calculate the jet-jet mass. Comparisons between the 

parton and detected jet angles [59] indicate that the FWHM is Ad < 2 degrees 

and in AT < 0.3. The major problem is not with the angular measurements, it 

is with the energy measurement of the jet. Hadron calorimetric measurements 

as bad as 150%/a can completely wash out the parton level peak and thus 

destroy the signal. There are many ways to degrade the performance of a hadron 

calorimeter. Dead regions, variations in response due to non-uniform construc- 

tion techniques or aging of the medium, radiation damage, inability to control the 

channel to channel calibration, inadequate segmentation, noisy electronics, poor 

multi-event recognition due to slow time response, lack of compensation (i.e. dif- 

fering hadronic and electromagnetic response), poor sampling fractions, low signal 

levels and intrinsic noise all contribute, and one of the greatest challenges for SSC 

detectors will be to simultaneously optimize all of these factors. 

13 Top Quarks at HERA 

The HERA machine will collide 30 GeV electrons with 820 GeV protons for a 

center-of-mass maximum energy of J? = 314 GeV. Note that this would in itself 

limit top searches to the region mt < 157 GeV. The center-of-mass energy of an 

individual electron quark collision will be lower than fi and will be determined 

by 

i = xs 

where x is the fraction of the proton’s momentum being carried by the constituent 

quark or gluon which is struck by the electron. The relative discovery reach 

of machines depends on the luminosity, the underlying coupling strength of the 

colliding particles, and the available cm. energy. With infinite luminosity, one 

can probe all the way out to x=1 for a clean signature, but for comparisons of 

HERA with the Tevatron, we will use z = f. This latter estimate comes from the 

ability to easily see 600 GeV mass jet-jet pairs at the Tevatron where the total 

cm. energy is 1800 GeV and the available energy goes like i = ~1x2 s. One might 

expect then to see top up to roughly 157/d or 92 GeV at HERA. To further 

compare the discovery potential for top of HERA and the Tevatron, we also need 

to compare the integrated luminosities. The projected luminosity for HERA is 

200 pb-’ per year, but this has to be degraded by roughly a factor of cy due to the 

electromagnetic coupling of the electron. Thus we can see that this luminosity is 

roughly equivalent to one third the luminosity accumulated in the last Tevatron 

run (5 pb-I). These rough arguments indicate that top quark searches for heavy 

top will be difficult at HERA, but to go further we need to look in detail at the 

production cross sections and the signatures. 

There are two possible ways to produce heavy quarks at an ep machine. The 

first, shown in figure 50a requires Qq mixing and has a very small cross section. 
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Figure 50: Heavy quark production processes in ep. 

The process shown in figure 50b (b oson-gluon fusion) dominates.[60] The relative 

contributions from -y and W exchange depend on the top quark mass as shown 

in figure 51 with weak and electromagnetic contributions being equal at about 

60 GeV. 

The main problem however is that while the cross section for m, = 60 is 0.13 pb 

for tb and 0.09 for tt , the b& cross section is 4 105. Isolation cuts and p, cuts (less 

than 1 GeV in AR = 0.4 and p, > 8) yield a b:t ratio of 1OO:l. This is further 

improved by requiring & > 10 GeV but by this time the t rate is so small that 

a 5 year run only yields 10 events for a top mass of 80 GeV. [61,62] 

Dilepton modes with both leptons isolated are cleaner. Since the major source 

is tt production due to the isolation requirement, a further cut on the sum E, in 

the event can be made. The signal to noise at this point is only l/1000. Cuts 

on the p, of each lepton of 10 and 5 respectively yield a signal to noise of 1 at 

m, = 40. Again however, the rates at higher masses are not high enough. As 

in the pp case, further progress might be possible by looking for non-leptonic 

decay modes since this increases the available statistics. Cuts required involve 

using circularity, cutting on sum E t , requiring at least 4 jets, and anti-selecting 

on isolated leptons. At this level, the rates appear to be too small to cut hard 

enough against the yq -+ 99 background. Basically the backgrounds are large and 

the signals are small. If the top quark had been as light as 40 GeV, the cross 

sections might have been large enough for the required cuts, but with current 

limits on the top mass, it is unlikely that t production in ep is large enough to be 

found at HERA. 
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Figure 51: Top production contributions in ep versus mt. 
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THE THEORY OF HEAVY FLAVOUR PRODUCTION 

R. K. Ellis 

The theory of heavy quark production in hadronic reactions is reviewed. Rates 

for the production of charm, bottom and top quarks at energies of current interest 

1. Lecture 1 

1.1 The QCD parton model 

The treatment of heavy quark production which I shall present relies on the QCD 

improved parton model. This model is generally applicable to high energy pro- 

cesses which involve a hard interaction. The parton model as originally envisaged 

by Feynman[l] provides a physical picture of a high energy scattering event in a 

frame in which the hadron is rapidly moving. In such a frame the hard interaction 

leading to the scattering event occurs on a time scale short compared to the scale 

which controls the evolution of the parton system. The characteristic evolution 

time for the parton system has been dilated by the Lorentz boost to the rapidly 

moving frame. During the hard interaction the partons can be treated as though 

they were effectively free. Only in such a frame does it make seme to talk about 

a number density of partons. The number of partons of type i with a momentum 

fraction between z and + + da: is given by a distribution function f;(z). 

Much of the structure of the parton model can be demonstrated to follow from 

the QCD Lagrangian, but with certain significant modifications. The QCD parton 

model has been introduced by Hinchliffe in his lectures[Z]. I shall therefore only 

review the salient features of the model. The QCD parton model expresses the 

cross section cr for a hard scattering with characteristic momentum scale Q as 

: 
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Figure 1: The parton model picture of a high energy scattering. 

This formula is illustrated in Fig. 1. The short distance cross section c? is evaluated 

at resealed values of the incoming hadron momenta P1 and Pz. The sum on i and 

j runs over the light quarks and gluons. p is an arbitrary scale which should be 

chosen to be of the order of the hard momentum scale Q. Kate that the impulse 

approximation is used in Eq. 1.1. Interference terms which involve more than one 

active parton per hadron are not included. They require the transfer of the large 

momentum Q from one parton to another. Such interactions lead to terms which 

are suppressed by powers of the large scale Q and are not shown in Eq. 1.1. 

The important features which distinguish QCD from the naive parton picture 

are as follows. The short distance cross section is now calculable as a systematic 

expansion in the strong coupling as because of the property of asymptotic free- 

dom. The short distance cross section is defined to be the perturbatively evaluated 

parton cross section from which the mass singularities have been factor&d. For 

details of this factorisation procedure I refer the reader to Ref. [3]. The physical 

purpose of this procedure is to remove the long distance pieces (which are signalled 

by the presence of mass singularities) from the hard scattering CIOSS section and 

place them in the parton distribution functions. The short distance cross section 

then contains only the physics of the hard scattering. In the Born approxima- 

tion the short distance cross section is just the normal perturbatively calculated 

parton cross section, since no mass singularities occw in lowest order. The Born 
. 

approxlmatlon is sufficient in many circumstances to extract the qualitative fea- 

tures of the physics predicted by the parton model. I shall therefore not explain 

the factorisation procedure. in detail. 

In QCD the parton distribution functions depend on scale p in a calculable 

way as determined by the Altarelli-Parisi Equation [I]; fi(z,p) is the number of 

partons in the infinite momentum frame carrying a fraction between I and z + dx 

of the momentum of the incoming hadron and with a transverse size greater than 

l/p. The scale p which occurs both in the running coupling and in the parton 

distributions, should be chosen to be of the order of the hard interaction scalp 

Q in order to avoid large logarithms in the perturbative expansion of the short 

distance cross section. 

The doubly differential form of the parton model result will also be neces- 

sary for our purposes. Consider a hard scattering process in which two incoming 

hadrons of momenta PI and Pz produce an observed final state with two partons 

of momenta p3 and pp. The predicted invariant cross section is, 

I shall discuss the sensitivity of the physical predictions to the input parameters 

in detail in the second lecture. Suffice it to say at this point that the distributions 

of quarks and gluons in the proton are determined experimentally, mainly by the 

analysis of deeply inelastic lepton hadron scattering experiments. At present these 

experiments determine the form of the light quark distributions, and to a lesser 

extent the form of the gluon distribution function, in a range of z 2 lo-’ and 

p < 15 GeV. 
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Figure 2: Lowest order Feynman diagrams for heavy quark production. 

1.2 The theory of heavy quark production 

The dominant parton reactions leading to the production of a sufficiently heavy 

quark Q of mass m. are, 

(a) n(n) + 7ibz) + Q(Pz) + Q(P~) 
(1.3) 

(b) g(n) + g(m) + Q(Pz) + Q(pd 1 

where the four momenta of the partons are given in brackets. The Feynman 

diagrams which contribute to the matrix elements squared in O(g”) are shown in 

Fig. 2. The justification of the use of perturbation theory in the calculation of 

heavy quark cross sections relies on the fact that all the propagators in Fig. 2 are 

off-shell by an amount at least m2. The invariant matrix elements squared[5,6] 

which result from the diagrams in Fig. 2 are given in Table 1. The matrix elements 

1 .C^ 

-.:.. 

ss-Q& 

Table 1: Lowest order processes for heavy quark production. cIMl* is the in- 

variant matrix element squared with a factor of g” removed. The colour and spin 

indices are averaged (summed) over initial (final) states. 

squared have been averaged (summed) over initial (final) colours and spins, (as 

indicated by c). In order to express the matrix elements in a compact form, I 

have introduced the following notation for the ratios of scalar products, 

2P, .P3 2P2 .P3 
1 2 1 p=%, S=(Pl+P2)z. (1.4) 

3 s s 

The dependence on the SU(N,) colour group is shown explicitly, (V = N,’ - 1, 

N, = 3) and m is the mass of the produced heavy quark Q. 

In the Born approximation the short distance cross section is obtained from 

the invariant matrix element in the normal fashionj’ii. 

1 d3P, 
db-,, = - ____ 

23 (2rr)32& (2.ir)32& 
(1.5) 

The first factor is the flux factor for massless incoming particles. The other terms 

come from the phase space for two-to-two scattering. 

I shall now illustrate why it is plausible that heavy quark production is de- 

scribed by perturbation theoryis]. C onsider first the differential cross section. Let 

us denote the momenta of the incoming hadrons, which are directed along the z 

direction, by PI and Pz and the square of the total centre-of-mass energy by S 

where S = (PI + Pz)‘. The short distance cross section in Eq. 1.2 is to be eval- 

uated at resealed values of the parton momenta pl = zIPI, pz = zzPz and hence 

the square of the total psrton centreof-mass energy is s = zlzzS, if we ignore 
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the masses of the incoming hadrons. The rapidity variable for the two final state 

partons is defined in terms of their energies and longitudinal momenta as, 

(1.6) 

Using Eqs. 1.2 and 1.5 the result for the invariant cross section may be written 

du 
dy,dy&T 

The energy momentum delta function in Eq. 1.5 fixes the values of z1 and z2 if 

we know the value of the pi and rapidity of the outgoing heavy quarks. In the 

centre of mass system of the incoming hadrons we may write the components of 

the parton four momenta as ((E,p,,p,,p,)) 

PI = &/2(21,0,0,2,) 

PZ = t/3/2(2,, o,o, --z2) 

P3 = (mr cash ~3, PT, 0, mT sinhy3) 

p4 = (mu coshy,, -pr,O,m~sinhyr). (1.8) 

The transverse momentum in the final state has been arbitrarily routed along the 

z-direction. Applying energy and momentum conservation we obtain, 

ZI = z(ev3 + e”‘), 21 = ~(e? + eO’), a = 241 + cash Ay). (1.9) 

The transverse mass of the heavy quarks is denoted by mu = J(m* + p$) and 

Ay = y3 - y4 is the rapidity difference between the two heavy quarks. 

Using Eqs. 1.7 and 1.9, we may write the cross section for the production of 

two massive quarks calculated in lowest order perturbation theory as, 

du 4(lL) 
dy,dy~d=m = 4m;( 1 + cosh( Ay))* ,) 

C 21f;(~lr~) ZZfj(52,lL) CIMJ. (l.l”) 

Expressed in terms of m,ml and Ay the matrix elements for the two processes 

in Table 1 are, 

Note that, because of the specific form of the matrix elements squared, the cross 

section, Eq. 1.10, is strongly damped as the rapidity separation Ay between the 

two heavy quarks becomes large. It is therefore to be expected that the dominant 

contribution to the total cross section comes from the region Ay F=, 1. 

I now consider the propagators in the diagrams shown in Fig. 2. In terms of 

the above variables they can be written as, 

(PI + PZY = 2P, .pz = 2m:( 1 + cash Ay) 

(PI - PL?Y - m2 = -2p,.p3 = -77&l + e-““) 

(PZ - P3)* - 7nz = -2pz.p3 = -m;(l + ,A,) . (1.13) 

Note that the denominators are all off-shell by a quantity of least of order m2. It is 

this fact which distinguishes the production of a light quark from the production 

of a heavy quark. When a light quark is produced by these diagrams the lower 

cut-off on the virtuality of the propagators is provided by the light quark mass, 

which is less than the QCD scale A. Since propagators with small virtualities give 

the dominant contribution, the production of a light quark will not be calculable 

in perturbative &CD. In the production of a heavy quark the lower cut-off is 

provided by the mass m. It is therefore plausible that heavy quark production is 

controlled by as evaluated at the heavy quark scale. 

Note also that the contribution to the cross section from values of pi which 

are much greater than the quark mass is also suppressed. The differential cross 

section falls like n$ and as rn~ increases the parton flux decreases because of 

the increase of zI and 22. Since all dependence on the transverse momentum 

appears m the transverse mass combination, the dominant contribution to the 

cross section comes from transverse momentum of the order of the mass of the 

heavy quark. 

Thus for a sufficiently heavy quark we expect the methods of perturbation 

theory to be applicable. It is the mass of the heavy quark which provides the 

large scale in heavy quark production. The transverse momenta of the produced 

heavy quarks are of the order of the heavy quark mass and they are produced close 

in rapidity. The heavy quarks are produced predominantly centrally because of the 

: . . 
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rapidly falling parton fluxes. Final state interactions which transform the heavy 

quarks into the observed hadrons will not change the size of the cross section. A 

possible mechanism which might spoil this simple picture would be the interaction 

of the produced heavy quark with the debris of the incoming hadron. However 

these interactions with spectator partons are suppressed by powers of the heavy 

quark mass!9,10]. For a sufficiently heavy quark they can be ignored. 

The theoretical arguments summarised above do not address the issue of 

whether the charmed quark is sufficiently heavy that the hadroproduction of 

charmed hadrons in all regions of phase space is well described by only processes 

(a) and (b) and their perturb&w corrections. 

Integrating Eq. 1.5 over all momenta we can obtain the total cross section for 

the production of a heavy quark. In general the total short distance cross section 

can be expressed as, 

Equation 1.14 completely describes the short tlistancc cross scct.ion lor the prodilrtion 

of a heavy quark of mass m in terms of the functions FLi. The indices i and j 

specify the types of the annihilating partons. These short distance cross sections 

can be used directly to predict the total heavy quark cross section using Eq. 1.1. 

The dimensionless functions F;, have a perturbative expansion in the coupling 

constant. The first two terms in this expansion can be expressed as follows, 

?.j(P; 2) = FJJ'( ) P + 4 ~w(p)[J+(P)+ Fj:'(P)ln($)] + o(4). (1.15) 

The energy dependence of the cross section is given in terms of p and /3, 

p=4mZ s, P=fi. (1.16) 

The lowest order functions F!;“’ defined in Eq. 1.15 are obtained by integrating 

Eq. 1.5 using the results of Table 1. The results are, 

JIqp) = VTPP 
lil ~ (2+P) 

e [ 1 
3$+ 2V(p + l)]L(P)+ Z(V ~ 2)(1 i p)+ P(6p - N,') 1 

L(;i)=iIn(+$-2. 

Note that the quark gluon process vanishes in lowest order, but is present in higher 

orders. 

Using the results in Table 1 we can also calculate the average values of the 

transverse momentum squared. The qp contribution to the p$ weighted cross 

J 

and the 99 contribution is 

(1.18) 

-2q7372 + 3p)- 15p(lt ZP)qq] - 15P3-qP) 

(1.19) 

with L(p) defined in Eq. 1.17. The results of Eqs. 1.14 and 1.17 allow us to 

calculate the average value of p;: 

(1.20) 

This leads to an average transverse momentum of order of the heavy quark mass. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the particular case of pN collisions. For all values 

of the beam energy which are sufficiently far above threshold to have a sizeable 

number of events, the average value of pi is of the order of m’. As shown in Fig. 3 

p+ continues to have a small dependence on IL, because of the p dependence in 

the structure functions. 

Far above threshold the average transverse momentum squared grows approx- 

imately linearly with &I 

F> ZrnJS. (1.21) 

The net transverse momentum of the produced heavy quark pair reflects the 

distribution of transverse momenta of the incoming partons and is therefore small. 
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Figure 3: The average value of p$ in heavy quark production. 

1.3 Parton luminosities 

Consider a generic hard process initiated by two hadrons of momenta Pr and Pz 

and S = (Pr + &)a: 

In many circumstances the flux of partons with a given invariant mass squared 

will play a major role in the determination of the cross section. It is therefore 

convenient to define a parton luminosity L as a function of T = s/S where s is 

the invariant mass squared of the partons: 

Hence any parton cross section can be written as, 

where s = zlrzS. L: has the dimensions of a cross section. The second object 

in square brackets in Eq. 1.24 is dimensionless. It is approximately determined 

by powers of the relevant coupling constants. Hence knowing the luminosities, 

we can roughly estimate cross sections. For this purpose we show the parton 

luminosities for gg, u~l and dd in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The luminosities are shown at 

the present energies of the CERN and FOAL pp colliders and at the energies of 

the proposed UNK collider(& = 6 TeV, pp), the LHC (v% = 17 TeV, pp) and 

the SSC (fi = 40 TeV, pp). 

As an example of the use of these plots we examine the flux of partons with 

fi = 100 GeV. Since for heavy quark production s z 4m$ this value is appropri- 

ate for the production of a quark of mass 7n 2 35 GeV. From Figs. 4, 5 and 6 we 

find that, 

L,, = 1 x lO”pb, & = 1.5 x 104pb, C,d = 2 x lOapb, & = 0.63 TeV 

L,, = 3 x 105pb, & = 5 x 104pb, &,- = 2 x 104pb, fi = 1.8 TeV (1.26) 

Note that 13,, is about 30 times larger at the Tevatron than at the CERN Spp.5’. 

The quark-antiquark luminosities at. CERrJ are about the same size as the gluon- 

gluon luminosity, whereas they are a factor of ten smaller than the gluon-gluon 

luminosities at the Tevatron. We conclude that the production of a 35 GeV top 

quark at the Tevatron is dominated by gluon-gluon fusion. At CERN energies 

both the gluon-gluon and the quark-antiquark mechanisms are important. The 

cross section is expected to be about 10 times bigger at FNAL than at CERN. 

The estimate for the cross section for the production of a 35 GeV heavy quark at 

the Tevatron is (us z O.l), 

fT 5 a; x 3 x 10spb Y 3 x 10’pb. (1.27) 

In later sections we shall see that this rough estimate is confirmed by a more 

detailed analysis. 
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1.4 Higher order corrections to heavy quark production 

da luminosity 

------pp , d/s=1.6 TeV 

---pp , dS=O.63 TeV 

100 300 1000 3000 10000 
ds [GeV] 

Figure 6: Luminosity plot for down quark-down antiquark. 

The lowest order terms przsented above are the beginning of a systematic expan- 

sion in the running coupling: 

(1.28) 

Equation 1.28 complctcly describes Ibe short distance cross section for tile production 

of a heavy quark of mass m in terms of the functions ~~j, where the indices i and 

j specify the types of the annihilating partons. The dimensionless functions 3*j 

have the following perturbative expansion, 

3ij (P,g) = 3!,“‘( ) P + “4P) [q(P) + 7$‘(P) l&)] + O(CJ’) 4 (1.29) 

where p is defined in Eq. 1.16. The functions $j’ are completely known[ll]. 

Examples of the types of diagrams which contribute to Y=Jj’ are shown in Fig. 7. 

The full calculation involves both real and virtual corrections. For full details I 

refer the reader to Ref. ill]. The gluon-gluon contribution is also considered in 

Rc~. [12].In order to calculate the ~;j in perturbation theory \ye must perform both 

renormalisation and factorisation of mass singularities. The subtractions required 

for renormalisation and factor&&ion are done at mass scale p. The dependence 

on p of the non-leading order term is displayed explicitly in Eq. 1.29. 

Kate that p is an unphysical parameter. The physical predictions should be 

invariant under changes of p at the appropriate order in perturbation theory. If 

we have performed a calculation to O(ai), variations of the scale p will lead to 

corrections of O(LY~): 

(1.30) 

Using Eq. 1.30 we find that the term F +I) which controls the p dependence of the 

higher perturbative contributions is fixed in terms of the lower order result F(O). 

In obtaining this result I have used the renormalisation group equation for the 
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running coupling, 

Real emission diagrams 

2 

2 

Virtual emission diagrams 

Figure 7: Examples of higher order corrections to heavy quark production. 

d 
p2vas(p) = -b&l + b’as + .) 

b = 33 - 2nf ~, b’= 153 - 197Lf 

12lr 2~(33 - 2nf) 

and the Altarell-Parisi equation, 

.:. 
(1.32) 

. . . . 

This illustrates an important point which is a general feature of renormalisation 

group improved perturbation series in &CD. Th e coefficient of the perturbative 

correction depends on the choice made for II, but the p dependence changes the 

result in such a way that the physical result is independent of the choice made 

for p. Thus the p dependence is formally small because it is of higher order in 

as. This does not assure us that the /L dependence is actually numerically small 

for all series. A pronounced dependence on p is a signal of an untrustworthy 

perturbation series. 

I shall illustrate this point by showing the p dependence found in two cases of 

current interest. Firstly in Fig. 8, I show the p dependence found for the hadropro- 

duction of a 100 GeV top quark in leading and non-leading order. The inclusion 

of the higher order terms leads to a stabilisation of the theoretical prediction with 

respect to changes in p. The situation for the bottom quark is quite different. 

In Fig. 9 the scale dependence of predicted bottom quark cross section is shown. 

The cross section is approximately doubled by th e inclusion of the higher order 

corrections, which do nothing to improve the stability of the prediction under 

changes of /L. It is apparent that the prediction of bottom production at collider 

energies is subject to considerable uncertainty. 

I now turn to the question of flavour excitation. A Ilavour excitation diagram 

is one in which the heavy flavour is considered to reside already in the incoming 

hadron. It is excited by a gluon from the other hadron and appears on shell in 

the final state. An example of a flavour excitation diagram is shown in Fig. lOa. 

Kate that in calculating the flavour excitation contribution the incoming heavy 

quark is treated as it were on its nmss shell. If we denote the momentum transfer 

between the two incoming partons as 4, the parton cross section will contain 
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a) ExampIe of flavour excitation graph 

b) Graphs containing spin-one exchange in the t-channel 

Figure 10: Graphs relevant for discussion of flavour excitation. 

a factor l/q4 coming from the propagator of the exchanged gluon. Therefore 

these graphs appear to be sensitive to momentum scales all the way down to the 

hadronic size scale. This casts doubt on the applicability of perturbative QCD to 

these processes. 

In the following I shall sketch an analysis[8] which leads to an important con- 

clusion. When considering the total cross section, flavour excitation contributions 

should not be included. The net contribution of these sorts of diagrams are al- 

ready included as higher order corrections to the gl uon-gluon fusion process. This 

analysis begins from the observation that the flavour excitation graph is already 

present ss a subgraph of the first two diagrams shown in Fig. lob. Does the flavour 

excitation approximation accurately represent the results of these diagrams? In 

particular is the l/q4 pole, which is the signature of the presence of the flavour 

excitation diagrams, present in these diagrams? 

I shall now indicate why the l/q” behaviour is not present in the sum of 

all three diagrams indicated in Fig. lob. Let us denote the ‘plus’ and ‘minus’ 

components of any vector 4 as follows, 

q+ = #$J + q3, q- = qo - q3, qz = *+*- - PT.‘lT. (1.34) 

We choose the upper incoming parton in Fig. 10b to be directed along the ‘plus’ 

direction, pl = p: and the lower incoming parton to be directed along the 

‘minus’ direction, pz = p;. In the small p2 region the ‘plus’ component of p is 

small, because the lower final state gluon is on shell 

since in the centre-of-mass system p$ zz p; x ~2. In the low q2 region the 

‘minus’ component of q is determined from the condition that production is close 

to threshold. 
mz 

(PI + 4Y = 4mZ, q- = 2, where (1.36) 

q- is therefore also small in the fragmentation region in which p: z a. We 

therefore find that in the fragmentation region of upper incoming hadron, 

(1.37) 
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The current J to which the exchanged gluon of momentum 4 couples is deter- 

mined by the upper part of the three diagrams. In the fragmentation region only 

the ‘plus’ component is large: 

*“J, = *+ J- + q-J+ - Q.JT = 0, QT.JT J’ = ~ 
*- 

(1.38) 

where the Ward identity is a property of the sum of all three diagrams. The 

explicit term proportional to qr in the amplitude shows that one power of the 

l/q* is cancelled in the amplitude squared. 

This cancellation only occurs when the soft approximation to J+ is valid. This 

requires the terms quadratic in g to be small compared to the terms linear in 4 in 

the denominators in the upper parts of the diagrams in Fig. lob. The momentum 

q- must not be too small: 

q2 < zp+q- 5 ma. (1.39) 

We therefore expect the soft approximation to be valid and some cancellation 

to occur when q2 < m’. For further details 1 refer the reader to Iirf’. [s]. The 

calculation ofltcf. [I I! provides an explicit verification of this cancellation in the 

total cross section. 

1.5 Heavy quarks in jets 

A question of experimental interest is the frequency with which heavy quarks 

are found amongst the decay products of a jet. Since hadrons containing heavy 

quarks have appreciable semi-leptonic branching ratios such events will often lead 

to final states with leptons in jets. If we wish to use lepton plus jet events as a 

signature for new physics we must understand the background due to heavy quark 

production and decay. 

This issue is logically unrelated to the total heavy quark cross section. As 

discussed above the total cross section is dominated by events with a small trans- 

verse energy of the order of the quark mass. Jet events inhabit a different region 

of phase space since they contain a cluster of transverse energy ET > m,;mb. 

This latter kinematic region gives a small contribution to the total heavy quark 

cross section. A gluon decaying into a heavy quark pair must have a virtuality 

k= > 4m= so perturbative methods should be applicable for a sufficiently heavy 

quark. The number of Qg pairs per gluon jet is calculablc[l3] using diagrams 

such as the one shown in Fig. 11. The calculation has two parts. Firstly one has 

to calculate ng(E2, k”), the nanber of gluons of off-shellness kz inside the original 

gluon with off-shellness E’. Secondly, one needs the transition probability of a 

gluon with off-shellness kz to decay to a pair of heavy quarks. 

The number of gluons of mass squared k* inside a jet of virtuality E2 is given 

by, 

and b is the first order coefficient in the expansion of the p function, Eq. 1.32. 

The correct calculation of the growth of the gluon multiplicity Eq. 1.40 requires 

the imposition of the angular ordering constraint which takes into account the 

coherence of the emitted soft gluons[l4]. 

RQv is the number of QQ pairs per gluon jet. Ignoring for the moment gluon 

branching calculated above, we obtain: 

where the integration limits are given by z* = (1 f/3)/2 with /3 = J(l-4m*/k’). 

The term (z’ + (1 - z)~)/Z is recognisable zs the familiar Altarelli-Parisi branching 

probability for massless quarks. Integrating over the longitudinal momentum 

fraction I we obtain, 

The final result including gluon branching for the number of heavy quark pairs 

per gluon jet is, 

1 
RQZi = G 

P 
,: $s(k’)[l+ g]$ - g. n,(E’,k’) . (1.44) 

The predicted number of charm quark pairs per jet is plotted in Fig. 12 using 

a value of AC31 = 300 RleV and three values of the charm quark mass. Also shown 
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plotted is the number of bottom quarks per jet with Ac4) = 260 MeV. The data 

point shows the number of D’ per jet as measured by the LA1 collaboration[l5] 

and by the CDF collaboration[l6]. Note that these results depend on the values 

used for the branching ratios (D’ + Dx) and (D + K*). CDF uses the values 

of the Mark III collaboration j17] whereas UAl uses the values quoted by the 

Particle Data Group. In order compare these numbers with the CE pair rates, a 

model of the relative rates of D and D’ production is also needed. For example, 

if all spin states are produced equally one would expect the charged D’ rate to 

be 75% of the total D production rate. The points in Fig. 12 needed to corrected 

upward for unobserved modes before they can be compared with the curves for 

the total CC pair rate. 

2. Lecture 2 

2.1 Phenomenological predictions 

In this second lecture I will illustrate the application of Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2 to the 

production of hadrons containing heavy quarks. It is evident that in order to have 

a reliable estimate of the cross section one needs information on the running cou- 

pling, the form of the parton distributions and a calculation of the short distance 

cross section as a perturbation series in the coupling constant. 

To give an idea of the order of magnitude uncertainty to be expected in these 

estimates, I show a partial compilationj181 f 0 coupling constant measurements in 

Fig. 13. Also shown plotted is the expected theoretical form for several values of 

the QCD parameter A. By convention QS is determined from the QCD parameter 

A by the following solution of Eq. 1.32. 

as(P) = 
1 

bln(jLZ/AZ) 
1 _ b’l=l=(P2/~~2) + _, 

b ln(/.~“/A’) 
I 

(2.1) 

b and b’, which are also given in Eq. 1.32, depend on the number of active light 

flavours. Consequently A also depends on the number of active flavours. The 

relationship between the values of A for different numbers of flavours can be 

determined by imposing the continuity of as at the scale p = m, where m is the 

mass of the heavy quark. Here A is the QCD parameter in the MS renormalisation 

scheme with five active flavours. It is apparent from Fig. 13, that the value of a~ 

.EMC 4 

q R(e+e-) 1 

j ATOPAZ 4 

10 30 100 

P [GeVl 

Figure 13: Behaviour of the running coupling. 
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is still subject to a considerable uncertainty. For definiteness I shall consider A to 

lie in the following range, 

100 MeV < AC51 < 250 MeV (2.2) 

but clearly other less restrictive interpretations of the data are possible. With this 

spread in the value of A the variation of a~ at p = 100 GeV is as follows, 

0.104 < a& = 100 GeV) < 0.118. 0.3) 

The uncertainty in as is larger at lower values of p. It appears squared in any 

estimate of the heavy quark cross section. 

The extraction of A from deep inelastic scattering is correlated with the form 

assumed for the gluon distribution function. A given set of data can be described 

by a stiff gluon distribution function and a large value of A, or by a softer gluon 

distribution and a smaller value of A. In order to make an estimate of the un- 

certainty due to the form of the gluon distribution function, I shall use three 

sets of distribution functions due to Diemoz, Ferroni, Longo and MartinellijlS!. 

These distribution functions have Ac5) = 100, 170 and 250 MeV and appropriately 

correlated gluon distribution functions. 

The value of the heavy quark mass is the principal parameter controlling the 

size of the cross section. This dependence is much more marked than the l/m2 

dependence in the short distance cross section expected from Eq. 1.14. As the 

mass decreases, the value of z at which the structure functions must be supplied 

becomes smaller (cf. Eq. 1.9) and the CIOSS section rises because of the growth of 

the parton flux. 

The approach which I shall take to the estimate of theoretical errors in heavy 

quark cross sections is as follows[20]. I shall take A to run in the range given by 

Eq. 2.2 with corresponding variations of the gluon distribution function. I shall 

arbitrarily choose to vary the parameter p in the range m/2 < p < 2m to test the 

sensitivity to p. Lastly, I shall consider quark masses in the ranges, 

1.2 cm, < 1.8 GeV 

4.5 < nq, < 5.0 GeV . (2.4) 

I shall consider the extremum of all these variations to give an estimate of the 

theoretical error. 

We immediately encounter a difficulty with this procedure in the case of charm. 

Variations of p down to m/2 will carry us into the region p < 1 GeV in which me 

certainly do not trust perturbation theory. An estimatr of the theoretical error on 

charm production cross sections is therefore not possible. In preparing the curve 

for charm production I have taken the lower limit on p variations to be 1 GeV. 

The dependence on the value chosen for the heavy quark mass is particularly 

acute for the case of charm. In fact, variations due to plausible changes in the 

quark mass, Eq. 2.4, are bigger than the uncertainties due to variations in the other 

parameters. I shall therefore take the aim of studies of the hadroproduction and 

photoproduction of charm to be the search for an answer to the following question. 

Is there a reasonable value for the charm quark mass which can accommodate 

the majority of the data on hadroproduction? In Fig. 14 I show the theoretical 

prediction for charm production. Note the large spread in the prediction. Also 

shown plotted is a compilation of data taken fromlicf. [%l]which suggests that a 

value of m, = 1.5 GeV gives a fair description of the data on the hadroproduction 

of D’s. After inclusion of the O(a:) corrections, the data can be explained without 

recourse to very small values of the charmed quark mass[20]. 

This conclusion is further reinforced by consideration of the data on photo- 

production of charm. The higher order corrections to pbotoproduction O(&.) 

have been considered in Ref. j’2’2]. After inclusion of these higher order terms we 

obtain predictions for the total cross section as a function of the energy of the 

tagged photon beam. The principal uncertainty derives from the value of the 

heavy quark mass, so I have plotted the minimum cross section which is obtained 

by varying A and the scale p within the range 1 GeV < p < 2m for three values of 

the charm quark mass. The comparison with the data on the photoproduction of 

charm[23,24], shown in Fig. 15, indicates that charm quark masses smaller than 

1.5 GeV do not give an acceptable explanation of the data. 

In conclusion within the large uncertainties present in the theoretical estimates, 

the D/L7 production data presented here can be explained with a mass of the order 

of 1.5 GeV. This is not true of all data on the hadroproduction of charm, especially 

the older experiments. For a review of the experimental situation I refer the reader 

to IId. [X]. 

_- 
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2.2 Results on the production of bottom quarks 

The theoretical prediction of bottom quark production is very uncertain at collider 

energies. This has already been briefly mentioned in the discussion of Fig. 9. The 

cause of this large uncertainty is principally the very small value of E at which the 

parton distributions are probed. In fact, at present collider energies the bottom 

cross section is sensitive to the gluon distribution function at values of z < lo@‘. 

Needless to say the gluon distribution function has not been measured at such 

small values of z. An associated problem is the form of the short distance cross 

section in the large s region. The lowest order short distance cross sections, 

F(O), given in Eq. 1.17, tend to zero in the large s region. This is a consequence 

of the fact that they also involve at most spin f exchange in the t-channel as 

shown in Fig. 2. The higher order corrections to 99 and gp processes have a 

different behaviour because they involve spin 1 exchange in the t-channel. The 

relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. lob. In the high energy limit they tend to 

a constant[ll]. Naturally these high s contributions are damped by the small 

number of energetic gluons in the psrton flux, but at collider energies the region 

fi >> m makes a sizeable contribution to bottom cross section. The fact that 
-(I) 

this constant behaviour is present in both .7=(l) and Y= mdlcates the sensitivity 

of the size of this term to the value chosen for p. There is therefore an interplay 

between the size of this term and the small I behaviour of the gluon distribution 

function. 

At fixed target energies the cross section for the production of bottom quarks 

is theoretically more reliable. The p dependence plot has a characteristic form 

similar to Fig. 8 and it is possible to make estimates of the theoretical errors. A 

compilation of theoretical results[26] and estimates of the associated theoretical 

error is shown in Table 2. The experimental study of the production of bottom 

quarks in hadronic reactions is still in its infancy, but Table 2 also includes the 

limited number of experimental results on total bottom production cross sections. 

The calculations of l<cf.[ 1 I] 1 a so allow us to examine the pi and rapidity distri- 

butions of the one heavy quark inclusive cross sections. Although the prediction 

of the total cross section at collider energy is uncertain, it is plausible that the 

shape of the transverse momentum and rapidity distributions is well described by 

the form found in lowest order pvrtr~~batio~~ t IICOQ. ‘Thc srlppori ing cvidrllcc [Xl] 

WA78[29], a= 24.5 GeV, 2 zkO.3ztO.9 nb 

NA10[30], &= 23 GeV, 14+7-6 nb 

Table 2: Cross section for bottom production at various energies. 

for this conjecture is shown in Fig. 16, which demonstrates that the inclusion 

of the first non-leading correction does not significantly modify the shape of the 

transverse momentum and rapidity distributions. At a fixed value of p, the two 

curves lie on top of one another if the lowest order is multiplied by a constant 

factor. Similar results hold also for the shape of the top quark distribution!31]. 

The UAl collaboration have provided experimental information on the transverse 

distribution of the produced bottom quarks. In Fig. 17 comparison of the full 

ai prediction with UAl data is made. The data is plotted as a function of the 

lower cutoff on the transverse momentum of the b quark. At lower values of Ic 

the agreement is satisfactory, but the experimental points lie somewhat above the 

theoretical curve at high Ic. It would be nice to have an independent confirmation 

of this experimental result. An inability to predict the value of the bottom cross 

section for large transverse momenta pi, casts doubt on our ability to predict the 

top quark cross section for m, z pi. Iloweva in view of the difficulties of the 

experimental analysis, this discrepancy is probably not yet a cause for alarm 

The corresponding prediction for the shape of the bottom production cross 

section at the Tevatron is shown in Fig. 18. 
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2.3 Decays of the top quark 
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pp collisions, 6= 1.8 TeV. /yl<l, k+kmln 

GeV.A,=260 MeV, 

DFLM, /JO = d/(m.'+k,') 

0 10 20 30 kmin4fGev1 50 60 70 80 

Figure 18: The cross section for bottom quark production at FNAL energy. 

Consider first of all the decay of a very massive top quark which decays into an 

on-shell W-boson and a b-quark. The process has a semi-weak rate. In the limit 

in which mt >> rnw the width is given by, 

r(t --t bW) = 

When the top quark is so heavy that the width becomes bigger than a typical 

hadronic scale the top quark decays before it hadronises. Mesons containing the 

top quark are never formed. 

This should be compared with the conventional top quark decay for mt < 

mw - rnb which is a scaled up version of p decay, 

The top branching ratio to leptons is given in the simplest approximation by 

counting modes for the W decay. Assuming the decay channel to t6 is forbidden 

because mt > mw - nu,, the branching ratio is given by counting over the decay 

modes ev., /LLD,, rv, and three colours of ud and cs: 

1 
BR(W+ + e+y) = ___ N 

3;3+3 
11% . (2.7) 

It is important to investigate unconventional decays of the top quark, especially 

if they alter the branching ratio into the leptonic decay mode. The leptonic decay 

mode is the basis of most searches for the top quark. A simple extension of the 

standard model involves the introduction of a second Higgs doublet. Top quark 

decay in this model has been investigated inRef. [32].In order to avoid strangeness 

changing neutral currents[33j one must couple all quarks of a given charge to only 

one Higgs doublet. After spontaneous symmetry breaking we are left with one 

charged physical Higgs and three neutral Higgs particles. The dominant decay 

mode of the top quark is not to a leptonic mode, but rather to the charged Higgs, 

..-. 
: _’ :: 

.-’ 
,... 

: 

qt + bq+) > +--(m: + m: --t, + 2mtm*)X(mt,mb,mlJ (2.8) 
* 
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where z) is the normal vacuum expectation value and X(a,b,c) = J((a” - bZ -- Substituting these couplings into Eq. 2.9, with all combinations of the SU(2) 

cy - 46’2). In turn, the T+ decays predominantly to cs and rv,. If the vacuum matrices T” or the CT(l) matrices Y we obtain the form of the anomaly for the 

expectation value of the two Higgs fields is taken to be equal the branching fraction gauge currents of the Weinberg-S&m theory. Two of the resulting traces of the 

into CS is found to be 64% and mu, is 31%[32]. couplings vanish for each fermion separately, 

2.4 The search for the top quark 

The belief that the t op quark must exist IS based both on theoretical and ex- 

perimental evidence. The theoretical motivation is that complete families are 

required for the cancellation of anomalies in the currents which couple to gauge 

fields. Hence the partner of the 6, r and Ye must exist to complete the third family. 

An anomaly occurs in a theory because symmetries present at the classical 

level are destroyed by quantum effects. They typically involve contributions to 

the divergence of a current which is conserved at the classical level. If the gauge 

currents are anomalous, the Ward identities, which are vital for the proof that the 

gauge theory is renormalisable, are destroyed. 

Anomalies occur in the simple triangle diagram with two vector currents and 

one axial vector current. Elimination of the anomalies for a particular current in 

the lowest order triangle diagram is sufficient to ensure that the current remains 

anomaly free, even after the inclusion of more complicated diagrams. If the cur- 

rents which interact at the three corners of the triangle couple to the matrices 

L”, Lb and L’ for the left-handed fields, and to the matrices R”, R* and R’ for the 

right-handed fields, the vector-vector-axial vector triangle anomaly is proportional 

to, 
A = Tr [R”{R*, F)] - Tr [L”{L”, L’}]. (2.9) 

For the specific case of the sum x U(1) theory of Weinberg and Salam we 

have the following weak isospin and hypercharge assignments for the third family 

(Q = Ta + Y), 

(2.10) 

Tr T”{Tb,T’} = 0, Tr T”{YL,I~} = 0. (2.11) 

The other two traces vanish only for a complete family[35] 

Tr (YA” - Y;) = 0, Tr YL{T”,T~} = 0. (2.12) 

It should be noted that there are still anomalies in global (non-gauged) currents in 

the Weinberg-Salam model. For example the normal isospin current corresponding 

to a global symmetry (in the absence of quark masses) is anomalous. It is this 

anomaly which is responsible for T” decay. 

The experimental reason to believe in the existence of the top quark is the 

measurement of the weak isospin of the bottom quark. The forward backward 

asymmetry of b-jets in e+e- annihilation[34; is controlled by a.~, the product 

of the axial vector coupling to the electron and the b quark. The produced b 

and b quarks are identified by the sign of the observed muons to which they 

decay. The measurement is therefore subject to a small correction due to B0 - B” 

mixing. Assuming that the axial coupling to the electron has its standard value 

the measured weak isospin of the left-handed b quark is[34], 

T3 = -0.5 i 0.1 . (2.13) 

The simplest hypothesis is that the bottom quark is in an SU(2) doublet with the 

top quark, although more complicated schemes are certainly possible. 

Thus assured that the top quark exists, we must only find it. The expected 

cross section for the process 

p+p+ t+t+x (2.14) 

is shown in Fig. 19. The cross section is calculated using the full O(ai) cal- 

culation of (111 and the method of theoretical error estimate described in the 

previous sections, (cJ [ZO]). I n addition, production of top quarks through the 

decay chain W t t6 is also shown. Note the differing proportions of the two 

. . 
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Top quark production in 0( a(“, ), (NDE) 

mop [GeVl 

Figure 19: The cross section for top quark production at CERN and FNAL. 

modes at CERN and FNAL energies. At fi = l.a(O.63) TeV the ttproduction is 

prrdo~ninantly disc to gluon-gluon anbiliilatiori for m, < lOO(40) GcV. On the 

other hand the W production comes mainly from qcj annihilation at both energies. 

This explains the rnc~e rapid growth with energy of the tC production shown in 

Fig. 19. 

From Fig. 19 the range of top quark mitsse~ which can be investigated in 

current experiments can be derived. In a sample of 5 inverse picobarns about 

2500 tt pairs will be produced if the top quark has a mass of 70 GeV. One can 

observe the decays of the top quark to the eg channel or to the e+ jets channel. 

With a. perfect detector the numbers of events expected is, 

Number of ep events = 2 x .ll x .ll x 2500 = 50 

Number of e + jet events = 2 x .ll x .66 x 2500 zz 300 (2.15) 

The e plus jets channel gives a more copious signal and does not require muon 

detection, but the background is larger due to the process pp --t II/ + jets. This 

background may become less severe with increasing top mass as the jets present 

in top decay become more energetic. 

Let us assume that a limit of about 80 GeV will be set with the data from the 

1988-1989 collider run. If the efficiency of extracting the signal from the data does 

not change with the mass of the top quark, we can expect to improve the limit 

by an additional 40 GeV above the present limit, by increasing the luminosity 

accumulated at the Tevatron by a factor of 10. Note however that the efficiency 

of the e+ multi-jets channels will increase for a heavier top quark. As the mass 

of the top quark increases the b quark jets occurring in its decay will be recognised 

in the detector as fully-fledged jets. This occurs with no extra price in coupling 

constants. The background due to normal W+jets production is suppressed by a 

power of as for every extra jet. It will become less important if we look in the 

channel with an electron and three and four jets. 
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1. Introduction _- 
t 

--- 
The electroweak theory of Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam (GWS) has become 

one of the twin pillars upon which our understanding of all particle physics phe- 

nomena rests. It is a brilliant achievement that qualitatively and quantitatively 

describes all of the vast quantity of experimental data that have been accumulated 

over some forty years. Note that the word quantitatively must be qualified. The 

low energy limiting cases of the GWS theory, Quantum Electrodynamics and the 

V-A Theory of Weak Interactions, have withstood rigorous testing. The high 

energy synthesis of these ideas, the GWS theory, has not yet been subjected to 

comparably precise scrutiny. 

The recent operation of a new generation of proton-antiproton (pp) and electron- 
.- . . positron (e+e-) colliders has made it possible to produce and study large samples 

of the electroweak gauge bosons W* and 2’. We expect that these facilities will 

enable very precise tests of the GWS theory to be performed in the near future. 

In-keeping with the theme of this Institute, Physics at the 100 GeV Mass Scale, 

these lectures will explore the current status and the near-future prospects of these 

experiments.* 
- 

* In other words, we will use the title of this school as an excuse to ignore the many lower- 
energy, neutral current tests of the GWS theory. The two lecture format of this presentation 
precludes a more exhaustive treatment of the field. 
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LECTURE I -. 
c 

-- 2. Parameters of the Standard Model 

The minimal Standard Model contains some 21 empirical parameters. They 

are listed in Table I with their approximate values. 

. 

- 

Table I 

Parameter 

9s 

9 
I 

i, 

MH 

mu, 

mVP 

mu, 

me 

mP 
mr 

mu 

ma 

ms 

mc 

mb 

mt 

sin 1912 

sin 023 

sin 01s 

sin S 

Description Approximate Value 

SU( 3) coupling constant 1.3 @ 34 GeV 

SU(2) coupling constant 0.63 

U( 1) coupling constant 0.35 

VEV of the Higgs field 174 GeV 

Higgs boson mass ? 

electron neutrino mass < 12 eV 

muon neutrino mass < 0.25 MeV 

tau neutrino mass < 35 MeV 

electron mass 0.511 MeV 

muon mass 106 MeV 

tau mass 1.78 GeV 

up-quark mass 5.6 MeV 

down-quark mass 9.9 MeV 

strange-quark mass 199 MeV 

charm-quark mass 1.35 GeV 

bottom-quark mass 5 GeV 

top-quark mass ? 

K-M Matrix parameter 0.217-0.223 

K-M Matrix parameter 0.030-0.062 

K-M Matrix parameter 0.003-0.010 

K-M Matrix parameter ? 

The dynamics of electroweak Physics at the 100 GeV Mass Scale are deter- 

mined (at tree level) by three of the parameters: the SU(2) coupling constant (g), 
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the U(1) coupling constant (g’), and the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs 

c field ((4)). Th e complete specification of the electroweak sector of the Standard 

Model requires that all three parameters be precisely known. The values of these 
-I 

quantities are extracted from the measurement of three related quantities: the elec- 

tromagnetic fine structure constant (cY), the Fermi coupling constant (GF), a.nd the 

mass of the 2’ boson (Mz). The current values of these quantities are listed in 

Table II. 

Table II 

The current values of the physical parameters that determine the deter- 
mine the electroweak sector of the Standard Model. 

- . . 

Quantity EW Parameters Current Value Precision (PPM) 

a [137.0359895(61)1-l 0.045 

GF 
($6 

1.16637(2)x10e5 GeVm2 17 

- Mz v- - (4 91.16(3) GeV 320 

The value of (u is extracted from a very precise measurement of the anomalous 

magnetic moment of the electron!” The value of GF is derived from the measured 

value of the muon lifetime! The first precise measurements of the 2’ mass have 

been made quite recently! Although Mz is determined with far less accuracy than 

are Q and GF, it is expected to remain the most well-determined Standard parame- 

ter for the foreseeable future. It is clear that the measurement of a fourth physical 

quantity should overconstrain the determination of the electroweak parameters. 

We should therefore be able to test the electroweak sector of the Standard Model. 

Unfortunately, the expression given in Table II that relates Mz to g, g’, and 

(4) is valid only at tree-level. Since Mz is measured at a substantially larger 

energy scale than are cx and GF, we must include virtual electroweak corrections 

in order to extract accurate values for the electroweak parameters. In principle, 

this requires a knowledge of all of the parameters listed in Table I. In practice, a 

dispersion relation is used to determine the dominant correction (due to low mass 
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fermion loops) from the low energy e + - total cross section. The largest remaining e _- 
* corrections depend upon the top quark mass (strongly) and the Higgs boson mass 

(weakly). A reasonably precise test of the Standard Model therefore requires at 
c- 

least two more experimental measurements (ideally a measurement of mt would be 

one of them). 

At high energies, all of the proposed tests of the Standard Model fall into one 

of two categories: 

1. An improved measurement of the W boson mass, 

where Mw is the W boson mass and SEC accounts for the virtual electroweak 

corrections. 

2. A measurement of the ratio of the vector and axial vector parts of the 2’ 

- coupling to a fermion-antifermion (ff) pair. The vector and axial vector 

coupling constants (VU~ and af, respectively) are given by the following ex- 

pression, 

(2.2) 

where r[ is twice the third component of the fermion weak isospin and Qf 

is the fermion charge. 

The Standard Model tests that fall into the second category measure one com- 

bination of coupling constants. At tree-level, this combination is the well-known 

electroweak parameter sin28,, 

sin28, = 912 
g2 + g12 * (2.3) 

To good approximation, the virtual corrections that affect each quantity in the 

category can be absorbed into the definition of sin20ul. We can therefore useb the 
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tree-level sin28, sensitivities of the second-category quantities to compare their -. 
c sensitivities to the electroweak parameters and loop corrections. 

3. Experiments at Hadron Colliders 

High energy physics, like most fields of scientific endeavor, follows trends that 

are determined as much by psychology as by logic. In the decade of the 1970’s, 

the electron-positron collider was preeminent. The great success of the SPEAR 

storage ring at SLAC lead to the construction of larger projects at DESY, SLAG, 

Cornell, and KEK. The experimental program at the CERN ISR (which was the 

world’s only hadron-hadron collider) was rather slow in bearing fruit and never did 

produce a major discovery.* 

- 

In the 1980’s, the situation was somewhat reversed. The large program of 

moderate energy e + - e storage rings (25-60 GeV in the cm frame) produced no - 
major discoveries! On the other hand, the observation of the W* and 2’ bosons at 

the CERN SpijS Collider provided fairly dramatic evidence that the GWS theory 

of electroweak interactions is substantially correct. This has lead to the great 

popularity of high energy hadron-hadron colliders and to the plans for the building 

of the SSC in the US and the LHC at CERN. Perhaps some discovery at SLC/LEP 

will cause the pendulum to swing the other way? 

At the current time, there are two active hadron colliders in the world, the 

SppS at CERN and the Tevatron collider at Fermilab. The parameters of the 

two machines are summarized in Table III. Note that substantial upgrades of the 

Tevatron collider are being proposed for the next several years. 

* The observation of large transverse momentum scattering processes did lend support, along 
with data from electron-nucleon scattering experiments, to the parton model of hadrons. 

t The observation of an increased fraction of three-jet events in the total hadronic cross section 
was strong supporting evidence for Quantum Chromodynamics. The reader is requested 
to consider whether these data could have been termed the discovery of the gluon in the 
absence of a very detailed theory and several very detailed simulations. 
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Table III 
.- 

t 
Machine Energy Peak Luminosity Integrated Luminosity 

SPPS 630 GeV 3 X 103* cm-2sec-1 6.7 pb-l 

Tev I 1.8 TeV 1 X 103* cmT2sec-l 4.7 pb-l 

Tev I( 1995) 1.8 TeV 5 X 1031 cm-“see-r 300 pb-l? 
F 

3.1. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

There are four experiments that are active or in preparation at the SppS 

and the Tevatron: the UAl and UA2 experiments at CERN, and the CDF and 

DO experiments at Fermilab. The main features of the these experiments are as 

follows: 
.- . . 

1. Large Solid Angle Calorimeters - each experiment utilizes a calorimeter that 

covers the entire azimuth in a region of polar angle that extends to within 

- - 5’ of the beam direction. These devices are usually segmented transversely 

and longitudinally. The longitudinal segmentation permits the separation of 

electron and photon showers from hadron showers. The energy resolution 

of these devices is typically SE/E - 0.15/a (E in GeV) for electromag- 

netic showers and SE/E - 0.80/a for hadronic showers. Additionally, 

the overall energy scale of a typical calorimeter is uncertain to 2 1% for 

electromagnetic showers and - 3.5% for hadronic showers. 

2. Magnetic Spectrometers - The UAl and CDF experiments contain large 

charged particle tracking systems that are immersed in magnetic fields. They 

are capable of reconstructing transverse momenta with resolutions in the 

range SPt/Pt -(O.OOl-O.OOS).Pt ( w h ere Pt is in GeV). Although these reso- 

lutions are inferior to those of the calorimeters for high energy electrons, the 

CDF collaboration have managed to control the momentum scale uncertainty 

to a few tenths of a percent. The UA2 and DO experiments have charged 

particle tracking systems but are not capable of charged particle momentum 

reconstruction. 
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3. Muon Spectrometers/Identifiers - The UAl, CDF, and DO experiments have 

c magnetized iron shielding for the identification and measurement of muon 

tracks. The momentum resolution of these systems is poor as compared with -1 
the inner tracking systems mentioned above. 

4. Triggers - All four experiments need fairly sophisticated, calorimeter-based 

triggers to ignore the large rate (- 100 kHz) f o or d inary hadronic interactions. 

The triggers normally require that preselected patterns of transverse energy* 

be deposited into the calorimeter. The energy thresholds are adjusted to 

reduce the trigger rates to a few Hertz. 

Observable Quantities 

.- As the energies of storage rings and collider complexes have increased, the 
. 

importance of observing individual final-state hadrons has declined. This is par- 

ticularly true in hadron colliders. The experimentally observable and measurable 

quantities are as follows: 

1. Hadron Jets - the signature of a quark or gluon jet in a typical detector is a 

cluster of energy in the calorimeter. The transverse and longitudinal extent 

of the energy deposition is much larger than that associated with an electron 

or photon. A large number of charged tracks is usually required to originate 

from a vertex and point to the cluster. 

2. Electron - the signature of an electron in a typical detector is a cluster of 

energy in the calorimeter of small transverse and longitudinal extent. A 

charged track must be associated with the cluster. The track-calorimeter 

matching is improved with the use of high granularity preshower detectors, 

high granularity layers in the calorimeter, or position sensitive detectors em- 

bedded in the calorimeter. The UAl and CDF experiments also require that 

the momentum of the charged track (as measured by magnetic deflection) 

A- Transverse energy is defined as the product of the energy deposited into a calorimeter 
segment and the sine of the polar angle subtended by the segment. 
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agree with the energy that is measured in the calorimeter. All of the exper- ..- 
t iments require that electron candidates pass an isolation criterion of some 

description (typically, less than a few GeV of energy must be detected in a 

cone of 15”-40’ about the track-cluster). 

3. Muons - the signature of a muon is a charged track that penetrates the iron 

muon identifier. The track is required to match to a charged track in the 

central detector. The central track must not show any sign of a lcinlc that 

could be associated with the decay of a pion or kaon. The energy measured 

in the calorimeter must be consistent with the passage of a minimum ionizing 

particle. Additionally, the muon candidate must pass an isolation criterion 

that is similar to the one applied to electron candidates. 

4. Neutrinos - the large coverage of the calorimeters permits the reconstruction 

of the net transverse momentum vector of the entire event (relative to* the 

beam axis). The measurement of the net longitudinal momentumof the event 
- requires calorimetric coverage to quite near the beam direction and is not 

practical. Since the transverse momentum of the initial state is zero, the total 

event transverse momentum measures the total transverse momentum of all 

non-interacting particles. Neutrinos with large transverse momenta can be 

identified and tagged by this technique. The missing transverse momentum 

(PtmESS) resolution of a typical detector is given by the following expression, 

SPg:$ = (0.5 + 0.7) - 

where Z, y are the directions that are orthogonal to the beam axis and where 

E,obS is the total transverse energy that is observed in the calorimeter (the 

energy of each cell weighted by the sine of the polar angle). 

It is clear that large Pt electrons and (in the case of CDF) muons are much bet- 

ter measured quantities than are jets or neutrinos. The most serious backgrounds 

to large transverse momentum charged leptons are due to low multiplicity hadronic 

jets. The rejection power of the selection criteria is typically several x lo*. The 
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-. efficiency to detect a large Pi lepton is typically 50% to 75% depending upon the 
t 

detector and the selection criteria. 

-c 
3.2. GAUGE BOSON PRODUCTION 

All the electroweak tests that have been performed at hadron colliders involve 

the measurement of gauge boson properties. It is important to remember that 

gauge boson production in these machines is a small part of the total cross section. 

The signatures and cross sections for gauge boson production are compared with 

those of hadronic processes in Table IV. 

Table IV 

Process .- Signature ~$0.63 TeV) a(1.8 TeV) . . 
Soft Collision Et = 5-10 GeV ~6x10~ nb >6x107 nb 

15-25 charged tracks 

- 

Hard Collision Two large Pt jets -600 nb -3000 nb 
back-to-back azimuthally (Pj>30 GeV) (Pi>32 GeV) 

PP --+ w+ QQ Two large Pt jets -3 nb -15 nb 
back-to-back azimuthally 

PP-+ z + QQ Two large Pi jets -1 nb -5 nb 
back-to-back azimuthally 

pp + w + &u Large Pt lepton -0.5 nb -2.5 nb 

pji ---f z + u Two large Pt leptons -0.05 nb -0.25 nb 

Note that the hadronic final states of the gauge bosons have a signature that 

is very similar to that of the dominant large Pt scattering process. For this reason, 

all precise gauge boson measurements make use of the leptonic final states. 

Drell-Yan Mechanism 

The hadronic production of the W* and Z* bosons occurs via the well-known 

DreZZ-Yin mechanism which is illustrated in in Figure 1. The incident proton and 

antiproton have momenta Icl and Ic2, respectively. A parton carrying a fraction 
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x1 of the proton momentum collides with a parton carrying a fraction x2 of the -. 
t antiproton momentum. The two lowest order subprocesses that produce gauge 

bosons are shown in parts a) and b). The dominant subprocess is the qij anni- 

hilation diagram shown in part a). Note that the emitted gluon is optional and 

is shown only to illustrate the production mechanism for gauge boson transverse 

momenta. The second subprocess is the Compton scattering of a quark and gluon. 

This process is higher order in crS than the basic process (without initial state gluon 

radiation) and is important when the longitudinal or transverse momentum of the 

gauge boson is large. 

The parton-parton center of mass energy, 4, has a simple relationship to the 

hadron-hadron center of mass energy &, 

.2 = XlX2.s = 7-s (3.1) 

where the definition of r is obvious. If the gauge boson transverse momentum 
pKZ * 

t is small as compared with its mass, the gauge boson longitudinal momentum 

is given by the following simple expression, 

- 

where Abeam is the 

Assuming that 

therefore write the 

dao 
dxl dx2 

WJ 
PL = &am ’ (Xl - 22)~ (3.2) 

beam momentum. 

the annihilation subprocess dominates the cross section, we can 

lowest order differential cross section as, 

41(X1)$(X2) + +4,8(x2) 

x1x2 x1x2 I 
~.ij(XlXZS), (3.3) 

where: qt(xl)/ 1 x is the probability of finding a quark of species i in the proton 

with momentum fraction x1; NC is a color factor (3) to account for the probability 

of finding a quark-antiquark pair in a color-neutral state; and &ij(S) is the cross 

section for the annihilation of quark species i and j with a qtj cm energy of s^. 
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The QCD radiative corrections to equation (3.3) are quite substantial. Real -. 
t gluon emission produces large gauge boson transverse momenta. At a center of 

mass energy of 630 GeV, the average gauge boson transverse momentum is ap- 

proximately 7 GeV. In the absence of gluon radiation, the natural scale of the 

gauge boson transverse momentum would be that of the Fermi momentum of a 

quark in a nucleon (a few hundred MeV). Additionally, the QCD vertex correc- 

tions change the size of the cross section by a factor that is between one and two. 

Nevertheless, equation (3.3) correctly describes many of the features of gauge boson 

production and gives the correct scale of the cross section. 

3.3. W BOSON PHYSICS 

As an example of the Drell-Yan mechanism, let’s consider the process pji + 
.- . . W* + ebb. The cross section for the process qij + W* + e*v in the qQ cm frame 

can be written as, 

- 

where: 19* is the polar angle of the charged lepton relative to the quark direction; qj 

is the lepton charge; and Iw is the W boson width. The large angular asymmetry 

is a consequence of the V-A coupling of the W to all fermions. Note that electrons 

are emitted preferentially in the quark direction and positrons in the antiquark 

direction. 

The lowest order Drell-Yan cross section for the production of the W- boson 

follows from the substitution of equation (3.4) into equation (3.3), 

da0 1 -=- 
J 

dxldx2S(xlx2 - i/s) 
dp(xl)q&) d+ 

di-2 3 x152 
-& - cos s*> 

(3.5) 

+ 

where uh(x) [dh(x)] is th e momentum distribution of u [d] quarks in hadron h. “The 

antiquark-antiproton distribution tip(x) is required to be identical to the quark- 

proton distribution up(x) by CPT invariance. The sea quark distributions up(x) 
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and dp(z) are approximately equal and are unimportant except at small values of -. 
c x. The angular asymmetry that is associated with the iiP(xr)dp(x2) factor has the 

opposite sense because the qij axis reverses direction with respect to the parent -. 
hadrons. Note that the delta function explicitly applies the constraint given in 

equation (3.1). Th e average value of x1 or x2 is therefore x,,~ - Mw/&. At larger 

values of xavg (lower energy colliders), the valence quark distributions dominate 

equation (3.5) and the lepton angular asymmetry is large. As xavg becomes smaller, 

the wrong-sign sea quark terms dilute the asymmetry. 

Since the u-quark distribution of the proton is harder than is the d-quark dis- 

tribution (there are two valence u quarks to one d quark), we expect that W- 

bosons are slightly boosted in the antiproton direction, and that W+ bosons are 

. slightly boosted in the proton direction. The scaled longitudinal momentum dis- 

tribution x2 - x1 of W- bosons produced at 6 = 630 GeV is shown in Figure 2. 

The average boost along the antiproton direction is fairly small, 22 - $1 = 0.06. 

However, the distribution is quite broad. The average value of the absolute value 

1x2 - xl] is 0.22 which corresponds to an average longitudinal momentum of 68.2 

GeV. 

The Detection of W Bosons 

As we have already discussed, there are serious QCD backgrounds to the de- 

tection and measurement of W bosons via their hadronic decays. It is necessary 

to search for the charged lepton-neutrino final states. The QCD background is 

suppressed both by the leptonic selection criteria and by the missing Pt signature 

of the neutrino. 

The identification of charged leptons and neutrinos is greatly aided by the 

two-body nature of the W decay. This becomes clearer if we consider the transfor- 

mation of the lepton angular distribution from the W center-of-mass frame to the 

laboratory frame. Let the cm angular distribution be described by some (analytic) 
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function f, - 
c dN 

d cos 19* 
= f(cos e*). 

-- 
In the laboratory frame, most of the W boson momentum is along the beam axis. 

Therefore, the transverse momentum distribution of the charged leptons is the same 

in both frames. The lepton transverse momentum Pf has a simple relationship to 

the cm emission angle, 

P: = T sine’. 

Changing variables from cos0* to Pf, equation (3.6) becomes 

(3.7) 

There is a singularity in the P[ distribution at Mw/2! This so-called Jacobian 

p&k (after the Jacobian of the transformation) implies that most of the leptons 

and neutrinos emerge with the largest transverse momenta. 

The singularity in the Pf distribution as described by equation (3.8) is unphys- 

ical and is moderated by three effects: 

1. The parent W boson has a finite width, I’w - 2.1 GeV. 

2. The detector has finite resolution. 

3. The parent W is produced with non-zero transverse momentum. 

These effects are incorporated into a simulation of the process pp + W + ev 

at fi = 630 GeV. The Pt distribution is presented for three different phenomeno- 

logical W boson transverse momentum distributions in Figure 3. TII(, <iverage 

values of Ptw are zero (the dashed curve), 7 GeV (the dashed-dotted curve), and 

14 GeV (the solid curve). The energy resolution of the detector is assumed to 

be SE/E = 0.15/a. Note that the Pf distribution is very sensitive to the 1%” 

transverse momentum distribution. 
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The Jacobian peak is a feature of transverse momentum distributions of the 
I. 

c charged leptons and of the neutrinos. Since the backgrounds that affect the iden- 

tification of charged and neutral leptons decrease rapidly with increasing Pt, most 
-. 

experiments select W candidates by requiring that P[ and Pr be larger than 20 

GeV. The electron and neutrino transverse momentum distributions for the 1203 

W + ev event sample of the UA2 Collaboration [‘I are shown in Figure 4. The 

background from misidentified two-jet events is estimated to be less than 1%. 

In practice, W bosons are detected by their decays into ev and ,W final states. 

The Q-V final state cannot be detected with high efficiency (the efficiency is in 

the range lo%-15%). This is because a large fraction of 7 decays appear as low 

multiplicity hadronic jets. One must use very restrictive cuts to eliminate low 

multiplicity QCD events. A second difficulty is that neutrinos are detected from 
. 

an imbalance in the total transverse momentum of the event. Since all T decays 

contain at least one neutrino, the missing Pt distribution is softened considerably. 

The P: requirement is therefore less efficient. Although the identification of 7 

lepton final states is difficult, the leptonic decays of the r’s do contaminate the eu 

and pv final states. For electron or muon transverse momenta above 20 GeV, the 

r contamination is in the range 3%-4%. 

W Mass Measurement 

It is clear from equation (3.8) and from Figure 3 that the position of the 

Jacobian peak in the Pf distribution is determined by the mass of the W boson. 

Figure 3 also illustrates the difficulty in the extraction of Mw from a fit to the 

distribution. The Pf distribution is very sensitive to the Ptw distribution which is 

neither well-known nor well-measured. The solution to this problem is to use the so- 

called transverse mass variable, n/r, . ” The transverse mass is the two-dimensional 

analog of the normal three-dimensional one, 

(3.9) 

where Ptv is the neutrino transverse momentum and A4,, is the azimuthal angle 
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- between the lepton and neutrino Pt vectors. Although Mt is not a Lorentz-invariant 

c quantity, it is quite insensitive to the Ptw distribution. This is shown in Figure 5. 

-. The Mf” distributions are plotted for the three Pf distributions shown in Figure 3. 

The average values of Ptw are zero (the dashed curve), 7 GeV (the dashed-dotted 

curve), and 14 GeV (the solid curve). The resolution of the neutrino Pt along the x 

and y axes is assumed to be SP,“,, = 7 0.5& GeV. Note that the Mfv distribution 

is very insensitive to the details of the Ptw distribution. 

Note also that the llqfv distributions are much more sharply peaked than are 

the Pf distributions. The transverse mass should therefore be a more sensitive 

measure of the W mass. We can quantify this observation by analyzing the ex- 

pected results of likelihood fits to the Pf and &ltv distributions. Let f and G be 

Pf and Mf” likelihood functions that are normalized in the region of sensitivity. 
. 

In practice, the regions 25 GeV < Pf < 50 GeV and 50 GeV < Mfv < 100 GeV 

are used to measure Mw. The functions f and g are therefore defined as follows, 

- 
dN 

- 
The Mw precision of likelihood fits to the measured distributions can be estimated 

from the following expressions, 

where Nd is the number of detected events. The numerical results given in the 

second line are derived by numerically differentiating and integrating the (Ptw) = 

7 GeV distributions in Figures 3 and 5. Note that the transverse mass distribution 

has substantially more analyzing power than does Pf distribution. Note also that 

our simulation of the missing Pi resolution is somewhat optimistic. The analyzing 
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power of the it!Lfv distribution is probably not a good as indicated by equation 

(3.11). 

-. The transverse mass distribution has the advantages that it is less sensitive 

to the W boson Pt distribution and more sensitive to the W boson mass than 

is the lepton transverse momentum distribution. These advantages are the result 

of adding more information to the problem (the neutrino Pt). Unfortunately, the 

additional information is accompanied by an additional uncertainty. We must un- 

derstand the resolution function for the missing Pt vector. In practice, the increase 

in the systematic uncertainty that is associated with the use of the Ptv information 

is more than compensated by the reduced sensitivity to the Ptw distribution. 

The shapes of the AL$ and Pf distributions near the Jacobian peaks are sen- 

. sitive to the proton structure functions. The lineshape of the W resonance and 

the accepted lepton transverse momentum distribution are both affected by the 

structure functions. The lineshape is given by the convolution of the relativistic 

BrZt-Wigner resonance form (given in equation (3.4)) with the quark structure 

functions (see equation (3.5)). Since th e s t ructure functions fall sharply with in- 

creasing x, the A$” and Pf distributions are steepened above the peak values. 

The acceptance effect is caused by the boosting of the W along the beam axis. 

The acceptance for a lepton that is emitted with a backward angle (in the W rest 

frame) relative to the boost direction is larger than the acceptance for a lepton that 

is emitted with the symmetric forward angle. Since P/ is completely correlated 

with the emission angle, the accepted P/ and Mt ey distributions are sensitive to 

the choice of proton structure functions. The dependence of the predicted distri- 

butions upon the structure functions leads to an uncertainty on the fit value of 

Mw of roughly 100 MeV. 

The best current measurement of the W boson mass is the one derived from 

the 1203 event sample of the UA2 Collaboration:’ 

iLfw = 80.79 f O.Sl(stat) f 0.2l(syst) f 0.8l(scale) GeV. 
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The systematic error has roughly equal contributions from uncertainties on the 

transverse momentum resolution, the quark distribution functions, and the statis- 

tical precision of the Monte Carlo that was used to calculate the shape of the Mfv 

distribution. There are smaller contributions to the systematic error from the leak- 

age energy from the underlying event into the electron clusters, from uncertainties 

on the final state radiative corrections, and from the uncertainty on the electron 

energy resolution function. Note that the largest single uncertainty is due to the 

1% energy scale uncertainty of the UA2 electromagnetic calorimeter. The error is 

quoted separately because it cancels in the ratio of the W and 2 masses. 

W Angular Distribution 

We have already seen that the angular distribution of the leptons emitted in 

. W decay is expected to be strongly asymmetric in the qa center-of-muss frame. 

It is clearly important to verify that this is indeed true for the 81 GeV particle 

that has been observed. Unfortunately, the qtj center-of-mass frame is generally 
- 

not well determined. The reasons for this are: 

1. The qa axis is coincident with the pp axis only when the W is produced 

with zero transverse momentum. A non-zero value for Ptw implies that one 

or both of the incident quarks emitted gluons in the collision process. The 

solution to this problem is to use the Collins-Soper definition of the qq cm 

[“I frame. The bisector of the proton and antiproton directions in the W rest 

frame is chosen as the qq axis. This definition is therefore correct on average 

but fails on an event by event basis. 

2. The use of the Collins-Soper frame requires that we know the W boson rest 

frame. However, since the neutrino longitudinal momentum is not measured, 

we do not have enough information to reconstruct the W rest frame. The 

solution to this problem is to constrain the mass of the lepton-neutrino sys- 

tem to the W mass (ignoring the finite width of the W). This yields two 

solutions for the neutrino longitudinal momentum Pi. Since the W longitu- 

dinal momentum is PLw = Pi + Pi”, there are two solutions for Pz”;. In the 
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Collins-Soper frame, the two solutions correspond to opposite sign solutions 

z for cos 8*. In many cases, the W is highly boosted on the laboratory frame 

and one solution is unphysical (P,” > G/2). These unambiguous events -. 
are normally used to measure W boson angular asymmetry. 

The UAl collaboration has performed this analysis with their old (767 nb-r) 

[“I sample of W t ev events. They have used only the 149 events that have an 

unambiguous solution for PLw and a measured value of Ptw less than 15 GeV. They 

correct the measured distribution for the biases that are introduced by the selection 

process. The resulting distribution is plotted in Figure 6. The solid curve shows 

the expected (1 - qe cos 19*)~ distribution. It agrees well except near qe cos 8* = 1 

where the wrong-sign sea quark contribution is large (see equation (3.5)). 

3.4. Z” BOSON PHYSICS 

- 

The cross section for the process pji + 2’ -+ e+.P can be calculated from the 

zeroth order Drell-Yan formalism given in equation (3.3). The cross section for the 

point process qq + 2’ -+ l+P is straightforward to calculate from the Standard 

Model couplings, 

2(c) = f { Qi(l + "2) 

Qq - 
2 sin2 20, 

ReI’(>) [vvp(l + c2) + ~UU~C] 

1 
+ 

16 sin4 24, 
lr(3)12 [(u” + u”)(v,” + a;)(1 + c2) + 8vuv~u~c 

(3.12) 

where: c E cos 19* is cosine of the polar angle of the lepton relative to the quark 

direction; I’(g) = i/(.? - &$ + iIzi/M z is the normalized 2 propagator; I’z ) 

is the 2’ width; and where the coupling constants (defined in equation (2.2)) 

without subscript, 2, and a, refer to the leptonic couplings. The first term within 

the braces describes the process of pure y exchange, the second term describes 

the Z”-7 interference, and the third term describes pure 2’ exchange. The y 
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c 
exchange term is quite small and can be ignored. The interference term vanishes 

at .S = Mi and can be ignored except when calculating the angular distribution 

-. (because uug > ~2)~). 

The lowest order Drell-Yan cross section for the 2’ production follows from 

the substitution of equation (3.12) into equation (3.3), 

duo 1 
- = - 
dR 3 J 

dxldx2S(x1x2 - S/s). 

up(x1)+~2) de-, o+[ &-&(x2> + 
371x2 dRC x1x2 

spun d?-, (-)+[ sP~xd%3(4 + 
21x2 dRC 21x2 

where sh(x) is the strange (sea) quark structure function. 

Note that the angular distribution of the outgoing lepton is a function of the 

ratio of the rates uu annihilations and dd annihilations (because di+-,/dR is quite 

different from di?d/dfi). Like the W case, there is also a dilution effect coming 

from the wrong-sign sea quarks. 

2 Boson Detection 

The presence of a second charged lepton makes the detection of the decay 

2’ --) e+C extremely straightforward for electron and muon final states. On the 

other hand, the detection of 7 final states is quite difficult without the missing Pt 

signature of the W decays. At the current time, no experiment has published a 

signal for the process pp + 2’ t T- + T -. In the case of electrons, it is necessary 

to require that only one of the legs of the 2 candidate satisfy very restrictive 

identification criteria. Taking all lepton pair masses between 60 and 120 GeV, the 

background from misidentified hadronic events is typically less than 1%. 

Measurement of Mz 

The mass of the 2 boson is extracted from the observed lepton-lepton mass 

(A4&) distribution. The observed A4& distribution is the convolution of the under- 

lying Breit-Wigner lineshape, the quark structure functions, and the experimental 
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resolution. The leptonic daughters of the 2 are sufficiently energetic that the en- - 
z ergy resolution associated with electromagnetic calorimeters (SE/E - 0.15/a) is 

better than that associated with magnetic spectrometers (S( l/Pt) - 0.001 GeV-l) 
-. 

by roughly a factor of two. We therefore expect the electron final states to offer 

better statistical analyzing power than do the muon final states. We can quantify 

the difference by comparing the expected results of fits to the M,, and Mp, dis- 

tributions. Let z(Mff, Mz) be the likelihood function for the observed lepton pair 

mass distribution normalized over the interval 60 GeV < rn~ < 120 GeV, 

The Mz precision of a likelihood fit to the measured distribution can then estimated 

from the following expression, 

- 
where N is the number of detected events. The electrons are expected to be better 

by roughly 30%. 

In practice, only well-measured lepton pairs are used to extract Mz. The ex- 

isting experiments are well instrumented only at relatively large values of polar 

angle (101 ;L 20’). Th e probability that both leptons are detected in this region 

is about 70% at fi = 630 GeV and 47% at fi = 1800 GeV. The magnetically 

measured masses of 123 muon pairs and 65 electron pairs of the CDF collabora- 

tion[12’ are shown in Figure 7. Although the momentum resolution of the CDF 

magnetic spectrometer is inferior to the energy resolution of the CDF calorimeter, 

the momentum/energy scale is more precisely known (an uncertainty of 0.22% is 

claimed). The magnetic spectrometer is used to directly measure the muon pair 

masses and to calibrate the electromagnetic calorimeter with low energy electrons 

(from b quark decay). Performing likelihood fits to the 123 p-pair sample and to a 
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sample of 73 calorimetrically measured electron pairs, the following the measure- 

ments of Mz were obtained, 

Mz = 90.7 f 0.4 (stat) f 0.2 (syst) GeV (muons) 

Mz = 91.1 f 0.3 (stat) f 0.4 (syst) GeV (electrons). 

The systematic error on the muon result is dominated by the momentum scale 

uncertainty of the magnetic spectrometer. The systematic error quoted for the 

electron measurement is due largely to uncertainties in the calorimeter calibration. 

The combined result is 

. 

Mz = 90.9 * 0.3 (stat + syst) rf 0.2 (scale) GeV 

where the scale uncertainty has been quoted separately. 

- The UA2 Collaboration have also recently published a result that is based upon 

a sample of 90 electron pair events:’ 

Mz = 91.49 f 0.35(stat) f O.l2(syst) f 0.92(scale) GeV, 

where dominant contributions to the systematic error are due to leakage of energy 

from the underlying event into the electron clusters and to uncertainties in the 

detector response to the process 2’ -+ e+e-y. 

3.5. iVlw,Mz AND THE STANDARD MODEL 

The ratio of the W and 2 boson masses is an interesting quantity for very 

practical reasons. We have seen that lepton energy scale uncertainties lead to 

substantial uncertainties on the gauge boson masses. These particular uncertainties 

cancel in the ratio Mw/Mz. Since Mz has been precisely measured in e+e- 

experiments (which cannot measure Mw at the current time), the electroweak 

information contained within Mw is also contained within the mass ratio. 
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The best measurement of Mw that is currently available is contained within - 
z the Mw/Mz measurement of the UA2 Collaborations’ 

-. 
MW 
- = 0.8831 f O.O048(stat) f O.O026(syst). 
MZ 

Taking the current weighted world average value [‘I for Mz (Mz = 91.160 f 0.0029 

GeV), they quote a resealed W mass value of, 

Mw = 80.49 f 0.43(stat) f 0.24(syst) GeV. 

The ratio Mw/Mz directly determines the parameter sin28, as defined by 

Sirlint131 , 

2 

= 0.220 f O.O08(stat) f O.O05(syst). 

- 

The Sirlin definition of sin28, is related to the 2’ mass by a very well-known 
t141 expression, 

- M; = 
A2 

(1 - Ar)sin20, cos2 Bu, ’ 
(3.16) 

where Ar contains the effects of electroweak radiative corrections (Ar = 0 at tree 

level), and A is a constant, 

A= 
1. 2 

= 37.2805 f 0.0003 GeV. 

Using the SLC/LEP value for Mz and their own result for Mw/Mz, the UA2 

group derive a result for Ar, 

Ar = 0.026’::$!!!. 

Their result is consistent with a large value of mtop (100-200 GeV). 
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- 3.6. FUTURE MEASUREMENTS OF MW AND MZ 
s 

-. We have seen that the mass ratio Mw/Mz has the advantage that the uncer- 

tainty on the leptonic energy scale cancels in the ratio. The remaining systematic 

errors are due largely the differences in the techniques that are used to extract the 

masses. These techniques have been developed to minimize the statistical error 

of the result. The Tevatron experiments expect to accumulate significantly larger 

data samples in the next few years (the current CDF sample could increase by a 

factor of order fifty). The increased size of the samples should be adequate to satu- 

rate the current systematic errors.* One must therefore ask if it is possible to reduce 

the systematic uncertainties by using techniques with less statistical sensitivity. 

. 
The obvious approach is to extract the 2 mass from the transverse mass tech- 

nique. In this case, the uncertainties associated with the Pr resolution, the un- 

derlying event, and the electron energy resolution would largely cancel in the mass 

ratio. The remaining uncertainties would be those due to the differences in radia- 

tive corrections and structure functions. 

The question of whether to discard one leg of a 2 event has been much discussed 

(over coffee). It is clear that a strong correlation exists between the transverse mo- 

menta of the two leptons. It would be difficult to assess the effect of the correlation 

on the result. However, it is very likely that this question will remain academic. 

In the current experiments, the number of 2 candidates with two well-measured 

legs is somewhat smaller than the number with only one well-measured leg (the 

CDF group uses 73 well-measured electron pairs to determine Mz and 193 events 

with one well-measured leg to determine the 2 cross section [15’). The use of second 

well-measured legs would therefore add only a small statistical advantage (in the 

CDF example, the statistical error would be improved by only 17%). 

Scaling the current CDF samples P51 of W + ev candidates (1828 events) and 

* It would also permit the detailed study and reduction of the current systematic errors. For 
instance, a large sample of 2’ decays should help understand the missing Pt resolution from 
the study of the hadronic system that recoils against the (well-measured) lepton pair. 
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one-legged 2 - + ee events (193) by a factor of 50, we can use equation (3.11) to 

w estimate the statistical error on AJw/IMz that m ight be achieved in the future. 

Assuming that only one leg from each 2 event is used, we estimate the error on 
-_. 

the ratio to be 

6 Mw 
( > 

- - 0.0009. 
MZ 

Assuming that 2Mz is known to 30 MeV, this corresponds to an error on Mw of 

83 MeV. It is clear than a loo-150 MeV measurement of Mw is possible if the 

remaining systematic error can be controlled to a comparable level. 

3.7. THE Z” ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION 

The angular distribution of the leptons in the qa center-of-mass frame is given 
. by equations (3.12) and (3.13). Although th e net expression is fairly complicated, 

it has the following form, 

da - - = $1+ 
dR* 

cos2 o*> + B cos o* (3.17) 

- 

where the complexity is hidden in ‘the definitions of the constants A and B. If the 

initial state hadrons were monoenergetic quarks of energy Mz/2, we could write 

A and B as 

A= 
a!2 

512 sin4 28, 
- L * 2(?J2 + a2)(v; + ai) 

I’; 

a2 
(3.18) 

B= . L - 8vavPa~. 
512 sin4 20, Ii 

It is often quite useful to consider the so-called forward-backward asymmetry 

which measures the ratio of the B and A terms. It is defined as follows, 

&B(x) = So” dcos ’ 
* da - - f, dcos O*& dcos6” 

s_“, dcos o*& 

4x 3 B =-.-.- 
3+x2 4 A 

(3.19) 

where x is an integration lim it and the function F(x) is normalized such that 
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F(1) = 1. Th e f orward-backward asymmetry is the ratio of the difference in the 

z cross sections for finding the lepton in the quark and antiquark hemispheres to 

the total cross section. The effect of limited detector acceptance in polar angle --. 
is described by the function F(x) where x is the maximum value of cos 8*. By 

convention, the symbol AFB describes the asymmetry for complete polar angle 

coverage (APB = AFB( 1)). 

The forward-backward asymmetry is sensitive to the couplings of the 2’ to in- 

cident quarks and the final state leptons. For the simple example of monoenergetic 

quarks of energy Mz/2, the asymmetry has the form, 

A 
3 -2va -2v,aq 0.063 for u-quarks 

FB = 4 * V2 -I- a2 ’ v; + a; 0.089 for d-quarks 
(3.20) 

where we have assumed that sin28, = 0.234. Note that the lepton and quark vector 

coupling constants are sensitive functions of sin28, (see equation (2.2)). The 2’ 

forward-backward asymmetry is therefore useful for testing the Standard Model. 

The actual pji initial state is a mixture of uu and dd states. The measured 

asymmetry should therefore fall between the above extremes (as determined by 

the u and d quark structure functions and by the quark couplings to the 2’). 

Or should it? We expect that a number of effects should reduce the measured 

asymmetry: 

1. As in the case of the W angular distribution, there are wrong-sign sea-quark 

pairs that dilute the asymmetry. Note that a correct analysis of this effect 

depends upon a good knowledge of the low-x quark structure functions. 

2. The electroweak interference terms are important when 3 # AI;. This effect 

is also sensitive to the quark structure functions. 

3. The acceptance of a real experiment is finite (x < 1). The actual acceptance 

depends upon the longitudinal momentum distribution of the 2 which is 

sensitive to the quark structure functions. 
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4. The actual q4; axis is unknown. Although we can use the average direc- 
- 

z tion (the Collins-Soper definition), there will be an inevitable dilution of the 

asymmetry. 
. . 

It appears that the measured value of AFB might be quite sensitive to uncer- 

tainties in the quark structure functions of the proton. To investigate the above 

effects, we have performed a Monte Carlo simulation with several different sets 

of structure functions. It is assumed that our experiment can reconstruct leptons 

with polar angles larger than 20’. We find that the reconstructed value of AFB 

is 0.050 f 0.002 where the uncertainty reflects the variation of the result with 

structure function parameterizations. This result does not vary between SppS and 

Tevatron energies. Given our list of structure function dependent dilution effects, 

the uncertainty seems remarkably small. Note that our simulation does not in- .- . 
elude the correct mechanism for the generation of 2’ transverse momentum. The 

smearing of the angular distribution due to the initial state gluon bremsstrahlung 

(which produces non-zero P,“) is not correctly simulated. This may result in a 

large uncertainty in the reconstructed asymmetry. The sensitivity of the resolved 
. 

asymmetry to variations in sin28, is given by the following expression, 

1 
Ssin2d, = - . SAFB. 

3.7 
(3.21) 

The only measurement of Apg that is currently in print was performed by the 

UAl Collaboration 1111 with 33 events, 

AFB = i - (0.06 f 0.24) = 0.045 f 0.18 

which they convert into a measurement of sin26,, 

sin2B, = 0.24+~$~. 

It is likely that CDF will be able to produce a measurement in the near future 
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with a precision, 

c 
~AFB- -& - 0.07 

. . 
where N is the number of 2 candidates. The corresponding precision on sin28, 

would be approximately Ssin28, N 0.020. 

Although neither the UAl nor the likely CDF results are likely to be very 

significant, future high-luminosity measurements could reach the Ssin28, N 0.003 

level if the uncertainty associated with the qq axis can be controlled. 
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LECTURE II -. 
* 

. . 4. Experiments at Electron-Positron Colliders 

During the last year, two high energy electron-positron colliders have begun 

operation. The SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) began physics operation in April 

of 1989 and had produced a sample of about 600 2’ events by early 1990. The 

LEP project began operation in October of 1989 and had produced samples of 

approximately 30,000 2’ events in each of four detectors by early 1990. The 

current and future parameters of the two machines are summarized in Table V. 

.- . 

Table V 

1 I Machine I Date I Energy I Peak Luminosity 

a 
- 

SLC 1989 

SLC 1992 

LEP I 1989 

LEP I 1990 

LEP II 1994? 

6 100 GeV ~1,4xlO~~crn-~sec-’ 

,S 100 GeV -6x 102gcm-2sec-1 

6 100 GeV -2 x 1030cm-2sec-1 

S 100 GeV -1 x 1031cm-2sec-1 

=5 200 GeV -3 x 1031 cm-2sec-1 

The luminosity of the SLC is expected to improve by a factor of approximately 

forty in the next two years. The SLC has a spin polarized electron source that is 

expected to provide a 40% degree of polarization at the beam collision point. The 

polarized electron beam should begin operation during 1990. The LEP machine 

was operated routinely at 20% of its design luminosity during its first run. It 

seems likely that the design luminosity of 1031 cm-“set-’ will be achieved during 

the next year. Although there are serious plans to produce longitudinally polarized 

beams in LEP, it appears to be difficult to achieve a high degree of longitudinal 

polarization (X 30%) with good 1 uminosity. In the longer term, the energy of LEP 

will be upgraded to a value above the threshold for W pair production. 
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4.1. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

. . 
There are a total of six experiments that are currently operating at or being 

prepared for SLC and LEP. At the SLC, the Mark II detector is currently in 

operation and will be replaced by the SLD detector later this year. There are 

four active experiments at the LEP collider: ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL. A 

complete description of the six detectors would be extremely tiresome. All of them 

share the a number of common features and capabilities: 

1. High Resolution Magnetic Spectrometers - all of the experiments contain 

charged particle tracking systems that are immersed in magnetic fields. They 

are capable of reconstructing track directions and transverse momenta. The 

transverse momentum resolution is typically SPt/Pt -(O.OOl-O.O02).pt (where 

Pt is in GeV) in the region of polar angle 1 cos 81 < 0.8. 

2. Electromagnetic Calorimetry - all of the experiments have electromagnetic 

calorimeters. These range from gas sampled devices with resolutions SE/E - - 
0.30/a (E in GeV) to lead glass and BGO calorimeters with sub-percent 

resolutions over a large range of energies. 

3. Muon Spectrometers/Identifiers - all of the experiments except L3 have mag- 

netized iron shielding for the identification and measurement of muon tracks. 

The momentum resolution of these systems is poor as compared with the in- 

ner tracking systems mentioned above. The L3 detector handles muons in 

an inside-out manner. The muon identification is achieved by penetration of 

the unmagnetized hadron calorimeter. The muons are momentum analyzed 

in a huge magnetic spectrometer that is external to the identification shield- 

ing and has much higher momentum resolution than the internal tracking 

system. 

4. Vertex Detectors - since the 2’ is a fairly copious source of b and c quarks, 

all of the experiments have high precision tracking systems at small radius. 

The resolution of these systems is typically a few 10’s of microns per track 

measurement. 
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5. Triggers - since the total (accepted) cross section in an e+e- experiment is - 
* quite small, a trigger is necessary to find bunch crossings that contain events. 

The SLC and LEP experiments all contain electronic hardware that can find 

drift chamber tracks and calorimeter energy depositions during the interval 

between bunch crossings (22.5 psec at LEP, 8.3 msec at SLC). Typically, 

any event containing two or more charged tracks or a calorimeter energy 

deposition larger than approximately 5 GeV is recorded. 

6. Specialties - in addition to the common elements, most of the experiments 

have some special strengths and features. The following is a partial list: 

(a) Ring Imaging Cerenkov Devices - DELPHI and SLD use ring imaging 

Cerenkov devices to identify long-lived hadrons. 

(b) High R eso u ion 1 t Vertexing - Mark II and SLD make use of the small 

SLC beam and the small SLC vacuum chamber with very high resolution 

microvertex detectors. 
- 

(c) Muon Measurement - as already mentioned, L3 has been optimized for 

the measurement of muon final states. 

(d) DE/DX - the ALEPH and DELPHI have time projection chambers as 

their primary tracking systems. These devices are capable of very good 

measurements of the charged-particle energy loss due to ionization of 

the chamber gas. This information can be used to identify long-lived 

charged particles at low momentum. 

(e) Hadron Calorimetry - the SLD calorimeter is expected to have good 

energy resolution for hadronic final states. 

The Electron-Positron Environment 

Unlike the situation with hadron colliders, the most copious processes in a 

high energy e+e- collider are also the most interesting ones. The signatures kand 

relative sizes of the various processes are indicated in Table VI. The most serious 

background to 2’ production is due to the various two-photon processes. The 
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two-photon background is rather trivial to remove from the data sample (a total 

c energy cut is sufficient to suppress it by several orders of magnitude). 

-. Table VI 

Event Type Signature a(& = Mz) 

eSe- --+ 2’ ---f hadrons 2-3 jets -30 nb 
;5 20 charged tracks 

e+e- --t e+e- 45 GeV clusters in -50-200 nb 
(small angle) small angle tagger (dep on acceptance) 

e+e- + e+e-!+&- Transversely balanced -7-8 nb 
e+e- + e+e-h+h- low energy track pairs (dep on acceptance) 

e+e- 3 Z” 3 p+p-I- back- to- back -1.5 nb 
.- high energy tracks 

. 
e+e- 3 Z” 3 ~+q-- acolinear track pairs -1.5 nb 

l-3 combinations 

- 
4.2. MASS AND WIDTH OF THE Z" 

- 
We have already discussed the importance of a high precision measurement of 

the mass of the 2’. The width of the 2’ has a tree-level dependence upon the 

parameters of the Standard Model and the particle content of the theory. The total 

width is the sum of the partial widths for the decay into each fermion-antifermion 

final state, 

(4-l) 

where r,,- is the partial width for the decay 2’ + ff and the constant Cf is 

defined as 

cf = C 

l+EQ; for leptons 

3 . [l + EQ; + F] for quarks. 

Note that the expression of each partial width in terms of Mz has the advantage 

that the mtop and rnHiggs dependences are minimized. The partial widths for a 
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generation of quarks and leptons are listed in Table VII. The last line shows the 

* expected total width for three lepton flavors and five quark flavors. A small phase 

space suppression factor is included for the bb final state. 
.^. 

Table VII 

Final State 

2.75 Generations 2.481 GeV 

'ff 

166 MeV 

83 MeV 

297 MeV 

383 MeV 

The actual measurement of IMz and Pz is made by measuring the cross section . 
for the process e+e- -+ 2’ t ff for a number of center-of-mass energies about 

the 2’ pole. The theoretical 2 lineshape is then fit to the measured cross section 

points to extract the desired parameters. This technique is illustrated in Figure 8 

which shows the result of an actual measurement by the Mark II Collaboration!’ 

- 
The theoretical lineshape was discussed in great detail by Michael Peskin in a 

[16’ lecture at this institute. He showed that the tree-level lineshape for the process 

e+e- -+ 2’ -+ ff is well-approximated by a relativistic Breit-Wigner form, ~ 

(4.2) 

Equation (4.2) does not apply to the process e+e- t e+e- which occurs via both 

s-channel and t-channel subprocesses. 

The electron and positron radiate real photons rather copiously in a hard col- 

lision. The lineshape is strongly affected by the initial state radiation. This effect 

can be treated in a Drell-Yan-like formalism by introducing an electron structure 

function. The electron structure function D(z, s) is defined as the probability that 

an electron (positron) radiates a fraction 1 - z of its initial energy during the 
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collision (of cm energy &).* Th e radiatively corrected cross section can then be 

* written as, 

-. of(s) = 
J 

dzldx2D( 51, s)D(z2, s,+ = az259, (4.3) 

where ~1 and ~2 the electron and positron energy fractions. The leading term of 

the electron structure function has the form, 

I&s) N $1 - &-‘, 

where the dimensionless constant p is the effective number of radiation lengths for 

the process, 

-- P z Fpn(s) -1-J N 0.11. 
e 

The effect of the convolution described in equation (4.3) is to reduce the peak cross 

section by ~25Y o and to shift the peak of the cross section by roughly 120 MeV 

from the pole position. 

It is convenient to write the radiatively corrected cross section in a form that 

is close to the underlying Breit-Wigner form, 

SLerff 
of(S) = 2 ’ cs _ ~;)2 + ris2/M; ’ P + sRc(s)l~ (4.5) 

where the effects of the radiative corrections are contained in SRC(S). Using equa- 

tion (4.1), we can expression all of the quantities that appear in equation (4.5) in 

terms of a single parameter, iIIz. Note that this choice of parameters minimizes 

the sensitivity of the lineshape to higher-order terms in mtop and mhiggs. 

Equation (4.5) is the basis for the measurement of a number of 2 resonance 

parameters. The analysis is usually performed with several sets of constraints: 

A- Note that the electron structure function is defined as a number distribution unlike the 
hadron structure functions which are defined as normalized momentum distributions. The 
e+e- cross sections therefore lack the factors of Z- ’ that appear in the hadronic cross 
sections. 
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All resonance parameters are constrained to their Standard Model values. In 

this case, the only free parameter is IMz. The measurement can be performed 

with any or all of the final states (the e e + - final states must be excluded or 

fit to the correct form). 

The visible partial widths are constrained to their Standard Model values 

and the invisible width is allowed to vary as a free parameter. The total 

width rz is decomposed into visible and invisible portions, 

rz = C rqq + 3r‘8+e- + 3r,, 

= ks + rinv, 
(4.6) 

where the visible width Ivis contains all hadronic final states and all charged 
i 

lepton pairs, and I?inv contains the neutrino decays and any additional un- 

observed particles. Any or all of the final states can be used to perform the 

measurement (with the usual caveat about electrons). The data are therefore 

fit to a function of two parameters (1Mz and Iinv), 

127r 
Of(S) = - * 

sreerff 
hf; (S - M;)2 + (rVis + rilaV)W@ ’ [l+ sRc(s)l* (4.7) 

The resonance parameters of the total hadronic cross section are not con- 

strained to their Standard Model values. The hadronic cross section is de- 

scribed by the model-independent form, 

(4.8) 

where the free parameters are: Mz, Iz, and the tree-level hadronic peak 

cross section triad. The Standard Model prediction for the tree-level peak 

cross section is, 

4ud = 12~ reerhad -. 
hf; r; 

N 41.5 nb-r. P-9) 

None of the partial widths given in equation (4.5) are constrained to their 

Standard Model values. This analysis is most elegantly performed by fitting 
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the hadronic and leptonic final states separately but simultaneously. If the 

electron final states (and the appropriate lineshape) are not used, it is neces- 

-. sary to invoke lepton universality, Ice = IPLI1 = Irr. Assuming universality, 

the fit involves four parameters (Mz, Iz, Ihad, and I,). 

Scanning Theory 

A hadron collider gives the experimenter a free energy scan. The hadron struc- 

ture functions are quite broad in that reasonable quark-quark luminosity is pro- 

duced over a large range of energies. The electron structure functions have an 

integrable singularity at x = 1. Most of the eSe- luminosity is produced near the 

nominal value of ,/Z. The experimenter can therefore choose the most efficient 

energy scan to optimize the measurement he/she wishes to measure. Note that 

an optimal scanning strategy requires some a priori knowledge of the parameters 

that one desires to measure. In the earliest runs of the SLC, the 2’ mass was not 

well known and it was necessary to search for an enhancement in the event rate. 

Once A4z became somewhat constrained, it was possible to choose very efficient 

operating points. The presence of the Standard Model as a predictor of widths 

and couplings made this task much easier. 

Let us consider a hypothetical scan of N energy-luminosity points: 

Eb = El, E2, . . ..EN 

J Ldt = &,L2 ,..., LN. 

We assume that a cross section 0; is measured at each point, 

The A4 parameters aj (j = 1, M) f o our theoretical lineshape a(E) can be 
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extracted from a x2 fit to the measured points. The quantity x2 is defined as, 

(4.10) 

where Sai is the error on the P measurement. 

The best estimate of the parameters (tij) is the one that minimizes x2. The 

parameter errors are found from a Taylor expansion of x2 about the minimum 

value, 

x2 = x2(4 + ; 5 d2x2 

j k=l dajdak 

(Uj - Sij)(Uk - zk) 

, 

= X2(C) + 5 (Cml)jk(Uj - iij)(Uk - arc) 

7 

j,k=l 

(4.11) 

where the matrix C-l is the inverse of the parameter covariance matrix. The error 

hyperellipsoid is determined by changing x2 by one unit about the minimum value. 

It is straightforward to show that the parameter errors are given by the diagonal 

elements of the covariance matrix C, 

(SUj)2 = Cjj. (4.12) 

Averaging equation (4.11) over many experiments, the inverse matrix can be ex- 

pressed in the following form, 

(4.13) 

Although equation (4.13) is quite general, it is useful to express the cross section 

errors in terms of the luminosity and the theoretical cross section. Ignoring‘the 
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- statistical errors on the luminosity measurements: we can express the cross section 
* errors as (Sai)2 = a(Ei)/Li. Equation (4.13) can then be written as, 

-. 
(c-l)j, = 5 L; . &(Ei) ‘a 

i=l a(Ei) daj * ,at(Et) = 5 L; * S(Ei, aj) * S(Ei, a/J, (4.14) 
i=l 

where we define the so-called sensitivity junction S(E, aj) as 

S(E,aj) E &) * g.(E). (4.15) 

If the lineshape is a function of a single parameter or if the off-diagonal elements 

of the inverse matrix C-l are small, the parameter errors have a particularly simple 

form, 
. 

(Suj)-2 N 5 Li * [S(EiYaj)12. 
i=l 

(4.16) 

Eqaution (4.16) ’ pl’ am aes that the error Saj is minimized when the integrated lum.i- 

nosity is concentrated in regions of scan energy where IS(E, aj)l is large. Note 

that IS(E,aj)I ’ 1 g h is ar e w ere the derivative laa/dajI is large and where the cross 

section is small. 

The correlations between the parameters are described by the off-diagonal ele- 

ments of the matrices C-r and C (the error ellipsoid is unrotated if they vanish). 

The presence of non-zero correlation always increases a parameter error beyond the 

value given in equation (4.16).t It is clearly important to minimize the off-diagonal 

elements by our choice of the scan point luminosities. 

Equations (4.14) and (4.12) predict the complete parameter error matrix in 

terms of the theoretical lineshape and the scan point luminosities. Note that it is 

assumed that x2 is well-defined (N > h4) and that a suficient number of events is 

collected at each point that the errors are Gaussian. 

* This assumption is quite valid for the measurement of non-resonant cross sections. 
t The presence of non-zero correlation allows the error associated one parameter to leak into 

the error associated with another parameter. 
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Since any cross section measurement has an associated normalization uncer- -- 
t tainty, it is important to consider the sensitivity of the final result to systematic 

shifts in the measured cross sections. Expanding the theoretical cross section in 
. . 

parameter space about the best estimates sij, it is straightforward to derive the 

average shift in a parameter aaj caused by shifts in the measured cross sections 

Aai7 

(4.17) 

It is clear that we would like to choose the energies and luminosities to minimize 

the parameter errors and the correlations between the parameters. We can be 

guided in this task by examining the energy dependence of the functions S(E, uj). 

As an example of the usefulness of the sensitivity functions, let us consider the 

measurement of the model-independent parameters of the hadronic cross section. 

For simplicity, we assume that values of Mz, rz, and a:,,(@) are 91 GeV, 2.5 - 
GeV, and 40 nb, respectively. The sensitivity functions for Mz, rz, and a:,,($) 

are plotted in Figures 9-11 as functions of E - Mz. The maximum sensitivity to 

Mz occurs at the scan energies -0.8 GeV and +l.O GeV about the pole. Note that 

there is little sensitivity to I’z at these points. The maximum sensitivity to rz 

occurs at points that are approximately f2 GeV about the pole. If we choose our 

energy-luminosity points symmetrically about the pole, the sum of the products 

S(Ei, Mz) * S(Ei, rz) will tend to cancel since S(E, Mz) is odd about the pole-and 

S(E, I’,) is even about the pole. The maximum sensitivity to aflad occurs at the 

pole. The same odd-even effect that cancels the Mz-I?z correlation will cancel the 

Mz-aiad correlation. The rz-aflad correlation cannot be cancelled by a choice of 

scan energies. However, it is not intrinsically large since S(E, I?z) is small in the 

energy region where S( E, aiad) is large. 

In general, a scan strategy that is based upon equations (4.14) and (4.12) is 

a problem in linear programming. The scan planner must decide how important 

various parameters are and what constraints must be satisfied. Nevertheless, fairly 
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simple considerations lead to the conclusion that a minimal Z-pole scan should 

t include points at 0, fl, and f2 GeV about the pole. 

. . Event Select ion 

The selection of hadronic and leptonic events was done by the five experiments 

with five different sets of criteria. While these criteria differ in detail, they do 

contain a number of common features. The selection of hadronic events usually 

involves the following requirements: 

1. The event is required to contain five or more charged tracks. This require- 

ment is sometimes relaxed to three or more tracks. In this case, one must be 

careful to exclude r+r- events from the sample. 

.- 
2. ._ The event is required to have a visible energy (track momenta and/or calorime- 

ter energy) that is larger than 10% of the center-of-mass energy. The princi- 

pal reason for this requirement is to suppress two-photon events. 

-3. Most of the analyses require that substantial energy be observed in both 

hemispheres about the detector midplane (polar angle 8 = 90’). This re- 

quirement suppresses beam-gas events. 

4. The time of the event must be consistent with the time of a beam crossing 

(to suppress cosmic ray events). 

The detection efficiency for hadronic events is typically -95% with an uncer- 

tainty of 0.5-l%. The residual background contamination is typically at level of a 

few parts in lo3 (mostly from T+T- events). 

Leptonic events are selected by a set of criteria that are similar to the following: 

1. Electron Final States 

(a) The event is required to have two tracks. Some analyses require that the 

acolinearity angle be less than 5’. 

(b) There must be energy depositions in the electromagnetic calorimeters 

that match the tracks (spatially and/or in energy-momentum). The 
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- 
total energy of the calorimeter clusters must be a large fraction (2 80%) 

of the center-of-mass energy. 

2. Muon Final States 

(a) The event is required to have two tracks. Some analyses require that the 

acolinearity angle be less than 5’. The momenta of each track must be 

2 60% of the beam momentum. 

(b) The energy deposition in the calorimeter that is associated with each 

track must be consistent with the passage of a minimum ionizing particle. 

(c) At least one track is required to penetrate the muon shielding and be 

detected in the outer tracking system. 

3. Tau Final States 

(a) The event is required to have a visible energy that is larger than ~10% 

of the center-of-mass energy. 

- (b) The event is required to have between two and six tracks. Dividing the 

event into two thrust hemispheres, the legal track configurations are: 

one track recoiling against one track (l-l), one track recoiling against 

three tracks (l-3), or three tracks recoiling against three tracks (3-3). 

(c) The track momenta of two-track events are required to be 2 60% of the 

beam momentum. 

(d) The invariant masses of the charged tracks in each hemisphere must be 

less than 2 GeV. 

The detection efficiencies for lepton pairs are strongly affected by the accep- 

tance of the tracking, calorimetric, and muon identification systems. Typically, 

electrons are selected with the largest efficiency (- 70%). The typical detection ef- 

ficiencies for muon and tau pairs are 60% and SO%, respectively. The uncertainties 

on the efficiencies are typically about 2%. The background contamination from 

hadronic events, two-photon events, and miscategorized lepton pairs ranges from 

-1% for electron pairs to -5% for tau pairs. 
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Luminosity Measurement 

t 

. . 

The experimental luminosities are inferred from measurements of the process 

e+e- + e+e- at small scattering angles (25-150 milliradians). In the small angle 

region, this process is dominated by t-channel exchange of photons and is indepen- 

dent of the parameters of the 2’ system. The tree-level differential cross section 

has the form, 

hum 47ro2 1 -N-.A 
dB - s O3 

(4.15) 

where the scattering angle 8 is assumed to be small. An accurate determination 

of the luminosity requires that the radiative corrections be included in equation 

(4.18). Nevertheless, equation (4.18) d oes illustrate one of the difficulties in the 

. measurement of the luminosity. The measured cross section a;:’ is a sensitive 

function of the angular acceptance of the detector edges, 

(4.19) 

where 131 and 02 are the angles of the inner and outer detector edges. 

Each of the SLC/LEP detectors contains a luminosity monitor that consists of 

two cylindrical electromagnetic calorimeters designed to detect e+e- pairs in the 

very forward regions (from 25-60 milliradians at the inner edges to -150 milliradi- 

ans at the outer edges). In order to control the angular acceptance well, each device 

is either highly segmented or contains an integral tracking system to measure the 

scattering angle of each particle. The accepted cross section for these devices is in 

the range 25-150 nb. In some cases, the statistical error on the luminosity determi- 

nation is a bit worse than that on the number of hadronic events (the radiatively 

corrected cross section for hadronic events is -30 nb). The systematic error on the 

luminosity measurement is usually dominated by the uncertainty on the accepted 

cross section and on the effect of higher-order radiative corrections. The systematic 

errors range from 1.3% to about 5%. 
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The uncertainty on the luminosity determination must be combined with the 

z uncertainty on the detection efficiency to yield an overall normalization uncer- 

tainty for a cross section measurement. The overall normalization uncertainties 
. . 

are typically several percent. 

Experiment al Results 

The current results of the five SLC/LEP experiments [3-71 are listed in Table 

VIII. The Mark II, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL results are based upon 

exposures of 17, 850, 53.9, 627, and 1247 nb-‘, respectively. 

Table VIII 

The results of the 2’ mass and width analyses of the SLC/LEP experi- 
ments. 

.- . Experiment Mz (GeV) I?z (GeV) Pinv (MeV) aiad (nb) Fee (MeV) 

Mark II (31 91.14(12) 2.42(+-t;) 460( 100) 42.0(40) Ya.o(y;;) 

-ALEPH”’ 91.18(4) 2.54(6) 501(26) 41.4(8) 83.9(22) 

DELPHIL51 91.06(g) 2.42(21) 400( 107) 42.8(58) - 

L3 16,171 91.16(4) 2.54(5) 548( 29) 39.8(9) 83.0(24) 

OPALL7] 91.16(3) 2.54(5) 453( 44) 41.2(11) 81.9(20) - 
Average 91.16(3) 2.54(3) 506( 17) 40.8(5) 82.9( 13) 

The following notes apply to the information that is presented in Table VIII. 

1. The Mark II value for the leptonic partial width is determined from the 

product of the measured[“’ ratio I’&‘had and the theoretical value for Ihad. 

2. The ALEPH Collaboration quote their result for IJinv in terms of the number 

of neutrinos N, as defined by the following 

rinv = NV - rvv = N,, .166 MeV. (4.20) 

They derive NV from an analysis of rz and aiad. Note that this procedure 

is entirely equivalent to the use of equation (4.7) in a constrained fit. We 

convert their result to I’inv for display purposes. 
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3. The Delphi Collaboration do not use azad as a fit parameter but instead scale 

* the Standard Model value with a free normalization parameter. We convert 

their result for the normalization parameter into a value for the peak cross -. 
section. 

4. The averages that are listed in the last line are calculated by weighting each 

measurement appropriately with its error. The common energy scale error 

was correctly included in the averaging procedure. All other errors are as- 

sumed to be uncorrelated (which is undoubtedly incorrect). 

The measurements of the resonance parameters that are shown in Table VIII 

agree remarkably well with the Standard Model predictions. Using equation (4.20) 

we estimate the number of light neutrino species to be, 

NV = 3.04 f 0.10, 

which is the best evidence for the three generation model (note that neutrino species 

of-mass larger than Mz/2 are not ruled out). The only apparent discrepancy 

between the measurements and the expectations is that Iz seems a bit larger 

than expected (by -60 MeV). Th ere are several possible explanations for this. 

We list them in descending order of likelihood: 1) it is a statistical fluctuation 

(the probability of a fluctuation is not small enough to establish a discrepancy); 

2) there is a correlating effect (like the energy of a scan point differed from its 

nominal value); 3) the QCD corrections to the hadronic partial widths need more 

work; 4) there is a new particle in the final state. It is even possible that several 

of these explanations are valid. 

Systematic Errors 

The various resonance parameters vary in their sensitivity to the energy scale 

and normalization uncertainties. The determination of IMz depends completely on 

the accelerator energy scale. The 27 MeV uncertainty on the LEP energy scale and 

the 40 MeV uncertainty on the SLC energy scale apply directly to ma,ss measure- 

ments made at the two machines. The model-independent determinations of Mz 
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are completely insensitive to the normalization uncertainty. The model constrained 

* determinations of Mz have a slight sensitivity to the normalization uncertainty. 

These uncertainties are typically a few MeV or less (even with the model con- 
-. 

straints, most of the Mz information is derived from the resonance shape). 

The peak cross section and the invisible width are strongly affected by nor- 

malization uncertainty, This can be seen from an inspection of equation (4.7). 

The invisible width enters the cross section as a component of the total width. 

The influence of the total width is maximized when the center-of-mass energy is 

s = Mi. The effect of the normalization uncertainty Sg upon the invisible width 

is approximately, 

SI’;,, N 1.5 GeV. 

The measurement of Iz depends almost entirely upon the measurement of the 

resonance shape. It is therefore insensitive to the absolute energy and normaliza- 

tion errors. - It is sensitive to point-to-point errors in the energy and luminosity. 

These are typically much smaller than the absolute errors. 

The measurement of the leptonic width is sensitive to the absolute normaliza- 

tion uncertainty. The peak leptonic cross section is proportional to the square of 

the leptonic width. The percentage uncertainty on ret is therefore one half of the 

percentage uncertainty on the normalization. 

4.3. MASS AND WIDTH OF THE W 

The measurement of the W boson mass and width will become possible in the 

second phase of LEP operation. The installation of superconducting RF cavities 

will permit the beam energy to be increased to a value above the threshold for the 

process e+e- -+ W+W-. 

High Energy e+e- Cross Sections 

The tree-level expression for the W-pair cross section is somewhat complex.[lgl 

The inclusion of initial state radiation (as in equation (4.3)) and finite widths 
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for the final state W bosons involves a four dimensional convolution of the tree- 

c level expression. We therefore choose to present only the result of a Monte Carlo 

integration. The cross section for the process e+e- + W+W- is plotted in Figure -. 
12 as a function of Eb - Mw where Eb is the single beam energy. The mass and 

width of the W are assumed to be 80 GeV and 2.1 GeV, respectively. Note that 

three curves are plotted: the dashed curve is the basic tree-level cross section; 

the dashed-dotted curve is the cross section including the effect of initial state 

radiation; and the solid curve is the cross section including initial state radiation 

and the effect of a finite W width. The inclusion of initial state radiation reduces 

the size of the cross section. The finite W width produces non-zero cross section 

at energies below the nominal threshold at Eb = Mw. 

The basic e’e- - -+ ff cross section for five quark and three lepton flavors in- 

- 

creases from about 7 units of R at center-of-mass energies below the 2’ pole to 10 

units of R at energies above the 2’ pole.* At fi = 160 GeV, the t,ree-level cross 

section is approximately 34 pb. Unfortunately, the initial state radiative correc- 

tions increase this number enormously. Although the photon structure functions 

decrease greatly as x is decreased from 1, the 2 pole is sufficiently large that the 

convolution given in equation (4.3) is several times larger than the tree-level cross 

section. The process e+e- -+ 72’ therefore dominates the visible cross sectioh at 

W-pair threshold. Using equation (4.3), we estimate the size of the visible cross 

section to be -150 pb at fi = 160 GeV. 

e+e- -+ W+W- Threshold Scan 

There are several different techniques that can be used to measure the W mass 

at LEP II. It is possible to extract Mw from the measured distributions of jet 

masses or lepton energies. These methods are are described in Reference 20. The 

technique that we’ll discuss here is the measurement of the threshold behavior of 

the W pair cross section. 

* The unit of R is the cross section for e+e- ---) y* 4 P+/I-. Numerically, the cross section 
has the value UR = 86.8 nb-GeV2/s. 
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It is clear than the W mass can be extracted from the step in the cross sec- 

* tion that is shown in Figure 12. Since there is a large background from ordinary 

processes, it is necessary to apply selection criteria to the data to improve the 
-. 

signal-to-noise ratio. The background processes produce mostly two- and three 

jet hadronic events or lepton pair events that are often highly boosted along the 

beam direction. The visible energy of the background is often small as compared 

with &. The W-pair events appear most often as four-jet events (-44% of I/r- 

pairs) or as an energetic lepton and two jets (-44% of W-pairs). The authors of 

Reference 20 have studied a number of selection criteria to reduce the background 

cross section to less than -1 pb while retaining -75% of the four-jet and -45% of 

the lepton+two-jet events (we assume that 7 leptons cannot be used and that one 

third of the remaining events are eliminated by the isolation cut used to suppress 

heavy flavor events). Assuming that the residual background is due to the large 

& continuum, the measured cross section would have the following form, 

- %eas(Eb) = Wuzu(Eb) + &, (4.21) 

where: E is the efficiency to identify a W-pair event (E N 0.53); gww(Eb) is the 

cross section plotted in Figure 12; and B is a constant that represents the residual 

background (which presumably scales as l/s). 

subsectionsensitivity Functions 

We can analyze the Mw and Iw sensitivity of a cross section scan of the I+’ 

pair threshold by using the scanning theory that was discussed in the last sec- 

tion. Numerically differentiating the measured cross section (as defined in equa- 

tion (4.21)), ‘t 1 is straightforward to calculate the sensitivity functions for Mw, 

I’w, and the background constant B. For the purpose of this exercise, we assume 

that B = 1 pb . (~Mw)~ or that the background cross section is 1 pb at W-pair 

threshold. 

The sensitivity function s(&,, M w is plotted in Figure 13 as a function of ) 

Eb = Eb - Mw. Note that the maximum sensitivity occurs at 6b N 0.5 GeV. 
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The sensitivity function S(&, I?w) is shown in Figure 14 as a function of Eb. 

As one would expect, it peaks just below the nominal threshold (IQ = -1 GeV) 

where the width-induced tail in the cross section is largest. The function S(Eb, I’w) 

decreases rapidly as Eb is increased. It passes through zero near cb = 1 GeV and 

plateaus above cb = 3 GeV. The sensitivity in the plateau region is due to the 

reduction in the cross section caused by the finite width (see Figure 12). The 

maximum value of Is(Eb, I,)/ is smaller than the maximum value of the mass 

sensitivity function by a factor of three. A good measurement of l?w will clearly 

require a substantial commitment of luminosity to a point of very small cross 

section. Note that the product S(&, Mw) . s(Eb, I’w) is an odd function about 

the point Eb = 1 GeV. In principle, the Mw-rw correlation can be cancelled by 

. measuring the cross section on both sides of this point. The functions S(,!&, Mw) 

and S(.&, I’w) are not large in the region 6b > 1 GeV. The cancellation of the 

correlation therefore requires a substantial commitment of luminosity to a relatively 

insensitive region. 

The function S(Eb, B) is plotted as a function of Eb in Figure 15. As one would 

expect, the background sensitivity is largest at small beam energy and decreases 

dramatically as Eb increases through the W pair threshold. Note that it is possible 

to cancel the B-I’w correlation but that it is not possible to cancel the B-Mw 

correlation. 

Scan Strategies 

It is clear that precise measurements of Mw and l?w require that LEP be 

operated in regions of small cross section. Since all other studies of the W-pair 

system require a large sample of data, there will be considerable pressure to operate 

the machine on the cross section plateau at the largest available energy. In order 

to estimate how precisely Mw and l?w could be measured in a l-2 year run (500 

pb-l), we assume that 50% of the luminosity is dedicated to operating at the largest 

available energy (we assume that cb = 15 GeV or 6 = 190 GeV is achieved) and 

the remaining 50% is dedicated to operation in the threshold region. 
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It is instructive to first consider an extremely unrealistic scan scenario. We 

t assume that we will measure only one parameter and that the other parameters 

are precisely known. In this case, we need only one scan point in the threshold 
. . 

region for a constrained fit. We choose to allocate the entire 250 pb-l luminosity 

to operation at the most mass-sensitive point (cb = 0.5 GeV) or at the most width- 

sensitive point (cb = -1 GeV). Using equation (4.16) we estimate the precision of 

these measurements to be 

SMw = 92 MeV or SI’W = 286 MeV. 

The Mw measurement would be a very desirable result. The rw measurement is 

not competitive with the recent indirect determinations that have been published 

. by the CDF and UA2 collaborations~15’211 

rw = (0.85 f 0.08) - rz = 2.19 f 0.20 GeV (CDF) 

- rw = (0.89 f 0.08) e rz = 2.30 k 0.20 GeV (UA2). 

Since the width cannot be measured to an interesting level, it is clearly unwise to 

design a scan to measure I’w. We therefore concentrate on the measurement of 

Mw. 

A real measurement of Mw will require that the background constant B be 

varied as a fit parameter. Unfortunately, the B-Mw correlation cannot be can- 

celed by a clever choice of scan points. It is therefore necessary to measure both 

parameters well. 

The number of scan points is somewhat arbitrary. A minimum of three points 

are required to constrain the two parameter problem. The presence of a high energy 

point implies that only two points are needed in the threshold region. Equation 

(4.14) implies that several closely spaced points in a region of large sensitivity 

are equivalent to a single point in the same region. We can therefore analyze 

the optimization of the Mw measurement by considering a two-point threshold 

measurement. 
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c An optimal scan must include an energy point in a region of large background 

sensitivity I,!?( Eb, B) 1 and a om near the maximum of the mass sensitivity func- p * t 
. . tion IS(&,Mw)l. W e c h oose the scan point energies to be cb = -5 GeV and 

Eb = 0.5 GeV, respectively? The apportionment of the available luminosity be- 

tween the two points is a straightforward problem in one-dimensional optimiza- 

tion. We find that the error SMw has a very broad minimum about the ratio of 

luminosities, L(0.5 GeV)/L(-5 GeV) 21 2/l. If the luminosities of the -5 GeV 

and 0.5 GeV points are 85 pb-l and 165 pb-I, respectively, the minimum value of 

the error SMw is approximately 155 MeV. 

A two-point threshold scan is somewhat risky. It is safer to bracket the region 

of maximum Mw sensitivity with several scan points. We therefore construct an 

optimal four-point scan (a five-point measurement when the cb = 15 GeV point 

is included) by assigning one third of the 165 pb-l (55 pb-I) to each of three 

points: Q = 0 GeV, 0.5 GeV, and 1.0 GeV. It is instructive to compare this scan - 
(Scan 1) with a slightly modified version. The modified version (Scan 2) is created 

by shifting the luminosity from the cb = 0 GeV point to cb = -1 GeV. We expect 

the second scan strategy to improve the width measurement at the expense of the 

mass measurement. Finally, we note that our modified scan strategy is similar to 

the scan strategy that was studied in Reference 20 (which we label Scan 3). The 

authors of Reference 20 assigned 100 pb-’ to each of the following five points: 

cb = -5 GeV, -1 GeV, 0 GeV, 1 GeV, and 15 GeV. 

Using equation (4.14) and the sensitivity functions, the performance of each 

scan scenario can be estimated. The expected number of detected events and the 

expected precisions SMw, SI’W, and SB are listed in Table IX for each of the three 

scan strategies. The presence of a high energy point in each strategy reduces the 

Mw-I’, correlation sufficiently that the Mw precision obtained from the three 

parameter fit is essentially identical to that obtained from a two-parameter fit. 

* Varying the energy of the second point about eb = 0.5 GeV verifies that the B-Mw corre- 
lation does not shift the point of maximum MW sensitivity. 
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As one might expect, the third scan strategy which allocates 400 pb-’ to 

z the threshold measurement provides the most precise Mw measurement, SMw = 

150 MeV. The Mw precision obtained from the optimized mass scan (Scan 1) is . . 
worse by ?‘%. Note however, that Scan 1 produces nearly 60% more events than 

does Scan 3. Surprisingly, the second scan strategy provides a slightly better width 

measurement than does the third strategy. This occurs because the second scan 

produces a smaller B-I’w correlation than does the third scan strategy. 

It is clear from equation (4.21) that the functions S(Eb, aj) are sensitive to the 

level of residual background and to the W-pair detection efficiency. We investigate 

these effects by reducing the background constant to B = 0.5 pb . (Mw)~ and 

by increasing the detection efficiency to .zww = 0.70. The results are listed in 

Table IX. The error SMw is improved by approximately 20 MeV in the case that .- . 
the background is reduced by a factor of two. The mass error is improved by 

approximately 30 MeV when the efficiency is increased. Note that the optimal 

luminosity ratio L(0.5 GeV)/L(-5 GeV) is nominally sensitive to both effects. 

However, the optimal region is so broad that the use of a 2/l ratio degrades the 

result by less than 1%. 
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Table IX 

The predicted results of three different five-point measurements of the W- 
pair threshold. Scan 1 is optimized for the measurement of Mw. Scan 2 is 

-. an attempt to improve the measurement of rw. Scan 3 is identical to the 
threshold scan used in Reference 20. The results are presented for several 
assumptions about the level of residual background B and the W-pair 
detection efficiency. 

. . 

Quantity 

L[-5 GeV] (pb-‘) 

L[-1 GeV] (pb-‘) 

L[O GeV] (pb-‘) 

L[O.5 GeV] (pb-‘) 

L[l GeV] (pb-‘) 

L[15 GeV] (pb-l) 

B = 1.0 pb . [2Mw12 
& wu = 0.53 

Number of Events 

SMw (MeV) 

SI’W (MeV) 

SB (pb. [2Mw12> 

B = 0.5 pb . [2Mw12 
& ww = 0.53 

Number of Events 

SMw (MeV) 

SI’W (MeV) 

SB (pb - PMw12> 

B = 1.0 pb . [2Mw12 
E ww = 0.70 

Number of Events 

SMw (MeV) 

SI’W (MeV) 

SB (pb - [2Mw12> 

Scan 1 Scan 2 Scan 3 

85 85 100 

0 55 100 

55 0 100 

55 55 0 

55 55 100 

250 250 100 

2951 2912 1863 

160 176 150 

531 482 492 

0.12 0.12 0.12 

2737 2698 1627 

137 154 130 

508 450 448 

0.096 0.098 0.098 

3760 3709 2309 

130 144 123 

453 407 410 

0.12 0.13 0.13 
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Systematic Errors 

-. 

The measurement of the W-pair threshold is affected by systematic uncer- 

tainties on the energy scale and cross section normalization. The energy scale 

uncertainty affects the Mw measurement directly. Assuming that the fractional 

error on the beam energy scale is constant, the uncertainty on Mw should be com- 

parable to the one that applies to the Mz measurement. By 1994, this uncertainty 

is expected to be -20 MeV. 

The sensitivity of the results given in Table IX to normalization errors can 

be estimated from equation (4.17). Taking the first scan strategy as an example, 

we estimate that the uncertainties on the parameters are related to an overall 

normalization uncertainty 6a/a as follows, 

SMw = - 2.26 GeV. E 
u 

6l?w = - 19.3 GeV. E. 
u 

The normalization error must be controlled to the 3% level to avoid inflating the 

Mw error. 

Sensitivity to Assumptions 

Our analysis assumes that we have complete a priori knowledge of the W 

resonance parameters. Although the characteristic width in Eb space of the Mw- 

sensitive region is larger than the current uncertainty on Mw, our precision esti- 

mates are likely to be somewhat optimistic. It is possible to alter the results by 

510% by varying the resonance parameters over reasonable intervals. 

Conclusions 

Despite the uncertainties on the ultimate W-pair detection efficiency and resid- 

ual background contamination, several conclusions can be drawn from this analysis: 

1. The most sensitive scan region for the measurement of Mw is Eb = O-l GeV. 

The mapping of the entire threshold shape would produce a less precise mea- 

surement. 
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2. It is not possible to remove the correlation between the background parameter 

rc and Mw by a clever choice of scan point energies. This implies that a scan 

point of energy below the nominal threshold is quite important. If the energy 
-. 

is chosen to be Eb = -5 GeV (Eb = 75 GeV), an Mw-optimized scan strategy 

would allocate twice as much integrated luminosity to the Mw sensitive 

region as is allocated to the low energy point. 

3. A measurement of Mw at the 2160 MeV level is possible with the dedi- 

cation of a large integrated luminosity (250 pb-‘) and good control of the 

background contamination. 

4. The measurement of l?w to an interesting level is difficult or impossible. It 

is probably unwise to attempt anything more than a cursory measurement. 

4.4. FORWARD-BACKWARD ASYMMETRIES 

In the next several years, several asymmetries of the 2’ cross section will be 
- 

used to test the electroweak portion of the Standard Model. Note that all of these 

tests work by measuring the ratio of the vector and the axial vector couplings of 

the 2’ to the fermionic current. As was described in the Introduction, this implies 

that the sensitivities of the various tests can be characterized in terms a single 

parameter sin2flw. Note that this parameter differs from the Sirlin definition that 

was used to describe the ratio Mw/Mz. 

Let us begin by considering the cross section for the process e+e- + ff. 

We assume the electron and positron beams can be longitudinally polarized. The 

beam polarizations, P- and P+, are described in terms of a helicity basis (P = +l 

describes a right-handed beam, P = -1 describes a left-handed beam). We can 

then write the tree-level cross section in the cm frame as follows, 

daf _ 2Nf C -- 
dQ 64s sin4 20, 

(1 - P+P-)[o;’ + a,Z] + (P+ - P-)[c$’ + a,z] 
> 

(4.22) 

where: the unpolarized partial cross sections due to yZ interference and pure 2 
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exchange are defined as, 

2ewRe[I’(s)] [(l + cos2 B*)vvf + 2 cos 8*aaf 1 -. 
1 + cos2 0*)(v2 + CX~)(TJ; + + + 8~0s 8*wawfaf 1 ; 

0* is the angle of the outgoing fermion relative to the incident electron; the polar- 

ized partial cross sections due to yZ interference and pure 2 exchange are defined 

as, 

ayZ = 8&f sin 2 P 2 ewRe[I’(s)] [( 1 + cos2 @*)awf + 2 cos O*uaf] 

OP z = -lr(s)I”[( + 1 cos2 8*)2vu(vj + u?) + 2 cos f9*(V2 + U2)2VfUf 
1 ; 

the constant N{ is the color factor (3) f or q uark final states; and where the nor- 

malized 2 propagator is defined in equation (3.12). Note that we’ve assumed that 

the masses of all final state fermions are small as compared with fi and that 

the unpolarized cross section for pure photon exchange is small as compared with 

the pure 2 and interference terms. In the case that the beams are unpolarized 

(P+ = P- = 0), equation (4.22) is identical to the expression that we used to 

describe the cross section for the process qQ + Z”, y t P+!- (equation (3.12)). 

We have already defined the forward-backward asymmetry in the context of 

the process qi.j + !+J? (see equation (3.19)). Th e asymmetry is defined in exactly 

the same way for the process e+e- + f f. For unpolarized electrons and positrons, 

the form of the asymmetry at the 2’ pole is identical to the form that was given 

in equation (3.20), 

where the function F(z) = 42/(3 + x2) accounts for incomplete coverage of the 

detector in x = cos 8* space, and AiR is defined as a particular combination of 
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coupling constants, 

-. 
& E -2vfuf 

v;+u;- 
(4.24) 

The forward-backward asymmetries are fairly sensitive to sin28, due to the 

presence of the vector coupling constants (see equations (2.2) and (2.3)). The 

expected size and sensitivity to sin28, of each asymmetry is listed in Table X 

(assuming that the appropriate value of sin28, is 0.233). 

Table X 

Fermion Type AL 
(sin28, = 0.233) 

Sensitivity to sin”8, 

. u-quark 0.063 SA>, E 4.2Ssin28, 

d-quark 0.089 SAC, 21 5.6Ssin28, 

charged lepton 0.012 SA$, N 1 .6Ssin26, 
- 

- 

Table X illustrates a Peter Principle of experimental physics, the most easily 

measured quantities are usually the least interesting ones. The forward-backward 

asymmetry for muons is undoubtedly the most straightforward one to measure but 

is the least sensitive to sin28,. The identification and measurement of quark jets 

is more difficult. The DELPHI Collaboration [221 have studied the flavor tagging of 

simulated of hadronic jets (which makes use of the particle identification capability 

of their detector). The identification criteria, tagging efficiency, level of residual 

background, and the corresponding uncertainty on AiB are listed in Table XI. They 

find good consistency between several different fragmentation models. The obvious 

(and difficult to answer) question is whether nature agrees with the fragmentation 

models to the same level of consistency. It is clear that believable results must be 

based upon very detailed experimental fragmentation studies. 
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Table XI 

The result of a Monte Carlo study of the flavor tagging of hadronic jets 
with DELPHI detector.[221 

Flavor 

b-quark 

c-quark 

Significant Criteria 

e*K* pairs, 
PePK > 25 GeV2 

l*Kr pairs, 
reconstruct D* 

Efficiency Background f 
SAFB 

11.2% 16.1% 0.0013 

8.1% 32.2% 0.0013 

s-quark 

u-quark 

high momentum 
Kf ,A-; ,lir”* 

high momentum 
protons 

2.9% 45.5% 0.0026 

1.4% 30.5% 0.002 

Initial State Radiative Corrections 

We have already seen that the emission of initial state radiation causes the - 
effective center-of-mass energy & to be skewed from the nominal value. At tree- 

level, the electroweak interference term causes a shift in the asymmetry as the 

energy varies away from Mz. Ignoring a small term in the denominator, the energy 

dependence of the asymmetry can be expressed as follows, 

A$B(i) N A$B(Mi) - 6&f sin2 26 (4.25) 

The interference term becomes large as & varies from Mz. Note that a shift 

A&= -148 MeV is sufficient to cancel the tree-level muonic forward-backward 

asymmetry ! 

The energy dependence of the forward-backward asymmetries is plotted[231 Fig- 

ure 16. Note that the d-quark forward-backward asymmetry is the least sensitive 

to changes in &. The steep energy dependence of the leptonic forward-backward 

asymmetries implies that they are quite sensitive to uncertainties on the initial 

state radiative corrections. The uncertainty on AcB is currently estimated[241 to 
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be 0.001. The corresponding uncertainties on the quark asymmetries are much 

smaller. 

QCD Corrections 

The quark forward-backward asymmetries are affected by QCD corrections to 

the Zqij vertex and by real gluon emission (which produces three-jet events). The 

QCD corrections have been computed to first order in CY, by Kleiss, Renard, and 

Verzegnassi F5’ They find that the corrected asymmetry A~,(cY,) can be described 

in terms of the tree-level asymmetry as follows, 

A’$B(Q~) = AQFB(aS = 0) [l - 721, (4.26) 

. where the parameter 77 is four if all two- and three-jet events are used. If the three- 

jet events (according to a purely theoretical definition) are excluded, the parameter 

7 decreases to one. The value of 77 that is appropriate to a real experiment must 

therefore be in the range l-4. This leads to an uncertainty that is a few percent of 

the native asymmetry. 

Statistical Uncertainties 

The statistical uncertainty that is associated with the measurement of an asym- 

metry A is given by the following expression, 

SA = 1 - A2 112 
[ I N 

(4.27) 

where the number of events N is assumed to be large enough that a Gaussian 

treatment is applicable. Note that most asymmetries are small as compared with 

unity so that the A2 term in the numerator can be ignored. 

Bottom Line 

The LEP experiments are expected to accumulate a sample of 6x lo6 hadronic 

2’ decays (which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 200 pb-r) in the next 
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several years. Combining the expected statistical and systematic errors, the preci- 

z sion of the various forward-backward asymmetry measurements can be predicted. 

The total uncertainty &A$, and the corresponding uncertainty on sin2fl, are listed -. 
in Table XII. 

Table XII 

The expected precision of measurements of the forward-backward asym- 
metries with a sample of 6~10~ 2’ events. 

. . 

Asymmetry SAFB (all effects) &sin2 8, 

ACB 0.003 0.0020 

4B 0.01 0.0030 

4B 0.007 0.0016 

4B 0.007 0.0021 

4B 0.006 0.0010 

- 

Note that the b-quark asymmetry offers the most sensitive test of the Stan- - 
dard Model. This particular asymmetry has a particular difficulty that must be 

addressed. The measured asymmetry can be diluted by the mixing of neutral B 

mesons. A complete reconstruction of each B meson or baryon would permit the 

exclusion of the Bi and L$? mesons from the asymmetry measurement. Unfortu- 

nately, this is beyond the capability of most detectors. The tagging of b-jets is 

more easily done with large Pi (with respect to the jet axis) leptons. The mea- 

sured asymmetry Ab FB(meas) is then related to the native quark asymmetry by 

the following expression, 

A$g(meas) = (1 - 2~~) . A$B, (4.25) 

where xm is the mixing-induced probability of measuring a wrong-sign lepton. The 

parameter xm can be extracted from a measurement of the ratio of the number of 

same-sign lepton pairs to the total number of lepton pairs, 

N(&+e+) + N(l-l-) 

NW 
= 2x,(1- xm), 
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where the notation is obvious. Note that x m is not the actual mixing parameter 

but is a phenomenological average quantity that depends upon the neutral meson 

. . fractions and upon the selection criteria. 

A reasonable value for xm is in the range -0.1. Therefore, a sample of 6~10~ 

hadronic 2’ decays would produce several thousand same-sign lepton pairs. This 

number should be adequate to correct the measured asymmetry for mixing effects 

without inflating the combined error greatly. 

4.5. THE LEFT-RIGHT POLARIZATION ASYMMETRY 

At the beginning of this lecture, we mentioned that the SLC will have a polar- 

ized electron beam with a degree of polarization PO 21 40%. There are also plans 

to produce longitudinally polarized electron and positron beams at LEP. These 

enterprises are designed to measure the polarization dependent part of the total 

cross section as defined in equation (4.22). Th e f orward-backward asymmetries 

are defined to select the part of the e+e- cross section that is odd under spatial 

reflection. The left-right polarization asymmetry is designed to select the part of 

the cross section that is odd in difference of the beam polarizations P+ - P-. It is 

therefore useful to define a generalized beam polarization Pg that is proportional 

to P+ - P- and has a convenient normalization, 

p 3 p+-p- 
9 l-P+P-’ 

(4.29) 

Note that Pg is positive whenever the electron beam is left-handed and/or the 

positron beam is right-handed. It is negative whenever the reverse is true. The 

generalized polarization becomes unity when either beam is completely polarized. 

The positron beam of the SLC is unpolarized. The generalized polarization there- 

fore has the simple form, Pg = -Pm. 

The left-right polarization asymmetry is defined as the ratio of the difference 

of the total 2’ production rates with left-handed and right-handed beams to the 
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total rate. This can be expressed more precisely as, 

Cf { j-f;, dcaf(c, pg = +1> - s-“;, dcaf(c, pg = -I,} 
ALR - Cf {s_“;, dcaf(c, Pg = +1) + J_“L, dWf(C, Pg = -1)} ’ 

(4.30) 

where: c EZ co&*; af(c, Pg) is shorthand for the differential cross section &f/do*; 

fzf are integration limits that depend upon fermion type; and where the sum is 

taken over all visible final state fermions except electrons (to exclude the t-channel 

scattering process). Note that the integrals must be taken over symmetric limits 

(which is a natural property of most e+e- detectors). 

.- . 

Substituting equation (4.22) (actually, the version of equation (4.22) with finite 

final state masses) into equation (4.30) ‘t I is straightforward to show that the left- 

right asymmetry takes the following form on the 2’ pole, 

- ALR = 
-2va Cf S_“;, dc[(vj + a?)(1 + Pjc”, + ($ - a;)(1 - @I 

(4 + u2) Cf J:;, clc[($ + “2f)(l + @“) + ($ - “;I(1 - Pj)l’ 

where ,Bf is the velocity of the final state fermion in the ff center-of-mass frame. 

Cancelling the common factor, we recover a familiar expression, 

A 
-2vu 2(1 - 4sin20,) 

LR = 
v2 + u2 = 1 + (1 - 4sin28,)2 ’ 

(4.31) 

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this derivation: 

1. ALR depends upon the Z”-electron couplings alone. The dependence on the 

final state couplings cancels in the ratio. 

2. ALR is independent of the detector acceptance. This remains true even if 

each final state fermion is accepted differently. 

3. ALR is independent of final state mass effects (which would cause ,Bf to differ 

from unity). 
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4. All of the visible final states except the electron pairs can be used to measure _- 
t ALR. The measurement therefore utilizes about 96% of the visible decays. 

The various other Standard Model tests that are performed on the 2’ pole . . 
make use of much smaller fractions of the event total (- 4% for the muonic 

forward-backward asymmetry, N 0.9% for the r polarization measurement, 

and N 4% for the b-quark forward-backward asymmetry). 

5. ALR is very sensitive to the electroweak mixing parameter sin2eW. This is 

shown graphically in Figure 17. Small changes in ALR are related to changes 

in sin2B, by the following expression, 

SALE 21 -8Ssin20,. (4.32) 

For 1Mz = 91.17 GeV, the asymmetry is expected to be in the range 13%- 

15%. 
- 

Radiative Corrections 

The left-right asymmetry has the property that it is insensitive to a large 

class of relatively uninteresting real and virtual radiative corrections and is very 

sensitive to an interesting set of virtual electroweak corrections. This behavior can 

be summarized as follows: 

1. The left-right asymmetry is very insensitive to initial state radiative correc- 

tions. The emission of real photons by the incident electron and positron 

causes a smearing of the center-of-mass energy of the ff system (A). The 

left-right asymmetry is quite insensitive to small changes in &. The en- 

ergy dependence of ALR is compared with those of several forward backward 

asymmetries in Figure 16. The size of the initial state radiative correction 

to ALR is calculated to be1261 SALE N 0.002 (this is a 2% correction to the 

asymmetry). The uncertainty on the correction to ALR is smaller by an order 

of magnitude. 
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2. The QCD corrections to the left-right asymmetry vanish entirely to all orders - 
c in the strong coupling constant CX~ at the leading order in the electromagnetic 

coupling constant a. The leading QCD corrections to ALR are the (extremely -. 
small) corrections to the weak vector boson box diagrams. 

3. The theoretical uncertainty on A,T,R is completely dominated by the uncer- 

tainty on the renormalization of the electromagnetic coupling constant to the 

2’ mass scale. The current value of this uncertainty is ‘271 SALR N 0.002. 

4. The left-right asymmetry is quite sensitive to virtual electroweak corrections 

and to the presence of new particles. The sensitivity of the asymmetry to the 

top quark mass (mtop) and the Higgs boson mass (vzH~~~~) will be discussed 

in the last section of this document. 

. Experimental Errors 

At the SLC, the measurement of ALR is performed by randomly flipping the 

sign of the beam polarization on a pulse-to-pulse basis and by counting the number 

of 2’ events that are produced from each state. The measured asymmetry, A::, 

is related to the theoretical asymmetry, ALR, by the following expression, 

ALR = Nz(P, = +Po) + Nz(Pg = -PO) 
ezp _ Nz(pg = +‘o> - Nz(pg = -‘o) = poALR 

7 (4.33) 

where PO is the magnitude of the beam polarization (PO N 0.40), and Nz( P) is the 

number of 2’ events logged with beam polarization P. Since the left-handed and 

right-handed 2’ cross sections are measured simultaneously, any systematic effects 

due to variations in detector livetime, luminosity, beam energy, beam position, etc., 

are cancelled in the ratio of the cross sections. This technique was used success- 

fully to measure a very small polarized asymmetry (- 10T5) in electron-deuteron 

scattering in 1978!281 The dominant systematic error is expected to be the uncer- 

tainty on the beam polarization measurement. We expect that the SLC Combton 

polarimeter is capable of measuring the beam polarization with a precision of l-2% 

(SPo/PrJ = l-2%). 
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There are a number of consistency checks that can be made with the SLC 

* polarization hardware. It is possible to reverse the circular polarization optics of the 

electron source laser to search for systematic problems in that system. The polarity 
--. 

of the spin rotation system can be reversed to check for systematic problems in the 

damping rings. The polarization direction of each polarimeter target is reversible. 

The beam polarization can be measured separately with each target polarization 

direction (and must be consistent). Finally, the left-right asymmetry for small- 

angle Bhabha scattering is very small (- 10H4). Th e 1 uminosity monitors therefore 

provide an important check that the left-handed and right-handed luminosities are 

equal (the left-right asymmetry of the Bhabha signal must be consistent with zero). 

Assuming that the dominant systematic error is the beam polarization uncer- 

tainty, the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty on ALR is given by the - . 
following expression, 

- &AL,= ALR 
[ 2 (z)" + 1-$g;d2]1'2, 

where Nt,-,t is the total number of 2’ events. The expected precision of the ALR 

measurement and the corresponding precision on sin20, are listed in Table XIII 

for several values of Nt,t. Note that the statistical uncertainty dominates the total 

error in the region NtOl 5 106. At N tot = 3 x 106, the statistical and systematic 

components are comparable. 
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Table XIII 
- 

t 

. . 

The expected error on ALR and sin20, as a function of the number of 2’ 
events. The left-right asymmetry is assumed to be ALR = 0.135 (which 
is in the middle of the range that is expected for Mz = 91.17 GeV). The 
beam polarization is assumed to be PO = 0.40 and the precision of the 
polarization monitoring is assumed to be SPo/Po = 0.01. 

I Ntot I ~ALR I &in2 8, I 

1OOK 0.008 0.0010 

300K 0.005 0.0006 

1M 0.003 0.00035 

3M 0.002 0.00025 

.- Note that a measurement of A&R with lo5 events determines sin20u, to a level .- . 
that is comparable to a measurement of A>B that is based upon 6 x lo6 hadronic 

2’ decays. 

4.6. THE T-LEPTON POLARIZATION ASYMMETRY 

- 

The left-right polarization asymmetry measures a combination of coupling con- 

stants that is particularly sensitive to sin2dw. It is obvious to ask whether there 

is comparable information in the degree of polarization of the final state fermipns. 

We define the final state polarization of a fermion as the difference in the cross 

sections to produce right-handed and left-handed particles, 

ifi - g(h) Pf(cose*) 3 d 
Zi%fR)+ g(h)' 

(4.35) 

where the notation is obvious. Assuming that the incident electron and positron 

are unpolarized, it is straightforward to show that the final state polarization is 

given by the following expression, 

~ALRCOS~* + AfLR(l + cos2B*) 

pf(cos6*) = - (1 + cos26*) + 2Ar,~A;~cos6* ’ 

where the combination of coupling constants AfLR was defined in equation (4.30). 
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-. At any given angle, the polarization of the final state fermion depends upon 
z 

ALR (the natural 2’ polarization) and the final state couplings AfLR. The depen- 

dence upon the initial state couplings can be removed by integrating the numerator 

and denominator of equation (4.35) over symmetric limits. The average value of 

the final state fermion polarization is then given by the following simple expression, 

(Pf) = -A-JR. (4.36) 

. 

The fermion species that is the most obvious candidate for use as a final state 

polarimeter is the r-lepton. It decays via a pure V-A current* into low multiplicity 

final states. Since (P,) is formally equivalent to the left-right asymmetry, the 

measurement of the average r polarization has some of the same advantages that 

are inherent in the measurement of ALR: 

1. (P,) is very sensitive to the electroweak mixing parameter sin20W. This is 

- shown graphically in Figure 17. Small changes in (P,) are related to changes 

in sin28, by the following expression, 

- S(P,) N 8Ssin28,. (4.37) 

For Mz = 91.17 GeV, the average polarization is expected to be in the range 

13%-15%. 

2. The measured value of (PT) is independent of the detector acceptance (as- 

suming that T- and r+ are accepted equally). 

3. The theoretical value of (P,) is insensitive to initial state radiative correc- 

tions. The energy distributions of the final state decay products are affected 

slightly by the initial state radiation (which has a small effect on the mea- 

sured polarization). 

* Experimentally, the V-A character of 7 decays is not well established. The best measurement 
of the Michel p parameter is”’ p = 0.73 f 0.07 which is consistent with the V - A value of 
0.75 but does not rule out significant deviations. 
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4. (PT) is very sensitive to the interesting virtual electroweak corrections. It is 

t affected by the same theoretical error that affects the interpretation of ALR. 

. . The 7 as a Polarimeter 

The dominant decay modes of the r-lepton are the four single-prong modes 

listed in Table XIV. 

Table XIV 

Decay Mode Branching Ratio 

-- 
e VeYr 17.5&0.4% 

p-~/&VT 17.8&0.4% 

P-VT 22.3&1.1% 

77-u, 10.8&0.6% .- . 
4-mode tot al 68.4&l .37% 

_ The two leptonic modes are S-body decays and the two hadronic modes are 

even simpler 2-body decays. We can consider these decays in the rest frame of the 

7. It is assumed that the r spin is’oriented along the z axis. It is straightforward 

to show that the angular distribution of the charged hadron from the 2-body decay 

r* -+ h*tv is given by the following expression, 

1dN 1 
-~ = - - (1 - cvhPTQ~cosfl*), 
N dcosB* 2 

(4.38) 

where: 8* is the angle between the spin direction and the hadron direction; P, is 

the r polarization; QT is the charge of the 7; and the constant CY~ is given by the 

following expression, 

1, for h = r 

ah = $$$ = 0.457, for h = p 

where m, and mp are the r and p masses, respectively. Ignoring the lepton mass, 

the energy-angle distributions of the S-body leptonic decays are given by the fol- 
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lowing expression, 

t 
1 d2N 

z dydcosB* 
= y2[3 - 2y - P,Q,(l - 2y)cos0*], (4.39) 

where y is the scaled energy of the outgoing lepton y = 2Ef/m,. 

Equations (4.38) and (4.39) h s ow that the angular distributions of the T de- 

cay products are sensitive to PT. Unfortunately, the r-leptons that are produced 

in 2’ decay are not at rest but have the beam energy (as smeared by the initial 

state radiation). In the case of the a-body decays, we have a sufficient number 

of constraints to calculate co&* from the observed hadron momentum. Unfortu- 

nately, the non-observation of the two neutrinos from the leptonic decays makes 

this impossible for the S-body decays. We therefore consider the laboratory energy 
.- . distributions of the observed particles. 

Let zT be the ratio of the observed energy of the r decay product to the beam 

energy. It is then straightforward to derive a simple relationship between zT and - 
cosO* that is valid for the Z-body decays, 

Eh 1 
X r=-=-* 

Eb 2 
[l + 2 + (1 - r)cos0*] ) (4.40) 

where z is the ratio of square of the hadron mass to the square of T mass, z G 

rni/mz. Changing variables from cos0* to xT, equation (4.38) can be expressed as 

the laboratory energy distribution, 

1dN 1 2x, - 1 - z 
--=-* Ndx, 1-Z 1 - z )I 7 (4.41) 

where x, is constrained to the interval z _< x, 5 1. 

For the 3-body leptonic decays, we can express xT in terms of y and cos@*, 

zr = ; * (1 + cos@*), (4.42) 

where the lepton mass is ignored. Changing variables from co&*,y to xT,y and 

integrating over all values of y (note that the allowed range for y is O-x), equation 
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(4.39) can be expressed as a laboratory energy distribution, 

. . 1 I 8 3 - PTQT $ - 3x2 + %x 1 (4.43) 

Statistical Sensitivity 

The sensitivity of the laboratory energy distributions given in equations (4.41) 

and (4.43) to the average r polarization PT (note that we’ve simplified the notation) 

that is expected from the Standard Model is shown in Figure 18 for the 7 + ~VV and 

the r + TV decays. The curves correspond to the polarization that is expected 

for sin2B, = 0.20,0.23,0.25,0.30, respectively. At sin28, = 0.25, the average 
.- . polarization is zero, and the 7r spectrum is flat. Note that the 7r final state seems 

much more sensitive than do the leptonic final states. 

- 

There are generally two approaches to the extraction of P, from the measured - 
xr distributions. The first is to fit the measured distributions to the functions 

defined in equations (4.41) and (4.43). Th e second approach is to measure the 

first moments of the 2, distributions. It is straightforward to calculate the average 

value of X~ for each distribution, 

(XT) = a + b&Q, = 
C 

i(l + Z) - &PTQr(l - z), 2-body decays 

&, + &Q,, S-body decays. 
(4.44) 

Numerically, the mean values of xr for the ru, pv, and &VV final states are, 

(XT)* = 0.50 - 0.17 - P,Q, 

(x&j = 0.59 - 0.062 . P,Q, 

(x& = 0.35 - 0.050 . PTQp 

The average x, distribution for the n-u final state has the most sensitivity to PT. 
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A third technique that can be applied only to the 2-body decays is to convert -. 
* ..~ the measured value of x7 into a value of co&* (using equation (4.40)) and to form 

the forward-backward asymmetry of the emitted hadrons, 
.^. 

A*FB z 
Nh(QrcosO* < 0) - Nh(QrcosO* > 0) 
Nh( Qrcos6’* < 0) + Nh(QrcosO* > 0) 

(4.45) 

where Nh is the number of detected hadrons with a positive or negative value for 

the product QrcosO* and where co&&,, is the maximum accepted value of co&* 

(this is the appropriate form of the acceptance function F that was defined for the 

2 forward-backward asymmetries). 

._ . 

In order to evaluate the statistical precision that is possible with each of the 

three techniques, we assume that our ideal detector has complete acceptance (this 

is to avoid considerable complexity). The uncertainty on the measurement of (x~) 

is given by standard error of the mean which is the ratio of the variance of the 

distribution Axe, and the square root of the number of events N that are used to - 
measure the distribution. The precision that is obtainable from a likelihood fit is 

given by an expression that we’ve used several times (see equation (3.14)). The 

precision of a measurement of AkB is given by N- ‘i2 These estimates are listed . 

in Table XV. 

Table XV 

Expected Error I ( SP, 2-body) SP, (3-body) 

[N j- dx,( -&2/L]-1/2 

2.1 
(yh fl 

’ 3 
J- cyh m 

L-L 
ffh fi 

N J- 
2$ 

not applicable L 

Note that the measurement of the average (x~) determines P, as precisely 

as a full likelihood fit to the X~ distribution. The measurement of AgB for the 

2-body decays is less sensitive than either of the other techniques. Using the 

expressions given in Table XV, we can estimate the statistical precision of an ideal 
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experiment. (In reality, a minimum energy cut is necessary to reject background, 

* hence the entire range of x r cannot be used.) Assuming that our experiment 

acquires a sample of 6x lo6 hadronic events, a total of 2.49 x lo5 T+T- pairs would 
-. 

be produced. We assume that the overall selection efficiency is 60%. The number 

of produced and observed events for each decay mode are listed in Table XVI. The 

estimated error on PT from each mode is listed in the last column. We conclude 

that the 7ru and pv final states are the most statistically sensitive decay modes. 

Table XVI 

Decay Mode Produced Events Observed Events SPT 

7 + 77-u 5.38x lo4 3.23 x lo4 0.0096 

7 + pu 1.11x105 6.66 x 104 0.0147 

7 ---+ euu 8.79x 104 5.28x . lo4 0.0195 

7 + puu 8.79x lo4 5.28x lo4 0.0195 

Systematic Errors 

There are several sources of systematic uncertainty in the measurement of the 

average 7 polarization. The two most sensitive final states are quite similar. The 

p* meson decays into a pair of pions, 7r * ’ The pu final state therefore differs 7r . 

from the from the 7ru final state only by the presence of an additional TO. The 

dominant systematic uncertainty is due to contamination of the 7ru sample by the 

pu final state. Other systematic errors are the uncertainty on the energy scale of 

the decay products (from radiative effects and detector calibration uncertainties) 

and an uncertainty due to detector biases. The combined systematic error has 

been estimated to be in the range Pgl SP, 21 0.005-0.008. 

Bottom Line 

The measurement of the average polarization of the r-leptons in 2’ decay is a 

reasonably sensitive test of the Standard Model. It appears that the polarization 

could be measured to the 0.012 level with a sample of 200 pb-’ at LEP. This 

corresponds to an uncertainty on the effective sin28, of 0.0015. 
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5. Conclusions 

-. 
The recent measurements of the mass of the 2’ have determined the parameters 

of the electroweak portion of the Standard Model at tree-level. Precise measure- 

ments of other physical quantities will test the electroweak theory at the loop level. 

The most promising of these are the measurements of the W boson mass that will 

be performed by experiments at the Tevatron and at LEP II and the measurements 

of the ratio the vector and axial-vector couplings of the 2’ that will be performed 

with a variety of techniques at the SLC and LEP I. It is interesting to compare 

the sensitivities of these measurements to loop-level corrections. 

We have seen that measurements of Mw to a level of precision SMw N loo-150 

MeV are possible in the next several years. The dependence of Mw upon the top 

quark mass is shown in Figure 19. The solid curves enclose the 68.3% confidence 

region that is expected for a f20 MeV uncertainty on Mz (it is assumed that Mz = 

91,17 f 0.20 GeV) as mtop is varied from 60 GeV to 240 GeV. The Higgs boson 

mass is assumed to be 500 GeV. The 68.3% confidence interval that corresponds to 

a flO0 MeV measurement is shown as a solid error bar. The theoretical error that 

is due to the uncertainty on the renormalization of the electromagnetic coupling 

constant to the W mass scale is also shown. Note that a measurement error 

SMw = flO0 MeV corresponds to an uncertainty on mtop of roughly 16 GeV. The 

analagous dependence of Mw upon mHiggs is shown in Figure 20. The dashed 

curves enclose the 68.3% confidence region that is expected as mHiggs is varied 

from 100 GeV to 900 GeV. The top quark mass is fixed to 150 GeV. Note that 

future measurements of Mw are unlikely to constrain the Higgs mass. 

The ratio of the vector and axial-vector couplings of the 2’ is best determined 

from measurements of the b-quark forward-backward asymmetry and the left-right 

polarization asymmetry. Note that the precision of a measurement of A$B that is 

based upon a sample of 6x lo6 hadronic 2 decays is comparable to a measurement 

of ALR that is based upon lo5 2 decays. We therefore use the left-right asymmetry 

as a standard to determine the loop-level sensitivity of this class of measurements. 
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The experimental confidence intervals that are presented in Table XIII are com- 

* pared with the theoretical expectation for ALR in Figures 21 and 22. The solid 

curves in Figure 21 enclose the 68.3% confidence region that is expected for mHiggs 
-. 

= 500 GeV and mtop varying between 60 GeV and 240 GeV. The finite width of 

the region is due to a f20 MeV uncertainty on the 2’ mass (we assume Mz = 

91.17 f 0.02 GeV). Th e solid curves in Figure 22 enclose the 68.3% confidence 

region that is expected for mtop = 150 GeV and mHigg, varying from 100 GeV to 

900 GeV. The size of the theoretical error on ALR (*0.002) is shown as the dotted 

vertical error bar in each figure. The sizes of the experimental 68.3% confidence 

intervals that correspond to the various values of Ntot are indicated by the solid 

vertical error bars. Since the r polarization asymmetry is formally equivalent to 

ALR, we plot the confidence region that is expected from a measurement with a 

6M 2’ sample. It is clear that ALR is quite sensitive to mtop. A measurement ihrith 

300K 2’ events constrains the top quark mass to a region of roughly Smtop = f17 

GeV which is comparable to a 100 MeV determination of Mw. The sensitivity to 
- 

mHiggs is clearly much smaller. A very high statistics measurement of ALR could 

provide, at best, an indication of mHiggs. 

- It is important to note that the sensitivities of Mw and the 2 pole asymme- 

tries to higher order corrections and to new physical processes are quite different. 

They are, to a large degree, quite complementary. This is particularly true if 

deviations from the Standard Model expectations are found. In that case, several 

precise measurements would be required to constrain the space of new physical 

possibilities. An example of this complementarity is shownL3” in Figure 23 for the 

case that the Standard Model is extended to include a 500 GeV, x-type 2’ [311 boson. 

The contours show the expected values of Mw and ALR as mtop is varied from 50 

GeV to 200 GeV (??2Hisss is fixed to 100 GeV). The three contours in each group 

correspond to the three values of the 2’ mass, Mz = 91.17 f 0.02 GeV. Each 

group represents a different value of the 2’ - 2’ mixing parameter sin 8,. The 

four groups correspond to the four values sin 8, = 0.0, -0.005, -0.010, -0.015 (top 

to bottom). The precision expected from a 300K event measurement of ALR and a 
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100 MeV measurement of IMw is shown by the error bars in the corner of the plot. 

I ..~ It is clear that the unfolding of deviations from the Standard Model expectations 

is greatly aided by the presence of several different high precision measurements. . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
* 

1) The Drell-Y an mechanism for the production of W and 2 bosons in pp colli- 
-. sions. The incident proton and antiproton have momenta Icr and k2, respec- 

tively. A parton carrying the fraction 21 of the proton momentum collides 

with a parton carrying the fraction x2 of the antiproton momentum. The 

two lowest order subprocesses that produce gauge bosons are shown in parts 

a) and b). 

2) The scaled longitudinal momentum distribution x2 - x1 for W- bosons pro- 

duced at fi = 630 GeV. Th e mean of the distribution is 0.06 indicating that 

the average longitudinal momentum is along the antiproton direction. Note 

that 22 - x1 = 0.4 corresponds to a W boson longitudinal momentum of 125 
._ . GeV. 

3) The electron transverse momentum distribution from W bosons produced at 

- 

- fi = 630 GeV. The Pf distribution is shown for three phenomenological 

W boson transverse momentum distributions. Top to bottom, the average 

values of the W boson transverse momentum are: 0 GeV (dashed curve), 7 

GeV (dashed-dotted curve), and 14 GeV (solid curve). 

4) The electron and neutrino transverse momentum distributions of 1203 W --+ 
PI eu candidates measured by the UA2 Collaboration . 

5) The transverse mass distributions corresponding to the Pf distributions shown 

in Figure 3. Top to bottom, the average values of the W boson trans- 

verse momentum are: 0 GeV (dashed curve), 7 GeV (dashed-dotted curve), 

and 14 GeV (solid curve). The neutrino Pt resolution is assumed to be 

w& = 0.5fi GeV along the x and y axes. 

6) The angular distribution of electrons from W decay as measured by the UAl 

collaborationL1’]. 

7) The electron and muon pair mass distributions in the 2’ region that have 

been measured by the CDF Collaboration!121 
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- 8) The 2’ lineshape as measured by the Mark II Collaboration!’ The dashed 

f curve is the result of a single parameter fit (for Mz). The results of two and 

-. three parameter fits are indistinguishable and are shown as the solid curve. 

9) The sensitivity function for A&z as a function of center-of-mass energy about 

the 2 pole, E - Mz. 

10) The sensitivity function for rz as a function of center-of-mass energy about 

the 2 pole, E - Mz. 

11) The sensitivity function for &,(A@ as a function of center-of-mass energy 

about the 2 pole, E - Mz. 

. 

12) The cross section for the process e+e- --+ w+w- as a function of Eb - Mw. 

The mass and width of the W are assumed to be 80 GeV and 2.1 GeV, 

respectively. Note that three curves are plotted: the dashed curve is the 

basic tree-level cross section; the dashed-dotted curve is the cross section 
- 

including the effect of initial state radiation; and the solid curve is the cross 

section including initial state radiation and the effect of a finite W width. 

- 13) The sensitivity function for iWw as a function of the single beam energy 

about the W pair threshold ,?& - Mw. 

14) The sensitivity function for l?w as a function of the single beam energy about 

the W pair threshold Eb - Mw. 

15) The sensitivity function for the background parameter B as a function of the 

single beam energy about the W pair threshold Eb - iUw. 

16) The forward-backward asymmetries for leptons, u-quarks, and d-quarks are 

plotted as a functions of the center-of-mass energy about the 2’ pole. The 

asymmetries are also shown for the case that the incident beams are polar- 

ized. The energy dependence of the left-right asymmetry and an improved 

polarized forward-backward asymmetry AfpB (from Reference 23) are also 

shown. The 2’ mass is assumed to be 94 GeV. Note that the unimproved 
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forward-backward asymmetries are much more sensitive to the center-of-mass - 
* ..~ energy than are the improved ones and the left-right asymmetries. 

_. 17) The left-right asymmetry ALR is plotted as a function of sin20, and AIz (for 

some choice of rnt and mh). The leptonic forward-backward asymmetry AFB 

is shown for comparison. 

18) The normalized laboratory energy distributions of the observed decay prod- 

ucts of polarized r-leptons. Figure (a) shows the energy distribution for the 

r + &IV decay. The various curves correspond to the polarization that is ex- 

pected for sin20, = 0.20,0.23,0.25,0.30. Figure (b) shows the same curves 

for the decay r + TV. Note that sinad, = 0.25 corresponds to zero net 

polarization. 

19) The W boson mass as a function of the top quark mass. The Higgs boson 

mass is assumed to be 500 GeV. The solid curves enclose the 68.3% confidence 

region that is expected for a 620 MeV uncertainty on Mz (we assume AIz 
- 

= 91.17 f 0.02 GeV) as mlop is varied from 60 GeV to 240 GeV. The size of 

the experimental 68.3% confidence interval (f100 MeV) is indicated by the 

solid vertical error bar. The size of the theoretical error (~t25 MeV) is also 

shown. 

20) The W boson mass as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The top quark 

mass is assumed to be 150 GeV. The dashed curves enclose the 68.3% confi- 

dence region that is expected for a A20 MeV uncertainty on Mz (we assume 

Mz = 91.17 f 0.02 GeV) as ~~~~~~ is varied from 100 GeV to 900 GeV. The 

dotted vertical error bar shows the size of the theoretical error (*25 MeV) 

on &lw. The size of the experimental 68.3% confidence interval (&lo0 MeV) 

is indicated by the solid vertical error bar. 

21) The left-right asymmetry as a function of the top quark mass (mtop). The 

Higgs boson mass ~~~~~~~~ is assumed to be 500 GeV. The solid curves en- 

close the 68.3% confidence region that is expected for a f20 MeV uncertainty 

on Mz (we assume Mz = 91.17 f 0.02 GeV) as mtop is varied from 60 GeV 
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to 240 GeV. The dotted vertical error bar shows the size of the theoreti- 

t . . cal error (f0.002) on ALR. The sizes of the experimental 68.3% confidence 

intervals that are expected for the various values of Ntot are indicated by . . 
the solid vertical error bars. The confidence interval that is expected from 

a measurement of the r polarization asymmetry with 6M 2’ events is also 

shown. 

22) The left-right asymmetry as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The top 

quark mass is assumed to be 150 GeV. The dashed curves enclose the 68.3% 

confidence region that is expected for a f20 MeV uncertainty on Mz (we 

assume IMz = 91.17 f 0.02 GeV) as ~~~~~~ is varied from 100 GeV to 

900 GeV. The dotted vertical error bar shows the size of the theoretical 

error (f0.002) on ALR. The sizes of the experimental 68.3% confidence 

intervals that are expected for the various values of Ntot are indicated by 

the solid vertical error bars. The confidence interval that is expected from 

- a measurement of the r polarization asymmetry with 6M 2’ events is also 

shown. 

23) The expected values of Mw and ALR are shown as mtop is varied from 50 

GeV to 200 GeV (maims, is fixed to 100 GeV) for the case that the Standard 

Model is extended to include a x-type 2’ boson (see Reference 13). The 

mass of the 2’ boson is assumed to be 500 GeV. The three contours in each 

group correspond to the three values of the 2’ mass, Mz = 91.17 f 0.02 

GeV. The dots along each contour indicate the points rntop = 50, 100, 150, 

200 GeV. The four groups of contours show four values of the 2’ - 2 mixing 

parameter, sine, = 0.00, -0.005, -0.01, -0.015. The precision expected from 

a 300K event measurement of ALR and a 100 MeV measurement of Mw is 

shown by the error bars in the corner of the plot. 
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From Bequerel’s discovery of radioactivity almost a century ago, the study 

of weak interactions has matured through a series of well-defined stages. The 

most recent of these began in the early 1970’s with the experimental discovery of 

neutral currents and the theoretical discovery of renormalizablegauge theories with 

massive vector bosons. These discoveries led to a study of the neutral current effects 

through a wide variety of processes and, eventually, to a remarkable convergence of 

the data to the predictions of the now-standard weak interaction model of Glashow, 

Weinbrrg, and Salam. 

Last, summer, this era of the st,udy of weak int,eractions ended and a new era 

began. Instead of dat,a dominated by results on effective interact.ions at relatively 

low energy, we are beginning to see the most important data come from direct 

measurements of the weak gauge bosons. Instead of measurements to an accuracy 

in the weak interaction pararnet,cr sin’ 0, of lo-‘, we can look forward to accuracies 

of lo-“. And, lnost importantly, instead of looking forward to the convergence of 

all measurements to the predictions of a particular model, we can look forward to 

the discovery of disagreements between weak interaction experiments, at a level of 

detail that might give clues to new phenomena at higher energies. 

In these Iccturcs, I will review the theoretical concepts needed to understand 

the goals and implications of experiments in this new era of weak interactions. I 

will explain how to compute the most important order-a radiative corrections to 

weak interaction processes and discuss the physical implications of these correction 

terms. I hope that this discussion will bc useful to those-experimental&s and 

theorists-who will try to interpret the new data that we will soon receive. 

Of course, these brief lectures can only provide an overview of the the sub- 

ject. The field of precision weak int,eractions, like any other area of precision 

measurcmcnt, is full of technical complication. Fortunately, one has available orig- 

inal papers of great beauty, beginning with the pioneering works of Siriin [1,21 and 

Veltmanj3’41 and a number of recent excellent reviews. Among these, the article 

. . ., .:_ 
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of Hollik[51 1s a particularly complete and instructive summary of the theory, and 

the 19S9 LEP study ~olurne!~ reviews the most recent numerical results. I hope 

that my lectures will complement these works by providing an entryway into this 

field not only for those who seek to be experts but for all those who would like to 

understand its new stage of development. 

These lccturcs are organized as follows: In Section 2, I will review the structure 

of the st,andard weak interaction model at zeroth order. In Section 3, I will discuss 

the measurement of the Z” boson mass in e+e- annihilation. This measurement 

is affected by radiative corrections to the form of the Z” resonance, and so I will 

review the theory of the resonance line shape. In Section 4, I will briefly review the 

modifications of the properties of the Z” which would be produced by additional 

neutral gauge bosons. In Section 5, I will review the theory of the renormalization 

of weak interaction parameters such as sin’O,,, concentrating especially on the 

contributions of the top quark and other heavy, undiscovered particles. Section 6 

will give some conclusions and prospects. 

2. The Standard Electroweak Model 

Let. us begin by recalling ihe basic zeroth order relations between boson masses 

and coupling constanf.s in the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam weak interaction model. I 

will refer to this theory from here on as the standard model. 

The construction of the standard model begins with the coupling of of fermions 

to gauge bosons of the group SU(2) x U(1). Th’ 1s interaction is specified by the 

minimal coupling 

L=Jipf, 

where the gauge-covariant derivat,ive introduces the three SU(2) gauge bosons, A:, 

and one hoson B, associated with the U(1): 

D/l = 8,‘ - i(g.4;Tn + g’E$Y). (2.1) 

The parameters g, g’ are the coupling constants of t.he two groups, 9 = ua/2, and 

Y denotes the U( 1) charge, or hypercharge. 

The gauge bosons of the standard model acquire masses by spontaneous break- 

ing of the gauge symmetry. The simplest way to achieve this breaking is by intro- 

ducing a scalar field 4(z), the Higgs field. This is a complex doublet under S’U(2) 

with hypercharge Y = 3. The kinetic term of the 4 field, which contains the gauge 

fields via minimal coupling, then includes a term 

If f$ acquires a vacuum expectation value 

(4) = (u,o&) 1 

(2.2) 

: 

. . ._ . . 

and we introduce this vacuum expectation value into (2.2), we find the gauge field 
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mass term 

; ((;)‘[(Al)‘+ (A2)‘] + [gs43 ;g’B]2) v2 

The mass eigenstates are then 

It is convenient to define a weak interaction mixing angle 8, by 

The standard electric charge is given by 

gg’ e - -gsinO,=g’cos0,. 
&qF. 

The formulae above imply the import,ant relation 

(2.3) 

Experimentally, this relation holds to within 1% accuracy, and so it is important to 

understand its origin. In this analysis, (2.4) would seem to be a special consequence 

of the assumption that the Higgs field d is the agent which breaks SU(2) x U(l). 

Rut it may be shown that (2.4) holds at zeroth order in any model in which 

the field which acquires the vacuum expectation value is an isodoublet; and in a 

class of more general models, including models without elementary scalar fields, 

characterized by Sikivie, Susskind, Voloshin, and 171 Zakharov. The essential feature 

of these models is the presence of an unbroken SU(2) global symmetry in the 

Higgs sector. Throughout these lectures, I will assume that the Higgs sector is 

constructed in such a way that (2.4) holds at leading order. My analysis will not 

otherwise depend on the nature of the Higgs sector except in Section 5, where I 

will specifically discuss the dependence of radiative corrections of the mass of the 

scalar Higgs boson in the simplest symmetry-breaking scheme. 

Once the theory has been defined in terms of the three parameters g, g’, and 

U, one can work out the predictions of the theory for a whole variety of weak 

interaction processes. The leading-order predictions for the weak boson masses 

have already been given above. To discuss the interactions mediated by these 

bosons, it is useful to rewrite the basic gauge-covariant derivat.ive (2.1) in terms of 

the mass eigenstates: 

(2.5) 
+ sin B “,os o z,(13L - Q sin’ et,,) + eA,Q I” ui 

In this equation, r* = r1 !r ir2, 13L is the third component of weak isospin, 

and Q = 13L + Y is the electric charge. The photon then couples to the usual 

electromagnetic current. The W couples to the charged current of left-handed 

fermions 

J,’ = Lr,r+L + = iT~-y,,e~ $ , (2.6) 

where f~ = b(l - -r5)f denot.es the left-handed component. The 2’ couples to a 

neutral current of the particular form 

J” = J3L - sin2 0 JQ P P tu p , (2.7) 

in which .I,““, J$ are, respectively, the weak isospin and electric charge currents. 

The unusual properties of the 2’ and the weak neutral current all follow directly 

.’ 
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Figure 1. Diagrams contributing to effective low-energy weak interac- 

tions. 

from the chirally asymmetric 2’ charge (13L - sin’ 0&). (I will label the weak 

” isospin I, henceforth simply as r3.) 

At high energies, the interactions of fermions with the Z” and IY currents 

are made visible in the strength and angular dependence of the weak boson decays 

t,o the various spccics. At energies well below t.he Z” and IY masses, however, 

experiments probe the effective four-fcrmion interaction which results from Z” and 

W exchange. This interaction: corresponding to the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 1, 

can be written in the compact form 

(2.8) 

Due to the relation (2.4), the prefactor in this expression is identical for the W 

and Z contributions: 

GF e2 2 
-zz = 
fi 8 sin2 QwmZv 8 sin2 0, cos2 0,mi 

(2.9) 

Over the past decade, the dependence of this effective interaction on h&city and 

flavor has been tested in neutrino and electron scattering processes and found to 

be in agrrcmcnt with cxpcriment to accuracies of 5-10%. The convergence of low- 

energy scattering data to the standard model is well described in the reviews of 

Kim, ef dl.j8] Amaldi, et n1.y’ and Costa. et a/!“] 

Current and future experiments work at a higher level of precision. To compare 

these to theory, we must replace the lowest-order relations that I have quoted 

so far with more complete predictions which take into account order-a radiative 

corrections. It is necessary to work out carefully how each of the relations I have 

written between underlying parameters and observables is altered by radiative 

effects. Already, though, we can understand the basic features that will emerge 

from this program of calculation. 

Because the lowest-order relations contain three free parameters-g, g’, and 

u-one must make three high-precision measurements to determine the predictions 

of the theory. Only the fourth measurement can give a sensitive test. Before this 

past sumnrcr, only two standard model observables were known with high precision. 

These were the value of the basic electric charge 

a = (137.0359895(61))-* , 

obtained from precision QED measurements such as the electron (g - 2) and from 

the measurement of the Josephson effect, and the value of the Fermi constant, the 

prefactor of (2.8), 

GF = 1.16637(2) x 1O-5 (GeV)-2 , 

obtained from the muon lifetime. Now, however, experiments at SLC and LEP 

have reported a very precise value of the Z” mass 
[H--15] 

mz = 91.150(30) GeV (2.10) 

This corresponds to a precision of 3 x 10M4. Future experiments at LEP might 

make further small reductions of the error. At the same time, these experiments 

and those at the pp colliders promise the precision mea.surement of additional 

quantities-the W mass and the angular and polarization asymmctrics of ZD 

decays-will finally allow the standard model to be put to a stringent test. 

: 
. ..- 
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On the other hand, the standard model implicitly contains many parameters 

which do not appear explicitly in the lowest-order relations. These includr the 

quark and lepton masses and the masses and couplings of Higgs bosons. These 

additional parameters affect the size of radia.tive corrections and thus influence the 

precision comparison of weak interaction experiments. This adds some uncertainty 

to the predictions of the standard model. But, conversely, it allows us to view 

these comparisons as windows into the content of the standard model, illuminating 

properties of heavy quarks and the Higgs sector which are otherwise difficult to 

view experimentally. 

-76- 

3. The 2’ Resonance Line-Shape 

Before beginning a general analysis of higher-order weak interactions, I would 

like to discuss the specific problem of the 2’ boson mass measurement in e+e- 

annihilation. Since the 2’ creates an enormous resonance in the e’e- total cross 

section, one can measure the 2’ mass at least roughly by locating the peak of 

this rrsonance. However, the shape of the resonance is distorted by radiative 

corrections, and this effect must be understood to use the position of the resonance 

in a precise determination of weak parameters. In this sect,ion, I will discuss the 

physics of this effect. 

3.1. TIIE 2’ RESOKANCE AT LEADING ORDER 

It is a standard exercise to compute the cross section for e+e- annihilation into 

the various species of fcrmion pairs. Since this will he a useful starting point for 

our analysis, let me recall the basic formulae. at least in the limit whrre the various 

fermion masses can be neglected. 111 this limit, fermion helicity is conserved in the 

couplings of fermions to gauge bosons. Thus it is most convenient to quote the 

cross sections for e+e- states of definite helicit,y (etei or e,et) to annihilate to 

new fermions of fixed helicity (fife or f~yL). TI lese polarized cross sections are 

o(e+e- + jf) = T 

2 (3.1) 
Q + (I,3 - Qe sin’ B,)( 13 - Q, sin2 0,) -%;.s 

e f 
Q 

sin’ 8, COG 8, (5 - m; + zsr~/m~) ’ 

where I3 and Q denote the weak isospin and electric charge of the fermions involved 

(Qe = -1). 

In writing (3.1), I have set the imaginary part in the denominator to (~rz/mz) 

rather than the more usual (mzrz). This reflects the fact that the imaginary part 

arises as the imaginary part of a loop insertion in the Z” propagator, as shown 

-.... ._.-- --. 
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Figure 2. Feynman diagrams whose sunlmation produces the Brcit- 

Wigner denominator of the Z” propagator. 

in Fig. 2. The loop diagram contains no heavy masses and is proportional to s. 

This produces a minor kinematical pcrt.urhation of the 2’ resonance. I have also 

introduced a renormalization factor 7 into the Z” propagator. This factor will 

remain very close to 1; its origin will be discussed in Section 5.7. 

The total cross section for e+e- annihilation is built up out of the helicity cross 

sections according to 

The factor Nf denotes the effective number of species of flavor f: For leptons, 

Nf = 1; for quarks, Nf = 3, plus the enhancement due to QCD. More precisely, 

for quarks, 

N, = 3(1 + 2 + . ..) = 3.12 f .Ol at s = m2, , 
7r (3.3) 

g-IO0 
- 

b 
10-l 

1 o-2 

3-90 

40 60 80 100 120 140 

E c.m. (GeV) 6581 A3 

Figure 3. Total cross section, in units of R, for e+e- annihilation to 

hadrons and to muon pairs. 

corresponding to ~~(m”,) = 0.12 i 0.01. Figure 3 shows the total cross section for 

e+e- annihilation to hadrons predicted by (3.2). 
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The helicity-dependenceof the annihilation cross section also gives rise to asym- 

metries in fcrmion pair production. The forward-backward asymmetry is given by 

The polarization asymmetry, between the cross sections of left- and right-handed 

electrons, may be computed as 

I will evaluate these formulae using the 2’ mass given in (2.10) and the fol- 

lowing values for the other parameters: cy = l/129, sin20, = 0.235, z = 1.01. I 

will defend these latter choices in Section 5.7. The dependence of these asymme- 

tries on energy, over a wide energy range around the 2’ resonance, is shown in 

Figs. 4 and 5. The leading-order values of the total cross section and the weak 

asymmetries just in the neighborhood of the Z” resonance are shown in Figs. 6, 7, 

and 8. Notice that, just at the Z” resonance, the polarization asymmetry becomes 

independent of the final-state flavor and simply represents the asymmetry in the 

left- and right-handed electron couplings to the Z” boson. 

Equation (3.1) predicts that the Z” resonance has a simple Breit-Wigner form: 

STZlmZ 
2 

45) = &k 
s - nZ, t isrz/mz ' 

(3.6) 

where the zeroth-order peak cross section is related to the total width and the 

partial widths into initial and final channels by 

u;eoE = JJ+J3Z” + e+e-)J3Z” + ff) 
mZ CcJt 

The various partial widths are given by 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

0.5 

E? 
a 0 

-0.5 

I I I I I 

40 60 80 100 120 140 

3-90 E c.m. (@VI 6581 A4 

Figure 4. Forward-backward asymmetry AFB for e+e- annihilation to 

charged leptons, u quarks, and d quarks. 

The prefactor ?? is the Z” propagator renormalization from (3.1). Evaluating these 
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formulae using the parameters listed below (3.5), we find the following the partial 

width for each fermion species: 

e, !A 7: 83 MeV 

ue,fJp,‘/r: 166 MeV 

u, c: 294 MeV 

d,s,b: 381 MeV 

making up a total width of 2.15 GeV 

3.2. THE GENERAL IKFLUEKCE OF RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS 

Now that we have constructed a precise picture of the 2’ resonance according 

to the leading order expressions of the standard model, we may ask how this 

picture is changed by radiative corrections. It is useful to think that radiative 

corrections produce two distinct effects: First, corrections to the 2’ propagator 

and vertex shift the parameters of t.he resonance--the mass, the width, and the 

peak cross section. Second, corrections producing radiation front the initial electron 

and positron change the shape of the resonance by smearing out the peak toward 

higher energy. 

At some level, these effects blend into one another; however, the most impor- 

tant radiative corrections can be separated into two distinct classes. Let me label 

the diagrams shown in Fig. 9(a), the diagrams for real photon emission from the 

initial electron and positron lines, and the virtual photon diagram needed to can- 

cel their infrared divergences, as ‘soft’ radiative corrections. These diagrams are 

essentially QED effects. since the typical momentum of virtual lines is much less 

than no. Let me label the diagrams shown in Fig. 9(b), the diagrams involving 

2’ propagator corrections and the weak interaction contributions to the vertex, 

as ‘hard’. In these diagrams, the typical momentum of virtual lines is of order 

mu, so that weak and electromagnetic contributions appear on the same footing. 

As the figure suggests, the hard radiative corrections give renormalized resonance 

parameters which provide the input to the calculation of the smearing of the peak 

S-90 (b) 6581A9 

Figure 9. Cla.sses of diagrams contributing to the shape of the 2’ res- 

onance: (a) ‘soft’ radiative corrections discussed in Section 3; (b) ‘hard’ 

radiative corrections discussed in Section 5. 

by radiation. In this section, I will treat these resonance parameters as fixed and 

discuss the effect of radiation in determining the 2’ line shape. We will return to 

the hard contributions, and determine their effect, in Section 5. 

3.3. SOFT RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS: ORDER CY 

At leading order in cy, QED affects the 2’ resonance through the diagrams of 

Fig. 10. The evaluation of these diagrams leads to the famous Bonneau-Martin 

formulali61 for radiative corrections to a narrow resonance. In quoting this formula, 

I will drop the contributions from vacuum polarization diagrams, for example, the 

last diagram of Fig. 9(b); As that figure indicates, I will include these later with 

the hard corrections. 
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for small A. Collecting the full contribution from the three diagrams, we find 

Y 

3-w 6581AlO 

Figure 10. QED corrections to the 2’ line shape, in the leading order 

in a. 

The first two diagrams of Fig. 10 produce the following correction to the total 

cross section: 

The quantity in brackets is just the ~Veiszacker-Williams radiation spectrum cx- 

petted in any electromagnetic scattering process; the variable z is the photon 

momentum fraction: z = k/E, where k is the photon momentum and E is the 

electron beam energy. The actual e+e- annihilation takes place at the reduced 

center-of-mass energy given by d = a(1 - z). Th e integral in (3.9) diverges at 

the limit I + 0. This is a standard phenomenon in QED; the divergence can be 

removed by performing an analysis to all orders in cy, but, more simply, it cancels 

in the total cross section at any given order. Let us temporarily control it by 

introducing a fictitious photon mass A, which gives an artificial lower limit to the 

integral. The divergence as X + 0 is cancelled in the total cross section by the 

contribution of the third diagram of Fig. 10, which diverges as 

(3.10) 

mot(s) = 
[ { 

1 + $ (log 3 - I)(log$ + ;) + (; - t, 11 “O(S) e 
1 (3.11) 

+ $(logS - 1) e J Z(l + (1 - z,“) m(s(l - z)) , X/E 
which is finite in the limit X + 0 

The Bonneau-Martin formula (3.11) is compared to the zeroth-order 2’ line 

shape in Fig. 11. The correction is formally of order cy but, even after the can- 

cellation of infrared divergences, it is enhanced by LWO large logarithms. First, 

there is the logarithm from the \~eiszacker-Williams formula, which implies that 

the strength of the radiation is given by the dimensionless parameter 

= 0.108 

There is a second logarithm which arises from the fact that the two lines of (3.11) 

are mismatched when s is on the resonance but ~(1 -z) is not. The full size of the 

correction is then 

-p log% % -0.39 

This is indeed a very large correction; it indicates that we must compute to higher 

order in a to understand the Z” line shape quantitatively. 

3.4. MULTIPLE PHOTON RADIATION 

The systematic calculation of QED diagrams to the next order in o is a very 

complicated task. To make a precise analysis, one must of course perform the 

complete calculation. However, it would aid our understanding more to isolate 

those contributions which are producing the large corrections, understand their 

origin, and sum them up, if possible, to all orders in o. 

.- 
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Figure II. The effect of order Q initial-state radiation corrections on 

the Zn line shape. The order ct curve is computed from (3.11) 

Why is the QED correction so large. 7 The problem is not with the size of 

o, which is as small as one could wish; rather, it is that cy is enhanced by large 

logarithms. In quantum field theory, large logarithms always have a physical origin; 

they arise when one compares quantities with two very different characteristic 

energies in an indelicate way. By understanding the origin of the large logarithms, 

we can see how to tame them. 

The identification and summation of large logarithms is a major part of our 

understanding of perturbative QCD. Let me give two examples. Consider first 

the QCD correction to the total cross section for e+e- + hadrons, given by the 

diagrams of Fig. 12(a). In these diagrams, all particles have typical momenta of 

order the electron beam energy. Since all moment,a are at the same scale, no laage 

logarithms should appear. Indeed, the standard QCD result for the total hadronic 

cross section is 

~=~~Ls~.3-(1+~-~(~)~log~+...). (3.14) 

The term of order a, has no large logarithm. The next term in the expansion does 

have a large logarithm if crQ is defined at a scale p very diKerent from s, to account 

for the scale-dependent renormalization of this coupling constant. The related 

process of Drell-Yan production of electron pairs, np + e+e- has an additional 

complication. In this process, as a result of the diagrams shown in Fig. 12(b), the 

quark and antiquark which annihilate have typical transverse momentum of order 

@, where Q is the momentum of the virtual photon. The amplitude for a quark 

in the proton, with typical transverse momentum 300 MeV, to give rise to such a 

h’ hl ig y virtual state contains powers of the logarithm of the ratio of these transverse 

momentum scales. The effect of these logarithms is to produce an evolution of the 

quark distribution in the proton with logq*; this evolution is just that described 
(171 by the hlt,arelli-Parisi equations. 

The problem of computing the Z” line shape is the QED analogue of this lat- 

ter situation. The large logarithms in (3.13) appear when we relate the off-shell 
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(a) 

Figure 12. Two examples from QCD of the summation of large loga 

rithms: (a) e+e- + hadrons; (b) pi + e+e-. 

electron which finally annihilates into the 2’ to the on-shell electron from which 

the process begins. To control these logarithms, we should reinterpret (3.11) as 

the first step of an evolution process by which the virtual electron emerges from 

the external electron. This strategy for calculating the 2’ line shape was first ad- 

vocated by Fadin and Kuraev!‘s’ However, it should be noted that these authors, 

and also Altarelli and Parisi, took their inspiration from the QED evolution equa- 

tion constructed by Gribov and Lipatov [I91 m their classic work on deep inelastic 

scattering. 

Let De(z,s) be the electron distribution function, the probability that the 

annihilating electron has fraction z of the original beam energy. If there is no 

radiation from the initial electron, we would have 

L&(z) = 6(” - 1) (3.15) 

Order by order in N, this result receives radiative corrections. I will now argue 

that, (3.11) may bc interpreted as providing the order u correction to (3.15). In 

this reinterpretation, we view (3.11) as a step in a process rat,her than as a simple 

correction; this will allow us to represent this process by an evolution equation 

which will generate the most important corrections to all order. 

To make this reinterpretation of (3.11), let us divide this equation into three 

parts. The second line of the equation represent,s the effect of radiation in moving 

electrons and positrons from the full energy to an energy fraction (1 -x). Assigning 

half of this contribution to the electron and half to the positron, we may represent 

it as 

AD,(z) = i (1-T)) (3.16) 

As elrctrons radiate photons and move to lower energy, we should expect to find 

fewer electrons at the full beam energy The fractional depletion should be found 

by integrating over J the probability of radition t,o energy fraction (I - z): 

A&(z,s) p ‘dz 
D,(r,s) = -4 J 

T(l+(l--~)~)=-~(log~+log;-~) (3,li) 

X/E 

Indeed, (3.11) contains exactly this dcplet,ion, in the term 

E 3 
4s) = -P(log - - --)00(s) x 4 

The magnitude of (3.18) is double that of (3.17) m order to account the effect on 

the electron a.nd on the positron. We have now given a physical interpretation to 

most of the pieces in (3.11). The only pieces of (3.11) not included in the above 

accounting are the terms 

2 
Au(s) = 1 + $(; - j) co(s) ; 

> 

these last terms give a correction to the e+e- annihilation vertex which is explicitly 

of order (Y, with no enhancement by large logarithms. 
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The two terms (3.16) and (3.18) may be considered as the contributions of first 

order in ,!? to an evolution process in which an electron radiates and moves down 

to lower energy fraction. The evolution parameter is ,!j’, and thus the evolution 

progresses further the higher the energy or the further the electron must go off- 

shell. We may assemble the two pieces as the kernel of an integral equation for 

D,(z, s): 

&z,s) = j 
(I-21 

J 1 

dz 1 + (1 - xl2 
z 

-As(z) 1 .De((l~,:,,~) (3.20) 
0 

The subtracted term depletes the elcclron distribution at the higher energy, the 

W&sacker-William term fills in the distribution of electrons after radiation. Both 

terms are singular at z = 0, and, though this singularity is difficult to write 

mathematically, it is easy to describe and implement in a computation. After one 

cuts off the divcrgenccs in some way, the co&c-ient A is fixed by the requirement 

that the total probability does not change: 

.I dZDe(Z,S) = 1 , (3.21) 

for any value of s. 

In QCD, we have no explicit solution of the evolution equation for quark dis- 

tributions. In QED, however, the situation is much more promising. First, the 

initial condition for the evolution equation is known: at /3 = 0, De(z) reduces to 

the delta function in (3.15). Second, the evolution parameter p is still rather small 

at the Z’, so we can imagine solving the (3.20) in an expansion in /?. 

We can obtain a good first approximation to the solution by concentrating on 

the region near z = 1. Let us try as an ansatz 

Dp(+ = ;(l - *p-’ (3.22) 

This function satisfies (3.21) and contracts to a delta function at t = 1 when 

p + 0. Its derivative is 

$“’ = $ log(l - z). (1 - z)fl/2-l + ;(I _ #/2-I (3.23) 

The most singular term of the integral in (3.20) is 

(l-2) 
1 

z 
$De(--) 

(1 - x) 
n 

(3.24) 

In writing this expression, 1 have cut off the integral at a lower limit 0. Inserting 

Dk”) Into this term, and approximating near t = 1, we find 

(1-z) 1 
5 J 

(3.25) 

rl 

The logarithm of (1 - 2) matches the desired form (3.23); t,he logarit,hm of 7 is a 

resealing of the original distribution function and so is naturally cancelled when A 

in (3.20) is chosen to prcscrve the normalization of DC(t). In fact, since D~)(z,s) 

satisfies (3.21), the correct choice of A will reproduce the second term of (3.23). 

In this way, we can see that the function Dp’( z,z) actually gives the correct 

dependence on 2 in the limit t --t 1 and thus is a good first approximation to the 

exact electron distribution. 

Fadin and Kuraev began with this function as a first approximat.ion and sys- 

tematically computed corrections to it as a series in 3: 

D,(z,s) = f(l - 2) 5/2-i(1+~9)-a(lt;)+..-. (3.26) 

The distribution function (3.26) is displayed, and compared to the Weiszacker- 

Williams distribution, in Fig. 13. An exact evaluation of the distribution function 

De(z) would also include effects of pair-production (Fig. 14), which require addi- 

tional terms in the cvoiution equation. The first such contributions are of order 0’ 

and so are omitted here, though thry may be found in Ref. 18. 
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Figure 13. The distribution De(z, s) of the energy fraction carried by 

a virtual electron. 

.* 
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Figure 14. An additional contribution to the electron distribution func- 

tion from pair-production. 

To compute the 2’ line shape, we must compute the cross section as a function 

of s, given this distribution in energy fraction for the electron and position. That 

is, 

1 1 

CT = dq De(q) 
J J 

da De(z2) o’(i) , (3.2i) 

0 0 

where s^ = Z~Z~S. It is useful to work out more explicitly the distribution of the 

effective electron-positron collision energy. This may be described by computing 

1 1 

J dt1 b(Zl) 
J 

dq De(z2) 6((1 -z) - qtZ) 

0 0 (3.28) 

II pp(1 + ;a, - ,ql - 5) + “’ 

In (3.26), I have inserted z to represent the fraction of total radiated energy. Using 

the distribution function in I, and restoring the order-a correction to the annihi- 

lation vertex written in (3.19), we find the following formula for the radiatively 

corrected cross section: 

~=jdi[iirS~(l+~~)-3(L-~)]‘[l+~(~-~)]~a(s(l-~)). 

0 
(3.29) 

One might view this as an improved version of the Bonneau-Martin formula (3.11) 

.. 

. . . . 
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in which the logarithms are exponentiated to powers of z. The formula (3.29) 

is compared to the zeroth- and first-order approximations to the cross section in 

Figs. 15 and 16. Cahn[201 has pointed out that the integral over z in (3.29) can 

be carried out analytically for a Breit-Wigner resonance, and the resulting formula 

has been useful in analyzing data on the shape of the 2’ resonance. 

In the past few years, there has been considerable further theoretical effort 

to refine the calculation fo QED effects on the Z” line shape. Fadin and Kuraev 

actually carried out this analysis to order oz. The complete order-a corrections 

to e+e- + p p + - PII have been computed by Berends, Burgers, and van iieerven. 

Other higher-order analyses have been carried out by many authors and are re- 

viewed by Bcrends in Ref. 22. A useful comparison of calculations of the Z” 

line shape at various levels of approximation has been given by Alexander, Bon- 

vicini Drell and Frey!231 > > Their results (computed assuming rnz = 93 GeV) are 

reproduced in Fig. 17. These authors estimate the theoretical errors in the ex- 

traction of the mass, width, and peak cross section of the Z” arising from residual 

uncertainties in this calculation at well below 1%. 

3.5. EXTRACTIOK OF THE RESOXANCE PARAMETERS 

Since the QED radiative corrections broaden the Z” peak and smear it asym- 

metrically, it is not useful to quote the resonance parameters in terms of the ob- 

served peak position or the visually extracted width. Rather, one should para- 

metrize a zeroth-order cross section in terms of a resonance position, width, and 

peak height, integrate this cross section together with the effects of radiation by 

inserting it into (3.29) (or a higher-order formula for the soft radiative corretions), 

and compare the result to the data. Since (3.29) does not include hard radiative 

corrections, the effects of these corrections will be included in the fitted resonance 

parameters. These efTect,s must be taken into account in comparing the extracted 

parameters to other weak interaction measurements and to deeper theoretical pre- 

dictions. 

o^ 
s 

t3 

3-90 

0 i 

88 90 92 94 96 

E c.m. GW 6561A15 

Figure 15. Total cross section for e+e- annihilation to hadrons in the 

vicinity of the Z”, computed in zeroth order, first order (eq. (3.11)), and 

from the Fadin-Kuraev formula (3.29). 
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To show the utility of this theory, I have displayed in Fig. 18 a calculation 

of the total cross section for e+e- annihilation to hadrons in the vicinity of the 

Z”, obtained by inserting (3.1), with the parameters used in Section 3.1, into the 

radiative correction formula (3.29). Th e result is compared to the recent cross 

section measurements of the ALEPH [I31 experiment. The mass of the 2” has, of 

course, been obtained from fitting such a curve to the data; however, the peak 

height and width of the Z” have been calculated from the standard model. The 

detailed agreement of theory and experiment for the line shape is quite remarkable. 

In addition to its effects on the resonance line shape, initial-state radiation has 

other important effects on weak interaction experiments at the Z”. In experiments 

which depend on specific exclusive final states, the effect of experimental cuts 

may be modified by radiation. For example, in the measurement of the forward- 

backward asymmetry in eie- ---t p+p-, a strict collinearity cut changes the shape 

of the Z” resonance slightly by suppressing its tail. The values of asymmetries 

measured at the Z” peak are affected by the smearing of the e+e- annihilation 

energy which arises from radiation. In Figs. 19 and 20, I have redrawn the plots 

of AFB and ALR versus beam energy taking into account the effects of radiation 

by computing the various helicity cross sections using (3.29) before forming the 

asymmetry. Notice that the various quantities ALR are relatively weakly affected 

by radiation, but that the forward-backward asymmetry in e+e- + $p- is very 

strongly perturbed. This effect was pointed out by Bohm and Hollik in ref. 24. 
3-90 E c.m. tGeV) 

Figure 18. Total cross section measurements on the 2’ peak reported 

by the ALEPH experiment,[131 compared to the line shape computed from 

(3.29). 
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4. Extension of the Weak Interaction Gauge Group 

Now that we have seen how to obtain the values of the Z” resonance param- 

eters, we should analyze the implications of the values of these parameters for 

the standard model and its variants. In principle, any particle which couples to 

SU(2) x U(1) can appear in loop diagrams correcting the weak boson propagators 

and vertices and thus can modify the leading-order predictions of the standard 

model in order a. In the next section, I will discuss such loop corrections in a 

systematic framework. However, it is possible-even with our present detailed ex- 

perimental knowledge-that the gauge group of the weak interactions is somewhat 

larger than that of the standard model. In this case, one expects variations from 

the standard model predictions even at leading order in (Y. In this section, I will 

brieAy discuss the effects of a new heavy weak boson in modifying the properties 

of the Z” resonance. 

4.1. AN EXTENSION FRO!VI I& GRAND UNIFICATION 

If there does exist a second weak vector boson Z O’, it should mix, at some level, 

with the standard Z”. This mixing will induce a modification of the zeroth-order 

Z” current; instead of (2.7), the physical Z” will couple to a rotated current 

J,;’ = cos 0, [JjL - sin’ @,,,J:] + sin Om Jz’ , (4.1) 

where the second term is the current of a charge Q’ which is orthogonal (in some 

extended space) to the SU(2) x U(1) h g c ar es of the standard model. This addition 

will cause modifications of the Z” asymmetries and partial widths. These mod- 

ifications are independent of the mass of the Z”, depending only on the mixing 

angle 0,. Of course, they also depend on the explicit form chosen for Q’. 

It would be wonderful to understand the systematics of the effect of the mod- 

ified current (4.1) for the most general charges Q’; however, I do not know how to 

present such an analysis compactly. Instead, I will restrict myself to a specific class 

of models which have been used by many authors as a laboratory for exploring the 

effects of a Z”. As is well known, grand unification in SU(5) contains precisely the 

gauge bosons of the standard model, plus additional heavy bosons which mediate 

proton decay. However, this grand unification group may be extended to SO(10) 

and further to ,!?a, producing at each stage one extra neutral boson whose charge 

commutes with the standard model gauge group. These bosons, or at least some 

linear combination of them, might well have a mass in the region of a few hun- 

dred GeV. Langacker, Robin&t, and Rosner PI have presented a specific scheme 

in which they consider one arbitrary linear combination of these two addition neu- 

tral bosons to represent the Z”. The linear combination is characterized as second 

mixing angle 0, which is essentially unconstrained. This leads to a family of models 

with 

Q’ = sin 0, 

In this formula, x and $J are quantum numbers, which, for the various species of 

fermion, take the values 

(6 e)r. eR (K~)L UR dR 

X 3 1 -1 1 -3 

i 1 -1 1 -1 -1 

(A transparent derivation of these quantum numbers from Es may be found in 

Ref. 26.) By adjusting the parameter 0 in (4.2), we can sweep through a variety 

of structures for the Z”’ charges. This gives some robustness to this scheme of 

phenomenology. 

I should note that there are strong experimental constraints on the size of the 

mixing angle 0,. For most values of 0 (cos0 2 0), low-energy neutral current 

experiments restrict 8, to roughly the range -0.05 < 8, < 0. The precise allowed 

regions, for some specific choices of 0, are displayed in the papers of Amaldi, et al., 

Ref. 9 and Costa, et al., Ref. 10. 

In addition, the recent precise measurements of the W boson mass by the 
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CDF and UA2 collaborations WI put a further, and rather model-independent, 

constraint on B,,,. It is expected that a second charged weak boson cannot appear 

with a mass below a few TeV, since otherwise it would give a large enhancement 

of KL-Iis mixing!“] Assuming, then, that there is no new light W, the mass of 

the W should be unperturbed from its standard model value, while the mass of 

the 2’ is affected by mixing with the Z”. The unperturbed mass of the Z”, men, 

may then be recovered from mz, rn~,, and the mixing angle 0, using the simple 

properties of two-level mixing. One finds: 

m;, = ms cos2 8, t m2,, sin’ e, (4.3) 

The value of mzs obtained in this way must be related to the measured value of 

rn~ through the usual standard model calculation (reviewed in Section 5.6). To 

understand this constraint, I have taken the average of the CDF and UA2 values 

of mly: 

np~ = 80.22 i 0.35 GeV , (4.4) 

raised the value by 1 a, computed the corresponding unperturbed 2’ mass as 

described in the next section, and plotted in Fig. 21 the contour in the plane 

of sin0, versus rn,~~, along which this calculation agrees with the value of rnzs 

from (4.3). The region inside the contour is allowed at probable confidence. This 

constraint turns out to be quite sensitive to the value of the top quark mass, since, 

as I will explain in Section 5.6, a heavy top quark tends to decrease the Z-W mass 

splitting. This method for constraining 8, was introduced by Langacker in Ref. 

29; he pointed out there that this same constraint is an upper bound on 0, in 

models with several Z”‘s if rn~, is taken to be the mass of the lightest Z”. 

A second effect of the mixing between the Z” and Z”’ is a change in the 

relation between rn~ and the value of sin” 0, which enters the prediction of the Z” 

resonance cross sections and asymmetries. In the results of the next section, I have 

taken this effect into account by computing rn~n from (4.3) and using this value to 

- 
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Figure 21. Probable confidence allowed region for 8,, for mr = 

,_:. 

200 GeV, based on the value (4.4) for the W mass 
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2 extract sm 8,, assuming rn~, = 500 GeV. This correction has only a minor effect 

on these calculations. 

4.2. OBSERVABLE CONSEQUENCES OF AN EXTE~YDED GAUGE GROUP 

Now that we have defined a model with extended gauge symmetry, let us 

compute the effects of this model on the properties of the 2’. Cvetit and Lynn WI 

have suggested that the 2’ asymmetries are particularly sensitive to the mixing of 

the Z” with a Z ” More recently, Altar& and collaborators [311 . have sketched out 

a systematic program of experiments to search for the effects of a Z”. My analysis 

will concentrate on the simplest observables that they discuss. 

If, for each left- or right-handed species, we let 

Q~ = cos &,,(I3 - Q sin’ 0,) + sin&Q’ (4.5) 

the relation (3.8) for the Z” partial widths is modified to 

rf, = amZ 
6 sin’ 8, cos2 0, 

g(Qz)Z “i- (4.6) 

From this equation, we can compute the zeroth-order peak cross section of the Z”, 

using (3.7), and the polarization asymmetries into various species, using 

Af _ r(z + fLTR) - r(z + fRJL) 

LR - uz -+ fLfR) + uz --( fRfL) 
(4.7) 

On the Z” pole, the forward-backward asymmetries are given by the simple rela- 

tions 

In comparing the predictions of models with extended gauge groups to experi- 

ment, it is important to compute quantities which are directly observable, avoiding 

as much as possible the necessity for using standard model calculations of unmea- 

sured quantities. For example, since the partial width of the 2’ tb neutrinos 

depends on the mixing with the Z”, one should compare the directly measured ra- 

tio of leptonic to hadronic branching fractions of the Z”, rather than using the 2’ 

branching fraction to leptons, which is inferred from this quantity by adding the cal- 

culated neutrino partial width to the denominator. In this spirit, I have considered 

the effecls of the Z”’ on four of the most accessible Z” resonance parameters--the 

zeroth-order total hadronic cross section, the total width of the resonance, the 

ratio of leptonic to hadronic branching fractions, and the polarization asymmetry 

from e+e-. In Figs. 22, 23: and 24, I have plotted these quantities against one 

another for (-7r/2) 5 B 5 (r/2), for the values 0, = -0.01, -0.02, -0.03. The 

standard model reference values, obtained for ml = 100 GeV, rn~ = 100 GeV, 

a,(mi) = 0.11 i 0.01, is indicated by the stars. The lines through these stars 

indicate the variation of the st,andard model prediction as mt is varied from 50 to 

200 GeV. This dependence will be discussed in detail in Section 5.7. Notice that 

observables involving leptons are particularly sensitive to the effects of a Z”, since 

the couplings of the charged leptons to the standard Z” are relatively weak. The 

standard and nonstandard predictions are compared to recent measurements from 

LEP. It is clear that measurements at the Z” will soon dramatically constrain, and 

may perhaps discover, the influence of a 2”. 

.. : 

. -. -. 
: 
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Figure 22. Effect of Z”-Z”’ mixing on the rapport between the Z” peak 

hadronic cross section and the ratio of leptonic and hadronic branching 

fractions. The stars denote the range of the standard model predictions. 

The three curves correspond to 8, = -0.01, -0.02, -0.03; each sweeps out 

the region -X/Z < 0 < 7r/2. The predictions are compared to data from 

recent publications of the ALEPHf13’ , L3F4’and OPALfrS1experiments at 

LEP. 
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Figure 23. Effect of Zs-Z” mixing on the rapport between the 2’ 

total width and the ratio of leptonic and hadronic branching fractions. 

The notation is as in Fig. 22. The horizontal lines show the effect on 

the standard model prediction of a variation in ml from 50 to 200 GeV 

and a variation in a,(mi) from 0.10 to 0.12. The stars indicate the cases 

ml = 100 GeV. The mi effect was included in Fig. 22, but it was almost 

invisible there. 
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5. Renormalization of Weak Interaction Parameters 
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Figure 24. Effect of Z”m2 ” mixing on the rapport between the polar- 

ization asymmetry ALR and the ratio of leptonic and hadronic branching 

fractions. The notation is as in Fig. 23. 

For the remainder of these lectures, I will assume that the standard SU(2) x 

U(l) model is the correct picture of weak interactions at zeroth order. However, 

the new precision experiments make it necessary to compute order o radiative 

corrections in order to allow a detailed comparison of theory with experiment. This 

gives us an opportunity to use these radiative corrections to probe the standard 

model in detail, and even to look beyond it. The opportunity comes from two 

sources. First, the typical size of radiative corrections is no longer a small number 

in the era of weak boson experiments. Indeed, 

a 
-. rn~ - 100 MeV , 
41: (5.1) 

an accuracy already reached for the 2’ mass and soon within reach for the W mass. 

Second, as I will explain in this section, radiative corrections from specific sources 

are often larger than this simple estimate, as a result of the essential chirality of 

the standard model. These two points apply equally-and the second may apply 

even more strongly-to radiative corrections due to undiscovered heavy species. 

In this section, I will review the theory of these order-a corrections to weak 

interaction parameters, the corrections which I t,ermed ‘hard’ in the discussion of 

Section 3.2. I will explain how these corrections may be calculated and how they 

influence measureable quantities. The effect of the top quark in weak radiative 

corrections is particular easy to understand. Since its influence is large and also 

quite topical, I will use this effect as my main illustrative example. 

5.1. RENORMALIZATION OF CI 

The prototype of hard radiative corrections is the electromagnetic vacuum 

polarization. Let us begin by studying this correction, which gives a momentum- 

dependent renormalization of the electric charge. This correction provides a con- 

ceptually simple renormahzation effect to introduce our program. It also has some 

practical significance for precision calculations in weak interactions. 
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Figure 25. Conventions for the electromagnetic vacuum polarization 

I will define the electromagnetic vacuum polarization r&Q($) as the coefficient 

of g@” in the photon self-energy, as indicated in Fig. 25(a). I have extracted from ~QQ the coupling constant E ‘. throughout this section, unembellished coupling , 

constants e, g will refer t.o bare parameters from the standard model Lagrangian. 

The full kinematic structure (g p” - q@q”/q2) follows from the conservation of the 

electromagnetic current. Since the photon self-energy has no zero-mass pole, we 

must have HQQ - q2 as q2 --t 0. Then it is convenient to define 

(In textbooks on QED, it is (e211fQQ) that is usually called the vacuum polarization. 

My notation differs from this in order to treat vacuum polarization diagrams for 

the photon and the heavy gauge bosons on the same footing.) 

If the photon self-energy corrections are summed up to all orders, as suggested 

in Fig. 25(b), one finds the complete photon propagator 

=$ 1 +e2flQQ$ +... g'" = > -igP" 2 7' Q (1 - &I&) (5.3) 

The form of this equation suggests that we should define a running electric charge 

ef(q”) = 
622 

1 - eTl&(q2) . 

The value of cy measured from the electron (g - 2) or the Josephson effect is the 

co&cient of l/q2 in the photon propagator at qz = 0; that is 4~0 = ez(q’ = 0). 

Replacing the bare coupling constant e by a using this relation, and also setting 

4aa,(q2) = el(q’), we have 

1 ___ = k - &Q(?) - “&Q(o)] 
4scu*(q2) 

The vacuum polarization “ho due to a fermion loop is ultraviolet divergent; how- 

ever, this divergence cancels in the difference of vacuum polarization amplitudes 

which appears in (5.5). This equation can thus be the basis for concrete physical 

predictions. 

It is interesting to use (5.5) to compute the change in the value of the effective 

electric coupling as q2 changes from 0 to m$. Let us approximate IIQQ, for each 

fermion flavor, by the simplest l-loop diagram, and evaluate this diagram in the 

limit m$ >> m2. (I will present a more general formula in the next section.) This 

gives 

1 
- - 2.2 - 7 & &;Nf[log $ - ;] ) 
a*(m;) a 

where Qr is the electric charge and Nf is the factor (3.3). Evaluating this ex- 

pression for the various quarks and leptons (using current algebra masses for the 

quarks), we find 

mass (MeV) 

A(G’) 

e P 7 0 d s c b 

0.5 106 1784 5.5 8 150 1200 5000 

2.4 1.3 0.7 2.5 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.1 

._. 
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so that in all o-r -a;’ - 8. A more accurate estimate, presented just below, 

gives a 6% upward renormalization of a. Intuitively, one would expect that it is the 

value of c* at m;, rather than at 0, which should enter the evaluation of standard 

model predictions for the weak boson masses. For example, the relation between 

the Fermi con&ant and the W mass, in leading order, is 

GF 2 
-= 
Jz 8 sin’ Q,m2, 

(5.7) 

If o,(mi) is used in this relation instead of a to compute mw from GF, the 

prediction for rnw is shifted upward by 3%. Almost ten years ago, Marciano and 
Sirlin[32~“31 showed by detailed calcuation that this large shift indeed appears in 

the standard model radiative corrections to nap. 

Since the electromagnetic vacuum polarization is such an important contribu- 

tion to weak interaction radiative corrections, it is worth a digression to explain 

how it may bc evaluated more exactly. Our estimate above was adequate for the 

lcptons, but for the quarks it was little more than a guess. However, the quark 

contribution to 11~~ can be evaluated accurately by using the optical theorem 

to relate the hadronic corrections to forward Bhabha scattering, indicated in Fig. 

26(a), to the total cross section for e+e- + hadrons. This yields 

where R(q’,! is the usual ratio of e’e- cross sections to hadrons versus muon pairs. 

Thus, IIbQ squires an imaginary part for real positive values of Q”. It follows that, 

when this function is considered as an analytic function of q2, it has a discontinuity 

across the real q2 axis given by Disc II& = 2iIm II&. This allows us to use (5.8) 

to evaluate a Cauchy integral for II& about the contour in the q2 plane indicated 

in Fig. 26(b): 

nQQ(S’) (5.9) 

Inserting (5.8) into (5.9), and subtracting the same integral evaluated at q2 = 0 

(4 

3-w (b) 5581 AZ6 

Figure 26. Evaluation of the hadronic contribution to the electromag- 

netic vacuum polarization. 

we find 

e’II&(q’) - e211&(0) = $ P Ids’ R(s’) [A - $1 (5.10) 

0 

A recent waItration of the integra1 (5.10) f rom the measured e+e- annihilation 

cross section by Burkhardt, Jegerlehner, Penso, and Verzegnassl .I341 gives the result 

a-1 - @;’ = 3.95 f 0.12 
hadranic 

(5.11) 

Combining this with a more accurate evaluation of the lepton vacuum polarization 

diagrams, one finds 

u$m;) = 128.77 f 0.12 (5.12) 

(The subscript o indicates that this value of a. takes into account only the renor- 
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malization effects due to observed quarks and leptons, and not the possible addi- 

tional effects due to the top quark and other heavy species.) The relative error in 

c~,,~(m”,) is 9 x 10e4. This error is dominated by the uncertainties in the e+e- 

total cross section measurements from 2 GeV to the J/g and from 4 GeV to the 

highest energies of SPEAR. 

In calculating weak interaction radiative corrections, we will also encounter 

vacuum polarization diagrams for weak gauge bosons, and these contain simi- 

lar corrections from hadronic intermediate states. However, as Lynn, Penso, and 

Verzegnassi13’1 have explained, the most important of these contributions are ac- 

tually proportional to (5.11). The remaining terms are small and are dominated 

by contributions from the well-studied vector mesons w and I#J. 

5.2. THE STRUCTURE OF VACUUM POLARIZATION AMPLITUDES 

To evaluate more general weak radiative corrections, we will need to discuss a 

wider variety of vacuum polarization amplitudes. Thus, in Fig. 27, I have presented 

in a standard notation the vacuum polarization amplitudes of the photon, Z”, and 

W, and the amplitude for photon-Z’ mixing. In this figure, and henceforth, I use 

the abbreviations 

sin” e, + s2 , cos2 0, ---t c2 

in writing the values of loop amplitudes. It is most useful to break up the Z” 

vacuum polarizations into the contributions of electromagnetic and weak isospin 

currents (replacing the 2’ current by (2.7)), and this has been done in setting the 

conventions shown. For later convenience, I have written the W vacuum polariza- 

tion as a matrix element of weak isospin currents Jj”. 

If we wish to evaluate the effect of the top quark on weak interaction param- 

eters, we must compute the contributions to this vacuum polarization amplitudes 

from top and bottom quark loops. In general, the contribution from heavy fermions 

is well approximated by the simplest fermion loop diagram, shown in Fig. 26(a). 

Y Y = i e2 Iloa gPv + .-. 

e2 Z&Y = i cs (lI130-s2 flQ,)gPv + .-. 

2-Z = i -& (rr~y- 2s2rI,,+s4rI,) gpv +.-. 

W&W = i e2 II,, gpv 
S2 

+ . . . 

Figure 27. Vacuum polarization diagrams arising in the evaluation of 

weak interaction radiative corrections. 

The evaluation of this diagram for vector currents is a standard exercise in QED. 

However, for the weak interactions, we also need to consider chiral currents, and 

these add some interesting complications. Let me, then, display separately the 

contributions to the fermion loop diagram from left- and right-handed currents, 

and allowing the particlc and antiparticle in the diagram to have different masses. 

These terms take a relatively simple form when expressed as Fcynrnan parameter 

integrals 
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1 

.I [ 

122 
-- 

= (4;)2 o ds 1% w-x(1-z)q2 I( x(1 - s)q2 - fMZ 
> 

1 
4 -__ 

= (4nyo dzlog M2-z(l-z)q2 J 1 
/I2 1. (;1n1m2) , 

(5.13) 

where 

A12 = .m; + (1 - z)m; (5.14) 

The parameter A is an ultraviolet cut-off (though actually these expressions are 

most easily obtained using dimensional rcgularization). Adding these four con- 

tributions, with equal ma.ss fermions, we find the vacuum polarization of vector 

currenl s 

which is the standard QED result. The approximate formula (5.6) is simply ob- 

tained from the limit q2 >> m2 of this expression. The integrals in (5.13) and 

(5.15) are straightforward to evaluate analytically; detailed expressions are given, 

for example, in ref. 5. 

The various vacuum polarization amplitudes shown in Fig. 27 are straightfor- 

wardly reconstructed from these functions. For a fermion doublet of weak isospin 

a, fermion masses mu, md, and electric charges Q., Qd (QU = Q,j + l), the four 

(a) 

(4 w-,z 
(b) 

3-90 6581 A28 

Figure 28. Contributions to the vacuum polarization amplitudes from 

(a) heavy fermions, (b) the Higgs boson of the minimal standard model. 

amplitudes are given by 

For quarks, multiply these expressions by 3 colors. 

The amplitude rIvv in (5.15) vanishes at q2 = 0, in accordance with our earlier 

argument. In fact, only one vector current is needed to achieve this cancellation, 

so IILv, and therefore the term H~Q in the photon-Z’ mixing amplitude, also 

vanishes at q ’ = 0 However, the purely chiral vacuum polarizations do not in 

general vanish at zero momentum. From (5.13), we see that the zero-momentum 
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limit of IIL~. is not only nonzero but actually increases with the masses of the 

fermions in the loop: 

(5.17) 

for ml >> 42, ni. This unusual behavior has important physical consequences, 

as we will see below. 

For complet,eness, I also display the contributions to the various vacuum po- 

larizations from the IIiggs boson of the minimal standard model, which appears in 

the diagrams shown in Fig. 28(b). These are 

nQQ(4’) = bQ(9? = 0 

1 
1 

k3(92) = -4(4n)2 
J [ 

dl: log 
A2 

.m2, + (1 - zr)nz; - 5(1 - 5)q2 I 
0 

((1 - 2X)292 + 41n; t (1 - zs)(m; -772’;)) (5.18) 

1 1 
h(d = -4(4a)2 J [ & log 

A2 

.m:, + (1 - z)mk - z( 1 - z)q2 I 
0 

((1 - 2z12q2 t 4m2, + (1 - 2z)(r& - m;)) ( 

where rn~ is the mass of the Higgs scalar 

5.3. RENORMALIZATION OF WEAK IKTERACTION ASYMMETRIES: I 

Armed with this technical information, we are ready to study the radiative cor- 

rection to some particular experiment. Let begin with a rather simple example, the 

correction due to the top quark to the prediction of weak interaction asymmetries 

at the 2’ resonance. In particular, I would like to focus on the renormalization of 

the polarization asymmetry AL/~, defined as 

A LR = 
u(e;e+ + 2) - a(e$+ -+ 2) 
b(eLe+ --+ 2) t o(ej$.+ --t 2) 

(5.19) 

The particular asymmetry AL~ is an important quantity for two reasons. First, 

it is observable not only in its own right but also as an ingredient in the various 

forward-backward asymmetries at the 2’. The leading order relation 

A’&= zAe Af 4 LR LR (5.20) 

is true to ail orders for the contribution of the 2’ resonance. More gcncrally, I will 

argue below, all weak interaction asymmetries measure the same radiative correc- 

tion amplitude, up to some unimportant residual effects. ALR is thus representative 

of a class of radiative corrections that we would like to investigate. 

Second, among the various weak asymmetries, ALR is the most sensitive to 

radiative corrections. The formula for ALR in the standard model at leading order 

is 

A 
8 (l/4 - sin’ 0,) 

LR = 
1 $ (1 - 4 sin2 0,) 

2 E 8( l/4 - sin2 0,) (5.21) 

Evaluating this expression with the parameters of Section 3.1, we find ALR S 0.13. 

But ALE is an asymmetry, and, better, the asymmetry of a total cross section with 

respect to changes in the polarization of a physically isolated source. This means 

that almost al1 systematic errors cancel in the measurement of ALR, so that, with 

enough statistics, it should be possible to measure this asymmetry to 1% or so of 
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its value. To convert this error to an error on sin*8,,, one should divide by the 

factor of 8 in (5.21), giving the possibility of achieving an accuracy 

6sin’ 6, - 2 x 10V4 (5.22) 

With this promised precision in mind, let us evaluate the contribution of the 

top quark to ALR. The basic ingredients of the calculation are displayed in Fig. 

29. The leading order vertex for e+e- annihilation into a 2’ follows directly from 

(2.7). The corrected polarization asymmetry may be found from the ratio of the 

terms proportional to 13L and Q in the complete, radiatively corrected vertex. 

In the second line of 29, this ratio has been labelled si. The corrected value of 

ALR is obtained by replacing sin’ Ow by ~2 in (5.21). This complete vertex gets 

contributions from the various diagrams shown in the third line of 29, some of which 

are rather complicated to compute. However, since there are no direct couplings 

between the top quark and the electron, the top quark enters t,he renormalization of 

this vertexonly through the last diagram shown in Fig. 29, the vacuum polarization 

diagram involving photon-Z’ mixing. 

This particular simplification occurs quite generally for radiative corrections 

due to heavy or exotic particles. Because exotic particles often have no direct 

couplings to light fermions, and in all other cases these couplings are highly con- 

strained, it is usually true that the only important effects of heavy particles on the 

weak interactions of light quarks and leptons occur by the indirect effects of these 

particles through their vacuum polarization amplitudes. An interesting example 
[3%371 is the case of supersymmetric particles. The diagrams involving the direct 

coupling of leptons to their superpartners turn out to be quite small, while the 

largest corrections come from the vacuum polarization of the t quark and the t 

squark. In Ref. 38, contributions arising through vacuum polarization amplitudes 

were termed ‘oblique’ radiative corrections. As we continue this analysis, we will 

see that such corrections are not only numerically important but also quite easy 

to understand in a systematic way. 

Z0 
x 

25 i & (i3-s*Q) 

fL,R 

: : . 

i* (const.). (13- s: Q) 

=A+A+A 
Z0 

+ ..* + t 

3-w R + . . . 

Y 

65SlA29 

Figure 29. Calculation of the l-loop renormalization of weak interac 

tion asymmetries at the 2’. 

In principle, we might try to illustrate this in the calculation of ALR, by adding 

together the leading order diagram and the oblique contribution of the vacuum 

polarization amplitude for photon-Z0 mixing. The result is 

t I3 - [s2 - e2( H;, - &I&)] Q 
> 

, 

and so we can identify 

(5.23) 
.: . . 
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.I$ = sin’0, - e’(lli,(m2,) - sin2 e,n&(m~)) (5.24) 

Unfortunately, this result is a disaster; the two vacuum polarization amplitudes 

are both ultraviolet divergent, and so the answer makes no physical sense. 

5.4. AK EXHOHTATIOX ON sin20, 

In a renormalizable quantum field theory, the appearance of ultraviolet diver- 

gences in a physical amplitude is a sign that we are asking the wrong question. 

In the previous section, we computed the radiative correction to the polarization 

asymmetry by computing the shift of the left-right asymmetry of electron-positron- 

ZD vertex from its value in leading order. But this leading order value is a ratio of 

bare parameters; it cannot be measured directly. To make a physically meaningful 

st,atement, we must predict the value of the asymmetry from other measureable 

weak interaction quantities. 

One straightforward way to structure such a prcdict.ion is t,he following: First, 

imagine measuring sin’ 8,, using other observables of the weak interactions, for 

example, a, G,P, and mu. We may consider the evaluation (5.21) using this value 

of sin’ 0, as giving a reference value. We may then predict the deviation of the 

actual value of ALR from this reference value by computing a set of Feynman 

diagrams. This process depends, in its intermediate stages, on the exact definition 

of sin’@, in terms of observable quantities. Many different definitions are possible, 

and I will discuss a few of these below. The final result of the process is a prediction 

for A~,R in terms of cy, Gp, and mu, and this result will of course be independent 

of the definition of sin’0, used. In principle, we might simply discard sin2 8, and 

speak only about relations between directly measureable quantities. This purist 

attit,ude has been advocated recently by Passarino. [3g11 must admit, though, that I 

find the value of sin’ 0, a useful point of reference, if I know exactly what it means. 

The most common definition of sin2 O,, in the literature on weak interaction 

radiative corrections is one introduced by PI Sirlin, which elevates the leading order 

mass relation (2.4) to a definition 

4 sin20,1sz1---,. 
mZ 

This definition is technically very useful, but I feel uncomfortable with it, for two 

reasons. First, the mass of the W cannot be measured with the highest precision, 

so that in practice one must compute rn~ in terms of rn~, cr, and GF in order to 

apply this definition. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that the Feynman 

diagrams which renormalize the W-Z mass splitting depend rather strongly on 

the top quark mass, through the relation (5.17). Thus, the use of this definition 

introduces a strong dependence on ml into processes such as the weak asymmetries 

at the Z”, which do not otherwise contain this singular dependence. Similarly, the 

value of sin” Owls depends on other new physics which might be added to the 

standard model. 

Another possibility is to define sin2 6’,, as a ratio of coupling constants renor- 
[32,40] 

malizcd by minimal subtraction. In this way, we define the weak interaction 

couplings just as the strong interaction coupling og is defued in QCD. This detini- 

tion has the advantage of removing the strong dependence on the top quark mass. 

It has a further advantage for theorists who wish to predict the value of sin’O, 

from grand unified theories, since that computation is done most naturally in this 

framework!411 II owcver, this definition gives up the clear physical picture which is 

available when sin’ 8, is constructed from quantities which are directly measure- 

able. In some sense, using sin’ 6’,,Im introduces into the weak interactions all the 

conceptual problems that experimenters-and theorists-have in understanding 

the meaning of o3 or Am 

As a compromise between these two viewpoints, let me propose a new standard 

for sin2 B,-the 2’ standard: Define 8, and sin2 8, by the formula: 

(5.26) 

In this formula, cr,,,(m?,) h 1 is t e \a ue of ot at the Z” mass, including the renor- 
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malization due to ohserved quarks and leptons, as determined in Section 5.2. Re- 

gardless of the definition of CI, the formula is a correct lowest-order relation in the 

standard model and may then he the basis for a definition to all orders. The use 

of cr.*,o(m$) rather than a incorporates into the formula the Marciano-Sirlin renor- 

malization effect described below (5.7); this is the largest renormalization effect 

coming from the conventional states of the standard model. 

The value of sin’ B,,,lz is now known extremely precisely; in fact, the error in 

this quantity is a good measure of the real accuracy of our understanding of the 

standard model, before theoretical uncertainties due to the top quark mass and 

other types of new physics are included. Csing the value of the 2’ mass given in 

(2.10) and the value of o*,O(m~) from (5.12), we have 

sin’ Bw/z = 0.2317(4) (5.27) 

The error in sin’ O,lz arises from 

= (3.1, 2.2) x 10-4 (5.26) 

Let me stress again that, by definition, sin2 O,,,lz is independent of the mass of 

the top quark, the Higgs boson, or any other type of new physics. The dependence 

on these parameters is introduced when sin’ f?,jz is used to predict the values of 

other ohservables of the weak interactions, such as the W boson mass or the polar- 

ization asymmetry AL,R.* It is my hope that the use of sin’ 6’w(z as a standard will 

clarify conceptually the process of using precision weak interaction measurements 

to constrain or to discover new physical processes. 

* This sentiment accords with Taylor’s Dogma: w1 i‘ One should not apply to the data a 
radiative correction which depends on the niasses of undiscovered particles.” 

5.5. RENORMALIZATION OF WEAK IXTERACTION ASYMMETRIES: II 

Now that we have clarified the meaning of the parameter sin’ O,, we can see 

that the calculation we were performing at the end of Section 5.3 was misguided. 

There, we tried to compute the difference between ~9, the measureable ratio of the 

I3 and Q terms in the weak neutral current, to the bare parameter sin’ 6’,,, which 

is not directly observable. A more meaningful calculation would he to compute 

the difference of two quantities which are completely defined by experiment, for 

example, to compute 

3: - sin’8,lz (5.29) 

Let us, then, assemble tile complete contribution to (5.29) arising from top and 

bottom quark loop diagrams. 

We may take the shift of sz from its hare value to be that given in (5.24). With 

no extra effort, we might evaluate this vertex at a general value of $, where 4 is 

the momentum of the Z”. The parameter sz(q”) is given by 

9 
I2 

s: = ____ - e2[r&(q2) - 2T&(y2)] 
$72 + 9'2 

(5.30) 

But to compute (5.29), we must also work out the shift of sin’O,Iz from its hare 

value. To do this, we need the shifts of a, GF, and nzz. Figure 30(a) shows the 

shift of cy: 

4ncu = 2(1$ &&-JO)) (5.31) 

(To he careful, we should exclude here the contribution of the b quark loop to 

(5.31), since this effect was already included when we exchanged (I for a,,,(m$).) 

Figure 30(b) shows the shift of m;: 

m2, = ; (S2 td2)fJ2 1 + -& & (n33 - 2s2f13~ + s~HQQ)(&) (5.32) 
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Figure 30. Shifts of the quantities needed to define sin’B,,,lz genrratcd 

by l-loop diagrams involving the t quark. 

Figure 30(c) shows the shift of GF, as it would be extracted from p decay: 

GF 1 1 e2 -=- Jz zzr2 1 - m2, 2 h(“) > 
(5.33) 

Note that in each case, the contribution of 1 and b comes only from vacuum po- 

larization diagrams. In the language of Section 5.3, all of these contributions are 

purely ‘oblique’. 

We can now compute the shift of sin26,,,lz from its bare value with only a bit 

of algebra. In general, 

6(sin” 19,) = 2sc6R, = 
2x 2s2c2 6 sin 20 

-6sin20,=----. 
2 cos 28, c2 - a2 sin 29, 

(5.34) 

Then, inserting the shifts of cy, GF, and mi, 

g 12 
sin2 Qu,/z = __ 

92 t if2 

9 I2 22 

92 + 9’2 + c2 -52 

1 
e2 nil(o) 

~"I~&(O) + z 2 
mz 

- Y&&ha - 2S2bQ t s4r&?)(n$T) 
z 1 

(5.35) 

By combining this result with (5.30), we find following contribution to (5.29) from 

l-loop diagrams involving the top quark: 

sz(q’) = sin” D,lz 

2 
+- 

i [ 

Il33(m$) - 2s”rISQ(“;) - 1111(O) 

c2 - s2 4 
_ (c2 _ s”) y] 

e2*2 +- C2 - S2 [s211&(& - c211;2*(0) t (2 -- s2) II&( 
(5.36) 

In fact, this formula did not make of any special property of the top quark, other 

than that it does not couple directly to light quarks and leptons. The formula 

(5.36) holds for any oblique weak interaction radiative correction. 

We should immediately check that our new analysis solves the problem of 

ultraviolet divergences which was raised at the end of Section 5.3. Recall from 

Section 5.2 that the vacuum polarization amplitudes I133(q2) and H11(q2) contain 

two separate divergent terms, in their value at Q 2 = 0 and in their first derivative 

at this point. However, each divergence of TI33 is related to a divergent term in 

IIll by weak isospin symmetry. In particular, 

n33(0) = HI,(O) t finite ; fl3g(O) = Qo(0) = 0 (5.37) 

This formula insures that the divergent terms from TT33(0) and n,,(O) cancel in 

(5.36). The divergences in the first derivatives are also related by weak isospin 
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symmetry: 

$ n,,(0) = & HII = $ n3Q(“) 

The last part of this relation follows from the fact that Q = Z3 t Y; thus &Q = 

II33 + I&y. Since the weak hypercharge is orthogonal to 13, the second piece of this 

expression has no divergence in its first derivative. The first derivat.ive of any fI at 

a different value of q2 differs from the value at 4 ’ = 0 only by finite terms. Then 

the relation (5.38) implies that (after a bit of algebra) these divergent terms also 

cancel out of (5.36). Finally, the divergent terms in the last line of (5.36) assemble 

into differences of first derivatives of IIQQ, and these are again finite. Thus, the 

relation (5.36) is a completely well-defined theoretical predict.ion, which may now 

be compared to cxperimcnt. 

Let us, then, evaluate (5.36) and examine the properties of this relation. The 

formula is easily evaluated numerically by inserting the formula of Section 5.2 for 

vacuum polarization amplitudes. In Fig. 31, I h ave plot,ted the prediction for 

so in the si.andard model as a function of the top quark mass, for fixed Riggs 

boson mass, and as a function of the Riggs mass, for fixed mr 

The next few sections contain many figures similar to Fig. 31 which give the 

dependence of various weak interaction parameters on ml and mH, so it is worth 

pausing to clarify the conventions reflected in these figures. The figures include 

not only the effects of rnr and m,q but also the additional l-loop corrections of 

the standard model. However, these additional corrections are added in a rather 

simplistic way, by introducing fixed shifts of sf and other basic quantities. The 

explicit procedure is spelled out in Section 5.10. This gives a simple calculational 

scheme, which I hope that you can straightforwardly reproduce. However, the 

simplicity of the method limits the accuracy to about 0.5% in sin’ II,. The best 

current calculations of weak readiative corrections are reported in Ref. 6; these 

results are typically good to 0.1% in sin28,. A calculation at this level is not 

recommended as an educational exercise, but it is essential t,o extract the full 

information from a precision experiment. The three curves in each set reflect 

0.238 

0.236 

G-G 

5 0.234 
co 

0.232 

0.230 L 
50 
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Figure 31. Dependence of se(rni) on mr and rnH predicted by (5.36), 

using the known value of mz. The two bands show the result of varying 

ml, with nap held fixed at the two values 100 GeV, 1000 GeV. The width 

of each band reflects the 1 c error in rnz. 

: 
: 
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the 1 0 uncertainty in the 2’ mass value (2.10). In the present situation, where 

the dominant uncertainty in sin” 0,lz comes from the renormalization of cy, this 

understates the true errors by about a factor of two. Hopefully, new data on low- 

energy e+e- annihilation cross sections will decrease this uncertainty and make 

these errors appropriate for future comparisons. 

The results of Fig. 31 may be translated into predictions for the weak asym- 

metries. Thus, in Figs. 32 and 33 I display the predictions for ALR and for the 

forward-backward asymmetries at the 2” in e+e- -+ b& and e+e- -+ p+p-. The 

solid curves apply to the idealized situation in which the hard amplitudes are 

evaluated at the resonance peak. The dashed curves show the effect of including 

soft radiative corrections according to (3.29) and evaluating the expressions at the 

true peak cross section nz~ $ 100 MeV. This soft radiative correction is a small 

perturbation of ALR and Ak8, but is has a large effect on A>B. 

We argued in Section 5.3 that ,41,x is exceptionally sensitive to effects which 

perturb sin’ O,, and that is borne out hue. Since the polarization asymmetry for 

h quarks at the Z” is close to 1, we would expect from (5.20) that this forward- 

backward asymmetry would behave quite similarly to ALR, and this, again, is clear 

from Fig. 32. In principle, this forward-backward asymmetry might be used as 

a substitute for the measurement of ALR. The use of this measurement brings 

two new difficulties. First, the b forward-backward asymmetry is diluted by B-B 

mixing; for a precision measurement, the mixing parameter z of the Bd-Bd system 

and the fraction of B, production must be known to about 10%. Second, this 

asymmetry suffers a QCD correction: [431 

A), -+ Ah,, (I- F) (5.39) 

Neither of these effects would seem to be an obstacle to measuring AiB to an 

accuracy of 3 x 10e3. Another possible substitute for a precision measurement of 

ALR is the forward-backward asymmetry to lepton pairs. However, we see from 

Fig. 33 that this quantity is unfortunately very small, so that its measurement will 

be hindered at an earlier stage by systematic errors. 

0.08 

3-90 6581A32 

Figure 32. Dependence of ALR and Ai.B on rnt and mu. The notation 

is as in Fig. 31. The dashed curves reflect the inclusion of soft radiative 

corrections, computed with (3.29). 

: 
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Figure 33. Dependence of ACFB, the lepton forward-backward asymme- 

try, on mt and n,y. The notation is as in Fig. 32. 

For large values of the top quark mass, the parameter sz decreases quadratically 

with mt. Let us evaluate this dependence using the relation 

e2(r133(0) - nl,(o)) g -$mz , 

which follows from (5.17). This singular dependence on ml cancels out of all other 

differences of vacuum polarization amplitudes. Thus, 

Because this dependence comes from vacuum polarizations which originate in the 

renormalization of mz and G,c, rather than in (5.30), this quadratic sensitivity 

to ml may properly be considered an artifact of the definition of sin’Q,/z. This 

dependence does not appear, for example, in the comparison of .sI with sin’8,. 

However, this dependence is also a true aspect of the precision calculation of 3: 

from mu and, as I have pointed out, the effect is quite observable experimentally 

for large mt. The quadratic dependence on ml is expected to be independent of 

q2. This is illustrated in Fig. 33, where I have displayed the dependence on mt 

and rn~ of s:(O). This quantity is mcasureable from the ratio of cross sections for 

neutrino-electron and antineutrino-electron scattering. lt also plays a role in the 

radiative corrections to deep-inelastic neutrino scattering, as I will discuss below. 

The physical origin of this quadratic dependence on ml is easily described. In 

the standard model, a heavy top quark cannot be weakly coupled. Since the ma.ss 

of the top quark originates from the top quark coupling Xi to the Iliggs field, its 

coupling must grow with m( according to 

7l+U, (5.42) 

where u is the Higgs field vacuum expectation value. If the weak bosons were 

replaced by Higgs fields, the top quark vacuum polarization diagrams would be of 
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Figure 34. Dependence of s;(O) on ml and m,q. The notation is as in 

Fig. 31. 

But, when the weak bosom receive mass through the Higgs mechanism, they do 

absorb components of the Higgs multiplet to form their longitudinal polarization 

states. Thus, (5.43) should also correctly estimate the contribution of a heavy top 

quark to the vacuum polarization diagrams of weak gauge bosons. Indeed, (5.41) 

is precisely of this order. 

From (5.40), one might conclude that the large radiative corrections due to 

nzt are a manifestation of weak isospin violation. However, (5.36) has the curious 

property that, even if the masses oft and bare set equal and then taken to infinity, 

the effect of this doublet of quarks does not vanish. Rather, it approaches the 

constant value 

(5.44) 

The asymptotic value is quite closely approximated alrrady when ml = rnb = ~LZ. 

In principle, then, after the top quark mass is known so that this contribution may 

be computed and subtracted, the measurement of .sI from ALR will be sensitive to 

additional generations of quarks and leptons, all of whose members are very heavy. 

The error quoted in (5.22) is slightly less than the contribution of one new quark 

doublet. 

It would be wonderful if (5.36) were also sensitive to the mass of the Higgs 

boson. Unfortunately, the antisymmetric factor (1-2~) under the integral in (5.18) 

implies that the qua.dratic dependence on mu cancels out. Indeed, VeltmanC3’has 

demonstrated a screening rule which states that no l-loop corrections to processes 

involving light fermions depend more strongly than logarithmically on mg. 
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5.6. RENORMALIZATION OF THE W BOSON MASS 

Using the method of the previous section, we can assemble the effect of the 

top quark loop diagrams--or any other oblique correction--on the W boson mass. 

The direct renormalization of rn~ is 

However, to make a physical prediction, we must compare mw to another physi- 

cally observable quantity. To do t,his, we may make use of the simple lowest-order 

relation (2.4) between mw, mz, and cos2 B,,. Taking the shift of mu from (5.32) 

and the shift of cos2 Btr,)z from (5.35), we may compute 

e2c2 - 
qc2 - 32) 1 rIsa(m;) 

s2 
- 23”rI3q(n& - -7 H,,(O) - 

CA 
7 IIl,(&) 

I 

- spj [II&L;, - H&(O)] 
(5.46) 

By using (5.37) and (5.38), you may easily show that this expression is free of 

ultraviolet divergences, just as we found for (5.36). 

The dependence of rn~ on mt and m,q is plotted in Fig. 35. Once we have 

computed mr+, from mu, we can construct sin2 0,/s, the value of sin’ 0, as defined 

from the ratio of weak boson masses. The dependence of this quantity of the top 

quark and Higgs boson masses at fixed mu is shown in Fig. 36. The dependence 

on ml is much more pronounced than that of 3:. By applying (5.40), it is easy to 

see that the quadratic dependence on mt is 

mb - mZ, cos28& z * c2 
16~ s2(c2 - s2) 

m: 

The formula (5.46) may be viewed as a formula for the difference (sin”B,(s - 

sin20,(z) as a function of ml, mz, and other parameters. Using this formula, it is 

easy to convert the relation (5.36): which governs the radiative corrections to weak 

asymmetries, to a Formula based on sin2 B,,ls. I will quote only the asymptotic 

dependence of this relation for large ml: 

I sz(q2) - sin26,1s E +$--5 
W 

(5.48) 

Another measure of the ratio of the W and Z” masses is the relative strength 

of the charged and neutral weak currents near q2 = 0. If we include the l-loop 

oblique corrections to the lowest-order formula (2.8), this equation is modified to 

the form 

(5.49) 

The overall coefficient is, by definition, GF. The factor p,(O) arises from the 

difference between vacuum polarization corrections to the W and % propagators. 

Since H~Q(O) = IIQQ(O) = 0, this difference reduces to 

P*(O) = 1 - ,2cfm2 -(n,,(o) -HI,(o)) 
Z 

This quantity is quite sensitive to large ml, behaving as 

p*(O) g 1 + $&$ 
Z 

(5.50) 

I hesitated to use the symbol p in the previous paragraph. Veltman (41 orrgmally 

defined the ‘p-parameter’ 

P= 
4v 

m2, cos2 0, 
(5.52) 

to call attention to the zeroth-order relation p = 1 in the standard model (eq. 

(2.4)), and to compute the corrections to this relation, using yet another definition 

of sin’ f?,. Since that time, the literature on weak interaction radiative corrections 

. . 

.: . . . 
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has been filled with a bewildering variety of definitions of p as ratios of the IV and 

Z” propagat,ors at many different kinematic points. By this time, it is probably 

most sensible to drop the use of p altogether, except (as in the usage of Amaldi, 

et al., Ref. 9) to parametrize models in which the relation (2.4) is violated at zeroth 

order. I ask your indulgence, though, for my use of p,(O) to represent a particular, 

precisely defined, amplitude which is measureable in the ratio of neutral to charged 

current neutrino scattering. The notation meshes with a general analysis of the 

weak neutral current which I will present in the next section. 

5.7. REKOKMALIZATIOTS OF NEUTRAL C~JRRENT !.MPLITGDES 

As we analyze the observables of the weak inieractions one by one, it is nat- 

ural to raise the question of whether different observables measure essentially the 

same weak interaction renormalizations, or, conversely, which observables we must 

measure to cover the complete set of possible renormalization effects. This ques- 

tion is most easily addressed by turning to a somewhat more abstract framework. 

Kennedy and Lynn1441 have shown how to construct a general formalism for treating 

the renormalization of any process which involves photon or weak boson exchange 

between light fermions by writing an effective interaction which generalizes the 

zeroth order formula (3.1). In the notation of Kennedy and Lynn, we would write 

the effective neutral current amplitude in the form 

MNC eff = eZQ’Q’ 
2 

+ & (13 - G&l 

(5.53) 

& P3’ - s:Q’, 
* 

where (J3, Q) and (13’, Q’) are the quantum numbers of the external fermions and 

all starred quantities are functions of q2. 

It is straightforward to verify that (5.53) takes account of all l-loop oblique 

corrections to the scattering of two light fermions by the photon and the 2’. The 

diagrams we must consider are shown in Fig. 37. To lowest order, the parameters 

& sz, Mz, Z, in (5.53) may be taken to equal $rra, sin’e,lz, m$., and 1, respec- 

tively; we define cz = 1- sz to all orders. If we expand the starred functions to first 

order in their deviations from these values, add in the l-loop diagrams which shift 

sin?B,jz according to (5.35), and compare the resulting expression to the l-loop 

corrections, shown in Fig. 37. we find a general expression for the four starred 

functions in terms of vacuum polarization amplitudes. For e:($) and sz(q’), we 

find exactly the relations (5.5) and (5.36). The remaining functions M?(g’) and 

Z.(q’) may be readily worked out. If we introduce 

(5.54) 

these functions may be expressed as 

q2 - i@(q2) =(q2 ~ mi)(l + $flz~\~,=~,~) - (nzz(cr2) - nzz(mi)) 

2*(q2) =l $ &$(I133 -2&g + .&JQ)lq,=,"; (5.55) 

- e2rI&(0) - 
c2(c2 - 2) 

s2c2 (G,(q2) - S2%&2)) 

The function M~(cJ~) has been arranged to satisfy 

(5.56) 

These two functions provide two new and independent finite combinations of vac- 

uum polarization amplitudes. 

In writing these formulae-and the formulae for sz above, I have assumed that 

the various vacuum polarization integrals are real. If this is not true (that is, if 

some intermediate state can bc produced at the Z”, we should take the real part of 

each vacuum polarization integral II except for the term IIzz(q2) in the first line 
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Figure 37. Feynman diagrams contributing l-loop oblique corrections 

to the scat,tering of light ferrnions by the photon and the Z’. 

of (5.55). The imaginary part of t.his correction will then generate the Z” width, 

which would then appear in (5.53)a.s 

M*(nl;) = m; + inszrz (5.57) 

Kennedy and Lynn have shown t,hat, even though the standard model weak ra- 

diative corrections involve vertex and box diagrams as well as vacuum polarization 

graphs, the most important of these corrections can also be written in the form 

(5.53). Terms which cannot be shoehorned into this form (for example, nontrivial 

form factors of box diagrams) are small-a several tenths percent corrections-at 

the 2’ and below. (The one important counterexample to this general statement 

will be discussed in Section 5.8.) Thus, the effective neutral current amplitude 

(5.53) is a very useful way to summarize the effect of radiative corrections both 

from within the standard model and from new physical processes. 

The Kennedy-Lynn effective amplitude is sometimes described as merely a 

‘scheme’, that is, yet another definition of sin2 Bw. I hope this discussion, and the 

analysis to follow, clarifies that it is actually a general phenomenology of weak 

int,eraction renormalizations, and a very useful one. The starred parameters can 

be predicted in any scheme by trading sin’ 6’,lz in the formulae above for any other 

definition of sin2 8,. 

The effective amplitude (5.53) .I fi c ari es which aspects of the neutral current 

coupling can be measured with precision at the Z”. In essence, experiments at the 

Z” measure values of the starred parameters at 4’ = m’$., and, of these, the only 

nontrivial ones are sf(mi) and Z,(mb). We have already seen that so governs 

the weak interaction asymmetries at the 2’. The factor Z,(mi) renormalizes the 

Z” propagator; it also multiplies the 2’ width. In fact, the effective amplitude 

justifies the expressions (3.1) and (3.6) for the total cross section and the partial 

widths at the Z”, with the parameters of this formula evaluated as 

cy + ch(m2,) ; sin’8, + sl(m.;) ; 8 + Z.(mi) (5.58) 

The values quoted in Section 3.1 correspond to mt = ml{ = 100 GeV 

It is unfortunately difficult to extract the value of Z, from experiment. It 

is much easier to obtain an accurate value of the peak cross section of the Z” 

resonance than to obtain an accurate value of the width. (It is the measurement 

of the peak cross section, for example, which gives the strong constraint on the 

number of neutrino generations.) But the factor Z,(m$) cancels out of the peak 

cross section, because it appears in the numerator of the second term of (5.53), as 

well as in the factor Iz in the denominator. 

The dependence of the Z” width on ml and rn~ is shown in Figs. 38 and 39. 

In Fig. 38, I have blown up the standard model prediction from Fig. 23, showing 

the theoretical uncertainty due to the QCD corrections to the effective number of 

colors A’! and the variation as ml is raised from 50 to 200 GeV. In Fig. 39, I have 

plotted directly the variation of !?z with the top quark and Eggs boson masses. 

The rather narrow focus of Z” resonance experiments, in terms of their sensitiv- 

ity to the parameters of the weak effective amplitude, highlights the importance of 

obtaining orthogonal measures of weak interaction radiative corrections from other 

sources, by precision measurements of rn~ and of the low-energy parameters s:(O) 

and p,(O). However, even though the Z” experiments must concentrate on the 

extraction of the single parameter s:(m$.), it is likely that this measurement will 
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give the single most incisive test of the radiative corrections to the standard model. 

Perhaps it is fortunate that this parameter can be measured in many different and 

complementary ways. 

5.8. A REKORMALIZATION UNIQUETO THE t QUARK 

There is one interesting example of a weak interaction renormalization which 

falls outside the scope of the effective amplitude (5.53): specifically because it in- 

volves the top quark and can be enhanced by a power of (m~/m”,) when mt is 

large. This is the one direct correction which involves the top quark: the renormal- 

ization due to t of the vertex for Z” --t bb. The correction arises from the diagrams 

shown in Fig. 40, plus the additional diagrams required to make a gauge-invariant 

set. This correction is particularly interesting because it has the t quark as its spe- 

cific origin. Up to this point, all of the renormalizations we have studied receive 

contributions from general vacuum polarization diagrams; in some sense, they are 

integrals over all types of new physics. We have concentrated on the contributions 

of the top quark and the Higgs boson, but this has been mainly for pedagogical 

reasons; it is not unlikely that si and other weak parameters also receive contribu- 

tions from other types of new physics. In an unlucky situation, these contributions 

might even be of the opposite sign. It is fortunate, then, that there is one correction 

which can arise only from the top quark and allows an unambiguous test of the 

rapport between the value of the top quark mass (when it is eventually measured) 

and a weak interaction l-loop correction. 

The diagrams of Fig. 40 and their partners have been evaluated by Akhundov, 

Bardin, and Riemanny5’ 
: [4G] 

Bernab&, Pith, and SantamarIa, and Beenakker and 

Hollik!471 I will quote only the asymptotic formulae here and refer you to these 

papers for more exact results. Their effect is simply described by noting that 

these diagrams involve W exchange and so, if we ignore the mass of the b, they 

couple only to the left-handed components of the b quark. Thus, the effect of these 

b 6 
t 

w- w+ + 
Y 

+ . . . 

Z0 
S-90 

6581A4cl 

Figure 40. Renormalization of the vertex for Z” + b&, due to l-loop 

diagrams involving the top quark. 

diagrams is a multiplicative renormalization of the vertex for Z” 4 b~zn: 

where, in the limit of large ml, 

(5.59) Fl ) 

(5.60) 

In principlr, this correction alters the relation bctwecn s$(nzi) and the forward- 

backward asymmetry at the Z” for e+e- + bb. However, since the Z” couples 

much more strongly to bL than bR, a small change in the larger coupling has an 

insignificant effect on the polarization asymmetry ALE and, through this, on .4>B. 

The size of the effect is indeed of order 1O-4 in Ako. However, the correction does 

noticeably affect the Z” branching fractiori to b8 if the top quark mass is large. In 

Fig. 41, I have plotted the variation of the ratio I’(Z” -+ bfi)/I’(Z’ + hadrons) 

with mt. The individual partial widths are affected by the dependence of Z, and 

sz on ml, as was illustrated for the total width in Fig. 39. However, Z, cancels 

in this ratio, and most of the dependence on .sz cancels as well. I have illustrated 

this in Fig. 41 by comparing the ml dependence of the Z” branching fractions to 

: ... 

:: 
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bg and d;i. The latter is essentially flat as a function of mt. Thus, a measurement 

of the Z” branching fraction to b$ is almost entirely a measure of the top quark 

vertex correction. 

Unfortunately, this is a tough experiment. The magnitude of the effect is a 

4% decrease in the bi; fraction for a t quark mass of 200 GeV. If the measurement 

is done by tagging b quarks with leptons, the leptonic branching ratio must be 

known to 1%. If the b quarks are identified by their vertices, the lifetime must be 

known to a few percent. This measurement thus challenges both the large data 

sets that will be available at LEP and the precision vertex information that will be 

provided by the SLC. I hope that careful experimenters will take up this challenge 

and isolate this curious but interesting effect. 

5.9. DETERMINATION OF sin'& FROM NEUTRINO SCATTERING 

No rcvirw of precision measurements in weak interactions would be complete 

without some discussion of the constraints irnposcd by experiments on neutrino- 

nucleon deep-inelastic scattering. It is fair to say that the precision study of the 

weak neutral current really began with the precision measurement of the ratio of 

neutral to charged current ncutrino cross sections by the CDHS14’l and CHARM’4g1 

experiments. Deep inelastic scattering has new difficult& which are not shared by 

experiments on the weak gauge bosons. These all stem from the fact that the target 

is a nucleon, and so the analysis of the scattering process eventually falters on our 

uncertain quantitative understanding of QCD. However, it is amazing to me what 

accuracy can actually be achieved by a combination of clever insights and careful 

analysis. Since the analysis of these deep inelastic scattering experiments is rather 

subtle, I have no room for a complete discussion here. For those who wish further 

information, I recommend the most recent paper of the CDHS collaborat.ion,lsol 

which also gives references to the earlier literature. 

The deep inelastic scattering experiments have concentrated on measuring the 

. . 
: 
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Figure 41. Dependence of the 2’ width to b&, as a fraction of the total 

Z” width to hadrons, as a function of ml. The solid line includes the bi;Z 

vertex corrections; the dashed line shows the result of omitting this effect, 

while retaining the top quark renormalization of si(mi). 
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ratio of neutral to charged current cross sections 

R” = 
J 

dc( v, NC) 
dxdy------- 

dcr( v, CC) 
dsdy 

dxdy------- 
dsdy ’ 

where z and y are the standard dimensionless kinematic variables and the integral is 

taken over the experimental acceptance. These cross sections are readily estimated 

in the naive parton model: If f,(z) is the parton distribution of the species 4 in the 

proton, the cross sections, for neutrino-proton scattering, at lowest order in weak 

interactions, are proportional to 

do( I/, CC) GFJSX 
dxdy ?: .fd(“) + (1 - Y)2fdz) 

> 

da( I/, SC) 
dxdy 

= q([(f - ~sin2B,,)‘fu(z)+(~ - ~sinzFu,)2fd(5)] 

+ (1 - Y)~ [( 5 sin’ 0u,)2fu(r) t (5 sin’ 0,)2.fd(z)] 

+(l- y)‘[(i - ~sinzS,,jzJz(i) t (i - ~sin’a,)‘&(z)] 

(5.62) 

plus contributions from heavier quark species. In the neutral current cross sec- 

tion, the two sets of terms for each quark refer to left- and right-handed species, 

respectively. The two prefactors are identical by virtue of (2.9). However, this is 

the only simplification available, and otherwise the integrands of (5.61) are compli- 

cated functions of z and y. When we include the QCD corrections t.o (5.62), these 

integrands will also depend on Q”. How, then, can we extract any information to 

1% accuracy? 

The required strategy was set out in a beautiful paper by Llewellyn Smith!511 In 

this paper, Llewellyn Smith encourages us to think about a world containing only 

u and d quarks. This allows three important simplifications in the computation 

of R”. First, if we consider, instead of the proton, an isoscalar target, fu = fd, 

fc = fz, and the only z-dependence in the ratio of the two parton model cross 

sections above occurs through the function f,(z)/fT(z). In fact, the only I- and 

y-dependence appears in the particular combination 

The second simplification occurs if we recognize that (5.63) is precisely the parton 

model expression for the ratio of antineutrino versus neutrino charged current cross 

sections. Thus, if we define 

(5.64) 

R” can be expressed, within the parton model, as R” = R~‘(sin2Q,), where 

R fs (sin 2 8,) is the simple function 

R[s(sin’ 0,) = i - sin’0, + i sin4 B,,(I + r) (5.65) 

Similarly, the ratio of neutral to charged current antineutrino cross sections is equal 

to 

R$(sin2 B,,,) = (i - sin2 0,)~ + i sin4 @,,,( 1 + r) (5.66) 

I have quoted these results as applying to the theoretical total cross sections; 

however, they apply equally well if the differential cross sections in the numerator 

and denominator are integrated over the same experimental acceptance. Thus, the 

dependence of R” on acceptance is completely summarized in the parameter T, 

which can be directly measured. It is noteworthy that T is rather different for the 

two CERN neutrino experiments: 

0.393 + 0.014 CDHS 
I-= 

0.456 3~ 0.011 CHARM ’ 
(5.67) 

reflecting the lower energy threshold of the CHARM detector. 

. . . . . 
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These two insights produce a remarkable simplification, but they have been 

derived within the naive parton model, and so they would not be of much use 

without the crucial third step: In a world with only u and d quarks, the above ex- 

pression for R” can be derived using isospin arguments only by directly comparing 

strong interaction matrix elements. Thus, this expression is insensitive to QCD 

corrections 

In a realistic setting, one must of course correct the Llewellyn Smith expression 

for R" to take account of the non-isoscalar components of the target. the presence 

of strange quarks in the proton, and the soft radiative corrections. However, all of 

these arc small corrections to a well~undcrstood basic formula. The most trouble- 

some correction is that due to charm production. Since the energy region of the 

CERN experiments overlaps the charm threshold, charm is produced at relatively 

low energy and so the production must be described phenomenologically, with pa- 

ramcters fit to the experimental data. This produces a sizeable systematic error, 

of order ztO.003, in Lhe final determination of sin* 0,. 

Once these corrections have been made, the value of R" may be compared Lo 

the theoretical prediction, modified by t,he inclusion of hard radiative corrections. 

Using (5.49) (and making the oversimplification that Q2 << m&), these give 

R” = p*(o)2R;,(&o)), (5.68) 

where R[, is the function given in (5.65) and p*, sz are the effective amplitudes 

defined in the previous sections. The dependence of (5.68) on ml and mu, for 

the CDHS value of T, is shown in Fig. 42. 

0.315 

k 0.310 

0. 
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Figure 42. Dependence of R" on ml and mu, using the CDHS value 

of the parameter T. The notation is as in Fig. 31. 
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5.10. RECONCILIATION OF WEAK IKTERACTION MEASCREMENTS 

In the previous few sections, we have seen how to compute the weak interaction 

radiative corrections to a variety of observable quantities. Many of these predictions 

depended rather strongly on the mass of top quark. It is thus important to ask 

two questions: First, are the observed values of these quantities simultaneously 

consistent with a single value of sin2 8,? Second, is this consistency contingent on 

some limits on the top quark mass, so that it actually constrains the possible range 

of values for mt? 

To address this question, we first need to know the value of the standard 

model radiative corrections due to conventional species-light quarks and Ieptons 

and weak gauge bosons. It is impossible to give a complete computation of these 

effects-or even to summarize the result-compactly. (For a rather complete dis- 

cussion, see ref. 6.) However, because these effects are relatively small compared to 

l.he sensitivity of current experiments, one may account them roughly by quol.ing 

t.he relation ol” the parameters of I,he cffecective amplitude to sin” O,ji: for particular 

values of rnr and mf~, For mt = 40 GeV. 771~ = 100 GeV: 

sin* Owls = sin’ Q,lz + 0.0050 

s;(o) = sin2 Q,“l/: + 0.013 

sz(mi) = sin” B,jz + 0.0036 

2, = 1.009 

p*(O) = 1.000 

(5.69) 

Given t.hese onsets, one can then compute the dependence of observables on mi, 

rn~,: and other corrections using the formulae I have presented in previous sections. 

I have cribbed these offsets from the current version of the program EXPOSTAR, 

described in Ref. 52. Recause the effective amplitude does not include non-oblique 

correcl.ions in an rxact way, the art.ual values required for these offsets may vary 

by about 10% dcpcnding on the particular process considered; in addition, the 

corrections actually depend on sin” I),,, and in (5.69) are simply evaluted near the 

physical value. This method is too crude to use in analyzing a particular precision 

experiment, but it is useful to give a quantitative feeling for the sensitivity of each 

experiment to standard and nonstandard radiative corrections. 

To assess the consistency of our present weak interaction measurements, Ellis 

and Fogli’s31 have suggested making the following plot: Given the highly accurate 

values of LY and GF, plus one additional measurement, one can compute the value 

of sin2 8,,/s. This computation of course depends on ml, m/f-and on the assump- 

tion that there are no other large corrections from beyond the standard model. 

Assuming the standard model and fixing mu, one may then plot the extracted 

value of sin”O,ls as a function of ml. In Fig. 43, I have constructed this plot 

by t.aking each of the three best,-measured weak boson parameters--m.Z, the ratio 

m~v/mz, and &“--as third input. The bands correspond to 1 CJ measurement 

errors, and I have assumed rn~ = 100 GeV. For rn~ and rn~, I have used the 

values (2.10) and (4.4). (Note th t a nrw/tng determines sin2 0,/s directly.) For 

/1”, 1 have used the value 

Ii” = 0.3081 * 0.004 , (5.70) 

which I obtained by converting the CHARM measurement of R” to the value 

appropriate for the CDHS value of r. The calculation is simple, but instructive 

for anyonc who wishes to understand this subject in detail, and I hope I have 

provided enough informat,ion here that you can reproduce it straightforwardly. For 

comparison, I have reprinted in Fig. 44 a ‘professional’ version of this analysis done 

by Paul I,angacker!541 The main difference between the two figures comes in the 

band from neutrino scattering, where Langacker has included t,he world sample of 

ncutrino and antineutrino experiments, taken proper account of the Q”-dependence 

of the radiative correction, and refitted the charmed quark mass as sin26’, varies. 

It is also instructive to replot this analysis against the variable sin2 0,,1,, and this 

is done in Fig. 45. 

The rrsults of this analysis are striking. The ratio rn~v/rn~ gives a horizon(.al 

band in the Ellis-Fogli plot. The band due to R” 1s a 50 a most, horizontal, by virtue 1. I 
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Figure 45. Interval in sin’ 8,Iz allowed at 1 o confidence based on the 

measured values of mu, mw/mz, and R’. The notation is as in Fig. 43. 

of the accidental compensation of the strong mt dependence of p,(O) by the strong 

ml dependence of the relation between s:(O) and sin’ O,,ls. On the other hand, the 

band from rn~ falls sharply on this plot, reflecting the steep dependence of sin’ BW/s 

on mt shown in Fig. 36. Bands extracted from direct measurements of sz(mb) 

(from Z” asymmetries) or s:(O) (f rom electron-neutrino scattering) will have a 

similar steep decrease across the plot. The 2’ mass measurement becomes seriously 

inconsistent with the neutrino measurements for ml > 200 GcV. At a somewhat 

lower level of confidence, the measurements of rn~ and rn~ become inconsistent if 

the top quark mass is too low. In Ref. 54, Langacker has reported a 90% confidence 

interval 51 GeV < mt < 186 GeV for rn~ = 100 GeV; these limits are weakened 

slightly by variation of the Higgs boson mass. Ellis and Fogh “531have, somewhat 

less conservatively, quoted the result mt = 132 f 34 GeV. The result that the top 

quark mass is bounded from above by the consistency of weak interaction radiative 

corrections is not new; for example, the 1967 analysis of Amaldi, el al.,lalgave the 

restriction ml < 180 GeV at 907 o confidence. Howcvrr, in the new data this 

restriction arises not as the integrated effect of many different experiments but 

rather as the direct contradiction of two well-measured observables. 

How can we obtain more precise information on the top quark and other sources 

of weak interaction radiative corrections? To indicate the expectations for the near 

future, I have presented in Fig. 46 the expectation for the mid-1990’s, when rn~ 

has been measured to &50 MeV at the Tevatron or at LEP II. I have also added a 

band from ALR, which I assume has been measured to f0.003 at the SLC. I cannot 

judge how much high-statistics neutrino scattering experiments at Fermilab can 

improve the value of sin’ 8, extracted from R”. At the moment, a large part of 

the error in this measurement is systematic, though this systematic error should 

be diminished by using the new high-energy neutrino beam from the Tevatron to 

measure the deep inelastic cross section well above charm threshold. However, I 

have indicated the effect of a measurement of R’, the neutral to charged current 

rat,io in antineutrino-nucleon scattering, to hO.003. This measurement is difficult, 

since the systematic uncertainties of R” are larger for antineutrinos; however, it is 
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6. Conclusions and Prospects 

The comprehensive analyses discussed in the previous section bring this re- 

view to a natural conclusion. We began by discussing the general features of the 

standard model and the detailed properties of the lowest order predictions. We 

then made a lengthy digression on the extraction of the Z” mass from the reso- 

nance lint-shape. Following this: we computed a certain class of weak interaction 

radiative corrections and saw how these influence the detailed predictions of the 

electroweak theory. Along the way, I included a brief discussion of the effects of 

an extended gauge sector, to remind you that new physics may appear not only in 

the loops, but also in the lowest order formulae. 

When the top quark is eventually discovered and its mass measured, we will 

have an interesting confrontation between this mass value and the size of precisely 

measured weak corrections. However, it is possible, and even almost expected, that 

this comparison will fail. Through the example of the LOP quark loop corr-ections, 

we have seen that, the weak int,eractions may be str-ongly perturbed by loop effects 

of heavy species. These effects may in fact be our first view of new physics beyond 

the standard model. In the last two figures, I have presented two manifest.ations 

of an additional quark doublet which might appear at very large mass. Figure 47 

shows the cffcct of this doublet on the rnw and ALR, assuming that mz is well 

known and that the top quark contribution is known and subtracted. Figure 48 

shows a more futuristic application of weak interaction radiative corrections in the 

context of future, very high energy E+C colliders. At energies of order 1 TeV in the 

center-of-mass, a heavy quark doublet of mass rn~ which is still above threshold 

products a radiative correction to the amplitude for e+e- + W+W-, for which 

the enhancement factor m$/m& expected from (5.43) constitutes a substantial 

modification of the differential cross fss’ section. In both cases, the measurement of 

l-loop corrections allowrs a glimpse of physics at energies well beyond the nominal 

collision energy of the e+e- reaction. 

I have high hopes, then, for this new era of precision weak interaction exper- 
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Figure 47. Effect of a heavy quark doublet (U, ,!I) on the rapport be- 

tween ALIS and mu, as a function of the mass of the D. The effects are 

plotted as shifted from the standard model prediction. The two curves 

refer to mg/m” = 0.5 and rng/m~. = 1. The value of mg at the starred 

points is indicated. 
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Figure 48. Effect of a heavy quark doublet on the differential cross 

section for e+c- + W+IY-, at cos8 = 0. The various curves assume 

rn~ = mu = m; the cross section is computed in units of R. 

iments, in which the weak interactions become a tool to probe for the next scale 

of fulldamcntal physics. I wish my experimental colleagues the skill, perseverence, 

and, above all, the good luck to follow this road to its promised end. 
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Applications of QCD to Hadron-Hadron Collisions: 
Experimental. * 

Marjorie D. Shapiro 
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Abstract 

QCU results from Hadron-Hadron Colliders are reviewed from an ex- 
periment point of view. Among the topics discussed are experimental con- 
straints on detector design, methods of finding and measuring jets, dijet 
production, mnltijet processes, Drell-Yan processes (including IV* and 2” 
production) and the production and detection of direct phot,ons. 

Hadron colliders provide an important laboratory for testing the Standard Model 
of Strong and Electroweak interactions. Because such colliders have the highest 
available center-of-mass energy (&), they probe the shortest accessible lellgth 
scales and hence provide a unique opportunity both to study the fundamental 
fields of the standard model and to search for deviations from the behavior pre- 
dicted by the standard model. Since the pi? cross section is dominated by strong 
interaction processes, a thorough understanding of QCD phenomena is essential 
for interpreting collider results. These lectures discuss the experimental aspects 
of QCD in the hadron collider environment. 

1 Phenomenological Overview 

1.1 Particle Production in Soft Processes 

The total JIF cross section at current collider energies is dominated by soft pro- 
cesses. Because most pp interactions involve low momentum transfers, we cannot 
describe the bulk of the cross section using perturbative QCD. It is therefore 

‘This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of High Energy 
and Nuclear Physics, Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S Department of Energy under 
Contract DE-ACOZ-76ER03064. 
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necessary to parameterize otot with a phenomenological model. Many such mod- 
els currently exist, most notably fireball, multi-peripheral a.nd Regge models.(l] 
While the quantita.tive predictions of these parameterizations can differ, they all 
share two common features. First, because the moment,um transfer in most pp 
collisions is small, particles are produced with limited transverse momentum (pt) 
with respect to the incoming pp direction. Second, because there are no real 
dynamical constraints in the problem, the particles have a distribution of longi- 
tudinal momenta with respect to the beamline (pi,) tha.t is determined chiefly by 
the available phase space. 

The three dimensional phase space element can be expressed in terms of pt 
and ~11 : 

d% _ = d,g+! 
E 

where 4 is the azimut,hal angle. Hence the invariant single particle cross section 
can he written: 

where the rapidity y is defined as 

y = - I*1 E + pli ) ; (F-- 
E - PII 

so that dy = dpil/E. Defined in this manner, y is an extremely useful variable. 
First, (as seen above) rapidity is the natural phase space element. Second, y 
transforms simply under longitudinal boosts. Given a frame F’ moving with 
velocity u in the beam (z) direction, a particle with rapidity y in the laboratory 
frame will have rapidity y’ in frame F’ such that 

Y’ = Y - Yf (4) 

where yf -;; tanh-‘(v/c). This equation immediately shows that the rapidity dij- 
jerence between 2 particles is Lorentz invariant with respect to longitudinal boosts. 
Note that in the case where particle masses can be neglected y 2 -1n tan (O/2) 
where 6’ is the angle the particle’s momentum makes with respect to the beamline. 
This angular variable is called pseudorapidity (0): 

0 G -In tan (O/Z). (5) 

Because it is independent of mass and therefore requires only an angular measure- 

ment, 1) rather than y is the variable most commonly used at hadron colliders. 
Since rapidity is a natural phase space element, the distribution of particles 

should be essentially flat in this variable. This fact is demonstrated in Figure la 

which shows the charged particle multiplicity dN,h/dq as a function of pseudora- 
pidity for several center-of-mass energies. These data were taken using “minimum 
bias” triggers, triggers sensitive to the complete non-diffractive cross section. At 
a.ll center-of-mass energies, the cross section shows almost no dependence on 9. 
The value of div,,/clT grows with increasing center-of-mass energy (ske Figure lb), 
reflecting the larger total multiplicity observed at higher &. (Note that the flat 
rapidity “plateau” must end at some value of 71~~~. This value is set by the 
kinematic limit qmaz N ln(2E/m) where m is the mass of the produced particle, 
usually a pion.) 

As can be seen in Figure 2, the single particle pt spectrum falls rapidly for 
minimum bias events. However, as the center-of-mass energy increases, a high pt 
tail becomes apparent in the data. The effect is also observed (see Figure 3) in 
the behavior of the cross section tlu/dCE, where E, is the totai transverse energy 
observed in the event: 

Cg z C Et sin 0, (6) 

where E, is the energy in the calorimeter cell with center at position 0, and where 
the sum is taken over all calorimeter cells. This non-exponential tail at high 
tra.nsverse energy indicates the presence of a component of the cross section that 
does not result from the soft physics described above. This new physics is the 
onset of hard scattering, which will be the topic of the remainder of these lectures. 

1.2 Large Momentum Transfer Processes 

Because LY, becomes small at high momentum transfers, high p, scattering is well 
described by perturbative QCD [2]. This process is presented schematically in 
Figure 4. In this picture, the initial hadrons are treated as a set of quasi-free 
partons (quarks and gluons) that scatter to produce large pt partons in the final 
state. The momentum distributions of the initial partons are described by a set 
of structure functions j,(z) which specify the probability for finding a parton of 
type i in the proton carrying a fraction of the proton’s total momentum that is 
between z and z + dx. In the naive parton model, the structure functions scale 
(are independent of the momentum transfer in the hard scattering process). QCD 
corrections introduce a “non-scaling behavior.” The incoming hadrons are seen 
as beams of partons where the quark and gluon momentum distributions are each 
described by an initial distribution j,(z,A4:) that has been measured in some 
reference process (i.e. deep inelastic scattering). These structure functions then 
evolve to the scale appropriate to the hard scattering process of interest (M*) via 
the emission of nearly collinear quarks and gluons. This evolution is described by 
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Figure 1: a) The charged particle pseudorapidity distribution dN,h/dt) as a 

function of the pseudorapidity 17 as measured by CDF (4 = 1800,630 
GeV) and by UA5 (6 = 546 GeV) 131. In all cases, the statistical 
uncertainty is smaller than the plotted point. An estimate of the 
systematic uncertainty for the CDF data is shown on the lower edge 
of the plot. 
b) The ratio of dNch/dg at 1800 GeV to that at 630 GeV. 
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Figure 2: The energy dependence of the single particle invariant cross section 
Ed3cr/d3p as measured by the CDF (4 = i800 GeV) [4], UAl (4 = 
546 GeV) [S], British-Scandinavian (4 = 53 GeV) [S] and Chicago- 
Princeton (4 = 27 GeV) [7] collaborations. 
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the Altarelli-Parisi equations (81. 

The hard scattering process is represented by the following parton model 
formula: 

-q dsldz*~i,~i(~c,,M2)f,(r*,MZ). (7) 

Here i and j label the types of incoming partons (gluons and the various flavors of 
quarks and antiquarks) and f,(z, M2) is the parton structure function for parton 
species z. The invariant mass of the parton-parton system (A) is related to the 
hadron-hadron centewJ&mass energy (4) by 5: = z,z2s. The parton cross section 
o,3 can be calculated using perturbative QCD and is expressed as an expansion 
in o,(p): 

6, = Aa:(p)(I + Bas(p). .) (8) 
The scales A4 and 1-1 are of the same order as the momentum transfers in the 
parton scattering process. If the final state contains color, the outgoing partons 
again can radiate nearly collinear quarks and gluons. These quarks and gluons 
then fragment into color-singlet hadrons. 

As previously indicated, the proton structure functions must be measured 
in some reference process. In general, quark and antiquark distributions are 
measured in deep inelastic scattering experiments. Since these experiments are 
not directly sensitive to the gluon distributions, these are usually inferred (using 
momentum-sum rules) from the variation of the antiquark distributions with the 
momentum transfer Q’. Extraction of the gluon structure function is therefore 
sensitive both to the value of cy, used in the calculation (since this controls the 
rate of evolution of the gluon distribution) and to the functional form used to 
characterize the initial gluon distribution. 

Many parameterizations of the proton structure functions exist. Among the 
most common are Eichten et al [9] (EHLQ) set 1 and 2, Duke and Owens (DO) 
[lo] set 1 and 2, Martin, Roberts and Stirling (MRS) [ll] and Diemoz, Ferroni, 
Longo and Martinelli (DFLM) (121. These p aiameterizations differ from each 
other in that they fit different experimental data and make different assumpt.ions 
about the behavior of the gluon distribution at low 5. EHLQ a.nd DO result 
from lowest order QCD calculations, while MRS and DFLM structure functions 
are calculated to next-to-leading order. The uncertainties in the proton structure 
function represent a systenralic error on all QCD predictions.[l3] 

Figiire 5a shows the lowest. order diagrams that, contrihtite to parton~parton 
scattering in p?j collisions, while Figure 51, gives some of the important. next-to- 
leading order corrections, At Tevatron energies, the cross sect,ion is domina.ted by 
glr~on~gluon scattering. ‘This is t,rur first, because color factors enhance the glr~on 

Figure 5: a)The diagrams that contribute to parton-parton scattering in lowest 
order QCD. 
b) Some of the diagrams that contribute to parton-parton scattering 
in next-tdeading order. 
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cross section relative to quarks and second because the gluon structure functions 
dominate at low z, where the cross section is largest. Independent of Q’, all 
important contributions t,o the cross section are t-channel. Thus, t,he angular 
distribution in the center-of-mass is similar to Rutherford scattering: 

do lMIZ 
^=ygj5 dt 

where t^ and i are t,he normal Mandelstam variables, evaluated in the hard scat- 
tering center-of-mass: 

5’ = (p: +pF)’ 

i = (pt; - p3”y 

(10) 

(11) 

0 = (p; -p;)“. (12) 

Here p:” and p; are the four momenta of the initial partons and pg and pi are 
the four momenta of the scattered partons. Note that the production of high pt 
leptons must occur through diagrams involving quarks and must involve at least 
one electroweak coupling constant. Examples of leptonic production mechanism 
involving virtual photons are shown in Figure 6a while weak production mecha- 
nisms are shown in Figure 6b. The rates for these processes are therefore reduced 
relative to parton scattering by several orders of magnitude (see Figure 7). 

The lowest order QCD calculation provides a reasonable description of the 
inclusive jet and boson cross sections. There is, however, always an ambiguity in 
the overall normalization of the lowest order calculation. The ambiguity results 
from the fact that the calculated rate depends on the choice of momentum scale 
p used to evaluate cy, and the choice of scale M used in the evaluation of the 
quark and gluon structure functions. While these scales should be of order pt of 
the hard scattering process, there is no fundamental reason to choose p, rather 
than p,/Z or 2pf (and in fact no fundamental reason to choose the Same scale for 
p and M). If an exact calculation to all orders in perturbation theory were done, 
then these differences in choice would not change the final answer, but would 
merely change the relative contributions of terms in the perturbative expansion. 
If only the lowest order term is included, uncertainties due to this ambiguity 
are typically about a factor of two. This theoretical uncertainty can be reduced 
(typically to about 30%) if a next order calculation is done. The contribution 
of the next-to-leading order term has been calculated in several cases: the total 
cross section for W/Z production and for Drell-Yan scattering (pa + e+e-, p+p-) 
[14], the cross section for producing an isolated high transverse momentum photon 

g- 
Drell-Yan 

s- 

b) 

Figure 6: a) The lowest order electromagnetic diagrams that contribute to high 
pl lepton production. 
b) The lowest order weak diagrams that contribute to high p, lepton 
production. 
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Figure 7: The production cross section for a variety of pp physics processes as 
a function of pt of the hard scattering system. Going from largest to 
smallest cross section the processes are: 
a) Jet production 
b) y + jet 
c) W+ + jet 
d) W+ from top production 
e) W+ t y 
f) W* pair 

g) w+ t z 

[15] and the total cross section for producing a heavy quark antiquark pair [16]. 
In the case of jet production, all the next-to-leading order diagrams have been 
eva.lua.tcd [17] and a consistent calculation of the single jet inclusive cross section 
is underway [IS]. In general, higher order terms do not have a big eIfect on the 
shape of inclusive distributions, which has led to the use of the term “I-factor,” 
defined as the ratio of the lowest order to next order calculation. This term is 
extremely misleading since the value of the factor depends critically on the choice 
of momentum scale used in the lowest order calculation. There are also exceptional 
cases where the next order calculation can introduce changes in predicted event 
topology. For example, in bottom quark production where the process 9 -+ bz 
does not contribute until next-to-leading order, the angular correlation between 
the b and h is significantly altered by this term. 

1.3 Jet Production 

The creation of colorless hadrons from a colored parton is a soft process. There- 
fore, the hadrons are produced with limited pt with respect to the initial parton 
direction, forming collimated “jets” of particles. The hadron p, with respect to 
the jet axis is typically of order a few hundred MeV. Recause these hadrons fol- 
low the initial parton direction, there is a correspondence between the observed 
hadron jets and the colored objects produced in the hard scattering process. This 
principle of “local parton-hadron duality” is a central assumption of our theory. 

Equation 7 and the principle of local parton-hadron duality provide a good 
description of hard scattering events. In general, these events appear in our detec- 
tor as two “beam jets” and two or more high p, scattered objects. The beam jets 
are remanents of the initial p and F after the hard scattering ha.s occurred. These 
remanents interact via soft processes and therefore produce particle distributions 
that look a great deal like the soft minimum bias events discussed in Section 1.1. 
The presence of a hard scattering in the event can result in a higher overall mul- 
tiplicity, but the “underlying event” in hard scattering processes is well described 
by a flat rapidity distribution of low pt particles. This fact can be seen in Figure 8, 
which shows the ratio of the observed multiplicity in events containing a W hoson 
to the multiplicity in minimum bias events. 

High p, jets, however, can be observed as localized clumps of energy. For 
example, Figure 9 shows a two jet event as measured in CDF. The plot shows an 
7, 4 grid representing the CDF calorimeter segmentation. The height of each 
tower is proportional to the transverse energy deposited in that tower. All cells 
containing at least 0.5 GeV of transverse energy are shown. The two jets in the 
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Figure 8: The ratio of the charged multiplicity dN,,,/Dv for events containing 
a W ---t ev decay to that observed in minimum bias triggers In the 
W events, the electron from the W decay is not included in the 
distribution. 
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Figure 9: A two jet event as measured in CDF. 
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Figure 11: The distribution of the difference in azimuth between the two highest 
Et clusters in events with (CE, 2 60 GeV), as measured by the UA2 
experiment. 
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Figure 12: The coordinate system used to discuss jet fragmentation. A jet with 
its axis pointing into the iL direction and has rapidity y. and azimuthal 
position &. This jet contains a particle with transverse momentum 
p,, rapidity y and azimuth 4 in the laboratory frame. The laboratory 
coordinate system is defined by the unit vectors i, i and E-I. 
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2 Experimental Considerations and Detector Design 

The large collider detectors currently in operation are expected to perform a wide 
range of measurements. Among the goals of these general purpose facilities are: 

l To measure the differential cross section for hard scattering processes. Such 
measurements not only test strong interaction theory, but by looking for 
deviations from QCD predictions also search for unexpected new physics 
signals. 

. To study electroweak couplings by measuring the mass of the W* and 2” 
bosons and by studying angular distributions and asymmetries of the boson 
decay products. 

. To search for new particles such as heavy quarks, new gauge bosons and 
supersymmetric particles. 

. To further constrain the range of allowable structure functions and to inves- 
tigate the high energy behavior of quark and gluon fragmentation functions. 

In order to study the phenomena listed above, it is necessary to have a de- 
tector that measures quarks and gluons (jets), electroweak bosons (photons, W’s 
and Z’s) and neutral, non-interacting particles (neutrino’s, supersymmetric par- 
ticles) over a large range of momenta. Because the total inelastic cross section 
is so large relative to the hard scattering rate, significant event selection must 
be done at the trigger level. In addition, since the rate for QCD jets is several 
orders of magnitude larger than for other hard scattering processes (again, see 
Figure 7), the tails of the jet distributions can become significant backgrounds 
for other measurements. These considerations place several requirements on any 
multipurpose detector designed to run at a hadron collider. 

The high energies reached in hadron colliders necessitates the use of calori- 
metric detectors. The high multiplicity environment implies that the detector 
should have good segmentation. The fact that inclusive production is in general 
flat in rapidity and uniform in $ (for a constant Et cut) means that rapidity, or 
more conveniently, pseudorapidity, and 4 are natural segmentation variables and 
that a large solid angle coverage is highly desirable. Because the jet rate domi- 
nates all other processes, a high level of rejection against jet events is necessary 
when studying electrons, muons and missing energy signals. In the case of muons 
and electrons, this means that high quality tracking information is important. In 
a high rate environment, this information should be available at the trigger 

level. Good calorimeter resolution and the absence of cracks also are necessities 
to eliminate mis-measured jets as a major source of missing transverse energy. 

Typically, collider detectors are primarily calorimetric, with large sampling 
type calorimeters. These detectors have good resolution at high energy and are 
sensitive both to charged and neutral particles. A high level of transverse seg- 
mentation is desirable. In most cases many longitudinal samples are ganged in 
depth to form projective “towers ” in o-4. Some longitudinal segmentation, how- 
ever is essential. Calorimeters are typically divided into “electromagnetic” and 
“hadronic” depths, often constructed with different materials. The electromag- 
netic and hadronic segments can also be further sub-divided to give additional 
information about the longitudinal shower development. 

The resolution of a sampling calorimeter has a contribution due to sampling 
fluctuations between the absorber and active medium. This resolution generally 
scales with energy as follows: 

(16) 

The deposited energy E is measured in GeV and the intrinsic resolution go is 
typically 14% for electromagnetic calorimetry and between 80% and 120% for 
hadronic calorimetry. The hadronic resolutions quoted here include not only the 
effect of sampling statistics, but also the fa.ct that for most calorimeters the intrin- 
sic response to pions and to electrons are not the same. Since a typical hadronic 
shower contains a mixture of charged and neutral pions, this difference in response 
results in a worsening of resolution. In the past few years, much progress has been 
made in understanding the physics of calorimeter response. [20] By appropriately 
choosing the thickness of the absorber and active medium, large improvements in 
the hadronic resolution are possible. “Compensating Calorimeters” can now be 
designed with 00 - 35%. 

Tracking chambers are an essential ingredient of collider detectors, providing 
a necessary tool for lepton and photon identification. The high overall multiplicity 
in hadronic collisions means that tracking detectors must have good two track 
resolution and must provide high quality extrapolation to calorimeters and muon 
detectors. While a momentum measurement can aid in background rejection 
and is necessary for some physics studies (such as the measurement of jet 
fragmentation functions or the reconstruction of final state particles such as K”s, 
P’s, etc), it is not essential for a collider detector. Two of the four large collider 
detectors (UA2 and DO) have no magnetic field. 

The large collider detectors all run with a number of triggers at the same 
time. A prescaled minimum bias trigger provides a representative sample non- 
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diffractive events. Jet triggers select hard scattering events either by requiring a 
minimum CE~ in the calorimeters or requiring a localized cluster of energy above 
a specified Et. Electron triggers require an electromagnetic cluster with little 
hadronic energy behind it and oft~en incorporate a tracking requirement as well. 
Muon triggers require a set of hits in the muon chamber that point back to the 
interaction region. Here again, a track rrquiremcnt can also be imposed. 

Figures 13 and 14 show the UAl and UA2 detectors respectively. These detec- 
tors began operating at the CERN SPS in 1982. The initial center-of-mass energy 
was 546 GeV, with later running at 630 GeV. Data taking continued with these 
detectors through 1985, at which time both detectors began substantial upgrades 
which were intended to coincide with luminosity upgrades of the CERN collider. 
The upgraded UA2 detector is shown in Figures 15. Improvements include a sub- 
stantial increase in the pseudorapidity coverage (the original detector covered only 
to 171 5 1) and the a.ddition of transition radiation detectors, a vertex detector 
and a scintillating fiber detector to aid in electron identification. The improved 
capabilities of the UA2 detector will be discussed in Section 4.1.2. UA2 has been 
operating with their upgraded detector since 1987. The UAl upgrade involved 
replacement of the hadronic calorimeter with a “compensating” Uranium-warm 
liquid calorimeter and is still underway. Figure 16 shows the CDF experiment 
which has been operating at the Fermilab Tevatron (& = 1.8 TeV) since 1987. 
The DO detector (Figure 17) will begin operation at Fermilab in 1991. 

3 Jet Physics 

Jet production is the dominant high p, process at the CERN and Tevatron collid- 
ers. The study of such jet events allows high statistics tests of the QCD model of 
strong interactions. The basic assumption of these measurements is that observed 
jet cross sections and angular distributions closely follow those of the partonic pro- 
cesses. This assumption relies on our ability to define a prescription for finding 
jets that is both experimentally well defined and well matched to the theoretical 
calculation of interest.[22] There is no qualitative problem in finding jets in events 
with large transverse energy; these jets can be clearly seen in event displays. How- 
ever, as we shall see below, there are numerous subtleties and ambiguities involved 
in quantifying the study of jets. 

UAl 
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Figure 13: The UAl detector 
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equations: 3.1 Cluster Finding and Jet Definition 

A good jet finding algorithm must meet certain experimental and theoretical 
criteria. From the experimental standpoint this means that the algorithm must 
be easily evaluated in terms of quantities measured in the detector (Et, 11 and 
4), must be robust against fluctuations (caused by fragmentation effects, energy 
deposition from the underlying event or finite energy resolution), should be free 
of pathologies and should give stable results independent of event topology. On 
the theoretical side, the algorithm should be linear in energy (and therefore not, 
sensitive to the d&ails of fragmentation), should handle the merging of nearby 
jets in a straightforward manner and must provide a cluster position and energy 
that correlates well with the initial parton direction and energy. 

We have seen in Section 1.3 that in the laboratory frame jets appear to 
be circles in 11 I$ space. Many cluster iinding algorithms have been designed 
with this fact in mind. Let us take as a “typical” example, the CDF cluster 
finding algorithm. It is an iterative &ed cone algorithm that begins by looking 
for contiguous clumps of energy, called “pre-clusters,” and then gathers all the 
energy within a fixed distance from these pre-clusters. The pre-clustering stage 
begins by combining contiguous towers with 15, > 1 GeV. This relatively high 
tower threshold is designed to eliminate clusters formed from fluctuations in the 
soft underlying event. Any pre-cluster with & > 3 GeV is considered a “seed” for 
the cluster finder. A circle in 17 - 4 space is drawn around each seed. The radius 
of this circle is a parameter of the algorithm; the default radius is 0.7. Now, all 
towers inside the circle and with E, above 100 MeV are included in the cluster. 
(Once a good seed has been found, a low tower threshold is used to allow the 
algorithm to gather the maximum fraction of the jet energy and therefore have 
the best possible energy resolution. The 100 MeV threshold is well above the 
electronic noise level for the calorimeters in CDF.) The position of each cluster 
is recalculated using the Et weighted centroid of all towers in the cluster. A new 
circle is then drawn about the recalculated cluster position and the procedure 
is iterated until stable. If two clusters have more than 75% of their towers in 
common, the clusters are merged. When a tower is shared by two unmerged 
clusters, it is uniquely assigned to the cluster that is closest in 7 - 4 space. 

The energy and momentum of each cluster is determined using the following 

.:. __ -., -:. .- :I.. : -...:. .;. 
,_ .: _: ..; 

Ptclostcr = p2 1 1 + &,“sLw 2c “9 er 

where the sums are taken over all towers in the cluster and where iii is a unit 
vector normal to the direction of tower i. Note that with the definitions above 
clusters have non-zero invariant mass, typically of order 10 GeV. One can think 
of this maas as the invariant mass of the parton produced in the hard scattering 
process along wit,h all the soft “final st.ate” gluons radiated from it. 

The CDF group has studied the performance of this algorithm using both 
Monte Carlo data and real collider data. To understand the algorithm’s pattern 
recognition efficiency, they have inserted jets from one event into the raw data 
from a second jet event and compared the results of the jet finder before and 
after the insertion. They have measured as a function of the 7 - I#J separation 
of the initial clusters what fraction of the time the two clusters were merged by 
the algorithm and have also measured how much the cluster energy and position 
change for those cases where the two clusters are not merged. The results of this 
study show that the algorithm is quite well behaved. The fraction of clusters 
merged shows a sharp cutoff at a radius about 0.15 units outside the cone size 
used in the algorithm (see Figure 18). Clusters at smaller radii are almost always 
merged, while those at larger radii are almost never combined. When the clusters 
are not merged, the energy and position of the clusters do not change significantly 
from their original values. In 99% of the events, the change in measured Et is less 
then 1 GeV. The efficiency of the algorithm has been studied using Monte Carlo 
data and has been verified using the recoil jets in direct photon events. Figure 19 
shows the probability of finding a jet cluster as a function of the original parton 
p,. The plot also shows how often a statistical fluctuation in the pp underlying 
event is misinterpreted as a ‘(fake” jet as a function of the observed cluster pt. 
Such studies indicate that jets can be found with high reliability if their transverse 
momentum is above lo-15 GeV/c. 

While pattern recognition is a relatively straight-forward problem in jet physics, 
translating from observed jet energy to initial partonic energy is more problematic. 
Jet energy must be corrected for several effects, the most important of which are 
detector non-linearities, energy deposition from the underlying event and losses 

.. - -.-- I-- : : :. 

outside the clustering cone. 

The UAl, UA2 and CDF detectors are not compensating calorimeters. There- 
fore, these detectors respond differently to electromagnetic energy from electrons, 
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Distance in eta-phi space 

Figure 18: The probability that two jets separated by a distance R = JAqz t A@ 
will be merged by the CDF cluster finding algorithm as a function of 
R. This plot was made using jets in the range 25 < Et < 35 GeV. 
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Figure 19: a) The efficiency for finding a jet cluster as a function of the original 
parton transverse momentum. 
b) The probability that as “fake” cluster is created from a statis- 
tical fluctuation in the underlying event as a function of the cluster 
transverse momentum. Both plots are derived using the Isajet Monte 
Carlo. 
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photons and TO’S than to the hadronic energy from charged pions. At low mo- 
menta all three calorimclers exhibit substantial non-linearities in their response to 
charged pions. The size of this elfcct is shown in Figure 20, which plots the ratio 
of the observed calorimeter energy to the measured track momentum as a func- 
tion of track momentum for the CDF central calorimeter. These non-linearities 
cause the observed jet energy to be systematically lower than the initial parton 
energy. This effect can, of course, be corrected OIZ average if the charged particle 
momentum spectrum within the jets is known. The jet energy resolution is also 
degraded, however, due to event-to-event fluctuations in the shower development. 
These problems are expected to be reduced significantly for the next generation 
of detectors. DO, for example, has a Uranium-Liquid Argon calorimeter where 
the ratio of electron response to pion response is quite close to unity. This ratio 
is shown for a DO test module in Figure 21. 

In addition to the purely detector effects described above, there are physics 
effects that change the observed jet energy. These are the addition of energy from 
the underlying event and the loss of energy outside the cluster cone. The size 
of these effects can be seen in Figure 22. Here jet events are selected and are 
rotated in azimuth so that the highest energy jet is defined to be at (b = 0”. The 
transverse energy in the event is then plotted as a function of 4. Since the cross 
section is dominated by dijet events, two high El peaks are observed at 4 = 0” 
and 4 = 180”. The flat energy distribution between these jets represents the 
mean contribution from particles from the underlying event. Using these data, 
we estimate a mean energy deposit of about 1 GeV per unit rapidity per radian. 
This figure also demonstrates the effect of energy loss outside the fixed cone used 
by the cluster finder The results indicate that for a cone size of 0.7, an energy 
of about 2 GeV is lost outside the jet cone. Studies by both the CDF and UAl 
groups have shown that neither the underlying event energy or the energy loss 
outside the cone have significant dependence upon the observed jet Et. 

All collider detectors currently in operation must correct the observed cluster 
energy using a map that depends on p, and 7. The size of the correction varies 
with jet p,, both because the detector non-linearities are most important in the 
low p( region and because the cluster and underlying event corrections (in GeV) 
are independent of jet pi. Typical systematic uncertainty associated with this 
correction (and the contributions to this uncertainty) are summarized in Figure 23. 
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Figure 20: The ratio of the observed energy in the calorimeter to the measured 
track momentum as a function of track momentum for isolated tracks 
in minimum bias events, as measure by CDF. The plot show a sub- 
stantial non-linearity at low energy. 
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Figure 21: The ratio of the pion response to the electron response for the DO 
calorimeter as a function of incident energy. The data points were 
measured in a test beam. The curve is a prediction of the model of 
Wigmans el. al. 
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Figure 22: The distribution of energy in jet events as a function of 4, the az- 
imuthal position with respect to the leading jet axis. The two peaks 
at C#J = 0” and 4 = 180” result from the dominant two jet structure. 
The flat region between the jets indicates the mean energy flow due 
to the underlying event. 
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3.2 The Single Jet Cross Section and Compositeness Limits 

At all values of pt, the jet cross section is dominated by the t-channel exchange of 
a gluon. Because the matrix elements for all the dominant diagrams we similar, 
the relative rates of quark-quark, quark-gluon and gluon-gluon scattering a.re de- 
termined by the structure functions and by color factors. A low i gluon scattering 
dominates, while quark diagrams become important at high s^. 

The similarity of the t-channel matrix elements allows us to write the jet 
cross section using a single effective subprocess approximation [23] : 

x TOTAL 
A Non-Lineorily 
= Clustering Effects 
0 Frogmentotion 

0 Calorimeter Sim. 
A Charged/Neutral 
o Calorimeter Colib. 

50 100 150 200 250 
Corrected Jet Energy (GeV) 

Figure 23: The contributions to the systematic uncertainty in jet energy scale 
as a function of jet Et. The size of the overall uncertainty varies from 
15% to 5% as a function of transverse energy. 

do 

4whdyz 
= P(zA)F(xB)o&~(AB --) 1,2) 

where 

E’(x) = G(z)+ &-f&(X) t 8,(x)). (19) 

I.JAl and UA2 have extracted F(z) using inclusive jet data and have compared 
the resulting values to QCD predictions. The results of such a comparison are 
shown in Figure 24 and demonstrate that the jet cross section at low z cannot be 
explained by quark-a&quark scattering alone but is in good agreement with the 
full QCD calculation, This plot give clear evidence for the noli-,\Lr,liilnnature of 
QCD and the existence of a three gluon coupling. 

Figure 25 shows the inclusive jet cross section measured by the CDF collab- 
oration. The error bars plotted on the data points include both statistical errors 
and that portion of the systematic uncertainty that is depends on Ei. In addition, 
an overall normalization uncertainty is shown as a separate error bar. The curves 
shown with the data represent the predictions of leading order QCD with a variety 
of structure functions and a range of scales (pt/Z > p > 2p,) for evaluation of the 
strong coupling constant. Both the overall rate and the shape of the curve are in 
good agreement with theory. 

The measurement of du~,~/dE~ can be used to study models of quark com- 
positeness. If quarks are made of more fundamental objects, their strong coupling 
will be modified to include a form factor: 

F(Q') = (1 t &"/A:)-'. (20) 

Picking a simple assumption of color-singlet isoscalar exchange between left- 
handed quarks [9], the Lagrangian for this interaction is: 

(21) 
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Figure 24: The effective structure function as measured by the UAl experiment. 
The curves show the QCD predictions at two values of scale, with 
and without the gluon contribution. 
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Figure 25: The single jet inclusive cross section as a function of jet Et. The 
curves show the predicted QCD rate for several of structure function 
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where g2/45r s 1. For energies far below A,, this term acts like an effective 
four Fermi interaction. The inclusive cross section will contain a term that is 
independent of .?. ca.using a flattening of tile cross section as a function of Et, ie. 
an excess of events in t,he high Et region. 

Figure 26 shows a preliminary measurement of do/dE( from the CDF experi- 
ment along with t,he predictions of QCD and predictions for the composite model 
described above wilh valnes of A, set to be 700 GeV and 1000 GeV. Although a 
compositeness limit has not yet been set using this data, it is clear that values of 
A, below about a TeV are excluded. Published results from an earlier and much 
smaller data set yielded a 95% confidence level limit of 695 GeV.[24] 

3.3 Two Jet Angular Distribution 

The majority of hard scattering events contain two back-to-back jets. This di- 
jet system can be described in terms of of 6 independent variables, three boost 
variables that transform to the hard scattering center-of-mass (a, by and pa) 
plus three other variables (measured in the center-of-mass): d, the invariant mass 
of the hard scattering system, d, the azimuthal position of one of the jets and 
cos Q”, the scattering angle of one of the jets with respect to the beamline. The 
distributions in two of these six variables, /‘Iz and 3, are determined by the struc- 
ture function distributions in the proton. A third variable, I$ shows no dynamical 
structure for unpolarized beams. 

The transverse boosts /3= and & result from higher order QCD processes. 
These boosts are often described by the phrase “intrinsic kt” and are caused by 
the emission of a.dditional gluons during the hard scattering process. In all collider 
experiments, the observed djjet kl results from two sources, the intrinsic k, caused 
by gluon emission and experimental effects such as finite energy resolution. The 
UA2 group has developed a technique for separating these effects. Dijet events 
are selected and the Icl vector is decomposed into components along and perpen- 
dicular to the bisector of the p1 vectors of the two jets (see Figure 27a). The 
kti component, which is perpendicular to the bisector, is dominated by detector 
resolutvx. The k,,, which is parallel to the bisector, is dominated by QCD effects. 
Figures 27b and c show that these two components are well modeled by a Monte 
Carlo that generates intrinsic k, with a distribution of the form dN/dk: = e-Ok: 

and then reproduces the expected energy and angular resolution of the calorime- 
try. The mean value of k, is about 5 GeV. 

Because there is a t-channel pole in the cross section, cos 0’ follows a Rutherford- 
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Figure 26: The inclusive cross section from 1.4 pb-’ of CDF data. The pre- 
dictions of QCD (Duke and Owens, set II structure functions with 
Q2 = O.L!?f and QCD modified by compositeness terms with A, = 0.7 
TeV and 7.0 TeV. 
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Figure 27: a) The coordinate system UA2 used to define k, for a dijet system, 
b) The kt, and c) k,, components as measured by UA2 for dijets. 
The curves are the results of a Monte Carlo calculation using a mean 
intrinsic kt of 5 GeV. 

like shape: 
du 

- - (Y;(p) .e l 
d cos 8. 1 - co9 o- . (22) 

This shape is the angular distribution expected for a fixed cutoff in parton irivnri- 
ant mass and for a fixed range in the boost parameter pz. The experimentally 
observed variables in a 2 jet system, however, are 71 and 72, the pseudorapidities 
of the two jets and pt, the transverse momentum of one of the jets (the two balance 
transverse momentum in the center-of-mass). It is, of course, possible to express 
these experimentally accessible variables in terms of the orthogonal variables of 
the theory: 

?boost = -1nP-z = ;(7jl + 72) 

7)’ = ;(?I - v2) (23) 
s _ Mjj = 2p, cash q*. 

Note that 7’ is related to the scattering a.ngle in the center-of-mass by the equation 

cos 8’ = tanh 17: (24) 

The method used to measure cos0’ is to pick a set of cuts that gives uniform 
coverage m qb004L and S space for a given range in 7’. This insures that the 
acceptance corrections are small and not highly dependent on the nbO& and 9 
spectra.[25] Figure 26 shows the measured cos8’ distribution as measured by 
UAl. 

3.4 Three Jet Angular Distributions 

The production of three jet events is common at collider energies. These events 
result when a hard gluon is produced via initial or final state bremsstrahlung.[26] 
The three jet fraction is a strong function of the minimum pt cut on the third jet, 
but typically 20% of all jet events show a third jet. 

The scattering of three massless partons can be described by nine independent 
variables. As in the two jet case, there are 3 boost variables (lj3, @,, and /3*). The 
distribution of energy in the center-of-mass is described by three internal variables: 
i, the invariant mass of the three jet system, and zs and x4, the energy fractions 
of the leading and sub-leading jet. In addition, the orientation of the three jet 
system can be described by three Euler-like angles: 6*, the angle between the 
leading jet and the beamline, $*, the azimuthal position of the leading jet, and 
$*, the angle of rotation about the leading jet axis (+’ is the angle between the 
plane formed by the leading jet and the beam line and the plane formed by the 
two subleading jets). The angular distribution in 0 is flat, but the 4’ distribution 
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Figure 28: The distribution of case’ for two jet events as measured by the GA1 
collaboration. Cos(6’) is the jet scattering angle with respect to the 
beamline in the center-of-mass of the dijet system. The curve shows 
the predictions of a lowest order 2 + 2 QCD calculation. 

peaks at 0” and 160'. This structure is the result of singularities in the cross 
section for radiation being emitted along the beamline. (The regions of $* near 
0" and 180” are also experiment,ally difficult to measure because the pt of the 
softest jet deer-eases rapidly as t,he three jet system is rotated into a configuration 
where the three jets are planar with the beamline.) 

Because the structure of two and three jet events are so similar, we expect 
the scattering angle of t,he Icadzng jet (the highest energy jet in the center-of-mass 
frame) to have a distribution that is similar to the two jet. distribution described 
above. Figure 29 shows the comparison as measured by the UA2 collaboration. 
As expected, the shape for both 2 and 3 jet final states is dominated by the 
t-channel pole. 

Figure 30 shows the distributions of the variables 23 and x4 as measured by 
the CDF experiment. The solid lines show the shapes t.hese distributions would 
have in a phase space model, while t.he diamonds show tbc predictions of a QCD 
calculation. For bot,h variables, QCD provides a good description of the data 
while significant deviations from the phase space model are seen. These plots 
indicate that three jet events result from a bremsstrahlung process. 

4 Electroweak Physics 

A thorough study of the standard model requires measurement of the production 
or scattering cross sections for all known gauge bosons. Thus, in addition to study 
jets, it is essential to identify W and 2 bosons (typically through their leptonic 
decays) and photons. The dominant background for lepton and photon events is 
the tail of the large jet signal. Typically, rejection factors of 10s are necessary. 
Such factors are best obtained by combining calorimetric and tracking information 
and by using physics-dependent kinematic and topological cuts. In these lectures, 
we will give several examples of how such rejections are obtained. 

4.1 Lepton Identification 

At current collider energies, leptons from the decay of bottom quarks are produced 
with low to moderate p,; even leptons from W’s and from Z’s have transverse mo- 
menta much lower than the typical QCD jets that we study. One of the challenges 
in hadron colliders is to study leptons over the widest possihlc range of pt. The 
large jet production cross section forces the experimenter to reject the majority of 
background events at the trigger level. In CDF, for example, the electron trigger 
had a threshold of pt = 12 GeV/c while the jet trigger threshold was pt = 60 
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GeV/c. For electrons, this rejection is typically done using a calorimetric trig- 
ger that requires a significant localized deposit of energy in the electromagnetic 
calorimeter with little leakage into the hadron compartment behind it. Further 
rejection can ho obtained by requiring a stiff track point at the clust.er. For muons, 
the t.echnique is to require a track to pass through a large number of interaction 
lengths of iron without interacting. The dominant background in this case is pion 
and kaon decay in flight. 

4.1.1 Electron Identification in a Magnetic Detector (CDF) 

The CDF central electron trigger requires an electromagnetic energy deposit of 
ET > 12 GeV within a “trigger tower” (6~ = 0.2, S4 = 15’) in association with a 
track of p, > 6 GeV/c. Leakage intro the hadron compartment of < 10% is also 
required in t,he trigger. This sample contains significant background from ?T’-B* 
overlap, early showering charged pions and conversions a.ntl Dalitz pairs. These 
backgrounds are rejected in the following manner: 

. Gas proportional chambers with cathode strip readout (“strip chambers”) 
imbedded in the calorimeter near shower maximum provide an accurate 
measurement of the shower position. This position can be compared to 
the extrapolated track position (as measured using the Central Tra.cking 
Chamber). 

l Events containing a single charged track and multiple x0’s are rejected by 
requiring the transverse spread of the electromagnetic cluster be consistent 
with that expected for an electron. The lateral sha.pe is measured in the 
calorimeter by studying the fraction of the energy deposited in the towers 
surrounding that where the electron candidate hit. A measurement of this 
shape is also gotten from the strip chambers, where a x2 test to the electron 
hypothesis is made in both the wire and the strip projections. 

l A requirement is made that the track momentum (p) and calorimeter energy 
deposit (E) be consistent (a typical cut is E/p < 2). 

. Conversion electrons and Dalitz pairs are identified using the tracking cham- 
bers. The CDF algorithm is estimated to be 80% efficient at finding con- 
versions. 

The efficiency of the CDF cuts was measured using a sample of W electrons. 
The IY candidates were selected by requiring an electromagnetic cluster and a 

missing transverse energy of at least 25 GeV. The high missing Et requirement 
leads to a very pure signal; the background is estimated to be of order 1%. Fig- 
ure 31 shows for this sample the following quantities: 

1. Hadron leakage (LSJ,~~/&,~). 

2. Transverse shower spread as measured using the calorimeter. The variable 
shown is proportional to the logarithm of the ratio of the observed to the 
expected energy outside the central tower where the electron hit. 

3. The x2 distribution for an electron hypothesis, as measured using the cath- 
ode strips of the strip chambers. 

:.;’ 

4. The x2 distribution for an elec,tron hypothesis, as measured using the anode 
wires of the strip chambers. 

5. The match (in cm) between the ~4 position measured in the strip chambers 
and that measured with the central tracking chamber. 

6. The match (in cm) between the z posit,ion measured in the strip chambers 
and that measured with the central tracking chamber. 

None of these quantities were used in the selection. The standard electron cuts 
used by CDF are indicated by arrows. Checks of these efficiencies using photon 

conversions indicate little momentum dependence for E, > I5GeV. 

All central calorimeter modules in CDF were calibrated in a high energy test 
beam. These calibrations were maintained in situ with radioactive sources and 
light flashers. However, the ultimate calibration of the electromagnetic detector 
was performed using the CDF data itself. First, the energy deposited in the 
calorimeter was compared to the momentum seen in the central tracking chamber 
for a large sample (z 17,000) of low energy electrons. This E/p measurement was 
used to set the relative calibration of the individual calorimeter modules. Then, 
the overall energy scale was determined by requiring that the E/p as measured 
using electrons in W + ev events agree with the predictions of a simulation that 
includes radiative effects(see Figure 32). 

4.1.2 Electron Identification in a non-Magnetic Detector (UA2) 

The UA2 det,ector does not have a magnetic field and hence cannot use E/p 

as a tool for selecting electrons or for calibration. Nevertheless, the experiment 
has excellent electron identification. As in the magnetic detectors, the major 
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Figure 31: Electron propertirs for a sampleof W electron candidates from CDF. 
The sample was selected using a missing E, trigger. None of these 
quantities were used in the selection. The standard electron cuts used 
by CDF are indicated by arrows. 
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Figure 32: The E/p distribution for W decay electrons compared to a radiative 
simulation. These data were used to set the overall electromagnetic 
calorimeter scale for the CDF experiment. 
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methods for rejecting background are 1) requiring the electron candidate has both 
longitudinal and transverse shower development consistent with tl1a.t expected for 
a single electromagnetic shower and 2) requiring a good matching between the 
position of the electromagnetic cluster and t,he extrapolated track position at 
the face of the calorimeter. In UA2’s case this track position is measured using 
a preshower converter consisting of 1.5 radiation lengths of tungsten followed 
by a proportional chamber to provide finely segmented detection. Because no 
zrr situ. calibration via E/p measurements is possible in UA2, the tracking and 
mairltrrrarlcr of test beam calibrations is essential for this experiment. UA2 has 
calibrated all of its calorimeter towers using 10 GeV electron, pion and muon test 
beams. The estimated scale error for the electromagnetic detector is zt1.5% with 
module-to-module variations having a spread of &2.5%. 

The electron identification described above was sufficient for TJA2 to cleanly 
select W and 2 electrons. However, in an effort to improve the background 
rejection for lower energy and less isolated electrons from top and bottom, a major 
upgrade was performed. The remaining background to prompt high p, electrons 
in the originai UA2 consisted primarily of K’Z* overlaps and Dalitz decays and 

conversions. The upgraded UA2 has improved the background rejection by adding 
the following: 

l A cylindrical drift chamber [Jet Vertex Detector). Its purpose is measure 
tracks close to the beam interaction point. 

l A highly segmented silicon hodoscope. The hodoscope rejects conversion 
pairs by making a dE/dx measurement. 

. A scintillating fiber detector (SFD). It provides a measurement of the track 
position immediately in front of the central calorimeter and SFD serves as 
a preshower counter. 

. A transition radiation detector (TRD). This provides an independent method 
for separating electrons and pions. 

Figure 33 shows a comparison of the charge (as measured in minimum ionizing 
units) observed in the SFD for test beam pions and electrons. Clearly, the two 
peaks are well separated, The additional background rejection due to the combi- 
nation of all UA2 upgrades is about a factor of 20. 
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Figure 33: The preshower pulse height distribution of 40 GeV pions and 40 GeV 
electrons as measured with the UA2 SFD in a test beam. 
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4.2 Muon Identification (UAl) 

Muons in the UAl detector are measured using two sets of chambers separated 
by 60 cm. Each set contains planes of drift chambers and limited steamer tubes. 
The coverage is 70% of the full solid angle and the detector sits behind about 9 
interaction lengths of iron. 

The UAl muon trigger requires a muon “stub” consisting of at least 3 out of 4 
possible hits in the chamber. The stub must point back to the interaction region 
within a cone of 1150 mrad. The thickness of the absorber and the pointing 
requirement translate to an effective pt cut of about 2 GeV on the muon trigger. 

Muon candidates are selected by requiring a good match between the muon 
stub and a track measured in the central drift chamber. For isolated muons, a 
requirement that the energy deposited in the calorimeter be consistent with mini- 
mum ionizing deposition can also be applied. The major source of background in 
the UAl muon sample is the decay of pions and kaons. The size of the background 
is quite dependent on the physics process being studied. The background goes 
down rapidly with p,. In addition, since most hadrons are produced within jets, 
an isolation cut will significantly improve the signal to noise. 

In both electron and muon channels, requiring isolation can j)lu\.i<l~. e(idi~ion.rl 
background rejection for certain physics signals. When a lepton is produced in the 
decay of a heavy particle (in this context, heavy means that the particle’s mass 
is large when compared to the mean production pt), it will be spatially separated 
from the remaining decay products (see Figure 34). This is the case in W and 2 
decay and in the semileptionic decay of a heavy top quark. This is not the case for 
lighter particles; eg. the leptons produced in the decay of a b quark are likely to 
be noI1-isolated. Isolation is generally imposed on a leptonic signal by limited the 
amount of energy surrounding the lepton candidate, for example by placing a cut 
on the amount of energy depositied in a cone surrounding the lepton candidate. 

4.3 Neutrino Identification 

Electroweak decays often involve the production of neutinos. Since these particles 
cannot be detected directly, their presence must be inferred by the presence of 
a large momentum imbalance in the event. Since any realistic detect,or must by 
necessity have holes in the forward and backward region to allow the beam to 
enter and exit the apparatus, no detector is capable of measuring the energy flow 
in the beam direction. Instead, the technique for finding non-int.eracting neutral 
particles involves the search for large missing transverse momentwn. 
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Figure 34: Examples of isolated and non-isolated muon signals. 
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Calorimet,ric detectors have the advantage that they are sensitive both to 
charged and to neutral particles. They therefore are the most satisfactory for 
missing momemt.~inr mra.surements. Because a calorimctcr measures energy r&her 
than momentum, the term “missing Et” (&) is usually used to describe the rnag- 
nit.ude of the missing transverse momentum. We define the missing transverse 
energy by the relation 

R G - c &,i = - c E& (25) 

where the sum is over t.owers in the calorimeter and where I?, is the normal to 
the t,ower center and is pointing outward. Similarly, the total transverse energy 
in the event is defined to be 

Et = c I-&,,[. w4 

Figure 35 shows an event with large j!$. It is a candidate for the decay W 4 er,. A 
high pt electron is observed in the calorimeter. No other signal appears to balance 
the transverse momentum. 

A missing Et analysis is sensitive to all types of detector imperfections. The 
major background for & analyses are mismeasurement of jet events due to finite 
detector resolut,ion, loss of energy in cracks and loss of jets down the beamline. 
For both t,he UAl a.nd CDF experiment,s, and for the upgraded GA2 detector, 
mi~mrasu~cd j(,ls air thr prinlary source ofmissing Et. 

For sampling calorimeters the resolution, in general, scales with the square 
root of the incident energy (see Equation 16). If the missing E, resolution is 
dominated by calorimeter effects, then we would expect the fractional p resolution 
to scale as l/a, The UAl group and later the CDF group have studied the F 
resolution and have found that this form holds. They have therefore defined the 
“missing Et significance” to be: 

NC=&. (27) 

Figure 36 shows the distribution of missing I$ significance for jet events and for 
W candidates, as measured by CDF. There is a clear separation between the two. 
Typically, analyses that require a significant amount of missing transverse energy 
will require N, > 3. 

4.4 W Production 

Figure 37a shows the lowest order diagram for W’ production at hadron colliders. 
The diagrams for producing a Z0 in 1,~ collisions are identical (except for the 
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Figure 35: A W event as seen in the CDF detector. 
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Figure 36: The dislriix~lion of the missing Et significance N,, for jet events and 
for W candidates as measured by CDF. 

al b) 

Figure 37: Feynman diagrams for vector boson (V) production. a)The lowest 
order Drell Yan diagram. 
b) The next order virtual correction. 
c) The QCD annihilation diagram with gluon radiation. 
d) The QCD Compton process. 
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charges of the quarks involved) to those for W production. The W boson is 
produced via QQ annihilation [27] and therefore to lowest order, has no transverse 
momentum. Thus, for W’s that decay leptonically (eg. W + ev) we find &, = 
-$,. This feature of W decays can be seen in Figure 38. Here, a clean W sample 
is selected by requiring both electron and neutrino transverse energies above 25 
GeV. It can be seen from the plot that the electron and neutrino transverse 
energies are highly correlated. 

The next to leading order calculation of the W production cross section (see 
Figure 37b) has been completed and has produced the following results [28]: The 
total cross section changes by an overall factor I< 2 1 + y’cu,(@,). In addition, 
the W is no longer required to have zero pt. A correct treatment of the transverse 
momentum spectrum for W’s requires a non-perturbative treatment of multiple 
soft gluon emission, which is handled via resummation techniques.[29] The mean 
transverse momentum of the W is of order 10 C&V. Figure 39 shows the measured 
W production cross section at SPS and Tevatron energies. The hatched band 
shows the allowed range of theoretical predictions. The data at both center-of- 
mass energies are in good agreement with these predictions. Figure 40 shows 
the transverse momentum distribution of W candidates, as measured by the UAl 
collaboration.[30] The thick curve show the QCD prediction (due to soft gluon 
resummation).[29] The thin line shows an extrapolation of this curve based on the 
ISAJET Monte Carlo.(31] Again, the agreement with theory is excellent. 

The angular distribution of W decays is determined by helicity conservation 
and the spin 1 nature of the W (see Figure 41). For Wf production, the ef is 
preferentially produced along the ;i direction and the angular distribution in the 
center-of-mass is: 

du q 1 + cos e)2 
__ N (a - h&y t (rwMw)* dcosQ (28) 

where n/rw and rw are the mass and decay width of the W respectively. A 
transformation of variables allows us to find the electron llt distribution (here we 
use the lowest order calculation where the W transverse momentum is constrained 
to be 0). In the center-of-mass frame, the e and I/ are back-to-back and balance 
pt. Then, pi = fS sin0’. Changing variables from COSQ to pi, means evaluating 
the Jacobean 

d cos B __ = -;(I -4$)-i = -& 
4: 

dC7 -z G( 1 t cos B)" dcosB 3 

20 - 
II IIll IllI IllI IllI IIll 
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Electron Et (GeV) 

Figure 38: A scatter plot of TF, as a function of electron Et for all W candidates 
as measured by the CDF experiment. .: . . 
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Figure 39: The product of the W production cross section times branching ratio 
to electrons as a function of center-of-mass energy. The batched area 
shows the allowed range of theoretical predictions. 
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Figure 41: Figure showing how the angular decay of W bosom is affected by 
helicity conservation. A W+ will preferentially decay along the 2 
direction. 

we ca.n write 
do 3 & 1 + co? % 3+ 1 -2p:/s 
-- i8coss = -- dpt - 2 2 (1 - 4p:/.a)f 

whew t.he term linear in cos % cancels due to the fact that 0 and K - % contribute 
equally at any given pt. Therefore, the electron pt spectrum follows the forin 

da 1 + cos2% 1 - Ppjji -7.-m 
dpt cos 9 (1 - 4p:/$ 

and the cross scct,ion diverges for 9 = z/2 (and pt = A/2). This divergence re- 
sults from the Jacobean factor aud is called the ,Jacobean Pmk. When Equation 32 
is integrated over all values of i, the presence of the Breit-Wigner removes the 
singularity but leaves a sharp peaking at pt = &/2. Higher order diagrams give 
the W non-zero pt and smear out this peak. In order to best determine the mass 
of the IY, it is necessary to find a variable that is less sensitive to the smea.ring. 
The natural choice is the transuerxe mc~s. 

If a W is produced with transverse momentum, this will affect both decay 

products equally. The ev transverse mass is then defined to be 

4 = (k&I + IPt”l)2 - Kc + 6”)‘. (33) 

When p, of the W = 0, we find mu = 2 lptej = 2 lptvl and du/dmc = Mr/tlp:. 
The transverse mass depends on the p, of the W only to order (pt/Mw)‘, making 
it a more suitable variable for measuring Mw. Figure 42 shows the W transverse 
mass distribution as measured by CDF. When fitting for the W mass, CDF has 
chosen to select a clean W sample by requiring that the event have no additional 
clusters (in addition to the electron candidate) with Et > 7 GeV. The curve is a 
fit to the data using a model that includes the predicted QCD cross section and 
angular distribution and the effect of finite detector resolution. The (preliminary) 
value of the mass obtained in this way is m, = 80.0 i .2 31.6 where the first error 
is statistical and the second is systematic. 

4.5 Z Production 

The production of a 2 with its subsequent decay into two leptons provides an 
extremely clean signal. Figure 43 shows the dilepton mass distribution for a) 
muons and b) electrons. The value of the mass obtained from combining these 
distributions is 90.1) i 0.3 i 0.2 GeV where the first error is a combined statistical 

and systematic error, exciuding overall energy scale, and the second reflects the 
uncertainty in the absolute calibration.[32] Although the accuracy obtained here 
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Figure 42: The W transverse mass distribution as measured by CDF. The sample 
used for this analysis required that the events contain no jets with 
E, above 7 GeV. 
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is impressive for a hadron collider, the mass obtained in e+e- colliders is clearly 
much more precise. This measure therefore becomes an important calibration 
signal for the hadron machines. 

5 Direct Photon Production 

Figure 44 shows the lowest order diagrams that contribute to the product.ion of 
an isolated direct photon. Because the gluon structure function peaks in the low 
2 region where the cross section is largest, the diagram containing an initial gluon 
line dominates at collider energies. The annihilat.ion term (9ij -+ 79) contributes 
only about 20% to the total cross section, while the Compton term (qg -+ 79 ) 
contributes 80% Since the quark structure functions are known to much better 
precision than the gluon structure functions, the cross section for direct y pro- 
duction (along with a set of quark structure functions) can in principle be used to 
measure the structure function of the gluon. In practice, theoretical uncertaintics 
exists from two sources. First, although the next-to-leading order calculation has 
been done,[l5] there is an overall uncertainty of about 30% in the cross section 
resulting from the dependence of the result on the scale 11 used in the evaluation 
of 01,. Second, there is an additional source of photons, bremsstrahlung from an 
initial or final quark line. While these bremsstrahlung terms in general produce 
non-isolated photons (events where the y is close to some hadronic energy), the 
overall production rate is large an the tails of this distribution are non-negligible. 
In spite of these uncertainties, the direct y signal provides and interesting mea- 
surement that is sensitive to the gluon distribution in the proton. 

At CDF, the direct photon sample is analyzed using pulse height information 
from a set of “strip chambers” imbedded in the central electromagnetic calorime- 
ter modules. A multiwire proportional chamber with segmented cathode readout 
is located within each central calorimeter wedge at a longitudinal position cor- 
responding to the maximum longitudinal energy deposition (shower maximum) 
for electromagnetic showers. The wires of the chamber sample the shower profile 
perpendicular to the beamline (z) while the cathode strips sample the shower 
along the beamline (2). In both directions, the sampling size is about 1.5 cm (the 
typical fwhm photon shower profile being 0.6 cm). The signal from an isolated 
photon will appear as a narrow peak in the z and z views and the energy in these 
two views will matchThe conversion of a xc’ will usually appear as a single, wider 
peak since the opening angle is in general smaller than the two cluster resolution 
of the chamber. 

The general strategy used to measure du/dpr for direct photon production 
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Figure 44: The lowest order QCD diagrams for production of an isolated high 
p1 photon. 
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is to search the central calorimeter for isolated electromagnetic clusters with no 
tracks pointing at them and to then statistically separate ?y” and y signals using 
the pulse height information in the strip chambers. The strip chamber data is 
used to form a x2 indicating the probability that a given cluster is consistent with 
the shape expected for a single shower. The transverse shape used in this a.nalysis 
was determined from test beam analysis of electron signals and has been verified 
using W and 2 candidates. The expected shape for 71’ clusters is determined 
by combining superposed test beam electron showers. A good fraction of the 
“#” sample so produced has a large 2’ when tested against a photon hypothesis. 
Figure 45 shows the efficiency for having a x2 value of less than 4 for both y and 
K’ events as a function of the transverse energy of the electromagnetic cluster. 
A statistical separation between no and y can be successfully used for photons 
with transverse momenta of less than 40 to 50 GeV. Above this momentum, 
the ability to separate the signals is not adequate. (The analysis presented here 
assumes the the background consists exclusively of T”S. Work is currently under 
way to evaluate the effects of no and multiple r” production on the systematic 
uncertainties in this measurement.) 

The UA2 experiment uses a completely different technique to find direct 
photons.[33] Here, photons are separated for ?y” and 17 decays st,atistically using a 
method based on the probability of conversion in a 1.5 radiation length preradiator 
that proceeds the electromagnetic calorimeter. The conversion probability E-, is 
calculated as a function of photon momentum using the EGS Monte Carlo and 
these calculations are checked against electron test beam data. The conversion 
probability for a ?y” can then be expressed 

e,=1-s (34) 
m 

and the fraction of direct photon candidates can be written 

(35) 

where a is the fraction of photon candidates where a conversion has occurred in 
the preradiator. The advantage of this method is that it is reliable even at large 
pt, unlike the CDF technique which looses resolving power once the two photons 
from the 7~’ begin to merge. 

The direct photon cross sections for UA2 and for CDF are shown in Figure 46. 
The error bars include both statistical and systematic uncertainties. The shape 
of the QCD curves represent the prediction of the lowest order calculation; these 
curves have been normahzed to agree with the UA2 data. The “K-factor” needed 
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Figure 45: The efficiency for having a x2 value of less than 4 for both -y and ?y” 
candidates as a function of the transverse energy of the electromag- 
netic cluster for the CDF detector. 
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Applications of QCD to Hadron-Hadron Collisions: 
Theoretical. l 

Ian Hinchliffe 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 94 720 

Abstract 

I discuss some current problems associated with the applications of QCD to 
event rates in high energy collisions. Emphasis is given to the current ambiguities 
and uncertainties that exist in estimates of signals and backgrounds. 

1 Introduction 

In these lectures, I shall provide an introduction to perturbative QCO and its 
uses in calculating rates at hadron-hadron colliders. Since QCO processes account 
for most of the background for new physics at such colliders, it is important to 
understand the uncertainties in these predicted rates. Given the limited time 
available I have had to be selective in the topics discussed.+ I will begin with a 
discussion of the one parameter of &CO, namely, its coupling constant. I shall 
then discuss the parton model in some detail. After a discussion of the appropriate 
kinematical variables I shall discuss the uncertainties and ambiguities inherent 
in QCD calculations. I shall then discuss some aspects of jet physics and will end 
with a discussion of underlying (minimum bias) events. 

2 QCD and the parton model 

The QCD Lagrangian may be written as follows: 

- ~F;~F$ + Cqj(i p - m,)*j, 

j 

(1) 

The sum on j runs over quark flavors and, 

Fjy = E&G; - &Ci, - ig j+G;G; (2) 
‘This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy F&arch, Office of High Energy 

and Nuclear Physics, Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under 
Contract DEACO?-76SF00098. 

tFor a mme detailed discussion see ref. [I] 
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and 
D, = 8, - ig t’ C$. (3) 

Here t’ are the 3 x 3 representation matrices and the structure constants fijk are 
given by [t;,t,] = if&k. 

Apart from the quark masses, which have their origin in the Weinberg-Salam 
model of weak interactions, the theory has only one fundamental parameter, the 
coupling constant g. It is this coupling constant that provides us with an expansion 
parameter. If calculations are undertaken beyond the leading order in the coupling 
constant, ultra-violet divergences are encountered. These divergences must be 
regulated and reabsorbed into the fundamental parameters of the theory, i.e. the 
theory must be renormalized and a renormalized coupling constant defined. The 
easiest scheme for regulating and defining a coupling constant is the modified 
minimal subtraction scheme (MS) [2]. Th e ultra violet divergences are regulated 
by calculating with the theory in n dimensions [3]. 

In order to understand the procedure, let us calculate a physical process 
P(Qs), which depends on some energy scale Q; P could, for example, represent a 
cross-section. It is convenient to choose the quantity P to be dimensionless; this 
can always be done by multiplying it by an appropriate power of Q. If we neglect 
quark masses, calculate in n dimensions then 

Here A is some constant and F a function that is finite when n = 4. The scale p is 
introduced so that the coupling constant g remains dimensionless in n dimensions, 
viz., 

g ---) gp(4-“)/2 . (5) 

The ultra-violet divergences appear as singularities at n = 4. The MS scheme is 
defined by removing the terms of the form l/(n - 4), YE and log 47r. Then P has 
the form 

PtQ’) = F(&‘/P’, 4. 

I have replaced g by a: a s g*/4n and the coupling constant is now in the MS 
scheme. The scale p is arbitrary so that a physical quantity cannot depend upon 
its value 

dP --CO 
dp 

(7) 

which implies 

( 
p’$+p(o)g =o. 

> 

Here p(o) is defined by 

We can introduce a momentum-dependent coupling o(t) via 

ts J 4) dp - 
a S(P) 

where t = log(Qs/$). Then Equation S has the solution 

(9) 

(10) 

Hence the only dependence on the scale Q or t is carried by a(t). We can expand 
/3 as a power series in a. 

/3 = 4; - b’( ;)’ + . (12) 

Hence a($) has the following form: 

4n 
42) = blog(p,*2) + ... (13) 

Here b = 11 - 2n,/3 where n, is the number of quark flavors with mass less than 
p. We can regard the fundamental parameter of QCD either as a(&:) or as the 
scale A. Notice that as p becomes small, o becomes large. Therefore, perturbation 
theory cannot be used to discuss processes which involve momentum flows as small 
as a few times A. 

Other renormalization schemes are possible, for example one could not sub- 
tract the 7~ and log4x terms. A physical quantity is, of course, independent of 
the renormalization scheme. However, if the perturbation series is terminated at 
some finite order in the coupling constant, the values of P (P,v) calculated to this 
order in two difference schemes will differ 

p&J(6) # PN(Q) = pNt&) + Ota N+1 
) . 

Since the coupling constant of QCD is not very small and most processes are not 
known to a very high order, these differences can be significant. 

As a specific example of QCD process, consider the total cross-section for 
e+e- -+ hadrons at center-of-mass energy &. In the one photon approximation 
(see Figure 1) this is given by 

.-_ 
.-. . . . ,; :. j.:... :, _.. . 

i .:.. 
.,’ :. 
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. 

where j, is the electromagnetic current of the quarks 

j, = C ei&y,vk. 
1 

If we introduce the photon self-energy function II”” 

(16) 

II,,(q) = ;/dlxe’~~{OIT(j,(~)j,(o))i 0). 

Defining II,,“(q) = (gp+,q2 - q,%) = n(Q”) then 

16ri*a* 

(17) 

Uhod = em In II(s). (18) 
s 

A dimensionless quantity is R(s) defined by 

R(s) = 
ohad 

u(e-e+ -+ p+p-) 
(19) 

The previous argument implies that R = R(a(s)). If we calculate R using per- 
turbation theory we get 

R=Ct:(l+~+B($) (20) 

where the sum runs over all quarks (electric charge e,) of mass less than d/2 
and B is a scheme-dependent constant which is small in the m scheme [4]. 

In order to discuss processes which involve hadrons in the initial state, we 
must discuss the par-ton model. Consider the case of electron-proton scattering, 
where the cross-section can be written as 

du 
- = * [’ + “2- Y)ZzrF,(x,Q2) + (1 - y)(&(z,@) - 2zF,(z,Q2))] 
dxdy 

(21) 
The variables are defined as follows (see Figure 2): q is the momentum of the 
exchanged photon and P is the momentum of the target proton and k is that of 
the incoming electron 

2: =& P 

Y =y 
P 

s =2p,k+m; 

B 7 . Q 
x Jr 

e P 

Figure 1: Feynman graph for e+e- -+ hadrons. 

Figure 2: Diagram illustrating the variables in deep inelastic scattering (see 

Equation 21): electron + proton -+ electron + anything. 

._ 
:..-1 -: 

-.: 
.: .. ., 

(22) 
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where mP is the proton mass. I have neglected parity violating effects which arise 
from the exchange of a 2 boson instead of a photon. 

In the naive parton model the proton is viewed as being made up of a set 
of non-interacting partons. The structure functions Fi and F2 are related to 
the probability distribution q,(z) which represents the probability of finding a 
parton of type i (quark or gluon) inside the proton with fraction r of the proton’s 
momentum, and the scattering cross-section for such a virtual photon from a 
parton: 

Fl = 2 = CJ’ *q;(y)[e:6(r/y - l)] 
i zY 

where e; is the charge of parton of type i. The 6-function appears from the cross- 
section for q + y -+ q and corresponds to the constraint that the massless quark in 
the final state is on mass-shell. Let us consider QCD corrections to this scattering. 
At next order in a,, there are contributions from gluon emission which lead to the 
final state Q + g and also from virtual gluons (see Figure 3). To order cx, Equation 
23 is replaced by 

with 

(25) 

and 

(26) 
for z # 1. Here t = log(Q2/p2) and th e scale p has appeared from dimensional 
regularization (I have dropped terms proportional to l/(n-4)). The Jo dependence 
arises because cr, is not finite in four dimensions. In the cases discussed previously, 
the divergences arose from large momentum flows inside loop diagrams (ultra- 
violet divergences). In this case these divergences cancel. Individual Feynman 
diagrams can also have divergences when momentum flows become very small 
or particles are collinear. The former (soft) divergences cancel between the real 
and the virtual diagrams but the collinear ones do not. It is these divergences 
that appear as singularities in the calculation of F, and are responsible for the p 
dependence inEquation 2.5. In order to see the origin of the problem consider the 
graph of Figure 3 and work in a frame where k, = (k, k, 0,O). 

If the transverse momentum of the gluon (p) relative to k is small then we 
can take p = (qk + k:/2qk, qk, kl 0). (T erms of order k: are neglected.) The 
internal quark line now has invariant mass squared r* = (k - p)’ = ICI/q, so that 

Figure 3: Diagram contributing to the process q + y --) X at order oS. 

Y 
-Q 

;,,I 
9 ? 

Figure 4: Diagram showing 9 + y -+ p + Q, 

.:.; ;- : ;.: ;.... 

‘. 
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the squared amplitude from the graph will contain l/k:. Now, at very small kl 
helicity conservation forbids the emission of a real gluon from a quark line, so that 
one factor of ki appears in the numerator. We now have for the total cross-section 
9 + y -+ Q + anything, a contribution 

Qs 
““TG J 

dk: 
Ic: (27) 

which gives rise to a logarithmic singularity. Notice that for a massive quark the 
singularity becomes log(Q2/mz). 

We have obtained a result which depends on /I (or contains the large 
log(Qs/m$ if quark masses are retained). This is not physically meaningful. But 
Equation 24 contains the unknown quantity qt(y). We can define 

Q;(X, t) = qi(l) f $ /,’ $9(Y)‘*, (z) . (28) 

Hence 

The t dependence can be eliminated at the cost of introducing a t-dependent 
structure function. 

I have so far considered an oversimplification of the true problem. To order 
o, there is an additional partonic process, namely gluon + y -t q + cj (see Figure 
4). This process also contains a log (&s/p’) arising from the propagation of the 
internal quark close to its mass shell. This singularity results in the replacement 
of Equation 24 and 25 by 

with Pp,(z) = I/2(2* + (1 -z)‘). The t dependence can be absorbed by defining 

so that the quark and gluon distributions (q,(z) and g(z)) are now coupled. This 
equation can be recast in the more familiar form (Altarelli-Parisi equations) [5] 

The equation for the evolution of the gluon distribution is 

dg,(z,t) as(t) ‘, -=- 
dt J 2lr * (32) 

Given data from which qi(x, to) and g( , t ) I o can be obtained as functions of I for a 
fixed to, these equations for the evolution of q(x, t) and g(z, t) with t can be solved 
to obtain them for all t. Note that structure functions at zi and tl depend only 
on those at z > zi provided ti > to. Since these equations are valid only to lowest 
order in Q,, to must be sufficiently large for oc,(to) to be small enough so that 
the perturbation series can be trusted. If the equations are used to extrapolate 
to t > to the series will become more trustworthy. The order IY~ terms in the 
Altarelli-Parisi equations are known and are included in some parameterizations 
of q,(x, t) (see below). The structure functions fall to zero as I tends to 1 (see 
Figure 5). 

Before leaving the Altarelli-Parisi equations, I would like to discuss the be- 
haviour of the structure functions at very small values of z. As the energy available 
increases it becomes possible to reach smaller and smaller values of I at fixed Q*. 
Consider the behaviour of the gluon distribution at small 2. We can neglect the 
generation of gluons from quarks since the gluon density is larger at small 3: (see 
Figure 5). The Altarelli-Parisi equation simplifies to 

(33) 

Furthermore Pg,(x) may be approximated by 

Pg,(x) = 5 
2’ 

Equation 33 can be recast as 

(34) 

_ x@(&>t)) 
dxdlogt 

= ++,t). (35) 

Here I have eliminated a,(q2) using Equation 13. Equation 35 can be solved to 
give 

4~,&‘) 0: w(/E). (36) 

The growth of this at small I is very rapid. It is eventually cut off when 
the equations break down [6]. We can estimate the position of this breakdown as 
follows. The Altarelli Parisi equations describe the growth of incoherent parton 
showers: the shower initiated by one parton is independent of that of the other 

..: .-. _- . . _- 
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a-e 5: Diagram showing the behavior of the quark and gluon distributions 
as functions of t for various Q’. Plotted is zf(z) for gluons, quarks 
and antiquarks (summed over quark flavors). The solid (dotted) lines 
correspond to the structure functions of Reference [24]([20]) at Q* = 5 
GeVZ. The dashed (dot-dashed) lines correspond to these structure 
functions evolved to QZ = 25 GeV’ using QCD. 

partons. This assumption must eventually break down. Let us view the proton 
in a frame which is moving extremely fast, the appropriate frame for the parton 
picture. The proton looks like a pancake with area l/m;. Viewed on a scale Q2 
it contains a set of partons each of size l/Q. The fractional area occupied by 
partons is 

4s, Q*)d 
Q’ . 

(37) 

Provided this fraction is small the partons are not densely packed and the in- 
herent approximation is correct. If the fraction is of order one, the incoherent 
approximation breaks down and the growth of g(z,Q’) is cut off. 

A vital property of QCD is that the distribution functions defined by Equation 
28 are universal. In order to illustrate this, consider the Drell-Yan process in 
proton-proton collisions. In the naive parton model, the cross-section for the 
production of a p’+p’- pair of invariant mass M in a proton-proton collision (the 
Drell-Yan process) with total center-of-mass energy fi is given by 

do 
- = ~ldrldlzjCq,(l,)~;(sz)e~6(~~~2 - M’,s) + (1 H 2)]. dMZ 

(38) 
1 

Here 4 is an antiquark distribution. The fundamental process is quark-antiquark 
annihilation into p + /I -. Consider the corrections to this at order a,. As in the 
case of ep scattering these can involve either virtual or real gluons (see Figure 6). 
These corrections modify Equation 38, viz., 

[w - 2) + et1 - ~)32~,,(~)~ + fwl] 
+E eT(qh) + Gh))G(4 + (1 * 211 

PO - 4W,,(4 + f”(Z)1 (3% 

where z = Mz/(sz1z2) [7]. The last part of the expression arises from the process 

9+9+P+P-+Q. 
If we replace q(z) by q(z,t) defined by Equation 28 then the resulting expres- 

sion will have no t’s appearing explicitly, viz., 

du 4na= 
-= 
dM2 

e ~d~&h(zt,~M 52, t)6(vz - M’/s) + (1 -a 2) + C’(4Q2))1 
(40) 

. . 
:,...: 2 . . 
: .., .- . 

:-..:’ :. 

: .=~-: 

where the order a.(&‘) terms contain no powers of t. This absorption of the 
singular terms into q(5,t) is known as factorization; it is a universal property 
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Figure 6: Feynman graph illustrating an order a. contribution to the Drell-Yan 
process (see Equation 39). 

which guarantees that hard processes can be reliably calculated in perturbative 
QCD and that the same set of structure functions should be used for all processes 

@I. 
In summary, all cross-sections involving the transfer of large momentum 

(greater than 10 GeV) or the production of heavy particles can be calculated 
using the parton model. The cross-sections are given by 

where the sum runs over the parton types (quarks and gluons) and &j is the 
cross-section involving partons that is calculated using perturbative &CD. Many 
partonic processes involve 2 -+ 2 processes of the type a + b -t c+d. In these cases 
is is useful to write the partonic cross-section in terms of Mandelstam variables: 

s = (pa f Pb)*r t = (Pa -PC)‘, ami 11 = (Pb - be)‘. 

3 Structure of hadron-hadron events 

Particle production in pp interactions is best described in terms of a particle’s 
transverse momentum (P,, a two dimensional vector in the plane orthogonal to 
the beam) and its rapidity. The latter is defined by 

(42) 

where Pr is the component of the particle’s momentum along the beam direction. 
Also useful is the pseudorapidity (7) defined in terms of the angle that the particle 
makes with the beam (0) by 

?j = -Zog(tan(B/2). (43) 

For a massless particle n = y. For a particle of mass M, the maximum rapidity is 
y,,,.= = Zog(&/M). In terms of these variables the invariant phase space element 
is 

where ++ is the azimuthal angle and p1 = lPt]. Rapidity is an additive quantity in 
the following sense. If a particle A is produced with rapidity ya in the pp center- 
of-mass and decays so that one of its decay products (B) has rapidity yn in the 
rest frame of A, then the rapidity of B in the pp centerdfmass frame is ~a f YB. 

The dominant part of the cross-section in pp or pf5 collisions at currently avail- 
able energies consists of production of particles (so called minimum bias events) 

-: : __; .; -: :- . . :.: 
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that are distributed approximately uniformly in rapidity and have a transverse 
momentum spectrum that falls rapidly with increasing pt. As & increases from 
630 GeV to 1.8 TeV, the average value of pt rises from 432 zt 4 MeV to 495 i 14 
MeV, while dn/dT increases by a factor of 1.27 zk 0.4 from its value of 3.30 f .15 
at 630 GeV[53]. 

The production cross-section for heavy particles at hadron colliders is also flat 
in rapidity near y = 0. The reason for this can be understood from the example 
of W production, the cross section for which has the following form 

The longitudinal momentum of the W is (I* - x2)&/2 and its transverse mo 
mentum is zero. Hence if we define r = zizz, we can write zr and 2‘s in terms of 
the rapidity (yw) of the I+‘: 

z1 = J;eYW, 22 = fit?-“” (46) 

and dzldz2 = dywdr. The structure functions can be parameterized approxi- 
mately by 

f(z) - z”(1 - z)b. (47) 

Hence 
da 
- - ?(l + T - J;coshyw)b. 
dy 

(48) 

Hence da/dyw is almost constant if ficoshywSO.1. In the case of W production 
the Tevatron fi - 0.04 and hence da/dyw should be approximately flat for 
]y] X1.5. Figure 7 shows the cross-section. It can be seen from this figure that the 
naive expectation is in agreement with the exact calculation. 

4 Uncertainties in Predicted Rates 

I will now turn to the errors and uncertainties inherent in QCD predictions at 
ha&on-hadron colliders. In order to calculate a cross-section, one needs; structure 
functions; a,; the partonic cross-section and a jet definition if the process has jets 
in the final state. The current value of A= quoted by the Particle Data Group[lO] 
is 180 3 95 MeV. The corresponding a,(Q) is shown as a function of Q in Figure 8. 
It can be seen that the corresponding uncertainty in cr, is order 15% independent 
of Q. Since a cross-section for n jets in a hadron-hadron collision is proportional 
to Q:, it will be uncertain by R x 15%. The situation is slightly better in e+e- 
collisions where the uncertainty is of order (n - 2) x 15%. 

Figure 7: Figure showing the cross-section da/dyw for the production of a W+ 
as a function of the rapidity of the W+ in pi interactions at Js = 
1.8TeV. 
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A detailed discussion of the determination of the distribution functions and 
an estimate of the errors in them can be found in Ref. [ll]. The existing pa- 
rameterizations arise from fits to deep inelastic scattering data (with occasional 
input from Drell-Yan and photon production in hadron collisions). One of the 
major difficulties with such fits is the systematic disagreement between different 
data sets. This problem is illustrated in Figure 9 which shows a comparison of 
Fs(z, Q’) as measured by EMC[lZ], BCDMS[13] and SLAC[14] data on a hydrogen 
target. The EMC and BCDMS experiments cover the same kinematic range but 
do not agree. BCDMS is higher at small I and lower at large z than EMC. The 
ratio of them is approximately independent of Q’, It is not clear which of these 
data provides a better extrapolation of the SLAC data into the range of larger 
Qs. A comparison of the EMC[lJ] d a a on an iron target with the BCDMS[lG] t 
data on carbon reveals similar systematic differences. The results of these two 
measurements show systematic differences that are larger than the quoted errors 
[17]. When using these data to extract distribution functions, a choice must be 
made between them. 

There are many sets of distribution functions coming from fits to the data 
using lowest order &CD. The most frequently used of these are the two sets of 
Duke and Owens [18] (DO1 and D02) w K were based on data from EMC [15], h’ h 
SLAC [14] and CDHS [20] [25] (the latter were renormalized in an attempt to 
deal with the systematic differences in the data sets, see above), and Eichten et 
al. [19] (EHLQl and EHLQS) based primarily on the CDHS data [20]. These 
pairs correspond to different shapes for the gluon distribution and consequently 
different values of CI, (or A). As usual, the gluon distribution with more support 
at large 2 (harder distribution) corresponds to the larger value of a, (EHLQ2 and 
D02). Parameterizations of these distribution functions are given in the papers 
and can easily be applied to a variety of other processes. 

Recently, fits using next-to-leading order QCD have emerged. Diemoz, Fer- 
roni, Longo and Martinelli (DFLM) [Zl] used neutrino data from BEBC [22] , 
CCFRR [23], CHARM [24] and CDHS [ZO] [25]. They also provide different fits 
corresponding to different values of 0,. They give sets of distribution functions 
corresponding to a range of A’ viz A = 160, 260, 360 MeV. These fits are used to 
estimate the uncertainties in top quark rates at the Tevatron and Sp&S colliders 

WI. 
Martin, Roberts and Stirling (MRS) [27] h ave used EMC data together with 

*Here we are quoting a A that corresponds to 4 flavors, in the range nua,-,,, < Q < mboflom 
the formula for a. is a.(Q’) = &[I --g; ‘;$$;$;‘]. See reference [lo] for a summary 
of the behavior of thii formula as a threshold is crossed. 
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Figure 8: Figure showing a,(Q) as a function of Q. The solid line indicates the 
central value quoted by the Particle Data Group[lO], the dashed hnes 
indicate the range of uncertainty. 
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Figure 9: A comparison of Fs(z, Q’) measured in muon scattering from a proton 
target from the BCDMS[lJ] (closed dots) and EMC[12] collaborations 
(open circles). Also shown are data at small Q* (boxes) from the 
electron scattering experiment[l4] at SLAC. 

that from CDHSW and CCFRR to which they apply a renormalization of order 
IO%, to remove the systematic disagreement with EMC. They present three fits 
that differ in the form of zg(z, Q* = 4GeV’). 

xg(x,Q’ = 4GeV’) - (1 -x)” (set 1) 

- (1 .-x)4(1 + 9z) (set 2) 

- ~-‘/~(l - r)4(1 + 9z) (set 3). (49) 

They then use data from J/i production [28] and photon production [29] at 
large transverse momentum, processes that are sensitive to the shape of the gluon 
distribution (see below), in an attempt to distinguish between the sets. They 
conclude that the soft gluon distribution of set 1 is preferred. 

Set 1 has been[30] refitted using the BCDMS [13] [16] data instead of EMC 
[I’21 [I5]. Here they find that the neutrino data and BCDMS are compatible and 
that a renormalization of the former is not needed. These authors have compared 
the predictions from these two sets of distributions with the data on Drell-Yan 
production at the ISR [31]. The BCDMS fit is preferred, but the order o, QCD 
corrections to the Drell-Yan rate are quite large [7] and the 0: terms are not 
known so any definite conclusion seems premature. 

Existing deep-inelastic scattering data do not extend below I - 0.01 and 
cover a very small range of Q2 at small I. This is a potential problem since for 
some applications it is necessary to know the parton distributions in this region. 
Recall that z1z2 > i/s where d (s) is the center-o&mass energy squared in the 
parton-parton (hadron-hadron) system. It is traditional to assume that the gluon 
distribution obeys 

broxg(x,Q;) = con&. (50) 

for some scale Qo of order a few GeV. However this form is unstable. When 
evolved to higher Q2, it develops rapidly into a steeper form (see Figure 10). As 
we have seen(see Equation 36) at very small z and large Q2, it is possible to solve 
the Altarelli-Parisi equations analytically. This solution is singular as t t 0. It 
is also possible to sum to all orders in a. the most singular terms at small z and 
large Q2. This gives 

z-;j$mxdx, Q’) - z-6 (51) 

where, 6 = 12a, log(2)/rr, which is an even more singular form [6]. It has been sug- 
gested [6] that one should use a form for rg(z, Q$ that is more like the asymptotic 
form: 

xg(~,Q;) +a l/h (52) 
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Figure 10: A comparison of the gluon distributions for fixed Q2 as a function of 
z. The solid lines are EHLQ set 2 and the dashed are EHLQ2’ (see 
text). The higher (lower) curve at small 5 corresponds to Q2 = 50(5) 
GeV’. 

is most commonly used. This argument provides the motivation for set 3 of the 
MRS structure functions. It is not clear that this form is a better assumption 
than the traditional one, or below what value of z this form should hold. Notice 
that the momentum sum rule provides almost no constraint since the amount of 
momentum carried by gluons in the region x < 0.01 is small, whichever form is 
used there, Figure 10 compares the resulting gluon distributions at higher Q2 
that evolve from different forms at M,‘. The two starting forms are equal for 
z > 0.02 (QE = 5GeV’) and have the forms of Equations 50 and 52 at smaller 
z; the first of these is the EHLQ set 2 ( see above). We will refer to the other 
as EHLQ2’ and will use it below to illustrate rates from such an extreme choice. 
As can be seen from Figure 10, the differences become less important at large 
Q2. The uncertainties in predicted rates due to the small x problem are therefore 
serious only for processes sensitive to small 3: a.nd small Q*. 

In order to assess the uncertainties in predicted rates quantitatively it is 
necessary to have set of structure functions that take into account the errors in 
the data that were used in making the fits. In the absence of such fits, one 
can attempt to estimate the uncertainties by using a range of structure functions 
that are compatible with existing data. Figure 11 shows the cross-section for the 
production of a photon at large transverse momentum. The relevant partonic 
processes are g + Q -+ y + Q and 9 + ?j + y + g. It can be seen from this plot that 
the uncertainties associated with the choice of structure functions are of order 
25%. 

Even if the structure functions and a, were known exactly there would be 
some uncertainty in the QCD rates since the choice of scale Q at which they are 
evaluated in Equation 41 is arbitrary. If t.he part,onic process were calculated to 
all orders in a, then a change in Q would not change the result; it would merely 
adjust the relative sizes of the different terms in the Q, expansion. To see this 
note that 

a(&‘) = c~(Q)(l - ~WQ’i4 + O(Q.(Q)‘)) (53) 

and that (see Equation 30) 

fh Q’*) = f(x, &‘I + 0(4&l). 

Hence, a complete discussion of the Q2 dependence of the calculated rates is only 
possible for processes where the next-to-leading order corrections to the partonic 
rate (6) is known. In the absence of such information one can vary Q2 over a 
reasonable range and estimate the change in the predicted rate. The scale Q 
should be of order of the momentum transfer in the hard scattering process. For 
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Figure II: The cross-section do/dp,dy for the production of a photon at y = 
0 in pij collisions at fi = 1.8 TeV for M = ~1 = pt. The solid, 
dashed, dotted, and dot-dashed lines correspond to MRSZ, EHLQ2 
and DFLM (A = 260 MeV) and EHLQ2’ distribution functions 
respectively. 

example, in the case of W production is should be of order the W mass or, in the 
case of photon production at large transverse momentum, it should be of order 

Pt. 
One would expect that the Q2 dependence of an estimated rate would be 

reduced if the next order corrections to b are known. Keith Ellis will discuss this 
in the context of the production of top and bottom quarks [32]. Here I will discuss 
the transverse momentum distribution of W bosons. The lowest order process 
that contributes to the production of W bosons is qq + W. Since the incoming 
partons have very small (less than a few hundred MeV) transverse momentum, 
this process can only produce W bosons with very small transverse momentum. 
There are two processes at order a, namely qq -+ W + g and 9~ + W + Q that 
can produce W’s at large pt; the transverse momentum of the W is balanced by 
that of the outgoing quark or gluon. The rate from qq is given by [33] 

with 

I] = 
-29. - (1 - z)M& 

rs+u-A!r& 

~nL,n = -u/(s + t - A$) 

(T(s -t u) = ~mm4&*) (t - M&Y + (u - ncr&):! 
3 3 9sinVw stu 

Here the hatted variables apply to the partons and the unhatted to the hadrons. 
The W is produced with transverse momentum pt and rapidity y. 5 The rate 
from the qg initial state can be obtained from this by crossing. At next order on 
QCD there are contributions from qTj -+ Wgg for example. The rate from all of 
the order cr3 processes has been computed [34] and is shown in Figure 12 as a 
function of Q for pt = 1OOGeV at fi = 1.8 TeV in pF collisions. If Q is allowed 
to vary over a reasonable range from p,/2 to ‘2pt, it can be seen from this figure 
that the lowest order rate varies by a factor of order 1.8 while the order a: result 
changes only be a factor of 1.3. This result is typical and is to be expected if the 

§Since the W is observed via its decay to ev more useful experimentally is the cress-section 
for fixed momentum of the e. This is obtained by using the matrix element for ii + d(pd) - 

e(p.) + L(p,) + g(pg) which is given summed (averaged) over final (initial) spins and colors by 

. 

lM12 = (5)’ 2048ol,M&s (PYPY)* + (PeP# 

v5 %P” -P. - PY)YPd --Pe - P”)Z ((P. + PY)Z - ‘w&)2 + MZ.r:, . 
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QCD perturbation theory is reliable. (Bottom quark production at the Tevatron 
is an exception, here the Q dependence increases in next-to-leading order [32].) 

To summarize, for a process that dota not require the definition of a jet the 
uncertainties on the cross-section are of order 25% from structure functions (more 
if the process has a partonic center-ogmass energy that is less than about 40 GeV 
and a value of d/s less than about 10e4), of order 50% from the choice of Q2 scale 
if next-tdeading order QCD effects are not known and order 1571% if the partonic 
process is order a,“. In the cases where hadronic jets are measured it is necessary 
to define a jet. 

0 
I I I :11/t , I I/ >/( 

10 
‘O Q[GeV] loo 

300 1000 

Figure 12: The dependence of the cross-section dujdp: for the production of a 
W boson with pt = 100 GeV in pp interactions at 4 = 1.8 TeV upon 
the scale Q. The solid (dashed) line is the order a. (a:) result. The 
DFLM (A = 260 MeV) structure functions are used [21] [34]. 

5 Jets and their Definition 

It is well known from the analysis of e+e- data that the details of jet fragmentation 
and of the experimental jet finding algorithm can significantly effect any detailed 
interpretations of jet measurements, and, in particular, of attempts to use such 
analyses to extract the value of CY, [35]. 

The products from a partonic hard scattering event can include quarks and 
gluons as well as photons and W bosons. While the latter can be observed directly 
in an experiment, the former cannot. What is observed is a narrow jet of hadronic 
particles whose direction and total energy correlate with that of the produced 
quark or gluon. The simplest model of such a jet is as follows. Consider a quark 
with four momentum (E, P, 0,O). This will fragment into n hadrons with momenta 
(Ei,pI,pt;COs~,,pt,s~~~i). The distribution of particles is then given by 

dN 

+-h;d4~ 
= f(y+,-““:s 

where the rapidity distribution f(yi) is approximately constant out to its max- 

mm due (Y,,, 0: [ogE) where it falls rapidly to zero. This model predicts that 
the jets become narrower as E increases since the average value of pti does not 
increase while the average value of the momentum (p;) parallel to the quark direc- 
tion does. Furthermore the average multiplicity of particles within a jet (< n >) 
will be proportional to logE. The average value of the transverse momentum is 
of order 300 MeV which is similar to the scale at which a.(Qs) becomes large and 
QCD perturbation theory can no longer be used. 

This simple model provides a reasonable description of jets at E 5 
GeV. At higher energy the width of a jet expressed in terms of its opening angle 
b does not decrease as fast with energy as the naive model indicates. (The model 
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predicts tan6 - <“‘p”). In order to understand this let us consider e+e- 
annihilation into hadrons. 

At lowest order in &CD, at, the 6na.l state consists of a qq pair and one 
would therefore naively expect to find that the final state was dominated by 2- 
jet events. At next order we can get a state with an additional gluon (terms 
of this type contribute to the order Q, terms in Equation 20). Since the quarks 
and gluons hadronize into jets of particles, this would seem to imply that the 
ratio #(3jets)/#(2jets) should be of order a.. This is only partially true since 
it is necessary to define what is meant by a jet. Consider the final st,ate of 
two quarks and a gluon illustrated byFigure 13. The Feynman graph contains an 
internal propagator which gives rise to a factor of l/(p2 +m)s; this factor becomes 
singular when either the gluon becomes very soft, i.e. ps -+ 0, or when it moves 
parallel to the outgoing quark p2. In the calculation of the inclusive cross-section, 
these singularities are cancelled by the divergences also present in the radiative 
corrections to the final state of quark and antiquark (see Figure 14). 

These soft and collinear divergences correspond precisely to those parts of 
phase space where a detector would only detect two jets. Consider an idealised 
detector consisting of a set of elements each of which covers an angular cone of 
opening angle b and has an energy threshold E. This detector will be incapable of 
resolving two jets if one of them is very soft (energy c or less), or if the two jets 
have an angular separation which is less than 6. We can define the f to be the 
fraction of total cross-section in which all but a fraction E of the total energy is 
deposited into two cones of opening angle 6. Then to order cy,, 

(1 - f) = z 

provides a definition of the three jet fraction. 

(57) 

We can calculate this fraction as follows. Working in the center-of-mass of 
the e+e- system and defining zi = 2E;/J s, w h ere E; is the energy of the outgoing 
quark or antiquark(see Figure 13),the differential cross-section for the three parton 
final state can be written as 

1 du 2% --=- z: + z; 
utoto~ bdzz 3T (1 - Zi)(l - 22) . 

Notice that this is singular when either 11 or zs is zero which corresponds to the 
configuration where the gluon is soft (5, - 2s - 1) or hard and parallel to one of 
the quarks (either z1 - 1 or zs - 1). Hence [36] 

(l--l) =L,f& 

Figure 13: Feynman diagram showing a contribution to the three jet final state 
described by Equation 58. 

Figure 14: Feynms.n diagram showing a virtual correction to the total cross-sec- 
tion in e+e- annihilation. 
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Figure 15: The relative sizes of the 2, 3,4,and 5 jet cross-section in e+e- annihi- 

lation as a function of &[37] . 

Notice that as c and 6 become very small the logarithms in this expression 
can become very large. Ultimately the perturbation expansion in cy, breaks down 
since there are terms in next order which are of order a~10g2(1/6). Since this is 
not small compared with a,log(l/6), th e expansion is not reliable. The situation 
can then be improved by resumming these large logarithms to all orders. 

The “fraction of three jet events” is therefore seen to depend on the jet 
definition. Furthermore this result shows that jets shrink only logarithmically as 
the energy rises (recall that Q, fall logarithmically with the energy). Another 
example of a jet definition in e+e- IS as follows [37]. Suppose that n particles are 
produced with momenta p, and form the invariant mass of pairs of particles: 

M$ = (Pi + Pj)". 

If hlij < J”L~~, then combine particles i and j into a pseudoparticle a: p, = p; +p,. 
There are now n - 1 “particles”. Iterate the procedure until no more particles 
can be combined. Th number of jets in the event is then equal to the number of 
remaining pseudoparticIes. Then the n-jet cross-section varies as 

6” - o:-2(MNt)10gn-2(~/MNt) . (60) 

Hence if A4,, is held fixed the 3 jet fraction wiIl increase with 6. This is illus- 
trated in Figure 15. 

In a hadron-hadron collision the total energy in the parton scattering is not 
known a prior? and hence the parameter r is irrelevant. One could define jets in 
terms of a fixed angular cone. Experimentally and theoretically the best definition 
is in terms of a cone in rapidity and azimuth. Choose some direction then define 
the energy of a jet in that direction to the energy inside a cone of fixed AR defined 

by 
AR=Jm (61) 

where AQ and A? are the distance of the energy flow from the jet direction in 
azimuth and rapidity. There is some minimum value of AR that arises from the 
hadronization of a single parton and from the finite resolution of detectors; a value 
of order 0.7 is often used [38]. I will assume that AR < s/2. 

At order oz there are processes such as g + g + g + g and q + q -t q + q 
that give rise to two partons in the final state in a h&on-h&on collision. If 
these partons emerge at large pt, they will give rise, after hadronization, to jets of 
hadrons. At this order the two partons must be separated by A4 = n, and hence 
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the final state will consist of 2 jets. The jet cross-section predicted by perturbative 
QCD is given simply by these 2 -+ 2 processes and does not depend on AR. The 
rate does depend rather strongly on the choice of Q’; see Figure 16. 

At order c$ there are three parton final states arising from processes such as 
9 $9 + CJ + 9 + 9. This partonic final state could give rise to either a 2-j& or 
S-jet final state depending upon the separation between the partons. i.e. 

#3 -jet ___ - oJ(AR). 
#2 - jet (62) 

The inclusive jet cross-section calculated to this order will now depend on AR. 
This is shown in Figure 17. As expected the Q2 dependence of the cross-section 
is reduced when the order cr: terms are included; the range of uncertainty shown 
on Figure 16 is reduced by about one third [39]. Notice that this calculation 
must include not only the three-pa&on final states, but also the virtual (order 
c$) corrections to the two-parton final states. This is necessary because there are 
infra-red divergences in the three-parton final state that arise when one parton is 
very soft. These divergences cancel against those in the virtual diagrams. 

Many searches for new physics in h&on-hadron collisions are limited by 
background from multi-jet final states. For example, one method of searching for 
the top quark [40] is to look for a lepton and jets arising from the production 
of a tZ pair followed by the decays t -+ e+vb and j -+ &i!?. The background to 
this arises (at least for top masses larger than 60 GeV or so) for the final state 
H’+ jets. It is therefore vital to have good estimates of the multi-jet rates. 

It is possible to use a partonic calculation to compare jet data with QCD or 
to estimate background rates. In this case, the theoretical prediction is taken from 
a partonic calculation done to some fixed order in 0,. It is important to realize 
that such a calculation depends not only on oS but also on the cut-off parameters 
pa and & that go into the definition of a jet. A fully correct treatment of this 
is, in fact, only possible in the context of a complete higher order calculation 
(c.b previous paragraph). If one needs, for example, the four jet final state 
that occurs at order ai, one must calculate the two loop corrections to the 2- 
jet final state and the one loop corrections to the 3-jet final state. In practice, 
the tree level results can be used (o: for 2-jet, oz for 3-jet etc.) together with 
the cutoffs. While these results can be used for estimating rates, they cannot be 
used for making precise QCD tests involving the comparison of final states with 
different numbers of jets. Recently there has been much progress in calculating 
these tree level rates. The exact partonic matrix elements are known for all 
the processes contributing to 3-parton (411 and 4-parton [42] final states. An 
algorithm has also been developed [43] that enables the n-parton matrix elements 
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Figure 16: The cross-section da/dpldy for the production of a jet at y = 0 in 
pp collisions at 4 = 1.8 TeV. The curves correspond to the EHLQZ 
set distribution functions with p = M = pt/2 (upper curve) and 
p = M = 2~ (lower curve). 
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Figure 17: Inclusive jet cross-section do/dvdp, for pt = 50GeV and n = 0 in 
pfj collisions at fi = 1.8 TeV ss a function of the jet definition 
parameter AR. The solid (dashed) line is the order of (c$) result, 
The calculation was carried out in a modified version of QCD without 
quarks [39]. 

to be computed recursively. The exact matrix elements are very complicated and 
slow to evaluate for more than three jet.s. Nevertheless, approximations [44] have 
been developed that are accurate to 10% or better for the I-jet and g-jet. final 
states and can be extended with some confidence to the final states with five 
or more jets. These fixed order calculations should be reliable provided that all 
of the jets are of approximately the same pt. If a,(p~r)log(p;“““/p;“‘“) - 1 or 
u,log(2xy,,,/AR) N 1, then the parton calculation ceases to be reliable. Here 
py (p;“‘“) is the transverse momentum of the stiffest (softest) part.on, ymaz is the 
range of rapidity covered by the detector and AR is the separation in rapidity-phi 
space of the closest two partons. The latter criterion is always irrelevant given 
the segmentation present in current detectors. 

If such a partonic calculation is to be used to compare with data, either the 
experimental data must be corrected back to “partonic energies”, or the results of 
the calculation must be fed into a Monte Carlo event generator that fragments the 
final state quarks and gluons into the hadrons seen in the detector. The advantage 
of this technique is that the true QCD matrix element is used. The disadvantage 
is that the calculation does not include the effects of additional gluon radiation 
and hence of “jet broadening”. There is another difficulty in that an n-jet final 
state is attributed to a 2 -+n-parton calculation. After such a state is hadronized 
and passed through a jet finding algorithm, it may appear as an (n - I)-jet final 
state. Since such states are supposed to be produced by the 2 -+ (n - 1)-parton 
scattering, there is a double counting problem. 

An alternative method of calculation involves using a QCD inspired Monte 
Carlo generator (ISAJET [45], PYTHIA [48] or HERWIG [49] for example). Such 
generators usually start with the lowest order 2 -+ 2 calculation and then use a 
classical branching process to radiate more partons from these ones. This gener- 
ates a multiparton final state in the socalled leading log approximation. 

In order to understand how this approximation works, consider the process 
g+g --t g+g+g which gives rise to a three parton final state. Label the momenta 
as follows 

d-Pd f d-r4 --+ dm) f dP4) f&s). (63) 

Then the matrix element squared for this process can be written as (summed over 
all spins and colors) 

::1 .; 

: .: ‘C’ 

> :.. 
,: 

where N=3. Consider the limit in which p4 and ps become parallel. Then p4p5 -+ 
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0. Then define pa = p4 + ps and z = lpdI / lp,j 

(MI2 = 

(65) 
where the sum on i and j runs over 1,2 and 3 only, we have dropped terms that 
are finite as p4p5 -+ 0 and P is given by 

Using momentum conservation one can show that P = 1. We can now write 

WI2 = &ydz) Ml2 

where P,, is the Altarelli-Parisi splitting function and Ms is the matrix element 
for the process g(-pi) +g(-pz) -+ g(m) +&a) L+Z 

033) 

This result, which can be generalized. is the basis of the “leading log approxima- 
tion” . 

The leading log approximation calculates ]M]’ for a 2 4 n process by select- 
ing the pair of partons (I and m) with the lowest invariant mass and writing (as 

abovep,=p~+p,,andz=Ip,l/lp~I 

The procedure is then iterated so that the final expression is in terms of a num- 
ber of Altarelli-Parisi factors and M(2 -+ 2). This approximation is good when 

log(&/pt) or Zog(AR) is large, where AR is the separation of a pair of partons. 

This approximation for generating multiparton Iinal states is used by the 
QCD inspired Monte Carlo generators (ISAJET [45], PYTHIA [48] or HERWIG 
[49] for example). Such generators usually start with the lowest order 2 -+ 2 
calculation. They treat the outgoing partons as being off shell (i.e. they have 
an invariant mass of order pt) and then allow them to “decay” with a branching 
probability given in terms of the Altarelli-Parisi functions. (for a review see [50]). 
The advantages of this approach are that it can reproduce many jet final states 
and that it will automatically include any jet broadening effects caused by gluon 
radiation. It also has no inherent problem in normalizing the rates for different 

numbers of jets. The hadron (or parton) can be passed through a jet algorithm 
and the number of jets determined. The disadvantage of the method is that the 
leading log approximation does not reproduce the exact calculation for wide angle 
radiation (typical errors can be as large as a factor of 2 or 3 in rate) and so may 
not provide a good basis for comparing to multi-jet data. It is also very difficult 
to include higher order QCD corrections in a fully correct manner. 

6 Underlying Events 

In a hadron-hadron collision, events that do not contain a hard scattering make 
up the dominant part of the cross-section at currently available energies. These 
events (“minimum bias”) consist of hadrons of small transverse momentum dis- 
tributed uniformly in azimuth and approximately uniformly in rapidity. Since the 
properties of these events are not calculable in &CD, the various Monte-Carlo 
generators use models to simulate them. ISAJET [45] uses a Regge model [51]; 
PYTHIA [48] builds up the event from a large number of parton-parton scatter- 
ings each of which produces an outgoing parton of very small pt; HERWIG [49] 
uses a phenomenological model based on the UA5 data [52]. All of these models 
contain parameters which are adjusted so that they correctly describe the data at 
the Sp&S collider. 

When these generators are used to predict the minimum bias structure at 
higher energies, it is not guaranteed that they will agree, either with each other 
or with the data. Figure 18 shows the pseudo-rapidity distribution predicted for 
p?j collisions at &=l.S TeV. It can be seen from this figure that the Monte-Carlo 
generators do not agree with each other and that PYTHIA provides the best 
agreement with the CDF data [53]. HERWIG is in reasonable agreement with the 
dat,a, while ISAJET is somewhat low. However, in the PYTHIA case we have not 
included the contribution from the “double-diffractive” process. Including this 
process will lower the multiplicity slightly. It is needed at & = 630 GeV to bring 
the generated values closer to those of ISAJET, HERWIG and the UA5 data. 
ISAJET and HERWIG do not have “double-diffractive” as a separate process, If 
the jet final states are also included in the HERWIG predictions, better agreement 
is obtained [54]. 

In a hadron-hadron hard scattering event, such as the production of jets or 
W bosons, the initial state partons in the hard scattering have evolved off shell by 
an amount of order the momentum transfer in the hard scattering. This evolution 
occurs by the emission of quarks and gluons all of which have limited transverse 
momentum with respect to the beam direction. These quarks and gluons then 
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turn into hadrons of limited p, distributed approximately uniformly in rapidity. 
One therefore expects that the multiplicity of particles in the underlying event 
(i.e. that part of the event that is separated in 4 - n space from the products of 
the hard scattering) should be larger in events which contain a hard scattering 
than in events which do not. This qualitative feature is seen in the data [55]. 
A comparison of this effect in the different Monte-Carlo generators is shown in 
Figure 19 which also shows data from CDF [53]. A comparison of this figure 
with Figure 18 shows that there are indeed more particles in the underlying event 
when a W is produced but that the distribution remains of approximately the 
same shape in pseud+rapidity. 
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Figure 18: The distribution of multiplicity with respect to pseudo-rapidity, dN/dg, 
for events with no hard scattering (minimum bias) in proton-antiproton 
collisions at &=1.8 TeV. The predictions of Monte-Carlo generators 
are compared with the CDF data [53]. 
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the CDF data [53]. The electron from the W decay is not included. 
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1. Introduction eK PR 7H 

Since the original paper by Peter Higgs’ in 1964, which was only a page 

and a half long, the number of publications on the topic of the Higgs 

particle has grown year by year and threatens to overwhelm us. If only for 

this reason it has become imperative that we find the Higgs. In this 
lecture series we will begin with a general review of the standard model 

Higgs and a summary of existing experimental limits on Higgs masses. We 
will then discuss Higgs searches at e+e- machines which are just coming 

on line, e.g. SLC and LEP, and proceed to work our way up to TLC, CLIC, 
and the SSC, where we will introduce the topic of W’W- interactions. The 

range of Higgs masses we cover will span six orders of magnitude from 

MeV to TeV. Non-minimal Higgs searches will not be dealt with in this 

lecture series; instead see the excellent theoretical reviews of both 

minimal and non-minimal model Higgs.2,3,4 

2. Minimal Standard Model 

2.1. sup), x U(l), 

To begin, here is a thumbnail sketch of the standard model. The 

standard model of electroweak interactions unifies the electromagnetic 
and weak forces into one formalism, and (aside from the masses of 

particles) with only a single free parameter. The SU(2), x U(l), model was 

first proposed by Glashowj and later by Salam and Ward.6 

In the model there are three known generations of leptons, with the 
left-handed components appearing in doublets. These are the left-handed 

electron and its neutrino, and left-handed muon and its neutrino, and the 

left-handed tau and its neutrino: 

The right-handed components of the electron, muon and tau appear as 
singlets: 

Similarly, the quarks come in doublets: up/down , charm/strange, and 

top/bottom. 

The weak interactions between these particles consist of charged and 

neutral currents. The charged currents are mediated by the W’ and W- 

which couple to the left-handed components, and can change, for 
example, a down-quark to an up-quark. The neutral currents, which 

couple to both left and right-handed components, are mediated by the Z” 

and photon. The W’ can be thought of as a raising operator, the W- the 
lowering operator, and the Z” and photon diagonal in these interactions as 

shown in the figure below: 

Fig 1. Diagrams for charged and neutral currents. 

2.2. Electroweak Gauge Fields and Couplings 

The SU(2), x U(l), gauge group consists of an SU(2) triplet of isovector 

gauge fields qP and an U(1) isoscalar gauge field B,. In the minimal 

model the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken and the particle fields 

are given a mass by a single complex doublet of elementary Higgs scalar 
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fields. Only a linear combination of the broken gauge generators 

Y 
corresponding to the electric charge, Q = T,+- (m units of e, where T, is 

2 
the third component of weak isospin and Y is the weak hypercharge), 

remains unbroken. The resulting physical particle fields are a mixture of 

the gauge fields: 

Wi=$(V:fiV:J 

Z”,=-sin6,B,+cos0,V; 

A,=cos0,BP+sin8,V~ 

where A, is identified with the photon and Wt and Zi with the massive 

weak gauge bosons. In the electroweak theory these gauge fields start out 

as massless fields and therefore with only two polarization states. When 

the W’ and 2” acquire mass they will each acquire a longitudinal degree 

of freedom. 

There are two fundamental coupling constants, g for the weak isospin 
group X(2), and g’ for the weak hypercharge group U(1). The ratio of 

these couplings defines the weak mixing angle tan@, E g’/g. They are 

related to the electromagnetic coupling e=g.sine,, where 

sin 8, = g’/Jm, and the boson masses Mt = ~-a/G,&sin* 8, and 

Mz = Mi co? 8,. In the model the fields couple universally to fermions. 

The left-handed components of the fermion wavefunction are doublets 

and the right-handed components are singlets under the weak isospin 

group. The couplings to the left and right-handed states are given by 

g, = Ta - Qsin’ 6?,, gR = -Qsin* 0,. 

2.3. The Gell-Mann Nishijima Relation 

The SU(2), x U(l), model as originally proposed by Weinberg was only 

applied to leptons; however, the standard model is extended to include the 

quark generations with only flavor diagonal currents.7 The weak isospin 

and hypercharge assignments are given in Table 1, where Q=T3+Y/2 from 

the Gell-Mann Nishijima relation.8 

Given that relationship, the quarks and leptons have the following 
quantum number assignments: the electron neutrino and the electron 
have weak isospin of l/2 and hypercharge of -1: that results in a charge of 

0 and -1, respectively, as one expects. Likewise, the up and down quarks, 

with weak isospin of l/2, and hypercharge of l/3 , have charges of Z/3 and 

-l/3. 

1 0 ( -l/3 1 -l/3 

Table 1. Weak isospin and hypercharge assignments of 
quarks and leptons. 

2.4. Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking 

The breaking of SU(2), xU(l), is performed by the Higgs mechanism 
which is now described. The minimal standard model is a spontaneously 

broken gauge theory which means that the symmetry of SU(2), xU(l), is 

broken into U(l)_,, for example, by the selection of a preferred direction in 

weak isospin-hypercharge space. This direction is determined by the 
appearance of a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value. The non- 
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vanishing vacuum expectation value is constructed by introducing a 

complex weak isodoublet of scalar fields, with hypercharge of 1. 

Since this is a complex isodoublet, there are four real scalar fields and 

consequently four additional degrees of freedom in the gauge theory. The 

scalar fields have the weak isospin and hypercharge assignments shown in 

the table below. 

Table 2. Weak isospin and hypercharge assignments of the 
scalar fields. 

These scalar fields have self interactions, described in the most general 

way, by the scalar potential V = p21Q12 + i,l0/4. For p2 < 0, the ground state 

occurs at I@ = -,u* / 2A, and this becomes the ground state of the vacuum 

as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore it breaks the symmetry, because there is now 

a preferred direction. 

Fig. 2. Higgs scalar field effective potential for 

V = p*/@ + L\cDf and kLz < 0. For p2 > 0 the ground state has a 

minimum at /0,j2 = 0, while for p2 < 0 the degenerate ground 

state of the vacuum has a minimum at /CD/’ = -p2/2A The 
degenerate vacuum with a non-zero vacuum expectation 
value is the hallmark of a spontaneously broken symmetry. 

The SLJ(2), xU(l), theory is a gauge theory with two symmetry 

transformations that interest us here. One is the SU(2) invariance under 
infinitesimal rotations, with the transformation property 

Y(x)+Y(x)++? Y(x), 

where ? are Pauli spin matrices and are the generators of SU(2) isospin, 

and a(C) is an infinitesimal rotation vector in isospin space. The other 
symmetry is the U(1) invariance under a phase transformation, 

Y(x) 3 Y(x) e’“‘“‘, where a(x) is the infinitesimal phase. 

From Noether’s theorem9 we know that there is a conservation law for 

every symmetry transformation under which the theory is invariant. The 

conservation law for phase invariance is just simply charge conservation. 

This symmetry is unbroken in the theory and it is for this reason that the 

photon is left massless (U(l),, is unbroken). The invariance under 
rotation is just the conservation of the weak isospin. It is these three 
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phases of isospin rotation, a(T), that get selected by the symmetry 
breaking. Whenever a continuous symmetry is broken, massless spin-0 

particles appear,iO one for each of the three real phases of SU(2), weak 

isospin that were fixed by by the symmetry breaking. This is known as the 

Goldstone Theorem,” and the three spin-0 particles are known as 

Goldstone bosons. The scalar fields CD are in addition to the massless 

gauge fields that become the W+, W-, y, and Z”. Prior to symmetry 

breaking these gauge fields only have two transverse polarization states 

because they are massless. 

In the gauge symmetry breaking by the Higgs mechanism, the self- 
interactions of the scalar fieid Q both generate spontaneous symmetry 

breaking and give masses to the gauge quanta. In this mechanism, the 

Goldstone bosons go into the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the gauge 

fields, and those gauge fields then acquire a mass. In the minima1 
standard model, there are two fields, a charged field and a neutral field. 
The two fields have a weak isospin of l/2, and a hypercharge of 1. The 

charged field, has charge 1, and the neutral field has charge 0. 

We began with four scalar fields (four degrees of freedom) and four 
massless gauge quanta, for a total of twelve degrees of freedom (one degree 
of freedom for each polarization state), after symmetry breaking, we have 

one spin-0 particle left over, i.e. the Higgs boson, nine degrees of freedom 

in the three massilre charged W’s and Z, and two degrees of freedom in 

the massless photon. 

2.5. Electroweak Effective Lagrangian and Interactions 

Now in this theory, the Higgs mass is given by M, = m. Since u2 is 

not defined anywhere in the standard model, the mass of the Higgs is 

unknown and is a free parameter. In order to reproduce the weak 

interactions, one makes certain identifications. For example, the modulus 

of the vacuum expectation value of v = dm is related to G, by the 

relation v = [-\jzGF]-li2 z 246 GeV. And the masses of the intermediate 

vector bosons are related to the scalar field vacuum expectation value by 

the following: 

In this manner one can retain all the aspects of the low energy effective 

weak Lagrangian, 

where J’ = Jq + J’ 54 3, J: are the charged currents, J!& are the neutral 

currents, J;M is the electromagnetic current, Jc is the weak current, and p 

is the ratio of the neutral current to charged current interaction strengths. 
By definition and before radiative corrections are applied, the p parameter 

is equal to I in the minimal standard model. There are other possibilities 

in non-minimal models. The Higgs boson also appears in the theory in a 

separate effective Lagrangian, such that the Higgs boson and the other 

bosons can all interact with themselves, because they a11 are carriers of 

weak isospin. This produces the Feynman diagrams shown in Figs. 3-5, 

beginning with the Higgs coupling to two fermions shown in the figure 

below. 

f 

> 

H" - - - - _ _ _ _ 

Fig. 3. Diagram for Higgs coupling to fermions. 

This strength of this process is proportional to rnr JG,; In addition there 

are the trilinear couplings shown in Fig. 4 

.j 
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i) Ho ------- 

w 
- igM, gw 

P 

Fig. 4. Diagrams for Higgs coupling to massive gauge bosons 

where the weak coupling given by s2 = 4&G@: In the unitary gauge 

there are also the quartic-couplings shown in Fig 5, which couple two W’S 

to two W’s or two W’s to two photons. 

W’ P y, 

:“i;l 
WV- ^Jr 

Fig 5. Quartic couplings. 

3. The p Parameter 

3.1. Minimal Standard Model p Parameter 

As already stated, the p parameter is the ratio of the neutral current to 

the charged current couplings in the low energy theory and has the 

following definition: 

In the minimal standard model, before radiative corrections, p is by 

definition one because we began with a complex doublet of scalar fields 

which satisfied the relation (27 + I)* - 3Y2 = I. What that simply says is 
that the X(2), weak isospin be T=1/2, and the hypercharge equal Y=+ 1, 

for that complex doublet. However, there does not have to be one 

isodoublet to satisfy p=l. There could be 2, 3, or more, or one could have a 

larger group, where T ;r 1 or Y f 1, such as T =3 and Y =4. There is a wide 
spectrum of possible solutions, none of which we will discuss here, which 

are covered extensively in the literature.* 

3.2 Experimental Measurements of the p Parameter 

Experimentally, p has been measured and is accurately known to be 

close to unity. It has been measured in a variety of experiments, the easiest 

of which to perform are, perhaps, the W and 2 measurements. The world 

average’* of p=O.998 f 0.0086 is shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6. Measurements of weak interaction parameters in 

shown plotted as a function of p vs. sin*0,, also shown is the 

fitted average of experiments. Figure is from Ref. 1121. 

. 
. 
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Therefore we know that we are on the right track, having started out with 

something that looked like a weak isodoublet. Though there are more 

complicated possibilities, we will confine ourselves to the minimal model 
with p=l in these lectures. 

4. Unitarity Bound 

We do not know much about the Higgs boson mass, but there are some 

theoretical bounds.13 Although it is not precisely defined in the theory, 

we do know from unitarity that there is an upper limit on the Higgs mass. 

Unitarity simply states that in a scattering process, the flux coming out 

cannot be greater than the flux of particles going into the scattering 

process. The scattering amplitudes have to be less than one. If one 

considers the process of W;Wi + Z Z ; F., which proceeds through a Higgs 

boson intermediate state, and computes the scattering amplitude,‘4 it 

comes out to be: jM12 ~Gr.M~,/Rzfi for s>> mf,. Requiring lM12 ~1, and 

solving for M,,. , the unitarity limit is reached at M,,,=1.7 TeV. Of course 

this limit only applies to the minimal standard model Higgs. 

5. Low Energy Experimental Mass Limits 

Given that the upper bound is 1.7 TeV, what is the lower bound? This 

brings us to the subject of existing experimental limits. I will discuss five 

experiments, which I have selected from a pedagogical viewpoint. I have 

chosen the most recent results from the SINDRUM, NA-31, and CLEO 

experiments, which were presented this year, and two older, but very 

interesting experiments on muonic atoms and forbidden transitions in 

nuclear states. The mass range which is excluded by these experiments 

extends from zero to about twice the z lepton mass, or 3.4 GeV. The range 
that these measurements cover is shown pictorially in Fig. 7. 

CLW R+H”X 
+ c 

2 5 10 20 50 100 200 500 1000 3000 

MeV 

Fig. 7. Excluded regions of minimal standard model Higgs 
masses for selected experiments. 

5.1. Higgs Coupling to Photons and Leptons 

Before going into these measurements, it is instructive to discuss how 
the Higgs boson couples to leptons and photons. Knowledge of the 
coupling enables one to compute the rates. The coupling of the Higgs to 

the W’s and Z’s will be discussed later when we discuss higher-energy 
experiments. 

The coupling to fermions is quite straightforward. As mentioned 

previously, in the Feynman graph for the Higgs coupling to two fermions 

the strength of the coupling is proportional to the mass of the fermion. 

The invariant amplitude is given by jM12 = m:G,fi .2m:, and after applying 

the Golden rule. 

. 
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and integrating over all phase space to get the decay rate, one obtains a 

very simple relationship for the decay rate of the Higgs into two fermions, 

such as two electrons or two muons, given in general by: 

where C, is the color factor (1 for leptons and 3 for quarks) 

Since the decay width is proportional to the square of the fermion 

mass, the Higgs boson is most likely to decay to the heaviest fermion pair 
which is kinematically accessible. Therefore the coupling to two electrons 

is quite weak since they are so light. As an example of this we compute 

the production rate at an e+e- machine if one were to sit on a Higgs mass 
resonance and produce Higgs bosons. I4 (This assumes that one already 
knows the Higgs mass to high accuracy because the width is very small.) 

o(e’e- + H) = 
47tI-(I-I + e’e-)T(H + all) 

rni T(H + all)* 

The result of the calculation yields 2 picobarns, assuming a Higgs mass of 
10 GeV. When you compare that to the continuum cross section, 

86,8nb/s(GeV*), you find that the signal to background is about 1:1700. So, 

it is very difficult to find the Higgs directly from e+e- production. 

The coupling of the Higgs to photons must proceed through higher order 
graphs. There is no direct coupling because the photon has no weak 

isospin. The process goes through a triangle graph shown in Fig. 8, which 
is theoretically well-understood and was first calculated’s in 1949 for the 

case of K’ decay, x“ --f r/: 

.-IL: _---___ c -HI-------C 
Fig. 8. Diagrams for the decay of a Higgs boson into two 
photons. 

When we compute the same set of graphs for H + w , shown in Fig. 8, we 

come up with a very similar factor,r6,‘7 

* M:, GF 
SK 4& 

for M,, <<M, 

where instead of the pion decay constant we now have G,. However there 
are a few more complications, due to additional graphs such as one in 
which virtual W’s run around in the loop which is responsible for the 

factor of 7 in the above equation. For the contributions from quarks in 

the loop Qr is the charge of the quark or fermion, and the factor I=1 for 

m, >> M,,, and I=0 for m, << M,,,. So T(H + yy) is an interesting decay 

width because it is sensitive to physics above the mass of the Higgs. We 
can imagine that if the Higgs were relatively light and one was able to 

measure H + n very accurately it would probe physics far above the scale 

in which one is operating. Nonetheless, this decay rate, = o*G,m~,, is small 

due to the factor of a’. 

For Higgs masses below 1 MeV, the Higgs can only decay to two 

photons. If the mass is over 1.022 MeV it will decay to two electrons, until 

it hits twice the muon mass at which point it will decay primarily to two 

muons, and so on. The branching ratios for Higgs decay are shown in Fig. 

9 as a function of Higgs mass. 

where N, is the number of colors, f, is the pion form factor, and eU and ed 

are the up and down quark charges. 
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1 197(fermi) -cc- 
ml, m,WeV) 

MH (MeV/c*) 

Fig. 9. Branching ratio for decays of a light minimal model 
Higgs boson Figure is from Ref. [161. 

5.2. Ii(iggs Mass Limit from Muonic Atoms 

The first experiment I want to discuss is interesting because it excludes 

a very light Higgs mass, in fact it excludes vanishingly small Higgs masses. 

In this respect it is unique, to my knowledge. The idea behind this 

experiment is that in a muonic atom, one can compute the radius of the 

muon’s orbit about the nucleus; it is about 250 fermis in the lowest 

principle quantum state: 

r = __ zz 250nZ n2 
Zam,- 2 

(fermi) 

where 2 is the charge of the nucleus and n2 is the principal quantum 

number. From dimensional arguments, one can also compute the range 

of the Higgs potential; it has a range of around 197 fermis for a mass of 

m,,=l MeV, or more generally, 

The Higgs can therefore mediate an interaction between a muon and the 

nucleus because the range of the interaction looks like a long range force. 

In fact, it is an interaction very much like the Coulomb interaction. From 

this point of view it is as though the charge of the nucleus had shifted by 

some small value,3 

where A is the atomic number, and E is a QCD correction factor 

(approximately 0.3). 

1 

d- 
mHm* 

E-&GP 
Standard Model 

4rra 
1a6- 

10" I I I 
10-' 10~' 10-l 1 10 mlMeV) 

Fig. 10. Ratio of Higgs mediated muon-nucleon coupling to 
the electromagnetic coupling as a function of the Higgs boson 
mass for muonic transitions in atom z4Mg and 2% [Ref. 181. 
The region above the curve is excluded by the experiment. 
The straight line denotes the standard model expectation for 
the coupling as a function of the Higgs boson mass. Higgs 
mass values of less than 8 MeV are excluded by this 
experiment. 
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The energy levels scale with the quare of the charge, = (Zol’ , so the 

shift turns out to be a small 4 x 10” shift in the energy levels. It is a very 

small shift but the experimental limit is well below that. The 

experimental result is given as a limit on the ratio of the Higgs mediated 

muon-nucleon coupling to the electromagnetic coupling’@ 

for M,, < 1 MeV 

The experimental limit cuts off at a Higgs mass for which the range of 

the interaction falls short of the muonic radius, which occurs at 8 MeV. 

From this result we know that the mass of the Higgs is greater than 8 

MeV. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 10. 

5.3. Limits from Forbidden Nuclear Transitions in 4He 

Measurements have also been made in nuclear decay, using an excited 

state of 4He which is in a JP = 0’ state. 19 The decay to the ground state, 

which is 20.1 MeV lower, is a forbidden transition (from O+ to O+) But the 

transition is allowed if a Higgs particle is produced instead of a photon. A 
light Higgs would only decay to two electrons, so the idea is to detect the 

two electrons from the Higgs decay. The idea is that since the Higgs only 

couples to objects with weak isospin, it behaves more or less like an 

neutrino. It has very weak interactions with matter, and this property is 

exploited in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 11. 

One manufactures large quantities of the excited state of 4He by striking 

a proton beam on a tritium target, followed by a 10 cm block of uranium or 
lead shielding. The Higgs will traverse through 10 cm uranium because it 

has very weak interactions, while other particles are absorbed. The energy 
spectrum is plotted in Fig. 12b) following, using a sodium iodine detector 

located after the uranium filter. In Fig. 12a) a calibration signal from 20 

MeV captured y rays is shown. The result of this experiment is shown in 

Fig. 13. nTo signal was detected in this experiment, excluding the region 

from 3 MeV to 14 MeV. 
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Fig. Il. Schematic view of the experimental apparatus. The 
figure is reproduced from Ref. [19]. 

. . . 
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Fig. 12. In (a) is shown a calibration signal from 20 MeV 
capture y rays and shows what the signal would look like 
The observed energy spectrum is plotted in (b), using a 
sodium iodine detector located after the uranium filter. The 
data (points) as well as the expected cosmic ray background 
(histogram) are shown. The curve in (b) is a fit to the 
calibration spectrum shown in (a) superimposed on a smooth 
background.lg 

Fig. 13. Experimentally excluded region (at 2 sigma) in the 
life-time branching ratio plane. Figure is lrom experimental 
search for Higgs scalars emitted from the Jp =O’ to O+ 
forbidden transition in 4He. The theoretical curve is for a 
standard model Higgs. The scale at right shows the 
correspondence with Higgs mass.19 

5.4. SINDRUM Measurement of x’+ e’v,H + e+ue+e- 

Moving up in the mass range, a recent and very impressive 
experiment was performed at the Paul Scherrer Institute by the SINDRUM 

collaboration.20 They have measured the rate for the decay for A* --3 e’u,y’, 

where the photon decays to an electron-positron pair. 

. 

‘.~ 
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search region 
Fig. 14. Diagram for the process xi + e’u,H + e’ue’e- 

This radiative decay is a standard model process that goes very slowly. 

The branching fraction is measured to be 3.2 x 10e9. The interesting aspect 

about this experiment is that it is also sensitive to rt’ -+ e’u,H with the 

same final state electron-positron pair. The Feynman graph for this 

process is shown in Fig. 14. The branching ratio for Al+ + e’u<H is given 

below,21 

BR(rc+ --f e+uH”) z 
T(x’ 3 e’uH”) 

r(?[+ --f p+u) 

J?G,m:. f(x) 
= 487?m:(l- mt/mi) 

where x = Mk/m: 

= 6.5x10M9,f(x) and f(x)=(l-8x+x2).(1-x2)-12x’lnx. - 

The only difficulty in performing this experiment is the long lifetime 

of a light Higgs, allowing it to completely evade detection in the apparatus 

for a sufficiently low mass Higgs. The long decay length for Higgs particles 

with mass below twice the muon mass is shown in Fig. 15. 

10m4 I OF 10-l I& loo 

m,,GeV 1 

lo-l5 

10-l” 

Decay Width 

Fig. 15. Light Higgs boson lifetime and width. The figure 
shows the the decay length as a function of the Higgs mass. 
The right scale gives the corresponding decay width. The 
figure is from Ref. 121. 

The long decay length somewhat limits the low end range of their search. 

However, it is fairly straightforward to search for two electrons forming a 

very narrow resonance, and in the search region of interest, which was 

about 10 MeV to 110 MeV, the branching ratio of Higgs to two electrons is 

very close to 100%. 

In Fig. 16b), a Monte Carlo study shows the mass spectrum of what a 70 

MeV Higgs in the SINDRUM detector would look like. The data, in Fig. 

16a), shows the region searched by this experiment. 
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Fig. 16. In (a) the data for the process xc + e*ue+e- are shown 
with error bars. The histogram is the Monte Carlo prediction 

for the standard model radiative decay process X+ -+ e’uy’. In 
(b) is shown theMonte Carloprediction for JZ+ + e’uH” where 

MHD =70 .MeV/cz. The figure is from Ref. [ZO]. 

No corresponding peak is seen in the data, allowing them to set an 
experimental limit on the branching fraction at a level of 6.5~10” at a 90% 

confidence level. This excludes the presence of a Higgs in the mass region 
from 10 MeV up to 110 MeV. 

5.5. NA-31 Search for K”, --f nOH (H + e’e-) 

Beyond 110 MeV the searches are more complex. There is a 

preliminary measurement from CERN Experiment NA-31,22 which has 

searched for the decay Kt -+ n”H (II --f e’e-). They are limited in this 

experiment to the mass region below twice the muon mass. There is 

considerable theoretical uncertainty about the rate for K: + n” I-1”. There 

are two Feynman graphs in Fig. 17 that contribute to this process and it is 

theoretically uncertain how to add the two amplitudes.’ 

Fig. 17. Feynman graphs that contribute to the process 

K; + rr” Ho. 

The graph at left has a higher order loop with top quarks running around 

the loop, introducing an uncertainty due to our lack of knowledge of the 

top quark mass. In addition some of the Kobayashi Maskawa matrix 
elements are not well known and there are uncertainties in the relative 

phases of the two amplitudes. It suffices to say that there are a variety of 

theoretical predictions and in the worst case they give a branching ratio for 

K;, -+ x0 Ho of 10-7, although some predictions are as high as 10-4. 
However even if one assumes the worst case, 10e7, it is still possible to 

produce an experimental limit on the Higgs mass with this experiment. 

This limit given by NA-31 excludes Higgs masses from 15 MeV to 211 

MeV, and they are able to exclude regions of Higgs production with 
branching fractions as low as 2 x 10-8 

The results are plotted in Fig. 18 as a function of the mass of the Higgs 

vs. its lifetime. The solid diagonal line corresponds to a standard model 

Higgs; as the mass is. lowered the lifetime becomes longer. In this 

experiment, as one gets to smaller masses and very long lifetimes, 

sensitivity to the Higgs is reduced, resulting in the lower end of their limit 

at 15 MeV. The upper end of the limit is the two muon threshold. 

:.. : 
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Fig. 18. Excluded regions for a light Higgs hypothesis for the 

process KF + a”H (H + e’e-) as measured by the NA-31 
collaboration. Shown in the figure are the contours for 
various excluded branching fractions as a function of the e+e- 
final state mass (Higgs mass) and the decay length. The 
results are plotted as a function of the mass of the Higgs vs. 
the lifetime of the Higgs. The diagonal line corresponds to a 
standard model Higgs. The lower limit on the expected 
theoretical branching fraction is 2 x 10-e in this search region, 
which excludes Higgs masses in the region from 15 MeV to 
211 MeV. Figure is from Ref. [22]. 

5.6. CLEO Search for b + sH Transitions 

The CLEO experiment has looked for decays of B mesons to the 

standard model Higgs boson. 23 At the quark level, the transition b + sH is 

suppressed and can only occur through the higher order diagrams shown 

below. 

Fig. 19. Feynman graphs for the process b + sH 

Since these graphs have heavy quarks in the loop, the branching fraction 

is dependent on the unknown mass of the top quark. The branching 

fraction is calculated to be 4.2% for a top mass of 50 GeV. The top mass 
appears to the fourth power, 

so for heavier masses the branching fraction is much larger. Such a 
substantial decay rate should not be difficult to detect. They have searched 

in a number of final states, including the inclusive modes B + H’X where 

the Higgs decays to ~‘p-, and the exclusive modes B + H”K or B i H”K’ 

where the Higgs decays to W XX, or KK. The most sensitive among these 

various modes is the inclusive process B -+ H”X + ~PLX and the exclusive 

processes B + H”K(or K’) f K(or K’)pu or B -+ K(or K’)nrr 

. . 

_,- ,_ : 

The results of this experiment are used to exclude the mass region 

2m, cm,, <2m,. This region is excluded using a number of different, 
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overlapping decay modes as shown in Fig. 20. In the lower mass region 

the inclusive mode B +HK or K’ was used, assuming that the Higgs 

decays could be H + P!.I or KK. The upper mass region was excluded 

using the inclusive mode H--f pp. They had a little trouble around the 

J/v mass due to backgrounds; however the limits are still quite good 
even in that region. Given that we already know that the top mass is in 

excess of 77 GeV,24 the CLEO limits are quite firm 

Fig. 20. Experimentally excluded regions of standard model 
Higgs boson mass as measured by the CLEO collaboration in 

the inclusive processes B + H’X where the Higgs decays to 

/“p’, and the exclusive modes B --f H”K or B + H”K’ , where 

the Higgs decays to up.nrc, or KK. The results of this 
experiment23 are used to exclude the mass region 

2m, < mH < 2m,. 

is shown in the figure below. 
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6. Experimental Searches at SLC and LEI’ 

Given these lower energy limits we know that the minimal Higgs is 

somewhere between 3.4 GeV and 1.7 TeV. How does one find the Higgs if 

it is above 3.4 GeV? First, we will look at some potential experiments at 

the e+e- colliders, SLC and LEE’. Next we will consider what can be done at 

LEP-200, an upgrade to LEP scheduled to begin operations in 1995 at a 

center-of-mass energy of 200 GeV. Finally, at the end of this report we will 

discuss the search potential of the proposed accelerators TLC/CLIC which 

are e+e- machines and the SSC, a multi-TeV hadron collider currently 

under construction. The mass reach of the new and proposed accelerators 

Fig. 21. The mass reach for minimal standard model Higgs boson searches 

of the new and proposed accelerators is shown in the figure. The dates 

shown are estimates of when such searches may be completed. 
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6.1. LEP/SLC Higgs Production Mechanism 

The principal production mechanism of Higgs bosons at LEP/SLC is 

through bremsstrahlung off a Z’. The diagram for this process and the 

production cross section are shown in Fig. 22. Higgs searches at these 

machines can be divided into three regions of interest as a function of the 

center-of-mass energy. 2s In region I of the figure, on the 2’ resonance, 

Higgs bosons are produced in the process e+e- -+ Z0 + I’?‘+ Z” , where a real 

Z0 is produced and decays into a Higgs and a virtual 2’ Region II is 

defined as I$ < & < M, +fiM,,. In this region Higgs bosons can be 

produced by the same diagram, except that now both Z0 propagators are 

virtual. When both Z”s are off mass shell there is a dip in the production 

cross section, making it more difficult to perform searches in this region. 
The third region of interest, which really applies more to LEP-200, is at a 

center-of-mass energy & > mz + aMi,. In this case, the decay is through a 

virtual Zo propagator which in turn decays into a real Z0 and a Higgs 

boson. 

6.2. Production on the Ze Resonance 

We’ll begin with region I. In a high luminosity e+e- machine with 
t=103’ cm-2 sec.‘, which is approximately the design luminosity of 

SLC/LEP, one expects to produce on the order of 106 Z”‘s per year. In a 

typical search scenarioz5 the lepton tag is exploited by identifying events in 

which Z” + e+e- and the Higgs decays into bb; thus the final state consists 

of e+e- bb. Since the 2’ is virtual in this region, the invariant mass of the 
e’e- pair will be substantially less than the 2’ mass for Higgs boson masses 

in the region of interest. The relative production rate of this process is 
shown in Fig. 23 for a range of Higgs masses. 

120 140 160 180 

Ji (GeV) 

Fig. 22. Production cross section for the bremsstrahlung 

process e’e-t H”Z” + HO!‘!-. The upper curve corresponds 
to a Higgs boson mass of 10 GeV, the lower (dashed) curve 
corresponds to a mass of 50 GeV. In region I marked on the 
curves a real Z” is produced and decays into a Higgs boson 
and a virtual Z’. In region II marked on the curves both Z”s 
are virtual. Finally, in region III only the final state Z” is on 
mass shell. Both curves assume that the z” is detected 
through a charged lepton pair.25 

. . _ 
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Fig. 23. The event rate for e’e- + H”Z”* -+ H”C’C- is compared 
on an arbitrary scale for different values of the Higgs boson 
mass and shown as a function of the invariant mass of the 
virtual Z0 (e+e- pair mass). The production rate is seen to 
peak very closely to the kinematic threshold. The figure is 
taken from Ref. [253. 

Unfortunately, the process, e+e- + H”Z”’ -+ H”!‘K is severely rate 

limited, but it is the only way to make a Higgs at the SLC or LEP-1. The 

branching fraction for this process decreases rapidly from IO4 for a 

massless Higgs to 1O-6 at a mass of about 50 GeV as shown in Fig. 24. The 
dashed line in the figure marks the one event per 106 produced Z” rate 

(approximately one year of machine running), at design luminosity. 

-J 

0 20 LO 60 80 

M Ii" (GeV ) 

.- 
:. .. :__ 

Fig. 24. Branching fraction for the on resonance production 

process z” + e+e-H” as a function of the Higgs boson mass.‘s 
The dashed line corresponds to approximately one event 
produced in a canonical year of operation of a 103’ e+e- 
collider. 

In a canonical year consisting of lo7 set of operation at an e+e- machine 

operating at full design luminosity of IO”, 65 Higgs events are produced 

for M~=l0 GeV Higgs, but only one event for a Higgs boson mass of 50 

GeV. So clearly the rate is inadequate somewhere in the region between 30 

and 40 GeV. The following table shows the number of Higgs events 

produced with final states of eie- b5 from lo6 initial state Z0 events 

produced on resonance. 

:.: 
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Table 3. Number of Higgs bosons produced through the 

sequence, e+e- + 2” --f Z”‘H” + e’e-bL and into this specific 
final state as a function of the Higgs mass for 106 initial state 
Z0 events produced on resonance.25 

6.3. Mark II Simulation 

Monte Carlo simulations of this process have been performed by 

groups at CERN and at SLAC. Here is a typical set of selection criteria from 
a Mark II study:26 two electrons are required to have a total energy of 

EC, + EC- Y 30 GeV, and the visible energy (sum of all observed energy in 

the detector) is required to be at least 85% of the center mass energy. The 

latter cut is made rather tight in order to reduce backgrounds to this 

process arising from the lower energy two photon exchange process, 

e+e- + y*y’+ e’e-qq. These cuts have an efficiency of about 65%. A 
simulation has been performed for three different postulated masses of 

the Higgs: 10 GeV, 20 GeV, and 35 GeV. 

2 i 

= 20 C0V 

... 3 

.” : 
. . . ,: ‘.. .._. 

_.I . . . ‘. 
. . . 

..‘.. 

50 30 40 
Missing Mass (CeV) 

Fig. 25. A simulation by the Mark II collaboration for Higgs 

production through the sequence e+e- + Z” + Z”‘H” + e’e-b6 
for three postulated masses of the Higgs boson as indicated. 
The signal is shown for each of the three Higgs masses 
(dotted histogram). The background, arising primarily from 

the two photon process e+e^ + y’y’ 3 e’e-qq, is shown in the 
solid histogram. The figure is from Ref. [26]. 

In Fig. 25 the signal (dotted curves) and background (solid curves) are 

plotted in number of events per IO6 Z’, so this is a plot one might expect after 

a year of operation. When the missing mass, here defined as the mass 

recoiling against the Z”, is plotted one expects to see a resonance peak at 

the postulated Higgs mass. In the figure, the 10 GeV Higgs is readily 
apparent, as well as the 20 GeV Higgs, however a 35 GeV Higgs boson is 

clearly rate limited in this simulation 

The conclusion drawn from the Mark II simulation was that the range 

of observation for the Higgs, given lo6 ZO’s at LEP or SLC, would be from 

about 10 to 30 GeV. In a data sample of 10’ ZO’s, where this might be 10 
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years of operation or three years at a higher luminosity machine, one 

could extend the search up to Ml{=50 GeV. 

6.4. LEP Simulation 

A LEP study tried to extend this range by expanding the search to 

include other 2” decay modes than to two electrons, which constitutes 

only 3% of all Z” decays.2s They included final states in which the Z” 

decays to two neutrinos, e+e- -+ z” 4 Z”‘H” + uiIb6, which has a branching 
ratio of about 1970, and should greatly improvre the rate. The final state 

topology consists of two b jets recoiling against nothing, with the two jets 

being acoplanar. They therefore require two jets with less than half of the 

center-of-mass energy, because the Z” should carry away a majority of the 

energy. The event is required to be acoplanar, with missing transverse 
momentum of pt > 3 GeV in order to reject QCD events. Finally, the 

calculated mass of the unobserved virtual Z” must be greater than 40 GeV. 
By applying a beam energy constraint to the observed system the invariant 
mass of the Higgs boson is obtained for M,,=30 GeV in Fig. 26a), and 

M,,=ZO GeV in Fig. 26b). 

The primary background to e+e- --f Z” + Z”‘H” + ufjbb is standard QCD 

production of two jets events, For the simulation of a 20 GeV Higgs mass 

there is an apparent peak, but there is also substantial qq background 

beneath it. Because of the cuts there is a kinematic cutoff at around 40 

GeV. As the mass increases to 30 GeV there is a substantial reduction in 

rate due to the loss of phase space. Unfortunately, the peak begins to look 
a lot like the @ background, So although a more copious production 

mode, Z” i ug , is used in this search, one comes up with more or less the 

same answer as the Mark II analysis, and that is that one cannot extend the 

search region much higher than M~=30 GeV at SLC or LEP-1. There is an 

advantage in using the mode, Z+ uiT if one only has for example 20,000 

Z”‘s, because one might still be able to do a Higgs search in the 5-15 GeV 

mass range. Therefore this is something that might be accessible to LEP or 

SLC during the very first year of operation. 

L 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

Erfcctivc M ~ (GeV) 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

ECfwtive M ,r (GeV) 

Fig. 26. Result of a LEP study for the Higgs production process 

ete- + Z” + Z”‘H” + uiJbb. The figure (a) on the left is 

evaluated for a Higgs boson mass of MI,.=30 GeV, the figure 

(b) on the right is evaluated for a mass of M,,.=20 GeV. The 
signal (dashed histogram) is easily observed for the case of 

M,,.=20 GeV over the QCD background (solid histogram). 
The figure is from Ref. [25]. 

7. Higgs Searches at LEP-200 

We will now move up the mass scale range to LEP-200.27 LEP-200 is a 

machine that will presumably come into operation in 1995, with a center- 

of-mass energy of 200 GeV and potentially a higher luminosity than the 

present LEP-1 machine. At LEE-200 the primary production mechanism 

for the Higgs boson is through the bremsstrahlung process 

e’e- + z”’ -+ Z”H”. 

‘. 

‘_ 
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Fig. 27. Higgs production cross section for the 

bremsstrahlung process e+e- + Z”’ + Z”Ii”, as a function of 
the accelerator beam energy.?j 

In the figure above, the production cross section varies from 1 to 10 

picobarns depending upon the mass of the Higgs. For example, at an 
accelerator operating at 200 GeV in the center-of-mass and for a 60 GeV 

Higgs mass the expected production rate is approximately 1 picobarn. The 

production cross section is summarized in Table 4. 

E,, (GeV) M,” (CeV) a(e’e- + WY”) 
Expected Events 

in 500pb.’ 

20 3.34pb 1670 
160 40 2.30 1150 

60 0.89 446 

20 1.47pb 735 
40 1.19 595 

200 60 0.92 460 
80 0.62 308 
100 0.23 114 

Table 4. Higgs production cross section and event rate for the 

bremsstrahlung process e+e- + Z”’ --f Z”H”, as a function of 
the accelerator center-of-mass energy and as a function of the 
Higgs mass.*s 

In a typical year of operation, at 200 GeV, if an experiment could 

accumulate a data sample of 500pb.‘, then approximately 500 Higgs events 

at a mass of 60 GeV would be expected. The number of events drops 

precipitously as the Higgs mass increases; for a Higgs mass of 100 GeV 

there are only 100 events expected. Presumably a lower mass Higgs would 

have already been either discovered or ruled out up to 30 or perhaps even 
40 GeV at LEP-1 or SLC by this time. If not, one would probably prefer to 

run the accelerator at a lower energy, around 160 GeV, in order to study 
the lower mass Higgs range. 

At 200 GeV one is above the W’W- threshold, and W pairs or 2 pairs 

become a potential new background to the signal process. There is also 

substantial QCD background and this has to be contended with as well. 

The production rate for these processes is summarized in Table 5. 
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E,, (GeV) Background Processes Cross section (pb) 

160 o(OCD) 139.8 

200 

a(e+e- -3 W’W-) 
rJ(e+e- + Z”Z”) 

@QCD) 

16.1 

2.2 

74 

Table 5. Background production cross sections at LEP-200.28 

At LEP-200 there are three possible final state detection channels for the 

bremsstrahlung production mechanism e+e- -+ Z”’ --f Z”H” (region III in 

Fig. 22). These channels are shown in Fig 28. In all cases the Higgs boson 

is assumed to decay into bb, while the Z” can decay to either two 

neutrinos, two muons or electrons, or two quarks. 

The mode Z0 + UU is promising due to the large branching fraction, 

approximately 19%. However, the number of events expected per SOOpb-1 

in the neutrino mode is no more than approximately 100 events for Higgs 

masses greater than 40 GeV, so this is a rate limited regime. The mode 

with the charged leptons is almost background free but even more rate 
limited. There are a significantly greater number of events in the 

Z”H” + q?ibE (four-jet) final state, but this is a difficult mode because of 

QCD multi-jet backgrounds. 

7.1. ALEPH Simulation of LEP-200 Higgs Search 

As an example, we now discuss a simulation by the ALEPH 

collaboration of the case of ZO+ UV at LEP-200.28 There are a number of 
backgrounds, due to any kind of a process that generates neutrinos. For 

example, in Z”Zo production, which is now kinematically permissible, one 

2 can decay to q4 while the other decays to two neutrinos. Also, two W’s 

can decay into a final state consisting of a tau and its neutrino on one side 

and q?J on the other. In the decay of the tau lepton additional neutrinos 

are produced. Two-jet production in QCD, in which heavy quarks decay 

semi-leptonically, can also produce background. 

I # 
4 I iT 

-- - -- _ - ) 
b 

b) 

cl 

Ha+ bb 

Fig. 28. Three final state production mechanisms considered 
by the LEP-200 study for the bremsstrahlung process 

e+e- + Z”’ + Z”H”. In (a) the 2” decays to uV, (b) the Z” decays 
to charged leptons, and in (c) the z” decays into qq jets. In all 
three cases shown the Higgs is assumed to decay exclusively 

to bb jets. 

Typical cuts (see Table 6) to eliminate these backgrounds might be: 1) 
Cut on the missing mass to eliminate events without a Z” in the final 

slate. This reduces backgrounds from W’W- and QCD, (see Fig. 29a) for the 

missing mass distribution for the case of a Higgs mass of 60 GeV. This is 

:. 
., .- 

, 
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fairly effective in reducing these backgrounds. 2) Cut on missing 

momentum. That also rejects QCD events (see Fig. 29b), because one 
expects to see a substantial amount of missing pt for Z” events with 

neutrinos in them. However, there is a substantial loss of efficiency with 

this requirement. 3) Cut on event sphericity in the rest frame of the final 

state qq system, sphericity is defined as the sum 

and where pT is the momentum transverse to the sphericity axis, which 
minimizes this sum. The event sphericity is near zero for a two-jet event, 

and near one for an event without structure. One expects the bb jets to 

look broader because they are heavier than udsc quarks (see Fig. 30). 

ALEPH LEP-200 Simulation Selection b 

ALEPH Simulation 

0.0 40.0 80.0 120.0 180.0 200.0 

lawNc us.9 
(GEW 

Fig. 29a. ALEPH simulation for LEP-200 (6 = 200 GeV) for 

the process e’e- -+ 2”. + Z”H” + ui7bh. Shown in the figure is 
the missing mass distribution, the background from QCD and 

W’W- events are at left while signal events are to the right of 
the Z0 mass (91 GeV). The figure is from a simulation for a 
Higgs mass of 60 GeV.28 The curves are not normalized. 

Table 6. Summary of ALEPH Simulation Selection Criteria 
for Higgs Boson Searches in the Mode 

ecem + Z”’ + Z”H” + uubb at LEP-200. 
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Fig. 29b. ALEPH simulation for LEP-200 (& = 200 GeV) for 

the process e+e- --f Z”’ -+ Z”H” + ui7bG. Shown in the figure is 
the missing momentum distribution, the background from 
QCD events are at left while signal events are to the right. 
The figure is from a simulation for a Higgs mass of 60 GeV.28 
The curves are not normalized. 

30.0 
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0.0 
0.10 0.12 

sphericity 

Fig. 30. ALEPH simulation for LEP-200 (& = 200 GeV) for the 

process e+e- + Z”’ + Z”H” -+ uBbb. Shown in the figure is the 
sphericity distribution. The background from QCD events are 
at left while signal events are to the right. The figure is from 
a simulation for a Higgs mass of 60 GeV.28 The curves are 
not normalized. 

After these event selection criteria are applied, an additional constraint 

is imposed that the missing particles in the event, i.e. the two neutrinos, 

come from a Z’. Then one examines various postulates of what the Higgs 
mass might be. For example, for M,=40, 60, and 80 GeV, the distribution 

shown in the figure below is obtained after all cuts and with the 

background and the signal normalized to an integrated luminosity of 

500pb-1 and & = 200 GeV. 

For M~=40 GeV the signal is readily apparent over background. For 

increasing values of the Higgs mass, from 40 to 60 GeV, the signal begins to 

merge with the background and the rate is reduced. By 80 GeV the ratio of 

..- 
. . : 

._ 
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signal to background is only 3, and the peak may be difficult to resolve for a 

data sample of only 500 pb-t. 

The simulation for the ALEPH experiment concluded that in this mode, 

for 40,60, and 80 GeV Higgs masses one would expect 49,34, and 12 signal 

events, respectively. The signal to background ratio was computed, 

comparing the number of signal events on peak to the number of 

background events under that peak, as summarized in the table below. 

The invariant mass spectrum for these three different mass values is 
shown in Fig. 31. 

e+e- 4 Z”H” where z” + VV and H” + bb 
I I I I 

MHO Total # of # of Signal # of Background Signal/Back- 
(GeV) Events Events at Peak Events at Peak ground 

40 107 49 2 25 

60 83 34 7 5 

80 56 12 4 3 

Table 7. Conclusion for ALEPH simulation for LEP-200 for an 

integrated luminosity of SOOpb-1 in the process e+e- -+ Z”H” 
where Z” + VU and H” -+ bb.*s 

The ALEPH analysis also looked at Z” --f e+e- or Z” + /f’p-. These 
modes are more or less background free, but are rate limited at the very 

high end of the mass range at 80 GeV. Here the signal to background is still 

only 3.7, not much better than the neutrino mode. The conclusions for 

this analysis are summarized in Table 8. 

-. 

: 

Xnvariant Mass (GeV) 

Fig. 31. ALEPH simulation for LEP-200 (4 = 200 GeV) for the 

process e+e- -+ Z”’ --f Z”H” + uBbb. The plots are, from top to 
bottom, for M,,= 40, 60, and 80 GeV. Shown in the figure is 
the signal (solid histogram) normalized for a data sample of 
500pb.’ and with all background sources (hashed histogram). 
The figure is taken from Ref. [281. 
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8. Higgs Searches at Future e+e- Colliders 

Next we will discuss Higgs searches at future colliders, in particular 

TLC, CLIC and SSC. The TLC (TeV Linear Collider) is a linear e+e- 

machine that would operate at 1 TeV,29 and CLIC (CERN Linear Collider), 

is a CERN design for a linear e+e- collider that would operate at 2 TeV.30 

The SSC (Superconducting Super Collider) is a pp machine which is 

planned to operate at 40 TeV.31 

8.1. WW and ZZ Decays 

At these, higher energy scales, new decay modes of the Higgs appear 

with couplings that are quite different from what we have discussed so far. 

For example, a very heavy Higgs can decay to two W’s or to two Z’s. This 
has important experimental consequences. The coupling is proportional 

to G, x M;*, so the decay width grows as the mass cubed. As expected this 

decay rate to two massive gauge bosons is almost identical to the rate we 

discussed earlier for T(H” + w) = G, aZMz aside from the factor of a*. The 

rate for the decay H + Z”Z” is about half that of the decay to two W’s, 
where the factor of one-half arises from the final state summation over 

two identical particles: 

e&e- + Z”H” where Z” + e’e- or Z” --f p+p- and H” + bb 
I I I I 

MHO Total # of # of Signal # of Background Signal/Back- 
(GeV) Events Events at Peak Events at Peak ground 

40 36 24 0.2 Large 

60 28 17 0.6 28 

80 18 11 3 3.7 

Table 8. Conclusion for ALEPH simulation for LEP-200 for an 

integrated luminosity of 500pb-1 in the process ete- i Z”H” where 

2” + e+e- or Z” f @‘pm and H” -+ bb .2* 

The other mode that was looked at, which 1 will just briefly mention 

here, is a four-jet final state, Z”H” + qqbb. The background to this mode is 

from QCD multijets. Here the signal to background ratio is only 2 and is 
clearly not favorable as compared to the other modes. The conclusions for 

this analysis are summarized in Table 9. 

e+e- + Z”H” where Z” -+ aSi and H” --f bb 

MHO 

(GeV) 

40 

60 

80 

Total # of # of Signal # of Background Signal/Back- 
Events Events at Peak Events at Peak ground 

430 54 23 2.3 

340 60 31 2 

Table 9. Conclusion for ALEPH simulation for LEP-200 for an 

integrated luminosity of 500pb-1 in the process e+e- + Z”H” 

where Z” --f q?j and H” + bb.28 

Adding both of these decay widths, the total decay width of a very heavy 

Higgs is given by: 

- 500 GeV 
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Therefore a IHiggs particle with a mass of 1.3 TeV has a width equal to its 

mass, and at that scale has a behavior that is more like a continuum than 
like a particle. 

10 
6.2. Decay Rate to Top Quarks 

Another interesting phenomenon in the case of a high mass Higgs 

occurs if there is a very massive top quark. Normally, the Higgs likes to 

couple to the heaviest kinematically accessible fermion, but it happens 

that the coupling to gauge bosons is even stronger. So if one hypothesizes 

that M,, > 2mv and M,, > 2m.r0r then, 

r(H-, w+w-) = M:, >2 
T(H + 6) 2m:, 

Above the W-pair threshold, this ratio is always larger than two. Thus, 

although we do not know the top quark mass, we know that for the 

purposes of these high mass studies the decay H + W’W- will always 

dominate for a minimal standard model Higgs boson. A graphical 
representation of Higgs decay rate as a function of mass is shown in Fig. 32. 

IO 
(GeV) 

m, = 40 GeV 

10-l 4 
200 400 600 800 1000 

M”(GeV) 

Total Width 

O[ 
I I 

300 400 500 600 700 

M H (GeV) 

Fig. 32. In (a) the Higgs boson partial decay width to W’W-, 
Z”Z”, and ti (mt=40GeV) final states. In (b) the Higgs boson 
total width is shown as a function of the Higgs mass.*sJ2 
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8.3. Longitudinally Polarized W Pairs 

When a heavy Higgs decays into W or Z pairs, they will tend to be 

longitudinally polarized. The fraction of longitudinal decays, fL, and 

transverse decays, fT, are given by the following,33 

The fraction of polarized W’s or Z’s as a function of the mass of the Iliggs 
is shown in the table below. 

M,,.(GeV) 

200 

300 

500 

800 

1000 I 
T(GeV) f L 

1.8 0.47 

9.1 0.90 

53.2 0.99 

238 0.998 

474 0.999 I 
f r 

0.53 

0.10 

0.01 

0.002 

0.001 

Table 10. The total decay width for massive Higgs boson 
decays and the fraction of the decays into longitudinally (fL) 
and transversely polarized (fT) gauge boson pairs (W’s and 
Z’s) as a function of the Higgs boson mass. For MH>300 GeV 
the heavy Higgs will decay primarily to longitudinally 

polarized states (WLW; and ZLZL).ss 

For example, a 300 GeV mass Higgs decays with a probability of 90% to 

longitudinally polarized pairs. For very massive Higgs almost 100% of the 

decays are into longitudinally polarized pairs. This has experimental 

ramifications if one considers angular distributions: a longitudinally 

polarized W will decay with a different angular distribution than a 

transversely polarized W. 

8.4. WW Fusion 

In addition to new decay modes, there is a new production process that 

takes place at these very high energies. Besides the bremsstrahlung 
mechanism that we have already discussed, shown in Fig. 33a) below, 

there is the WW fusion process, shown in Fig. 33b) below. 

a) Bremsstrahlung b) WW Fusion 

Fig. 33. Feynman graph for the bremsstrahlung process in (a) 
is supplanted by the WW fusion graph shown in (b) for 
heavy Higgs production. 

The WW fusion process is analogous to the two-photon process shown 

in Fig. 34 that we know from low energy e+e- machines, in which a flux of 

virtual photons is radiated off the incoming electrons. 

. :.: 
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Two-Photon Process 

Fig. 34. Feynman graph for the two-photon process 

Two of these virtual photons can fuse to form a new state, a resonance for 

example. The formalism for this is well known, and the rate can be 

calculated using the equivalent photon approximation of Weizsacker and 
Williams.34 In the equivalent photon approximation the energy spectrum 

of the emitted bremsstrahlung photons is given by, 

dN N(k) -=- 
dk k 

and N(k) = GlnE 
x m, 

The production cross section is then obtained by integrating over the 

emitted photon flux and the X -+n width for the final state X. The 

following result is obtained, 

o(e+e- + e’e-x)= J~J~(k)N(kjo,,,(4k,k,j 

where the function f is the form factor for the final state. For resonance 

production the simple form is obtained, 

The fact that the rate increases as log s is important at the highest 

energies. Remember that the point cross section is falling like l/s. If we 

now consider the case of WW or 22 fusion we can again use the 
Weizsacker-Williams approximation. The decay width of H + W’W- or 

H + Z”Z” is given by: 

r(H” + W’W-) = GF”:, 5 and I-(H + Z”Z”) =s 

Using the form factors corresponding to both W’s being transversely 

polarized or both longitudinally polarized, one obtains: 

(2+r)zln~-2(l-~)(3+r) 
I 

w,~: fE(l+++2(r-l) where r E s 
s 

Then the total cross section for M,>> mw, where the two W’s are 

predominantly longitudinally polarized is4 

I 

While for comparison, the bremsstrahlung cross section for M,, CC & is 

a(e+e- + Z”H”) z + pb, 
s[TeV ] 

At sufficiently high energy the fusion process will overtake the 

bremsstrahlung process. In the figure below the production cross section 

for the bremsstrahlung mechanism in Fig. 35a) is compared to the WW 

fusion process shown in Fig. 35b) for a variety of Higgs masses. Also 

shown is the point cross section for e+e-. 

._ : 
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lDZ 

o(fb) 

IO 

(a) e’c--ZH 

Fig. 35. In (a) the production cross section for the 
bremsstrahlung mechanism e’e- + Z”H” is compared to the 

WW fusion process e+e- --f u,Yj,H”shown in (b) for a variety 
of Higgs masses. 35 Also shown is the point cross section for 

e+e opumt = 86.8nb/s(GeV2), 

8.5 High Energy e+e- Colliders 

At a 1 TeV collider, we are already well into the regime where WW 

fusion dominates. For a Higgs mass of a 100 GeV, at 1 TeV center-of-mass, 

the production cross section is about 3.4 units of R, where a unit of R is 

given by the point cross section 86,8nb/s(GeV*), which at 1 TeV is 86.8 fb. 

Enormous luminosities are required in order to obtain a measurable rate. 

For example at a luminosity of 1 x103’, with a cross section equal to one 

unit of R, 1000 events are produced in a canonical year of 10’ seconds. 

How can a luminosity of 103gcm?sec-’ be achieved at 1 TeV center-of- 
mass? An e+e- storage ring with E,, =1 TeV would be prohibitively 

expensive since the cost of such a storage ring scales with Ezcm. On the 

other hand, a linear collider should scale linearly with energy, because you 

just make the collider longer to get to higher energy. The SLC, at SLAC, is 
the first example of such a linear collider. Electrons and positrons are 

accelerated in the same linear accelerator, then the electrons go around 

one arc and the positrons go around the other and they collide at the 
center. That is fine for center-of-mass collisions at 100 GeV, but there is a 

substantial synchrotron energy loss in the arcs that become a significant 

problem at 1 TeV. The solution is to have two linacs colliding head on, as 
illustrated in Fig. 36. 

-_: 
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BUILDING BLOCKS 
FOR e+ LINEAR COLLIDERS 

8.6. Linear e+e- Collider Parameters 

Fig. 36. In the figure at ieft (a) is shown a schematic of the 
linear collider at SLAC which accelerates both electrons and 
positron in the same accelerator. At right (b) a generic design 
of high energy collider is shown where electrons and 
positrons are accelerated in separate structures. 

What are the parameters of such a collider? The TLC design, conceived 
at SLAC, has a center-of-mass energy of 1 TeV and a design luminosity of 

1~10~~. The CERN design, CLIC, has a center-of-mass energy of 2 TeV and 

a comparable luminosity. The properties of these colliders is shown in the 

following table 

SLC CLIC TLC 
I I I 

Eml 
Power Source 

Accelerator 

100 CeV 2 TeV 1 TeV 

Klystron Superconducting Relativistic 
Drive LINAC Klystron 

17 MV/m 80 MV/m 196 MV/m 
Gradient 

Accelerator 1 3 km i 2x12.5 km 1 2x2.5 km 
Length 

Luminosity 
(cm-*sq 

6~10~~ 1.1x103() 1.2x1033 

Table 11. Parameters of the existing e+e- collider SLC, and the 
proposed 1 TeV collider TLC and the 2 TeV collider CLIC.s* 

8.7 Background Processes at l-2 TeV 

At these very high energies a whole new realm of background 

processes appears which we need to understand. These backgrounds fall 

into two distinct classes, the first order standard model processes and the 

second order peripheral interactions. The standard model backgrounds 
are from the single photon or Z annihilation graphs in Fig. 37a) and b), 

and the electron, or neutrino exchange processes such as those shown in 

Fig 37~) and d). 
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a) b) 

4 
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4 
I 

W’ e+ 
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I I z” , 
IU :e 

e- I W- e- 1 Z” 

Fig. 37. Annihilation and standard model backgrounds to 
massive IHiggs boson detection. Shown in the figure are the 

processes (a) e’e- + qq, (b) e’e- + W’W-,(c) e’e- + W’W-,and 

(d)e’e- --f Z”Z” 

The backgrounds due to the peripheral interactions are primarily from 
two photon interactions and the WW or Wy fusion process. These 
processes are shown in the figure below. 

a) b) 
e+ e+ e+ e+ 

Y 

k 

q Y 

k 
Wf 

e+ Y e+ 

L W- 

Fig. 38. Background processes to massive Higgs boson 
detection from second order processes. Shown in the figure 

are the processes (a) e+c- + e’e’qq, (b) e’e- --f e’e-W’W-, and 

(c)e+e- -3 euW 

There are numerous backgrounds to be contended with that are 

significantly larger than the signal process prior to analysis cuts, as can be 

seen in Fig. 39. For example there is the standard two-jet process, 

e+e- --f qYJ, which has a cross section nine times the point cross section, or 

nine units of R, and there is the process e+e---t W+W- which has a rate of 

about 27 units of R.36 There are actually two diagrams for the latter 

process, the s channel with a virtual y or 2, and the t-channel where a 

neutrino is exchanged. At these high energies the t-channel diagram 

causes sharp peaking in the forward and backward direction along the 

beam line. In order to reduce this background one therefore makes 
restrictive cuts on the event axis. There is also the process e+e- + Z’Z”, 

although at a reduced rate relative to W pair production. The process 

e+e- + e’e-W’W- is a background for high mass Higgs searches, as we will 

see later. This latter mode also has a very substantial production cross 

section, and it has the property that p;‘“- = 0. Another background process 
that is quite important is e’e- + euW. The final state W has a large pT 

(p; = m,) which is much the same as the large pT of the Higgs in the WW 

fusion process (also p.; = mw). A fairly comprehensive list of backgrounds 
is shown in Table 12 along with their production cross sections. 

.: 
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Annihilation 

Process 

e+e- i !+!- 

e+e- --f q?j 

e+e- + W?V’ 

e+e- --f Z”Z” 

e+e- --t yf 

e+e- --f 1(7-O 

e+e- -+ W’VTZ” 

e+e- f Z”Z”Z” 

5 (units of R) 

4 

9 

27 

1.5 

10 

31 

0.4 

0.03 

Peripheral 

Interaction 

e+e- --f e’e-qq 

e+e- + e’e-W’W- 

e+e- + euWZ” 

e+e- + euW 

e+e- --f e’e-2” 

o (units of R) 

1 

9.3 

3.4 

140 

70 

Table 12. Summary of background rates at a 1 TeV e+e- 
collider.36 
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Fig. 39. Background processes compared to the Higgs 
production rate for the case of MH=500 GeV as a function of 

e+e- collider center-of-mass energy.37 

9. TLUCLIC Design Studies 

In order to be able to distinguish between signal and background one 

requires a very good detector. In the TLC design studies, a detector with 

very good hadronic calorimetry was assumed, with a resolution of 

o/E = 50%/&+2%. The electromagnetic calorimeter was assumed to 

have 80/o/&+2% resolution. This is a very difficult set of parameters to 

obtain simultaneously, in the real world. The TLC studies further 
assumed a very good tracking system, with a resolution of 

o,/p=0.3.p(TeV/c). 

-. -_. 
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The TLC is assumed to operate at a luminosity of l~lO~~crn-~s-‘, 
resulting in an integrated luminosity of 10 h-‘/year. The most important 

production process is the WW fusion process (e’e-ium”), with a cross 
section 17 times greater than the bremsstrahlung process for MH=lOO GeV. 

There are two analysis regions that are quite distinct and which we will 

consider separately. The first region concerns the intermediate mass Higgs, 

with M,, < 2mw. The Higgs cannot decay into two W’s, and decays instead 

to b’F;. The dominant sources of background come from e+e- + euW and 
UUH. The second analysis region applies to the high mass Higgs, 

M,, > 2m,, where the Higgs can decay into WW. There is background 

coming from other peripheral interactions such as e’e- + W’W-e’e- 

where both electrons go down the beam pipe. Other backgrounds are due 

to fusion processes producing ZZ and WZ. 

9.1. Intermediate Mass Higgs Search Region 

We will start with the intermediate mass Higgs search region, and 

assume that the Higgs boson does not decay to top, MEi < 2m,,,, but rather 

exclusively to b quarks with BR(H’ -+ bb) - 100%. Finally, we assume that 

the Higgs boson is produced by either the fusion process, 

e+e- + uiYH” -+ 6bb, or by bremsstrahlung e’e- --f Z” Ho --f uGbG. 

The signature for production of an intermediate mass Higgs boson is 

two low mass jets corresponding to the bg system. There will be some 

missing transverse momentum in the event carried off by the neutrinos. 

Because the Higgs is produced primarily through WW fusion, the 

produced Higgs will also have a substantial transverse momentum due to 
the massive W propagators. The other important signature is that the b 

quark is relatively long lived, so one should be able to see a secondary 

vertex in the detector. 

9.2. TLC Design Study 

A comprehensive study of the intermediate mass region was 

performed as part of the TLC study at SLAC.29,32,38 As we just discussed, 

the signatures for this mass region are two b quark jets and large missing 

transverse momentum. To select these events, a two cluster analysis was 

performed, requiring that the mass of each of the two jets be consistent 

with a b-quark and not consistent, e.g. with a W or Z. A substantial 

,. .:.: 

amount of missing transverse momentum was required: IX&l>50 GeV. 

To select events with a long lived particle they simply required that there 

be at least four tracks with a large (>30) impact parameter; 6: 

3 x [(51*m)2 + (50pm / p(GeV~)‘]i < 6 < 3 mm. 

This assumes that one has an excellent vertex detector with resolution 

given by the quantity in brackets. To avoid selection of K”‘s or other very 

long lived particles there was the further requirement that the impact 

parameter be less than 3 mm. Finally, the two b quark jets will not be 
coplanar since the Higgs is not produced at rest in the lab frame in the 

fusion process, so an acoplanarity greater than 10 degrees was required. If 

the mass of the top quark were low enough, e.g. 40 GeV, then 

e’e- + e’u,W- + e’uctG would be kinematically allowed, and would 

become the predominant background process for this intermediate mass 

search region, due to the high rate for this process and the similarity in the 
final state parameters. It is now known experimentally that mT0p>77 GeV, 

so this is not a concern.39 However, at the time of this study, high mass 

limits on the top quark were not available. 

In this study an integrated luminosity of ILdt = 30 fl-’ and 6 = 1 TeV 

was assumed. This corresponds to three years at design luminosity or one 

year at three times the design luminosity. In Fig. 40 the signal for the 

process e’e- + EIH’ --f ui?b6 and e’e- + Z0 Ho --f uiTbb is shown together 

with the main background due to e’e-+e’u,W-te’u,tb. The 
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Fig. 40. The signal for the process e’e- -+ uuHO + ui?bb and 

e+e-+ Z’H’-+uiIbb is shown together with the main 

background due to e+e- + e’u,W- + e’uct6. The distribution 
of two-cluster invariant mass for the two b-jets is plotted in 
the figure. In (a) and (b) M,=lZO GeV, in (c) and (d) MH=150 
GeV. The detector resolution for hadrons is assumed to be 

o/E=50%/&+2% in (a), (b), and cc), an improved 

resolution of o/E = 35%/a+2% is assumed in plot (b). In 
plot (d) it is assumed that the Higgs decay mode is H --f ti, 
mT=40 GeV, a four cluster analysis is then performed to 
detect the top decays.40 

distribution of two-cluster invariant masses for the two b-jets is plotted in 
the figure. The study considered two possible intermediate mass Higgs, 
MH=120 GeV and MH=150 GeV. Assuming a canonical TLC generic 

detector with 50%/a hadronic resolution, the background tends to 

obscure the signal, but for a Higgs mass of 150 GeV the signal stands out 

quite clearly. If one could build an even better detector with a resolution 

of 35%/& even a 120 GeV mass Higgs stands out quite convincingly. One 

can also do a completely different analysis by assuming that the main 

Higgs decay mode is H + 6. Then one performs a four cluster analysis and 

can do quite well for example in finding a 150 GeV Higgs. This is of course 

at the edge of the kinematic limit given our present knowledge of the 

lower bound on the top quark mass. 

The conclusion from the TLC study is that one can just marginally 
detect a MH=120 GeV Higgs, but can detect a MH=150 GeV Higgs quite well. 

If one were to assume a heavy top, so that the W cannot decay to tb then 

the background is dramatically reduced. It would be rather interesting to 

see this analysis repeated based on the new top quark mass limits. It is 

likely that the analysis could be extended to find Higgs bosons with masses 
below 120 GeV. Higgs bosons with masses close to the W or Z mass are 

nonetheless very difficult to discover since the detected signature is almost 
indistinguishable from these particles. 
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9.3. High Mass Higgs Search Region 

The TLC study also examined the high mass Higgs search region, 

M,, > 2m,, where we will assume that the Higgs decays exclusively to WW 

or ZZ and is produced through the fusion process e’e- -+ uiJH”. In this 

mass region one can more or less ignore the top quark since 

I-(H” + w+w-)/I-p0 f tr) E M:,/2m.f > 2 if M,, > ?m.,. Here one is Iooking 

for a final state consisting of 2 W’s (or Z’s) produced with substantial 

transverse momentum, py = O(mv), since the produced Higgs obtains 

large transverse momentum in the fusion process due to the massive W 

propagators. The PT spectrum of the final state WW pair is shown in the 

figure below; it peaks near the W mass of 80 GeV. One therefore performs 

an analysis to select this region, which is a novel signature for this process. 

11 

0.0 j ’ ’ 

-----, - 

0 104 200 300 

P.~ (GeV) 

The heavy Higgs selection for the TLC study is straightforward. The 

principal backgrounds due to e’e- + W’W- or efe- + Z”Z” are t-channel 

processes and are therefore sharply peaked along the beam axis.42 One 

therefore determines the thrust axis of the event and requires that the 

event be centrally produced by selecting lcos~,,,,l~O.8. A cut on the 

transverse momentum, I c$ I > 50 GeV, exploits the large expected PT for 

the signal while rejecting two-photon backgrounds which peak at PT=O. 

Then one performs a two-cluster analysis to detect two W’s, The invariant 

mass of the smallest of the two clusters is required to be in the region 

66~WC,c, ~94 GeV while the other must be in the region 75<M~:~~~~<lOO 

GeV. These cuts select a region that brackets the possibility that either of 

the two particles is a W* or a Z”. Finally, because of the large expected 

transverse momentum one requires the two W’s or Z’s to have an 

acoplanarity>lO”. These cuts result in a very background free signal as can 
be seen in the figure below. In a data sample of 30 fb’, for M,=300 GeV 

125 signal events pass these selection requirements (for an efficiency of 
7.9%). For MH=500 GeV 46 events pass (for an efficiency of 12%). 

Fig. 41. Transverse momentum spectrum for Higgs bosons 
produced from WW fusion.41 
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Higgs Signals at 6 = 1 TeV 

------ -__--_- ----- -- --- 
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Fig. 42. The heavy Higgs signal from the fusion process 

e’e- + ui?H”, where the Higgs boson decays to W or 2 pairs, is 

shown in the figure for the TLC study at & = 1 TeV and a data 
sample of 30 fl-1. The histogram at top is for Mll=300 GeV, 
125 signal events appear in the peak after all selection 
requirements. The histogram at bottom is for MH=500 GeV, 
46 events appear in the peak. The dashed line shows the 

expected background level due to e+e-+ W’W- or 
e+e- + Z”Z”? 

9.4. Heavy IHiggs Search Strategy for CLIC from the La Thuile Study 

A similar analysis was performed in a CERN study at La Thuile where the 

CLIC design at A/;=2 TeV was considered.37,4s For this study it was 

assumed that the accelerator would have a luminosity of L = 10Y3 cm-‘s-‘, 

or 10 ft? / year. The analysis was preoccupied with backgrounds coming 

from the peripheral interactions e’e-+euWZ and e’e--+eeWW which 

are relatively easy to reject as shown in Fig. 43 of the PT spectrum of signal 

M,=SOOGeV 

p,” lcevl 

py &VI 

Fig. 43. PT spectrum of signal and background processes from 

the La Thuile study of CLIC at & = 2 TeV and 10 fb-‘. In (a) is 

shown the p.:” for the signal process e+e- + uU1-I” where the 
MH=500 GeV Higgs boson decays to W or 2 pairs. In (b) the 

~7’” is shown for the background process e+e- + eeWW .37,43 

: 
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and background processes. Otherwise the analysis is very similar to the 

TLC study but with somewhat less restrictive cuts. The analysis cuts and 

the resulting data sample are shown in Table 13 for IO fK’ and for two 
cases of the Higgs boson mass, MH=500 CeV and MH=SOO GeV. 

In particular the CERN anaiysis required a net transverse momentum 

greater than 20 CeV, compared to the TLC cut at 50 GeV. From a total of 

1400 produced events, for a 500 GeV Higgs mass, they end up with a signal 

of 420 events. This can be compared to a total background of 160 events. 

Because they used a less restrictive set of cuts the signal to background is 

not as good as in the TLC design study. However, due to the higher 

center-of-mass energy of the CLIC design a substantial Higgs signal (190 
events) is obtained for MH=800 GeV. 

The conclusions of the CLIC study are illustrated in the simulated mass 
spectrum shown in Fig. 44 for the case of MH=500, 800, and 1000 GeV. For 

a 500 GeV Higgs mass, in a data sample of 10 fb-1, the WW mass peak 
corresponding to the Higgs is quite apparent over the background. For the 

800 GeV Higgs, one sees that the signal is starting to look more and more 
like a continuum distribution due to the increasing width of the Higgs. At 

1 TeV in Higgs mass there is still a very striking Higgs signal over the 

continuum background process, but to achieve this the CLIC study had to 

assume five times the design luminosity 

Heavv-Hiees Rates Per Year at CLIC 

Sipd Background Signal Background 

MI-I = WmJ = W-I = 9wv = 

500 GeV/c2 4X&550 am clJv/c2 600-l 000 
CeV/c2 W/c;) 

Produced 1400 3000 600 4650 

Purely hndronic final 660 1390 260 2140 
state 

Aiter detector acceptancr 530 
I 

460 
I 

240 
I 

500 
and iet reconstruction I 

Anpfar cut: I COSMIC I <0.8 480 260 210 160 

Pqw mt: P,“” 420 160 190 
I >20 GeV/c 130 

Table 13. Signal and background rates from the La Thuile 

study for CLIC at & = 2 TeV and 10 fb?. Shown are the rates 
for the signal process e+e- + uUH” where the MH=500 GeV or 
800 GeV Higgs boson decays to W or Z pairs. The background 
processes are primarily e’e- + eeWW and e’e- + euWZ.37,43 

_ 
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10. Higgs Boson Searches at the SSC 

400 500 600 
M, [GcVl 

h) 

--- 10 
500 1000 1500 

Mw k3cVl 

Cl M.=1000GcV . 

I 
,,I:, I 

600 1000 1400 
M, k3eVl 

Fig. 44. Signal and background rates from the La Thuile study 

for CLIC at & = 2 TeV and 10 ib-t in (a) and (b), and 50 fb1 in 
(c). Shown in the figure is the WW mass spectrum for the 

signal process (data points) e+e- + u’i?H” where the MH=500, 
800, and 1000 GeV Higgs boson decays to W or Z pairs in (a), 
(b), and (c), respectively. The background processes in this 

analysis are principally due to e+e--teeWW and 
e+e- 3 euWZ, and are shown as the solid curves.37.43 

10.1. SSC Accelerator and Detectors 

This concludes the discussion of design studies at SLAC and CERN for 

linear e+e- colliders. Our next stop is in Waxihachie, Texas. The 

Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) is a pp collider 53 miles in 

circumference, designed to operated at 40 TeV in the center-of-mass and 

with a peak luminosity of 1033cm-2s-1, or 10 fb’/year. 

For Higgs studies at the SSC one has to assume that very good detectors 

will be available, perhaps better than what one can construct today. The 

generic detector which was used for the design studies which will be 

presented here came out of the Berkeley workshop44 and is described in 

more detail in the references. The calorimeter has very small 

segmentation, 0.05x0.05 towers in units of A9 (azimuth) and An 

(pseudorapidity, q = -lntan(0/2) where 8 is the polar angle) and has 

calorimetric coverage that extends to In] = 5.5. The electromagnetic 

resolution is taken to be o/E = 15%/G+ 1%, and the hadronic resolution 

is o/E=50%/&+1%. The tracking system is assumed to have a 

resolution of opt / pc = 0.5’ p,[TeV / c]. It is not only a very good detector, it 

is also enormous by present-day standards, and would dwarf the CDF 

detector, for example. The tonnage has gone up dramatically, from 4000 

tons for CDF, to perhaps 40,000 tons. 

10.2. Gluon-Gluon Fusion 

The high energy of the SSC accelerator can extend the possible search 

region for a minimal standard model Higgs to masses of almost 1 TeV. At 
these high masses the process that is important for massive Higgs 

production is WW fusion and gluon-gluon fusionds Gluon-gluon fusion 

is very similar to the WW fusion process discussed earlier and shown in 

Fig. 45a), except that now instead of W’s there are gluons radiated from the 

incoming quark lines. Although there is no mechanism for a Higgs to 
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directly coupie to a gluon, it can couple through higher order loops 

involving heavy quarks as shown in Fig. 45b). 

a) WW Fusion b) gg Fusion 

q 9 

w+ 

:i 

H” 
------ 

W‘ 

9 q 

q q A 
Fig. 45. Feynman diagram for WW fusion is shown in a). 
The Feynman diagram for gluon-gluon fusion is shown in b). 
This latter, high order process, is the highest rate production 
mechanism for heavy Higgs bosons at the SSC. 

For a very massive top quark, the loop diagram will dominate over the 

WW fusion process. In Fig. 46 the production rates for gluon-gluon 

fusion and WW fusion are shown for various values of the top quark 

mass and the Higgs mass. For a 50 GeV top quark mass, gluon fusion 

dominates until very large Higgs masses, above 300 GeV. However, we do 

know that the top quark mass is greater than 77 GeV from CDF 

measurements24; if it is as high as 200 GeV the cross section for heavy 

Higgs will be dominated by gluon-gluon fusion. It is important to keep in 

mind when evaluating the various SSC studies that there is a substantial 

range of uncertainty about the Higgs production cross section due to 
uncertainty in the mass of the top quark. 

0.2 0.4 

M” h,0vG 
0.8 10 

Fig. 46. Heavy l-Riggs production cross section for four 
different values of the top quark mass. Cross-section is 
strongly influenced by the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism 
where the gluon couples to the Higgs through a top quark 
loop.46 

10.3. Higgs Search Regions at the SSC 

There are three analysis regions considered in the SSC design studies. 

First is the intermediate mass Higgs search region, defined as 80 

GeV<MH<180 GeV. In this region the decay modes which are considered 

are Ho+ b5 (assuming MH<~MT&, H”+r/, and through a virtual Zo, 

H”+ZZ’+4!‘. 

In the heavy Higgs mass range, 180 GeV<MH<600 GeV, the Higgs decay 

through H” + ZZ --f 48* is the preferred mode of detection. Finally, in the 

obese Higgs mass range, 6OO<M~<1000 GeV, the Higgs decays considered 

to have adequate rate are H” -+ W’W--1 e’ujj and H” + Z”z” + .!!‘!-jj 

,. 
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(j=jet). The three regions and the decay modes of interest are summarized 

in the following table: 

Minimal Standard Model Higgs Search Modes at the SSC 

i) Intermediate Mass Higgs 80<Mtt<180 GeV 

A) H”-+r( 

B) H” + ZZ’ + 41* 

C) H”+bb 

ii) Heavy Higgs Mass Range 18O<M~<600 GeV 

A) H”+ZZi41’ 

iii) Obese Higgs Mass Range 6BO<M~<1000 GeV 

A) H” --f W’W- -+ .!‘ujj 

B) H” + Z”Z” -+ !+e-jj 

Table 14. The minimal Higgs boson searches at the SSC are 
divided into three categories for the different mass ranges. 
Preferred modes for searches in each of the mass ranges are 
shown. 

10.4. Intermediate Mass Higgs Searches 

We will begin with the intermediate mass region. In the intermediate 

mass region the Higgs decays predominantly into bb but there is also a 

suppressed mode into yy Towards the upper end of this mass region the 

ZZ’ decay mode increases substantially, this can be seen in Fig. 47. 

IO” 

10-1 

10-z 

10-G 

10-4 

10-G 

10-G 

..:; _.-. . .--. 

Fig. 47. Branching fraction of the intermediate mass IIiggs 
boson assuming Mt@!mT.4” 

10.5. H 1‘ “JY 

The mode H--f w has a branching ratio of about 10m3, so one expects 

about 500 produced events/year for a Higgs mass of 100 GeV and about 800 

events/year for a Higgs mass of 150 GeV. 47 The dominant backgrounds are 

qsj-tw and gg-tyy; these are irreducible backgrounds because the final 

state is identical to the signal process. In addition there is background due 
to standard QCD jet-jet events which can fragment to look like w; this 

particular background is not even considered in the analysis. 

For this analysis two different detector resolutions have been assumed: 

1) an “excellent” detector with oJE =lO%/&+l% electromagnetic 
resolution. This in itself would be an extraordinary achievement for a 

large scale SSC detector; 2) a detector with “extraordinary” electromagnetic 

resolution, oe/E = 3%/a+ 0.5%. This resolution is achievable only in 
a detector using sodium iodine, or EGO as the detection elements. This 

: .I :_ 
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type of detector might be appropriate for a special purpose experiment 

devoted to analyzing this process. 

With these assumptions, and assuming two choices for the Higgs 

boson mass, M~=100 GeV and M~=150 GeV, a simulated M, mass 

spectrum is obtained as shown in Fig. 48. For either detector and M~=100 

CeV, there is no statistical significance for the signal. Only when M~=l50 

GeV is there any statistical significance to the result, as summarized in 

Table 15. 

Higgs Mass Detector Mass 
Resolution Resolution 

Statistical 
Significance 

100 GeV ?=!!?!?+I% 1.44 GeV None 
E XJ~ 

100 GeV ~==+o.s% 0.55 CeV 2.8 0 
E & 

150 GeV ‘5=10%+1% 1.91 GeV 7.6 0 
E ~~ 

150 GeV ;=g+o.s, 0.80 GeV 

Table 15. Statistical significance of the H -+ r/ signal over the 
irreducible background.47 Fig. 48. Simulation of the process H+n. Shown is the 

number of events/l GeV as a function of the y)’ invariant 
mass. The background curve is due to the irreducible 
processes qLj + w and ~6 + w. In (a) and (b) M~=100 GeV, in 
(c) and (d) M~=150 GeV. The signal is statistically significant 
only when MH=I~O GeV. In (b) and (d) the detector 
resolution of electromagnetic particles is set to 

o/E=3%/&+0.5%, and in (a) and (c) it is 

o / E = lo%/& + 1% .47 
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10.6. H” + 22’ 1‘ 41* 

The second search mode for the intermediate mass Higgs boson that we 

will discuss is through the process H” -+ ZZ’+ 4Z*. In this mode one of the 
26’s will be off mass shell. Two analysis regions were considered in the 

simulations4s for two conjectured top quark mass values, MT=55 GeV and 

MT=90 GeV. In view of the recent top quark mass limits the former is not 

a likely consideration. If the top quark is sufficiently light the Higgs will 

decay into it preferentially over the ZZ” mode. When the results of the 

analysis are compared this assumption can affect the result by almost an 

order of magnitude. The rates for signal and backgrounds are listed in 
Table 16 for a variety of Higgs masses. For the case of MH=I~O GeV and a 

light top quark, there are only 16 signal events, so there is not a lot of 

room left to make cuts to eliminate the appreciable backgrounds. The 

situation is a little less bleak for the higher Higgs masses or higher top- 
quark masses with respect to signal vs. background; nonetheless, the 

detection of the intermediate mass Higgs through ZZ” is clearly very 
difficult. 

In order to reduce the backgrounds due to gg + ZbG , isolation cuts 
have to be applied on the leptons to insure that they are not due to QCD 

processes. Typically one sums up the energy in a cone around the lepton 

and limits the maximum energy allowed. Unfortunately this type of cut is 

known to be inefficient, so when this simulation was first attempted, at a 

time when the top quark was thought to be light, the simulation was 

never completed. Clearly for the high top quark mass the analysis 

warrants further study. 

MI-I (GeV) 

120 

140 

160 

180 

;ignal IOfb- 
1 

nT=S)oGev 

13 

110 

248 

143 

(I I 
I 

;ignal 1Ofb 
1 

nT=55GeV 

3 

16 

44 

84 

qg + zz’ 
IOft-’ 

gg --3 Zbl; 
1 OfIT 

1000 

550 

300 

300 

Table 16. Signal and background rates for the process 

H” 4 ZZ’ + 41*, for the case of the intermediate mass Higgs 
boson. The expected rate in this mode depends critically on 
the value of the top quark mass. The irreducible background 

due to qg --f ZZ’ is small compared to the signal; however the 

background due to gg -+ Zbb is sizeable. Numbers quoted are 
for a luminosity of lOfb-l and are prior to any analysis 
cuts.48,49 

10.7 pp + XW --f Xt* bi; 

The analysis of the bg mode is the most complicated simulation that 

has been performed for the SSC, to my know1edge.s” It assumes associated 

production of the Higgs with a W, pp + WH”X, which is a very different 

mechanism from what we have discussed so far, and a very difficult 

channel to observe. The final state consists of bb in association with a W. 

One must contend with enormous backgrounds from quark-gluon and qq 

production from W’s and z’s, The production cross section for a Higgs 

through associated production with a W with a mass of 75 GeV is 3.9 pb, 

and only 1 pb for a 150 GeV Higgs mass. For comparison the background 
for W production is 27 nb. Thus the background starts out lo4 times larger 

than the signal with a topology which is quite similar to the signal. These 

rate are summarized in Table 17. 

.‘_ 

: 
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Table 17. Signal and background rate for associated 
production of intermediate mass minimal Higgs, where the 
Higgs is assumed to decay exclusively to b-quark pairs.50 

Leptonic decays of the W are selected by requiring an isolated electron or 

muon with 25 GeV of transverse energy and missing transverse 

momentum greater than 40 CeV (I~$l>40GeV). To tag the b-jets one 

must require that at least one of the b’s undergoes a semilcptonic decay, 

and that the leptons have PT>l GeV/c. The two b-jets should be rather 
narrow, and the lepton impact parameter, or distance of closest approach 
to the interaction point, F, should be greater than 50, 

6 > 5 [(~pn)~ + (80pm / p(GeV / c))‘]“‘, or at least greater than 50pm. Finally, 

the jet-jet invariant mass is required to be within 20 GeV of the expected 
Higgs mass. After applying these cuts, the raw production rate of 24,000 
events per year is reduced to 41 events for the particular case of a 100 GeV 

Higgs, with a background of 107 events. The conclusion from this analysis 

is that the signal to background is about 1 to 2 over most of the 

intermediate mass range, so this is a tantalizing yet difficult analysis. The 

results of this analysis are summarized in the table below. This is one of 

the few analyses which is sensitive to Higgs masses near the mass of the 
ZO. 

Signal 

40 

w+g ZO 
W+cl 

84 0 
100 16 41 84 23 
125 20 22 105 0 
150 28 26 147 0 

Table 18. Number of signal events expected after analysis cuts as a 

function of the Higgs mass, for lOti- at the SSC. Also shown are the 

number of background events from Wg and Wq, and from Z* decaysjo 

10.8. Heavy Higgs Searches at the SSC, H” + Z”Z” + 4!’ 

While we have seen that the detection capabilities of an intermediate 

mass Higgs at the SSC are rather limited, such is not the case for a heavy 

Higgs, 180 GeV< MH< 600 GeV. It has been suggested that a heavy Higgs 

can be detected at the SSC in the modes Ho+ W’W-+ e’ujj and 
1-I” + Z”Z”+ 4!*. While the former has a high rate of production but 

serious background problems (which we will discuss further later on),-” 

the latter mode is a straightforward detection channel with little 

background.33,4” The branching ratio for a Higgs to decay into four charged 

leptons (electrons or muons only) is small, only 1.4x10-3. The heavy Higgs 
will only decay to ZZ one third of the time, and the branching fraction of Z 

decays to two electrons is only 3% which accounts for the small combined 

branching ratio. A detector designed to study this mode would therefore 

have to have a large acceptance and efficient identification of leptons. 

As we have discussed before, the heavy IHiggs is produced through the 

gluon-gluon fusion process and therefore the expected event rates are 

sensitive to the top quark mass. The simulations of the four lepton 

detection channel have consequently considered two possible cases for the 
top quark mass, MT=40 GeV and M~=200 GeV. The rate dependence on 

this parameter can be seen in the table below, where the difference in the 

raw rates is striking for the highest masses. For M~=600 GeV and mT=40 

GeV, 60 events are expected with a luminosity of loft-1, but for mT=200 

GeV the rate jumps to 225 events. 

. . 
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1 Hirrs Mass Raw Rates Detected Rates 1 
Y” 

mtep=40 GeV 
M~=200 GeV 
MH=~OO Gev 

After Cuts 

70 
89 

Table 19. Higgs boson rates for the decay H” + Z”Z” + 4L*. 
The production of the heavy mass Higgs occurs through the 
gluon-gluon fusion process which is a higher order process 
that is sensitive to the top quark mass. Rates are given for a 

luminosity of IOtIs1 at the SSC & = 40 TrV. Background rates 
are given for the irreducible continuum backgrounds 

q4 + Z”Z” and gg --f Z”Z”.4s 

To select the heavy Higgs decay mode, 11” --f Z”Z” + 4!*, the simulation 

assumed the following selection criteria. 48.52 The leptons are assumed to 

be visible and in the detector, meaning that they have transverse 

momentum p~>lO GeV, and that they are centrally produced in the 

detector with In 1~2.5. For a high mass Higgs the two P’s will have 

substantial transverse momentum, so the reconstructed Z’s are required to 

have p: > 50 GeV. Also the reconstructed invariant mass between the two 

leptons that make up each Zo must be consistent within f10 GeV of Mz. 

After these 3 cuts are applied, there is still a substantial number of 

detected events in either scenario for the top-quark mass, as compared to 

the backgrounds as can be seen from the table above. The backgrounds are 

from continuum processes while the Higgs still has the shape of a 

resonance, at least in the lower mass range. The result of this simulation 

is shown in Fig. 49. For the case of M~=400 GeV there is a substantial peak 

for MT=40 GeV and it is even more significant for the MT=200 GeV. 

IHowever, for M~=800 GeV the resonance width is so large and the rate so 

small that the signal is significant only if M~=200 GeV. For these very 

high masses the resonance is so broad that the Higgs no longer looks like a 

particle. 

NHlqqri - 500 GeV 

t%Topl - 200 GeV 

H:ZZl IGeVl 

Fig. 49. Mass spectrum for the decay H” --f Z”Z” + 4!*. The 
production of the heavy mass Higgs occurs through the 
gluon-gluon fusion process which is a higher order process 
that is sensitive to the top quark mass. Rates are shown for a 

luminosity of IOfb-1 at the SSC &=40TeV. Background 
curves are given for the irreducible continuum backgrounds 

q$ + z”Z” and gg + 2”Z”.52 
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10.9. Obese Higgs Mass Regime 

The final Higgs mass range that will be accessible to experiments at the 

SSC is the “obese” Higgs mass region, M~>800 GeV. In this region the 
Higgs is difficult to detect because it no longer looks like a resonance. The 

rate is also very small. In the heavy Higgs mass range 

pp -+ 1-I” -+ Z”Z” + 4!* is the preferred detection channel. For the obese 

Higgs, one would like to consider channels with higher rate, such as a 

pp + H” + Z”z” -+ uue+.J-, or H” --f W’W --f e’ujj. These two modes have 

been considered rather extensively. However, the latter mode becomes 

increasingly difficult for higher top quark masses. In fact if Mt,R>Mw then 

the top quark will decay to W particles, rendering this mode unusable by 

high backgrounds from pp -t ti + W’W-bi; and other high rate top quark 

production modes. 

So the only mode seriously considered is pp + H” 4 Z”Z” --f uUC’K. 

This requires a detector that is very hermetic, where you can effectively see 

the missing energy carried away by the neutrinos.“2 In Fig. 50 the 

transverse mass distribution is simulated for this process with MH=ROO 

CeV and loft-I of data. The Higgs transverse mass distribution is defined 

to be 

where Ef is the reconstructed Z” transverse energy and p$ the 

reconstructed Zo transverse momentum. 

The only background considered here was due to qq + ZZ. Additional 

but smaller backgrounds are expected from gg+ ZZ. The signal 

remaining after all selection cuts was only 17 events. Clearly a higher 

luminosity accelerator that would yield much more than IOft-I per year is 

required. 

UJ 
750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 

Fig. 50. The transverse mass distribution is simulated for this 

process pp --f H” + Z”Z” + uB+!- with M~=800 GeV and 1Ofb1. 
The only background considered here was due to qq 3 ZZ 
additional but smaller backgrounds are expected from gg + ZZ. 
The signal remaining after all selection cuts is only 17 events. 
Figure is from Ref. (521. 

10.10. Like-sign W Pair Production 

In the obese Higgs mass region the Higgs sector becomes strongly 
interacting as the unitarity bound is approached.53 In this regime the 

longitudinal component of the W, which was developed from the Higgs 

sector also becomes strongly interacting. So in the WW fusion process the 

Higgs can be produced by and decay into like sign WW’s as shown in Fig. 

51. 

This is an even more interesting mode considering that there is an 
asymmetry in the production rate for W+W+ or W-W- which gives this 

production mode a distinctive signature. For example, for 10 tl-I, 43 

W+W+ events are expected but only 14 W-W-events. This is in part 

because in a proton there are twice as many u-quarks as there are d-quarks, 

However, there is a very substantial background to this process from 

single gluon exchange where like sign W pairs can also be produced 
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through uu + ddW’W+. This background is about two-thirds the signal 
from the most recent calculations. This is still actively discussed in the 

literature right now. 

Fig. 51. Feynman graph for strongly interacting Higgs 
producing like-sign W pairs through a quartic interaction. 

11. Conclusions 

We began by looking at five experiments that have set limits on light 

Higgs: 

(1) 

(2) 

X-ray transitions in p-atoms 

Forbidden transitions in 4He) 

8 MeV< MH 

3 MeV< MEI< 14 MeV 

(3) SINDRUM K+ --f e’ucH” 10~ MH< 110 MeV 

(4) NA-31 K; + ~~“13” 15~ MH< 211 MeV 

(5) CLEO B --f H”X 210 MeV< MH< 3.4 GeV 

These three last experiments are all quite recent. The SINDRUM 
measurement was published just a few months ago, the NA-31 

measurement is still preliminary and unpublished, and the CLEO result 

was published in February 1989. These experiments exclude Higgs masses 

between zero mass and twice the tau lepton mass. There are many other 

interesting experiments not covered here, including excellent limits from 

ARGUS, a very recent result by Mark II, and results from CUSB. 

We then studied the capabilities of the existing machines to study 

minimal Higgs. SLC and LEP-1 are machines that are coming online, 

operating around the mass of the Z. LEP-200, in five years, will be 

operating at double that energy and possibly with higher luminosity. We 

also talked about the future machines: the TLC/CLIC Higgs simulation 

studies and the SSC studies. These are multi-TeV machines operating at 
high luminosity. The accelerators that we discussed in this review are 

summarized in Table 20. 

Machine ff 

SLC/LEP-1 e+e- 

6 L(m-2 s-l) 

MZ -1031 

Table 20. Summary of existing and proposed accelerators 
considered here. 

We reviewed what the capabilities of the machines would be for 

minimal Higgs searches. In SLC/LEP-1 the preferred detection mode is 

e’e- + Z” --f H”Z”‘+ bb!!. These two accelerators should be able to push 

Higgs searches up to 30 GeV and they might possibly reach 50 GeV. By the 
middle of the next decade with LEP-200 the search region could be 

extended to 80 GeV in the mode e’e- + Z” + H”Z” --3 b&i?. 

We saw that the Higgs search range can be dramatically extended, 

perhaps to the TeV range, by TLC, CLIC, or SSC. In the TLC the preferred 
detection mode is in the fusion process ece- + H”u< --3 bbu% and 

. . 
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c+e- i H”uG i Wuii. The search range examined here could find 

minimal Higgs in the range 120 GeV to 500 GeV. If the decay W 4 ti; is 

kinematically forbidden the search range could extend even closer to the 

20 mass. In the CLIC studies, it was concluded that in the mode 

e+e- + H”uQ + WWuli, at five times design luminosity, the search region 

could be extended to 1 TeV. 

In the SSC studies that we reviewed we saw how difficult the 

intermediate mass search region was, particularly how hard it was to find 

the Higgs decay into bi. We also looked at the gluon fusion modes. In the 

decay H” + Z”Z” + 41’ the search region extends to M~=600 GeV, and if 

the top mass is quite heavy, as high as M~=800 GeV. At a higher 

luminosity intersection region at the SSC one might be able to find the 

minimal Higgs up to one TeV, particularly in the interesting doubly 

charged mode W*W*. 

There is a large body of literature and reviews which are well worth 

reading for further indepth study on the topic of minimal IHiggs 
searches.2,3,4,54 Not covered in these lectures was the topic of non-minimal 

Higgs such as those predicted by supersymmetric models. Extensive 
discussion of these models and studies of the experimental search 
possibilities are contained in the literature.2,“” 
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1. Introduction 

In these two lectures I will discuss electroweak symmetry breaking from a 

general perspective, stressing properties that are model independent and follow 

just from the assumption that the electroweak interactions are described by a 

spontaneously broken gauge theory.’ This means I assume the Higgs mechanism’ 

though not necessarily the existence of Higgs bosons. 

The Higgs mechanism requires the existence of a new force and new quanta, 

which I refer to generically as 

LSB = ‘%ymmetry Breaking, (1.1) 

the Lagrangian of the still unknown symmetry breaking sector. We will see that 

the general framework is sufficient to tell us a good deal about the range of possi- 

bilitiesfor LSB. In particular, general symmetry propertics together with unitarity 

imply that the new physics of ,C~R must emerge at or below - 1.8 TeV in the scat- 

tering of longitudinally polarized gauge bosons, WL\VL + WLWL.~ If the quanta 

of LSB are much lighter than 1 TeV, then there are narrow Higgs bosons and 

C,T~ has a weak inlcraction strength that is amenable to perturbation theory. If 

the new quanta lie above 1 TeV then Foss is a strongly interacting system with 

a rich spectrum, there a.re no narrow Higgs bosons and perhaps none at all, the 

theory cannot be analyzed perturbatively, and we say that the Higgs mechanism 

is implemented “dynamically”. 

I will argue that the SSC is a minimal collider with the assured capability to 

allow us to determine which possibility is realized in nature. The point is that the 

SSC is (just) sufXcient to observe the signal of strong WW scattering that occurs 

if CsB lives above 1 TeV. Therefore we will learn from the presence or absence 

of the signal in SSC experiments. If the signal does not occur it means that the 

physics lies below 1 TeV, in contrast to the more typical situation in high energy 

physics where a negative search at a given energy leaves open the possibility that 

still higher energies may be needed. This is the sense in which the SSC is a 

“no-lose” facility for the study of the symmetry breaking mechanism. Of course 

the technical challenges to realize this potential are enormous, both in accelerator 

physics (luminosity of 103”cm-*s-’ is essential) and especially in the experimenta.l 

physics of the detectors. In the second lecture (Section 6) I will discuss some of 

the signals and backgrounds that must be mastered. 

The first lecture (Sections 1-4) presents the general framework of a sponta 

neously broken gauge theory: 

. the Higgs mechanism sui generis, with or without IIiggs boson(s) (Section 2) 

. the implications of symmetry and unitarity for the mass scale and interaction 

strength of the new physics that the Higgs mechanism requires (Section 3) 

In addition I will review a “softer” theoretical argument based on the “natural- 

ness” problem (Section 4) which leads to a prejudice against Higgs bosons unless 

they are supersymmetric. This is a prejudice, not a theorem, and it could be 

overturned in the future by a clever new idea. This is a good place to remember 

the slogan: all theorists to be presumed guilty until proven innocent. 

In the second lecture I will illustrate the general framework by reviewing some 

specific models (Section 5): 

l the Weinberg-Salam model of the Higgs sector 

l the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Weinberg-Salam model 

. technicolor as an example of the Higgs mechanism without Higgs bosons. 

I will conclude the second lecture with a discussion of strong WW scattering 

(Section 6), that must occur if Lss lives above 1 TeV. In particular I will describe 

some of the experimental signals and backgrounds at the SSC. A brief summary 

is presented in Section 7. 

A more complete review and more extensive bibliography can be found in 

Ref. 4. 

2. The Generic Higgs Mechanism 

In this section we review the Higgs mechanism in its most general form. The 

basic ingredients are a gauge sector and a symmetry breaking sector, 

L = Cgauge + CSS~ (2.1) 

Lgaugs is an unbroken locally symmetric = gauge invariant theory, describing 

massless gauge bosons that are transversely polarized, just like the photon. For 

instance, for SU(Z)L x U(1) y au e s g g y mmetry the gauge bosons are a triplet 
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$ = I@‘,, IV,, IV’s corresponding to the generators T*L and a singlet gauge boson 

X corresponding to the hypercharge generator Y. If there were no Css, the 

unbroken SU(2)n nonabelian symmetry would give rise to a force that would 

confine quanta of nonvanishing T)L charge, such as left-handed electrons and 

neutrinos. 

In the generic Higgs mechanism LOB breaks the local (or gauge) symmetry 

of Cgange. To do so CsB must possess a global symmetry G that breaks sponta- 

neously to a subgroup H, 

G + H. (2.2) 

In the electroweak theory we do not yet know either of the groups G or H, 

G=? (2.3a) 

Hz? (2.36) 

We want to discover what they are and beyond that we want to discover the 

symmetry breaking sector 

L&g = 1 (2.4) 

including the mass scale of its spectrum 

MSB = ? (2.5) 

and the interaction strength 

&$B = ? (2.6) 

Equation (2.4) is the 64 ~10' dollar question (in then-year dollars, more or less). 

We do already know one fact about G and H. The SU(2)r. x U(l)u gauge in- 

variance of C = Cgauge+CsB is a local symmetry, meaning that it is an invariance 

under transformations that depend on space-time, 

(2.7) 

G and H are global symmetries of CSB, meaning that they are symmetries which 
. 

do not depend on space-time (i.e., as Eq. (2.7) would be if f and fs were constants 

rather than functions of I = i, t). Therefore G must be at least as big as SU(2)r, x 

U( l)y or Cse would ezplicitly (as opposed to spontaneously) break the Sum x 

M(l)y gauge symmetry. Similarly H must be at least as big as I/(~)EM or the 

theory after spontaneous breakdown will not accommodate the unbroken gauge 

symmetry of QED. That is, in order to be consistent with the desired pattern of 

breaking for the local symmetry 

SU(2)L x U(l)Y --+ CI(l)EM (2.8) 

the spontaneous breaking of the global symmetry of Csn 

G+H (2.9) 

is constrained by 

G > SU(‘4, x U(1)y (2.10n) 

H 3 U(l)&%4 (2.10b) 

STEP I* - 

There are two steps in the Higgs mechanism. The first has nothing to do 

with gauge symmetry-it is just the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry 

as explained by the Goldstone theorem. 5xs By spontaneous symmetry breaking 

G --t H we mean that 

G = global symmetry of interactions of C.sn (2Sla) 

while 

H = global symmetry of the ground-state of LCSB. (2.llb) 

That is, the dynamics of Csn are such that the state of lowest energy (the zlaczl~m 

in quantum field theory) has a smaller symmetry group than the force laws of the 

Lagrangian. Goldstone’s theorem tells us that for each broken generator of G the 

spectrum of CSB contains a massless spin zero particle or Goldstone boson, 

# of massless scalars 

= # of broken symmetry axes 

= dimension G - dimension H 

= # of energetically flat directions in field space. (2.12) 

. . ., ,. 
‘. 

‘. :--: ., 
-.~ 
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The last line is the clue to the proof of the theorem: masses arise from terms that 

are quadratic in the fields, 

so a field direction that is locally flat in energy (i.e., goes like 4” with n 2 3) 

corresponds to a massless mode. 

The classic example is the hypersombrero’ potential. Consider a triplet of 

scalars 

3= fPlrPZ,V3 (2.14) 

with interactions described by the potential V(p): 

V(p) = A($ - vy 

= A($)” - 2Xu2~~ + xv” (2.15) 

X is the dimensionless coupling constant and z, is a real constant with dimension 

of a mass. The global symmetry group is 

G = O(3), (2.X) 

like the symmetry of ordinary space. There are three symmetry axes, i.e., gener- 

ators, so 

dim G = 3 (2.17) 

(in general for O(N) the dimension in N(N - 1)/2). Since L cc -V we see 

comparing Eqs. (2.15) and (2.13) that our scalars are tachyons, 

2 
VI,= -4M 

P 
(2.18) 

However (2.18) is not a true description of the spectrum because we have not 

identified the ground state of the system. Equation (2.18) is expressed relative to 

the state $ = 6, but we see that (2.15) h as its ground state (in lowest order) at 

$2 = vz. (2.19) 

‘You would recognize it as a sombrero if you plotted it in four dimensions with three axes 

for the @and the fourth for V. 

The classical ground state breaks the O(3) y s mmetry, since one component of 

+ZJ is singled out to be nonvanishing. We define the axes and that the special 

component is ps, and the classical ground state is given by 

v3 =u (2.20a) 

p1 = (p2 = 0. (2.20b) 

The ground state settles (spontaneously) on one of the infinity of possible 

equivalent directions. The fact that it could have equivalently picked any other 

direction means that the potential is locally flat under rotations that would carry 

(ps into a different direction, i.e., that there are. massless modes associated with 

the axes (generators) of those rotations. These latter are precisely the broken 

generators, which are no longer symmetries in the ground state. Goldstone’s 

theorem then follows. 

For our hypersombrero the remaining symmetry is 

H = O(2) (2.21) 

the rotations about the j2s axis, so 

dimension H = 1 (2.22) 

and from (2.12) we expect 3 - 1 = 2 inassless particles. We easily check this by 

redefining ps to vanish in the ground state: 

(P3-+p3+v. (2.23) 

In terms of the new field with ‘ps = 0 the potential V is 

V(p) = A($)” + 2XV~$ + 4xv*& (2.24) 

Notice that (2.24) clearly lacks the full O(3) y s mmetry because of the last two 

terms but is only invariant under the O(2) ro a ions that mix up y1 and p2. Notice t t’ 

also the absence of mass terms for v1 and p2, so that rnl = mz = 0 as expected. 

Finally notice that (p3 has a mass term with the correct sign (in contrast to the 

tachyonic masses in (2.15)), given by 

m; = 8Xv2 . (2.25) 

.-.. : 
:: 

-_ :: 
: ‘- 

_ -_ . . 
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PLEASE DO NOT BE DECEIVED by the previous example however. The 

essential features are the symmetries of the Lagrangian (G) and the ground state 

(H). Elementary scalars are not essential: if it is necessary to make J. Goldstone 

happy, God makes composite scalars. He has (almost) already done so on at 

least one occasion. That is, we believe on the basis of strong theoretical and 

experimental evidence that QCD with two massless quarks is an example of his 

cooperation in this regard. The initial global (flavor) symmetry is 

G = SU(Z), x S11(2)~ (2.26) 

since we can perform separate isospin rotations on the right and left chirality u 

and rl quarks. The ground state is believed to have a nonvanishing expectation 

value for the bilinear operator 

(ELUR + 2LdR + h.c.)o # 0 (2.27) 

where h.c. = hermitean conjugate. Equation (2.27) breaks the global symmetry 

spontaneously, G + H, where 

H = Su(2)L+R (2.28) 

is the ordinary isospin group of nuclear and hadron physics. That is, (2.27) is not 

invariant under independent rotations of left and right helicity quarks but only 

under rotations that act equally on left and right helicities. In this example, 

dim G = 6 and dim H = 3 so we expect 6 - 3 = 3 Goldstone bosons. In nature we 

believe they are the pion triplet, x+, K-, 8, which are much lighter than typical 

hadrons because the u and d quark masses are very small,r of order 10 MeV. 

(I refer to the “current” quark masses, the parameters that appear in the QCD 

Lagrangian.) 

JI: STEP 

In step I we considered only the global symmetry breakdown induced by lsn 

- Goldstone’s territory. Now we consider the interplay of fZ.sn with ISgauge. 

The essential point of the Higgs mechanism is that when a spontaneously 

broken generator of L‘sn coincides with a generator of a gauge invariance of Lgauge, 

the associate Goldstone boson zu and massless gauge boson W mix to form a 

massive gauge hoson. The number of degrees of freedom are preserved, since the 

Goldstone boson disappears from the physical spectrum while the gauge boson 

acquires a third (longitudinal) polarization state. We will see how this occurs in 

general, without assuming the existence of elementary scalar particles. 

By assumption the Goldstone boson zu couples to one of the gauge currents, 

with a coupling strength f that has the dimension of a mass, 

(2.29) 

f is analogous to F,, the pion decay constant. Equation (2.29) means that an 

effective representation of the current contains a term linear in w, 

J&&z) = ;fPw(x) + . (2.30) 

In the Lagrangian J[auge is by definition coupled to the gauge boson Wp, 

Lgauge = SWuJ$auge + ‘. (2.31) 

where 9 is the dimensionless gauge coupling constant. Substituting Eq. (2.30) we 

find 

Lgauge = $YJWp(B’W)f (2.32) 

which shows that W, mixes in the longitudinal (parallel to p?) direction with the 

would-be Goldstone boson 2~. 

We can use (2.32) to compute the W mass. Before symmetry breaking the 

W is massless and transversely polarized. Therefore as in QED we can write its 

propagator in Landau gauge, 

(2.33) 

In higher orders the propagator is the sum of the geometric series due to “vac- 

uum polarization”, i.e., all states that mix with the gauge current. The vacuum 

polarization tensor is defined as 

II”(k) = - / d4ke-‘~.2(TJ”(z)J”(0))o 

2.P = 27(gP” AZ,+. (2.34) 

In (2.34) I have indicated explicitly the contribution from the Goldstone boson 

pole: the factor l/k’ is just the massless propagator and the factor (gf/2)’ can 

,; : ‘. 

.: 

: 

. . 
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be recognized from Eq. (2.32). The only subtle point is the g”” in (2.34). It is 

present since gauge invariance requires current conservation, k,If*” = 0. Since 

it is a constant term with no absorptive part, its presence does not change the 

spectrum of the theory. (In theories with elementary scalars it arises automatically 

from the “seagull” interaction given by the Feynman rules.) 

Finally we compute the W propagator from the geometric series (Fig. 2.1): 

D’” = (Do + D&Do + .)“” 

= -2 rr 
k2-i?g2f2 

4 
The massless Goldstone boson pole induces a pole in the gauge boson propagator, 

From the measured value of the Fermi constant, 

we learn that 

f N 250 GeV. (2.38) 

Customarily instead of f we refer to u = f, the so-called vacuum expectation 

value. This custom, which I will also follow (though it is in general not appro- 

priate), derives from theories with elementary scalar fields (see Section 5) where 

v z f is both the coupling strength of the Goldstone boson w to Jgauge, as in 

(2.29), and is also the value of the Higgs boson field in the ground state as in 

(2.19). However the above derivation shows that there is no need for any physical 

Higgs scalar to exist. The condensate that breaks the symmetry may in general 

be of a composite operator, as in (2.27), and may have no simple relationship to 

-+ 
+ 

NlnNvL~~--~~~ --- 

w w W w 

Figure 2.1: Geometric series for the W propagator corresponding to 

Eq. (2.35). 

.1 _. -. 
,. ~- :-- 
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the paramet,er f z 2) defined in (2.29). F or instance, in QCD there is no triv- 

ial relationship between F, and (~iu $ ;id)s (though there is a nontrivial relation 

involving also the quark and pion massess). 

I will conclude this discussion of the I-Iiggs mechanism with two more topics: 

1. The significance of the p parameter for the global symmetries of LOB. 

2. The equivalence theorem which allows us to connect the Goldstone boson 

dynamics of Lsn with the scattering of longitudinal gauge bosons in the 

laboratory. 

First, what do we learn from the experimental observation that to within a 

few percent 

pz 
( 

hf5v 2=p 
M, cos ew > 

(2.39) 

In deriving (2.36) I was careless with the T~L indices and did not discuss the 2 

mass. More carefully, instead of (2.29) I should have written 

fa (olJ;lWb) = if--6,b 
2 

(2.40) 

where a, b = 1,2,3. Choosing 

uJ* = ‘(WI * iuJz) 
d 

(2.41) 

we see that I/(~)EM rotates the 1 and 2 components into one another, so that 

U( ~)EM invariance implies 

fl = f2, (2.42) 

What about fs? Is there an analogy to the isospin symmetry of hadron physics 

that ensures jr = fi = fz? 
As in the derivation of (2.36) we find that 

1 
Mw+ = pf1 (2.43) 

but for the W, and X bosons (associated with T3~ and Y) we find with an anal- 

ogous calculation the mass matrix 

(2.44) 

where g and g’ are the SU(2)r. and U(l)v couplings. The diagonalized matrix is 

then (since it has zero determinant) 

so that 

Mz = $92 + g’y 

M7 =o (2.47) 

are the eigenvalues, the eigenstates being 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

Z = WscosB,+Xsin0, 

A = -Wssin@, +XcosB,. 

(2.48~) 

(2.48b) 

The mixing angle is 
g2 co? 8, = - 

92 + g’2 
(2.49) 

and the p parameter is then 

P = (filf312. (2.50) 

Equation (2.50) teaches us that p = 1 is connected with the existence of an 

isospin-like symmetry in Lss. In particular if the global symmetry H of LSB 

encompasses an SU(2) under which w’ and J,” are triplets, then it guarantees that 

f3 = fr and that p = 1 to all orders in the (possibly strong) interactions of C.,-e. 

In this sense it functions as a “custodial” SU(2) since it protects p = 1 against 

corrections from ,C~B.’ Conversely, it can be shown that p = 1 implies that the 

low energy interactions of the Goldstone bosons rU obey an effective custodial 

SUP)L+R symmetry, lo which need not however be an exact symmetry of L.qe. 

The custodial SU(2) symmetry also underlies the upper bound on the top 

quark mass from one loop corrections to the p parameter” (or equivalently to a 

quantity called Ar in other renormalization schemes). The mass difference mt-mb 

breaks the custodial isospin, resulting in a correction to p proportional to G,& 

for m, >> MWV. Analyses ‘* of the experimentally allowed deviations from p = 1 

suggest an upper bound of - 200 GeV for ml. 

Finally I will describe the equivalence theorem, which relates the Goldstone 

boson physics of Lse to observations that can be made in the laboratory and 

.: .:. -. -. r 
(_ :..-. 
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therefore suggests an experimental strategy to study the physics of Lss. The 

complete electroweak Lagrangian L, Eq. (2.1), is of course SU(2), x U(l)y gauge 

invariant, so that physics does not depend on the choice of gauge. In the U 

(unitary) gauge only physical degrees of freedom appear in L: and, in particular, 

the Goldstone boson fields vanish, IZ = 0. In R (renormalizable) gauges, of which 

there are an infinite number, the Goldstone fields 23 do appear in L and in the 

Feynman rules, though gauge invariance ensures that they do not appear in the 

physical spectrum (i.e., they never generate poles in S-Matrix elements). Since 

they engender the longitudinal gauge boson modes, W, and Z,, it is plausible 

that I&‘, and 2~ interactions reflect the dynamics of w’. The equivalence theorem 

is the precise statement of this proposition, 

MW’h), wdpz), .) = M(ub),tu(pz), .)R + o (9) (2.51) 

The theorem was established in tree approximationI and used in a variety of 

calculations.‘4-‘6 Reference 15 sketches a proof to all orders which is not however 

easily extended to matrix elements with more than one external WL. A proof to 

all orders in both Css and ISgauge is given in Ref. 3, and alternative treatments 

have been given for the portion of the proof of Ref. 3 that is based on the BRS 

identities.l’ The suggestion has been made that the theorem may fail at higher 

orders, though not confirmed by an explicit calculation to one loop,” or that it 

may fail at higher orders in Lgauge. Is My own view is, coincidentally, that of Ref. 

3: that the theorem is valid to all orders in all interactions when the Goldstone 

boson fields are appropriately renormalized. 

The theorem (2.51) tells us that scattering of longitudinal gauge bosons at 

high energy reflects the dynamics of the underlying Goldstone bosons. We will 

use this connection in the next section to learn more about the general properties 

of *CSR. 

3. Symmetry and Unitarity 

In this section we continue to extract the general properties of the Higgs 

mechanism. We will use the general symmetry properties of Lse, Eq. (2.10), 

and unitarity. The symmetry properties imply low energy theorems for W,W, 

scattering s@ that correlate the unknown mass and interaction scales of Ics~, (2.5) 

and (2.6), and allow us to estimate the scattering amplitudes if LSB is strongly 

interacting. Unitarity then implies an upper limit on the energy scale at which 

the physics of Lss must become visible and probably also an upper limit on 

the unknown mass scale MsB. Experimental implications of these results will be 

discussed in Section 6. 

Begin by considering LsB in the absence of Lgauge. The spontaneous sym- 

metry breaking pattern G + H is sufficient to derive low energy theorems for 

Goldstone boson scattering in terms of the constants f. that characterize the cou- 

plings of the Goldstone bosons to the symmetry currents. The earliest example 

is the Weinberg ?T~T low energy theorems. go Assuming the pion isotriplet to be 

the almost-Goldstone bosons associated with SU(P)r. x sIi(2)~ -+ SCI(~)L+R in 

hadron physics, Weinberg showed for example that 

M(r+?r- ---t dh”) = 5 
F, 

(3.1) 

where P= = 93 MeV is the pion decay constant. Equation (3.1) neglects O(nzl) 

corrections (which are in fact calculable) and is valid for low energy, defined as 

s < minimum{m?,, (47rF*)‘}. (3.2) 

The low energy theorems can be derived by current algebra or efTective La- 

grangian methods. The proofs have two important features: 

. they are valid to all orders in the Goldstone boson self-interactions. This 

is crucial since those interactions may be strong (as they are for the pion 

example) so perturbation theory is a non-starter. 

l We needn’t be able to solve the dynamics or even to know the Lagrangian of 

the theory. In fact the X?F low energy theorems were derived in 1966 before 

QCD was discovered. (And we still don’t know today how to compute ?T?T 

scattering directly in QCD.) 

The current algebra/symmetry method was important in the path followed in the 

1960’s that led in the early 1970’s to the discovery that C~ao~orv = &CD. What 

can it teach us about LSS? 

If G = SCr(2), x sum and If = SU(~)L+JJ as in QCD, then we can 

immediately conclude that3 

M(w+w- --t ZZ) = 3 (3.3) 

: 
_-, __-.:. 
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at low energy, 

s < minimum{ Mi,, (4*v)‘}, (3.4) 

as in Eq. (3.2). Here Mss is the typical mass scale of Lss and n 2: 3 TeV, Eqs. 

(2.37-S). More generally, electroweak gauge invariance requires Eq. (2.10) from 

which we can deduce the more general result” 

1 s 
M(w+w- ---) zz) = - >. 

PV 
(3.5) 

Equation (3.5) is arguably more soundly based than (3.1) was in 19G6, since (3.5) 

is a general consequence of gauge invariance and the Higgs mechanism while (3.1) 

was based on inspired guesswork as to the symmetries underlying hadron physics. 

We can next use the equivalence theorem, (2.51), to turn (3.5) into a physical 

statement about longitudinal gauge boson scattering. In particular we have 

M(W,+W,- -+ ZLZ~) = $5 (3.6) 

for an energy domain circumscribed by (3.4) and (2.51) as 

M$ << s < mmnnum{M~~,(4nv)2]. (3.7) 

The window (3.7) may or may not exist in nature, depending on whether Msn > 

MW. 
It is amusing that the low energy theorem (3.6) is precisely the famous “bad” 

high energy behavior that the Higgs mechanism is needed to cure - this emerges 

most clearly in the derivation of (3.6) g iven in Ref. 21. Lss must cut off the 

growing amplitude in (3.6). Unitarity implies a rigorous upper bound on the 

energy at which this must occur. 

The partial wave amplitudes for the Goldstone scalars (or for the zero helicity, 

longitudinal gauge bosons) are 

4s) = & J 4 cosB)P~(cos8)M(s,B) (3.8) 

where 8 is the center of mass scattering angle. Partial wave unitarily then requires 

IRT(s)I 5 1. (3.9) 

Putting p = 1, Eqs. (3.6-3.9) then imply 

s 
ao(W,+W,- -+ ZLZL) = 5 51 (3.10) 

so that the amplitude must be damped at, a scale bounded by 

ACutoff 5 4&v N 1.75 TeV. (3.11) 

That is, new physics from LSB must effect the scattering at an rnergy scale 

bounded by (3.11). 

At the cutoff, s g O(A), the J = 0 wave is 

A2 
so(A) = - 

16?rv2 
(3.12) 

which implies the promised correlation between the strength of the interaction 

and the energy scale of the new physics. If A 2 3 TeV then as(A) s 1/4a, well 

below the unitarity limit; then Lss has a weak coupling and can be analyzed 

perturbatively. For A X 1 TeV, we have a,(A) X l/3, which is close to saturation; 

this means Lsn is a strong interaction theory requiring nonperturbative methods 

of analysis. 

Though it is not rigorous, the most likely case is that Acutoff = Ass is of 

order the typical mass scale Msn of the quanta of Css, 

I can’t prove (3.12) but can illustrate it with two examples. The first is the 

Weinberg-Salam model, in which s-channel Higgs exchange provides the contri- 

bution that cuts off (3.10). I assume that rn~ > MM, but that mu is small 

enough that perturbation theory is not too bad - say rn~ CY 700 GeV so that 

X/4n2 = m$/87rv2 N l/10 (see Section 5 below). Then I can calculate in tree 

approximation, with the result 

so(s) = -5 - s s _____ 
16nv2 16rrv2 s -m& 

(3.14) 

where the first term arises from .Cgauge and the second from the s-channel Higgs 

boson exchange given by Lss now assumed to be the Weinberg&lam Higgs 

sector (see Fig. 3.1). For s << rnH 2 the first term dominates, giving the low energy 

theorem as it must. But for s > m& the two terms combine to give 

(3.15) 

_,; . 
:. ,_. 
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(a) 

W 

Figure 3.1: Leading diagrams for W+W- -+ 22, including interac- 

tions from the gauge sector (a) and the s-channel Higgs boson ex- 

change (b) -see Eq. (3.14). 

Comparing (3.15) with (3.12) we see that (3.13) is indeed verified, i.e., A g mu. 

Consider next a strongly-coupled example. In this case we expect to approx- 

imately saturate the unitarity bound, 

Astrong = 4J;;v z O(2) TeV. (3.16) 

I can’t solve for Msn in this case but I can relate the problem to one that has 

been studied experimentally. In hadron physics the saturation scale from (3.1) 

would be 

AHadron 1 b&f, z 650MeV. (3.17) 

Experimentally we know this is indeed of the order of the mass of the lightest 

hadrons, e.g., mp = 770 MeV. This is not surprising: in strong coupling theories 

we expect resonances to form when scattering amplitudes become strong, as they 

do at the energy scale of the unitarity bound. 

So we expect A g Msn for weak or strong Lsn. The two generic cases are 

shown in Fig. 3.2. For weak Lsn we expect narrow resonances below 1 TeV - 

these are just the Higgs bosons. For strong Lsn we expect broad resonances in 

the vicinity of 1 to 2 TeV and strong WL.W~ scattering, both of which can be 

observed at an appropriate collider. 

4. The Naturalness Problem 

In this section I will review the so-called “technical naturalness problem” 

that afflicts models with elementary Biggs bosons because of their quadratic di- 

vergences. I will also review two possible solutions: supersymmetry and techni- 

color. Both eliminate the offending quadratic divergences - supersymmetry by 

guaranteeing their cancellation and technicolor by doing away with elementary 

scalars. Both solutions also require new physics at or below the TeV scale, where 

it can be found at the SSC. The natural scale for technicolor is - O(2) TeV since 

it is a strongly coupled theory which saturates the unitarity bound, Eq. (3.11). 

Supersymmetry must also appear at or below the TeV scale if it is indeed the 

explanation of the naturalness problem, since as the SUSY breaking scale grows 

beyond the TeV scale the problem begins to reappear. 

There are two aspects of what is called the “naturalness” or “gauge hierarchy” 

problem. The first is the physical origin of the very small numbers Mw/Mm= F 

lo-” or Mw/Mplanck E 10-i7. The second is a technical problem that is specific 

: 
. . :: :; 
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Figure 3.2: Typical behavior of partial wave amplitudes for WLWL 

scattering for a weakly coupled model with narrow (H&s) resonances 

(top figure ) or a strongly coupled model with broad resonances in the 

l-2 TeV region (bottom figure). 

to Higgs boson models: even if the gauge hierarchy problem has a natural solution 

in lowest order, the quadratic divergences associated with scalar fields induce one 

loop corrections that destroy the hierarchy. In ordinary Riggs boson models &se 

corrections require an order by order fine tuning of the subtraction constants that 

seems physically unnatural. In this section I will discuss this technicad naturalness 

problem. 

Consider the standard Higgs boson model, to be reviewed in Section 5. The 

potential k’ contains a. wrong-sign (tachyonic) mass term for lu’ and h, given by 

the coefficient of i(S+ hs) in Eq. (5.4) , equal to -Xv2. Because of the tachyonic 

sign, the state of minimum energy has a condensate v, resulting in zero mass for 

the triplet G and a mass +x?%? for h. The one loop quantum correction (Fig. 

4.1) is quadratically divergent, 

(4.1) 

Though expressions like Eq. (4.1) are shocking to novices in field theory, they lose 

their shock value as the student masters ( i.e., is brainwashed by) the renormal- 

ization program, which shows that finite predictions can be extracted at, the cost 

of a small number of subtractions or redefinitions. Most notably in the case of 

quantum electrodynamics this program has been extraordinarily successful. The 

divergence in Eq. (4.1) can be removed by introducing a counterterm that in ef- 

fect shifts the initial value of Xv2 by an infinite constant cancelling the divergence 

generated in Eq. (4.1). 

In the renormalization program we renounce any attempt to understand the 

physical origin of those parameters requiring subtraction - their values are sim- 

ply fit to experiment - but we are then able to obtain finite predictions for all 

other physical quantities in the theory. To understand the naturalness problem 

it is necessary to go beyond this limited, though powerful, perspective and to 

ask questions about the origins’ of the subtracted quantities, assuming they will 

eventually be understood and calculable in the context of another theory formu- 

lated at a deeper level. The expectation is that the deeper theory introduces 

new physics at high energy that cuts off the divergent behavior of integrals like 

equation (4.1). Denoting the energy scale of the new physics by A, equation (4.1) 

I 

,.: .~. _. -:_ ..:. . . ._ 
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Figure 4.1: Quadratically divergent contribution to Higgs boson self- 

energy, as in Eq. (4.1). 

would be replaced by 
(4.2) 

where C is a numerical constant of order unity. 

Equation (4.2) tells us that the parameters of Higgs models are hypersensitive 

to the high energy scale of the deeper underlying theory. For example, the Higgs 

boson mass, given in lowest order by m$ = 2Xu2, might reasonably range from 

tens of h4eV to perhaps the TeV scale. The scale A of the deeper theory might be 

the scale of Grand Unified Theories, MG~JT = 0(10’4) GeV, or even the Planck 

scale suggested by superstring and supergravity models, hlplanck = 0(1019) GeV. 

Writing the physical mass as the sum of a bare mass plus the one loop cor- 

rections 

VI,, = l”;,bare + $A2 2 (4.3) 

we see that the bare mass must be tuned with exquisite precision to make the left 

side much smaller than the two terms on the right side. For instance, if rn~ = 

1 TeV and A = il/lpla& then the cancellation on the right side must work to 

one part in lo”! Of course the renormalization program allows us to arrange 

the cancellation to any desired precision, but viewed from the perspective of the 

deeper theory such a cancellation seems extremely unnatural - one might even 

say, in the absence of any principle requiring or explaining such a cancellation, 

that it is absurdly implausible. 

Though the term is also used in other ways, this is the naturalness problem 

that uniquely afflicts Higgs boson models. It may be thought of us as an insta- 

bility of the energy scale of the theory against quantum corrections that tend 

naturally to drive the scale to violently larger values. The problem uniquely af- 

fects Higgs models because in 3 + 1 dimensions the only renormalizable theories 

with quadratic divergences are those containing scalar fields. For instance in u- 

broken gauge theories like QED or QCD divergences are at most given by powers 

of logarithms. If instead of the quadratic dependence on A in Eq. (4.3) there were 

a logarithmic dependence, 

(4.4) 

. 
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then no fine tuning would be needed even for A as large as Mplanck. 
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Two strategies have been proposed to deal with the naturalness problem. 

One is to suppose that the symmetry breaking sector, &B, does not contain el- 

ementary Higgs bosons. In particular, in technicolor modelsz2 Lse is presumed 

to be a confining gauge theory like QCD at a mass scale roughly u/F= w 2700 

times greater than the GeV mass scale of QCD. Since QCD is known to undergo 

spontaneous symmetry breaking, with SU(2), x SU(Z)n breaking to SU(~)L+R, 

giving rise to three Goldstone bosons (the pions), it is plausible that a similar the- 

ory at a higher mass scale would contain the necessary ingredients for electcoweak 

symmetry breaking. 

The second strategy is to provide a principle for the cancellation of the 

quadratic divergences: supersymmetry. 23 In supersymmetric theories the quadratic 

divergences due to scalar boson loops ace precisely cancelled by fecmion loop con- 

tributions. The remaining finite difference is proportional to the scale of supecsym- 

metry breaking e.g., the mass differences of the scalar and fecmion supecpa.ctnecs. 

The absence of scalars degenerate with the known leptons and quarks tells us 

supersymmetry cannot be exact. Naturalness then implies an upper limit on the 

scale of supersymmetry breaking, since the naturalness problem returns if mass 

differences of fermion-boson superpartners ace too large. To avoid fine-tuning at 

less than the few percent level, superpartners cannot be heavier than a few TeV. 

Supersymmetry and technicoloc ace discussed in the next section. It is how- 

ever important to recognize that nature may have found a way to solve the natu- 

ralness problem tha.t has not yet occurred to us. 

5. Models 

In this section I will review three specific models of LSB, concentrating on 

how they illustrate the general features discussed in Sections 2 and 3. The models 

ace 

. the Weinberg-Salam model 

. the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model 

l technicolor 

5.1 The Weinberg-Salam Higgs Sector 

The Weinberg-Salam model is a minimal model in that it has the smallest 

number of fields needed to break the gauge symmetry from SU(2)1, x U(l)), to 

U(I)EM. Four spin zero quanta are introduced, in a complex doublet of Slip: 

The Lagrangian is 

.&s = lq4@12 - V(Q) 

where V is the gauge covaciant derivative, 

(5.2) 

vD, = d, - igFi;tr.. iYJijy - ig’yx. (5.3) 

The scalar self-couplings are just like the O(3) model discussed in Section 2 (in 

fact the Weinberg-Salam model is just the extension to O(4)): 

(5.4) 

The global symmetry group of (5.4) is 

G = S(i(2)~ x S’11(2)~ (5.5) 

(or equivalently O(4)). Defining T’ L and 7~ in terms of vector and axial-vector 

SU( 2) generators, 

77 L,R = J F -A (5.6) 

the infinitesimal SU(Z)L X SU(2) n rotations act on the fields as follows: 

6”(H,tii) = (O,% x 5) (5.7a) 

6A(H,G) = (& d, -c..H), (5.7b) 

i.e., as if w’ were a pseudoscalar and H a scalar. 

As reviewed in Section 2 for the O(3) model, the minimum energy configura- 

tion chooses a field condensate which we define to be H, 

:. ~.: 

: 
-: .- 
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(H). = v. (5.8) 
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Taking H + H + 2) the potential becomes 

V = f(H’ + G’)* + XuH(H2 + ti?) + Xv2HZ (5.9) 

so that 

m”H = 2xv= (5.10) 

mg=O. (5.11) 

Inspection of (5.9) reveals that the global symmetry has broken spontaneously 

from 

G = 5,‘7(2)~ X SU(~)R --t &he Group = S~(~)L+R 

= SU(2)” (5.12) 

(or equivalently O(4) + O(3)). Th ere are then 6 - 3 = 3 Goldstone bosom, the 

2u’ triplet, which become the longitudinal gauge boson modes as in Section 2. The 

only remaining quantum in fZ,sn is then the scalar H. 

Notice that the symmetry structure SU(2)r. x SU(2)n + Sci(2)~+n is iden- 

t,ical to the symmetry of QCD with two massless quarks, Eqs. (2.26) and (2.28). 

In fact V(Q) as given in (5.4) is identical to the sigma modclz4 with the sub- 

stitutions H + 0, w’ + 17, and v + F,. The sigma model was developed to 

model the low energy symmetries of hadron physics and played an important part 

in the history of the 1960’s that led to the discovery and understanding of the 

underlying quark structure of hadrons. It is amusing that the Weinberg-Salam 

model could play a similar role in the effort to final LOB. In the sigma model the 

surviving sU(2)~+n symmetry is just the ordinary isospin of hadron physics. In 

the Weinberg&lam model it is the custodial SU(2) discussed in Section 2 that 

protects the p parameter against O(X) corrections. 

The I’IXpI’ term in (5.2) contains a contribution 

;gvi& d’w’ (5.13) 

which is equivalent to Eqs. (2.31-2.32) with f = u. That is, the gauge current 

contains a term ~g&Y‘w’. We therefore see immediately from the discussion in 
4p 

Section 2 that the mixing of w’ with W results in a gauge boson mass 

(5.14) 

A more familiar though less general derivation is by inspection of the term quadratic 

in z!” that is contained in IDW1*, i.e., 

from which (5.14) may be read directly. 

Taking X/4x* as the quantity characterizing perturbative corrections, we find 

from (5.10) that 
x m2 mH ’ Hz - 

q?y2 = 8xd ( > 1 TeV 
(5.16) 

which shows that strong coupling sets in at roughly mH 2 1 TeV. This estimate 

agrees with the general analysis of Section 3, as discussed following Eq. (3.12), 

where we identify mm with the cutoff A, as shown in Eqs. (3.14-3.15). 

The Higgs boson decay width in lowest order is 

3Jz 
r(H --t WW t Z-2) = zGFm; 

(5.17) 

For mH X 1 TeV the width is so big that there is no discernible resonance peak. 

Since the theory is strongly coupled for such values of mx, the spectrum need 

not correspond in a simple way to the degrees of freedom in the Lagrangian. It 

is in fact widely believed (the buzz word is “triviality”) that the theory is incon- 

sistent for mH near or above 1 TeV. This conclusion was based first on a simple 

renormalization group analysiP and is supported by lattice computations.26 

A lower bound on mH follows from requiring the SU(2)r. x U(l)y broken 

vacuum (with (H). = n # 0) to be the lowest energy configuration in the one 

loop effective potential. The result is*’ 

assuming the top quark is the only fermion as heavy as Mw. For mt << Mw the 

bound is rnr, > 7 GeV but for m2 > 80 GeV the bound disappears. New bounds 

are obtained for ml > 86 GeV from the requirement that the vacuum be stable 

against large Higgs field fluctuations, i.e., that the coefficient of H4 In H in the 

effective potential be positive. *s The value of the bound depends on the value of 

:. 
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a cutoff representing new physics beyond the Weinberg-Salam model. Consider 

for instance the possibility that mt > 120 GeV. Then the renormalization group 

analysis of Lindner, Sher and Zaglauer*s gives rn” X 50 GeV for A = 10” GeV 

and rnH X 30 GeV for A = lo3 GeV. 

Fermions acquire mass from a Yukawa interaction with the Higgs boson, 

LYukawa = YJH?J*J (5.19) 

where yf is the dimensionless coupling constant. The fermion masses are then 

mu = yn so that the couplings are 

(5.20) 

Except for the top quark the yJ are extremely small, which makes Higgs boson 

production cross sections extremely small as well. 

This is not a satisfying description since all the mysteries of the quark and 

lepton spectrum are hidden in the y, which are simply introduced by hand. In 

fact, fermion mass generation could prove much more dificult to understand than 

W and Z mass generation, Fermion and gauge boson masses could be due to 

different condensates rather than the single condensate of the Weinberg-Salam 

model. Unitarity allows very different scales. For a fermion of mass ml the 

counterpart of the 1.75 TeV bound, Eq. (3.11), is 

where < = 1 for leptons and 3 for quarks. The right-hand side of (5.21) is much 

larger than the TeV scale, ranging from 5,106 TeV for the electron to N 10 TeV 

for a 100 GeV top quark. 

5.2 Supersymmetry 

The only known solution to the naturalness problem (Section 4) that al- 

lows elementary Higgs bosons is super-symmetry - that is the principal reason 

to believe supersymmetric partners of the known particles might be found at or 

below the TeV scale. In order to give mass to quarks and leptons of weak isospin 

T3~ = &i the constraints of supersymmetry require a minimum of two complex 

doublet Higgs fields. In this section I will review the Higgs sector of the mini- 

mal supersymmetric extension of the standard modeJzg which has precisely two 

complex Higgs doublets, 

The scalar potential V(Q1, @*) has its minimum at 

The W mass is 

Mw = $g&ij (5.24) 

so that 

vf $ v; = v* = (vbGF)-‘. (5.25) 

We choose Hr to couple to T3~ = +f and Hz to Tsr = -2 fermions. 

The two complex doublets contain eight degrees of freedom, of which three 

become the longitudinal W* and Z modes. The remaining five particles include 

three “pseudoscalars”, N* and P’, which are orthogonal to the “eaten” com- 

binations of ri?r and tii*, and the two Higgs scalars HI and Hz. In general the 

eigenstates are mixtures with mixing angle CI, 

H 

O( 

cos (Y sin cr H, 
H’ = -sina cos Q )( ) HZ 

In the Weinberg-Salam model, Ass = X is a free parameter so that the Higgs 

boson mass, rni = 2X7?, is also unconstrained. In the minimal supersymmetric 

model, the strength of the Higgs interactions is constrained (because the scalar 

potential arises from a “D-term”) to be 

x = g* t g'* 

where g and g’ are the SU(2)r. and U(1) g g y au e coupling constants. This means 

that the model is a weakly coupled Lss in the sense of Section 3. It also means 

that Higgs boson masses are not completely arbitrary, but satisfy sum rules which 

in lowest order are 

m& =m$+M$ 

mL,H, = i(rn?p + Ms)* 

:_.._. 
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where p is defined by the ratio of the vevs, 

tan p SE u&l,. (5.30) 

We then see that 

mxi > Mw (5.31) 

mH < M.z (5.32) 

rnH< > Mz. (5.33) 

Equations (5.27-5.29) are not generally true for nonminimal supersymmetric 

models. In particular, models containing SU(2)r. singlet Higgs fields can have 

arbitrary couplings X. Because they mix with the doublet Higgs fields, all Higgs 

boson masses are then in general arbitrary. 

The one loop corrections to the minimal model sum rules have been computed, 

both for the charged3’ (5.28) and neutral ” 5 29) bosons. The corrections are ( 

typically small though they can be large for certain choices of the parameters. 

The search for the lighter Higgs scalar H is similar to the search for the 

Weinberg-Salam Higgs boson below Mz, as discussed by Michael Levi at this 

schoo1.s’ Searches for the Weinberg-Salam Higgs boson can be used to exclude re- 

gions of the supersymmetric model’s parameter space, which can be characterized 

by the angles Q, 13 or, equivalently, by the masses of the scalars mH, rnH(. 

The heavy scalar H’ has highly suppressed couplings to WW + ZZ and is 

therefore probably undetectable at the SSC. However at the SSC we will be able 

to search directly for the superparticles, especially the squarks and gluinos which 

should be observable for masses as large as 1 TeV and perhaps even beyond? 

Charged Higgs bosons are of course pair-produced in e+e- annihilation, for 

&+2$ig-G& s ince mp is an arbitrary parameter, we cannot say what 

energy might be necessary. 

5.3 Technicolor 

Technicolor is the other known solution to the “technical” naturalness prob- 

lem. In the context of a grand unified theory the logarithmic variation of the 

technicolor coupling constant might also explain 34 the “fundamental” naturalness 

problem, i.e., the origin of the electroweak : GUT or Planck hierarchy. Technicolor 

is a good example of a strongly interact,ing LSB as defined in Section 3. 

The basic idea is that the Goldstone bosons w and .z of LSB are bound 

states of an asymptotically free gauge theory with a confined spectrum at the TeV 

scale. The simplest example is an unbroken SU(NX) gauge theory which would 

resemble closely the familiar dynamics of QCD. For NF massless techniquark 

flavors the global symmetry group is 

G = SU(NF)L x SU(NF)R. (5.34) 

As in QCD we expect the ground state to have a condensa.te 

which breaks G down to the diagonal, vector-like subgroup 

(5.35) 

H = Su(NF)L+R. (5.36) 

For NF 2 2, H includes a custodial SIi(2) L+R symmetry so that p = 1 is protected 

against large corrections from strong technicolor interactions. Since there are N& 

1 broken SU(NF)L-R generators, there are Ng - 1 Goldstone bosons, w*, z, I$.}. 

The 4, exist if NF > 2; they acquire masses from the SU(3)color x Sum x U(l)y 

gauge interactions and are referred to as pseudo-Goldstone bosons. Choosing the 

“technicolor pion = ZD, z decay constant” 

: .- 
.: : : :I 

,.- 

referred to as f in Eqs. (2.29-2.38), we obtain the correct value of the W mass 

as shown in the general discussion of Section 2. 

For NTC = 3 the theory is precisely a resealed version of QCD and we can 

reliably predict (up to small corrections due to the small masses of the QCD u 

and d quarks) the mass and width of the techni-rho vector meson: 

m 
PT 

yrnp = 2.04 Tel/ 
= F (5.38) 

* 

l- PT = ;r, = 0.40 TeV. (5.39) 
* 
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More generally (and less reliably) in the limit of large NTC and large 3 ( i.e., the 

large N limit assumed to be valid for QCD), we have 

m Pi” = 
J 

-&. 2 TeV 

r - & ‘0.40 TeV. PT - (5.41) 

The techni-rho has a spectacular though small background free signal at the SSC, 

as discussed in the next section. 

Technicolor has potential experimental problems, from possibly light pseudo- 

Goldstone bosons and from flavor-changing neutral currents. However it is far 

from dead.35 Possible solutions are being actively studied, including composite 

modeP and models with slowly running coupling constants and elevated mass 

scales.37 The potential experimental problems and the theoretical repulsiveness of 

specific models both result from the effort to explain quark and lepton masses. If 

fermion masses arise by some other still unknown mechanism, technicolor (with 

two flavors) is an elegant mechanism for SU(2), x U(l)y breaking, with no ex- 

perimental evidence presently against it. 

6. Overview of Strong WW Scattering 

In Section 3 we reviewed the low energy theorems for WLWL scattering and 

showed that together with unitarity they require the dynamics of Csn to affect 

the scattering at an energy scale ASB 5 1.75 TeV. The most probable mechanism 

is the exchange of particles from CSB, so that ASB c MSB, as shown in two 

examples in Section 3. In general just above the cutoff scale the J = 0 partial 

wave amplitude for scattering of the longitudinal modes Wi Wi + ZLZ~, is 

so that the scattering is strong if Ass > 1 TeV and weak if ASB << 1 TeV. 

In fact there are three independent reaction channels, which can be chosen as 

ark = aos, air, azn where I is the index of the custodial SU(2) discussed in Section 

3. In addition to (6.1) the complete list of 2 ---t 2 reactions is 

w,‘wz -4 w,‘w,- (64 

wfz, --+ w;zr. (6.3) 

(G.4b) 

All these channels will exhibit strong scattering for 4 > 1 TcV if Ass > 1 TeV, 

and some will probably have s-channel resonances with masses MSB of order Ass. 

Therefore by measuring the WLWL scattering amplitudes at high energy, 

fi > 1 TeV, we will learn whether iC,s~ is a strongly or weakly interacting theory 

and whether the mass scale of its quanta is at the TeV scale or below. We will 

probably also begin to observe the quanta directly as resonance effects in some 

of the 2 ---t 2 channels. A general strategy to accomplish this is based on the 

WLW~ fusion reaction, Fig. 6.1, that can be studied at a pp or e+e- collider. The 

initial state WL’S are off-mass-shell and must rescatter to appear on-shell in the 

final state. The contribution from rescattering by L..rs is O(g2Xs~) where g is 

the S1/(2)~ gauge coupling constant and 1s~ the generic interaction strength of 

Css. The dominant background from ?& + WW is U(g’). Therefore WW fusion 

contributes an observable increment if and only if the rescattering is strong, i.e., 

if and only if &s/4* = O(1) or equivalently Ass X 1 TeV. 

Other backgrounds are M(gg + W+W-, ZZ) w asgZ via heavy quark 

loops3s (e.g., top), WW bremsstrahlung with gluon exchange between the quarks,3” 

- asg2, and WW fusion by L~r~Is)~r,r(,) which is N g4. These backgrounds are 

illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Though the backgrounds (except gg fusion) are dominated 

by transverse polarizations, pola.rization is not sufficient to separate them from the 

longitudinally polarized signal, though it can provide corroboration of a possible 

signal as discussed below. 

The SSC is a minimal pp collider for this strategy. A collider of half the 

energy or less is not adequate, even with realistically likely higher luminosity. 

Because both the signal and the signal : background decrease at lower energy4’ 

and because the most important final states are inaccessible at high luminosity,41 

an upgrade in L of two to three orders of magnitude would be needed to offset 

a factor three loss in energy.40 An e+e- collider of 6 L? 2 - 3 TeV is probably 

minimal for the strong WW scattering signal, ** though more study is needed. See 

Fig. 6.3 for 1 TeV Higgs boson production cross sections at e+e- and pp colliders 

of various energies.42’ 
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Figure 6.1: Generic WLWL fusion via interactions of the symmetry 

breaking sector .Cse. 

(4 
. . 

1 :. 
: .: .,. 

Figure 6.2: Backgrounds to H -+ WW signal from (a) Tjq -+ WW, (b) 

gg + WW via QQ loops, (c) gluon exchange, and (d) higher order 

O(g“) electroweak interactions including WW fusion as shown. 
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F’ igure 6.3: Higgs boson production cross sections in picobarns at e+e 

and pp colliders with center of mass energies indicated (from Ref. 42a) 

In this section I consider three examples of signals for strong symmetry break- 

ing: 

1. The 1 TeV Weinberg-S&m Higgs boson 

2. Strong W+W+ and W-W- scattering 

3. Techni-rho production 

I will consider purely leptonic final states, since they are experimental!y cleanest. 

Larger yields will be possible if detection of WW + 1~ + @ proves feasible.4”-45 

The signals for examples 1) and 2) are excesses of events with no discernible 

structure. To detect this excess reliably we must understand the background to 

-130%, a goal consistent with the level at which we can expect to understand 

the nucleon structure functions and perturbative QCD.4s Realization of this goal 

requires an extensive program of “calibration” studies at the SSC, to measure a 

variety of jet, lepton, and gauge boson final states in order to tune the structure 

functions and confirm our understanding of the backgrounds.47 

6.1 The 1 TeV Weinberg-S&m Higgs Boson 

In the Weinberg-S&m model the generic Fig. 6.1 is replaced by s-channel 

Higgs boson exchange, Fig. 6.4. I consider the leptonic final state, 

H --+ ZZ -+ e+e- Jp+p- $ e+e- /p+‘p- /TV (6.5) 

for which the branching ratio is l.l%, of which 6/7 of the events have one Z 

decay to VU. 3,48 I require any observed Z’s to be central, (yzl < 1.5, and in 

addition require either rnxz > 0.9 TeV or (mzx)~ > 0.9 TeV, where (m~z)~ is 

the transverse mass, 2 7 mz + pT, computed from the pi of the observed 2 when 

the second 2 decays to TV. The cuts are needed in order to see the signal above 

@ -+ 22 background. For this signal they are essentially equivalent to alternative 

cuts that have been suggested.49 

An idea of the dependence of the signal on collider energy can be gotten from 

Fig. 6.5, which shows the signal alone. Figure 6.6, showing the signal over the 

background, illustrates the need for the cut on rn~~ or equivalently on pr(Z). 

Here and elsewhere I quote yields in events per 104pb-‘, the integrated lumi- 

nosity accumulated with 1033cm-2sec -r for 1Or sec. For mt = 50 GeV the signal 

: : 

: : 
: . . ‘: .; 

>. 
: .’ 
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Figure 6.6: Yields defined as in Fig. 6.5 for a 40 TeV pp collider. The 

short dashed line is the tjq --) 22 background while the long dashed 

line is the sum of the background and the H --) 22 signal. The solid 

line represents the sum of signal plus background for an extrapolation 

of the low energy theorem as discussed in Section 6.2 (from Ref. 3). 

: : ,_ ‘: 
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Figure 6.7: Extrapolated low energy theorem for strong W+W- scat 

tering, Eq. (6.9). 
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is 34 events over a background (from qq and gg + ZZ) of 16 events (i.e., 50 

events total). The situation improves with a heavier top quark due to the addi- 

tional production channel gg -t H via a St 10op.~s For mt = 200 GeV the signal 

is 100 events over a background of 22 events. The O(o.gs) gluon exchange and 

O(g4) qq ---t qqZZ backgrounds have not yet been calculated, but will not be very 

important after the rn~~ or (m~z)~ cut is applied. 

Except for gg + 22, the backgrounds are predominantly transversely po- 

larized Z’s while the signal is purely longitudinal, resulting in different angular 

distributions for the decays Z ---t Jf where f is a lepton or quark. Define 8’ 

as the angle in the Z center of mass system between the fermion momentum pi 

and the boost axis to the laboratory frame. Then the angular distributions for 

longitudinal and transverse polarizations are 

3 
P~(cosO*) = ;sm20* (6.6) 

PT(coso*) = $1 +cos2,-) 

A strong cut against Pr throws out most of the Pr. baby with the bath, and cannot 

be afforded given the small number of events. On the other hand, there are enough 

events to check that the signal is longitudinal as expected. For instance, a cut at 

Icos~*( < l/3 reduces NL by about l/2 while reducing NT by about l/4 (see e.g. 

Ref. 51). 

6.2 Strong W+W+ & W-W- Scattering 

The like-charge WLWL channel is controlled by the Icustodial = 2 low energy 

theorem,3 
s 

Q2 = -F&y2 (6.8) 
where I have put p = 1. This is analogous to the exotic I = 2 channel in QCD, 

in which no resonance structure is observed. A simple model3 for the continuum 

scattering in this channel is obtained by extrapolating the low energy theorem 

(6.8) to the unitarity limit at m? 2.5 TeV, 

la021 = nv2 - s) $ 1 S(s - 32 pit?) 

as shown in Fig. 6.7. We then use the effective W approximations’ to compute 

the yield from WW fusion. 

The model (6.9) can be thought of as a kind of “insurance policy” against the 

possibility that the mass scale n$sB is much larger than the unitarity limit .&r. 

As discussed in Section 3 this is physically implausible though not rigorously 

impossible. (Ultracolor with a Higgs boson above 1 TeV might provide an 

example.) To see how this works, compare the analogous ?TX scattering models 

with experimental data. For the three channels, (I, J) = (O,O), (1, l), (2,0), the 

models analogous to (6.9) are labeled by the curves a in Fig. 6.S, compared there 

with experimental data. ssa The model for 1~001 describes the trend of the data well. 

For luri/ it underestimates the data because it fails to account for the p meson 

peak. For laozj the model overestimates the data (note that since this is an exotic 

channel, Im aoz g 0 and /us21 1 IR e uo21 to a good approximation), because it 

fails to include the effects of p exchange in the t and u channels. The model (6.9) 

is then a kind of worst case scenario: it should work best in the unlikely event that 

the resonances are much heavier than the unitarity bound for ASS. For instance, 

if the p were heavier, say >_ 1 GeV, then curve (a) in Fig. 6.6 would give a better 

fit (to larger s) than it now does. On the other hand, if the resonances are where 

we naively expect, Mss % Ass, then at least some channels will be dramatically 

enhanced relative to the model. We consider a resonant (technicolor) example 

below. First we consider strong WTY scattering with no structure as in Fig. 6.7. 

The signal is defined by two isolated like-charge leptons, 

w+w+ -+ efv/p+” + e+v/p+v. (6.10) 

(Assuming mt > Mw, the branching ratio is (2/g)‘.) Cuts imposed are Iyll < 2 

and pT( > 50 GeV where ! = e,~. In addition a “theorist’s” cut of Mww > 800 

GeV is imposed to reduce background from qq + qqWW by gluon exchange, 

O(o,g’), and by higher order electroweak interactions, O(g”). This is a “theo- 

rist’s” cut since the two v’s prevent it from being implemented experimentally. It 

can eventually be replaced by a set of cuts on observables, such as the dilepton 

mass and the transverse mass formed from the dilepton momenta. 

The corresponding signal 54 for an SSC year (IO’ sec.) is 53 events, from both 

WtWt and W-W-. The background is - 34 events, of which l/3 is from gluon 

exchange54@ and 2/3 is from O(g”) processes5” If instead of (6.9) we used a scaled 

version of the I = 2 ?T?T data shown in Fig. 6.S, the signal would be decreased by 

about a factor of 2. 
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Figure 6.8: Data for ?T?T partial wave amplitudes compared with ex- 

trapolated low energy theorems (e.g., Eq. (6.9)) for the three channels 

I, J = (O,O), (l.l), (2.0). The curves labeled a correspond to the naive 

extrapolation as in Eq. (6.9) and Fig. 6.6. The figures are from Ref. 

53b. 

6.3 Teclmi-rho meson 

As an example of resonance production I will consider production of the 

techni-rho meson expected in SU(4) technicolor. From Eqs. (5.40-5.41) we have 

m PT Z 1.8 Tel/ (6.11) 

r PT g 0.3 TeV. (6.12) 
.:. 

There are two important production mechanisms: WLWL + pr (Ref. (3)) and 

@ --t PT Ref. (57)). I consider the easily observed purely leptonic final state 

pg ---t W,‘ZL -3 e*u/p*u $ e+e- Jp+p- (6.13) 

with branching ratio 0.014 (for mt > fifw). With a central rapidity cut, Iyw,z( < 

1.5, and a diboson mass cut fif~vz > 1.6 TeV, I find a signal of 13 events and a 

background of 1.7 events. If I+’ -+ TU events can also be recovered, signal and 

background both increase by N 1 i to 20 events over a background of 2.5. 

7. Conclusion 

The Higgs mechanism implies the existence of Higgs bosons below 1 TeV or 

strongly interacting particles above 1 TeV, though probably not much heavier 

than N 2 TeV. With the ability to observe strong WW scattering in the 1-2 TeV 

region, we can decide for certain if the symmetry breaking sector is strong or not. 

Unlike the usual situation where a negative result leaves open the possibility that 

we must search at higher energy, the observed absence of strong IYW scattering 

would imply that symmetry breaking is due to Higgs bosons below 1 TeV. The 

SSC is a minimal pp collider with this “no-lose” capability. A minimal e+e- 

collider probably would need fi &’ 3 - 5 TeV and L 2 1033~m-2 set-‘. 

Presently approved world facilities would leave open an “intermediate mass” 

window for a Higgs boson of mass 70-30 GeV < rn~ < 120-140 GeV. The gap 

could be closed by an etc.- collider with fi X 300 GeV and C. X 1032~nz-2 set-‘. 

Motivation for closing this window would be strengthened by the discovery of 

supersymmetry or by evidence that strong WW scattering does not occur. 

It should be clear from the small yields quoted in Section 6 and from the 

not much bigger yields reviewed by Michael Levi ‘32 for lighter Higgs bosons, that 

discovery of the symmetry breaking sector will not be the end but the beginning of 

a long process of detailed studies, The handful of events that provide the initial 

_.. :. ., 
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discovery will be completely inadequate as we begin our study of a fifth force 

of nature and an associated new world of particles. The experimental facilities 

needed for those studies will be awesome and are difficult for us even to imagine 

today. 
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ELECTRON-POSITRON STORAGE RINGS AS HEAVY QUARK FACTORIES * 

R. H. Siemann 
Newman Laboratory of Nuclear Studies 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 14853 

ABSTRACT: The physics of intensity limitations and the beam-beam interaction in 
low energy e+e- storage rings is presented at an introductory level. The progress in 
these subjects that are keys to the feasibility of heavy quark factories is discussed. 

1. LNTRODUCTION 

1.1 Luminosity and Luminosity Requirements 

There is tremendous interest in high luminosity e+e- storage rings for heavy 

quark and T physics. These storage rings have come to be referred to as “r-Charm 

Factories” and “B-Factories”, names that reflect the (hoped for) prolific production 

of these particles. The luminosity, L, must be in the range of 1O33 1034cm-2s-1 to 

earn the name. This range is determined by the particle physics that would be 
studied with these colliders and the performance of other facilities that could be 

used for this physics. 

The general goals of a z-Charm Factory are the testing of the Standard Model 

and the search for new physics through precise measurements and rare decays of the 

z lepton and charmed particles. Examples of the capabilities of a t-Charm Factory 

with L = 1033cm-2s-1 are’: 

1) With center-of-mass energy W = 3.67 GeV, which is below the w’, there would 

be 4~10~ 7 pairs produced per year. This would allow measurements of the 7 mass 

to better than i 1 MeV and place an upper limit on the vz mass of 3 MeV. 

2) By running on the w” the number of w D-mesons per year would be 6x106 

D’D‘, 1~10~ Doso, and 8x10’ D,+D,-. Such a large, clean sample would allow 

more sensitive searches for Do mixing and measurements of weak decay constants 

in leptonic and semileptonic decays. 

A luminosity of 1033cm-2s-1 is substantially larger than that of other colliders 
at the same energy. The BEPC storage ring has a design luminosity of 1031cm -2 -1 s 

at W = 4 GeV, and the best luminosity obtained at SPEAR is 3xlO”cm -2 -1 s at W = 

* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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3.77 GeV. The capability of colliders at other energies is being debated actively. A 

B-Factory would produce comparable numbers of z and C events, but experiments at 

a r-Charm Factory would have smaller systematic errors because they could be 

performed near thresholds and small changes in energy can be used to study the 

contamination of data samples. 

The luminosity of a B-Factory should be well above 1033cm-2s-1. First, 

observing CP violation in B-meson decay would be a major objective of a B- 

Factory. The luminosity required to observe a three standard deviation effect in one 

year of running has been estimated to be between 5~10~~ and 8~1O~~crn-~s-l. The 

range arises from uncertainty in weak decay parameters and different experiments at 

symmetric (equal beam energies) and asymmetric (unequal beam energies) 

colliders. 2 

Second, CESR has reached 1032cm-2s-1, and there are plans to raise the 

luminosity to possibly 5x1032cm-2s-1.3 The B cross section at the Z is a factor of 
five larger than at the Y(4S) where CESR operates, and the LEP I design luminosity 

is roughly 1..5x1031cm-2s-1.4 Multibunch improvements based on the LEP II RF 

system and separated orbits could raise it to several times 1032crn- s 2-15 This 

would make LEP equivalent to a 1033cm-2s-1 B-Factory in this one regard. Of 

course, B physics will be only a part of a diverse physics progmm at LEP. 

There are two views of luminosity. For the experimenter the luminosity is the 

proportionality constant between the event rate and cross section 

Rate (sec.*) = L x o(cm2) (1) 

while for the accelerator physicist the luminosity depends on properties of the beam 

* N2f 

L=G-q6f~ (2) 

In this equation N is the number of particles per bunch which is assumed equal for 

the two beams, fc is the collision frequency, and oh and ov are the rms horizontal 

and vertical sizes of the beams. The factor 4xoho,, is the effective area of the beam. 

It is easy to see how to make the luminosity large in the absence of constraints, 

but there are constraints from space, cost, beam dynamics, technology, etc. These 

constraints are interconnected in a complex way as illustrated in Figure 1 which is a 
take-off of a similar diagram drawn for linear colliders by Bob Palmer. 

The highest luminosity ever achieved in an e+e- collider is 1032cm-2s-1 at 

CESR which is one to two orders of magnitude below the interesting luminosities 

for factories. This raises the question that is a recurring theme of this paper: 

Is the accelerator physics sufficiently well understood that two orders of 

magnitude in luminosity is conceivable? 

In my opinion the answer is YES! That doesn’t mean that all of the necessary 

research has been done at this time; rather, the basic accelerator physics is 

understood, and we must expand, develop, and apply that knowledge to the design 

of heavy quark factories. 

After some further introductory material, the rest of this paper will concentrate 

on two beam dynamics issues that are the keys to designing heavy quark factories: i) 

beam current dependent effects, and ii) the beam-beam interaction. 

1.2 A Typical Collider 

Although parameters vary among designs, there are general features that all 

heavy quark factories have in common. It is useful to show a typical collider to put 

the discussion that follows in context. The T-Charm Factory of John Jowett has 

been selected for this purpose.6 It is illustrated in Figure 2, and parameters are 

given in Table 1. 

There must be a large number of bunches to satisfy the constraints from beam 

current and beam-beam effects. Extraneous collisions, collisions anywhere but at 

the interaction point (IP), must be avoided to get the maximum luminosity, and, 

therefore, the beams are separated at either side of the IP and transported in separate 

rings. Jowett has chosen electrostatic separators, but RF separators and crossing at 

an angle are possibilities also. Separation methods are one of the open issues in 

designing heavy quark factories, and beam current and beam-beam effects influence 

the choice strongly. It is possible to have separated beams in a single ring. This is 
done at CESR and the SPS and is being proposed for the Tevanon. It has proved to 

be an excellent way to upgrade an existing collider. However, having separated 

beams in a single ring does affect performance, and it’s not conservative to 
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A short bunch length is a general feature of heavy quark factories that follows 

from mini-p optics. One reason can be seen in Figure 3 where the charge density for 

a single bunch is plotted along with ov. The effective collision area increases and 

the luminosity is reduced if oL >I p,. In addition to this geometric effect there are 

dynamical reasons associated with non-linear resonances that require OL < [3,. See 

section 4.2. 

2. SINGLE PARTICLE MOTION 

There is an extensive literature about single particle motion in storage rings and 

synchrotrons.9 I have no intention of reproducing that well-known material here; 

instead, I would like to establish a few points that will be used in the discussions of 

intensity dependent and beam-beam effects. 

Figure 4 is a sketch showing the basic components of a storage ring which are: 

i) dipole magnets that bend particles, ii) quadrupole magnets that focus particIes, 

and iii) an RF cavity that makes up the energy lost to synchrotron radiation and, 

together with the magnets, determines the energy spread and bunch length. There is 

a mythical ideal particle (denoted as IDEAL) that travels on-axis and is at the 

nominal energy. Real particles deviate from the IDEAL, and the magnets and RF 

system provide restoring forces that make these particles oscillate about the IDEAL. 

2.1 Betatron oscillations 

The restoring forces in the horizontal and vertical dimensions come from the 

quadrupoles. A quadrupole that focuses in the horizontal dimension is defocusing in 

the vertical, and, therefore, particles see an array of alternating focusing and 

defocusing quadrupoles. The principle of “strong focusing” gives the conditions for 
stable oscillations in both transverse dimensions. 10 

The resulting oscillations are called “betatron oscillations”, and the general 

form of the solution is 

13609.39-079 

.. . . . . [ : ._ 

QUADRUPOLE 

PARTICLE 

Figure 4: A sketch of a storage ring. 

z(s) = ms) cosl~(s)l (4) 
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where A is a constant and s is the path length measured along the orbit of the 

IDEAL. The oscillation phase is 

(I(S) = q. + i(r;//%s’)ds’ (5) 

where 60 is a constant of integration. The p function is a periodic function with 

period 2rtR that depends on the magnet lattice only. It determines: 

1) The local amplitude of oscillation. The constant-of-the-motion A in eq. (4) is 

often called the amplitude of the oscillation. However, it is not the amplitude in the 

sense used for simple harmonic motion; (AP(s)) “2 is closed to that amplitude. The 

typical value of A is the emittance, and when that typical value is combined with the 

variation of p near a minimum, eq. (3) results. 

2) The rate of phase advance. The betatron tune, QP, is the number of betatron 

oscillations per revolution; it is related to the phase advance in one turn by 

{$(27tR) - 60) = (6) 
These basic ideas about betatron motion are used through the rest of this paper. 

2.2 Synchrotron Oscillations 

Two effects combine to give synchrotron oscillations (called energy 

oscillations and longitudinal oscillations also): 

1) the bending radius in a dipole is proportional to @?l/lI?l, and for a particle with 

energy above that of the IDEAL the bending radius, the circumference, and the 

orbital period are larger, and 

2) the energy gain from the RF cavity depends on the arrival time. 

Let 6 and z denote the fractional energy and arrival time deviations from the 

IDEAL, respectively. The orbital period, T, depends on 6 as 

T==(l + a&) 
C (7) 

where a is the momentum compaction which is a property of the lattice. From eq. 

(7) the change in T per revolution is 

The RF voltage is shown in Figure 5. It undergoes an integral number of 

oscillations each time the fDEAL completes one revolution. The IDEAL arrives at 

the RF cavity at a phase stable point where the RF makes-up the energy loss due to 

synchrotron radiation. Particles with an arrival time different from the IDEAL have 

a fractional energy gain 

A&= ’ y(eV-UO) = +-j(eVpksin(2rrfrf~t~s)-UO) (9) 
Y”-c Ym: 

where V 
pk 

sin(vs) = LJde gives the phase stable point. With the approximation T << 

l/f, eq. (9) becomes 

d6 - A& 
ai 

=-= 
2rrR 

eVpkfrfcosrlrs z 
RYm: 

Combining eqs. (8) and (10) gives the equation of motion of a simple harmonic 

oscillator with a tune Q, given by 

4 = _ t=Vp;$fRcos4’, 
(11) 

provided cosws < 0. Typical values of the synchrotron tune, Q,, are in the range 

0.01 to 0.10. 

A particle undergoing synchrotron oscillations is continually exchanging time 

and energy deviations as shown in Figure 6. When the particle arrives at the same 

time as the IDEAL it has an energy deviation, and when it has the energy of the 

fDEAL it arrives early or late. When there are no instabilities the rms energy 

spread, 06, is determined by synchrotron radiation and is a basic property of the 

lattice. The bunch length and energy spread are related because of synchrotron 

oscillations; the relation is 

,. 

A short bunch length tends to require a high synchrotron tune and through eq. (11) a 

high Vpk and/or frf. 

dz- AT 
aT =pifwq=&. (8) 
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1360989-074 3. Ih’TEKSITY DEPENDENT EFFECTS 

3.1 Wakefields 

A beam passing a change in vacuum chamber profile radiates electromagnetic 

fields that propagate down the beam pipe in waveguide modes and, if a structure is 
involved, excite normal modes. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 7. l1 Att= 

0 the beam is entering the cavity, and the electric field is predominantly the space 

charge field of the beam. As time passes fields penetrate into the cavity, and cavity 

modes are excited. When the beam leaves at t = 2.0 nsec, it has lost energy to 

electromagnetic fields in the cavity. These beam induced fields are called 

wakefields. 

The “wake potential” is the beam induced voltage seen by a particIe located at 

position tin the bunch (see the inset in Figure 8) 

V(t) = ~~~ttEEL(7,t,)S(t,-(t+Z,C)) (13) 
-co -ca 

The direction of propagation is denoted by z in this equation, and it has been 

assumed that the structure producing the wakefield has rotational symmetry and that 

the beam and particle are traveling on the symmetry axis. I2 The quantity E, is the 

longitudinal component of the beam induced electric field. It is proportional to N, 

the number of particles in the bunch, and depends on the rms bunch length and the 

structure geometry. 

A wake potential for a CESR RF cavity is plotted in Figure 8. Several 

consequences of beam induced fields can be seen in this figure. First, the beam 

loses energy as is expected from a comparison of the electromagnetic field energies 

at t = 0 and t = 2 nsec in Figure 7. The energy loss is 

Energy change = JYtI(t)V(t) < 0 ( 14) 
-ca 

where I(t) is the bunch current. The wake potential and I(t) are each proportional to 

N, so the energy loss is proportional to N2. The power lost due to beam induced 

fields is called Higher Qrder &lode power; it is given by 

Phom= k(crL)hr2e2fc= k(oL)If/fc (15) 

T V 

0 Phase Stable 
Points 

Figure 5: The RF voltage. The energy gain from the RF equals the average loss due 
to synchrotron radiation (Go) at the phase stable points. The intersections where the 
slope of the RF is positive are points of unstable equilibrium. 

1360989-081 
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Figure 6: The longitudinal phase space path of a particle undergoing synchrotron 
oscillations. 
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The quantity k(oL) is the loss factor of the structure, and the bunch length 

dependence is shown explicitly. HOM losses are discussed further in section 3.2. 

Instabilities are a second consequence of wakefields. Figure 8a shows that V(t) 

varies along the bunch; the wake potential is different at the head and tail. This 

introduces additional ‘c dependencies into eqs. (9) and (IO); these can lead to the 

single bunch instabilities that are discussed in section 3.3. Figure 8b shows that the 

wake potential can be positive at longer times, and a particle passing through the 

cavity at those times will gain energy. Therefore, it is possible to transfer energy 

between bunches. This leads to coupled bunch instabilities that are discussed in 

section 3.4. 

3.1.1 Lon.aitudinal Impedance: Beam stability results are often presented in terms 

of the longitudinal impedance, ZL. The reason is that stability calculations are done 

with the standard techniques of Green’s functions and Fourier transforms. The 

Green’s function is the wake potential from a unit charged &function bunch, V6(t). 

Its Fourier transfotm 

Z,-(O) = -!wV6(t)eeiordt 

is the longitudinal impedance. 

3.2 Higher Order Mode (HOM) Losses 

The HOM power, given by eq. (15), can be substantial for heavy quark 

factories because of the short bunch length and high current. The loss factor for a 

twenty convolution bellows has been calculated as an example and is shown in 

Figure 9. Taking the r-Charm Factory parameters in Table 1 and k = 3~10~’ V/C (a 

typical value for the bellows for oL = 6.2 mm) Whom - 4 kW; the bellows would 

burn up! This example is gross, but it does point out the problem of localized 

heating. In fact, no one would use such a bellows; instead they are shielded to 

reduce the number and size of discontinuities. 

A model of the storage ring vacuum system is needed to determine the total 

HOM power because it depends on the number, type, and geometry of individual 

components. Collider designs aren’t sufficiently advanced to have such a model, 

but estimates can be made based on existing storage rings. One such estimate for a 

109 

- Sym. Axis - --- 

ii IU 15 CV 
q(mm) 

Figure 9: The loss factor for the 20 convolution bellows and three values of the 
inner radius. 

-_ 
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B-Factory indicates that with present components the HOM power would be many 

times the synchrotron radiation power and could be over 20 MW per beam. I3 This 

is unacceptable! 

Loss factors must be reduced because of localized heating and total HOM 

power. There are ways to do this: i) the number of discontinuities should be 

minimized, and ii) geometric factors should be considered for discontinuities that 

cannot be avoided. These factors are illustrated by referring to Figure 9. First, k has 

a strong bunch length dependence. The bunch has a spectrum that is proportional to 

exp(-(2xfoL/c)2) where f is the frequency, and as OL becomes small the power 
extends to higher frequencies. In the bellows example, the loss factor becomes large 

when the bunch contains significant power at frequencies corresponding to the 3 

mm period and 5 mm depth of the convolutions. Components that appear numerous 

times in the storage ring (bellows, pumping slots, etc) must be designed with 

discontinuities that are small on the length scale of the bunch. 

Second, when the bellows loss factor is large (or, < 10 mm), it is roughly 

inversely proportional to the inner radius, r, and increasing r reduces k. This isn’t 

nearly as effective as reducing the length scale of the discontinuities. I lowever, it 

can be important because some components such as separators and RF cavities have 

geometric constraints imposed by their primary function; it helps to make their inner 
radius large. The implications for the RF system are discussed in section 3.4. 

It is estimated that the total HOM power can be made comparable to or smaller 

than the synchrotron radiation power by employing the ideas above. The more 

serious remaining problem is heating of specific components where minimizing 

HOM power can be a significant design criterion. The separators at the IP are one 

place where this seems crucial. There must be gaps at the ends of electrostatic and 

RF separators to hold-off voltage, and there will be large HOM losses from these 

gaps. The HOM power of a specific RF separator being considered for a B-Factory 

has been calculated to be over 100 kW14; this amount of power presents 

considerable design and engineering problems. Asymmetric colliders have an 
advantage in this regard because magnetic separation can be used, and there is no 

need for a complicated separator. 

3.3 Single Bunch Instabilities 

Instabilities are classified as either longitudinal or transverse; the former are 

considered first. The total voltage is the sum of the applied RF voltage and the 

wake potential. Jowett suggests using a 1.5 GHz superconducting RF system for the 

T-Charm Factory. Taking the wake potential for ten 1.5 GHz cavity cells for 

purposes of estimation, using the parameters in Table 1, and assuming a Gaussian 

bunch shape gives the voltage shown in Figure 10. The wake potential makes an 

appreciable contribution to the total voltage. 

Wakefields have a fundamentally different character than the applied voltage. 

If the bunch shape changes, the wake potential changes, and a self-consistent picture 

has to have a distorted bunch shape and the fields that would be generated by a 
bunch of that shape. There are two possibilities: 

1) The distorted bunch and its (self-consistent) wake potential are stable in time. 

The bunch shape is distorted, but the energy spectrum is unchanged from the 

Gaussian produced by synchrotron radiation.15 This possibility is called “potential 

well distortion”. 

2) A stable self-consistent solution does not exist. Unstable structure develops on 

the bunch, and, if the sinusoidal RF voltage is approximated as linear, this St]-ucture 

grows exponentially in time. The non-linearity of the RF voltage limits the growth, 

and the result is increased bunch length and energy spread. Accelerator physicists 

call this possibility the “microwave instability”. 

Figure 11 shows these two regimes in SPEAR.16 There is potential well distortion 

up to about 2 mA as evidenced by the constant energy spread, and then instability 

sets in with large increases in bunch length and energy spread. 

The collider must be designed to avoid the microwave instability. Significant 

bunch lengthening is unacceptable because it is incompatible with mini-p optics. 

Energy spread increase affects experiments through a reduction in the effective cross 

section for experiments running on resonances and reducing the effectiveness of 

kinematic constraints for background rejection.‘* The instability threshold 

(particles per bunch) is ... 

( 17) 
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where <ZL/n> is the effective impedance of the storage ring 

ZLC N c 
<%I,> = r (18) 

averaged over the frequency spectrum of the bunch. There is a great deal of physics 

incorporated into <ZL/n>; it contains information about the number and types of 

discontinuities, the frequency content of the bunch, the cut-off frequency for 

electromagnetic wave propagation, and even some unresolved questions associated 

with the high frequency behavior of the impedance. The value of eq. (17) is that it 

gives the dependences on accelerator parameters and it provides a rule-of-thumb for 

making estimates. 

Existing machines have an effective impedance, <ZL/n> - 1 R, but eq. (17) 

gives <ZL/n> < 0.2 R for the r-Charm Factory at 2.5 GeV. This result is typical of 

all heavy quark factory designs, and it means that the effective impedance must be 

reduced by about an order of magnitude below that of existing machines. The steps 

required to do this are the same as those required to reduce the loss factor: 

minimizing the number of discontinuities and careful consideration of geometrical 

factors. 
Transverse instabilities are produced by deflecting, rather than accelerating, 

wakefields. They limited the performance of PEP and PETRA, and it is anticipated 

they will be important for LEP also. However, rough estimates are that this will not 

be the case for heavy quark factories. The dominant transverse instability is 

expected to be the “fast transverse blow-up”. The threshold (particles per bunch) 
19 when the vacuum chamber radius satisfies b > oL IS 

( 19) 

In this equation <ZT> is the effective transverse impedance and Pavg is the average 

p function given approximately by Pavg - R/Qp. A rough relationship between the 

longitudinal and transverse impedances is 

‘9 - y<zL/n> (20) 

The transverse impedance falls off more rapidly than the longitudinal impedance at 

high frequencies; eqs. (19) and (20) account for that in an approximate way.20 

Substituting 

NI.<ZLJn> = Z o* 
e L 

(21) 

where Qp = Qh or Q,. The result is Np/NT << 1 for the z-Charm and other heavy 

quark factories. 

The approximations that give this result are crude, but it indicates that the 

microwave instability is dominant. The basic reasons for the difference from PEP, 

PETRA, and LEP are the short bunch length of heavy quark factories and the rapid 

high frequency fall-off of the transverse impedance. 

3.4 Coupled Bunch Instabilities 

The wake potential of a particular object like an RF cavity can be written as a 

sum over normal modes?’ 

P I-I L 
C k (o )exp(-cupt/2s)cos(cultt) (22) 

where k 
P L’ P 

(o ) o and Q, are the loss factor, angular frequency, and quality factor 

for mode p. respectively, and O(t) is the step function (0 = 0 fort < 0; 0 = l/2 for t 

= 0; 0 = 1 for t > 0). The quality factor of a mode depends on stored energy and 

energy losses due to wall resistance and external coupling. Examples of the latter 

are probes inserted specifically for reducing Q and waves propagating away from 

the structure in the beampipe. High frequency modes tend to have low Q’s because 

wall losses are high and they are above the cut-off frequency of the beampipe. 

Therefore, at large t the wake is likely to be dominated by a few low frequency 

modes. 

Modes with a high Q can cause coupled bunch instabilities because they can 

mediate energy transfer between bunches. Whether a particular mode causes an 

instability is sensitively dependent on its frequency, wit. The bunch spacing is 

locked to the RF period, and the relative phase of the wake potential from different 

bunches is nwp/frf where n is the number of RF periods between bunches. When 
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the phase is such that the wakes from successive bunches add constructively, an 

instability occurs. (This is an oversimplification because there are different coupled 

bunch modes distinguished by a relative phase between bunches, but the essential 

picture is correct.) There are three ways to cure potential coupled bunch 

instabilities: i) reduce the Q’s of harmful modes so that the wakefield decays 

between bunches; ii) adjust the resonant frequencies so these modes do not cause 

instabilities; iii) use feedback to damp instabilities. Reduction of higher mode Q’s 

is the preferred method. 

The dominant high Q impedances usually come from the RF system. RF 

cavities have a high Q and strong coupling to the beam in the fundamental 

(accelerating) mode, and this leads to other modes with high Q’s and large loss 

factors also. Many heavy quark factories have superconductmg RF cavities as part 

of the design because a large Vpk is needed for a short bunch length (eq. (12)), and 

this is possible with a small number of superconducting cavities. This limits the 

contribution of the RF system to <ZL/n> by minimizing the number of 

discontinuities associated with the RF. In addition, the inner radius of the cavity can 

be larger than it would be for a normal conducting cavity, and this reduces <ZL/n> 

further. 
The costs of using superconducting RF are the technical complexity and higher 

modes with Q - lo9 in the absence of external coupling. These Q’s must be 

reduced to about Q - 100 to avoid coupled bunch instabilities by Q reduction alone. 

This is one of the reasons that only single cell cavities are being considered for 

heavy quark factories; the explanation follows. Muhipacting, a vacuum electronic 

phenomenon, used to limit the gradient of superconducting RF. This limit was 

removed by understanding the effects of cavity geometry and moving couplers (for 

reducing higher mode Q’s) from the cavity body to the beampipe where the 

accelerating mode power is smal1.22 RF systems with multiple cells per cavity 

module have normal modes with the field energy predominantly in a single cell. If 

that cell is an interior one, beampipe couplers can reduce the Q to Q - lo4 only. 

Heavy quark factories require greater Q reduction, and single cell cavities are 

attractive for this. The R&D for this remains to be done, and it may turn-out to be 

necessary to control coupled bunch instabilities with a combination of Q reduction 

and the other methods mentioned above. 

3.5 Discussion 

It’s time to return to the central question raised in the introduction. The 

conclusion from looking at higher order mode losses and beam stability is that there 

needs to be an order of magnitude reduction of wakefields as compared to CESR, 

PEP, and PETRA. Therefore, with regard to intensity dependent effects the general 
question leads to two specific ones: 

1) How complete is our knowledge of the causes and effects of wakefields; i.e. are 

we in for the surprise of encountering new accelerator physics when peak and total 

currents are raised substantially? 

2) Do we have the tools and technology needed to specify, design, and build 

components that have the required wakefield reduction? 

The answers to both questions rest on over two decades of experience with e+e- 

storage rings and on the progress during the last decade since CESR, PEP and 
PETRA were built. 

35.1 Surprises: The role of wakefields in determining performance is increasingly 

appreciated with each new generation of accelerator. The “head-tail” instability (a 

single bunch, transverse instability) was encountered first at ADONE. The 

importance of sextupoles for curing this instability was understood there, and 

sextupoles were incorporated into all future storage rings. SPEAR has sextupoles, 

but it has a large impedance also, and the consequent bunch lengthening is shown in 

Figure 11. Wakefield reduction was carefully considered at CESR, PEP and 

PETRA. Impedance measuring techniques were developed, and there were 

“impedance czars” who ruled on the appropriateness of vacuum system components, 

Many practices that are now standard, such as shielding beilows, were perfected. 

Despite this, an unexpected instability, the “fast head-tail” instability (another single 

bunch, transverse instability) limited PEP and PETRA under some conditions. 

The observations mentioned above and closely related ones in proton 

accelerators led to an explanation of beam instabilities based on the Vlasov 

equation.23 This work became well-known and widely accepted by the early 
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1980’s. All observed instabilities are explained. The principal limitations of these 

solutions are the simplified wakefields used to get results. Observations can be 

reproduced with simulations also. These can use realistic wakefields, but they don’t 

lend themselves to giving a clear picture of the underlying physics. The 

combination of analytical work providing insight and simulations for detailed 

calculations gives the ability to make a realistic evaluation of intensity dependent 

effects. A recent success of this approach is the quantitative explanation of bunch 

lengthening in the SLC damping ring based on the vacuum system geometry!24 

Surprises have to arise from dynamics or impedances outside our present, 

comprehensive understanding. There are open questions about the high frequency 

behavior of the impedance from discontinuities and from coherent synchrotron 

radiation, and this satisfies the description of a possible surprise. 25 The problem of 

the high frequency impedance arises for accelerators ranging from synchrotron light 

sources to liner colliders, and it is the subject of some work. More may be required 

for heavy quark factories. 

3.5.2 Tools: The theory and simulations needed for understanding the effects of 

wakefields have been mentioned above. They are well developed. 

A second important set of tools are the computer programs for calculating wake 

potentials and loss factors. Ten years ago the only widely used program was one for 

calculating the loss factors of low frequency modes of rotationally symmetric 

structures.26 Transverse wakefields, high frequency wakefields, and wakefields 

from structures without rotational symmetry could not be calculated. That is no 

longer the situation. About that time Tom Weiland began writing a comprehensive 

set of computer programs for solving Maxwell’s equations; these can be used to 

calculate longitudinal and transverse loss factors and wake potentials in a large 

variety of situations. The programs include 27. I) BCI and TBCI that integrate 

Maxwell’s equations in time for rotationally symmetric objects (BCI was used to 

produce Figures 8 and 9), ii) URMEL and URMELT that find the normal modes of 

rotationally symmetric structures, and iii) the MAFIA group that generalizes the 

above programs for objects that don’t have rotational symmetry. BCI, .._, URMELT 

can be used for calculating the wakefields of most components of a storage ring 

vacuum system, and they run on modest computers. The MAFIA programs can be 

used for components that are not approximated well enough by rotational symmetry, 

but they require extensive computer resources. In some cases that is a limitation. 

Superconducting RF could be an important technology for heavy quark 

factories; here, again, there has been crucial advances in the last decade. Cavities 

with appropriate gradient (- 5 MeV/m) and fundamental mode Q (- 2~10~) are 

commercially available; they were barely in the laboratory ten years ago! The 

progress has come from controlling multipacting and improvements of niobium 

properties. In addition, large numbers of cavities are being employed in 

accelerators, and the systems aspects of large superconducting RF installations are 

understood. Heavy quark factories have special requirements, strong higher mode 

damping and high power RF windows, that are the focus of present development 

work. These developments must be successful for superconducting RF to be used, 

but most aspects of superconducting RF are proven already. 

3.5.3 Summary: There is at least one possible accelerator physics surprise, and the 

tools aren’t perfect. However, there has been tremendous progress in understanding 

and controlling intensity dependent effects since the CESR, PEP, PETRA 

generation. This progress is one of the reasons for my optimistic answer to the 

central question raised in the introduction. 

4. THE BEAM-BEAM INTERACTION 

The small impact parameter collisions that produce elementary particles are 

rare. Most of the time a particle interacts with the electric and magnetic fields of the 

other beam only. This is the beam-beam interaction that imposes important 

constraints on storage ring colliders. 

4.1 Beam-Beam Tune Spread 

Figure 12 shows the deflection of an electron passing through a Gaussian 

positron bunch with R, << 1. There are three distinct regions. When lyl/o, < 1 the 

deflection is linear in the displacement, Ay’ = y/f. The opposing beam acts like a 

focusing lens with a focal length. 
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Figure 12: The vertical deflection of a typical electron in CESR passing through a 
positron bunch a distance y from the center. 

2reN 
: = - yo”(ov+crh) (23) 

This focusing increases the vertical tune of particles with small betatron amplitudes 

(A,, 5 E$ from Q, to Q, + 5, where 

(24) 

When lyl/o, > 5, the electron is above (or below) the positron bunch, and the 

fields fall-off as oh/y. Finally, there is an intermediate regime where the fields 

make a transition between the two limiting forms. In the intermediate and large lyl 

regions the effective focal length, defined by Ay’ = y/f,ff, is longer than it is for 

small displacements, and the focusing from the beam-beam interaction is weaker. 

A particle with A, > 3~~ is in the small lyl region on some turns and outside it 

on others; it depends on the betatron phase in eq. (4). The tune of this particle is 

determined by averaging the focusing over all phases, and the result is that the tune 

is less than that of a small amplitude particle. A very large amplitude particle is 

outside the linear region on most turns, and its tune is unaffected by the beam-beam 

interaction. A summary is: i) at small amplitude Q = Q, + 5,. ii) at intemlediate 
amplitude Q, = Q, t ~4, (x < l.O), and iii) at Iarge:mplitude Q, = Q,; Q, and Q, 
denote the tunes with and without the beam-beam interaction, respectively. 

The quantity 5, given by eq. (24) has a number of names. It is often called the 

“beam-beam tune shift”, but this name is unfortunate because it evokes an incorrect 

picture. If all particles, not just the small amplitude ones, had the same tune shift, 

quadrupoles could be used to compensate for the beam-beam interaction. However, 

such compensation isn’t possible because the beam-beam interaction introduces a 

tune spread. The second commonly used name, the “beam-beam tune spread”, gives 

a better description, but it has a technical shortcoming outside the scope of this 

paper.28 The third name, the “beam-beam strength parameter” doesn’t have this 

shortcoming and is the most precise name. I will use beam-beam tune spread for the 

rest of this article. 
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Only vertical motion was considered in the discussion above, but particles 

oscillate in the horizontal and vertical. There is a beam-beam tune spread in both 

transverse dimensions, and the beam occupies an area in the betatron tune plane. 

Figure 13 shows an example of the beam’s “footprint”. The operating point is 

determined by the storage ring lattice; most particles have tunes shifted away from 

this point. The relation between the footprint and the resonance lines in the figure is 

discussed in the next section. 
The horizontal and vertical beam-beam tune spreads characterize the beam- 

beam interaction. Years of experience have shown that the maximum tune spreads 

achievable are &(max), th(max) - 0.02 to 0.06.29 It is likely that the current will 

be limited by wakefields in heavy quark factories; then 

L ( ~+RJY 
q= %qq- 

( 25) 

where 5, = ch = 5 has been assumed. Large beam-beam tune spreads are important 
so that the beam current can be used efficiently. 

4.2 Non-linearities 

The maximum beam-beam tune spread is determined by the non-linearities of 

the beam-beam interaction. These lead to non-linear resonances that depend on the 

tunes as 

kQ, + lQh + mQ, = n C-26) 

where k, 1, m, and n are integers. The tune plane in Figure 13 has resonance lines 

given by eq. (26) crossing it. The maximum value of < is reached when the beam 

footprint is hemmed in by sufficiently strong resonances. These strong resonances 

are ones where the sum Iki + III + Im is below a critical value. Resonances can be 

caused by different effects. One of these is the departure from linearity (Ay’ = y/f) 

in Figure 12; this leads to a minimum set of resonances that cannot be avoided. 

“Parametric” resonances are another class; they are driven by modulation of the 

beam-beam deflection. A simpler example of parametric driving is shown in Figure 

14. 

1360989-077 

‘h 

Figure 13: The betatron tune plane with the (shaded) beam footprint. The lines in 
the tune plane correspond to various resonances given by eq. (26). This figure is 
from ref. [30]. 
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Figure 14: A parametric oscillator illustrated by Nari Mistry. Modulation of the 
restoring force allows this kid to reach large amplitudes. 

RULE 

!h, Ph ’ OL 

Ref. EXPLANATION 

31 The bctatron phase advance on successive turns is modulated by 
synchrotron oscillations. Rcccnt work suggests that this rule may 
not ix as stringent as once thought. 32 

17p=O 

Head-on collisions 

31 

33 

IDEA 

Round beams 

Ref. EXPLANATION 

34 The modulation of the vertical deflection by horizontal betatron 
oscillations is rcmoved.35 

Crab crossing 36 

Table 2: Beam-Beam Rules and Ideas 

The dispersion, TRIP, measures the energy dependence of the 
horizontal position at the IP. If 7JIp # 0, the horiz. position is 
energy dependent; this modulates the barn-beam deflection at Q, 

With non-zero crossing angle the beam-beam dcflcction is 
modulated by synchrotron owllations. 

Tilting the beam rcmwes the modulation introduced by non-zero 
crowng angle. 

The years of experience with efeS storage rings have led to some empirical 

rules for getting large tune spreads. Most of these rules are ways to avoid 

parametric resonances. Table 2 gives the rules, brief statements about the physics, 

and the original references. Understanding the physics of the empirical rules leads 

to ideas about new modes of operation that have attractive features such as higher 

tune spreads. Two such ideas are included in Table 2. Crab crossing and head-on 

collisions are related closely, and they are discussed as an example. 

Figure 15 shows two bunches colliding at an angle. Particle #I at the head of 

its bunch passes through the head of the oncoming bunch while particle #2 passes 

through the center and particle #3 passes through the tail. Particle #2 is deflected 

more than #l and #3 because the charge density of the opposing bunch is greater at 

the center than at the head or tail. One-quarter of a synchrotron oscillation period 

later the situation is different (Figure 16). Particles #l and #3 are in the center of 

the bunch, and #2 is at the tail. Therefore, #l and #3 experience larger deflections 

than #2. The beam-beam deflection is modulated by synchrotron oscillations, and 

collisions must be head-on to avoid this modulation. The beams in DORIS I crossed 

at an angle, and DORIS I had a low maximum tune spread. 33 That experience led 

to the rule that collisions must be head-on. 

.-.. 
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Figure 15: Two bunches collidin g at an angle; particles 1, 2, & 3 are part of the 
unshaded bunch. Figures a) through e) show the passage of time during the 
collision, and f) shows the particles’ positions in longitudinal phase space. 

Crossing at an angle could be attractive for heavy quark factories; complicated 

separators would be unnecessary, and high collision frequencies would be possible. 

Crab crossing is an idea for solving background problems in linear colliders37 that 

has been adapted to storage rings to permit crossing at an angle.36 It is illustrated in 

Figure 17. The bunches cross at an angle, but they are tilted with respect to their 

directions of propagation. Each of the three particles pass through the head, center, 

and tail of the opposing bunch, and they have the same beam-beam deflection. The 

source of the modulation is removed, and a crossing angle and large maximum 5 are 

possible at the same time! The cost is that RF cavities with deflecting fields are 

needed at each side of the IP to tilt the bunches before and remove the tilt after the 

collision. 

4.3 Discussion 

Heavy quark factories must be designed to get a large beam-beam tune spread. 

That simplifies many of the intensity dependent effects by lowering the total current, 

reducing the synchrotron radiation power, reducing the HOM heating, and relaxing 

the limit on <ZL/n>. These could be crucial. Alternatively, an increase in 5 could 

mean a welcomed higher luminosity. Non-linearities and other effects that limit the 

tune spread must be understood. Work on the beam-beam interaction is not as 

advanced as that on intensity dependent effects, and history has shown the beam- 

beam interaction to be a NOTORIOUSLY difficult subject in which to make 

progress. The picture presented in the last section is one that I think summarizes the 

experience with e+e- storage rings, and that is another reason for my optimistic 

answer to the central question in the inuoduction. 

However, it must be made clear that my opinion is not universally accepted, 

and the beam-beam interaction must be studied actively. A powerful combination 

for doing that has been developed. That combination is: 

1) Theoretical work that has shown the importance of modulation effects in the 

beam-beam interaction by considering simplified situations. 

2) Computer simulations and large computers for modelling the beam-beam 

interaction. These simulations have a mixed record of predicting performance, 38 

but they are being improved by comparison with operating colliders. 

:: 
: 

:._ . 

Figure 16: A collision one-quarter of a synchronon oscillation period later. 
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3) Storage rings that can be used for beam-beam experiments. These are central 

for improving theories and simulations, and can be used for testing ideas. 

Experiments related to the ideas in Table 2 are under consideration. A first test of 

round beams will be made at CESR this fa11,39 and a crab crossing experiment is 

possible at PEP.4o 

This combination was not avaiIable ten years ago, but it is now! The work 

showing the importance of modulation was done during that time; there have been 

enormous increases in computer power, and storage rings that ailow beam-beam 

experiments with parameters close to those of heavy quark factories are available. 
Given the motivation from Tau-Charm and B-Factories and our present insights and 

resources there can be progress in understanding the beam-beam interaction and 
increasing the beam-beam limit. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARK 

Is the accelerator physics sufficiently well understood that two orders of 

magnitude in luminosity (up to 1O34 cmm2se1) is conceivable? There are good 

reasons to conclude that it is because of the progress during the last decade. 

Wakefields and their effects can be calculated, and there is new technology with 

important implications for wakefield reduction. A picture synthesizing beam-beam 

experience has emerged. It needs to be tested further, and if those tests are 

successful, we understand the beam dynamics that are key to a cost effective design 

of a heavy quark factory. This design is at the leading edge of accelerator physics 

and technology, and it offers challenging accelerator research, design and 

construction problems. 

Moreover, heavy quark factories will be important instruments for particle 

physics research. The accelerator physics challenge coupled with the particle 

physics payoff make this an exciting area of physics. 

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 

VARIABLES* 
Luminosity L 
Collision frequency f c 
Center-of-mass energy 
synchrouon hlne t 
Transverse beam sizes 
Collision point p’s ii;: ;: 
Bunch length 
Damping decrement 2 udymc2 
Number of bunches B 
Longitudinal impedance <ZLl”> 
Average radius R = Circum/2rc 
Vacuum chamber radius b 
Damping Partition numbers J 
Total current/ring I, = Nfce 
Peak current 
Peak RF voltage 
HOM power 

bpk 
Phom 

Ptiiclesibunch 
Beam e”ergy/mc2 
Bet&on tunes 
Beam-beam tune spread 
Beam size ratio 
Emittances 
Energy loss per turn 
Momentum compaction 
Fractional energy spread 
Transverse impedance 
Bending radius 
Average p function 
Dispersion 
Synch. radiation power 
RF frequency 
HOM loss factor 

CONSTANTS 
Electron classical radius rc = 2.82~10~‘~ m Free space. impedance 
Speed of light c = 3.00~10~ m/w Electron charge 

* h arfd v denore horizontal and vertical. respectively 

6% 
f If 
k 

z, = 377 n 
e = 1.6~10-~~ C 
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PROSPECTS FOR NEXT-GENERATION 
e+e- LINEAR COLLIDER.S* 

RONALD D. RUTH 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

Stanford University, Stanford, Califomia 94309 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to review progress in the U.S. towards a next 

generation linear collider. During 1988, there were three workshops held on linear 

colliders: 1.) “Physics of Linear Colliders, ” in Capri, Italy, June 14-18, 1988; 2.) 

Snowmass 88 (Linear Collider subsection) June 27-July 15, 1988; and 3.) SLAC 

International Workshop on Next Generation Linear Colliders, Nov. 28-Dec. 9, 

1988. To obtain detailed current information, the reader is directed to Refs. 1-3 

which are the proceedings of each of the workshops. In addition, the Snowmass 

proceedings for the linear collider working group are collected in Ref. 4. This 

paper will concentrate on U.S. efforts and will draw heavily from Refs. 3 and 4. 

There is also much work ongoing in other parts of the world. The Soviet 

Union is planning a linear collider at Serpukov which is being designed at INP in 

Novosibirsk. CERN is working on CLIC (CERN Linear Collider). Finally, KEK 

is actively engaged in linear collider research towards a JLC (Japanese Linear 

Collider). Much of this work is covered in Refs. 1 and 3. 

In this paper, I focus on reviewing the issues and progress on a next generation 

linear collider with the general parameters shown in Table 1. The energy range is 

dictated by physics with a mass reach well beyond LEP, although somewhat short 

of SSC. The luminosity is that required to obtain IO3 - IO4 units of Ro per year. 

The length is consistent with a site on Stanford land with collisions occurring on 

the SLAC site; the power was determined by economic considerations. Finally, 

‘:. .-, 
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the technology was limited by the desire to have a next generation linear collider 

by the next century e- Comwessor #2 

Energy 

Luminosity 

Length 

Power 

Technology 

Table 1. General parameters. 

0.5 1.0 TeV in center-of-mass. 

1033 - 1034 cln-z set-‘, 

Each Linac d 3 Km. 

S 100 MW per Linac. 

hlust be realizable by 1990-92. 

The basic configuration of such a linear collider is shown in Fig. 1. The beam is 

accelerated by an injector linac and then injected into a damping ring which damps 

the emittance of the beam and provides the beam with appropriate intensity and 

repetition rate. After extraction, the bunch must be compressed in length twice in 

order to achieve the short bunches suitable for the linac and final focus. The linac 

is used to accelerate the beams to high energy while maintaining the emittance. 

Finally, the final focus is used to focus the beams to a small spot for collision. 

This must yield a luminosity with tolerable beam-beam effects (disruption and 

bcamstrahlung) and must also provide a reasonably background-free environment 

for the detector. 

Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the linear collider subsystem 

by subsystem, it is useful to discuss generally the overall results of the past few 

year’s activities. Perhaps one of the most important developments is the increased 

interest in an Intermediate Linear Collider (ILC) with an energy of 0.5 TeV in the 

center-of-mass. This is a factor of two below the TeV Linear Collider (TLC) and 

thus would require a factor of four less peak power provided that the machines 

were the same length. From Fig. 1 an ILC could be upgradable in energy either 

by the addition of power sources or by increasing the linac length. The trombone 

shape lends itself well to increases in length. 

If we begin the discussion of an ILC or TLC at the lower energy end, the 

damping ring and bunch compressor designs seem relatively straightforward with, 

16 GeV Linac 

e- Compressor #l 

and Buncher 

. 

L’.‘.- .,. .‘. ._, 

e- Linac 

Final Foci 

TLC SCHEMATIC 

e- to Make e+ 

FJ+ Damping Ring 

ef compressor #1 

Main e+ Linac 

16 GeV Llnac 

e+ Compressor #2 

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of an ILC or TLC. The angles shown are exaggerated. 
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however, somewhat tighter tolerances than usual. The main linac will proba- 

bly have a structure similar to SLAC, except at four times the frequency. The 

structure will be modified with holes coupled to waveguides in order to damp the 

transverse and longitudinal higher-order modes. This makes possible the use of 

multiple bunches per RF fill, which increases the luminosity by a factor of 10 for 

“free.” 

There is no definite power source as yet. The recent demonstration of bi- 

nary pulse compression at SLAC has focused attention on more conventional 

approaches to long-pulse power production. A high-power klystron is under con- 

struction at SLAG to feed the RF pulse compressor, and there are many new ideas 

for power sources which would drive RF pulse compressors. 

Once the power source problem is solved, we are still left with the luminosity 

problem. These two aspects are only partially decoupled due to the use of many 

bunches (a batch) per RF fill. To obtain the luminosity, we must preserve the 

emittance of the beam throughout the linac. The final focus demagnifies the beam 

to obtain a very flat beam at the final focus. The chromatic correction for this is 

quite delicate, and tolerances are tight. Finally, we must measure the beam size at 

the interaction point in order to tune the final focus. Many of these problems can 

be addressed via a model final focus at a lower energy. Towards this end, a Final 

Focus Test Beam is being constructed at SLAC by an international collaboration 

of SLAC, INP, KEK, and Orsay. 

During the SLAC Workshop in December 1988 following Snowmass, there 

was one important discovery which should be emphasized here. Beamstrahlung 

photons create e’e- pairs upon interacting with the opposing bunch. One particle 

of the pair is deflected strongly by the field of the bunch. This, in turn, can cause 

serious background problems. This will be discussed more thoroughly in the later 

sections of this paper. 

In the next sections, I first discuss parameters briefly and then discuss damping 

rings. The basic principles of bunch compression are treated in the next section. In 

the section on the linac, there are three subsections. First I discuss RF structures 

and power sources, and then I move to a discussion of emittance preservation 

in the linac. This is followed by a discussion of the final focus and beam-beam 

effects. Finally, I introduce some of the issues for multibunch rffrcts. 

2. PARAMETERS 

The parameters for a next-generation linear collider are far from being fixed. 

However, init,ial studies have yielded global parameters in the neighborhood of 

those presented in Table 25 The parameters shown are for an ILC with 0.5 TeV 

in the CM. To upgrade to a TLC with 1.0 TeV in the CM one can either increase 

the RF power by a factor of 4 or increase the length by a factor of 2. With the 

higher energy beams, the spot sizes will decrease, and the beamstrahlung energy 

loss increases to the level - 20%. 

The interaction point geometry is given with two options: no crab crossing 

means that the crossing angle is within the diagonal angle of the bunch, crab 

crossing allows a larger angle by giving the beams a time varying transverse kick 

which causes the beams to overlap almost completely when they cross. 

In the next several sections we discuss many of the issues which are input into 

the design of a linear collider such as that presented in Table 2. 

3. DAMPING RINGS 

In Refs. 6 and 7, T. Raubenheimer et al. discuss many of the basic design 

considerations for the damping ring. The basic parameters are shown in Table 3 

where they are compared to those of the SLC. The key differences are the decrease 

of the horizontal emittance by an order of magnitude, the increase of the repetition 

rate, and the requirement of e,/t, = 100. Although asymmetrical emittances have 

been measured in the SLC damping ring, they are not required for SLC operation. 

The desired repetition rate is obtained by having many batches of bunches in 

the ring. Each batch of 10 bunches is extracted on one kicker pulse and accel- 

erated on one RF fill in the linac. The remaining batches are left in the ring to 

continue damping while an additional batch is injected to replace the extracted 

_. _ ‘- .., _ 
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Table 2. Parameters for an ILC. 

r ILC 
GeTled 
CM energy TeV .5 
luminosity 10s3 cm -2 SW -1 3.9 
RF frequency GHz 11.4 
repetition rate HZ 360 
accel gradient MV/m 93 
number bunches 10 
particles/bunch (at IP) 1010 1.6 
length Km 7.2 

Damping Ring 
emittance tzlty 100 
emittance ytz Pm 3.5 
emittance Tcz In .04 
bunch spacing m .21 
Linac RF 
loading n YO 2.5 
iris radius ~1 mm 4.6 
se&on length m 1.5 
%3/C 0.06 
pulse length ns 82 
peak power/length MW/m 194 
Final focus 
6 mm .08 
crossing angle (no crab) mrad 4.8 
crab crossing angle mrad 30-100 
free length m 52 
Intersection 
OY nm 3.1 
~Zl%l 180 
02 p1 70 
disruption D, 10 
lum enhance N 1.5 
beamstrahlung S % 6 

one. The threshold current refers to the threshold for the “microwave instability” 

or “turbulent bunch lengthening.” 

The basic layout of a possible damping ring is shown in Fig. 2. Notice that 

there are several insertions which contain wigglers. In order to obtain the high 

repetition rate, it is necessary to decrease the damping time by the addition of 

wigglers in straight sections. 

Table 3. Basic parameters of the SLC and TLC 
damping rings. 

I PLC ISLC 1 
Energy 1 N 2 GeV 1.15 Gev 
Emittance, ye, 3.0 pmrad 36 pmrad 
Emittance, YE. 30 nmrad 500 nmrad 

50 Meters 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the TLC damping ring 

In Tables 4 and 5, you see the basic parameters for the ring. The lattice 

is combined function which allows the partition of the damping times to t,rade 

j . . : .. 
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horizontal damping time for longitudinal. The RF frequency for this example is 

necessarily 1.4 GHz since the bunch spacing in this example is about 20 cm. The 

threshold impedance (Z/nh is that for the microwave instability. It is quite small 

due to the small momentum compaction factor, but is only about a factor of three 

below that obtained in the SLC damping rings.s 

Table 4. TLC damping ring parameters. _ - -. 
energy EO = 1.8 GeV 
Length L = 155.1 meters 
Momentum compaction cy = 0.00120 
Tunes vs = 24.37, vy = 11.27 
RF frequency fRF = 1.4 GHz 

10 batches of 10 bunches 
Current of 2 X 1o’Oe+/e- 

Table 5. TLC damping ring parameters. 

igglers Off Wigglers On 
Natural -rt7 k.46 umrad k.OO umrad , - 
YE= w/ intrabeam 3.33 pmrad 2.74 pmrad 
Damping, r, 3.88 ms 2.50 ms 
Damping:, r, 9.19ms 3.98 ms _ -. ” 
Rep. rate, frep 1155 Hz p60 Hz 
Damn. nartition. J, k.37 11.59 

I 

Natural chrom., F,, 125.10 122.27 I 

Another key aspect of the design is the small vertical ernittance. The design 

calls for an emittance ratio cZ/cg = 100. This size emittance ratio is quite common 

in e * storage rings. However, the tolerances for obtaining a small vertical beam 

size are proportional to the absolute size. In Ref. 6 , those tolerances which 

are related to maintaining the emittance ratio are calculated. The tolerances 

presented in Sec. 5 of Ref. 6 are in the 100 pm range and could be improved by 

adding correction skew quadrupoles in the ring. 

4. BUNCH COMPRESSION AND PRE-ACCELERATION 

In order to obtain the very short bunches necessary for the linac, it is necessary 

to perform at least two bunch compressions after the damping ring. Designs for 

bunch compression are presented in Refs. 9 and 10. A bunch length of about 

50 pm in the Iinac puts a constraint on the longitudinal emittance of the damping 

ring. In addition, during the bunch compressions, it is necessary to keep the energy 

spread small to avoid the dilution of the transverse emittance. If we assume that 

we can transport 1% energy spread without diluting either transverse cmitt,ance, 

then at least two bunch compressions are needed. For example, if we consider a 

1.8 GeV damping ring with energy spread AE/E = 10e3 and a bunch length of 

5 mm, the two compressions are shown in Table 6. The first one decreases the 

bunch length by an order of magnitude. This is followed by a pre-acceleration 

section to decrease the relative energy spread in the beam by about an order of 

magnitude. One must avoid an increase of energy spread due to the cosine of 

the RF wave (and also due to beam loading). If this pre-acceleration is done 

at the present SLAC frequency and if the bunch current is as shown in Table 2, 

then the additional energy spread induced is about 5 x lo-“. Neglecting this 

small increase, the next bunch compression happens around 18 GeV and serves 

to reduce the bunch length to about 50 pm. This is suitable for injection into the 

high frequency, high gradient structure. 

Table 6. Bunch compression. 

t E 1 AEIE t or, t Compress -+ 1 AEIE t gz 1 

1.8 GeV 10-s 5 mm Compress + 10-2 0.5 mm 

[pre-acceleralion at long wavelength, X = 10.5 cm] 

I 18 GeV I 10e3 I 0.5 mm I Compress + 1 10e2 ( 50 un~ 1 
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The two designs shown in Ref. 9 are for bunch compressors which have small 

bending angles. Reference 10 presents several designs in which the bend angle for 

the final compressor is 180’ as shown in Fig. 1. This low energy bend allows easy 

upgrades in energy, and also makes it possible to do direct feedback to compensate 

jitter from the damping ring kicker magnet. 

5. LINAC 

The linac is envisioned to be similar to the SLAC disk-loaded structure with a 

frequency of four times the present SLAC frequency. The irises in the design are 

relatively larger to reduce transverse wakefields. The structure may have other 

modifications to damp long-range transverse wakefields. This would be driven by 

a power source capable of about 900 MW/ m f or a 200 MeV/m TLC or about 220 

MW/m in the case of a 100 MeV/m ILC. 

The remainder of this section is divided into three subsections. In the first 

subsection we discuss structures, the second deals with RF power sources, and 

finally the third treats emittance preservation in the linac. 

5.1 STRUCTURES 

Since the gradients being considered range from 100 MV/m to 200 MV/m, the 

first question that arises is RF breakdown. This question is treated in Refs. 11 and 

12. In this paper G. Loew and J. Wang present results from many experiments at 

various frequencies. If the scaling laws thus obtained are extrapolated to 11.4 and 

17.1 GHz, the breakdown limited surface fields obtained are 660 and 807 MV/m, 

respectively. To convert this to effective accelerating gradient, a reduction factor 

of 2.5 is typically used. In both cases, the accelerating gradient is above 200 

MeV/m. However, the measurements also indicated significant “dark currents” 

generated by captured field-emitted electrons. The question of the effects of dark 

current on loading and beam dynamics is not yet resolved and needs further study. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, in order to make efficient use of the RF 

power and to achieve high luminosity, it seems essential to accelerate a train of 

bunches with each fill of the RF struct,ure. This leads to two problems: (1) 

the energy of the bunches in the train must be controlled and (2) the transverse 

stability of the bunch train must be ensured. Both of these problems are helped 

greatly by damping higher modes (both transverse and longitudinal) in the RF 

structure. In Ref. 13, R. Palmer describes a technique of using slotted irises 

coupled to radial waveguides to damp these modes: Q’s as low as lo-20 have been 

measured in model structures. This encouraging evidence has led to a development 

program at SLAC and KEK to do more detailed studies of slotted structures. 

The beam dynamics consequences of damping the higher modes is explored in the 

section on Multibunch Effects. 

5.2 RF POWER SOURCES 

Before discussing results on power sources, it is useful to contrast and compare 

two basic approaches, RF pulse compression and magnetic pulse compression. 

5.2.1 RF Pulse Compression and Conventional Klystrons 

In Fig. 3(a), you see illustrated the basic principle of RF pulse compression. 

A long modulator pulse is converted by a high-power, ‘semi-conventional’ klystron 

or some other power source into RF power with the same pulse width. This RF 

pulse is then compressed by cleverly slicing the pulse using phase shifts and 3 db 

hybrids and re-routing the portions through delay lines so that they add up at the 

end to a high peak power but for a small pulse width. This scheme was invented 

by D. Farkas at SLAC and is presently under experimental investigation.14 With 

a factor of 8 in pulse compression, a 100 MW klystron could power about 3 m of 

structure to achieve 100 MV/m. 

In Ref. 15, P. Wilson describes RF pulse compression in some detail including 

estimates of efficiencies. An experimental test at SLAC of a low-loss, low-power 

I6 system has been completed which yielded a factor of 3.2 power gain. A 100 MW, 

11.4 GHz “conventional” klystron, which has just been completed at SLAC, will 

be used to perform high-power tests of a pulse compression system designed to 

yield a power gain of 6. 

.r:-.. ._ : 
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RF POWER SOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

(a) RF Pulse CompressIon 

I 
I 

Klvstron Compress I 
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(b) “Relatlvistlc Klystron” 
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Fig. 3a. Illustration of RF pulse compression. 

3b. Illustration of the relativistic klystron with 

magnetic compression. 

5.2.2 hilagnetic Pulse Compression and the Relativistic Klystron 

In Fig. 3(b), you see the principle of magnetic pulse compression and the 

relativistic klystron illustrated. In this case, the pulse compression happens before 

the creation of RF. This technique makes use of the pulsed power work done at 

LLNL in which magnetic compressors are used to drive induction linacs to produce 

multi-MeV e- beams with kiloampere currents for pulses of about 50 nsec. These 

e- beams contain gigawatts of power. The object, then, is to bunch the beam at 

the RF frequency and then to extract a significant fraction of this power. This 

can be done either by velocity modulation or by dispersive magnetic “chicanes.” 

After bunching, the beam is passed by an RF extraction cavity which extracts RF 

power from the beam. 

Experiments on the relativistic klystron are described in Ref. 17. The best 

power output achieved to date is 330 MW. Although higher acceleration gradi- 

ents have been achieved, the best break-down free acceleration gradient in this 

experiment is 84 MV/m with 80 MW of RF power input into a 30 cm long accel- 

erator structure 

5.2.3 Other RF Sources 

It is also possible to consider other sources driven by magnetic pulse com- 

pressors which directly produce short, high-power RF pulses. One example is a 

cross-field amplifier (CFA). This device has the geometry of a magnitron but is 

configured as an amplifier rather than an oscillator. SLAC is presently complet- 

ing the construction of a 100 MW CFA which will be tested in early 1990. This 

device could also produce long RF pulses for RF pulse compression. Although it 

is a large extrapolation from existing sources, it holds the promise of being much 

cheaper than an equivalent power klystron. 

Another interesting possible RF source is the cluster klystron. In Ref. 18, 

R. Palmer and R. Miller describe a multiple beam array of “klystrinos” which 

when coupled together can give impressive results. By dividing a single beam into 

many beams shielded from each other, the problems of space charge are effectively 

eliminated. This source could be used as a driver for RF pulse compression. 

Alternatively, with the addition of a grid and an oil-filled transmission line for 

energy storage, the device could directly produce short RF pulses. Thus far, there 

has been no experimentation; but calculations and cost estimates are encouraging. 

Rather than separating the beam into separate beams, it is also possible to 

consider ribbon beam geometries. One possibility, the Gigatron, is presented in 

Ref. 19. This device makes use of the lasertron concept to produce a bunched 

beam directly at the cathode. Field emitting arrays are used for the cathode while 

a ribbon beam geometry is envisioned to control space charge effects. This device 

is another candidate for RF pulse compression and has an impressive efficiency 

on paper. Experimental tests are presently being prepared. 

To conclude this section, it seems that if high-power tests of RF pulse com- 

pression show positive results, there are several candidates to provide the long 

pulse input RF. Such an RF source combined with RF pulse compression wou!d 

be a possible power source for an ILC or TLC which could be realized in the near 

future. 

:.. 
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5.3 EMITTANCE PRESERVATION 

During the process of acceleration, we must t&c care not to dilute the emit- 

tance of the beam. There are several effects which can lead to emittance dilution. 

In the next few subsections, we discuss a few of the most important effects. 

5.3.1 Chromatic Eflects 

The filamentation of the central trajectory in a linac can cause dilution of 

the effective emittance of the beam. If we first consider a coherent betatron 

oscillation down the linac, then to be absolutely safe, we must require that it be 

small compared to the beam size. If the spread in betatron phase advance is not 

too large, then this tolerance is increased to perhaps twice the beam size for the 

case shown in Table 2. 

The chromatic effect of a corrected trajectory is rather different. In this case, 

it is the distance between an error and a corrector which matters, and the effects 

partially cancel yielding a growth 0: G. This yields a tolerance on magnet 

misalignment the order of 20 to 30 times the beam size in the linac (about 20 pm) 

for the case in Table 2. This is also the tolerance on BPM measurements. If the 

phase advance of the linac or some subsection is not too large, then this yields a 

linear correlation of position with momentum (dispersion) which can, in principle, 

be corrected since it does not vary in time. Therefore, it may be possible to have 

looser tolerances if such correction is provided. 

5.3.2 Transverse Wakefields and BNS Damping 

The wakefield left by the head of a bunch of particles, if it is offset in the 

structure, deflects the tail. If the transverse oscillations of the head and tail have 

the same wave number, the tail is driven on resonance. This leads to growth of 

the tail of the bunch? This effect can be controlled by a technique called BNS 

damping.? The bunch is given a head-to-tail energy correlation so that the tail 

is at lower energy. The offset of the head by an amount i induces a deflecting 

force on the tail away from the axis. The tail, however, feels an additional force 

AK?., where AK is the difference in focusing strength. These two forces can be 

arranged to cancel, thereby keeping the coherence of the bunch as a whole. For 

the designs shown in Table 2, the spread in energy for BNS damping is much less 

than 1%. This correlation can be accomplished by moving the bunch slightly on 

the RF wave to obtain a linear variation across the bunch. 

Recently, BNS damping has been tested at the SLC with great success.” It 

is now part of normal operating procedure. 

5.3.3 Jitter 

In order to maintain collisions at the interaction point, the bunch must not 

move very much from pulse to pulse. Since the optics of the final focus also 

demagnify this jitter, the tolerance is always set by the local beam divergence 

compared to the variation of some angular kick. The jitter tolerance on the 

damping ring kicker is thus related to the divergence of the beam at that point. 

This is discussed in Ref. 6. At the injection point to the linac, the offset caused 

by this jitter must be small compared to the local beam size. 

If all the quadrupoles in the linac are vibrating in a random way, the effects 

accumulate down the linac and the orbit offset grows oz G. This sets the 

tolerance on the random motion of quadrupoles to be much smaller than the beam 

size. In the examples in Table 2, the random jitter tolerances are N 0.01 pm. On 

the other hand, tolerances for correlated effects are an order of magnitude less 

severe. In either case, this size motion from pulse-to-pulse is unlikely due to the 

large repetition rate of the collider. More gradual motion, which is larger, can be 

corrected with feedback. 

Jitter in RF kicks can cause similar effects. These effects can be reduced by 

reducing the DC component of the RF kick by eliminating asymmetries in couplers 

and by careful alignment of structures. 
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5.3.4 Coupling 

Finally, we discuss coupling of the horizontal and vertical cmittance. The 

beam size ratio in the linac is 1O:l. The tolerance on random rotations for a flat 

beam is given by 

For the example shown in Table 2, the right-hand side is about 3 mrad; this is 

straightforward to achieve. If the errors are not random, larger rotations can 

indeed result; however, because the beam size is so small, the effects are very 

linear. This means that skew quadrupoles can be used effectively as correction 

elements. Certainly, in the final focus, skew quads will be an integral part of the 

tuning procedure to obtain flat beams. 

6. FINAL FOCUS 

The final focus, as described in the parameters in Table 2, is a flat beam 

final focus with a crossing angle. The purpose of the flat beam is to increase the 

luminosity while controlling beamstrahlung and disruption. The crossing angle is 

to allow different size apertures for the incoming and outgoing beam. Another 

invention, “crab-wise crossing,” discussed in Ref. 5, allows a much larger crossing 

angle than the diagonal angle of the bunch. As discussed in Ref. 5 and in Ref. 23, 

this type of geometry may now be essential due to the production of e+e- pairs 

by beamstrahlung photons in the field of the bunches. 

6.1 FINAL Focus OPTICS AND TOLERANCES 

The first job in the final focus is to demagnify the beam to provide a small 

spot for collision. The design for such a system is presented in Ref. 24 by K. Oide. 

This is a Aat beam final focus which achieves the parameters shown in Table 2 for 

vertical and horizontal beam size. The vertical size is limited by a fundamental 

constraint “the Oide limit” due to the synchrotron radiation in the fmal doublet 

coupled to the chromatic effect of a quadrupole. The quadrupole gradients nects- 

sary are very high and in Oide’s design are obtained by conventional iron magnets 

with 1 mm pole-to-pole distance. Tolerances are very tight in such a final focus. 

The most restrictive vibration tolerance is on the final doublet which must be 

stable pulse-to-pulse to about 1 nm. 

Since vibration of the final doublet is the most serious problem, it is considered 

in some detail in Ref. 25. In this paper, it is shown that passive vibmtion isolation 

seems to be more than adequate to handle the vibrations above 10 Iiz at the high 

frequency end. For low frequencies, an interferometric feedback system can be 

used to control motion to about 1 pm. Beam steering feedback can then be used 

to control slow variations in the 1 nm to 1 pm region. 

6.2 BEAM-BEAM EFFECTS 

When a small bunch of electrons collides with a small bunch of positrons, 

the fields of one bunch focus the other causing disruption. Since the opposing 

particles are strongly bent, they also emit radiation called beamstrahlung. These 

are the two basic beam-beam effects. The disruption enhances the luminosity 

by a small amount while the beamstrahlung causes significant energy loss during 

collision and increases the effective momentum spread for physics. These issues 

are discussed in more detail in Ref. 23. 

In addition, there are several other important effects which should be men- 

tioned here. If the beams are offset relative to each other, a kink instability 

develops. This effect actually causes the luminosity to be less sensitive to offsets 

because the beams attract each other and collide anyway when the disruption is 

not too severe. There is also a multibunch kink instability which is more serious 

since it can cause the trailing bunches to miss each other entirely. This places 

restrictions on the product of the vertical and horizontal disruption per bunch. 

The final section of Ref. 23 is an addendum added after the SLAC Workshop 

in Dec. 1988. As mentioned earlier in the Introduction, it was discovered that 

the beamstrahlung photons pair-produce in the coherent field of the bunch.Z6-Zg 

The corresponding incoherent process has been known for some time, but its 
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importance has only just been 3o realized. The problem is that low energy e+e- 

pairs are produced in an extremely strong field which then deflects the charge of 

the appropriate sign while confining the other. This leads to large angular kicks, 

as mentioned earlier in Section 2. 

These stray particles can lead to more background problems, which must be 

addressed by further interaction point design. In Ref. 5, it is suggested that crab- 

crossing combined with large crossing angles and solenoidal fields would allow one 

to channel these electrons out through a large exit hole to a beam dump. Further 

studies of this option have indicated that crossing angles in the range 30-100 mrad 
31 would be necessary to avoid particle impact in the detector. 

The measurement of the final spot size is an extremely important, but as yet 

unsolved, problem. From SLC experience, it is probably possible to use beam- 

beam effects to minimize spot sizes. However, for the initial tune-up of the final 

focus, a single-beam method is almost essential. There was some initial work 

done at the workshop in June 1988 in Capri, Italy which was also reported at the 

SLAC workshop.32 In addition, preliminary results were presented at the SLAC 

33 workshop on the use of beamstrahlung from an ionized gas jet. Recently, there 
34 have been studies on the detection of the ions from a gas jet after beam passage. 

7. MULTIBUNCH EFFECTS 

As mentioned earlier, in order to efficiently extract energy from the RF to 

obtain high luminosity, it is essential to have many bunches per RF fill. This, 

however, leads to transverse beam breakup. The invention of damped structures 

discussed in Section 5.1 helps but does not completely solve the problem for the 

linac. It is also necessary to tune the frequency of the first dipole mode of the 

accelerating structure.35 In Ref. 36 the problem of multibunching is traced all the 

way through the linear collider subsystem by subsystem. Damped accelerating 

cavities are required for the main linac and the damping rings, while other systems 

can get by with very strong focusing. Thus, from the transverse point of view, 

stability seems possible. 

In addition, it is necessary to control the energy spread from bunch to bunch 

very precisely (AE/E 5 10e3). This can be accomplished by injecting the bunches 

before the RF structure is full to match the extraction of energy by the bunches to 

the incoming energy as the structure fills. This leads to tight tolerances on phase 

and amplitude of the RF, as well as tight control of the pulse-to-pulse number of 

particles in a batch of bunches.37 However, the benefits of multibunching seem to 

far outweigh any difficulties they impose due to the order of magnitude increase 

in luminosity. 

8. OUTLOOK 

During the past few years, there has been tremendous progress towards a next 

generation linear collider. We now have a much clearer picture of how to obtain 

both the energy and luminosity required. An important development this past 

year was the increased interest in an ILC, that is, a linear collider with 0.5 TeV 

in the CM which would be upgradable to 1.0 TeV with additional power sources 

or length. We will probably see the development of a power source and structure 

during the next couple of years. This would yield the energy of the collider; what 

about the luminosity? 

Designs of damping rings, bunch compressors and focus systems will con- 

tinue. Studies of BNS damping in the linac and emittance dilution will continue 

both experimentally with the SLC and theoretically for the next generation high- 

frequency linac. However, to really understand tolerances, new measurement tech- 

niques, and final focus optics, it is probably essential to build a scale model final 

focus at SLC energy. This is being planned at SLAC (Final Focus Test Beam) 

and is being supported as a collaborative effort of SLAC, INP, KEK, and Orsay. 

One key aspect of all linear collider design is background control. With the 

discovery of the swarm of e+e- pairs produced at the interaction point, there now 

needs to be detailed study of interaction point design to control backgrounds. 

This effort is underway at SLAC and KEK. 
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To conclude, it looks like we are on the path towards a next generation linear 

collider and with proper funding of R&D over the next few years we may see a 

detailed conceptual design in the early 1990’s. 
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Hadron Colliders Beyond the SSC 

Maury Tigner 
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Abstract : 

:. __ 

Extension of the storage ring collider technique to energies beyond 
the SSC is examined briefly and an example at 6= 400 TeV given. 
At yet higher energies it is shown that the storage ring approach 
fails for power efficiency reasons and other approaches are needed. 
An approach with optimum efficiency is suggested and it is pointed 
out that the average power handling capability of detectors for the 
reaction products passing through will need to be in the megawatt 
region even at 400 TeV, rising as the cube of the beam energy. 

Introduction 

In hadron colliders the reaction rate, dn/dt is given by 

dn/dt = L C (1) 

where C is the total cross section and is largely inelastic at energies 
of interest today. Since the primary behavior of the interesting cross 
section will have an s-1 dependence then, to be useful, L must be 
engineered to increase in proportion to s which we will adopt as our 
basic rule for extension of colliders to higher energies. The biggest 
part of C rises rather slowly1 m the energy domain known to us. 

From relation (1) we get directly the power radiated from the 
reaction zone in reaction products 

(2) 

When this is the dominant means by which the beam energies are 
dissipated, then the storage ring collider technique is a good one and 
the overall efficiency of the facility is governed by the mechanical 
and electrical efficiency of the accelerator apparatus. 

..- 
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To work out the energetics of an actual storage ring example there 
are three other basic relations needed. In what follows we shall 
assume, without much loss of generality, that the luminosity 
generating collisions are of circularly cylindrical Gaussian beams of 
equal and opposite energy colliding head-on with equal intensities. 
MKS units will be used unless noted specifically. 

hjj2 c L=- .- 
4&- SB 

NB = number of particles per bunch 
SB = bunch separation along the beam line 
c/Sg = bunch hitting frequency 
CT= rms bunch radius at the collision point 

In a storage ring environment this geometrical relation is constrained 
by the need to limit the self-focusing (defocusing) of the beams as 
they interpenetrate at the collision point. The strength of this 
focusing is characterized by a dimensionless “beam-beam tune 
spread” 2 

5= 
NBrpP* 
4rro=y (4) 

rp = 1.5 x lo-18 m 
/3* = Betatron focusing strength parameter at the crossing, l/2 -1 m 

typically in a proton collider 
y = Lorentz factor for beam particles in lab. frame. 

Relations (3) and (4) can be combined to give a formula for the 
proton beam current required to give the desired luminosity 

(5) 

In addition we need to incorporate the fact that each proton loses an 
energy U, each time it circuits the ring 3 

U[TeV/rev] = 7.8x10-12 E4[TeV4]/ R[km]. (6) 

With these relations we can compute the total beam energy 
dissipation rate due to synchrotron radiation 

Py = 2.1.U a Eh/R. (7) 

Examnle 

As an illustration of these relations we imagine a machine with 10 
times the SSC beam energy, i.e. 200TeV per beam. By our extension 
rule the luminosity must increase by 100 times to lx1039rnIs-l, In 
addition, for easy comparison, we will assume that before the 
machine is built superconducting magnet technology will improve to 
the point where the ring radius can remain the same as SSC, i.e. 10 
km. Utilizing the above formulae 

U= 7.8x10~t~x2004/10 = 1.2x10-jTeV/rev or 

U/E- O[lO-51 so E, -lO-2 and 

l.5xlO-l*xl.6xlO-l~xlO3~xO.5 I=-- 
2.1x105x10-2 = 0.057A 

P, = 2x.O57xl.2xlO-~xlO’~ = 140 MW 

which is indeed very large but perhaps not impossibly so. In an 
optimized design we might hope to achieve a total facility power of 
200 MW. This is to be compared with the beam power dissipated in 
the physics reactions themselves 

PR= 2x2OOxlOl~xl.6xlO-l~xlO~~xl5OxlO-~t =l MW. 

From this one may draw two conclusions. First, as this power is less 
than 1% of the power dissipated in synchrotron radiation, the storage 
ring technique is beginning to fail at energies of 10 times that of SSC. 
From relation (7) we see that at higher energies the storage ring 
method is totally out of the question. Second, we see that any 
technique with an overall “wall plug” efficiency of greater than l/2% 
would be competitive already at 4; = 400TeV. 

Another interesting property of this example is the number of 
physics events per beam bunch crossing, a number that is fixed4 by 
the choice to minimize I and thus P, 



Note that <n>ssc =l. Event reconstruction at energies beyond the SSC 
will be a significant challenge. 

Other Aoaroaches 

The high synchrotron radiation dissipation rate of the storage ring 
can be avoided by adopting a Iinear accelerator approach much as is 
being discussed for electrons. We will thus not consider it further 
here other than to observe that a linear proton collider will be at an 
economic disadvantage by comparison with a linear electron collider 
because the proton beam energy must be at least 10 times that of 
the electron machine to provide the same elementary interaction 
energies. 

In the storage ring method, the beam bunches interpenetrate 
cyclically for long enough to dissipate a significant part of the beam 
stored energy as wanted reaction products, normally a time of hours, 
unless, of course, synchrotron radiation intervenes to rob the energy 
as in our example. At the opposite extreme we might imagine 
engineering a situation in which the entire beam bunch energy is 
dissipated in reaction products each bunch interpenetration. Assume 
that we can confine the colliding beams into Gaussian circular 
cylinders of rms radius o, NB protons per bunch. The condition that 
all the particles interact with the oncoming bunch particles is 
approximately 

2.2 =I. (9) 

If we assume that at 4s = 400 TeV and that we have a means for 
making o=lA then we would have 

events per collision. By hypothesis, at this energy the needed event 
rate is L,C= I.~xIO~BS-*. Thus the bunch hitting rate needed to 

achieve the desired overall rate would be 

L.C 
F=- 

NB 
=2 Hz. 

For scale setting, note that if we could space the protons one beam 
diameter apart along the line of collision, i.e. 2A, the bunch length 
would be LB=NB.dj=I.6m. Thus the collision zone would be about 2 
meters long and emit about lOtO events in bursts of a few nano- 
seconds once or twice per second. Remember this represents an 
energy flux of 1MW at 4s = 400TeV. The length of the inter- 
penetration zone could be made longer, of course, by spacing the 
protons farther apart. 

A technical means for carrying out the confinement conjectured 
above has been developing for more than 20 years and is called 
channeling in crystals.516.7 In near perfect crystals there are certain 
directions, e.g. <llO> in Si or Ge along which surrounding rows of ions 
form a strong potential minimum for positive particles thus acting as 
a strong lens for particles directed along these axes at sufficiently 
small angles characterized by a critical angle. While there are no 
ions in the channel, there are electrons which multiply scatter the 
channeled protons eventually driving them out of the channel. A 
characteristic “dechanneling length “8 is proportional to momentum of 
the protons and is about one meter per TeV for protons in Si or Ge as 
measured at CERN and Fermilab. Thus, in our example we could have 
a 200 meter long interaction zone as the entering particles have 
200TeV energy. The possible advantage of such a long zone would 
be to cut down the event density. 

Accelerator Mechanisms 

To take advantage of this potentially high efficiency scheme some 
relatively high efficiency acceleration mechanism must be found 
which is economical and capable of delivering beams of 
unprecedented brightness. The invariant admittance9 of a single 
channel in Ge is about 3x10-‘3meter whereas the emittance of beams 
from high energy accelerators are presently 10-6t010-7 at best. One 
can easily imagine a source of the necessary brightness in which a 
crystal channel is used to filter a low energy beam. The challenge 
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will be to accelerate that beam to high energy without emittance 
dilution. 

Following the concept of completely absorbing, single pass collisions 
in a channel we can envision accelerating the beams in an external 
accelerator and introducing them into the confinement channel upon 
extraction from the accelerators. One example would be a pair of 
synchrotrons with counter rotating beams which are extracted at the 
simultaneous cycle peaks and directed into the confining crystal from 
opposite directions with optical matching systems designed for this 
purpose. This need not suffer the same energy dissipation due to 
synchrotron radiation that the storage ring does because the beam 
current is smaller and the duty factor, or time the beam spends at 
maximum energy is small. 

Another possibility would be to accelerate the protons directly in the 
channel. This has been suggested by several authors and studied 
recently.*ov* 1 In the first reference it is suggested that a certain 
plasma wave mode be excited in the channeling crystal by an 
electromagnetic wave incident, thus providing the needed 
accelerating field for the protons. This method exploits the high 
inherent charge density in a crystal. The second reference exploits 
the periodic nature of the crystal lattice to support a “slow wave” at 
x-ray frequencies which is the s-ray analog of today’s microwave 
linear accelerators which utilize periodically loaded waveguides. The 
technical difficulties to be overcome are perhaps best characterized 
by the dechanneling length, 1 meter per TeV. If the accelerating 
gradient doesn’t exceed 1 TeV per meter the particles being 
accelerated will be dechanneled before reaching full energy and 
thereby lost. Today’s accelerators achieve lO*V/m at best, a 
shortfall of 104. Another way of saying it is that the needed power 
sources, which in the channeling accelerator case are in the ultra- 
violet and x-ray regimes, do not exist now. Further, the mode 
conversion efficiencies of the accelerating modes so far envisioned 
are very low meaning that overall efficiency would be low and that 
the needed excitation energy densities may exceed the damage 
threshold of the crystals.12 Nevertheless thae basic idea has enough 
attractions that it deserves further study. 

Summary 

storage rings-- will make one more step possible. There is, however, 
a great ferment of ideas only a few of which have been touched on 
here. It is hoped that the perspective given here will spawn a new 
idea or combination of ideas now circulating which will lead to a 
practical result. 

In closing let us recall the basic challenge that we face. Rewriting 
relation (2) in terms of beam energy we have 

:: . . 

PR a E3 

Thus at 10 x SSC energies, 1 MW is radiated from the ir zone in 
charged and neutral particles in contrast to the mere 1 kW at SSC 
energy. At 100 x SSC, PR> 1 GW. The challenge of extracting a useful 
signal from this background seems at least equal to producing the 
reactions in the first place. 

At this time there is no clear path to practical accelerators beyond 
SSC. It could well be that an improvement in current methods-- 
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Recent results from the Mark111 experiment on weak decays of charmed 

mesons are presented. Measurements of the resonant substructure of Do ---t 
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as limits on D, -+ or+ and D, --+ v’n+ are described. The implications of these 

new results are also discussed. 
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Resonant Substructure in D --t Kmm Decays 

A number of D + PP and D + PV decays “I have now been measured 

and can be satisfactorily explained in two phenemenological model? So far 

these models have not been tested for the case of D + VV decays. Using the 

decay mode Do + I<-?r+r-n+ the branching ratio for Do --t K*Op” can be 

determined. In addition to the possibility of measuring the V V components, it 

is also important to measure the resonant subcomponents of D + Kmnr decays 

since these decays comprise a significant fraction of the total D width [35% of the 

Do width and 20% of the D+ width]. 

Using the data sample [9.3 pb-‘1 collected at the $‘(3.77) in 1982-1984, a 

complete resonant substructure analysis has been carried out for the decay modes 

Do + K-.rr+*-~+ and D+ -+ Frr-rr+rrf by the Mark111 group!’ A large clean 

signal for the all charged mode is shown in the recoil mass plot of Figure l(a). 

The fitted signal contains 1281&45 events. An equally clean signal, with 184+21 

events, for D+ -+ SK+*-*+ is shown in Figure l(b). 

An event by event maximum likelihood fit to the full five dimensional phase 

space defined by the four momentaof the D decay products is performed in order to 

determine the resonant content of the decay mode. A set of partial waves which de- 

scribe the resonant substructure of the decay is chosen. The preferred fit includes 

contributions from Do + K-?r+x-?r+ in a nonresonant state, Do + K*O?r-?r+, 

Do -+ I<-p*?r+, Do --+ I(-a:(1260), Do + Kr(l270)-T+, Do ---) &(1400)-T+, 

and Do + K*sp”. The Do -+ A”*p* term contains two independent components 

in which either both vector mesons are polarized parallel or both vector mesons 

are polarized perpendicular to the direction of flight of the Do meson. 

The amplitude for each of the above processes is expressed in terms of two 

body masses using the Lorentz invariant amplitude formalism or in terms of he- 

licity angles using the helicity formalism. The amplitudes are symmetrized with 

respect to the labels of identical pions. The amplitudes so obtained are then 

multiplied by relativistic Breit Wigners and modulated by form factors. All the 

amplitudes are fully interfering. A Monte Carlo integration technique is used to 

-. ._ _.. -, 

i:.’ 

Figure 1. Recoil mass distribution for (a) D’+K-T+K-TT+ and (b) 
D++K,?r-n+d 

::: 
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take account of the dependence on detector acceptance and avoid the problem of 

paramcterizing the acceptance in the five dimensional phase space. 

The sidebands in recoil mass are used to determine the background likelihood 

function. The likelihood function allows for nonresonant, li*O, p”, and li’op’ 

components in the background. These components are noninterfering. 

The possibility that the choice of amplitudes may introduce some model 

dependence is one of the difficult issues that must be addressed in this analy- 

sis. A large number of decay modes could potentially contribute to the Do -+ 

IC-a+r-n+ final state. It is not practical to perform a fit that simultaneously 

includes all the possibilities. Instead, a large number of ftts with different combi- 

nations of amplitudes were performed. Those fits which yielded a good likelihood 

were retained for further consideration. Fits which were physically implausible 

were discarded. The final set of fits give similiar results for the quasi two-body 

amplitudes and for the four-body nonresonant amplitude. The fits did not yield 

definitive results on which quasi three-body partial waves contribute. The range 

of variation among the final set of fits is used to estimate the systematic error!’ 

Since the ar is very broad, it is often difficult to distinguish it from non- 

resonant p’r. The polarization of Do --t lieal [P --t P A] leads to angular 

distributions which are distinctive. However, Do -+ K-al cannot be separated 

from the reaction Do + K-pox+ where the pa and T+ are in relative s wave 

on the basis of angular information. The three pion mass distributions for these 

two possibilities are, however, significantly different; the Do -t K-al amplitude 

peaks about 100 MeV above the nonresonant amplitude. Fits in which the Kar 

amplitude was replaced by the three-body amplitude resulted in a significantly 

smaller likelihood, with a difference in In(L) of at least 12. Therefore it is assumed 

that this particular three-body amplitude does not contribute to the final states 

discussed here. 

Projections of the five dimensional likelihood function for various submasses 

are shown in Figure 2. A large If* contribution is evident in Figure 2(a). Simil- 

iarly, p production is evident in Figure 2(b). The enhancement at low K-x- mass 

in Figure 2(e) is due to the polarization of the al. Evidence for Do --t 1<1(1270)*+ 

(K-n’) Mass (CC’) 
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Figure 2. Projections of the likelihood function for D ’ - K-a+n+n-. The solid lines, repre- 

senting the projections of the likelihood function, are superimposed on histograms of the events 
in the signal region. The r+r- combination with the higher mass is referred to as (r+r-)t,i, 
and the K-z-r+ combination formed with the zt not used in (x+r-)h, is referred to as (K-r+),. 
The deficit near .5 GeV in the (s+n-)lo ma% plot is due to the rejection of r+*- combinations 
which have a high probability of originating from a K, decay. 
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is visible in Figure 2(g). In all the projections the fit is in good agreement with 

the data. 

Table I Preliminary results for Do + IC-x-?r+?r-nt 

Amplitude Fraction Phase Branching Ratio 

4-Body Nonresonant ,233 * ,025 f .lO -1.01 i .08 ,021 & .003 rt ,009 
It’*sp’ Longitudinal ,014 & ,009 * .Ol -2.64 =b .28 Sum of L and T: 
It’*‘Jp’ Transverse ,152 i ,021 + .05 -1.22 f .I1 .023 i ,003 i ,007 

It’-~(1260) .442 i ,021 f .lO .O ,080 i ,008 i ,019 
Kr(1270)-r+ ,113 f ,028 f .04 .44 * .19 .031 rt ,008 5 .Oll 
Kr(1400)n+ ,011 f ,009 i .03 .71 f .43 < ,012 

Ii*O?r+x- ,091 rt ,018 4 .04 -3.31 f .ll ,012 f .003 + ,005 
I(-#a+ ,088 f ,023 f .04 -.62 f .09 .008 i .002 5 ,004 

The results of the fit are shown in Table I. A few qualitative features should 

be noted. There is a very large Do -+ Ii-ar(1260) [D + P A] contribution to 

this final state, consistent with the theoretical expectation from the BSW model 

[5.0%]. There is also a rather small Do + K*Op” [D + V V] contribution, 

which is completely polarized transverse to the Do flight direction. There is some 

evidence for the final state Do + Ki(1270)-a+ [D -+ A P]. The four-body 

nonresonant contribution is also significant. In addition, there is a contribution 

from Do ---t Ii*sa-n+ where the m?r+ system is in an axial vector state as well as 

Do + K-p’r+ where the Ii-p’ system is an axial vector state. It is not possible 

to determine whether the above three-body amplitudes are due to quasi two-body 

decays of broad resonances e.g. Do + K-*(1300)” or Do + K(1460)-T+. 

An analysis for the mode D+ + A’s~-?r+?r- has been carried out using 

the same technique. The results of the fit are shown in Table II. There is a large 

contribution from the axial-vector pseudoscalar mode D+ + K”ar(1260)+. There 

is also some evidence for D+ --t Kr(1400)*+ [D + A P]. There is no possible 

vector-vector mode that can contribute to this final state. 

Resonant substructure analyses of the modes Do + K-a+ TOT’, D+ + 

wiT+ %fiP, and Do -+ Ks?r-r+rr” channels will also be attempted in the near 

Table II Results for Df + z~-n-?r+ 

future. If the rates and phases for Do -+ K*Op’, Do + K-p+, and D+ --+ Ii*“pt 

can be measured with sufficient accuracy, then the isospin sum rule PI 

&.I(D~ + I(‘opo) = A(D+ + I(*op+) - A(D” -+ It’*-p+) 

can be used to determine whether final state interactions play a significant role 

in these decays. If the above sum rule cannot be satisfied with relatively real 

amplitudes, then final state interactions are required. Examination of the other 

final states will also provide good consistency checks of the resonant substructure 

analysis since quasi two-body reactions can give rise to several distinct final states 

e.g. Do + K*opO -+ IC-n+?r-rc+ or I’io~‘n-x+. 

In addition to measurements of the absolute rates of D -t V V decays, it is 

also possible to measure angular correlations between the two vectors in D -+ V V 

decays. This is useful for testing the factorization hypothesis!’ If the two vectors 

are both polarized perpendicular to the Do direction, one expects that the angular 

dependence of the amplitude will have the form AT 0: cos(d) sin 01 sin 6’s where 

c++ is the angle between the decay planes of the two vector mesons, and 01, 6’2 

are the helicity angles of the p and It’* mesons, respectively. If the polarization is 

longitudinal, AL oc cos 81 cos 0s. If factorization is a valid assumption, longitudinal 

polarization is expected to be dominant. The analysis by the Mark111 group, 

however, indicates that Do -+ K*“p is transversely polarized. The observed 

angular correlation for Do -+ It “0~’ events is indicated in Figure 3. 

Several recent observations appear to indicate that many of the VV decay 

rates are smaller than expected. For instance, the measured rate for Do + K*Op 

(2.3 f 0.3 i 0.7%) from Mark111 is almost three times smaller than the theoretical 

..I -_,‘. .- 
.: 
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of (A’-?r+)l mass vs 4, where C$ is the angle between the i?‘*’ 
and p” decay planes as seen from the Do rest frame. In the I?*’ band, an enhance- 
ment near $=O and a larger enhancement near 4 = K are visible. The transverse 
k*‘p’ amplitude is proportional to cos 4 and accounts for this distribution. Since 
the sign of this amplitude reverses from 4 = 0 to 4 = T, there is more constructive 
interference near 4 = 7r. 

expectation (6.1%). The branching ratio for the decay D, + &+T’, which is 

expected to include a large dp+ contribution, is 2.4 x Br(D, --t @+). nearly a 

factor of three smaller than the prediction 16.3 x Br(D, -+ &r) 1. Similiarly, even 

if the decay D+ + IC-a+a+a’ is saturated by D+ 4 K*Op+, the observed rate”’ 

[3.7 f 0.8 i 0.8% /Br(It’*O --t 1(-r+)] is still significantly lower than the BSW 

prediction[- 13%]. These intriguing discrepancies may indicate the breakdown of 

the factorization Ansatz in decays with little energy release!’ If the same models 

are used to extract information about the weak interaction in B decays, it is 

necessary to understand why these phenomenological models fail in the case of 

D-+VV. 

The Absolute Branching Fraction B(D, + &r+) 

All D, decay measurements are normalized to B(D, + &r+). In addition, to 

extract B(B + D,Xi) from a measurement of 8 -+ D,X, -+ &r Xi for a final 

state X, requires knowledge of the absolute branching fraction B(LIs + 4~+)!’ 

There are three methods that can be used to extract the absolute branching 

fraction. For the majority of published results, one uses the measured quantity 

0~). x Br(D, + 4x+) for zg, > cut where ZD, = p(II,)/p,,,. The measured D, 

yield is extrapolated to all zg, using a model for the D, fragmentation function. 

A theoretical value of cry, is then calculated and the absolute branching fraction is 

determined. The theoretical value of 0~. depends on the probability of popping an 

SB quark pair from the vacuum and is sensitive to the details of II, hadronization. 

The results obtained using this method range from 1.7% to 4.4%!” - lo1 

A second method based on charm counting has been used recently as well. 

From the measured value of R in the continuum above the resonance region, the 

total charm cross section is inferred from the quark charges. The total charm 

cross section can then be decomposed into the following components: 

U&arm = UDO + uD+ + OD. t oh, t ‘Jother baryons. 

.I, 
. . 
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:_ 
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If the last term on the right-hand side can be absorbed into the other terms, then 
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The cross section ODO is obtained by dividing the observed quantity cr~o x 

Dr(D’ -+ f,) by the abolute branching fraction Dr(D” --t j,) from MarkIII. 

The final states f, = Ii-x+ and li-*+x-n+ are used. The cross section cru+ 

is obtained in a similiar way using the final state D+ + K-n+*+. The cross 

section ok, is determined from the measured AC yield and the branching fraction 

for A, -+ pK-?r’. The A, branching fraction is in turn determined either from 

the measured B + proton X rate or from the Mark11 continuum measurement. 

Using these cross sections, the absolute branching fraction is determined by the 

CLEO collaboration to be 2 3 I%!‘] This result is sensitive to the A, branching 

fraction and assumptions about charmed baryon production. 

The third method, which is used by the Mark111 expcrimcnt, employs the 

reaction e+e- + D$Dz’ decays where the full final state is completely recon- 

structed. This method was successfully used to extract absolute Do and D+ 

branching fractions from the data sample collected at the g(3.77)” resonance!” 

The principle and advantages of this double tagging technique method are 

easy to understand. The number of double tags with D, -+ f; opposite D, --t &r 

will be given by 

The number of singly tagged D, -+ fi events will be given by 

Therefore 

This result is manifestly model independent. Clearly, the above derivation can 

easily be extended to any doubly tagged decay modes [fi versus fjjl provided 

the branching ratios of 13(Ds + J,) and D(D, -+ f,) are known relative to 

B(D, ---) qbrf). 

The Mark111 analysislz31 is performed using the data sample [6.3 pb-‘1 col- 

lected in 1986 at JS = 4.14 GeV. Candidates for the reaction e+e- + D:D:F, 

l-‘$ ---t .fi, D:- --t rD,, D, --t f, are selected using a six constraint kine- 

matic fit. Energy momentum conservation for the exclusive final state leads 

to four constraints. The additional two constraints are due to the equal mass 

requirement m(f,) = m(fi) = m(X) i.e. the two D, candidates must have 

equal but unspecified masses. Candidates for the decay modes D, --t &c+, 

D, + SK+ , D, -+ Ii’“Ii+, D, ---t fo(9i5)r+, D, + $m+n-T+, D, + ++T’, 

and D, -+ Ii*sK*+ are considered. There are a total of 28 possible final states. 

A signal region which contains 95% of the signal events is determined for 

each of the combinations on the basis of Monte Carlo simulation. The observed 

M(X) distribution is the unshaded histogram in Figure 4(a). The expected M(X) 

distribution is the histogram shown in Figure 4(b). The arrows indicate the limits 

of the signal region for the combination of modes with the poorest resolution [&20 

MeV]. There are no candidate events inside the signal region. If U( D, -+ &r’) = 

4%, we should observe three events in the signal region. 

A likelihood function which depends on the Ds + &r+ branching ratio is 

used to obtain the upper limit. The likelihood function is integrated to obtain 

the 90% confidence level upper limit. After allowing for systematic error in the 

detection efficiency and Gaussian errors on the relative branching fractions of the 

tagging modes, the upper limit B(Ds + 4~‘) < 4.1% at the 90% confidence level 

is obtained!” 

Search for D, Decays to rpr and O’K+ Final States 

If the absolute branching fraction B(D, -+ &r) - 2% then only 9 x B(D, + 

&r) or 18% of all hadronic D, decays have been measured. The existing measure- 

ments of D, modes are summarized in Tables III and IV. It has been suggested 

that D, -t 7~ and D, + $x could account for a large fraction of the missing 

D, modes. Two recent results from the MarkII”“1 and NA14”‘“’ experiments ap- 

pear to confirm this suggestion. Clearly, it is important to provide a definitive 

experimental resolution of this issue. 
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Table 3. Branching ratios of D, modes with kaons relative to (prr 
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Figure 4. M(X) distribution for (a) data and (b) Monte Carlo events. 

(b) 

Decay Mode 
D, --t ??I<+ 

lxperimen 

Mark111 

CLEO 

CLEO 
Mark111 

E691 

ARGUS 

Mark111 

CLEO 

NA32 
E691 

NA14 

E691 

NA32 

E691 

NA32 

Argus(a) 

Argus(b) 
E691 

E691 

NA32 

t 

( 

( 

< 

C 

I 

Result or Limit 

I.92 f 0.32 f 0.20 

I.99 f 0.17 3~ 0.06 
1.2 f 0.21 f 0.07 

: 0.21 at 90% CL 
1.87 z!z 0.13 f 0.05 

1.44 * 0.37 
3.84 * 0.30 It 0.22 

1.05 5 0.17 f 0.06 

2.3 f 1.2 
2.4 31 1.0 zlz 0.5 

< 2.6 at 90% CL 

0.25 f .07 f .05 

0.96 f 0.32 
0.42 f 0.13 f .07 

0.39 & 0.17 
1.11 rt 0.37 f 0.2? 

0.41 f 0.13 f O.Ij 

i 2.4 at 90% CL 

< .32 at 90% CL 

0.11 f 0.07 

Due to these surprising observations, there has been a great deal of theoretical 

interest in these D, decay modes. The decay D, + nn+ is expected to proceed via 

a spectator diagram and should therefore be comparable in rate to D, --t &T+. 

Predictions are available from Bauer, Stech and Wirbel(BSW),“‘] Korner and 

Schuler(KS), “” and Blok and Shifman(BS).“’ They find that D, + qx+/D, --f 

&rf should be 0.75-l.O5(BSW), 1.35-1.89(1(S), or l.I(BS). Theratio of B(Ds -+ 

q’~+)/i?(D~ -+ nrr+) is determined primarily by the sx quark content of the n 

and 0’ mesons, and by the amount of available phase space. Since the 7’ is 

more massive than 7 and has much less sS quark content, one expects naively: 

B(D, --t ~‘T+)/B(D~ + qn+) < 1. For this ratio, BSW predict 0.59 - 1.04, 

while KS predict 0.62 - 1.09. Blok and Shifman find 0.09. The range of the 

_’ 

., . . . . 
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theoretical predictions in the first two cases is due to the possible choices of the 

7 - 7’ mixing angle (the two canonical choices are 8, = 11 or 19 degrees). The 

difference between the BSW and KS predictions is due to the method used for 

determining the hadronic form factors; BSW use relativistic harmonic oscillator 

wave functions to calculate the meson overlaps while KS use SU(4) symmetry. 

Table 4. Branching ratios of D, modes without kaons relative to &r 

1 
1 

Decay Mode Experiment Result or Limit 

D, + pn+ E691 < 0.08 at 90% C.L 

Argus < 0.22 at 90% C.L 

D, 4 fo(975)ir+ E691 0.28 f 0.1 It .03 

Mark111 0.58 * 0.21 * 0.28 
D, --+ T/T+ E691 < 1.5 at 90 % CL 

Mark11 3.0 * 1.1 
Mark111 < 2.5 at 90% CL 

D, i r/r.+ Mark11 4.8 * 2.1 

NA14 6.9 f 2.4 f 1.4 

Mark111 < 1.9 at 90% CL 

E691 < 1.7 at 90% CL 
D, -i UT+ E691 < 0.5 at 90% CL 

E564 seen 

D, + (x-i~+?r+)~~ E691 0.29 * .09 It .03 

!I,+ (c7T+Tr+K-“+)NR E691 < .29 at 90% CL 

In addition to the predictions listed above, Kamal and Sinha’30’ have at- 

tempted a coupled channel treatment with three rescattering modes but were also 

unable to reproduce the large rates reported by Mark11 and other experiments. 

Moreover, they note that the large ratio D, -+ v’s+/D, -a VT+ N 2 cannot be 

accommodated within the standard range of n - 7’ mixing for either a 10 or 19 

degree pseudoscalar mixing angle. They claim that neither decay mode can be 

significantly enhanced by annihilation diagrams or penguins. The large rate for 

n modes, they speculate, is due to the presence of the decay D, -+ glue ?yf or 

some other unconventional process. In contrast to Kamal and Sinha, L.L Chau 

concludes that the rates for D, + VK+,~~K+ demonstrate that annihilation is 

large in D J decay?’ 

In a complementary approach using SU(3) flavor symmetry constraints, 

Rosen1321 derives the inequality Br(D, -+ ?a+) < 9% given the canonical choice 

0, = 19O (or Br(D, + ~ln+) < 5.3% for 0, = 10’). He also finds that the ratio 

Br(Ds + q’n+)/Br(D, + ~a+) < 0.22(0.43) for 0, = 20’ (10’). The large 

rates reported for the two reactions therefore indicate substantial SU(3) breaking 

effects. 

The data sample collected at 4.14 GeV is used for the Mark111 analysis of 

D, + qr+ and D, -+ v’?r+. The barrel and endcap shower counters are used 

to identify photon candidates. The Mark111 shower counter has a resolution 

o(E)/E = 18%/a. The shower counter efficiency is 100% for photons with en- 

ergies above 0.1 GeV. Both TOF and energy loss ( dE/dz) information are used 

to identify charged pions. 

In the analysis of the decay sequence D, -+ 7x+, n --t a+?r-x0, candidate 

?y”s are selected by performing a 1-C kinematic fit of all pairs of yy candidates 

to the x0 mass. Pairs for which the fit x2 confidence level ( CL) is greater 

than 5% are retained for further consideration. The lower momentum pions 

from the n decay must be identified as pions. A 2-C kinematic fit to the hy- 

pothesis e+e- --t x+x-a’r*D:f, so + yy is then performed, using all combi- 

nations of three pion candidate tracks. The two constraints in the fit are the 

so mass and the mass of the unobserved D:F. After imposing the require- 

ments CL > 5% for the 2-C fit, E& > 70 MeV for the photons from the &‘, 

and 534 < A4 (?T+?T-TO) < 564 MeV, the VT+ mass spectrum, shown in Fig- 

ure 5(a) is obtained. The number of observed D, -+ rpr+ decays (16.6 f 6.1) 

is determined by fitting the resulting mass spectrum. The signal shape is de- 

termined from a Monte Carlo simulation. The background shape is determined 

from the ?r+a-lrOn* mass distribution obtained when M(a+rr-rr”) is selected from 

the sideband region 0.5738 to 0.6038 GeV. After correcting for the detection effi- 

ciency (12.7%) and for the q -+ rr+?r-?y’ branching ratio, this excess corresponds 

- ‘: . 

.: 
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Figure 5. Mass spectrum for ~a+, n+s+s-# candidates after 2C kinematic 
fit: (a) for data events (b) for Monte Carlo events. 

to B(D, + qs+)/B(DS --+ Orr+) = 1.7 f 0.7 i 0.6 < 3.3 where the limits are cal- 

culated at the 90% confidence level. The estimate of the systematic error includes 

the uncertainties in the background shape (lS%), the detection efficiency (13%), 

and the integrated luminosity (7%). 

In the analysis of the decay sequence D, -+ 7;1.+, 7 -+ y-y, candidate 1)‘s 

are selected by performing a 1-C kinematic fit of all pairs of 77 candidates to 

the n mass. Pairs for which CL > 20% are retained. No particle identification 

is used. A 2-C kinematic fit to the hypothesis e+e- -+ nsiDli, 17 4 77 is 

then performed. In order to reduce combinatorial background, more stringent 

requirements are imposed than in the preceding analysis: CL > 10% for the 2-C 

fit, Ev > 0.5 GeV and E’, > 0.2 GeV. When the resulting gn’ mass distribution, 

shown in Figure 6(a) is litted, no evidence for a Di signal is found. The signal 

shape is determined from a Monte Carlo simulation. The background shape is a 

second order polynomial. No sideband region is available since the two photons 

were constrained to the 17 mass. The resulting limit, obtained using a detection 

efficiency of 23.6%, a trigger efficiency of 92 i 4%, the 1) + yy branching ratio 

and allowing for systematic error (27%), is, B(DS -+ TX+) /B(D, -+ &r+) < 

1.6 (90% C.L.) . The estimate of the systematic error includes the uncertainties in 

the background shape (20%), the detection efficiency (IS%), the trigger efficiency 

(5%), and the integrated luminosity (7%). 

.:’ _ :-. ,: 
_. -.: _. 

The sensitivity of the two analyses is determined by the product of the detec- 

tion efficiency and n branching ratios as well as the background levels. In this case, 

the sensitivity of the two methods are comparable. To combine the results from 

the two modes properly, a joint likelihood function which depends on the number 

of produced events is calculated. The joint likelihood function is integrated to de- 

termine the 90% confidence level upper limit on the number of produced events, 

N,, < 825. This yields: 

0. B (Ds -+ ns+) < 66 pb (90% CL.) 

,. 
: . . 
: : 

B (Ds -+ ‘IS) B(Ds ---* ~~) < 2.5 (96% C.L.1 
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(b) 

1 II 
Figure 6. Mass spectrum for nr+ , n+-y-r candidates after 2C kinematic fit: 

(a)for data events (b)for Monte Carlo events, 

The analysis presented here uses improved detector constants, fitting tech- 

niques, and background simulation than was previously used by the MARKIJI in 

a preliminary analysis of this channe1133’ 

The 7’~’ analysis uses the decay chain, I), --+ $n+, 7’ + na+n-, 17 -+ yy. 

Photon candidates are selected with a 1-C fit to the 7 mass, requiring CL > 

10%. The low momentum pions from the ‘7’ decay are required to be identi- 

fied as pions. A 2-C kinematic fit to the hypothesis e+e- --t Ipr+x-x*D,*~ , 

17 + yy is performed, where the masses of the n and the missing D:$ are fixed. 

After imposing the requirements E, fit > 0.15 GeV, CL> 10% for the 2-C fit, and 

jm(q?r+x-) - +,I < 0.015 GeV, the n’~+ mass spectrum, shown in Figure 7 is 

obtained. The distribution is fitted using a background shape determined from 

sideband regions 0.922 to 0.937 and 0.977 to 0.992 GeV. No excess of events is 

observed at the D, mass. The resulting limit, calculated using a detection effi- 

ciency of 11.2%, the n’ + n~-n+ and 0 -+ yy branching ratios, and allowing for 

systematic error (36%) is 

B(DJ --) dn) < 1.9 (90% C.L.). 

The estimate of the systematic error includes the uncertainties in the background 

shape (25%), in the detection efficiency (26%), and in the integrated luminosity 

(7.3%). 

The Monte Carlo photon efficiency is calibrated using the decay J/i + p’s’. 

The efficiency for photon detection in the 4.14 GeV data sample is checked using 

e+e- 4 D*D* events, which are abundant at this center-of-mass energy. A 

clear Do -+ 1(-p+ signal is observed. The measured ratio, B( Do + K-p+) / 

B(D’ -+ K-ST+) = 2.5 i 0.4, is in good agreement with the value 2.2’0,:: from the 

Particle Data Group compilationp’ 

The results on D, + ~a+ are consistent with the measurement B (OS + on) 

/ B(DJ -+ &r+) N 3 by Mark II’3”1 and the limit B (D, --+ nn+) /B(D, + 

’ &T+) < 1.5 (90% C.L.) set by E691f”“’ The n ?r + limit is lower than the ratio 

B (OS -t 7’~) /B(DJ -+ &r+) N 4.8 reported by Mark 11:” as well as the ratio 

:: 
. . I.. i 

..-- -. i 

‘. . . 
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Fitted 9’ n Mass tie” 

Figure 7. Mass spectrum for $a+, n’-+ns+n-, n--+7-y candidates after 2C 
kinematic fit: (a) for data events (b) for Monte Carlo events. 

B (OS -+ 7’~) /B(D, + 4%) = 6.9 f 2.4 f 1.4 reported by NAl4’.The results from 

MARK111 suggest that D, branching ratios to 0~ and n’rr may be much smaller 

than earlier indications, in agreement with the aforementioned phenomcnological 

models of charm decay. 

Summary 

A resonant substructure analysis of the mode Do -+ I1’-a+~-a’ has been 

performed. A large contribution from the quasi two-body pseudoscalar axial vet- 

tor reaction Do -+ I<-al is found, in good agreement with the prediction of the 

BSW model. The rate for Do + IC*sp’ is also measured and found to be smaller 

than the theoretical expectation. A similiar analysis of D+ + ~FT+TT-T+ has 

also been carried out. A la.rge contribution from the quasi two-body process 

Df --t ?&x1(1260) + is found in this final state. 

Using fully reconstructed candidates for the reaction e’e- -+ D:D;i, the 

model independent limit on the absolute branching fraction B(Ds -+ 4x’) < 4.1% 

is obtained. 

A search for the decay modes D, ---t 7~ and D, -a 17 ?r ’ + is performed. Upper 

limits for both decay modes are obtained. The branching ratios for these decay 

modes are much smaller than the branching ratios suggested by earlier measure- 

ments from the Mark11 and lVA14’ experiments. 
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Abstract 

Recent results from the CLEO experiment are presented. A data sample COT- 

responding to 428 pb.--’ of e+e- annihilations taken at the r energy region is 

used in the analyses. Included in this report are results on: exclusive hadronic 

I3 meson decays; semileptonic 5 meson decays to charm; B decays into baryons; 

branching ratio measurements for continuum produced Do, Dj-, and A$; and 

mass measurements of the charmed strange baryons 5: and Ez. Also presented 

is the observation of an excess of leptons at the endpoint of the momentum spec- 

trum from semileptonic B meson decay, which constitutes evidence for b ----) u 

transitions. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we discuss recent results from the CLEO experiment, which 

operates at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). The data sample used in 

the analyses described here corresponds to 428 pb-’ of e+e- annihilation events 

taken at an average center-of-mass energy of 10.6 GeV. More specifically, data 

were gathered at three different energies: 212 pb-’ were gathered on the T(4S) 

resonance, 102 pb-’ were taken off-resonance (30 MeV below the ‘Y(4S) peak), 

and 114 pb-’ were gathered on the T(5S) resonance. The Y(4S) data contain 

some 480,000 B (or l?) meson decays. 

Data from the T(5.Y) were used in the charmed meson and baryon analyses 

discussed in section 5 of this report. The Y(4S) and off-resonance data sets 

are used in all the analyses presented below. Because the T(4S) sits on a large 

non-resonant background, all R meson decay analyses are performrd on both the 

Y(4S) resonance data and the off-resonance data. The off-resonance data are 

then appropriately scaled and subtracted from the on-resonance data to remove 

the continuum backgrounds from the B meson decay d&a. This process will be 

refered to below as “continuum subtraction”. 

The CLEO detector’ featured a 64.layer system of drift chambers in a 1 T 

magnetic field which provided a momentum resolution of (gp/p)’ = (0.23%~)’ t 

(0.7%)’ (pin GeV/c). The central drift chamber’ of this system had 51 tracking 

layers and provided a dE/dx measurement resolution of 6.5%. A lo-layer vertex 

detector was placed inside the central drift chamber, and extended from 8.5 to 16 

cm in radius from the beam interaction point. A third chamber, the inner vertex 

detector, was located inside the 10.layer device, provided three additional layers 

of tracking, and extended down to a radius of 5.5 cm. Energy measurements were 

provided by a lead-PWC, electromagnetic shower detector which was located out- 

side the magnet coil at a mean distance of 2.4 m from the heam interaction point 

and had a photon energy resolution given by DE/E = 20%/a (E in GeV). Also 

outside the magnet coil were time-of-flight counters and additional dE/dx coun- 

ters. Muons were identified using special tracking chambers which surrounded the 

outside of the detector. The CLEO detector has now been completely disassem- 

bled, and a new detect.or, CLEO II, I 1.x replaced it in the South interaction region 

of the CESR storage ring. 

We present below a number of results from this data s& taken with the old 

CLEO detextor. First, new measurements ofexclusive hadronic B decay branching 

ratios are discussed together with new values for the 80 and B- masses. Second, 

we report measurements of exclusive semileptonic B decays to charm, in particular 

the decays 8’ + D”2-2 and B- -+ D’I-v. In the next section an excess of 

leptons is found at the endpoint of tl 1e momentum spectrum from semileptonic 

B meson decay. This constitutes evidence for b + u transitions, and model 

dependent values for the ratio of the KM matrix elements ~b~~l/~Vc~l are given. In 

the next two srctions we turn to the continuum production of charmed particles 

Measurements of Do, Ur, and Act branching ratios are given, together with mass 

measurements of the charmed strange baryons 22 and Zz. And in the final section 

we discuss B decays into baryons. 

2. Exclusive Hadronic B Decays 

First we present new measurements of the masses of the go and B- mesons. 

In the first step of this analysis, a heavy meson (D*+, D’, Do, O:, or U) signal is 

found, candidates within two standard deviations of the known particle mass are 

selected, and a kinematic fit using the known particle mass is performed. These 

candidate heavy mesons are then combined with other tracks in the evc=nt in a 

:. .-.: 
,... 
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search for B mesons. Since the T(4S) is known to decay only to either Bog0 

or H-U’, the energy of a true H meson candidate must be equal to the beam 

energy. -4 cut is therefore made on the energy of the B candidates requiring them 

to have an energy which is within two o of the known beam energy, where 0 

is the experimental resolution for that particular decay mode. (The resolution 

varies with the decay mode is question, but is typically around 20 MeV.) A beam 

constrained mass is then calculated for combinations passing this energy cut. This 

mass is given by Jf2 = Eiea, ~- (Cp;)‘, where Eheom is the beam energy and the 

p, are the measurrd 3.momenta of the tracks comprising the B candidate. By 

substituting the beam energy for thr sum of the measured particle energies the 

resolution on the B mass is improved by an order of magnitude. 

In Figure la. we show the beam constrained mass signals for eight exclusive 

modes of the +’ , and in Figure lb. is presented the corresponding plot for three 

B- exclusive modes. Here and throughout this paper the charge conjugate modes 

are also implied. (So, for example, the R” + D’;r- data include also B” - 

D-K’.) To obtain mass values, these data were fitted to a Gaussian signal on a flat 

background. The width of the Gaussian wx fixed to the expected r.m.s. resolution 

of 2.6 MeV. Uncertainty in the beam energy contributes 2.0 MeV to this width, and 

the rest is from the momentum measurement resolution. A value of 5279.3 i 0.4 

MeV is obtained for the B” mass, and 5278.9i0.4 for the B- mass. These values 

are preliminary and the errors quoted are statistical only. The mass difference 

AM = M(@‘) - M(B-) = 0.4 ‘- 0.6 MeV h as a very small systematic error since 

the uncertainties in the beam energy cancel. A previous CLEO measurement from 

a separate data set gave AM = 2.Okl.l MeV. C ombining these two measurements 

we get AM = 0.810.5 MeV. This is in good agreement with the recently reported 

.4RGUS measurement 3 of AM = 0.0 Il.3 + 1.0 MeV. 

5.225 5.250 5.275 
Beom Constrained Moss (GeV) 

-: ,_ : 

.: .’ 

Fig. la. Beam constrained miss distribution for go mesons 
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Fig. lb. Beam constrained mass distribution for B- mesons 

Each decay mode shown in Fig. 1 was also plotted separattly and fitted to a 

Gaussian on a flat background. The width of the Gaussian was fixed as before, 

and the miss was also fixed to the values obtained in the previous procedure. In 

this way a number of events is determined for each decay mode. Combining these 

numbers with calculated efficiencies, bmnching ratios are obtained for each mode. 

Preliminary values for these branching ratios are presented in Table 1. Results 

from the ARGUS experiment4 are presented for comparison. 

In calculating these branching ratios an assumption must be made about the 

fraction of T(4S) decays that go to the charged I? mesons versus the neutral 

B’s. In the past the CLEO group has taken the ratio of charged to neutral B’s 

t,o be 57/43 based on a phase space argument, and ARGUS has used 55/45 for 

similar reasons. Given the new mass measurements and the possible invalidity of 

the phase space arguments, this ratio is now assumed to be SO/SO. The ARGUS 

values have been resealed from the values given in Ref. 4 for comparison purposes. 

Among the items in Table 1, the double charm decay modes D + D;, II’+ Ll;, 

and DOD; arr of parlicular note These have been observed for the first time, 

and presumably arise from a spectator decay of b to c where the W- forms the 

0; and the c quark combines with the light spectator quark to form the other 

charmed meson. The 0; in these events have been observed in the decay mode 

&-, and the branching ratio into 4x- has been taken to be ‘2% (see section 6 in 

this report). 

Also of interest are the new data on B” ---t D*+~-K’K-. The first D’+~?r+x- 

branching ratio quoted in Table 1 assumes non-resonant production of the three 

pions. If instead, the three pions come from the decay of the a;, the calculated 

efficiency for this mode rises and the branching ratio drops to give the second 

reported value. The three-pion and two-pion mass distributions for these events 

. . 
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Decay Mode Branching Ratio (70) 

Bo 1 CLEO ARGUS 

1.5 * 0.4 zlz 1.0 3.9 Z!Y 1.1 jl 1.8 

0.9 f 0.3 f 0.6 

t 

D+D, / 1.2 IO.7 1 

n*+Il; 2.4 5 1.4 -----r-- 

1 / CLEO / ARGUS 1 B- 

DOT 0.30 It 0.06 + 0.04 0.21 f 0.11 IIZ 0.07 

DOD3 2.6 i 1.3 

*IK- 0.08 It 0.02 * 0.02 0.08 f 0.04 

*K*- i 0.13 I!Z 0.09 + 0.03 

*‘Km < 0.05 0.24 + 0.19 

@K-x+x- 0.12 f 0.06 i 0.03 0.12 + 0.08 

Table 1. B Meson Branching Ratios 

arr ronsist~nt with the hypothesis that a.ll of the D*+T~T’T- drays come via 

n* Ia- , , howevrr, due to t,he broad width of the al rrsonance and the limited statis- 

tics of our data we can not make any firm conclusion. Should all of lhis decay 

proceed via the al, the branching ratio for fro - D*‘a; would be 1.810.5f1.2%, 

correcting for the unseen decay a< + p-r’. 

-0 Th? decay n --t D*~‘p is also observed for the first time, as are the ‘Z’K*’ 

and non-resonant gK-?r’ modes. 

3. Smnilept,onic B Decays to Charm 

We now change the focus of our discussion from the purely hadronic B meson 

decays to semileptonic decays. The simple spectator decay diagram for a semilep- 

tonic B meson decay is shown in Figure 2a. In the Standard Model of the weak 

interaction, the b quark can make a transition into either a c quark or u quark by 

emitting a IV boson. In semileptonic decays, the TV couples to a lepton (l-) 

and an antineutrino. These decays are simpler to describe theoretically than the 

hsdronic decays, so measurements of semileptonic decays can provide important 

constraints on models. 

Leptons arise in the data from many sources and one must do some work to 

separate out the leptons that come from semileptonic I3 meson decays. Hadronic 

events are sepa.rated from leptonic QED processes by a series of selection cuts 

which have been described elsewhere.’ The many sources of leptons in continuum 

produced hadronic events are removed from the B decay sample by thr continuum 

subtraction technique described in the introduction. The size of this subtraction is 

reduced significantly by cutting on an event shape variable. Continuum produced 

hadronic events are jetlike, whereas the events containing decays of the massive 

B mesons are more spherical. The Fox-Wolfram event shape paramcters6 are 

-.. 
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Fig. 2n. Diagram of semileptonic drcay of B meson 
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Fig. 2b. Diagram for production of “cascade” lepton in B meson decay 

calculated and those events having Rz < 0.4 are retained, where Rz = Hz/Ho. 

Other backgrounds come from B decays. For example, B mesons are known to 

decay to S! mesons which can in turn decay into lepton pairs. Events are rejected 

if the lepton candidate can be combined with any other track in the event to yield 

a mass within 60 MeV of the q mass. The major background from B meson 

decay, however, is the so-called “cascade” leptons. ‘These leptons are produced 

via the process depicted in Figure 2b. where a lepton is emitted in the decay of 

the secondary charmed quark. These lcptons are in general much softer than the 

primary leptons and are largely removed with a momentum cut. 

3.1 LEPTON IDENTIFICATION 

Lepton identification has been described elsewhere ‘-’ for a CLEO detec- 

tor with a different central drift, chamber. The muon identification remains as 

described in Ref. 7. Charged tracks found in the drift chamber a.re matched to 

crossed hits in thr muon chambers. The overall muon chamber efficiency, including 

geometrical acceptance, varies with the track momentum but plateaus at 60% for 

pi > 1.8 GeV/c. Electron identification is provided by the dEjdx measurements 

of the central drift chamber, and by the outer octants which contain electromag- 

netic calorimetry, time-of-flight counters, and dE/dx counters. The drift chamber 

covers a region in solid angle of 80% of 4 K, while the outer octants cover 47% of 

4a. For tracks which pass through both the drift chamber and the outer octants, 

electrons with 2.6 > pi > 1.4 GeV/c are identified with 90% efficiency and a fake 

probability of 0.2%. For tracks passing through only the drift chamber and with 

/cosQ 5 0.8, the efficiency is 60% with a fake probability of 0.6%. 

The continuum subtracted momentum spectrum for identified leptons coming 

from the I”(4S) is presented in F’g I ure 3. Electrons and muons are shown sepa- 

rately. The solid curve rcprrsents a fit to two components: direct leptons from the 

:. . . 
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Fig. 3. Continuum subtracted momentum spectrum for identified 

electrons and muons coming from the I-(45) 

b 4 c transition and cascade leptons from the secondary c --t s transition. The 

kinematic limit for Ieptons produced in the b -+ c transition is 2.4 GeV/c. For 

the exclusive semileptonic decay analyses presented below, leptons are selected in 

the range 1.4 < pl < 2.4 &V/c, where the lower momentum bound is chosen to 

remove most of the cascade leptons. For b + u transitions the kinematic limit is 

pl = 2.7 GeV/c, somewhat higher than for b -t c due to the lighter accompany- 

ing hadron. The search for leptons coming from b --t u transitions, presented in 

section 4, is made in the lepton momentum range of 2.2 - 2.6 GeV/c. 

3.2 THE DECAY go ---t D*+l-v 

In order to look for the exclusive decay II?’ + D*+~-Y: one must first isolate 

a clean sample of D” mesons. These are identified from the decay chain D*+ + 

D”R+; Do --f K-T+ or Do - Kmx+amsf. Only II*+ mesons with pn+ < 2.5 

GeV/c are used in order lo suppress 1.110s~ produced in continuum events. 

One cannot use the B reconstruction technique of section 2 to search for a 

Bo 4 D*+~-v signal due to the undetectable neutrino. Instead, we choose events 

with a II*+ and a lepton (I-) and calculate a missing mass (AIAf). We know 

that the energy of our go is equal to the beam energy I’&,,,. If we make the 

approxmmtlon that the go is at rest, we obtain: 

where all of the quantities on the right-hand side are known. The 80 meson is 

not produced at rest in T(45’) decay, b II rather with a momentum of roughly 300 t 

MeV/c. The effect of this momentum on a AfAd signal from 8’ --* D*‘l-? is 

to give it a broad width about its central value of zero. This width is determined 

by Monte Carlo simulation to be 0.8 GeV’ (FWIIM). In Figure 4 we see a large 

signal in the ,11Af2 data centered at zero, and with the expected width. 

:. 
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(a ) Right Sign + pe> 1,4GeV/c - 

1770689-011 

MM’(GeV’) 

(b) Wrong Sign 

Fig. 4. Missing mass squared distributions for a) right sign D’+I- 

and b) wrong sign D’+l+. Curves are described in the text. 

There are a number of sources in the data of events containing boih a II*+ 

and R charged leptox Various background sources were considered and measured 

using both the data and Monte Carlo simula.tion. We consider processes that 

will produce the correct charge combination D*+l-, and as a check of our un- 

derstanding we also consider sources of the wrong charge combination D*+l+. 

Right sign events can arise from five sources: 1) the L?’ + D*‘l-fi signal; 2) the 

decays B” --* D*'a'l-v and B- + D*+a-L-P, where the D'x may be either 

non-resonant or come via a D**; 3) fake I- or fake D*+ production; 4) a cascade 

process with D*+ production from one R and 1- production from the semileptonic 

decay of the charmed daughter of the other B; 5) an event with B’B” mixing can 

produce a D'+ from one B, and a right sign I- from the semileptonic decay of 

the other B. Sources of wrong sign events are: 1) a D*+ from one B and a l’ 

from the srmilrptonic decay of l.hr ot.hrr n; 2) an rvcnt with RoRo mixing can 

produce a D*+ from one R, and a It from the semileptonic decay of the charmed 

daughter of the other 6’; 3) fake li or fake D" production. Each of these sources 

is accounted for in fits to the data. Right sign events due to B ----t D” +X appear 

on the AfAf2 plot as a skewed Gaussian centered at a small positive value of A~,@ 

and with a shape predicted by Monte Carlo. (The shape of non-resonant D-71. is 

very similar and cannot be distinguished from D ** in the fit.) Processes involving 

BOB0 mixing or rnscade lcptons are ,zlso described by Monte Carlo simulation. 

The shape of the contribution due to D*+ fakes is determined by an analysis of 

Do sidebands. The shape due to lepton fakes is obtained by combining a D*+ 

with another hadton in the event. 

In Figure la. thr continuum subtracted right sign data are shown together 

with a fit to the data.. The solid histogram shows the overall fit and the various 

other curves show the components of that fit. ln terms of the sources mentioned 

. ‘. 
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above, the solid curve represents the D *+l-fi signal, the dotted curve represents 

source 2), the dashed curve represents the fakes, and the dot-dashed curve rep- 

resents the cascade and mixing sources 4) and 5). Figure 4b. presents the con- 

tinuum subtracted wrong sign data, an overall fit given by the solid histogram, 

a dot-dashed histogram representing wrong sign sources 1) and 2), and a dashed 

histogram representing the contributions from fakes. 

In the fit to the right sign data 107 zt 12 events are attributed to the go --t 

D*'l-ii signal. We obtain a branching ratio for this decay of (4.6-1-0.5+0.7)% after 

efficiency correction and using the ISGW” model to correct for the unmeasured 

portions of the lepton momentum spectrum. The contribution from the decays 

BO + D**+l-v and B- + D**'~-v is 18 i 10 events. Assuming the branching 

ratios for these two processes are equal we ohtain B(E?’ - D**+l-V) = (2.0 & 

l.l)%. And lastly, the right sign and wrong sign data yield 7 ?c 3 events attributed 

to Bog0 mixing, which implies a mixing parameter T = 0.15 ?E 0.07, in good 

agreement with previous ARGUS” and CLEO” mixing measurements. 

3.3 THE DECAY B- + D"Imi 

The measurement of the branching ratio B(B- -4 DoI-V) is made in an 

analysis very similar to that described for go + D*+~-v. Here we calculate a 

missing mass squared for events containing a Do and l-, whereas before we took 

D*&l- events. There are some important differences between this analysis and 

the D*+l-fi analysis. First of all, the Do signal sits on top of a much larger 

background than the D'+. Only the relatively clean decay channel Do --t K-r+ 

is used here, but we must still perform a careful D" sideband subtraction to 

remove a sizable fake Do background. Another added difficulty in this analysis is 

the larger number of B decays that feed down into the D”l- signal. The decays 

80 - D*+l-v and B- + D"~-G followed by D*+ --t Dart and D" - DOro 

each contribute, as do the B to D** semileptonic decays. We use our previously 

measured branching ratio to calculate the contribution from B” --t D'+l-V, but 

the B- + D*'l-2 contribution must be treated as an unknown. The shape of 

the contribution of this process to the D'l- MM2 plot is calculated from Monte 

Carlo simulations. 

The Dole MM2 distribution is shown in Figure 5 where not only has a 

continuum subtraction been performed, but appropriately scaled Do sideband 

and fake lepton data have been subtracted as well. The solid histogram rep- 

resents a fit to the data and the fitted contributions from D"1-v (solid curve), 

(D*’ + D”)I-fi (dashed curve), D**l-u (dotted curve), and background pro- 

cesses (dot-dashed curve) are shown separately. In the fit all shapes are prede- 

termined from Monte Carlo simulations, the D**/D* ratio is fixed to the value 

found in the D'+I-V analysis, and only the numbers of D'I-v and D*'~-v events 

are allowed to vary (and proportionately the D**l-i;). The background pro- 

cesses shown as the dot-dashed curve are calculated prior to the fit and fixed 

in shape and numbers of events. The dominant backgrounds come from “cas- 

cade” leptons and events with BaEO mixing. The numbers of events extracted 

from the fit are N(B- ---* D"l-ti) = 58 + 20 and N(B + D*l-6) = 214 & 24. 

After correcting for detector acceptance, and using the ISGW” model to cor- 

rect for the unmeasured portion of the lepton momentum spectrum, we obtain 

the (preliminary) branching ratios: B(B- + DoI-V) = (2.4 i 0.8’:::)% and 

B(B- --* D"'l-1) = (3.9 tOA:;:;)%. 

Before concluding our discussion of exclusive semileptonic branching ratios 

we note a couple of interesting ratios. First, the ratio of vector to pseudoscalar 

production in semilrptonic B decay is given by: 

rsLc(D-1 B(B- -+ D"l-v) 
-= 
r.%(D) B(B- + DoI-V) 

= l,6+1.2 to.7 
-0.6 -0.5 

,. 
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Fig. 6. Missing mass squared distribution for B- -+ @I-C. Continuum and 

Do sidebands have been subtracted. Curves are described in the text. 

Nmt, we have from isospin symmetry tha.t r(L&% --) D’+l-:) = T(B- ---t D*“l-c), 

tht-rvfore the ratio of thr lifetimes of the charged and nrutral 8 is given by: 

dB-1 B(B- --f D*“l-v) 
T(B”) 

--T-P- = 0.85 5 0.20’“,:;“, 
B(BO --t D*‘I-3) 

This is the first measurement of lhis ratio of lifetimrs. Note that the lifetime 

ratio depends on our assumption that the Y(45’) decays to Bog0 and B+B- in 

equal amounts, and should this go/B- production ratio decrease, the lifetime 

ratio would decrease irl diwct proportion. 

4. Endpoint of the Lepton Momentum Spectrum 

As mentionrd in section 3.1, there is a kinematic limit to the momentum of 

leptons produced in thr semileptonic decay of B mesons at the TOIS). For a 

b --t c transition this limit is 2.4 GeV/c and for a b 4 u transition it is 2.7 GeV/c. 

A search for leptons having momentum beyond the kinematic limit for b -+ c is 

a very sensitive method of searching for b -+ u. In this section we will show new 

data on the lepton endpoint spectrum which indicate that b ----t u transitions have 

been observed.‘3 

The techniques used to identify electrons and muons have been discussed in 

section 3.1. The lepton momentum region which WC will use in the search is 2.2 

- 2.6 GcV/c. The search is cut off at 2.6 GeV/c because very little b --t u signal 

remains in the 2.6 - 2.7 GeV/c region (1 - 2% in most models) and one expects 

a terrible signal to noise rat,io given the high continuum backgrotind. The search 

is extended down to 2.2 GeV/c because there is a relatively small and calculable 

b + c background in the 2.2 - 2.4 GeV/ c region and because one expects to 

roughly triple the statistics on any b ---t u signal. 
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Leptons frnm rontinuum processes are the largest backgronnd source. In this 

analysis the selection on the shape parameter Rz is used as described in section 3. 

Here the effect is to reject, 70% of continuum events while keeping 90% of the BB 

events of interest. The scaling factor by which the continuum data are multiplied 

to account for the ratio of r(4S) to continuum luminosities and the differences in 

cross section at the two energies is 2.08 It 0.01. 

Obviously, accurat,e momentum measurement is crucial to this analysis. The 

momentum resolution function for the charged particle tracking was presented in 

the introduction, and givrs a resolution (6~) of around 20 MeV/c for the lepton 

endpoint region. This is prrfectly adequate to prevent large numbers of b 4 c 

background leptons from appearing in the b - u signal region through measure- 

ment rrror. However~ we must be careful to rule out large momentum mismea- 

surrments due to systematic effects. Thus, in this analysis we impose strict track 

quality criteria on the candidate lepton tracks. We demand that each lepton track 

have at least 30 hits in the central drift chamber (out of a possible 51) and at 

least 5 hits in thr two inner tracking chambers (out of a possible 13). The average 

residual of the hits is required to be less than 250 pm and the track is required to 

ext,rapolate to within 2.0 mm of the beam position. 

The effect of these track quality cuts aas checked in the data in two ways. 

First n large sample of F-pair events was examined after imposing the cuts. It was 

found that fewer than 0.3% of the tracks were shifted by more than three cr from 

the known momentum and fewer than 0.01% mere shifted by more than six g. The 

isolat,ed tracks in /L-pair ewnts, of course, are unlikely to cause confusion in the 

software trackfinding procedure. In order to rule out large momentum shifts in 

the more complicated hadronic events, we took isolated tracks with 2.0 < p < 2.5 

GeV/c from radiativr bhabha events and embedded their hits in randomly selected 

hadronic events. The trackfinding algorithm was then run on these embedded 

events and the new momenta were compared with the old. No non-Gaussian 

momentum tails were observed, implying that less than one b -+ c event will be 

shifted into the signal region above 2.4 GeV/c. 

In Figure 6 we present the raw momentum measurements of the endpoint 

leptons. Electron and muon data are shown separately in the top and bottom 

portions (respectively) of Fig. 6. Data taken on the T(45) are shown by the 

diamond shaped points and the scaled continuum data are shown by the crosses. 

Fits to the continuum data arc shown by the solid curves in the figures. A large 

h ---t c signal is evident below 2.3 GeV/ c in both the electron and muon data. 

Also, in both data sets some excess is observed is the b --t u signal region 2.4 - 

2.6 GeV/c. 

The b --) c background contribution is calculated using the ISGW model:’ a 

I4 model by Wirbel, Stech and Bauer, and a model by Altarelli et aLI Charmed 

semileptonic decays are generated according to these models, the detector response 

is simulated, and QED effects are accounted for. For each model the Monte Carlo 

momentum spectrum is normalized to our data for leptons in the momentum 

region 1.5 - 2.2 Ge\‘/c and the number of events that appear in our search region 

of 2.2 - 2.6 GeV/c is then determined by extrapolation. All three models give 

reasonable fits to the data. The number of events in the region 2.4 - 2.6 GeV/c is 

insensitive to the model used or to reasonable changes in the modeling procedure. 

In the 2.2 - 2.4 GeV/c region the models’ predictions of the b --t c contribution 

agree to within 10%. 

‘Table 2 1x10~ presents the continuum subtracted yield of Irpl.ons in two bins 

of momentum tog&her with the calculated backgrounds. For each entry, the first 

error quoted is statistical and the second systematic. The continuum data have 

.- 
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the off-resonance data, a mean value of the shape parameter Rz was calcu- 

lated for each data set in rach momentum interval. These mean values were 

(Rz).,~ = 0.250 f 0.003 and (Rz),~~ = 0.287 zt 0.006 in the 2.2 - 2.4 GeV/c int,er- 

val, and (n~)~~ = 0.27810.005 and (Rz),~~ = 0.302$0.007 in the 2.4 - 2.6 GeV/c 

interval. Monte Carlo simulations of Y(4S) d eta y s where at least one B decays 

sernilt+onically predict. a mean Rz Ior Dn events of (Rz)~~ = 0.213 4 0.007 

for the lower momentum range and (Rz)~B = 0.216 i 0.010 for the higher mo- 

mentum range. (The errors on (Rz)~~ are entirely systematic and arise from 

uncertainties in the b --t u-ii modeling.) The measured mean Rz values sup- 

port thr assumption that the obserwd Icpton cxcrss is coming from R decay. 

Further, for each momentum interval we can take the three measured quanti- 

ties, Iepton yield for T(4,$), ~~5, and mean Rz for Y(45) and off-resonance, to- 

gether with OUT (R,),,, and calculate a yield or 1rptons from BB events from: 

Y = n4s((&),ff ~- (R2)4s)/((Rz),rr ~- (R2jgil). After subtracting fakes and the 

backgrounds listed in Table 2, we get numbers of leptons (e- plus pL-) attributable 

to 6 --t u transit,ions in Each momentum rang?: 64*49&44 for 2.2 2.4 GrV/c and 

88 + 29 ?C 12 for 2.4 2.6 GeV/c. Avrraging these yields with the b --i ?I yields of 

Table 2, and taking thr correlations hrtweeu thrm into account we get 62f28f28 

b i u leptons for 2.2 2.4 GeV/c and 76 z!c 18 3 8 b --) u leptons for 2.4 - 2.6 

GeV/c. The h + ‘u branching ratios we obtain from these averaged yields arr: 

B(2.2 -- 2.4) = (1.6~0.7~00.7) x W4, and U(2.4-2.6) = (1.8~:0.4~+00.3)~10-~, 

where we have averaged ovrr the e- and pe branching ratios. 

We can now extract valnrs for the ratio of t.he KM matrix elements Ir<bl/i& 

using our mrssurctl branching rai.ios, E(p), a.nd the rrlation: 

lvubi’ n(P) 1 __ = -~. 

i1:bj2 Do d’ 

where Ho is the nvcrage of the semileptonic branching ratios for b + ce-Ce and 

b --t c~-v; (which has been previously determined to be 10.2 k 0.2 zlz 0.7%‘” ), 

and d is a modt~l dependwt parameter which must account for the semileptonic 

drcay width of h + u transitions and the fraction of the b + u momentum spec- 

trum which is in the observed region. In Table 3 we have calculated d for each 

momentum interval from our three previously mentioned models and a model by 

Korner and S~hnlcr,‘~ and give the corresponding vah~cs of l&12//~{b/2. \ve note 

that the values derivrd from the 2.2 - 2.4 GeV,/c interval are somewhat smaller 

than those for the 2.4 2.6 GrV/ c range. This may be due to statistical floctu- 

ations in our data, or to inadrquat,e models of the b --t c and b t IL momentum 

spectra. Mb emphasize tllough tliat, our cvidrnce for an excess of leptons above 

2.4 GeV/c is quite insensitive to the models 

model (2.2 .~ 2.4) Get-/c x 1O-2 / (2.4 2.6) GeV,‘c x lo--’ 

1SGW’” 
1 

1 .3 t 0.8 3.6 r 1.0 ___ -~- --~ --.. -~~-- ~--- 
WBS’” 

c-m- ~~ ~- 
0.8 F 0.5 1.8 i 0.5 

AIt.= 
___.-. 

-~0.5+0.3 1 KG-- 

KS’? 0.6 i 0.4 1.1 -t 0.3 

Table 3. (I&2/1l/>b(2 for Various ILlodels and Lepton hlomer~turn Rangrs 

After this talk was prrsentad in July, the ARGUS colla.boration announced 

similar results3 on the rndpoint of the lepton spectrum. Using evrnts with both 

single and double l?pton tags, ARGUS observes a lepton ~XCCSS of more than 3 u 

in significance. They extract a value of ~~‘~b//‘l~bl = O.lOf0.03 using the Altar& 
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5. Continuum Production of Charmed Mesons and Ba.ryons 

Wr now turn from thv subject ol Ll meson decay to discuss new results on 

the continuum production of charmed mesons and baryons. For these analyses 

we use 428 pb-’ of data taken on the continuum and at the T(4S) and Y(5S). 

In ~arh analysis the selection I > 0.5 is made, where z = p/p,,,, to remove 

particles produced in B meson decay. We first discuss our observation of the 

decay ,!I0 + li’I?O. then we pwsent new measurements of 0: decay modes, and 

finally we present results on charmrd baryon production. 

5.1 THE DECAY 11” -+ h”f?O 

The decay Do + IC°Ko is of intewst htxause it cannot proceed via a simple 

spectator process. The drcay can occur via W exchange diagrams as illustrated 

in Figure 7. However, unless SU(3) fI, door breaking occurs these two diagrams 

cancel. The other possible mechanism for the production of this decay is final 

state interactions. The E400 collaboration 
18 

has previously observed this decay 

with a branching ratio of R(L)’ --t h-‘I?O) = (0.10 !c O.OS)%. 

We have been able to observe a very clean signal in our data by selecting for 

the decay chain D" + D’?r+; Do ---t KfKt. The Kt candidates are observed 

via their decay to x’K-. The secondary decay vertex of the Kf is required to be 

at least 0.5 cm from the primary event vertex, the secondary vertex is required 

to he well defined in the three spatial dimensions, and the neutral momentum 

vector of the Kf is required to point back to the event vertex. A Do candidate is 

formed from two of these Kf candidates, then a pion is added to form the D'+ 

candidat,e. A D" candidate is required t.o have PD. > 2.5 &V/c, and a mass 

difference mg. - mg within 1.2 MeV of the known mass difference 145.5 MeV. 

The resulting KiKf mass spectrum is shown in Figure 8a. We see five events 

Fig. 7. Diagrams for Do + K'i?'. 

3- 
(4 - 

16 

0 
1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90 2.00 2.10 

m WJf3 (Gev/c3 

Fig. 8. KfKf invariant mass plot for a) Do produced via 

II*+ --t Doa+ and b) inclusive Do production. 
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on an Fstimated background of 0.3 event. Each of the five events yields a mass 

consistent within our experimrntal resolution with the D” mass. 

A peak can also he seen at the Do in the KQKi mass spectrum without re- 

quiring that the Do come via a D”. This inclusive Do spectrum is shown in 

Fig. 8b. where ,vno > 2.5 GeV/c. Fitting this distribution to a Gaussian on 

a polynomial background, 11 & 5 events are seen on a. comparably sized bxk- 

ground. The region 1.6 to 1.78 GeV is excluded from this fit to avoid the effects 

of “satellite” peaks. To extract a branching ratio we take our result from the 

D’+ selection techniqlle and normalize it to the decay Do + K”n+a-. A signal 

of 457 rt 23 events is seen in our data for n” -+ fC~r+r- where the Do comes 

via a D*+. After correcting for the detection efficiencies for these two decays 

and using the Mark III value I9 B(D’ 4 @~+a-) = (6.4 -+ l.l)%, we obtain 

R(DO --’ rioI+) .=- (0.13 “‘“’ +“‘Oz)%, WC obtain a consistent value from the -0.05 -ofI 

alternate analysis which does not require the D” constraint. This result is in 

good agreement with the E400 result and constitutes evidence for either final 

state interactions or flavor SU(3) y s mmetry breaking in charmed meson decays. 

5.2 0: DECAYS 

Now we present new measurements of 0: decay modes?’ The observed modes 

are ~$a+, K’OK+, K*+h’“, and iOK+. The K*‘I?” mode is observed here for the 

first time. Drift chamber dE/dx measurements are used to distinguish kaons from 

pions in the analysis of these modes. A candidate K’ is considered “positively” 

identified if the measured dEjdx of the track is greater than two standard devia- 

tions away from the expected dE/dx for a pion. A K+ or K’ candidate track is 

called “consistent” with its particle type if its dE/d x measurement is within three 

standard deviations of its expected value. All charged particles are required to 

be “consistent”with their mass interpretations in the four analyses, except for the 

primary kaons in the h’ -‘OK+ and f?“K’ decay modes where the K’ is required 

1.0 be “positively” identified. This stricter requirement minimizes the background 

to these two decay modes from thy decays II’ , I,-*“a+ artd L)+ --) &+. 

In Figure 9 WC present the invariant mass spectra for our four decay modes 

for zot 2 0.5. In Figure 9a. we present the &r+ mass distribution, where the 4 

has been idcntifird througll its dec.ay to Irk’ K -. Two 1 ,P ,c* y dngle ruts are made I’ ‘t 

on these data: jcosfll/ > 0.4 and cos0~ > -0.8, where 81 is the angle between the 

kaon and the LJ~ in the rest frame of the vector meson 4, and 8, is the decay 

angle of lhe 7r+ in the 0: rest frame. In Figure 9h. and 9c. ~,hr mass plots for 

K*“K+ and K*’ Ki are shown, where the K*” and K” are idrntifed via thrir 

respective decays to K-a’ and Kf*+. The Kf is found via its long-lived decay 

LO r7’rm in a manner similar to that described in the previous section. For these 

i.wo decay modes the sa.me helicity angle srlcction 011 01 is made as in the &r b 

case. The mass plot for the fourth decay channel, KfIi+ is shown in Figure 9d. 

The raw yield, efficiency corrected u,Br, and relative branching ratio to &r+ are 

given in Table 4 for each of our four modes. 

0: Decay Mode 1 Raw Yield / g.Br (pb) Br/Br(n: + 4~~) 

w j 405 i 27 6.5iO.5iO.3 1 

K*OK+ 149 i- 25 6.8*1.1!~0.7 1.05*0.17f0.12 

K’i f$ 40 i 7 7.8*1.410.8 1.20+0.21~0.13 

$A-+ 110 + 19 6.4rl.l-0.6 0.99rf0.17f0.10 

Table 4. Results on ele- i n,iX (zD+ 2 0.5) 

For thrw of our four modes (the exception being K*‘K+) a prominent D+ 

prak is observed in addition to the 02. By fitting these three spectra each to two 

:: 
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Gaussians and a polynomial background shape, not only a.re the raw yields of Table 

4 obtained, but mass values for the D’ and 0,’ are measured as well. The mass 

difference is of particular interest because it is relatively free from systematic error. 

The weighted average of the three mass difference determinations is M(Oi) - 

M(D+) = 98.5 i 1.5 MeV. 

5.3 CHARMED BARYON PRODUCTION 

We now turn our attention to charmed baryons. We have observed severa. 

drxay modes of the A:, with one mode being observed for the first time. The 

observed yield in the data, the u,Br, and the relative branching ratio to 11: + 

pK-a+ are given in Table 5 for six different decay modes. The numbers in 

this table are all preliminary. As in thr O,l analyses described above, dE/dx 

measuremrnts arc used to irlrntify the charged protons, kaons, and pions. The 

K” and A are identified via their long-lived decays to x’c?r- and PC, respectively, 

in manners similar to that described above for the K”. In the case of the A, the 

daughter proton is required to have a measured dE/dx consistent with the proton 

mass hypothesis. All data are again taken at 1: 2 0.5. 

Br/Br(A,f ---t pK-n+) 

0.51+0.09+0.03 

0.51zt0.15r0.03 

0.18~0.04rtO.02 

0.7510.1210.08 
.__-__.---- 

0.16ztO.O4$0.02 

Table 5. Results on e+e- i At x (z*z 2 0.5). 

The decay Z:-K+n+ is observed here for the first time. The S:- is found in 

the decay chain E- ---t AC; A + p?r-. The pa- invariant mass of the daughter A 

candidate is required to be within 6 MeV of the known A mass, and the intersection 

point between the A and the x- is required to be inside the A decay vertex and 

at least 4 mm away from the primary event vertex. Z- candidates having a 

reconstructed mass within 5 MeV of the known ? mass are accepted for further 

analysis. The number of Z:-‘s so obtained is 1006 + 43 over a background of 563. 

The ZK+x+ invariant ma.ss spectrum is shown in Figure 10. The signal at the 

A$ mass contains 32 i 7 events. 

The measured masses of the six A i decay modes are all in agreement. A 

preliminary average mass value of A!fAt = 2285.2 + 0.7 i 3.0 MeV is obtained from 

these data. 

The Z:- sample described above was also used in a search for the charmed 

strange baryons Zz (ad) and Z: (csu):’ via the decay modes Zz + S-n+ and 

=+ -c + X-a+a’. In Figure lla. we show the invariant mass plot for Z-r+, and in 

Figure lib. we show the S-r+r’ distribution. As with the other charm analyses, 

we take z~. 2 0.5 in both plots. In the Ez analysis we rrquire that co& > -0.8, 

where B is the decay angle of the a’ in the Z,” rest frame. The spectrum of 

Figure lla. is fitted to a. Gaussian signal with a fixed FWHM of 25 MeV on a 

polynomial background. This fit yields 18.8 zt 4.9 events with a mass of 2472f3f4 

MeV. Fitting Figure llb. to a Gaussian (FWHM = 22 MeV) and a polynomial 

background yields 23.0 k 6.3 events and a mass of 2467 I3 + 4 MeV. The isospin 

mass splitting between the two states is four.d to be Al(X:i)-Al(!Zz) = (-51411) 

MeV. The systematic error of 1 MeV comes from the uncertainty in the difference 

in the mass SC&S introduced by the additional pion in the Zl decay. The Z” sta.te 

was observed by CLEO” for the first time, and this is the first measurement of 

-. 
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the isospizl mass splitting by a single experiment 

6. B Meson Dwxys to Bargons 

Mass(~--~+a? GeV 

Fig. lib. Z:-r+n’ invariant mass spectrum. 

Our final subject is B meson decays into baryons. One mechanism for the 

production of baryon - antibaryon pairs in R meson decay is illustrated in Figure 

12a. Here we have a spectator decay process with a diquark pair produced from 

the vacuum. The c quark combines with a diquark to produce a charmed baryon 

BC, while the light spectator quark comhines wit,h the anti-diquark to produce the 

comprnsating baryon B. If there is no ss popping from the vacuum, the diquwk 

will be composed of two light quarks and the charmed haryon, B,, will either be 

a c, or a baryon that will decay via the Al. The compensating haryon, B, will 

be either a p or fi in this case. Should SB popping occur we mill get B, = 3, and 

B = ii. 

To explore the baryon production mechanism in B meson decay we make 

a series of inclusive measurements of single baryon and haryon-antibaryon pair 

production in our T(4S) data. The results of these measurements are presented 

in Table 6 below. The p: A, and Z:- arc identified by the dE/dx and secondary 

vertex methods described in section 5. Protons are required to be “positively” 

identified, and for the B --t pX inclusive measurement only 9 data were used 

to avoid the large background of protons coming from beam-gas and heam-wall 

interactions. The large h,/p ratio observed in the B decay data suggest that the 

A$ is being produced. The A ,’ is also seen directly. In Figure 12h. we show 

pK-?r+ combinations for I < 0.5 for the Y(4S) data, and the scaled continuum. 

There is an obvious signal in the T(4S) 1 t c a a, and none in the continuum where 

the charmed haryons are expected to be produced dominantly at high z. The 

product of branching ratios obtained from the continuum subtraction of these 

.,: 
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Fig. 12~1. Diagram for B Meson decay into baryons. 
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Fig. 12b. pK-a+ invariant mass plot for z < 0.5. Data points 

represent T(4S); histogram gives scaled continuum data. 

data is pwwntrd in Table 6. Mrasurement,s from the ARGUS collaborationz3 

arv also presented in Table 6, and are in good agreement with the CLEO values. 

Inclusive Branching Ratio Branching Ratio (%) 

B+ CLEO ARGUS 

A:S B(A,+ i pK- TT+) i 0.28 f 0.05 5 0.05 0.30 i 0.12 zk 0.06 +I 
Table 6. Inclusive Branching Ratios for B Meson Decays to Baryons 

The momentum spectra we observe for B ---) pX, B --* AX, and B ---t I-X are 

consistent with what we would expect from our simple spectator process. Also, the 

lack of AiT production and the small amount of E- production relative to A argues 

for little s3 popping from the vacuum. (As we have seen in section 5.3, the Af does 

decay to Z:-, so the observation of E- production does not necessarily indicate ss 

popping in the B meson decay.) If we assume the spectator production mechanism 

of Figure 12~5 and further assume that no strange quarks are produced from the 

vacuum, we can deduce the inclusive branching ratio for B + AZX-, inclusive 

A,’ branching ratios, and the exclusive branching ratio B(A$ + pK-r+). These 

values are given in Table 7 below. 
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Table 7. Branching Ratios Calculated from Results of Table 6. 

We can stretch our string of deductions still further. \I;e can USC the continuum 

charm production cross sections of section 5, together with the results of Table 7, 

to get a ralnr for the hrnnching ratio B(D: --) c/m+). The chain of reasoning goes 

as follows: using our measured gAc.Br from continuum production, and Ihe value 

B(A,+ --t PA--T’) -: (4.1 tl.l)% d e ucrd from t,he U to bsryons data., we obtain d 

a value for g,t,, the continuum cross section for A2) production. If we assume all 

charm production from the continuum goes event,ually into either D”, Df , Df or 

A:, we obtain: 

The total charm cross section, mc is known, and measurements exist for the other 

three quantities on the right side of this equation. Thew numbers give cry. = 

0.37 i 0.15 i 0.22 pb, which together with the DD,.BT from Table 4 yield B( 0: + 

+r+) = (2 ?c 1 i l)%. The systematic error of 1% includes only the systematic 

errors involved in the cross section measurements, and not, effects of the various 

assumptions that went into the calculation. h’ote that many of our assumptions 

would tend to make this an overestimate of the @ri branching ratio. For example, 

we have ignored the production in B decay of charmed baryons such as the Z, 

vlrir11 do not drray to ,A>. lnclnding this r&t would decrrase B(.j,i~ -+ PA-T+), 

drcrrasr ‘T>,,, iucreasl- CT”,, and drcrea.se n(D,,+ -t qh+). Wr have, used this value 

of the &r’ branching ratio, (2 j; l)%, to dt-trrmine the I? rnrson branching ratios 

involving the D, ’ which are presented in Table 1. 

7. Couclusions 

In this report we have presented a number of new results from the CLEO col- 

laboration on R meson decays and ront,inuum charm production. New values for 

t.be Ijo and n- massrs were reported in sect.ion 2 together with branching ratios 

for exclusive lladronic decays of thr $’ and B ~, In section 3 wt’ reportrd on mea- 

surements of B(L% --i Il*+~~v) and B(B- 4 DoI-I,) obtained using a missing 

mass squared technique. Then in wction 4 we discussed evidence for b --t u tran- 

sitions. An cxwss of Irptons was observed beyond ihe h ---t c kinrmai.ic limit, and 

inberprrting thrsr data as coming from h + u transitions allowed us to dei.ermine 

model dependent values for the ratio of KM matrix elements ll’L,l/ll{bi. In sec- 

tion 5 we prexvted rrsnlts on the continuum production on charmed mesons aud 

baryons. New measurements of D(D” 4 K”h-O), various D,t artd A;i~ branching 

ratios, and the masses of the charmed strange baryons Ee and E$ were given. Fi- 

nally, in section 6, inclusive measurements of baryon production in B decay were 

presented. Values for the branching ratios n( Ah,+ --t piTa ‘) and B(Df + 4~‘) 

were shown to be consequences of the D to baryons measurements. 
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Recent Results on B-Decays from ARGUS 

H. Kolanoski .._‘. ,_ 
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Abstract 

In this talk recent results from the ARGUS experiment are reported 
emphasizing semileptonic B-decays and the determination of CKM matrix 
elements. The analyses of exclusive B-decays into Dlv and D’lv and of 
the inclusive lepton spectrum are shown to yield consistent results for V,b. 
Also discussed is the measurement of the helicity structure of the D*[v 
final state and of the lifetime ratio of neutral to charged B mesons. Up- 
per limits for charmless B decays into exclusive semileptonic and hadronic 
channels are given. Evidence for b -+ ?I transitions from the endpoint of 
the inclusive lepton spectrum is reported. The ARGUS results on Ba -@ 
mixing are updated and the resulting constraints on the standard model 
discussed. The report closes with an introduction of the new ARGUS Micro 
Vertex Drift Chamber, which is expected to improve the efficiency for the 
reconstruction of B-decays. 

This work was supported by the German Bundesministerium fiir Forschung und Technologie 
under contract number 054D051P. 
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1 Introduction 

Over the last few years the investigation of the physics of b-quarks improved 
considerably our knowledge of the parameters of the Standard Model and posed 
stringent limits on the existence of new physics beyond the Standard Model 
[l]. With the top quark still missing, b-physics offers the unique possibility to 
determine the coupling of the third quark generation to the lighter quarks. The 
relative strength of the quark couplings are given by the Cabbibo-Kobayashi- 
Maskawa (CKM) matrix, which is unitary in the Standard Model with three 
generations (21: 

The matrix elements V,b and v,b can be determined from B-meson decays in 
combination with b lifetime measurements, while I& and Vi, can be obtained 
from oscillations in the B” -B and B, - B, systems, respectively. Semileptonic 
B-meson decays (Fig.1) are best suited for the determination of CKM matrix 
elements, because the theoretical uncertainties are expected to be smaller than 
in purely hadronic decays. Note that the b quark decays into u or c quarks via 
emission of a W- while the b emits a W+. Hence, in semileptonic B-decays, a 
negative lepton tags a B- or F and a positive lepton a B+ or B”. 

In the spectator model the semileptonic width is the same for neutral and 
charged B-mesons. For current quark masses and next-to-leading order QCD 
corrections it is predicted to be [l] 

rs&(B) = s; (0.86 lv,,12 + 0.48 IhI’). 

This allows the determination of the lifetime ratio of neutral and charged B’s 
from the measurement of the semileptonic branching ratio BSL (see Sect. 2.4) 
using the relation 

BsL(B) 
r%(B) = __ 

Q 
(3) 

Most results on b-physics have been obtained from e+e--experiments running 
on the T(4S) resonance. The T(4S) Iesonance is assumed to decay exclusively 
into BB pairs (Fig.2) with a branching ratio into neutral and charged B’s given 
only by the phase space, i.e. by the masses of both charge states. Previously 
ARGUS assumed a production ratio j”/f* = BOB” : B+B- = 45 : 55. Re- 
cent mass dctcrminations by ARGUS and CLEO yield for the mass difference 
M(B’) - M(B+) = 0.3 + 0.6 MeV and thus a production ratio [3] : 

f0 - = B”@ : B+B- = 50f 2.5 : 50 3122.5 = 1.00 i 0.08. 
s* 

.- 

< 

1 

w7 v 
/ / /. / 

b d u,c 

p(B-1 Vub, &b 

Fi Li 

(iI) (i) 

Figure 1: W-exchange diagram for semileptonic B-meson decays 

e- 

Figure 2: Diagram for BB pair production via the T(4S) resonance in e+e- 
annihilation. 

: 
_: 
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This ratio was used for the results given in this writeup. 
The results presented in the following were obtained from data taken with the 

ARGUS detector [4] on the T(45’) resonance and in the nearby continuum. The 
integrated luminosity of about 180 pb-’ collected at the Y(4S) yields roughly 
300K B-mesons. The continuum data, necessary for the subtraction of non- 
resonant background, correspond to an integrated luminosity of about 60 pb-‘. 

2 Semileptonic B-Decays into Charmed Final 
States 

2.1 The inclusive lepton spectrum from semileptonic B- 
decays 

The semileptonic branching ratio for B-decays can be determined from the inclu- 
sive lepton spectrum measured at the T(4.S’) resonance. Figure 3 shows the con- 
tinuum substracted spectrum which is well described by the contribution from 
primary B-decays (dominated by b + c transitions) according to 

B -+ IUX 

and a softer component from secondary charm decays. As will be shown in 
the following section the dominant part of the semileptonic B-decays proceeds 
via the exclusive channels Dlv and D’lv. Since the theoretical models for these 
decays have now been tested experimentally, the uncertainty in the extrapolation 
of the lepton spectra to lower momenta is much reduced. Being consistent with 
the experiments the ACM model [5] has been used by ARGUS to obtain the 
semileptonic branching ratio of B-mesons [3]: 

BR(B ---t II/X) = (10.3f0.7rt0.2)%. 

Similar results have been obtained by the CLEO and Crystal Ball experiments 
[6,7], yielding an average of (10.9 rb 0.6)% [3]. This is somewhat low compared 
to spectator model predictions of about 12 to 15 % [S]. Since the semileptonic 
decays can be more safely estimated than the hadronic ones this result asks for 
more detailed investigation of the hadronic channels. 

While the semileptonic branching ratio is nearly independent of the values 
of the CKM matrix elements the semileptonic width, 

BSL 
rsr, = --&-, 

depends according to Eq. (2) on vu[/yb and V,,. With the measured average beauty 
lifetime r* = (1.15 f 0.14)10-‘* s [9] and for IKal/lVcbl < 0.2 we obtain: 

lxbl = 0.046 f0.005. 

The main uncertainty in this value comes from the rnt term in the width formula 

(2). 

.,. 
,. :.:I _, 

. . 

;.- ‘-1 

;.. 
._ : 
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2.2 The decay B” -+ II-l+v 

2.2.1 Branching ratio 

The branching ratio for the decay’ 

B0 --+ D*-1+v 

has first been measured by ARGUS [lo]. With new values for the branching ra- 
tios involved in the analysis, BR(D*- -+ FT-) = (57G)% [ll] andBR(T(4S) + 

B’p) = 50% (see Se&l) the experimental result is now: 

BR(B’ -i D*-l+v) = (5.4 + 0.9 rt 1.3)%. 

The D’lv final state has been selected using a missing mass technique. With 
the approximation of zero B-meson momentum, pi= 0, one can determine the 
mass recoiling against D’1 according to: 

M:,,(D*l) w [.%3 - (ED, + El)]' - FD.+p;]'. (4) 

The recoil mass spectrum in Fig.4 peaks around zero, i.e. at the v-mass. Only 
the background at positive M,2,, can be due to B-decays into D’lv plus additional 

particles. From the measured spectrum the following upper limit for such a 
contribution, which would also include higher D’ excitations, was obtained: 

BR(P’ + D*-l+v + X) < 1.4% (90% c.1.) 

N 

4000 

3000 

2000 

1000 

pe [Gw4 

Figure 3: Inclusive electron spectrum at the T(4S) resonance after continuum 
subtraction (dashed-dotted curve: electrons from primary B-decays; dashed 
curve: electrons from secondary charm decays). 

2.2.2 The h&city structure of the decay B” ---t D*-l+v 

The decay amplitude for B + D’lv contains three form factors, T-(q’), T+($), 
L(q*), which determine the contributions from D’ helicities -1, $1 and 0, respecti- 
vely. These formfactors depend on the invariant mass of the lepton pair, $, 
which is equal to the virtual mass of the W (Fig.1). 

In the 1-V rest frame the angular momentum component in the direction 
of the lepton I- is, for sufficiently light leptons, fixed to be -1 due to the V-A 
coupling (Fig.5a). Thus each D’ helicity (in the D’ rest frame) yields a di- 
stinct distribution of the D’ direction w.r.t. the lepton direction, in particular a 
forward-backward asymmetry for the fl contributions. This allows in principle 

to measure the three form factors separately. 
The helicity of the D’ can also be determined from the decay angular distri- 

bution of the D’ which is observed in the decay mode 

-. _, ;- .: 

‘Reference to a specific charge state is understood to include also the corresponding charge 
conjugate state. 
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Figure 4: Invariant mass of the system recoiling against a D’l combination. 

The polar angular distribution of the pion in the D’ rest frame w.r.t the D’ 
direction (Fig.5b) can be written as: 

dN ___ N 
dcos 0’ 

FL and I?T are the widths for the B’s decaying into Iongitudinal and transverse 
D*‘s, respectively. I’r includes both helicities +l and -1 (they can be separated 
by measuring the D’ production angular distribution as described above). 

The 0’ distribution measured by ARGUS (Fig.6) yields [lZ] 

a = 0.7 i 0.9 

and 
rL - = 0.85 f 0.45. 
rT 

This measurement excludes theoretical models with a I?L/I?T ratio larger than 
2 [13,14] and supports those with I’L/I?T around 1 [15,16,17]. 

Because of the correlation between the helicity and the production angle of 
the D’ the rL/rT ratio influences also the kinematical variables of the leptons. 
For example, dominance of T- would yield a hard spectrum for the charged 
lepton which has to recoil in this case against the D’ and the Y (see Fig.7). 
Figure 8 shows theoretical distributions for the lepton energy IS, and the lepton 
pair invariant mass, q2. The measured distributions in Fig.9 confirm the result 

rL/rT = 1 ([15,16,17]). 
With this result on (Y, which was also confirmed by CLEO [18], we have 

obtained a better understanding of exclusive semileptonic B-decays. The sy- 
stematic uncertainties in necessary extrapolations into unaccessible kinematical 
regions (leptons can only be identified above -1 GeV) and in the description of 
the inclusive lepton spectra are now considerably reduced. 

2.2.3 V,b determination 

The measured branching ratio can be related to the matrix element V,,: 

BR(P + ~*-l+~) = 7B 1~~12 FT (I + rL/rT) (6) 

where I!* can be more reliably calculated theoretically than PL, rT separately. 
F’rom the measured branching ratio and r~/I’r one obtains 

lVcbl = 0.046 f 0.009. 

Here I?T = 12. 10’2s-l [17,19] has been used; the model uncertainty is about 

10%. 
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2.3 The decay B” --+ D-l+v 

Figure 9: Measured lepton momentum and q2 distributions for B” -+ D*-l+v 
compared to the predictions from [16]. 

Involving only one form factor the decay 

may be even more suited to determine I&. However, experimentally this chan- 
nel is more difficult to analyse since the signal-to-noise ratio for the D mass 
reconstruction is much worse than for the D’. 

The ARGUS group reconstructed the D decay mode 

D- ---t K+T-a-. 

For lepton momenta between 1 and 2.5 GeV and momenta of the D candidates 
between 1.5 and 2.5 GeV IC+n-a- mass spectra are shown in Fig.10. The three 
plots are for different masses recoiling against the IC+a-n-if system (recoil 
masses calculated as in the Da case). A clear D--signal is seen for recoil masses 
around zero, i.e. the neutrino mass. Fitting the K+s-?r- spectra in M,2,, bins 
yields the number of D’s as a function of Mj2,, (Fig.lla). There is a background 
from the decay B” -+ D*- I’v where the D’ decays into a D- and a 7’ or 7 (note 
that this is the only way to get charged D’s via D’ decays). This background 
has been determined by measuring the corresponding decay chain 

B” ---t D*-l+u, D - -i Fii?r-. * 

The obtained recoil mass spectrum in Fig.llb has been subtracted after proper 
normalisation. 

To determine the decay branching ratio the extrapolation to unobserved lep- 
ton momentawas done using the WBS model (151. With BR(D- + K+T-T-) = 
(9.1 f 1.4)% and BR(T(4S) + B”96) = 50% ARGUS obtains 1201: 

BR(B’ + D-l+v) = (1.7 310.6 i 0.4)% 

and 
R = BR(B O * D”-l+v) = 3,3+3.7 

BR(Ba --) D-2+1/) -1.1 

The latter ratio is consistent with the models in [15,16,17,21]. Using the average 
B lifetime as before one obtains the partial width 

r(B” --+ D-l+v) = 0.016 zt 0.007 

which yields for the WBS model [15]: 

IVcal = 0.042 f 0.008. 

‘.... 
.,.:; r - 

: 
l., -_’ 

The model dependence of this value is smaller than the experimental errors. 
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Figure 10: Invariant mass spectra of K+a-n- combinations in events which 
contain a I+ lepton. The spectra are given for different invariant masses of the 
system recoiling against the the K+~-~-l+ combination: 

(a) -1.5 < A4,2,, < -0.5 GeVZ, 
(b) -0.5 < JW:~, < 0.5 GeV’, 
(c) 0.5 < MFe, < 1.5 GeV’. 

J---,.-~-L -.--.A.-- 

Figure 11: (a) Distribution of the invariant mass recoiling against the D-It 
system. The dashed curve shows the contribution from the cascade decay 
BO -+ D*-lfv + D-(#,y)l+v. 
(b) Distribution of the invariant mass recoiling against the piil+ system with 
the D originating from the cascade decay B” ---t D*-l+v (used to determine 
background in (a)). 

“’ 
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2.4 The lifetime ratio of charged and neutral B mesons 

The “average bottom lifetime” rB as used above has been measured at PEP 
and PETRA and is an average over all bottom hadrons as produced in b-jets. 
Since the knowledge of the lifetime is necessary to relate the measured branching 
ratios to the theoretically interesting partial widths it is important to know if 
neutral and charged B’s have the same lifetime. Remember that the charged D 
mesons live about two times longer than their neutral partners. In B decays this 
ratio is expected to be closer to 1 [ZZ]. S‘ mce in the spectator model no difference 

between neutral and charged B’s is expected any deviation of the ratio from 1 
signals non-spectator contributions due to strong interactions. 

Excepting for the semileptonic width the spectator model prediction 

rsL(B*) = rsL.(m 

one obtains with 

TSL = 
BR(B --+ Iv + X) 

Q3 

the lifetime ratio in terms of the semileptonic branching ratios: 

$/TO = BR(B* --t Iv + X) 
BR(BO,BO --t b+X)' 

Since it is known that the exclusive channels B -f D'lv and B + Dlv contribute 
a large fraction to the semileptonic decays it appears safe to assume that the 
ratio of semileptonic branching ratios is already determined by these exclusive 
channels: 

BR(B* --) lvi-X) BR(Bi iD'/Dlv) 
BR(BO,Bii+ h/+X) = BR(B",s+D*/Dlv)' 

The ARGUS group considered the following decay chain: 

V4S) 

B+B- 

I I I 
Sl+Y ” D-l+U D'-l+V 

I I 
mr", 71 

-- 
I I 

fin- D-(TO,?) 

D*- -+ &r-. Thus one finds the formula 

f” N(~l+)- N(D'-l+,D-- + r-3) 
+/To zz - 

f*N(D-l+)+N(D*-I+,D*- ---t n-9) 

where the rates of F5Fjl+, D-l+ and D*-I+ (D*- -+ n-p) have to be measured. 
After the correction for continuum, fakes and uncorrelated pairs, ARGUS finds 
363 f 38, 193 i 53 and 57 f 12 pairs, respectively. Assuming f”/f* = 1 this 
yields: 

T-*/T’ = 1.00 zk 0.23 ~6 0.14, 

confirming the theoretical expectation of nearly equal lifetimes [22]. With the 
applied method the determined lifetime ratio is found to be rather insensitive 
to contributions of excited charm states to the semileptonic B-decays. 

. I 
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In this scheme charged B mesons always end up in neutral D mesons while 
neutral B’s go mainly into charged D’s with the exception of the path with 
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3 Charmless B-Decays (b ---f u Transitions) 3.2.1 Exclusive semileptonic decays 

B-decays with no charmed particles in the final state are a signal for b --t u 
transitions (Fig.12). Examples for exclusive channels are the semileptonic decays 
B -+ plv and B -+ HIV (corresponding to B -+ D*/Dlv in b ---) c transitions) or 
the hadronic decay B” -+ ~+?r-. 

The ARGUS group has searched for the decays 

Bf --+ /A+v, 
B” --t T-l+v 

Involving a transition between the 3 Td and the 1” generation, b + u decays 

are much rarer than b + c decays which connect two adjacent generations. 
employing the missing mass technique as for B + D*/Dlv. Figures 13 and 

Therefore, until recently only upper limits on b + u transitions were obtained. 
14 show the distributions of masses recoiling against the p”l+ and the s-Z+ 

After the presentation of this talk ARGUS found evidence for b + u transitions 
systems, respectively. A huge background at positive M& extends above the 

from the inclusive lepton spectrum with a significance of more than 3 standard 
signal region. No excess above the background described by the wrong charge 

deviations (see below). In the following we discuss the different approaches to 
combination is observed around M,“,, = 0. The upper limits on the branching 

determine the matrix element V,,t,. 
ratios and on Vub derived from these plots are model dependent and are listed 
for three different models in Table 2. 

3.1 Vut, determination from charm counting ? 

The decay width of B-mesons is essentially given by the b + u and b + c 
transitions: 

r(B) - fUlVUbl” + fclKb12 (9) 

where f,, aud fc take into account phase space and hadronic effects. Since c 
quarks can also be produced at the second W * vertex, about 1.15 c or F quarks 

are expected per B-decay via b + c transition. ARGUS finds from all measured 
decay modes 0.98 i 0.10 i 0.08 c or i? per B-decay 1231 (Table 1). That leaves 
room for about 20% b + u transitions but poses no real constraint compared to 
other limits. 

Decay Branching Ratio [W] 
ARGUS 

B + D’X 46.6 i 7.1 f 6.3 
B --t D+X 23.2 f 5.3 zt 3.5 
B ---) DD,X 16f4f3 
B --) “A “X 7.6 + 1.4 f 1.8 
2 x B 2 J/1G,i’,xcX 4.2 * 1.0 

c 98+10f8 

3.2 Exclusive charmless B-decays 

Decay GISW [17] 

B+ --f /A+v 

Table 2: Upper limits (90% cl.) on exclusive semileptonic B-decays. 

B” -+ n-l+v 

Combined 

0.84.10-3 
13.3.10-3 

IT/ud/i~bl 0.30 

Ii 21.0.10-3 1.04.10-3 

ivubi/i~bl 0.47 

lxbl 13.2.10-3 
IVubl/l~bl 0.29 

WSB [15] 

0.77.10-3 
9.6.10-3 

0.19 

3.2.2 Exclusive hadronic decays 

The ARGUS group searched also for exclusive hadronic decays with n pions in 
the final state (n = 2,3,4,5). No signals were observed and the upper limits listed 
in Table 3 were obtained. As an example the search for the decay B” --$ K+T- 
is illustrated in Fig.15. 

ARGUS previously reported the observation of the charmless decays B+ -+ 
pij,+ and B” --t p?j?r+n- [24]. This observation could not be confirmed by CLEO 
1251. In a new data set (-60% of the old one) ARGUS also finds no signal. 

:._.:.._ .’ 

-_ ,_ . . 
/.,-.: 

Table 1: Inclusive branching ratios for B mesons decaying into charmed particles. 
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7r*7r” 1 5.0. lo-* ( 2.6. 1O-3 1 0.6(1.3) lo--’ 
r+a- I 1.9. lo-” / 0.8. 1O-4 / 2.0(2.5). 10-s 

T*x+?i- 1 8.0. 1O-4 I 1.9. lo-” 1 6. ;O-5 

7r+7r-x07? 5.7’ 1o-3 - 5 1o-4 
P+P- 4.2 10-s - 5 10-S 

n*2rr+2rr- 1.2.10-s - 2 10-a 
I ~~- I I 

3n+3ir- / 3.3’ 10-Z 1 - 1 2 10-d -- 

Table 3: Upper limits (90% cl.) on B decay branching ratios into multi-pion 
final states. 

3.3 The inclusive lepton spectrum from semileptonic B- 
decays 

The kinematical limit for the momenta of leptons from semileptonic b -+ c 
transitions is 2.3 GeV/c, while the lepton momenta in the corresponding b -+ u 
transitions go up to more than 2.6 GeV/c. Thus an excess in the lepton spectrum 
(Fig.3) between 2.3 and 2.6 GeV/ c is interpreted as a signal for b + u transitions. 
The analysis is complicated by a large background from the continuum. At 
the time when this talk was presented CLEO 1261 and ARGUS had reported 
an enhancement for large lepton momenta with a significance of 2.2 and 1.7 
standard deviations, respectively. Only a few weeks later a new ARGUS analysis 
was presented at the Lepton-Photon Conference yielding a 3.3 0 signal for b + u 
transitions. The determination of V,,b from this analysis is model dependent. 
Using the ACM model [5] yields: 

IVu*l/lVc* = 0.10 & 0.02. 

For more details see the Proceeding of the Lepton-Photon Conference [27] 

4 Update of B” - B” Mixing 

4.1 Introduction 

In the standard model B” - ?? transitions can occur via the box diagram 
(Fig.16). Including this interaction which mixes the flavour eigenstates B” and 
B(i the corresponding mass matrix becomes non-diagonal: 

Diagonalizing this matrix leads to the mass eigenstates: 

B I,2 = & (IBY + I+)) . 

Vice versa, a pure B” (or B”) state (as produced in strong interactions) can be 
represented by 

Due to the different time evolution of B1 and B2 an initially pure B” (BO) 
state acquires F (B’) components with an oscillation frequency proportional 
to AM, the difference in the masses of the B1 and Bz states. Figure 17 shows 
for an initially pure B” beam how many particles decay after a time t as B” or 
as F (the upper and lower shaded areas, respectively). The ratio of the time 
integrated number of F and B” depends on z = y, which is a measure for 
the number of oscillations per lifetime: 

At the T(4.S) the initial B’s pair can oscillate into three possible configurati- 
ons: 

-+ B”B” 
T(4S) + B”@ + BOB0 

-i BOB0 

The same r defined above for single B’s is now given by 

T= 
N(B”Bo) + N(B”Bo) . 

N( BOBO) (11) 

Before the discovery of B” - @ mixing by ARGUS in 1986 the mixing pa- 
rameter r was predicted to be of order 10-s. ARGUS measured I‘ = 0.21 i 0.08 
using T(4S) data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 100 pb-* 

‘-. 

__ :: ..,. 
-.... : -_ 
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Figure 16: Box diagram for B” - p transitions. 

l/T l/T 

Figure 17: B” -p oscillations for (a) x=0.73 and (b) x=10. 
Starting from pure B”‘s at t=O the shaded area under the full curves give the 
time dependent rate to decay as B” (upper part) or as @ (lower part).The 
dotted curve gives the decay probability without oscillations. (From [29]). 

[28]. Now the analysis has been updated and extended with an additional 70 
pb-’ 

Basically the analysis method employs the semileptonic decays to determine 
from the charges of the observed leptons if a B” or 5 has decayed (Fig.1): 

B” + 1+-l-X, F -i 1-+x. 

Another possibility is to tag B’, Bij by the charm content of D’ mesons obser- 
ved in the decay. Spectator diagrams yield only charged D*‘s from the b -+ c 
transition: 

B" -f D.-+X, F --t D*++X. 

4.2 Mixing analysis 

To update the original result on B" - @ mixing the ARGUS group has followed 
three approaches which differ in the systematic uncertainties involved. The data 
samples for these three analyses are mutually exclusive so that the results are 
statistically independent. 

4.2.1 Lepton-bpton correlations 

For this analysis events with two fast leptons are selected. The lepton spectrum 
in Fig.3 suggests to require for a “fast” lepton: 

pl > 1.4 GeVJc. 

This cuts off the background from secondary charm decays which contributes 
mainly to like-sign lepton pairs (1*1*). The remaining background is subtracted 
using a Monte Carlo simulation of B-decays. The dominant backgrounds for the 
unlike-sign lepton pairs (I+l-) are: 

l converted photons, 

l J/e -+ 1+1- decays, 

. leptons from continuum c? jets. 

The corrections are obtained from data and Monte Carlo simulations (Table 
4). The mixing is then determined by the ratio of observed like-sign to unlike- 
sign lepton pairs. Correcting in addition for semileptonic decays of charged B’s, 
B* + I* + X, which do not show mixing, yields: 

[iv(I+I+) + N(I-I-)] (1 + A) 
T = N(I+I-) - [N(I+I+) + N(I-I-)]A’ (12) 

,_-_ 

: -‘.__ 
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Background 
Fakes 

f4.9 55.2 f6.3 f10.9 2~11.1 +14.9 

1.8 4.0 6.7 3.6 7.0 13.2 
Conversion 

Secondary decays 
J/g decays 1 0.6 / 0.3 / 0.8 ) 0.6 ) 0.3 ] 0.8 

Signal 1 7.7 ( 10.9 ) 16.2 / 105.9 / 94.7 ) 180.7 
) f4.9 1 &5.2 1 +6.3 1 f10.9 1 fll.1 1 h-14.9 ] 

Table 4: Lepton lepton correlation rates. 

The charged B contribution is described by 4.2.3 D’ -1epton correlations 

In the previous ARGUS analysis X = 1.2 was used. With the experimental 
results f*/fO N 1 (see Sect.1) and r*/r” EZ 1 (see Sect.2.4) we now assumed 
X = 1.0 and obtain 

+ = 0.20 3~0.06 3~0.05. 

4.2.2 D’lv - lepton correlations 

The uncertainty in the charged B contribution can be avoided by reconstructing 
one B” or @. ARGUS used the reconstructed B -+ D'lv sample described in 
Sect.2.2. In addition it is required that the D'l pairs are correlated with a fast 
lepton (pl > 1.4 GeV/c). After background subtraction only about 6 mixed and 
25 unmixed events remain (Table 5) leading to 

T = 0.24& 0.12 f 0.02. 

N(D*+l-l-) N(D*+l-l+) 

T(45) 8 27 
Background 1.9 f 0.5 1.7 f 0.5 

Signal 6.1 f 2.8 25.3 f 5.9 

Table 5: D*+l- - lepton correlation rates 

fiig?Jq 
Table 6: D*+ - lepton correlation rates. 

In the spectator model each charge state of a B-meson decays into a specific D' 
charge state: 

BO -+ D.-+X; 
F -+ D'++x; - 
B+ -+ D*O+X; 
B- + D*O t X. 

Thus we pick out decays of neutral B’s by correlating D** with fast leptons, 
e.g.: 

BW --+ D'+l++Xx; 
BOB0 + D*+l- +x. 

To exclude D'l pairs from the same B decay the recoil mass is required to be 
in the unphysical region, ILJ,!~,, < -2.5 GeV (Fig.18). The observed rates (Table 
6) are as for the D'lv- lepton correlations statistically not competitive with the 
lepton - lepton correlation. But in both methods the uncertainty due to the B* 
contributions is absent. The result from the D*-lepton correlations is 

r = 0.24+0.16f 0.03. 

I, .: -. 
.,. .-. 

‘_. ._,. 

: ._ _..: 
.:.. : 
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4.2.4 The combined result on mixing 

Combining the three different methods the average value for the mixing pnra- 
meter becomes: 

r = 0.21 f 0.06 + 0.04. 

A similar result was obtained by CLEO (r = 0.24 f 0.16 & 0.03) [30]. 
With T = z*/(2 f z”) follows: 

x = AM/Y? = 0.75 f 0.18, 

-15 -10 -5 0 5 

M;,,(D* 1) [ GeV'/c"] 

Figure 18: Invariant mass distribution of the system recoiling against (a) D*-I+ 
and (b) D.-l- combinations. 

and with r from the average B-lifetime: 

AM = (4.2 f 1.1). 10e4 eV. 

Thus AM, the B1 - Bz mass difference, is about 100 times larger than the 
corresponding one in the I(’ system. 

4.3 Implications of the mixing result 

In the standard model with three generations the mixing parameter x is given 

by 1311 
G; 

x = --~s.f;m~~lI’Grtc$~fF 679 (14) 

From this formula one can obtain a constraint for the CKM matrix element 
V,, as a function of the top mass m, (Fig.19). C onsiderable efforts have been 
made both experimentally and theoretically to fix the other, a priori unknown, 
parameters in (14) (see the discussion in [32]). 

Unitarity of the CKM matrix requires for three generations l&d] < 0.018. 
This limit applied to the plot in Fig.19 yields 

mt > 60 GeV. 

The theoretical upper bound of the top mass, mt < 190 GeV [33], requires: 

JVtd] > 0.007. 
- 

Since for B, - B, mixing the same formula (14) applies with Vtd replaced 
by V,, one obtains rather reliable predictions for B, - z mixing. The unitarity 
bounds of the CKM matrix yield 

58 -= !w ,4,5 
xd Iv,d(' ' 

.: _, 

The corresponding r-parameter is near its maximal value, i.e. the oscillation 
frequency is large compared to the scale set by the lifetime (Fig.17b) 
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0.04 

/“tdl 
0.03 

0 02 

0.01 

Figure 19: Allowed range for IV,dl and mt (from 111). 

With such fast oscillations the time integrated mixing effect becomes insensitive 
to the exact value of rs or T,, which can only be overcome by measuring the time 
evolution of the mixing. Such measurements are part of the physics programs 
for asymmetric B-meson factories (see e.g. 1341). 

.:-. -:.::..: 
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5 A New Vertex Detector for ARGUS 

In current experiments B mesons decays can only be reconstructed with efficien- 
cies around 10-s. This is mainly due to combinatorial background, since at the 
T(45’) the B-mesons are produced nearly at rest and thus the decay products 
of both B’s are completely intermixed. With a very precise vertex measurement 
it should be possible to tag D decays (average decay length at the T(4S): 60 
pm for Do and 130 pm for D*) thus reducing the combinatorial background. 
(Separating the two B vertices (decay length about 25 pm) is much more dif- 
ficult.) The ARGUS collaboration is currently building a new vertex detector, 
the Micro Vertex Drift Chamber (pVDC). The design of the chamber optimizes 
the following requirements : 

l low multiple scattering 

. high position resolution 

l multi-track separation 

. three-dimensional vertex reconstruction 

. small lever arm to the interaction point. 

These requirements are met in the following way : 

l At the T(4S) the average momenta are about 0.5 GeV/c. This requires 
a particulary low mass detector to minimize multiple scattering. At the 
time of the design it was found that only a drift chamber could meet the 
requirements (sufficiently thin double-sided silicon strip detectors were not 
available). 

. The precision in the position measurements is achieved with pressurized 
slow gases. For example: with COs-propane in a 9O:lO mixture and 4 bar 
pressure resolutions down to 20 pm were reached [35]. 

l Track separation will be achieved by making the cells sufficiently small 
(5.2 mm x 5.3 mm, Fig. 20). 

. Monte Carlo studies showed that a good track reconstruction in space is 
necessary to reduce false vertices [36]. This requires about equal resolu- 
tions in the projections perpendicular and parallel to the beam (r-4 and 
r-z). This requirement is met by an unconventional arrangement of the 
sense wires under extreme stereo angles (&45”). Figure 21 shows the me- 
chanical realization of this concept: In 12 layers the wires wind at +45” or 
-45” around the beam pipe, supported by five Beryllium vanes which carry 
jewels as insulating feed-throughs. The two innermost and additional two 
intermediate layers have axial sense wires. 

5.320 mm. 

4 t- 0.25 mm 

Figure 20: Drift cell of the ARGUS pVDC with isochrones for COs - propane 
(90 : 10 , 4 bar). 
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. A good vertex reconstruction requires a small lever arm from the detector 
to the vertex region. Therefore ARGUS wants to use an extremely narrow 
beam pipe, with a diameter of 38 mm made of 500 pm thick Reryllium 
(Fig. 22). 

The beam pipe has been tested in the former Crystal Ball interaction region at 
DORIS. Most importantly, it was found that the beam pipe does not disturb the 
machine behaviour (this was still true for a 18 mm diameter tube tested later). 
However, the background from synchrotron radiation was found to be too large. 
This background is mainly due to backscatters of a moveable Cu-scraper which 
is necessary to shield the Be-tube from direct synchrotron light (Fig. 22). The 
tested Be-tube had a 8 ,um Cu coating at the inside; a more favourable 50 pm 
Al coating was not possible for technical reasons. The collaboration decided on 
two measures to reduce the synchrotron radiation : Firstly, the C-scrapers will 
be coated with Titanium on the edges facing the interaction region. Secondly, 
additional dipole magnets, one on each side of the interaction region, will make 
the final bend smoother. This implies that the synchrotron radiation from the 
quadrupoles will now become the dominant background. 

The new pVDC is currently built and will be installed at the end of this 
year to be available for the 1990 running of ARGUS. 

.:> :: 
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6 Summary 

The results from the ARGUS experiment reported in this talk are mainly on 
semileptonic B-decays. Since the dependence of semileptonic decay rates on the 
quark transition probabilities are expected to be reliably calculable, these decays 
are most frequently used to determine the CKM matrix elements. 

The ARGUS collaboration determined the matrix element Vcb from three 

different semileptonic channels: 

B -i D’lu : V,b = 0.046 f 0.009, 
B --+ D2v : V,, = 0.042 f 0.008, 

B-+1+X : V, = 0.046 + 0.005. 

A study of the D’ helicity in the decay Bs -+ D*-l+v yields for the ratio 

of 0 to &l helicity states: I’L/I’T x 1. This result discriminates between 
different models and allows for a more reliable description of the lepton spectra 
in semileptonic B-decays. 

From semileptonic B-decays ARGUS determined also the lifetime ratio of 

charged to neutral B’s: 

Tf/P = 1.00 f 0.23 i 0.14 . 

(This result assumes the charged to neutral B production ratio at the T(4S) to 
be f*/f” N 1). 

In order to determine the CKM matrix element Vu* the ARGUS group sear- 
ched for B decays into charmless final states. No such signal was found in exclu- 
sive channels. Upper limits were derived for the semileptonic decays B* --t p”l*v 
and Bs -+ n-l+v and for B decays into n pions (n = 2,3,4,5). None of the limits 
is in conflict with standard model expectations. 

Recently, the ARGUS group found evidence for b + u transitions from the 
inclusive lepton spectrum of T(4S) d eta y s with a significance of 3.3 standard 
deviations. The result for the CKM matrix is 

Ivubl/lv&l = 0.10 f 0.02. 

With improved statistics ARGUS updated the results on B” - 3 mixing. 
Mixing has been observed in lepton lepton, D’ - lepton and D’lv - lepton 
correlations, leading to the combined result: 

T = 0.21 i 0.06f 0.04 
AM = (4.2 f 1.1). lo-* eV. 

This constraints standard model parameters (using in addition the theoretical 
bound mt < 190 GeV and j&j < 0.018 from unitarity): 

mt > 60 GeV 
p&l > 0.007. 

. ~. 
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The ARGUS detector will be upgraded with a Micro Vertex Drift Chamber 
in order to improve the B reconstruction efficiency by tagging D’s via their decay 
vertices. Novel features of the chamber are: 

s extreme stereo angles (*45”) to ensure optimal spatial resolution necessary 
to suppress fake vertices; 

l a narrow beam pipe (37 mm diameter) allowing for a short lever arm for 
vertex reconstruction. 

The new beam pipe has been tested to work in the environment of the DORIS 
machine. 
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A REVIEW OF RECENT RESULTS ON THE HADRO- AND 

PHOTOPRODUCTION OF CHARM 

JEFF SPALDING 
Research Division, Fermilab, P.O. Box 500 

Batavia, Illinois 60510, USA 

ABSTRACT 

The study of charm h&o- and photoproduction is a very active iield with scvcral fixed target expcrimcnls 

currently analyzing high statistics data samples and others preparing for data-taking. In this talk I will 

review some of the most recent results from Fermilab and CERN experiments, and discuss the prospects 

for the near future. In &is brief TWKW it will be possible only to point to some of the most interesting 

or controversial aqxxts of the results. not to discuss them in depth. I apologize for thcsc shortcomings. 

1. Introduction 

In the study of heavy flavor production the goal is to understand the dynamics of quark 

and gluon interactions. In QCD the lowest order processes are photon-gluon fusion for 
photoproduction [O(a, a,,,.,)], and quark-quark and giuon-gluon fusion for 
hadroproduction [O(u~)] 

Photon-Gluon Fusion Quark-Quark Fusion 

@J. Spalding 1989 

Gluon-GluonFusion 
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In the last couple of years the next-to-leading order diagrams [O(c$ and O(a,2cz,,)J 

have been calculated. (See K. Ellis contributions to this summer school.) The 

contribution of these diagrams does not change the differential shape of the cross section, 

but is larger in magnitude than the leading order contribution. At first glance this is 

disturbing behavior for a perturbation series which is expected to converge, however Ellis 

et al. point out that at the next-to-leading order level new processes involving gluon 

exchange diagrams can contribute, which don’t exist at lowest order. Lowest-order 

calculations required either a low value for the charm quark mass (around 1.2 Gev) 1 or a 

higher value with an arbitrary “K-factor” to account for the magnitude of the cross section 
(eg. m, = 1.7 GeV and K= 6)2. The next-to-leading order calculations can accommodate 

the data with a very reasonable mass of 1.5 GeV or higher without the need for a K- 

factor. Ellis and others stress that the charm quark mass may be too light for the reliable 

application of perturbation theory, but the agreement with the data is encouraging. 

The data are usually described in terms of an energy dependence for the total charm 

cross section, and by the differential cross section, usually parameterized as: 

do/dxF = (I-xF)n and do/d$ = e- Pr . b 2 Most of our knowledge of the charm cross 

section comes from the dominant decay modes of DO and D+ mesons, i.e. the high 

statistics channels for which the branching ratios are well measured. In photoproduction 

there are now high statistics experiments covering large overlapping ranges of photon 

energy, and the experimental situation is in relatively good shape. In hadroproduction, 

the situation is less clear. High statistics samples are only just becoming available, and 

the problem is compounded by the need to compare and combine the data from 

experiments with low statistics, typically in a limited number of charm modes, using 

different projectiles, and very different target materials. An understanding of the A- 

dependence is essential to compare these results, and is in itself an important 

measurement. The existence of a “leading particle effect”, where charm particles which 
share a valence quark type with the beam particle are produced with a more forward xF 

distribution, has been a much discussed issue lately. While the direct experimental 

evidence for such an effect is now weak, there are several reports of the forward 

production of charm baryons. The present and next generation of experiments are 

addressing these issues with higher statistics measurements from a variety of targets and 

beam particles. 

Table 1 contains a list of the experiments discussed in this review. We will start by 

discussing two experimental issues in extracting the rare charm decays from the common 

or garden total cross section events. Then we will briefly review the status of the data in 

photoproduction and hadroproduction for the total charm cross section. Finally we will 

take a quick look at the controversial, but rather sparse data on charm baryon production. 

Table 1: Experiments Discussed in this Paper 

- 
E69 I 

NA14’ 

E687 

815-2 

E400 

NA27 

E743 

NA32 

WA82 

E653 

E769 

E791 

Beam 

y, 90-260 GeV 

7, 40- I20 GeV 

y, 160-350 GeV 

n.tEn> = 58 GeV 

n,tEn>= 640 GeV 

7C.p 300 GeV 

p 400 GeV 

p a00 GeV 

n-OK-,p- 200 GeV 

230 GeV 

z-,K-,p- 340 GeV 

p, BOOGeV 

K-3 600 GeV 

X’.K’,P’ 250 GeV 

K-,K‘ 500 GeV 

W.Si,Be 

H 

H 

Si 

cu 

5i.W 

emulsion 

Multiplicity 

Interaction 

Interaction 

Interaction 

X+X-, x : k/p 

Impact Parameter 

Muon 

* Further data-taking in the near future. 

2. Two Experimental Issues: Triggering and Vertex Reconstruction 

Data Sample 

I OOM 

17M 

75M.* 

I I .4M 

45M 

200K 

IM 

SOOK 

4011 

17M 

30M,’ 

!iM 

15M 

SOOM 

* 

The charm cross section is 0.5% of the total cross section in photoproduction, and only 

0.1% in hadroproduction, so, the experiment trigger is an important factor in enriching the 

charm content of a data set. Ideally for cross section studies the trigger should be as 

unbiased as possible, which unfortunately implies a small enrichment factor. The three 

photoproduction experiments in Table I all use relatively open triggers. In 

hadroproduction with the lower charm content, only E769 and E791 of the high statistics 

experiments take this approach. Table 2 illustrates three trigger philosophies, ranging 

from the relatively unbiased ET trigger of the experiments using the Tagged Photon 

: ‘. 
-: .: 

.- 

.‘. 
. ‘. 
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Spectrometer, to the more severe selection criteria (and higher enrichment) of the WA82 

impact parameter trigger. 

Table 2: Three Approaches to Triggering 

Experiment 

Tagged Photon 
Spectrometer 

E69UE769jE79 1 

NA32 

WA82 

Comments 

Accept - l/4 or l/3 

Of OTOT 
Less Biased 

Biased for D decays 
where K or p from 

the other charm 
decay is needed. 
(Not so easy to 

correct.) 
Biased against short 
lifetimes (relatively 

easy to correct). 

Cuts must be applied either in the off-line analysis (TPS), or on-line (WA82). Certainly 

cutting off-line is safer and allows a thorough study of the effects of the cuts, but requires 

that the data acquisition system and at least the preliminary stages of the analysis handle a 

very large number of events. (E791 is expected to write up to 1 x 1010 events to tape.) 

With advances in computing and storage media this approach becomes more appealing. 

Extracting a clean charm signal from the large combinatorial background is a severe 

problem. All but one of the experiments discussed here (BIS-2) use the separation of the 

charm decay vertex from the production vertex to reduce the combinatorial background. 

The methods employed are either visual (bubble chambers and emulsions) and slow (and 

thus very low statistics), but affording high resolution and large acceptance, or electronic 

(silicon vertex detectors and charge coupled devices). 

The latter method allows the measurement of very high statistics samples. As an example 

of this technique, Figure 1 shows the separation between the production and decay 
vertices, divided by the error in that separation, versus the mass of Kn combinations 

in E691 data. The DO signal is 

clearly separated. Cutting on this 

separation variable can lead to a 

reduction by a factor of over 1000 in the 

combinatorial background. Without 

such a reduction a detailed study of 

charm production is not possible. 

This requirement for observing a 

separation between the production and 

decay vertices is not entirely unbiased 

for production studies, since the 

selection efficiency is lower for events 

with lower charged multiplicity at the 

production vertex. 

3. Photoproduction 

Two experiments have recent results on 

charm photoproduction: E691 at 

Fermilab, and NA14’ at 

CERN.4 

1.75 1.8 1.85 1.9 1.95 2 

Mass (GeV/c') 

Figure 1: From E691 

With 10,000 fully reconstructed charm decays, E691 can fully parameterize the 

differential cross section and is presently analyzing the shape in the context of the the 

next-to-leading order QCD calculations. Here we will only report on the measurement of 

total charm cross-section. Using a photon-gluon fusion Monte-Carlo program with Lund 
fragmentation to extrapolate to aI1 xF, and all charm states, E691 derives Ucc = 

4.4950.07M.46 pb per Be nucleus using A”.g3 ’ this gives 
ucc =0.58M.01?0.06 pb per nucleon (at <Ey>=145Gev). The D cross section rises by 

a factor 1.96kO.24 from 100 GeV to 200 GeV. NA14’ derives 
o~(event)=0.45~.05~.1lClb per nucleon (at <Ey>=lOOGev). 

t The A-dependence for the total cross section and for w production are very similar in photoproduction: 
a = 0.92I33?XlO2 pb for o Total (ref. 5) 
a = 0.94kO.02 ?.0.03 lb for yr (ref. 6) 
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The energy dependence predicted by the 

next-to-leading order calculations of 

Ellis and Nason7 for two charm quark 

masses is shown in Figure 2, 
compared to the data. The three curves 

represent the central value and the range 

for reasonable variation of the mass 

scale k and QCD scale A. The gluon 

strucfure function used is xG(x) = 3(1- 

x)~. The data prefers a charm quark 

mass between 1.5 and 1.8 GeV. 

To really tie down the QCD parameters 

it is clearly necessary to have high 

statistics experiments covering a large 

energy region. E691 is the first such 

experiment, complemented now by 

N.414’ at lower energies and 

E687, which is a new photoprcduction 

experiment at Fermilab, at higher 

energies. E687 is presently analyzing 

their first data run, and has very recently 

presented their first charm signals. They 

expect a factor 10 increase in a 

luminosity for the nexf data run, and 

will be the first photoproduction 

experiment to have a chance at b- 

physics. The prediction for b- 
production of Ellis and Nason is shown 

in Figure 3. The cross section is rising 

steeply, but even so it is 0.1.0.2% of 

the charm cross section for the energy 

range of E687. 

E, (Gev) 
Figure 2: From Ellis & Nason 

Figure 3: From Ellis & Nason 

4. Hadroproduction 

In Figure 4, Alterelli et al.8 compare their prediction for the hadroproduction cross-section 

at next-to-leading order, which is based on the work of R. K. Ellis, S. Dawson, 

and P. Nason,9 with the results of several experiments. (The compilation of data is from 
reference 10.) The values plotted are for crew (all XF). A high charm quark mass is 

indicated without the need for a K-factor. 
I , , : 

It is important to note that many of the 

experiments included in this plot have 

limited statistics, and use a variety of 

target materials. Some see charm 

decays direcrly, others are inclusive 

beam dump experiments. In order to 

combine these data for this plot, an A- 

dependence of A1.O is used. It is 

pointed out in reference 10 that the good 
agreement at <- 25-30 GeV 

deteriorates rapidly for a different from 

1.0, as the beam dump (Fe) and LEBC 

(H) results diverge. 

---- Ia x 1.2 rev 
--n=lSW 

0 10 20 30 LO 50 60 ?O 

Figure 4: From Alterelli, et al 

Unlike photoproduction, the interpretation of hadroproduction results is impaired by the 

uncertainty in the A-dependence of the charm cross section. As discussed above there is 
indirect evidence that a-l, yet direct measurements have tended to prefer numbers nearer 

0.7511 (E613, WA78), although the full range between is covered. WA82 has a new 
result from a direct measurement of a. The experiment uses a target which is divided 

transverse to the beam direction into two materials, tungsten and silicon, and compares the 

yield of DO and D+ from the two sides. Using 703 D-decays (one quarter of their full 
sample) they obtain a= 0.89 + 0.05 I!I 0.05 at <xF>=O.2. The measurement is limited 

in systematic error by the uncertainly in the relative beam flux on the two sides of Ihe 

target. This is determined using the relative rate of all triggers, and the known A- 

dependence for the total hadronic cross section. An improved measurement is expected 

from further data-taking. 

: ,- : ‘^ :.:. .-. 

.I- 
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It seems likely that a is close to 1 (0.9 or above) at centi XF, but smaller at forward xF. 

This behavior is indeed the case for the total cross section.12 

The XF dependence of charm production is still a somewhat controversial issue. Table 3 

compares the results of CERN experiment NA2713 (LEBC with the EHS : pp at c27.4 

GeV, pp. and rtp at &26 GeV), and Fermilab experiment E74314 (LEBC with the 

Fermilab MPS : pp at &39 GeV). We find a rise in total cross section with c 

consistent with QCD fusion models, and an increase in n, making the production more 
central at higher 6 This is attributed to lower x gluons having sufficient energy to 

contribute to the cross section. 

Table 3: Summary of NA27 and E743 Results 

The more central production at higher energies is confirmed by a preliminary result from 
E653 (pp at &of 38.8 GeV): n=ll.2 f 0.9. However both experiments have low 
statistics and there is clearly a need for more data. Another issue in the XF dependence is 

the so called leading-particle effect. This was first reported in zp interactions by NA27 

where n=l.S zb 0.6 for leading and 7.9 + 1.5 for non-leading D’s. Such an effect may 

be related to the high cross- sections reported from ISR experiments for the diffractive-like 
production of AC. We will touch on this issue again in discussing baryons production 

below. Two recent results, one from NA32 15 (n(leading)=2.93 zb 0.33, n(non- 

leading)=4.37 f. 0.44) and a preliminary result from WA82L6 (n(al1 D’s)= 3.40 * 0.45 

with room for only a slight leading effect. Figure 5, suggests that if there is a leading 

effect it is much smaller than originally reported. 

It is interesting to note that the calculations of Ellis et al.9 do not produce this leading 

effect, but do predict a slightly more forward distribution for Do and D- over DO and D+ 

(as compared to DO and D- over D’J and D+ for the valence quark effect). See Figure 6. 

Unfortunately, confirmation of this prediction will require statistics beyond the next 

generation of experiments. 

5. Charm Baryons 

The situation for charm baryons is more 

confused, due primarily to poor 

statistics, and there are clearly 

conflicting results. Some reports 

indicated large diffractive-like cross 

sections, others see no such effect. 

ISR experiment R60817 and Serpukhov 

experiment ~~-218 in a neutron beam 

have recently reported large 
measurements of o.B for A,. R608: 

o.B (A3n) = 2.84 + 0.50 + 0.72 Fb/N 
(XF > 0.5), BIS-2: cr.B (h37t) - 3-7 

p b/c nucleus (XF>O). Neither 

experiment uses any vertex 

reconstruction and the backgrounds are 

large. In contrast, NA32, using silicon 

vertex detectors and CCD’s, has a very 
clear signal (Figure 7) and finds o.B 

(pKx) = 0.17 Z!I 0.02 pb/N (XF>O) 

[using ALo] for a x beam. 

NA32 has six fully reconstructed a$ 

decays (e.g. Figure 8) and finds 0.B 
(3m)=0.04+-0.02+0.02 kb/N (XF 

>O), well below the previously reported 

results of E40019 (neutron beam), and 

WA6220 (hyperon beam). 

The QCD fusion models produce charm 

centrally with no enhanced forward 
Figure 5: WA82 Preliminary (l/4 statistics) 

D+ + Knx and XF distributions 

: :-. 
1’ .: 
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production. If there is such an 100 ,,/ ,// /,, ,/, 

enhancement, it is due to some other 
mechanism, perhaps with a low 

multiplicity at the primary vertex, 

reducing the sensitivity of experiments 

requiring vertex separation. 

6. Future Experiments 

- m,= 1.5GeV. 

1: DFLM and DOI. A,=260 GeV 
= - c production 
1 --- 6 productm 

The present data of E687 will extend the 01 ” ” ’ “1 11 ’ 11 ” 1 
0 2 4 6 n 

measurement of the photoproduction x, 
charm cross section up to 350 GeV. Figure 6: Nason, Dawson & Ellis 
The overlap of the present generation 

of experiments (NA14’: 40 - 120 CieV, E691: 90 - 260 GeV, E687: 160 - 350 GeV), each 

with high statistics, will tie down the QCD parameters. In the near future WA82 and 

E769 will analyze their hadro-produced samples. E769 has collected 500M events on 
tape using the ET trigger, with beam particle identification (x, K and p), and using four 

different target materials ranging from beryllium to tungsten. The experiment will address 
the issues of target A-dependence and beam flavor dependence. 

In the next Fermilab fixed target run two experiments will aim for very high statistics 

(>lOO,OOO fully reconstructed charm decays) ; E687 will run again (photoproduction), 

and E791 will follow E769 with the Tagged Photon Spectrometer (hadroproduction). 

Both experiments make use of extensive upgrades to their beamlines and data-acquisition 

systems. These very high statistics samples will finally allow a detailed parametrization of 

the differential cross sections of both D’s and charm baryons, as well as the study of rare 

decay processes. Fermilab experiment E781 will run in the following period, looking for 

the forward production of charm-strange baryons using a hyperon beam, prompted by the 
large PC signal reported by WA62. 

7. Concluding Remarks 

There is continuing progress in measuring and modelling the production of charm. In the 

near future the data on photoproduction will allow the measurement of the QCD 

parameters, including the charm quark mass and the gluon structure function. In this 

Yllw PK, (W/C’) 

E691 (9 

Invariant Moss (hn’n’n-) 

MO8 (P) 

Figure 7: I\c Signals 

NA32 (x) 

-.. ., ,.. : 
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CcDf ccD2 ,,,,su of rm~cnc Reid 

,\~ddecsy 
ur990mm 

Figure 8: NA32 one of six events EC --t EIIX 

regard hadroproduction lags behind somewhat, but this is because it has additional 

[interesting] issues and difficulties. These issues should be resolved with the present and 

next generation of experiments. Detail;? measurement of charm baryon production will 

require the statistics of these next experiments. 
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Abstract 

llhl is continuing its scar& for new quarks in the muon chnnncl wit11 II~W 
data coming from the 19SS and 1X9 runs. A description of the analysis done on 
a subsample of events (1.22 pb-‘) is given. 

The properties of isolated muons accompanied by je1.s are consistent with 
the Standard Model prediction. The data do not show a signal for new quark 
product.ion. 

Using the UAl data N 5.4 pb-’ (19Som19S9) and rombining 11112 elect.ron and 
muon channels a lower limit on the mass is obtained at 61 GcV/c2 (95% CL) for 
the t,-quark and 41 GeV/c’ (95% CL) for the b’-quark. 

Presented by Teresa Rodrigo 
at the Topical Conference of the XVII SLAC Instit,ute on Particle Physics 

July lo-21 lOS9, Stanford, California 

@T. ltodrigo I!XcJ 
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Introduction 

\I% report on the starch for signals of the production and decays of the sixth quark 
(t-quark) in pp collisions at 4 = 630 GeV using the UAl detector at CERN. 

.4 lower mass limit for the top quark of 41 GeV/c’ (at 95% CL) has been 
published by UAl [ I],[21 based on the analysis of a data sample of N O:i pb-’ 
accumulated between 1983 1985. The study was performed in the framework of 
the Standard hlodcl and QCII. 

We report here on the analysis of the data coming from the 1988 run, which 
represent N 1.22 pb-‘. .4s the UAl detector is slightly changed with respect 
to previous data taking periods, first we describe in Section 1 the present UA1 
detector and its performances. In Section 2 the characteristics of the 19% run 
with ACOL are given. 

The t-quark production and decay properties are revised in Section 3 together 
with the backgrounds expected for the experimental top signatures considered in 
the analysis. 

In Section 4 we explain how a sample of muon + jet(s) events (control 
sample) is understood, mainly in terms of standard heavy flavour production. 
TIP agreement between the predicted contributions for this sample and the data 
gives confdencc in the understanding of our data and detector, and allows us to go 
further in the top starch with diffwcnt samples where the sensitivity to top-quark 
production is improved. 

The search for the t-quark in different channels, single muon and dileptons, 
is reported in Section 5. We explain briefly the top mass calculation used in the 
analysis. In this section, t,he overall sample (1983.19%) is summarised and a 
conlbincd top mass lower lirnit~ is given. 

In Section 6 we report on the extension of the present analysis to the search 
for a fourth generation quark, b’. 

.4 search for non-standard top decay modes is under study. A preliminary 
study is presented in Section 7. 

Updated results from a more complete analysis, using the full available 
statistics (1988 + 1989), are given in Section 8. 

Finally, a summary and preliminary conclusions on nzt and rnb, lower limits 
are set out in Section 9. 

1 UAl Detector and Performance 

,.: . 
.: 

UAl is a 47r detector, Fig. 1; a detailed description can be found in 131. Only 
the major changes in the detector, compared to its previous configuration, are 
described here. 

The detector consists of: 
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. THE CENTRAL DETECTOR 

A Central Drift chamber (CD) msi d e a dipole magnetic field of 0.7 T transverse 
to the beam axis is used for measuring the momentum of charged particles. The 
CD is operated in a new mode in order to cope with the higher currents induced 
by the increased collider luminosity. The wire gain was lowered by a factor of 4, 
which was compensated by the same factor increase in the electronic gain. This 
resulted in a degradation of the charge division measurements. 

The resolution in position along the wire for the longest wires (2m long) is now 
about 7 cm. The resolution in drift-time measurements is essentially unchanged 
at 300 pm on the average over the whole chamber volume. 

. THE CALORIMETER 

The old electromagnetic calorimeter (gondolas and bouchons) has been 
dismounted to be replace in the future by a new Uranium / Tetramethyl-pentane 
(TR4P) calorimeter. 

The present UAl calorimetry consist only of the hadron calorimeter which is 
still in place. Therefore, we are no longer able to trigger on electrons and we 
concentrate, for the time being, on muon physics. 

The hadron calorimeter (5 cm. Fe / 1 cm. scintillat,or), consist of two parts: 
central (C’s) and endcaps (I’s) covering 3 units in pseudorapidity. The C’s cover 
) 77 j< 1.5. There are 16 C’s, each with an azimuthal segmentation into 12 cells 
of 90 x 90 cm’. They are sampled at two depths: after 2.5 and 5.0 nuclear 
interaction lengths. The endcaps cover 1.5 i( 7 I< 3.0. There are six vertical I 
modules per end-cap, each divided into six blocks of dimension 0.9 x 0.9 m2. The 
blocks nearest to the beam are further subdivided into four stacks of dimension 
0.5 x 0.4 m2. The I’s are also sampled at two depths: after 3.5 and 7.0 nuclear 
interaction lengths. 

The performance of this calorimeter has been restudied. From 1985 test-beam 
data we have measured the electromagnetic and hadronic energy resolution to be 
c(E)/& of N 507 o and _N 80% respectively (Fig. 2). The calorimeter response 
to electrons and hadrons has been parametrised and used in the Monte Carlo 
simulation of the calorimeter. 

L’vre used a large minimum-bias data sample taken in 1987, in the same detector 
conditions as at present, to study the resolution on missing transverse energy and 
jets measurements in the hadron calorimeter. We find, as shown in Fig. 3, that 
the missing transverse energy resolution can be parametrised as a function of C&r: 

c7(bp) = 0.8 m. 

Concerning the jet measurement, Fig. 4a,b show the transverse energy flow 
around the calorimeter jet axis for IS’,” > 10 GeV. Thcsc jcl proiiles can br: 
compared with those (Fig. 4c.d) which show the transverse momentum flow 
around the jet as measured in the central tracking chamber 

The degradation in missing transverse energy resolution is about 15% 
compared with the previous calorimeter configuration. The jet recognition 

ELECTROtlAGNETlC RESPONSE HAORON RESPONSE 

figure 2: F:lpctromagnetic and hadron energy resolution. III Fig. 2b Ihr open 
q,,nr~s reprrsent the old calorinlrter cunfigrlralinn (ricrlromagnct~ic + hadron 
rnlorimr\er). The hadron rnlorimcter al~~r\e (hlock (Ic~Is) is comparPri with rrrrnt 

198X ttst hram data (ripen dots). 

o.sr 
* Minimum bias data 87 

- Fit to.: UT/LET= (0.77~0.03I/~~E~ 
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IET (GeV) 
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CALORIMETER 
ET flow around jet axls 
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Figure 3: .Ict Profiles : Transverse energy flow aro~lnti the j,t axis as measured 
in the calorimeter (a,b). Transverse momentum flow around the ,jet axis as 
measured in the central detector (c,d). 

capability in the hadron calorimeter alone is still rat,her good. but sysLema.Lic 
CITOI‘S on the j?t energy scale ar’c also degraded. 

During the 19SS run the calibration of 1,he calorirnet.cr w-as followed 
using different sources: cosmic muons for absolute calibration, laser for gain 
measurements and minimum-bias data for relative cell-to-cell variations and time- 
dependence monitoring. The systematic error on the absolute energy scale is N 
7% in the central region. 

. TIIE: Muox CHAMRE;KS 

The muon det,ection system was rsscntially unchanged compared to t.he earlier 
runs. The system of drift tubes used for muon dctcction covers 70% in 4 angle 
for 171 I< 1.0 and 90% for 1.0 <I rj j< 2.3. Tl ie acceptance as function of rapidity 
is shown in Fig 5. 

Outside the hadron calorimrtcr, the shieldirlg of the muon dct,cdion system 
has been improvecl with Lhe installatiorl of an additional S20 Trn of iron absorber 
in the forward region, A limit.ed number of streamer-tube chambers were added 

1’1, 

2 1988 Run and Data Sample 

During the 1DSS data-taking period, the total integrated luminosity dclivcred by 
the SPS was 3.4 pb-‘, 3.0 pb-’ with the CA1 detector operational. A sample of 
z 1.33 pb-’ was recorded by the experiment. The total data taking efficiency wv.s 
about 55%. 

The run was mainly dedicat,ed to muon data. First and second-level muon 
t,riggcr gave a single muon trigger in t,he region / 71 j< I .7. The third-level trigger, 
using 11 emulators (3081E) in parallel, selected the most interesting events to bc 
written on a special tape for early analysis. 

The muon trigger chain was as follows (rate at 2 * 1030cm-2s-‘) : 

. Beam crossing : 260 kHz 

l Pretriggers : 

(inelastic, nondiffractive interactions) 

l 1st level muon trigger : 

(pattern of tubes hit defines a 150 mrad cone in / 7 /< 1.7 

or in 1 7 I< 2.0 for dimuons) 

l 2nd level muon trigger : 

(uses drift-time informa.tion to define narrower cone of = 70 mrad; 

efficient above & > 6 GeV/c for 1 p and & > 1.5 GeV/c for 2 p’s) 

l third level muon trigger : 

(3081E emulator farm: matching CD track, p; > 5 GeV/c) 

80 kHz 

33 Hz 

10 Hz 

2 Hz 

. . --. 

-: 
.: : 
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GEOMETRICAL ACCEPTANCE OF MUON CHAMBER! 

GEOMETRY 1988 

0.8 

~ r fi 

i 
I. . r 

0.2 

0.8 1.2 1.6 
RAPIDITY 

Figure 5: Geometrical acceptance of the muon chambers as a function of 
pwudorapidity (full line). The different actiw trigger areas are indiratcd 
(dashed and dotted lines). The shared area shows 1 he acceptance for muons 
coming from top semileptonic decays (n, = 50 GeV/?). 

2.1 Data Sample 

We recorded three sets of data: muon data used for muon physics (heavy 
flavour, W/Z production, top search, etc...), single jet data (QCD jet studies 
and background calculations) and minimum-bias data for calibration purposes. 

The total number of events is divided as follows : 

A) Muon trigger data : We took N 8.8 x 10s events corresponding to a total 
integrated luminosity of N 1.22pb-’ 

_. 
.. 

After the &line filter (third level trigger) and loose CD-muon cbambcr 
matching cuts, we selected the data samples used in the present analysis: 

l single muon sample (p;l > 10 GeV/c) = 5983 events 
. dimuon sample ($ > 8 GeV/c, py > 3 GeV/c) = 200 events 

R) Single jet data : N 2.3 x 10’ events (E 3 nb-‘) were recorded using a first- 
level calorimeter trigger processor, efficient for clusters of transverse cncrgy above 
10 GeV. These data were used in t,he present analysis for background studies. 

C’i hfinimum-bias data : A total of N 1.3 x lo6 events, which represent 2 0.3 
nb-’ were also recorded. 

3 Production and Decay Properties of the t- 
Quark 

3.1 Production Mechanism and Cross Section 

In pp collisions at fi = 630 GeV, and in the framework of the Standard Model, 
there are two dominant mechanisms which produce t-quarks : 

a) Decays of W’s (if nw > mt $ mb) : W+ -+ tb (W- + t6) where the cross 
section for pp --t W + X; W --t tb is given by : 

cT(pp + W + tb) = 3 * PS(m,,ma, m,)* u(p.0 ---t w -+ ev) * C(nk, mw) 

where 3 is the colour factor, PS is the phase space factor for which the dependence 
on the masses of the quarks and on the W mass is well known, and C(mf,mw) 
corresponds to QCD radiative corrections. For the cross section c~(pp -+ W + ev), 
we used the UAl measurement [5]. 

b) Direct production of tf pairs : pji -+ tt + X , via two QCD subprocesses 
99 -+ tt and 44 + tt at lowest order. The cross section for QCD heavy-flavour- 
production processes up to O(LY:) h as been calculat,ed by I’. Nason, S. Dawson 
and R.K. Ellis [6]. For the t-quark cross section, we used the calculation by G. 
Altarelli et al. 121 which includes all processes to 0(a;), and uses the DFLM 
structure function parametrisation (71. 

‘. :. 
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3.2 Top Decays 

In view of the large background of events containing high pr jets from QC’D 
processes, the best way of identifying a new heavy quark in p,ij collisions is through 
iLs semileptonic decay modes; the branching ratio is KX 11% within the Standard 
hlodel. 

Vvre look for t + lfvb (t + I-Cb) As the top quark seems to be heavy, 
the decay lepton will be produced at high PT and will have a high pi relative 
to the other decay products, so that the lepton will be well separated from the 
accompanying jet. 

3.3 Background Processes to the Top-Quark Signature 

Apart from the instrumental background which is described below, there are 
essentially three processes which give high pi leptons in the final state and can 
la.ke olw experimental top production signature : 

1) Semileptonic decays of charm and bottom quarks (mainly pp --t bbg). 

2) Decays of w* and Z” bosons into leptons. 

3) Lepton pair production via Drell-Yan, J/q + /LW and T -+ ILL processes. 

To understand the behaviour of these events in the UAl detector, all the 
processes have been simulated using ihe ISAJET Rlonte Carlo [P] and the 
UAl detector simulalion program, and finally studied wil,h the same analysis 
programs as the real data. The cross section for the last two processes (2 and 
3) are normalised to UAl measurements. The cross sections for Mi* and 2’ 
are taken from Ref. [S]. In the W case, in order to reproduce the measured 
da/d$’ spectrum, the high PT tail produced by ISAJET is weighted with the 
ratio of the observed cross section to the generated cross section in bins of ~7. 
The cross sections for J/q, ‘I- and Drell-Yan production are taken from dimuon 
measurements [!I],[1 01. We generated Drell-Yan processes in two different regions: 
high-mass pairs at low pr [9] and low-mass pairs at large pi [L I], 

Charm and bottom quark production are not normalised at this stage. The 
absolute contribution of these processes is obtained later by normalisation to the 
muon + jet data. As heavy quark production is the most important contribution 
to the t-quark background, we discuss this process in more detail in the next 
section. 

100 150 200 
mop [Gevl 

_’ __., 
‘.-- .:’ 

: 
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The Experimental Background 

7‘11~ only subst,antial source of background to the prompt muon siguat.ure is the 
decay in flight of charged pions and kaons. The inclusive muon PT dist,ribution is 
given by the convolution of the inclusive pion (kaon) pi distribution and the 
probability density function of pion (kaon) to decay in flight. An extensive 
description of the method used to compute this background is given in Ref. 
:I?] As can be sew in Fig. 7, the p: distribution for the decay background is 
tlecrrasing faster than the total inclusive & distrilwtion. Above & > 15 CcV/c 
this contribution is of N 25%. 

In the present detector configuration (no electromagnetic calorimeter) the 
contribution from r/I< decay background is slightly increased because of the longer 
decay path for hadrons. ‘To estimate this contribution to the data sample used in 
the toI> starch, wc used the sample of single jet data : N 3 ru-‘. 

4 Understanding of a Muon + Jet(s) Sample 
(Control Region) 

Jjcfore starbing the search for new quark ~~roduction, we checked our uuderstandilIg 
of heavy flavour production in the present UAl detector. A similar study was 
already done earlier using I;r\l data [13]. 

We defined a control sample of p + jet(s) events and compared their properties 
with the Monte Carlo predictions. The sample is defined as follows: 

l One 11 with 12 < p;. < I.5 GeV/c 

@ ?It lcast one jet with EF* > 12 G-V, we counted additional jets if EF” > 7 
GeV. Only jets outside a cone of AR = 1.0 around the p, aR(p..jet-axis) > 1.0, 
are counted. The AR is defined in azimuthal angle (around the beam direction) 
and pseudorapidity space: AR = (4’ + 72)1/Z 

Under these conditions the possible top contribution is negligible. The decay 
background accounts for 23%, and therefore the main physics contribution comes 
from heavy flavour (bb, CC) production. 

The missing transverse energy and the transverse energy of first and second 
highest ET jets in the event are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, compared with the 
full Monte Carlo prediction (Section 3.3) and the K/K decay background. Some 
topological properties of these events are shown in Fig. IO. The variables used 
we : Ad(p, jetl), the angular separation between the muon and the highest jet 
in the event; the mwn and jet 1 tend to be coplanar with the beam line (Fig. 
lOa); the /cos S;,,,l where 0& is the angle between the second highest. ET jet and 
the incoming p beam. In bb/cE events the second jet generally comes from initial 
state gluon bremsstrahlung and is produced with a large value of (cm 0;,,, ( (Fig. 
lob). 

+ Uncorrected I)ntn 
~1:’ > 10 GeV/c 

4 ST/K Decay bnrkgrflrrtrrl 
J( > 6 GeV/c 

FigtIre 7: The inclusive p’; dist.rihution (black dols), not accepl.ance corrected 
and not background suhstracted, is compared with the & distribution [or T /K 
decay background alone (open trionglcs). 

. 
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Figure 8: hlissing transverse energy 
distribution. Comparison of 1988 
data with a simulation elf standard 
prOC-?SSeS. 

E $” (GeV) 

Figure 9: Comparison of 19QR data wvi1.h a. simulation ltfsl.andard procesws : ET 
distribution for t.he highest (jet 1) and second (jet, 2) ,jrt in the event. 

.M(pjetl) 
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The muon isolation is shown in Fig. II; the isolation variable is define as the 
activity measured a.rormd the muon in a cone AR = 0.7 : 

I = ((c&/q2 + (CpT/z)y 

where CET is the transverse energy in the calorimeter (neutral and charged 
particles) and Cp, is the sum of transverse momentum in the central detector 
(charged particles only). ‘The CE T and Cp-r are cornhincd to t,ake into account 
the different acceptance of the two detectors. As can be seen in Fig. 11, muons 
coming from hh/cz production are mainly inside jets and therefore they are non- 
isolated. 

In all these variables the behaviour of the data are rather well reproduced by 
the Mont,e Carlo. From the study of this control sample we conclude that the 
kinematic properties of IL + jet(s) events arc understood with the pwsent UAI 
detector. This gives 11s confdcnce in our understanding of the main background 
to the top signal. \!‘e now try to select more appropriat.e samples to search for 
new quark production. 

5 Search for Top 60 

1%‘~ tlcscribe in this section t hc search for the t,op quark in dilfrrcnt samples : the 
single muon, dimuon and electron-muon channels. Each sample is define in such 
a way that the sensitivity to top is optimised. 

From each individual channel a top mass lower limit is presented. The mass 
limit calculation used is briefly described. Combining all the available data 1%X- 
19% wc obtain an ~upprr limit for l.hc top cross section and an improved mass 
limit. 

5.1 Single Muon + > 2 jets Channel 

‘l’hc sample is defined by the following cu(.s: 

i) p; > 12 &V/c in 171 I< 1.5 
ii) A\,, 1 2 with I??‘, > 15 GeV and EFL2 > 7 GeV in / 4 I< 2.5 

(Jets are counted only if AR(p,jet) > 1.0) 
iii) A rn~(i~, u) < 60 &V/c* cut is applied to remove the W + pu 

ront.ribution 
iv) Finally, we ask for isolat,ed muons 1 < 2. 

(I = Isolation variahic as it is defined in previous section) 

ilfter these cuts we are left with 19 top-like events. Figure 12 ~11ows the muon 
isolation distribution for both isolated and non isolated muons. I‘he agrccmcnt 
b~tv,ww the data and the background prediction is rather ;g,,~rl. Thr t.otal 

0 88 Data 

- Total background 

S Decay background 

sownob 

Figure II: Isolation (I) distribution for muons (12 < & < 15 C;rL/c ) 
nrrompanied by at least one jet. 
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88 Data 

Total background 

Decoy background 

Top m = 40 G&‘/c 

background prediction for muons with I < 2 is 21.5. The largest contribution 
comes from b/cc processes. A detailed comparison between the data and Monte 
Carlo is given in Table 1. To improve the rejection against the 66 and c? 
background without destroyin g the possible top signal (see Fig. 13 : 1 COSO;,,~ 1 
versus Ad(p,jell) for b&/cc and top Monte Carlo events) we apply two additional 
topological cuts : 

v) 1 coso;,,, I< 0.8 
vi) Arn(p,jdl) < 1500 

Five events remain after these cuts; the main source of background for isolated 
muons is now from decays in flight of charged pions and kaons (Table 1). 

Table 1: Comparison Data and Rlonte Carlo 

I / Isolated !L+ ‘_2 ids 1 

Monte Carlo Isolated tL+ 22 jets + 
Topological cuts 

n/Ii Decay 6.‘) 3.2 

w/z 2.3 1.1 

D.Y., J/W; T 2.2 0.1 

bblc? 10.1 1.2 

Total Background 21.5 5.6 

88 Data 19 5 

The expectation from top for this sample is shown in Table 2 as function of 
the top mass. 

Table 2: Top expectations (tl $ t&) 

Figure 12: Isolation (I) dist.ribution [or muons (p; > 12 Ce\‘/c ) accompanied 
by at least two jets. 

Top Mass Isolated p+ >2 jets 
(GeV/c’) 

The systematic uncertainties and the top mass limit calculation are explained 
below. 
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hi; / ct: M. C. Events 
180 c . 

Top Mass Limit Calculation 

In order to avoid the large uncertainties coming from t,he QCD prediction for the 
bb and CC production cross section, we obtain the absolute number of background 
contribution to the signal region I < 2 as follows: We normalise the total 
background (Monte Carlo $ r/K decay) to the data in a control region (B) 2 
< I < 10, then the knowledge of the isolation distribution shape allows us to 
predict the background contribution in the signal region (A). With this method 
we estimate our absolute background prediction with a 10% syst,ematic error. 

The number of events observed in the signal region A (= n) and in the control 
region B (= b) are governed by Poisson distributions, where E(b) = Y, E(n) = 
cw + pv are the expectation values; a = integrated luminosity x branching ratio 
of considered channel x acceptances; c = top cross section; p = ralio between the 
numbers of bxkground events in regions A and B. 

We obtain upper limits on the t,op cross section by folding the Poisson 
probabilities with Gaussian distributions for the number of background events 
predicted and the number of top events expected. The likelihood as a function of 
CT is expressed by : 

L(D) = J,,, P(n / cyo + pv) x P(b 1 u) x G(a) x G(p)cli/dadp 

where G(a) and G(p) arc normal distributions which rcprosent systematic 
uncertainties. The desired confidence level (CL) f or a cross srction limit is gjwn 
by : J,“? L(u)d(u)/ Jr L(a)d(u) = CL. 

Finally, to obtain a top mass lower limit, we need to include the systematic 
uncertainties in the top cross section. The systematic errors in the number of the 
top events expected are listed in Table 3. 
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,513 -. , . , ” . : . 
4. . . : 

Table 3: Systematic errors on the number of top events expected 

Source of error 

From the p + 2 2 jets channel, we obtain a lower limit on the t-quark mass of 
mt > 42 GeV/c* (at 95% CL). From the same sample but without, applying the 
additional topological cuts (1; and vi in section 5.1) the top mass limit is ml > d4 
GeV/c* (at 95% CL). 

. 
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5.2 Dimuon Channel 

Since top production via W decays is tlorninant for Tn( bct,wccn 40 GcV/c* alrd 75 
GcV/c’, t,he dimuon analysis is optimised for this process. Based 011 the & spectra 
from the diiTerent semileptonic decays of the quarks involved, the interesting 
channels are (for pp -+ 1Y + x ; IV + 16) : 

The dimuon sample, which includes all the existing data from 1953 to 198S, 
accourlts for a” intcgratcd luminosity of ‘Y 1.9 pb-’ The followings cuts have 
been applied : 

i) /I? > S GvV/c, ill 1 r](/~~) j< 1.6: &? > 3 GeV/c 
ii) mnss(/r,,/~~) > 4 GeV/2 t o remove Gh/ci and J/U contributions 
iii) Loose isolat.ion oil 1” nnron I(pl) < F in order to rcmovc b/c? back- 

ground. Non-isolation on the ‘Lnd muon I(p2) > 2. This cut removes 
the Drell-Yan contribution existing in the data. 

iv) Finally, we ask for at least one jet with EF* > 10 GeV. 

The reduction of the data as function of the difTere”t cuts is show” i” Table 
4. ‘l’he calculation for a/K decay hackground is preliminary. 

Tattle 4: Dimuon events as function of cuts 

cuts Data 
(83-88) 

263 
221 

84 
43 

x/K Decay bb, CF 

-__ - 
36 163 
27 136 
21 88 
13 48 

Top expected 
(mt =40 GeV/c’) 

11.7 
10.5 
6.5 
5.2 

To increase the sxsitivity t,o t-quark production one can use the event 
properties that can differentiate between t and non-t events and combine the 
chose” set of variables in a function L, defined as L = n Pf(Xi)/Pb(X,) where 
P,(Pb) is the probability density function for the variable X; for top (bb/cE) events. 

The set of variables used are shown in Fig. 14, for both b&/cc Monte Carlo 
events and top (~2~ = 50 GcV/c*) events. 

In terms of log(L), the 43 everlts selected have a similar distributio” to the 
bb/cE background events (Fig. 15). In the same figure the prediction for top 
(multiplied by a factor of 10) is shown. 

A cut at log(L) > 1 gives us : 0 events in the data, 2.6 events for the background 
and 3.2 (2.1) t-quark eve”ts expected for mt = 40 (50) GeV/c*. This result ca” 
he converted i”t,o a lower t-quark mass limit of 43 GeV/c’ (at 95% CL). 

5.3 Electron-Muon Channel 

The sample available for this channel comes from data take” before lSP6 aud 
corresponds 1.0 about 550 nb-‘. 

The mai” differcncc with respect to the dimuon sample is that elcctrotls u(‘cd 
to bc isolated in order 1.0 be recogniscd. The selection used requires ON muon 
with p; > 3 GeV/c and one electron with 4 > 8 GeV in a pseudorapidity range 
of j 7 I< 1.5. P;o jet activity is required. Figure 16 shows p$ versus p; for the 10 
events selected, half of those events have at least one jet with EF’ > 10 GeV. 

The main background contl-ihution comes from bb/ct processc-s, this contribrl- 
tion accounts for 12 events, the other backgrounds are signilicantly smaller : from 
Z” + ~7 0.13 events arid from Drcll-Yan production of T pairs O.OG evc”ts. 

The expected number of events from top are 5.7, 3.8 and 1.9 for m, = 30.40 
and 50 GeV/c’ respectively. 

Figure 17 shows p$ for t-quark and bb/cC events; p$ tends to be harder for 
heavier mass of the quark. Requiring ,!?i >lO GeV, no event remains (Fig. 17~). 
The bb/ct prediction is reduced significantly by this additional cut : 1.6 cvcnts, 
whilst 1.74 and 1.23 events are expected from t-quarks for mt = 40 and 50 GeV/c* 
respectively. We then derive a top mass lower limit of mt > 25 GeV/c* (at 95% 
CL). 

5.4 Combined Limit 

The different channels have been combined to obtain a” overall upper limit for 
the t-quark cross section. The results for the individual channel are summarised 
in Tahle 5. 

We make the conservative assumption that all the systematic errors are 
correla.ted between channels. We add statistical and systematic errors in 
quadrature. 

The combined upper linlit for top quark production as function of the top 
mass is shown in Fig. 18 at 90% and 95% CL. To obtain the top mass lower limit 
we include the systematic errors from the theoretical top production cross section 
estimate. 

: 
_.-’ 
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Figure 17: hluon-electron rvents: p; versus E; fur : a) M/c? hlonlr Carlo 

evrnts, b) t.op (m, = 50 CeV/c2) M.C. events and c) data (5 1085). 
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COMBINED MUON AND ELECTRON CHANNEL 

UAl UPPER LIMIT 

- 95% 
-e-- 90% 
- Total inclusive 

b’-quark cross section 

40 50 60 

mb’ (GeV/c’) 

Figure 19: Combined muon and electron channrl limits on the b’-quark 
prodnct,ion cross section as function of the b’ mass. Comparison with theoretical 
prediction (full tine). 

Model. The sensitivity to charged Higgs t-quark &cay wit11 the standard a~~nlysis, 
which is optimiscd for the semileptonic &cay of the heavy quark. is inwsi igal.cd. 

In models with two IIiggs doublets [I I] one expects to obsc~.vc a charged Higgs 
scalar. The present experimental lower mass limit for these particles is rn~* > 19 
GeV/2 [ I:,], 

If mt > mfJ-+ + mb the top decay inlo a real Higgs is allowed. In fact, this 
decay lxcomes the domina.nt, decay mode, and the top quark mass limit conling 
from hadron collidrr experiment,s and based on the Standard Model decays arc 
no longer valid. 

In this firs1 approach we have assumed that top decays 100% into charged 
Higgs. Following S.L. Glashow and E.E. Jenkins [I I], the decay modes and 
branching ratios of the Higgs are : 

1-I+ i -YY ( 01% ), IIf + cs ( 64% ) 

whilst the rest of the decay modes account for 5%. This is true only if v2/c1 = 1: 
v1,v2 being the vacuum expectation value of the two Higgs. If this ratio becomes 
higher the Higgs leptonic decay mode is strongly suppressed (2.9 for 02/u, = 2). 
Therefore, only the v2/u1 = 1 case will be considered here. 

We have implemented in the ISAJET 14onte Carlo the above non-standard top 
decays for two sets of top/lliggs masses : mt = 40 &V/c’. n,,, = 25 &V/c’ and 
mt = 60 GeV/c*, rnn = 40 GeV/c2. The hlonte Carlo events have been simulated 
through the detector and analysed in the same way as the rral data. 

Considering single fi $ 2 2 jets, only 1.5 events are expected from t + Hb, 
H -+ TV with m, = 40 GeV/c*, nz~ = 25 GeV/c’ and 0.6 events and for mt = 60 
GeV/2, nz~ = 40 GeV/c’, to be compared with Y 9 and ? 4 events for St,andard 
Model top decays. 

With the present analysis, which is based on Standard hlodel top decays, we 
have little sensitivity to these decay modes. Further studies are going on, trying 
to optimise selection cuts for this type of search. 

8 Updated Results from 1989 Data 

A similar analysis to the one describe above has been preformed recently using 
the complete (1988 + 1989) data sample, 4.6 pb-‘. 

For the more recent analysis we have improved the Monte Carlo statistics 
(N 15pb-‘), and a more complete study of systematic errors has been done. 
Preliminary results have been presented [II?] on the top quark mass limit,. A 

summary of the new results is given in Table 6. 

(*) For the 4.6 pb-’ sample, the topological cuts A4(p,jetl) and Icos(B;,,,) / 
have not been applied. 

Combining all the different electron and muon channels, we obtain (for 5.4 
pb-‘) : 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The UA2 detector has been extensively modified during the period 1985 to 1987, 

in order to achieve an improved performance at the upgraded CERN jSp collider. With 

the successful operation of the new Antiproton Accumulator Complex (AAC), the UA2 

detector collected a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 7.4 pb-‘, 

at a center of mass energy g= 630 GeV, during the 1988 and 1989 data taking 

piOdS. 

In this article we present preliminary results on the cross section of the W and 2 

bosons, as well as a search for the top quark production and its subsequent semi- 

eiecnonic decay. We note that the results presented here are preliminary, and may 
change slightly as further analysis of the systematic uncertainties proceeds. 

2. THE UA2 DETECTOR 

The details pertaining to the construction and performance of the various detector 

types can be found in the references given below. In the following sections, we recall 

the salient features. 

2.1 The Calorimeter 

An overall view of the central and end-cap calorimeters [ 1.21 is shown in Fig. 1. 

The central calorimeter covers a polar angle range 40° < 0 < 140°, and the full 

azimuthal range. It consists of 240 electromagnetic and hadmnic cells of size A6 x A@ = 

18 x 15”. The electromagnetic part consists of a 17 radiation lengths thick, multilayer 

lead-scintillator sandwich; while the hadronic part consists of an iron-scintillator 

sandwich of thickness 4.5 absorption lengths (including the electromagnetic cells). For 

the upgrade, all the scintillator plates of the 2 hadronic compartments were replaced, 

and the thickness of the edge cell electromagnetic compartments was reduced. The latter 

was necessary in order to increase the radial space available to accommodate the new 

central detector. 

The end-cap calorimeters cover the pseudorapidity (q) region 1 1; Hal 5 3. There 

are a total of 24 modules (12 on each side of the detector), and each module is 

segmented into 16 cells. For each module, the two cells closest to the beam axis (2.5 < 

lhjl < 3.0 and 2.2 2 ml 5 2.5) cover 300 in azimuth, whilst the other cells have a 

br 
” ,z; 
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constant segmentation of A$ = lS”, Aq = 0.2. All cells in the interval 1.0 I Hal s 2.5, 

have one electromagnetic and one hadronic compartment. The electromagnetic 

comparnnent consists of a multi-layer sandwich of lead (3 mm thick) and scintillator 

(4 mm thick). The thickness varies from 17.1 to 24.4 radiation lengths, depending on 

the polar angle. The hadronic compartment is a multi-layer sandwich of iron (25 mm 

thick) and scintillator (4 mm thick), corresponding to approximately 6.5 absorption 

lengths (including the electromagnetic cells). The cells nearest to the beam have only a 

hadronic compartment. In addition, cells with only a hadronic compartment cover the 

interval 0.9 C. Ql < 1 .O, to measure the particles escaping from the interface between the 

end-cap and the central calorimeters. The readout for each compartment is achieved via 

two wave-length shifting plates placed on the opposite sides of each cell. This 

introduces a dead space between adjacent cells of 7 mm for the electromagnetic 

compartments, and of 13 mm for the hadronic compartments. In order to minimize the 

effect of these dead spaces each module is rotated by 50 mrad around its symmetry axis 

normal to the beam directions. 

From the energy deposited in the calorimeters, clusters are consuucted by joining 

all cells with a transverse energy (ET) greater than 400 MeV. that share a c~mm~fl 

edge. We label clusters as being electromagnetic if they have a small lateral size and an 

energy fraction leaking into the hadronic compartment that is consistent with a shower 

initiated by a single electron. Since the response of the calorimeter to showers depends 

on the fraction of the energy carried by hadrons, the observed energy depositions in 

each calorimeter compartment are. multiplied by appropriate weights (of the order of 1.2 

for the electromagnetic compartments), in order to compensate for the difference in 

response. The efficiency to reconstruct an electromagnetic cluster in the central 

calorimeter from an electron candidate with ET > 12 GeV, was measured from test 

beam data to be &cd = (91.3 f 2.0)%. This value is an average over the allowed 

impact points for electron candidates. The main sources of losses are for electrons 

incident upon an inter-cell boundary, or the rmncated electromagnetic cells (at the edge 

of the calorimeter), giving an increased hadronic leakage. 

2.2 The Ceniral Detector 

A schematic view of the layout of the central detector around the beam-pipe is 

shown in Fig. 2. It comprises the following elements : 

.‘. - 
,._ ‘i 
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a set of silicon hodoscope counters located at radii of 3.5 cm (inner array) and 

14.5 cm (outer array). Both arrays are used in the pattern recognition and provide 
ionisation measurements [3]; 

a Jer Vertex Detector (JVD), consists of a cylindrical drift chamber [4], located 

between the two silicon arrays; 

a Transition Radiotion Defector (TRD), located after the tracking devices, 

consisting of two sets of radiators and proportional chambers [5]. The TRD may 

be used to distinguish electron tracks from those of hadrons; 

a Scintillating Fibre Detecwr (SFD), which consists of fibres arranged on cylinders 

into 6 stereo triplets followed by a 1.5 radiation length thick lead convertor, facing 

the central calorimeter. A further 2 stereo triplets, after the radiator, serve as a 
preshower detector [6]. 

The reconstruction of charged particles tracks and the position of the event vertex 

are achieved using the SFD in conjunction with the Silicon hodoscopes as well as the 

JVD. The fraction of vertices within f 300 mm (* 250 mm) of the detector center is 

measured to be E, = (98 f l)%, (E, = (94.0 f 0.5) %) respectively. The tracking 

efficiency for isolated, high energy tracks, is measured to be Eyk = (90.6 f l.l)%, 

using a sample of electrons produced in the decay of W bosons (referred to as “W 

elecaons” hereafter). 

The tracking and preshower sections of the SFD are used to match the impact 

point of candidate electron tracks with the position of the electromagnetic showers. The 

resolution in the r-$ plane (perpendicular to the beam axis) is c+$ ‘= 0.4 mm, and 

oz = 1.1 mm along the beam direction. The quality of a track-preshower match is 

defined by the quantity da2 = (Ar$/ore)2 + (A~/u,)~, where Ar$, AZ are the 

displacements between the track and shower positions. Accidental overlaps between 

showers initiated by photons and charged particles generally give large values of do2, 

whereas candidate electrons are required to have da2 < 25. Furthermore, the preshower 

clusters for the electron candidates are required to have a charge of at least twice that 

expected from a minimum ionising particle, for each of the stereo views of the 

preshower detector. The efficiency of the track-preshower match, with the above cuts, 

is measured to be Bps = (89.9 * l.l)% using the W electrons. 

2.3 Tracking in the Forward Region 

In front of the forward calorimeters, in the pseudorapidity range 1.1 < ml < 1.6, 

are located sets of End-Cap Proportional Tubes (ECPT), that provide tracking and 

preshower information. The ECPI detector consists of 16 modules (A@ = 45O each) of 

proportional tubes. Each module consists of two stereo triplets, with an additional 

stereo triplet positioned after a - 2 radiation lengths thick convertor acting as a 

preshower detector. 

2.4 The Trigger System 

The multi-level trigger system [7] is based on the calorimeter information and on 

signals from the Time-of-Flight (TOF) counters (see Fig. 1), and consists of the 

following main parts : 

l The firsr level trigger uses the analogue sums of the signals from the 

photomultipliers of the electromagnetic calorimeter cells up to tql = 2. 

l The second level trigger employs a processor to reconstruct electron and jet 

clusters, using information from a fast digitization of the calorimeter cell signals. 

l The third level trigger consists of a full calorimeter reconsuuction algorithm, 

employing a complete set of calibration constants. 

The TOF counters are used to generate a minimum bias trigger and to calculate the 

integrated luminosity. 

3. THE W AND Z CROSS SECTIONS 

In this section we report on the preliminary results for the W and Z cross 

sections, (OW, aZ). 

3.1 The Data Samples 

There are two data samples used in this analysis : 

_- 
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l The “W sample” consists of events containing an electromag?etic cluster with 
rmss 

ET > 15 GeV and with missing transverse momentum, PT , greater than 
15 GeV/c, as reconstructed online : 

3.3 Neuttino l&f@carion 

The neutrino is identified using the missing transverse momentum, which is now 

calculated according to : 

where Ecell is the sum of the electromagnetic and hadronic energies for each cell 

(weighted to compensate for the response of the electromagnetic compartments to 
hadron showers) and ;“,u is the projection on the transverse plane of a unit vector 

from the center of the detector to the cell center. The sum extends over all the 

calorimeter cells. 

l The “2 sample” consists of events containing at least two electromagnetic clusters 

with ET > 5 GeV each, and with AI$ z 60”. In addition, the invariant mass of the 

two clusters is required to be above 25 GeV/c2. 

Data were also taken with a single electron trigger which was used for 

background estimates. 

3.2 Elecnon Ider@icafion 

Electron candidates in the central region (ml < 1) are. selected by requiring a track- 

preshower match to lie within do2 < 25, facing an electromagnetic cluster in the 

calorimeter. Furthermore, the lateral and longitudinal shower profiles are required to be 

consistent with those expected for a single, isolated electron incident along the track 

direction. For this purpose, a quality factor, P(X2), is defined using extensive test beam 

measurements. Candidates with P(X2) c lob4 are rejected, as well as elecuons hitting 

the truncated edge cells. The efficiency of this cut is measured to be EP(x2) = (96.9 +_ 

0.5)% for W electrons, in the fiducial regions of the calorimeter (i.e. excluding a 5 mm 

region near the inter-cell boundaries). The electron energy is corrected for the impact 

point dependence of the. calorimeter response as determined from the test beam data. In 

the forward regions (1 < h$ < 1.6), an equivalent selection is made using the ECPT 

tracking and preshower information. 

-‘T where u 1s now the projection on the transverse plane of a unit vector from the 
interaction vertex to the cell center, and the sum over alI cells excIuded the electron 

“core” cells. The F$ is corrected downwards by - 1% to take into account the elecuon 

energy that is deposited outside the core cells. 

3.4 The Cross &don Values 

The W sample 

In addition to the cuts described above, we require 6 > 20 GeV/c and 6 > 20 

GeV/c. The distribution of F$ and I$ for the remaining sample of 1266 events is 

shown in Fig. 3, and shows the characteristic Jacobian peak structure expected from 

W + ev decays. The QCD background is estimated to be - 1%. In the forward 

regions, a similar selection resulted in a sample of 361 events. The acceptance was 

estimated using a simple Monte Carlo model for the detector response. A summary of 

the numbers is given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 : The efficiency and acceptance values for the W sample 

Central Forward 

Number of events 1266 361 

Elecnon selection (78.1*1.2*1.6)% (81.5&2.7il.5)% 
criteria efficiency 

Acceptance (38.3M.8)% (9.9fo.2)% 

-: _. .: : .-. 
:. 
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20 40 60 20 40 60 

p! (GeV/c) pf (GeV/c) 

Fig. 3 Distribution of & and 6 for the W candidates identified in the central region 

From the above values and the integrated luminosity of 7.1 f 0.5 pb-‘, corresponding 

to this data sample plus small additional corrections due to the trigger efficiency, we 

measure the cross section to be : 

uw = 630 f 20 (stat) 91.50 (syst) pb . 

The Z sample 

In this preliminary analysis of the cross section, both electrons are required to be 

in the fiducial regions of the calorimeters where it is easier to evaluate the efficiencies. 

The invariant mass distribution, Mee, for this reduced sample of events is shown in 

Fig. 4. There are a total of 86 events with Me, > 76 GeV/c*. Employing a procedure 

similar to that described for the W sample, the cross section is calculated to be : 

crz = 61 * 7 (stat) f 5 (syst) pb . 

The values for aW and oz are in agreement with expectations from QCD 

calculations [8]. Likewise, the cross section ratio, Re,xp = cr~/oz, can be compared to 

the QCD predictions, assuming three light neutrino generations. This measurement has 

the advantage that most of the theoretical and experimental uncertainties cancel in the 

ratio. The preliminary measured value is : 

Rexp = 10.35 ‘t? (stat) f 0.3 (syst). 

4. SEARCH FORTHETOPQUARK 

In this section we give a brief description of the procedure used, and the results 

obtained concerning the search for the top quark 

At the j?p Collider, the top quark can be produced from the following two 

dominant processes : 

._ :... 

:: ‘- 

1) via the weak inferaction : pp -r W + X, W -r tb, or 

2) viathesrrong interaction : pi! -+ ti + X . 
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UA2 PRELIMINARY) Ntop = 3 1 L dt x a@p W -+ eve) x PS(mt) x FQCD, 

M ,,, (Cd/c*) 

Fig. 4 The Moe mass spectrum for the Z data sample (see text). 

The production rate for the top quark in (1) is related to the W production cross 

section (see Section 3) via the equation : 

where : 

- 3 is the colour factor, 

- 1 L dt is the integrated luminosity, 

- PS(mt) is a phase-space factor depending on the top quark mass, 

- FQCD is a correction for higher order QCD processes, (which was set equal to 1. 

because of its large uncertainties for mtop -MW - mb [9]). 

The cross section for process (2) has been evaluated using the full next-to-leading 

order calculation [lO,l 11. The results for both processes are shown in Fig. 5. 

The decays of the top quark into final states containing only hadronic jets are very 

difficult to distinguish from the large background due to QCD processes. We therefore 

restrict ourselves to the search using the semi-electronic decay mode : t -+ be v,, which 

has a branching ratio of l/9 in the Standard Model. In this case, the experimental 

signature consists of events containing an electron, one or more hadronic jets (from the 
miss 

associated t or b quarks) and a PT imbalance from the neutrino. 

4.1 TheDataSample 

Two data sets were used in this analysis. The first one is from a total of 2.7 pb-’ 

of data collected during the 1988 run, and consisted of all events containing an 

electromagnetic cluster with ET > 12 GeV. The second one is from an integrated 

luminosity of 4.4 pb-‘, collected during the 1989 run, with a trigger using the above 

cut, and in addition requiring a hadronic cluster with ET > 6 GeV and Py”’ > 9.5 

GeV/c. Only elecuon candidates detected in the central calorimeter were considered. 

In addition to the cuts described in Section 2 (common to both analyses), the 

pulse height information from the outer silicon array was used to reduce the large 

background from electron pairs, arising from photon conversions in the material closer 

to the beam pipe, and from Dalitz decays. The candidate electron tracks were required 

to match an outer silicon pad, with a measured charge between 0.6 and 1.6 times that 

expected from a minimum ionising particle. The efficiency of this cut was measured to 

be Esil = (73.6 f I.l)%. using W electrons. 

.( 
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4.2 Selection of the Top Candidates 

10 1 I I I I 20 1 I 30 I 
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Top quark mass IGeV/c21 

Fig. 5 Cross sections for top quark production in interactions at &= 630 GeV. 

The band indicates the theoretical uncertainties. 

The electron and neurrino identification is essentially the same as for the W and Z 

analysis (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3), with some modifications. A summary of the 

electron selection criteria is given below : 

l a track-preshower match is required to fulfill the criterion do* < 25, 

l candidates with P(x*) < lo-*, or an energy greater than 1 GeV in the second 

hadronic compartment were rejected. The efficiency of this cut was estimated to be 

&P(~*) = (88.7iO.6)% for W elecuons. 

The overall efficiency to find a W elechon with the above cuts is : &y=(47.6+1.6)%. 

A useful variable for discriminating between various classes of events is the 

transverse mass of the electron - Py system (MT) : 

MT = [& PFss (1 - cosAQev) ] ‘/*, 

miss 
where A$ev is the azimuthal angle between the electron and the PT vectors. The 

distribution of Pyss vs MT is shown in Fig. 6 for a subsample which was selected by 
miss 

applying no cut on the missing transverse momentum. The events at low P-f and 

small MT are dominated by background processes in which a hadronic jet fakes the 

electron signature and the small PT imbalance results from detector resolution effects or 

particles escaping the acceptance. The PT m’SS distribution of these events, integrated 

over all values of MT, is shown in Fig. 7. Events.consistent with the emission of a 

high energy neutrino were selected by requiring PFss >15 GeV/c for both samples. 

4.3 Jet ldenrificarion 

Any cluster failing to pass the electron cuts was considered to be a jet, and its 

energy was defined as the sum of the cell energies of all the cells in the cluster. We only 

retain jets with ml < 2.2, so as to reduce the background from QCD processes for 

which the jet angular distribution peaks at large pseudo-rapidity. Events in which the 

highest ET jet (jetl) was below 10 GeV are rejected. At this stage, the data sample still 

contains two-jet events in which a jet fakes the electron signature. Such events are 

expected to show an azimuthal difference between the electron and jet 1, A4e-jet1, close 

.,.. 
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to 1800. WC, therefore, discard events lying in the interval 160“ c A@e-jet1 < 200’. 

After the above cuts, there remain a total of 137 events, The MT distribution for these 

events is shown in Fig. 8. 

4.4 Esrirmfe of the Expected Sigd 

Events from the production and decay of the top quark are expected to have more 

complex topologies, and lower energy electrons than the W events which were used to 

determine the efficiencies of the electron cuts. The relative loss of efficiency was 

therefore studied for each cut : 

The cuts used to define an elecuomagnetic cluster have a lower efficiency for top 

events, depending upon the process considered and the top quark mass. For 

example, the loss of efficiency is approximately 28% for t?. 

The loss of efficiency of the cut on the shower quality factor P(x*) was studied by 

overlaying the energy pattern of W electrons onto Monte Carlo simulations of top 

events. This was found to be between 1% to 6%. 

The loss of efficiency of the track-preshower match and the calorimeter was 

investigated using W events with underlying events characterized by either high 

total ET or high charged track multiplicity. The loss was found to be (3*3)%. 

A loss of (al)% was associated with a decrease in response of the preshower 

detector for lower energy electrons. This was estimated using test beam data. 

Taking into account the above losses the efficiency to find electrons in semi- 

electronic top decays is found to be t$p = 44.4 % for t6 and 34.1 for tt, for a top 

quark mass, mtop = 65 GeV/c2. The relative error on the efficiencies was estimated to 

be f7%. 

4.5 Monte Carlo Simulation of Top Events 

The acceptance for top events and their expected MT distribution were obtained 

using the Eurojet Monte Carlo [ 121. This generator contains the matrix elements for the 

higher order tree level processes in heavy quark production (i.e. order as for tb and 

order as3 for tt). In the following, we give a brief summary of the results. A more 

complete discussion can be found in Ref. [9]. 

1 
24 

Final data sample 

137 events 

! 
5- i 

I I , , , ( , I I , ! , , 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

MT (GeV/c2) 

Fig. 8 The MT distribution for the final event sample. 
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The top quark decay in Eurojet was simulated after hadronisation into a top meson 

or baryon. with the branching fractions as expected in the Standard Model for a free 

quark decay. The bottom and charm hadron decays were generated using extrapolations 

from known exclusive branching ratios, and the simulations were insensitive to the 

exact values used. After reconstruction in the UA2 calorimeter, the jets from hadronic 

bottom decays were found to be similar to those from gluons of the same par-ton 

energy, and only slighly broader than those from light quarks. Gluons were fragmented 

into light quark pairs, and the light quark fragmentation followed the parametrisation of 

Field and Feynman [ 131. 

Finally, a full simulation was performed of the calorimeter response to all the 

generated particles, using test beam measurements, with hadron and electron beams, 

over an energy range from 300 MeV to 150 GeV. The Monte Carlo events were then 

analysed in me same way as the data. 

4.6 Systematic Uncertainties 

Several sources of systematic errors, affecting the acceptance were studied [9] : 

* A comparison was made between the underlying event for the simulated top 

events, and the superposition of minimum bias events from the data. A systematic 

error of f48 for t6 and fi% for tt, for a top mass of 65 GeV/c2, was estimated 

with the above procedure. 

l The calorimeter response to hadron jets is sensitive to the response to low energy 

hadrons (< 1 GeV). The measured response curve was adjusted to give the lowest 

response consistent with the test beam data, thus reducing the acceptance for 

events with at least one jet with ET > 10 GeV. The uncertainty in the absolute 

energy scale of the calorimeter (* 1% in the electromagnetic and Ez% in the 

hadronic compartments), was also taken into account by adjusting the response 

downwards. In the worst case, the loss in acceptance was 5% for tb and 2% for tt 

for a top quark mass of 65 GeV/c2, the difference being due to the higher jet 

multiplicity in the tT final state. 

l The parameters in the fragmentation functions were varied within Limits consistent 

with the observed energy flow in jets with ET - 10 GeV as measured in the data. 

In the worst case the loss in acceptance was 2% for both production processes. 

The overall error on the acceptance was obtained by combining the above effects 

in the most pessimistic direction. 

The expected numbers of events from both processes, after taking into account 

the electron detection efficiency and the semi-leptonic branching ratio, are given in 

Table 2 for a top quark mass of 65 GeV/c2. These are given for the full transverse mass 

range, and the range 15 < MT < 50 GeV/c*, where most of the signal is expected. The 

numbers in brackets refer to the lower limit, obtained using the lowest values for the 

production cross section and acceptance. 

As an example the transverse mass distribution predicted for mtop = 65 GeV/c* is 

shown in Fig. 9. 

4.7 The Background Processes 

The main soutce of associated high energy electrons and neutrinos in the Standard 

Model is W &on production and decay via : 

W -+ eve or W -+ evNy, 7 -+ eve VT . 

These events constitute a background if the W boson is produced in association with a ‘ss 
high ET jet. The Jacobian peak expected from W events is seen in the F 

distribution of the data (Fig. 7). The transverse mass distribution expected for such 

events (Fig. lo), was obtained using the EKS Monte Carlo [14], which includes the 

full order as3 calculations. The normalization is taken from the 105 events observed in 

the region MT > 60 GeV/c2, where the contribution from the top signal is expected to be 

small. 

Other, smaller sources of background arise from the decays of the 2 boson : 

Z --t ee, or Z --f t’r, r --f eve, z -+ VTX; which can simulate missing pT if one of the 

electrons is misidentified as a jet. They were estimated using the EKS Monte-Carlo. 

Likewise, the process pp --t b6 + X, b-1 eve c produces electrons from the 
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semileptonic b decays in association with a jet ftom the charm quark. The magnitude of 

this background is estimated [9] using the Eurojet Monte Carlo. Finally, the QCD 

background, due to jets misidentified as electrons, is estimated from the data 191. 

A summary of the event sample and the estimated background is given in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 : Event sample and backgrounds 

All MT I5 -c MT < 50 GeVfc’ 

1.6f0.4 
0.5fo.3 
2.1fl.5 
22.Ok3.0 
26.253.4 

I Observed events 137 17 

4.8 Mars Limirs 

A brief summary of the technique used to determine the mass limit is given. 

Limits on the top mass were obtained by comparing the MT distribution of the observed 

events with that expected from background sources alone, or in the presence of a top 

signal of a given mass. The MT distribution for W events is taken from Fig. 10. The 

exact shape of the MT distribution for the other background sources was uncertain, 

mainly due to their small numbers. However, the results were unchanged if the best 

estimate of the shape was replaced by a flat background distribution. The expected 

signal contribution was taken from the Eurojet simulation using the appropriate top 

mass (for example the distribution of Fig. 9 was used for a top mass of 65 GeV/c2). A 

likelihood fit is performed to the observed events with two free parameters, giving the 

fraction of the event sample due to top decays and to background sources other than W 

events. No normalization was imposed on the number of W events, but for the other 

background sources the estimate of Table 3, with its error, was used. For each top 

mass considered, the fitted signal was consistent with no top production. The results of 

the fit yield the following limits : 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The UA2 detector has collected a data sample corresponding to 7.4 pb-‘, during 
the 1988 and 1989 data-taking periods. Preliminary results on the W and Z cross 

section are : ow = 630 f 20(stat) f 50(syst) pb, and ox = 61 * 7(stat) f S(syst) pb. 

A search has also been petfotmed for evidence for top quark production. We find 

no evidence for such a process, and obtain the following lower Iimits : 

mtop > 69 GeV/c* (95 C.L.), or mtop > 71 GeV/c* (90 C.L.). 
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Abstract 

P~elitiary results in the areas of heavy quark searches, precision elec- 
troweak measurements, and QCD tests are presented from the study of Pp 
collisions at a center of mass energy of 1.8 TeV. 

1 Introduction 

The CDF experiment at Fermilab, studying Isp collisions at a center of mass energy 
of 1.8 TeV, has recently completed a run during which 4.4 pb-’ of data was accu- 
mulated. Many analyses are underway, including heavy quark searches, precision 
electroweak measurements (W* and Z” masses, sin’ Bw, ratio of W to ‘2 production 
cross sections, etc.), and the study of jets of large transverse energy (single jet in- 
clusive cross section, dijet angular distributions, trijet production, etc.). We present 
here a selected number of these analyses; the goal is not to give a comprehensive 
update of al2 analyses but rather to give a flavour for the range of physics topics 
that CDF is able to address. All analyses and results, unless noted otherwise, are 
preliminary. 

This paper will be organized as follows: the parts of the detector relevant for 
the analyses discussed here will be presented in the next section, followed by a brief 
discussion of the trigger and data collection. Section 3 will discuss the calibration 
of the central electromagnetic calorimeter and the determination of the momentum 
scale, as well as jet energy corrections. Sections 4,5 and 6 will be devoted to searches 
for the standard-model top quark, jet studies, and W and Z mass measurements, 
respectively. Conclusions are presented in Section 7. In keeping with the style of 
the SLAC Summer Institute, the forum for this presentation, this report will be 
somewhat pedagogical; those familiar with the detector may choose to skip directly 
to the physics results in sections 4 through 7. 

: I- 
.-. 
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2 Description of the Detector 

The CDF detector [2] is a general purpose solenoidal detector with tracking and 
calorimetric coverage over nearly the full solid angle. An elevation view of one half 
of the detector (which is forward-backward symmetric) is shown in Figure 1. Moving 
from the interaction point outward in the central region (i.e. at pseudorapidities’ 
171 < l), one encounters successively the vertex time projection chamber, the cen- 
tral tracking chamber (CTC), the central electromagnetic calorimeter, the central 
hadron calorimeter, and the central muon chambers. In the forward and backward 
regions (171 > 1) the calorimetry is provided by the plug and forward calorimeters, 
and forward muon chambers with steel toroids provide muon measurements over a 
limited part of the solid angle. In the region in front of the forward and backward 
detectors are scintillators that cover the pseudorapidity region 3.2 < 171 < 5.9. They 
are used to trigger the detector on inelastic pi interactions. 

The Vertex Time Projection Chamber 

The vertex time projection chamber (VTPC) 131 consists of eight time projection 
modules surrounding the beam pipe and mounted end-to-end along the beam direc- 
tion (the z axis)‘. The system provides precise t-z tracking for Iv/ < 3.3 in order to 
locate the interaction vertex and to recognize multiple beam-beam interactions (in 
six-bunch mode at a luminosity of L = 1030cm-Zs-‘, 7.5% of bunch crossings with 
interactions contain more than one interaction). The resolution on the I position of 
the vertex is typically a few millimeters. 

Special care was taken to minimize the amount of material in the chamber in 
order to reduce photon conversions and multiple Coulomb scattering of charged 
particles. The conversion removal algorithm mentioned in subsequent sections uses 
the VTPC tracking, removing any electron candidate having fewer than 20% of the 
maximum possible number of VTPC space points. 

The Central Tracking Chamber 

The central tracking chamber (CTC) [4] IS a large cylindrical drift chamber con- 
taining 60 (24) layers of axial (rt3’ stereo) sense wires organized into five (four) 
superlayers. The large tilt (45”) of the sense wire cells with respect to the radial 
direction ensures that every high transverse momentum (pi) track must pass close 
to at least one sense wire in each superlayer, permitting a straight-forward ‘prompt- 
hit’ high-pT charged track trigger. Operated in the 1.41 Tesla solenoidal magnetic 

‘Pseudorapidity 11 k defrncd M q = - In(tan( $)), w h erc 0 is the polar angle measured from the 
proton dixection. 

‘The CDF coordinate system -es the proton beam direction u the z .&s, the radial distance 
T from the beams, and the a.imuthal angle r+4 around th. s ti,. 

. . 

.; ( 
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Figure 1: Elevation view of the CDF detector. Only the forward half is shown, the detector 
being forward-backward symmetric. 
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lield3, the CTC transverse momentunresolution is 6p~/p~ = 0.002~~ (GeV/c)-‘. 
Constraining track trajectories to pass through the beam position improves the 
momentum resolution to 4p~/p~ = 0.0011pr (CeV/c)-I. 

The Central EM Calorimeter 

The central electromagnetic calorimeter (CEM) [5] is a lead-scintillator sampling 
calorimeter of 18 radiation length thickness, segmented into 15’ wedges in azimuthal 
angle 0. Each wedge contains 10 projective towers subtending 0.1 units of pseudora- 
pidity. At 7 = 0, this geometry gives rise to a region of reduced calorimet~er response 
approximately 6 cm wide. A strip chamber with wire and cathode strip read-out 
is embedded in the calorimeter after approximately 6 radiation lengths to provide 
shower position determination and longitudinal shower development information. 
The wires run in the z direction (parallel to the beams), and thus measme the 
shower shape in the P-Q+ plane (i.e. the bend plane of the solenoidal magnet); the 
cathode strips run in the 4 direction. 

The c,alo:imeter was originally calibrated ;6] in an electron test beam, and CS’~~ 
sources are used to track the energy response to better than 1%. The final calibra- 
tion is obtained using an inclusive electron sample from the rip collision data; the 
procedure will be described in detail below. The electron energy resolution of the 
CEM is well described by o(E)/E = 13.5%/>G Q 1.7% (for ET in GeV), where 
the 1.7% term represents the average uncertainty in the individual tower calibrn- 
tions. The strip chamber position resolution is measured to be 62.5 rnmfor 25 GeV 
electrons. 

The Central Hadron C’alorimeter 

The central hadron calorimeter (CHA) [7] IS a steel-scintillator sampling calorimeter 
approximately 5 absorption lengths deep. The tower geometry matches that of the 
CEM; i.e. wedges of 15” in azimuthal angle subdivided into towers of 0.1 units in 
pseudorapidity. The energy resolution is approximately o(E)/E = 80%/a. 

Each CHA photomultiplier tube is equipped with a 16-bit TDC in order to reject 
out-of-time energy from cosmic rays or background from the Fermilab main ring, 
which is near the roof of the collision hall. above the detector. 

The Central Muon Chambers 

Behind the central hadron calorimeter, for 101 < 0.65, is a series of drift chambers 
comprising the central muon system [ll]. ~ac.h calorimeter wedge contains one 
chamber (four wire planes) of azimuthal dimension 12.6’, leading to azimuthal gaps 

‘For the 198’7 data taking, rhe field value was 1.5 Tcsla. 

in the central muon system amounting to 16% of the fiducial region. The chambers 
use single hit TDCa for position measurements in the azimuthal direction? and attain 
a position resolution of 250 pm. In the beam direction, charge division is used to 
attain a resolution of 1.2 mm. The geometry of the chambers also allows them to be 
used to form a first lesel trigger for penetrating tracka with a transverse momentum 
p7 greater than a given (programmable) u&e. 

The Plug and Forward Calorimeters 

In the region 1 < 171 < 4.2 energy mea.urements are provided by the plug [8] 
and forward/backward [9, 101 calorimeter systems4. These are finely segmented 
gas sampling calorimeters with cathode pad readout, and are used in the analyses 
presented here only to extend the jet coverage of the detector and to measux the 
total transverse energy in the event (i.e. we do not use these systems for electron 
measurements). The haclronic energy resolution in these regions is approximately 
o(E)/E = loo%/&. 

The Trigger System 

The CDF trigger system is B two-level FASTBUS-based system of micro-coded pro- 
cessors LIZ] followed by a Level-3 ‘farm’of VME-based processors 1131 running ofline- 
like algorithms written in high-level languages. 

To signnl an inelastic pp interaction, all triggers require a coincidence in the scin- 
tillator counters located between the central detector and the forward and hackward 

The level-l decision is based on global transverse energy depositionin the calorime- 
ters, as well as the high-pr track and high-pT muon-candidate triggers mentioned 
above. The level-2 trigger incorporates a cluster finder and operates on calorime- 
ter clusters and high-pT tracks, correlating information across detector sub-system 
boundaries and permitting one to trigger on physics ‘entities’ such as electrons, 
muons, or jets. The cluster finder uses physical calorimeter towers ganged together 
into ‘trigger towers , ‘5 thus retaining some of the detector gmnularity at the trigger 
level. The level-3 algorithms receive the data in the standard &line data struc- 
tures and are used to improve background rejection; for example, EM strip chamber 
d&a, two-dimensional (r-4) CTC tracking, and calorimeter noise rejection are all 
available to level-3 algorithms. 

It is germane to this discussion to illustrate in some detail a few of the triggers 
that will be used in the analyses presented later. 

‘For 1~1 > 3.6, the c&rim&r depth iz reduced due to the presence of low-p qusdmpoles. 
“The trigger towers me 15’ in 4 by 0.2 units in ‘i. 

: 
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The level-1 requirement for the iaclusive mnon trigger is a track in the t~iuon cham- 
hers with a transverse momentunp, above 3 &V/c, u&g the cbamher geometry for 
a rough momeatl~ meas-arement as described ahove. The !euel-3 trigger req&es 
a CTC prompt bit track with p.P greater than 9.2 C&V/c j90% eficiency point). 
Finally, the levrl-3 selection uses the 2-dimrnsiod <XC tracking and reqwes a 
track with pT abow 11 GeVic, matched i.a the position {ir. 4) uf the muon chamber 

A(z) [mj E/P 

i 
1 



track. The trigger has a rate of approximately 130 nb. 

O&e, the criteria used to select muons are the CTC-muon chamber track 
matching in both position and angle and the energy deposition in the calorimeter 
(required to be consistent with a mizimum ionizing particle). Figure 3 shows the 
distributions of these quantities and the cut v&es for an unbiased sample. 

Jet Triggers 

Jet triggers are based exclusively on calorimeter information. The level-l require- 
ment is at least 18 GeV of transverse energy in the entire detector (summed over 
towers having at least 1 GeV E, each). The level-2 trigger cluster finder starts from 
a seed tower of at least 3 GeV E, and finds a!1 contiguous towers with at least 1 
GeV E,. Cluster thresholds are imposed at 20, 40, and 60 GeV, with the first two 
being prescaled by factors of 100 to 300 and 10 to 30, respectively. In addition, 
there is a trigger on the total transverse energy being greater than 120 GeV, and a 
multijet trigger requiring three or more clusters above 20 GeV E,. 

In the 1987 run, only the level-l trigger aas used, with E, thresholds of 20, 30, 
and 40 GeV set over the central calorimeter only. 

3 Calibration and Energy Scale Determination 

This section has two main topics; one is the determination of the central electro- 
magnetic calorimeter calibration and the momentum scale of the central track&g 
system, important for precise W and Z mass measurements. The other is a discus- 
sion of the energy corrections that must be applied to calorimeter clusters in order 
to relate the underlying parton (giuon or quark) energy to the cluster energy. 

Energy and Momentum Calibration for Electrons 

As mentioned above, the initial calibration of the central electromagnetic calorimeter 
was obtained using electron test-beam measurements, and the calibration for each 
wedge was tracked in situ using CS’~~ sources. The accuracy of this calibration (of 
the order of 1%) is insufficient for high precision W* and Z” mass measurements, 
and a very large inclusive electron sample makes it possible to use the data itself to 
calibrate the detector with improved precision. First, the mean value of the ratio of 
energy to momentum for a sample of inclusive electrons, (:), was used to adjust the 
tower-to-tower calibrations and to tie the overall energy scale to the momentum scale 
as determined by the tracking chamber and the magnetic field map (the latter is 
known to better than 0.05%). The width of the E/p distribution and the number of 
electrons in each tower resulted in a (typically) 1.7% uncert,ainty on the calibration 
of each tower. This 1.7% is the tower-to-tower term quoted above which must be 

E,,[GeVj 

-0.10 -0.05 0.0 0.05 0.10 
A(slope) 
I,,II#N 

t . 

ii I 
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2 ‘4 6 4 
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Figure 3: Distributions of some of the variables used m the CDF muon selection, for n 
~amplc of W-pv decays chosen using $, criteria. a) CTC track to muon chamber track 
position matching in r-+; b) CTC trsct to muon chamber track angle matching in r-+4; c) 
energy deposited in the EM calorimeter; d) energy deposited in Ihe hadron calorimeter. In 
each case the cut value is indicated by an BIIOW. 
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edded in quadrature with the energy-dependent resoiution term, ad is a statirticd 
(not a systematic) uxertainty. The results of the tower-to-tower adjustment (Figure 
4) show a mean tower correction comprued to the 1987 source calibrations of 1.6%, 
demonstrating the long-term stabiiity oftbe ~nurce calibration. The width (rrns) of 
the corrections is 2.7% and represents the convolution of the 1.7% tower-to-tower 
nncertainty and the error on the original source calibration. 

The mean values of E/p for electrons and positrons were then used to precisely 
align the track& chamber by wire-layer rotation. The wire-position corrections 
were typically 35 /un (a rotation of approximately 30 prad), and the resulting align- 
ment is accurate to better than 5 /em. The basis of this method is the observation 
that the absorptive process of calorimetric raeasurement cannot distinguish between 
charges, while any geometric distortions or digmnat errors of the chamber lead to 
absolute sagitta errors and thus charge-dependeni c~ror~: 

where the snperscripts in&i&e the charge of the particle and 6s represents the effect 
of distortions or alignment errors. ISote t,hat charge-lridcpendenl sagitta erro:~ can 
be absorbed into the overall momenturn scale uncertainty, which will be discussed 
below. 

Finally, having adjusted the electromagnetic calibration based on (z), - ::)_, 

and ALigned the central chamber based on ($+ - (%) (where the subscripts Indicate 

the particle chnrgcs) of an inclusivr electron scsmple, xe have two cross-checks on 
OIX absolute eilergy!nlonieiituIrl scale. One is the shape of the E/p distribution 
for electrons from the process VVL--e’v, shown in Figare 5. These electrons are 
&c&cd by both internal and external bwn~3shhiun3 ivhich is precisely predicted by 
QED, and the distribution is neither centered on, nor symmetric about, a value of 
1.0. Figure 5 shows the data and the result,3 of a Monte Carlo calculation including 
calorimeter and track@ resolution as quot.ed above and the full effects of radiation. 
The agreetnent between the two is excellent. The statistical agreement between them 
introduces an uncertainty of 0.2% in the calorimeter energy scale. Additionally, there 
is a 0.3% uncertainty arising from possible uncertainties in the radiative calculation, 
so that the final uncertainty on the energy scale is smaller than 0.4%. The second 
check, which serves to establish the uncertainty on the absolute momentum scale, 
is the agreeruent of our measured messed of the Kg , J/4, and T with the accepted 
values (see Figure 6). We uleasure, using tracking information only, 0.4977 i 0.0003 
GeV/c2, 3.096 IL 0.001 GeV/c*, and 9.469 & 0.010 GeV/c’, respectively. The last of 
these is 1g (0.1%) above the accepted value of 9.4603 i 0.0002 GeV/c’, allowing us 
to conservatively set aa uxertainty on the moolentum (mass] scale of 0.2%. 

Jet Energy Corrections 

l’he jet energy scale muat he understood if one ia to identify jets with initial partonc 
and compnre jet measurements to QCD predictions. For the jet studier discussed 

. *-- =3 

Figure 4: The mean value of E/p for path tower of the CEM for the inclusive electron 
sample, using the 1987 CEM source calibration. The correction [actor for each tower is 
I,‘(:). The mean value of the corrections is 1.016. .showing the long term stability of the 
nrigL1a1 source calibrnt~an. The rm~ width of the distribution is 0 027 and is related to the 
~esjdud tower-to-tower calibration uncertainty and the uncertainty on the original SOUIC~ 
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below, an energy correction was applied that includes effects due to the non-linear 
low energy response of the calorimeter, energy from the underlyiag event, clustering 
effects, leakage, and energy in nninstr.mented regions of the detector or regions of 
reduced response. The calorimeter response was determined from test beam data for 
pions with pT > 10 GeV/z, and Gem is&ted low pT pions in minimum hias events. 
The non-linearity at low pT is as large as 30%. The effects of the underlying event 
were studied by looking at the energy flow far from the jet. Leakage and cracks were 
studied by using the ISA.JET [15] Monte Carlo event generator with a full detector 
simulation. 

The final energy corrections (see Figure i) vary from 33% to 17% for uncorrected 
cluster transverse energies between 20 and 400 GeV. The systematic uncertainty on 
the corrections varies from 12% to 4%. The largest single correction is due to the 
non-linear low-energy response of the calorimeter; the largest uncertainty on the 
correction comes from the uncertainty on the fragmentation function of the jets, 
romhined with the caloriraeter non-linewiry. 

:: . . . 

: 

4 Top Quark Searches 

GeVJc= 

Figure 6: The pp effective mass distribution a) in the region of the J/e, and h) in the 
region of the T. The solid lines arc the p+p- spectra, and the dashed lines arc the like 

sign spectra. The agreements ofthe fitted mnsses with the known masses of the J/$ and T 
are used to estimate the uncutainty on the momentum measurement. 

The Standzd Model requires an SU(2) &doublet partner of the bottom quark, 
conmmnly called the top or t quark: 

Experiments in e-e- annibilatiou at Tristan [16] and SLC [I 7] require the top 
quark to have a ~xass above 30.4 GeV/c* rand 37.5 GeV/c’ respectively. Fkompp colli- 

sions at CERN, mass limits of 65 GeV/c’ jl8] and 67 GeV/c2 1191 have been inferred. 
Finally, consistency of the Standard Model parameters in low Qz (u scattering) and 
high Q” (W and Z production and decay) processes [ZO] gives an upper limits of 180 
GeV/c2. 

The cross section for production of top quarks in Irp interactions is shown in 
Figure 8. At fi = 1.8 TeV, unlike the situation at the CERN &ZI collider, tt 
production is the do&ant process for all top masses. The Staadad Model decay 
of the top quark is via the charged current process t-W+ f b. The W, which may 
be virtual or real (depending on the top quark mass), decays into leptons or a 0~ 
pair. The 4-j& &al state, where both W b OYCCIS decay to 99 pairs, accounts for 
approximately 44% of events. The electron and muon one-leptcn iiml states (one 
W decaying into e or p) accol;nt for 30%. Finally, di-lepton (e or p) final states 
account for 4% of events. 

The backgrounds in the various channels are very different. The large QCD 
multi-jet cross section makes the use of the 4-jet final state a formidable task except 

._ 

.I .’ : 
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Figure 7: a) The overall cluster correction factor due to the effects discussed in the text, as 
a function ofjet energy. b) The systematic uncertainty due to these corrections. The effects 

EE Iisted correspond to the CUIVCS shown from top to bottom at the left rdgc of the plot 

DFLM p = m/2. & = 250 Mev (upper curves) - 

DFLM p = 2 m. & = 90 Kiev (lower CurveS) 1 
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Figure 8: The predicted tt and W --Ib production CIOSS sections m &n collisions, RS n 

function of top quark mass, based on calculations in references 123, 241. The Rsterisks 
indicate the ISAJET 6.21 CTOSS srctions for \/; = 1.8 TeV. 
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Top Search in the (: A p Final State 

Both the inclusive electron ar.d inclusive mnon triggers described abo;e a~ smsi’rjw 
to rlr events. There is also a special e/l trigger requiring bo:h an <xiec!ron caodidat~ 
with E., > 5 GeV and a p candidate with pT > 5 GeV/c. However, in thi? sear& for 
a heavy top, we use only the inciurive electroil trigger. 

The offline selection reqtircs an electron of transverse energy E, > :5 GeV 
using the standard cuts discuswd above, together with D milo~ m.ndjdate. Ph~tor‘ 
ronversions are remned hy reqnkririg a minimum number of V’IPC spnce :minis, 
as discussed above, and by vetoiog on electrons with an oppo~irely chuged CTC 
track nearby forming a low mass e’-e- pair. TRIP algorithm is measued to be 88% 
efficient for photon conversions, and rejects approximately 7% of non-conversion 
electrons. The &ctron reconstruction efiiciency of 77% q-doted above is slightly 
reduced for a top quark swarch due to possibk overlap betwren the electron and jets 
in the event. This has been studied using the Monte Ca.rlo znd red:~ces the e!ertron 
selection efficiency to approximately 70%. Thp muon r:wdidatp is required to hi>:‘? 
101 c 1.2 and to by mini~nmn ioxiaing in thr calorirncters (t.c. with greater than 0.1 
GeV in the c&rirnc;er bxt less tbm 2 GeV in the EM and 6 (SeV in the hadmnic 
compartments, respectively’) and mxst satisfy one of the foilowing two criteria: 

o Either have pT > 5 &V/c and a distace in $I of less than 30 1nrz.d to a m~:oik 
chamber track segment, or 

e have pT > 10 GeV/c, and be isolated in the cakximeler, having less than 5 
GeV of transverse energy in a cone of R = 0.4 around the mucn?. 

Fiducial ruts are also applied to avoid the regions of reduced calo:imete~ response 
around wedge bnmdaries. The second of the two criteria above is daisipiled to 
increase the pseudo-rapidity acceptance for the muons from 1771 < 0.65 (the coverage 
of the central muon system) to j$ < 1.2. For /91 c 1.2, the acceptarm of the 
fiducial cuts is 84%. Within the fiducial cuts and for IJIXI~S of pT > 20 &V/C, 
the efficiencies of the nmon selection criteria have been measured using samples c~f 
20 -+p+p- and found to be 98 i 2% (96 i 2%) for mwm with (witbout) ir milon 

.~--~ I_- 
‘The typica! tramvcrsc energy dcpositcd by a tiniinlun ia&img partic!c is 0.5 GeV in the EM 

cnlorimeter md 2 GcV in the h~dron caiorimetcr. 
‘The cone radiru R L dcfud ~9 R = fl$J2 -+ (A?))‘, T‘?t tower travrrsed by the nn.10~ is 

excluded from the sum. 
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Figure 9: Scatter plots ofelectron transverse energy E, 2.3. muon transverse momentum pT. 
a) For the ep sample described in the text; b) for a Monte Carlo ti sample with ant, = 40 
GeV/c2 (4.1 p6-‘1; c) for a Monte Carlo ff sample with mt, = 60 GeV/c’ (59 pb-I); d) for 
B Monte Carlo bb sample (0.6 pb-‘). The Monte Carlo samples have not had the 15 GeV 
electron E, cut applied, and represent very d&rent integrated luminosities than the data; 
we present them here only for a qualitative comparison. 

Figure 10: Scattrr plots of the minimum lepton transverse energy DS. the azimuthal angle 
difference Ad. The samples in a) through d) art the same as in Figure 9. 
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function, and varies from 30% for mtop = 30 GeV/c’ to 10% for mtq, = 70 GeV/c’. 
The acceptance uncertainty was obtained by comparing ISAJET and PAPAGENO 
[22] Monte Carlo calculations, and varies from 30% for 9, = 30 GeV/c’ to 4% for 
m top = 70 GeV/c’. The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of the data sample 
is 15%, arising primarily from the extrapolation of the pp cross section to Jj = 1.8 
TeV from lower energies. The systematic uncertainties, assumed to be Gaussian, 
were convoluted with a Poisson probability distribution for the one observed event 
to calculate an upper limit on the number of events in the signal region. Using 
the Monte Carlo calculations of tt detection efficiency (as B function of mt,), the 
semi-leptonic branching ratio, and the integrated luminosity, we calculate the upper 
limits on the tS production cross section shown in Figure 13. The 95% confidence 
level upper limit intersects the lower bound of the theoretical predictions [23, 241 
at ntop = 72 GeV/cz. For top quark masses less than 30 GeV/c’, the tt production 
cross section is very large but the efficiency of our cuts is very small, primarily due 
to the requirements on the electron ET and the muon pT, and we conservatively 
choose to use 30 GeV/c2 as our lower bound on mt,. 

Top Search in the ei-jets Final State 

In spite of a larger rate than the ep foal state, the search for top in the e+multi 
jets final state is complicated by considerable backgrounds from QCD b8 production 
for low electron E, and from Wtjets for higher electron E,. In particular for top 

masses above the W mass, the top quark decays to a real W and the t-y transverse 
massl’ cm no longer be used to discriminate between the two processes. As well, 
in this mass range the two b jets are very soft and not easy to detect. 

The event selection required an electron candidate with E, > 15 GeV, and at 
least two jets in the region 171 < 2 with E, > 10 GeV. The electron was selected using 
the standard electron criteria, with photon conversions removed as described above. 
If the effective mass of the electron and any other electromagnetic cluster in the event 
is above 70 GeV/c’, the pair is considered to result from the decay Z”+e+e- and 
the event is rejected. Finally, an explicit electron isolation requirement was applied 
to reduce the background from bii production: the total E, in the calorimeter towers 
immediately adjacent to the electron was required to be less than 2 GeV. Studies 
using electrons from W*decays and Monte Carlo samples of bb and tt events show 
that this is very efficient for heavy top while rejecting most of the b& events. 

Figure 14 shows the scatter plot of ET(e) vs. missing tranverse energy & for 
the 512 events in the resulting sample. There is an accumulation of events at small 
E, and small & due to residual bb events; the region at large ET and large E& is 
populated by W + 2 jet events. The intermediate region is where one would expect 
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Figure 13: The 95% confidence level upper limits on the ti production CIOSB section from 
the ep channel (solid line). The shaded band is the predicted cross section from references 
[?3] and [24]. 

“The tranrrverse mass is defined =I: 

mT = &E&&l - COSAO) , 

where A$ is the asimnthal angl e b t e ween the electron and the missing traruvcrse energy vector F&. 
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Figure 14: The distribution of electron E, vs. missing tranverse energy I&,, for the e + Zjet 
sample of 512 events. The lines show the two different top quark search regions as described 
in the text. 

to see tl events. One of the more sensitive variables to the presence of tf events in 
our sample is the transverse mass m. The distribution of m, is shown in Figure 
158 for the data sample, .a PAPAGENO Monte Carlo simulation of W+2 jet events, 
and an ISAJET Monte Carlo simulation of tf events, with mtop = 70 GeV/c’. For 
these distributions, cuts on the electron transverse energy E, > 20 GeV and on 
the missing transverse energy J?, > 20 GeV (shown as a dashed line in Figure 14) 
have been applied to remove the bb background”, leaving B sample of 104 events. 
The W simulation shows a Jacobian peak near s mass of 80 GeV/cZ, while most of 
the events in the tc simulation have lower transverse masses. The data is very well 
explained by the W simulation alone, and shows no excess corresponding to top 
quark production and decay. 

In order to unravel quantitatively the uncertainty in our transverse mass calcu- 
lation, the possible signal from a top quark, and possible inadequacies in the W+ 
jets simulation, we turn to a sample of events containing an electron and a single 
jet, where we expect any top contribution to be negligible. The transverse mass 
distribution, again with the cuts ET > 20 GeV, E!, > 20 GeV, is shown in Figure 
15b together with the Monte Carlo distribution for W + 1 jet events. The excellent 
agreement in shape of the Monte Carlo and data indicates that we understand the 
missing transverse energy measurement in events with electrons and jets, and that 
the Monte Carlo adequately models the W+ jets process; the normalization agrees 
with that predicted by PAPAGENO to within the theoretical uncertainties of the 
Wtjets cross section calculation, typically &SO% (251. 

The very different shapes of the W + 2jet and tt transverse mass distributions, 
for mt,+, < rn~ + mb, allow us to place an upper limit on the number of tt events 
in our sample by fitting the observed transverse mass distribution (Figure 15~3) to 
a linear combination of the expected spectra from the two processes W + 2jets and 
tt production: 

E = O1 (E),f+~ (Ejw+2,.t. . 

The mass interval 24 GeV/c’ < mtop < 120 GeV/c* is fit using a maximum likelihood 
technique. For top quark masses w, > 65 GeV/c*, the cuts 

ET > 20 GeV, $, > 20 GeV 

are applied. For lower masses, we use instead the cuts 

ET > 15 GeV, F!, > 15 GeV, E, + E!, > 40 GeV, 

indicated in Figure 14 by the dot-dashed line. These cuts are more efficient for 
lower top quark masses, at the price of a slightly larger background’*. We do not 
fit the transverse mass distribution below 24 GeV/c’ because out cuts on E, and 

“For heavy tap (mq > 50 GeV/c’) th ese cuta provide good cfficicncy md leave b quark and 
non-clcctron bsckgounds estimated to be spproximstely 12%. 

“The b quark snd non-electron background in thi, sample of 123 events is cstimatcd to be 
approximately 20%. 

: 
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MT (GeVjc’) 

Figure 15: a) The transverse mass m, distribution for the e + ‘&et data sample (open 
points) with Monte Carlo W + Zjjet (solid tine) and II (dashed line) predictions. A top quark 
miss of 70 GeV/c’ was used for the ti cwve. b) The transverse mass distribution for the 
e + ljet data (paints) with a W + ljet Monte Carlo prediction (solid line), normalized to 
equal area. 

m+ (GeV/c’) a(isfat zt aya) nc predicted LT~ (pb) 
40 0.07 f 0.05 i 0.02 130f44 < 2410 
50 0.06+ 0.05 i 0.03 123f31 < 648 
60 0.11 f 0.08 i 0.04 101 i 22 < 408 
70 o.oo+!% i 0.11 43 i 8 < 266 

-Y UY 

80 o.oo’r”,:g f 0.17 32i5 < 281 

Table 1: The fitted tf contribution to the e + 2jet sample, with the predicted number 
of tf events and the 95% upper limit on the tt cross section, as a function of top 
quark mass. See text for details on the quoted uncertainties. 

Jd, leave few top events in this region. It is worth pointing out that any residual 
b quark, conversion, or non-electron backgrounds will tend to have low transverse 
mass. Because the ti transverse mass distribution peaks below the W+jets distri- 
bution, these backgrounds will tend to increase the fitted tt component and thus a 
will be an overestimate of the tt fraction in the data. 

The fit results are shown in Table 1, expressed such that the observation of the 
number of events predicted by the standard model would result in both Q and p 
equal to 1. The fitted top quark contribution is much smaller than the standard 
model prediction for all top quark masses less than 80 GeV/c’. The systematic 
uncertainty on Q shown in Table 1 arises from a number of sources. The jet energy 
scale was studied using direct 7 events which are believed to be dominated by a -/ 
recoiling against a single parton, with transverse energy balance between the 7 and 
the p&on-initiated jet. The low E, electron sample, dominated by bb production, 
was also extensively compared to the Monte Carlo predictions to check the low 
energy jet reconstruction in these events. The uncertainty on the jet energy scale 
was estimated to be i20%, leading to an uncertainty on a of 10.13 for mtop = 80 
GeV/c2. The uncertainty in a due to differences in the underlying event between 
the data and the Monte Carlo leads to an uncertainty on a of ItO. for ntop = 80 
GeV/c’. The exact choice of the transverse mass interval used in the fit leads to an 
uncertainty on a of 10.10 for n+ - 80 GeV/c2. These uncertainties are added in 
quadrature and shown in Table If” - 

There is a second class of uncertainties which do not affect the shape of the 
transverse mass distribution but nonetheless affect the calculation of an upper limit 
for tt production, due to the uncertainty they introduce on the acceptance. These 
include the acceptance calculation using the Monte Carlo, and uncertainties in the 
integrated luminosity of the data, top quark fragmentation, electron detection effi- 
ciency, and initial state gluon radiation. Acceptance, top quark fragmentation, and 
luminosity were treated as in the ep case. The uncertainty in the electron detection 
efficiency is 5%. Initial state gluon radiation is a factor in this analysis due to the 
requirement that there be two observed jets; some of these may come from initial 
state radiation, and inadequacies in the modelling of this radiation may affect the 
acceptance. We take this into account in the systematic error by halving the contri- 
bution predicted by ISAJET. The resulting uncertainty in the acceptance is +4.5% 
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for mtop = 80 GeV/c’. A!l of these systematic uncertainties are taken together in 
quadrature to calculate the predicted number of tt events we should observe as a 
function of t quark mass, shown in Table 1. 

The systematic uncertainties are assumed to be Gaussian, and are convoluted 
with the likelihood function for a from the fit to obtain the upper limits on the 
cross section shown in Tabie 1 and Figure 16. We exclude top quark masses below 
77 GeV/c2 at the 95% confidence level. Again, at low top quark massa the sys- 
tematic uncertainty on the detection efficiency increases rapidly, and we choose to 
conservatively quote 40 GeV/cZ as our lower limit. 

b quark Lepton Production 

We have claimed repeatedly that bb production is responsible for the cluster of low 
energy (E, < 20 GeV) electrons visible in the lower left hand corner of Figure 14. 
Indeed, we have studied many electron and jet variables and have found good agree- 
ment between an ISAJET bb Monte Carlo sample and the data. In an attempt to 
quantify these statements, we present here two distributions showing this agreement. 

In Figure 17 we show the transverse energy in the calorimeter towers adjacent to 
the electron, for electrons satisfying the criteria applied above in the +-jets search 
(except for the explicit electron isolation requirement), and with ET < 20 GeV or 
$, < 20 GeV. The prediction of the b6 Monte Carlo is shown, normalized to the 
data. The agreement in shape is excellent and the normalization is within the the- 
oretical uncertainty on the QCD b‘b cross section[Z6, 27, 281 at our energies which 
arises primarily because of uncertainties in the low-r behaviour of the proton struc- 
ture functions. Finally, if these electrons result from the semi-Ieptonic decay of I3 
mesons formed from the bb quarks, the accompanying charm quark should be ob- 
servable through its fragmentation into D mesons: 

BB+X 

The charge of the electron ‘tags’ the expected decay; t.e. if we observe electrons, 
we expect to observe Da-K-a+ but not D’-+K+a-. Because there is no K/r 

identification in the CDF detector, we have looked at Kid mass combinations for 
all oppositely charged track pairs found in a cone of R = 1.0 around the electron. 
The mass spectra are shown (for a subsample of the data) in Figure 18, divided 
into ‘right sign pairs’ where the kaon charge is the same as the electron charge, and 
‘wrong sign pairs’ where the Kahn sign is opposite to the electron charge. On a 
smooth combinatorial background, we observe a signal at the Do mass of 63 i 17 

IO” 
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1 

102[‘o”3 
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Figure 16: The 95% confidence level upper limits on the ii production CTOSS xctmn (solid 
lines). The curve labelled ‘loose cuts’ (‘tight cuts’) refers to the dot-dashed (dashed) tine 
of Figure 14, as explained in the text. The shaded band is the predicted CIOSS section from 
references (231 and [24], and the open points show the ti acceptance (right hand scale) as a 
function of top quark mass. 
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combinations in the right sign sample, and no excess in the wrong sign sample. 
Based on the CLEO measurements [29] of the ratio of B meson branching fractions: 

B(@-c-D’x) = o.68 + o,15 
B(I?-C-X) 

and the world average branching ratio D “+K-n+ [30] of 3.8 * 0.4%, and assuming 
that B. production and baryon production account for approximately 15% and 8% 
of b6 quark production respectively, we expect to observe 87 * 19 D’~K-T+ and 
charge conjugate decays. The good agreement with our observed signal and the 
correlation of the signal with the electron charge support the hypothesis that the 
sample is composed primarily of bb events. 

Top Search Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have shown that both the ep and efjets samples in our data are 
consistent with known sources of leptons - QCD bb production and the production 
of Wfjets. There is no evidence for the production of tt events. The resulting 95% 
confidence level limits on the top quark mass are: 

30 GeV/c* < m+, < 72 GeV/c’ (ep), and 

40 GeV/c* i mtop < 77 GeV/c’ (e + jets). 

These two analyses are in the course of publication[31, 321. 

Work is also underway to combine the two results in order to exclude higher 
values of m@, as well as to investigate the channels ptjets, ee, and pp. 

5 Jet Physics Results 

Because of the very large Q2 values attained _ CDF has observed jets with transverse 
energies iu excess of 400 GeV - jet physics at the Fermilab Tevatron provides a 
new and sensitive testing ground for QCD. Much of the observable cross section 
at these energies can be described well by a leading order perturbative calculation, 
and scale breaking effects asociated with soft gluon radiation can be seen iu the 
jet fragmentation function and iu the comparison of our data to that taken at lower 
“dues of Js. 

Here, we shall limit our discussion to three topics, iu au effort to demonstate 
the breadth of QCD physics attainable at CDF. We present measurements of the 
inclusive jet cross section du/dE,, the double differential cross section @u/dE,dv, 

and the jet fbgmentation function D(z). 

All analyses presented here use the standard CDF jet clustering algorithm. Tbis 
algorithm uses tied-size cone clustering which sums ail the energy inside a cone of 

radius R = ,/(A$)’ + (Aa)z = 0.7 centered on a seed tower with E, > 1 GeV. The 
cluster energy is the sum of the energies in the EM and hadron calorimeters. 

The Inclusive Jet Cross Section 

The inclusive jet cross section du/dE, is dominated by the QCD 2-Z graphs but 
is sensitive to higher order QCD processes. As well, possible quark substructure 
or new 4.fermion (contact) interactions result iu enhancements to the lsp scattering 
cross section which flatten the inclusive jet cross section for large transverse energy 
jets. 

The data sample used here is the full 4.4 pb-’ of the 1988 data. The event- 
selection requires a level-2 cluster trigger. There is some smearing of the level-2 
trigger thresholds due to differences between the online and offtine algorithms and 
to the online transverse energy calculation which considers the event vertex to be 
at the center of the detector. OfRine, the true event vertex (as determined by the 
VTPC) is used to correct the transverse energies, and required to be within 60 cm 
of the center of the detector. The three online triggers with thresholds of 20, 40, and 
60 GeV are found to be fully efficient o!Bine (with efficiency greater than 99.7%) for 
cluster thresholds of 28, 55, and 80 GeV respectively, and these transverse energy 
thresholds are applied. The clusters are energy corrected as explained iu Section 3 
iu order to relate cluster energy to parton energy. Clusters are also required to be 
away from the region of low response near 7 = 0, and to be well contained in the 
central calorimeter: 0.1 < /qletl < 0.7. 

Two sources of background are present in the jet sample: cosmic rays which 
shower iu the calorimeter, and particles from the main ring, which is situated above 
the detector and is used during fip data-taking for p production. Both backgrounds 
have flatter ET spectra than the distribution expected irom parton-parton collisions, 
and thus affect the high E, part of the distribution sensitive to deviations i?om QCD. 
The timing information Erom the central hadron calorimeter is used to reject events 
with significant energy out-of-time with the beam crossing; however, no timing 
information is available from the central EM calorimeter, so additional cuts are 
applied to clusters with E, > 80 GeV. The electromaguetic !Iaction of the jet 
E,,/Etotd is required to satisfy 0.1 < E.,/E totd < 0.95. The missing transverse 
energy significance, defined as I&/&&, is required to be less than 4.8; from a study 
of&ill minimum bias events, this is estimated to be equivalent to a very loose 60 
cut. These cuts reject 99% of the background and retain at least 97% of the true 
jet cross section. 

The raw jet differential cross section is not the true cross section because of the 
steeply falliug E, spectrum. Finite resolution smears the observed jet energy and 
causes the more numerous jets at lower ET to appear at higher E,, flatteniug the ET 
spectrum. Thus we must deconvolute the energy resohztion and the E, spectrum 
shape. The energy resolution for jets has been measured using the transverse en- 
ergy balancing technique [33] to be g(Ej.t)/Ej.t = llO%/&,,t. The deconvolution 
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procedure consists of iteratively generating an ET spectrum and applying the jet 
energy resolution, then comparing the resulting smeared spectrum to the observed 
spectrum; when the two are in agreement, the data is corrected by the ratio of the 
Monte Carlo generated spectrum to the smeared spectrum. The jet energy smearing 
deconvolution results in a 70% increase in the jet cross section for low E,, and a 
12% increase at the largest jet energies. 

The resulting jet cross section per unit rapidity in the central region is shown in 
Figure 19. Statistical and ET-dependent systematic errors are plotted point-to-point. 
The normalization error includes the ET-independent systematic8 expressed as an 
uncertainty in the cross section of (at most) 25%. In addition, there are systematic 
uncertainties from the luminosity measurement (15%), smearing corrections (lo%), 
and energy scale uncertainty (50%). Th e solid line is a QCD 2+2 calculation using 
the Duke and Owens structure functions (set 2) [34]; the Q’ value used to evaluate 
the strong coupling constant a, and to evolve the structure functions was Q’ = 
E,‘/2. The dashed line indicates the flattening of the ET spectrum expected in the 
presence of a I-fermion contact term at the mass scale indicated. It is worth noting 
that the QCD prediction is absolute; i.e. the QCD curve has not been normalized 
to the data. The QCD prediction describes the data very well over six orders of 
magnitude. The deviation of the contact term predictions from the data allow us 
to derive a lower limit on the mass scale of new contact interactions? 

A,,,t,a > 950 GeV/cz (95%C.L.) . 

The Double Differential Cross Section 

The double differential cross section d’o/dE,d~ is the product of the QCD 2-2 sub- 
process cross section (point-like scattering term) with the parton structure functions 
describing the parton momentum distributions in the initial state. The calculable 
point-like 2-+2 cross section is divergent at very large r) due to t-channel exchange; 
however the falling structure function at large z (large parton momentum) overcomes 
this rise and the physical cross section remains finite. Thus the double differential 
cross section allows us to investigate the proton structure function at large Z. 

This analysis was performed on the 28 nb-’ sample of data from the 1987 run, 
which had level-l E, trigger thresholds of 20, 30, 40, and 45 GeV. Studies with 
simulated events show that single jets in the region 171 < 0.6 satisfy the trigger 
criteria (with efficiency above 98%) if they have E, above 45, 65, 65, or 75 GeV 
respectively. At least one jet above this threshold, in the region 171 < 0.6, was 
required; this jet is referred to as the trigger jet. The event vertex was required 
to be within 60 cm of the center of the detector, and a second jet anywhere in the 

Figure 19: The smgle jet inclusive CIOSS section per unit rapidity in the central regmn. The 
plotted ermrs include statistical and ET-dependent systematic errors; the overall no~maliae- 
tion uncertainty shown includes the ET-independent systematic errors. The solid line is a 
QCD prediction (see text). The dashed lin e indicates the modification to the cross section 
expected in the case of a contact interaction at a mass scale of h = 700 GeV/c’. 

“Assumed Lo be unity strength irospin- and colour- singlet interactions between left-handed 
quE&[35]. 
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detector (the ‘probe’ jet), with E, > 2 GeV, was required14. These criteria yield a 
sample of 5291 events. 

The data are then binned iu bius of E,, the trigger jet transverse energy, and 
02, the probe jet pseudorapidity, and raw cross sections calculated for each bin. 
As in the previous section, this raw cross section must be corrected for the change 
of shape resulting from the detector E, and q resolutions. These resolutions have 
been studied using the technique of reference [33], in which one assumes that the 
parton transverse momenta balance. The transverse energy imbalance along the 
jet axis and along a bisector to that axis (i.e. at 90” to the jets) are then related 
to the E, and 7 resolutions together with deviations from 242 kinematics caused 

by higher order QCD processes (primarily gluon bmmsstmhlung). The true cross 
section @u/dETdr)ldq2, summed over the interval ]nr] < 0.6, is then obtained by a 
deconvolution procedure similiar to that discussed in the previous section: the E, 
and nr spectra are parametrized, smeared, and compared to the data; the ratio of 
generated to smeared spectra is then used as a correction to the observed data. The 
correction ratios vary from 77f5% at low ]r7e] and high E, to 21&9% for one of 
the high /nz] bins; the difference is caused by the steeper E, spectrum at high /ne), 
causing more events to fluctuate into our sample from low E,. 

Figure 20 shows the resulting cross section as a function of ]‘lrJ for different 
ET ranges, as well as leading order QCD calculations using the EHLQ structure 
functions (set 10) (361 and various choices of the Q2 scale. Again, the QCD prediction 
is absolute and has not been normalized to the data. The cross section falloff at 
large values of (rn( due to structure function decrease at large z is clearly observed 
and in excellent qualitative agreement with the data. 

The Jet Fragmentation Function 

The jet tiagmentation function D(r) is the distribution of the fraction of the jet 
energy carried by charged particles: 

1 dNcha+ 
D(r) = N,.t & 

where z = Q/E+ is the momentum of the charged particle along the jet axis. The 
Fragmentation function should reflect the effects of QCD scale breaking due to soft 
gluon emission, and should thus become softer at larger Qr. 

The analysis was performed using a dijet sample selected from the 1987 data. 
Events were chosen with two central (0.1 < [nl < 0.7) jets whose summed transverse 
energies satisfied the trigger threshold. The jets were required to be back-to-back in 
azimuthal angle to within 30° (150” < A$ < 210’) and any other jets in the event 
were required to have ET < 20 GeV and ET i 0.2 x (EfTtl t s;‘r). For acceptance 
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Figure ‘20: The two jet differential cross section, d3u/dE,dqldqZ, summed over the range 
lqli < 0 6. The inner error bars represent statistical enon; the outer error bars include the 
statistical errors and the E, and * dependent parts of the systematic errox The remruniag 
systematic errors ue absorbed into the normahzation enor which is shown. The shaded 
bands represent QCD predictions for a range of Qz values (see text). 
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“If the second jet was also in the central region (1~1 < 0.6) then both jets were counted .w trigger 
and probe jets. 
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reasons, only events with a small jet-jet longitudinal momentumare used: we require 

The events are boosted along the beam direction by the quantity mmoost as defined 
above. Tracks in the CTC are then associated with a jet if they have an angle with 
respect to the jet axis of less than 48” and a momentum along the jet axis of pII > 0.6 
GeV/c. The reconstruction efficiency (a function of the jet-jet mass mj-j and the 
fragmentation variable z) was studied using Monte Carlo events and verified by 
inserting Monte Carlo tracks into real jet events. It was found to be greater than 85% 
for jet-jet masses below approximately 200 GeV/c’. Small corrections are applied for 
tracks outside the pseudorapidity cone or outside of the CTC acceptance. The effect 
of the underlying event was studied by looking at the charged particle multiplicity 
at 90’ in 4 from the jets, and a small correction applied for these tracks. Finally, 
corrections are applied for the energy resolution of the calorimeter and the tracking 
momentum resolution, using a deconvolution procedure similiar to those described 
above. 

The resulting fragmentation function D( ) z 1s s h own in Figure 21 for jet-jet effec- 
tive masses between 80 and 140 GeV/c 2. The statistical and z-dependent systematic 
errors have been plotted; there remains an overallnormalization uncertainty which is 
shown. Figure 22 shows the same data plotted as a function of jet-jet mass, for var- 
ious ranges of z. Also shown are the data horn TASS0 [37] showing the same trend 
to lower values of z as the jet-jet mass (or fi in the case of the e+e- experiment 

TASSO) increases. This is due to the QCD scale breaking mentioned above. The 
fits to the data in Figure 22 are of the form D(z) = a + @log(mj-,) expected from 
the Altar&-Parisi 9’ evolution of parton densities [38], and quantitatively explain 
very well the variation of D(t) with mj-,. 

Jet Physics Conclusions 

We have shown the single jet inclusive cross section as a function of the jet transverse 
energy E,, the double differential crcas section as a function of jet pseudorapidity 
and tranverse energy, and the jet fragmentation function as a function of di-jet mass. 
All of these distributions are compatible with QCD predictions which include scale 
breaking soft gluon emission. Using the single jet inclusive cross section to probe 
very small distances, we have excluded new contact interactions at energy scales 
below 950 GeV/ck the 95% confidence level. 

: 

_. : 
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6 W and Z Mass Measurements 

The W and 2 masses are fundamental parameters of the electroweak theory. Te 
gether they are used to define [39] the electroweak mixing angle sin’6’w: 

i.e. the mixing is defined at the Q* value of W and 2 production, Q* = (90 GeV)‘. 
All other measurements of sin26’w require non-trivial computations of radiative 
corrections, even those such as the Z” lepton decay asymmetry which occur at the 
same value of Q2. In terms of the standard electromagnetic and Fermi coupling 
constants a and GF, measured at low Q2, we have: 

7&G= 
&G&l *&in’ 0~ 

where Ar represents the effect of radiative corrections. The uncertainty in these 
corrections arises principally from the uncertainties in the top quark and Higgs 
boson masses which affect the calculation of the boson propagators through internal 
loops. The top quark is the more important of the two effects; Figure 23a shows the 
dependence of Ar on the top quark mass, and Figure 23b shows the dependence on 
the Higgs mass.. The crucial point is that precise electraweak measurements yield 
information, through the radiative corrections, on the as-yet-unobserved elements 
of the standard model. 

Precise measurements of the 2’ mass may be made at LEP or SLC where the lim- 
iting uncertainty will be the beam energy uncertainty. W mass measurements cannot 
be made at e+e- machines until the W+W- production threshold is reached. Di- 
rect measurements of the W mass can only be made at hadron colliders; hadronic 
production of the Z is copious enough in pp collisions at fi = 1.8 TeV to permit 
precision measurements of the Z mass, and thus mass di&ence measurements which 
are largely systematics-free. 

The W Mass Measurement 

The clearest signature for W production and decay is a high tranverse energy lep 
ton accompanied by large missing transverse energy, signaling the presence of an 
undetected neutrino. Here, we concentrate on high ET electrons, although a similiar 
analysis is underway for muons. The high-&,-J& signature is sticiently clean that 
the full power of the standard electron selection criteria (section 2) is not necessary. 
We require a cluster of energy in the central detector with a ratio of EM energy to 
total energy of greater than 0.85, associated with a single track such that E/p is less 
than 1.4. Fiducial cuts are applied using the CEM strip chambers, to ensure that 
the electron be well measured. Photon conversions are rejected using the algorithm 
described above. We require 

ET(e) > 25 GeV, $, > 25 GeV . 
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Figure 23: The dependence of the radiative correction term AT on the top mass and the 
Higgs m-5. In a) the curve shows the predlcted radiative corrections as a function of the 
top mass, for a W mass of 81 GeVj c’ and a Higgs mass of 100 GeV/c’. The resulting values 
of sin’& we also shown. In b) the variation of th? CUIVC with the Hqg~ mass 15 indicated. 
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Source of uncertainty uncertainty 
(GeV/c’) 

Proton structure functions 0.3 
E,, & resolutions and W p= distribution 0.4 
Background < 0.06 
Fitting procedure 0.25 
Total Systematic Uncertainty 0.6 

Table 2: Contributions to the W mass measurement systematic uncertainty. Not 
included is an overall energy scale uncertainty of 0.4% (0.3 GeV/c’). 

The background in this sample from QCD sources is estimated to be less than 1%. 
We also require that there be no other clusters of energy in the detector with E, > 7 
GeV, because mismeasurement of such clusters will affect the & measurement. This 
selection leaves 1148 events. 

The ev transverse mass is shown in Figure 24, together with our best fit to the 
region between 66 and 88 GeV/c’, which gives a mass of 80.0 zt 0.2 GeV/c’, where 
the error is statistical. The mass determination in such a fit comes primarily from 
the peak of the distribution; the Jacobian edge of the distribution is related to both 
the W width and the mean pT of the W. Finite E, and $, resolution correlate 
these quantities, however, by smearing out the edge and changing the position of 
the peak. The quoted fit uses a W width fixed at the Standard Model value of 
approximately 2.5 GeV/c*; a fit allowing both the width and the mass to vary is less 
precise statistically. 

The systematic uncertainties on the W mass result from energy scale uncertain- 
tics, structure function uncertainties, uncertainties in the electron and I!!, resolutions 
and the W pT distribution, effects due to the residual background in the sample, 
and the uncertainty introduced by the fitting procedure. They are summarized in 
Table 2 and explained below. The analysis is preliminary, and we have chosen to be 

conservative in OUT estimates of the systematic uncertainties, pending further study. 

The energy scale uncertainty is explained in detail in Section 3, and is 0.4% 
(0.3 GeV/c’). The proton structure function uncertainties enter because different 
structure functions give slightly different predictions for the shape of the transverse 
mass distribution. This arises because of the different W longitudinal momenta and 
the V - A decay of the W, together with our limited pseudorapidity acceptance for 
the W decay electron. We have tried many choices of structure functions; differences 
among them result in an estimate of 0.3 GeV/c2 for the resulting uncertainty in the 
W mass. The $, resolution was studied using minimum bias data, and found to 
scale approximately according to 0.6 x a. In events with W bosom, the 1, 
measurement is complicated by the energy flow into the electron cluster from the 
underlying event, studied using a comparison of the & components parallel to and 
perpendicular to the electron direction. This study is in turn complicated by the 
correlation of the electron direction with the recoil energy direction for W bosom 

c_____- 

r 

Figure 24: The transvase mtzs for the W sample (histogram) together wth the fit discussed 
in the text (curve). The fittmg range is indicated by the dashed tines. 
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produced at large pT; this i, one of the reasons we impose above the requirement 
that there be no additional clusters in the event. Thus, the uncertainties due to 
both the & and the electron ET resolutions are correIated to the uncertainty due 
to the W pT distribution. Taken together, we estimate the resulting uncertainty on 
the W mass as 0.4 GeV/?, with the dominant contributions coming from the $, 
measurement and the W pT distribution. Backgrounds in the sample include a small 
number of W-UY, r-wv~ decays, and misidentified Z’-+e+e- decays where one 
electron is lost or badly reconstmcted in the detector. The 66 GeV/c’ lower limit on 
the fit range was chosen to avoid the low transverse mass part of the spectrum where 
we expect the 7 decays to contribute. Varying the backgrounds within reasonable 
limits leads to a small uncertainty (< 50 MeV/cz) on the W ma88. Finally, we have 
performed a binned fit. Binning variations and studies of the fit results on Monte 
Carlo samples lead to an uncertainty due to the fitting procedure of approximately 
250 MeV/c2. 

The resulting W* mass measurement ie thus: 

mw = 80.0 i 0.2 3~ 0.6 i 0.3 GeV/c’ , 

where the first error is statistical, the second is the quadrature sum of the systematic 
errors discussed above, and the third is the overall energy scale uncertainty. 

The 2 Mass Measurement 

The 2’ mass is measured using a sample of 2’ +e+e- decays, with the calorimeter 
measurement of the electron energies, and with a sample of Z”-+ptp- decays using 
the muon momenta as determined from the tracking chambers. The Z’-+e+c- 
decays using the electron momenta as measured in the tracking chamber are also 
presented for comparison, but are not used in the fmal determination of the 2’ mass 
because of the large adjustments necessary to correct for electron bwmsstmhlung. 

The di-electron sample required two electrons, each in the central EM calorime- 
ter inside the fiducial region of the detector (away from 4 cracks), and used standard 
cuts on strip chamber shower shape and shower-track matching. The ratio of elec- 
tromagnetic to total energy was required to be less than 0.10, and E/p was required 
to be less than 1.4. The sample contains 73 events with e+c- effective masses in the 
range from 50 GeV/cz to 150 GeV/cZ. As an indication of the background, there are 
no like-sign pairs ia this mztss range. The e+e- effective mass, using the calorimeter 
measurement of the electron energy, is shown in Figure 25. An unbinned maximum 
likelihood fit to the 65 events in the mass range between 80 GeV/c’ and 100 GeV/?, 
using a Breit-Wigner form convoluted with the calorimeter resolution on an event- 
by-event basis, results in a fitted, uncorrected mass of 90.93 h 0.34 GeV/c’, and a 
width of 3.6 If: 1.1 f 1.0 GeV/?. 

The di-muon sample required two tracks with pT above 20 GeV/c, with energy 
depositions in the calorimeter towers associated with the tracks as explained above 
(cf. the e + p channel in the top quark search). At least one muon candidate was 

required to have a track segment in the muon chambers, effectively restricting it 
to an 17 range of ,$ < 0.65. The second was permitted to be outside of the muon 
chamber pseudorapidity coverage but was required to be well measured in the CTC 
and to be minimum-ionizing in the calorimeter. As in the case of the ep channel, 
this is done only to increase the acceptance in pseudorapidity. Both muons were 
required to be further than 10’ away from any jets with E, > 15 GeV, in order 
to avoid di-jet punchthrough backgrounds. Events with two muons back-to-back 
within 0.1 units in q and 1.5’ in $ were rejected as cosmic rays. The fmal sample 
contains 132 events with a p+p- effective mass in the range 50 GeV/c* to 150 
&V/c’; there are no like-sign muon pairs in this mass range. The muon tracks as 
measured in the CTC are beam constrained in order to obtain the best possible 
momentum resolution, measured to be bp~/p~ = O.OOllp~ (GeV/c)-‘. The p’+p- 
effective mass distribution is shown in Figure 26a. The 123 events in the mass 
range from 75 GeV/c* to 105 GeV/c’ are fit using an unbinned maximum Likelihood 
technique. The fit is to a Breit-Wigner convoluted with a Gaussian resolution in 
l/p,, and gives a fitted, uncorrected mass of 90.41 i 0.40 GeV/cr, and a width of 
4.0 5 1.2 i 1.0 GeV/c’. 

Figure 26b shows the e+e- effective mass for the 64 events in the Z”-efe- 
sample for which both tracks have sufficient quality to permit a beam-constrained 
fit to be performed. The radiative effects on the electrons are much larger than 
for the muons, and are clearly visible as a tail on the low side of the distribution. 
Performing the same fit as for the Z”-+pipL- sample (there are 58 events in the 
fitted mass range) results in a fitted, uncorrected mass of 89.27 + 0.80 GeV/c’. 

In order to obtain the physical Z” mass, the fitted masses must be adjusted 
for radiative corrections and structure function corrections (see Table 3). Radiative 
corrections were studied with a Monte Carlo simulation which used the exact elec- 
troaeak matrix elements to order CI* jSOj, and the events were processed through 
a full detector simulation to study external bremsstrahiung. The Z’-e+e- mea- 
surement using tracking information is the most sensitive to radiation because of 
external bremsshhiung by the electrons, and the adjustment here is the largest. 
The Z”+e+e- measurement using the calorimeter energies is the least sensitive 
because most of the radiation is nearly collinear to the electron and thus is con- 
tained in the electron cluster and well measured in the calorimeter. We estimate 
the uncertainty on the radiative corrections to be less than 15%. Structure function 
corrections are necessary because it is more likely to have a parton-parton interac- 
tion with a center-of-mass energy slightly below the mass of the Z than it is to have 
an interaction at an energy slightly above the mass of the 2 (cf. Figures 53 and 
54 of reference 1411). Using various sets of structure functions, we find this correc- 
tion to be approximately 80 Me%‘/?; the difference between various sets of structure 
functions gives an estimate of the uncertainty on this correction. 

The Z’-e+e- calorimeter measurement has an energy scale uncertainty of 
0.4%; all three measurements have the momentum scale (mass scale) uncertainty of 
0.2% described in detail in Section 3. These corrections and uncertainties are listed 
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Figure 25: The Z”-e+e- effective maas distribution using the calorimeter energy mea. 
surements for the electrons. 

b) 
! 

Figure 26: a) The I?-p’p- effective mass distribution using the tracking measurements 
for the muons. b) The Z”-e’e- effective mass distribution using the tracking information 
for the electrons. The radiative tail on the low side of the peak is clearly visible. 

, , 
(tracking) (tracking) (calorimeter) 

Events in Fit 123 I 58 I 65 
Fitted Mans 90.41 f0.40 89.27 10.80 90.93 10.34 
R&d. COIL +0.22 10.03 +2.19 k-o.30 +0.11 *0.03 
struct. Func. i-O.08 10.03 +0.08 iO.03 +0.08 10.03 
E/P Cal. f0.38 
Mom. Scale 10.20 j 10.20 1 f0.20 
m.3 90.7 f0.4 10.2 1 91.5 f0.8 f0.4 1 91.1 dco.3 +0.4 

Table 3: Corrections and uncertainties in the 2’ mass, in GeV/c’. The fust uncer- 
tainty is statistical, the second systematic. 

in Table 3. The resulting maas values are: 

mZ = 91.1 i 0.3 f 0.4 GeV/cZ (e+e- Cd.11 

mZ = 90.7 zk 0.4 f 0.2 GeV/c’ (p+p- tracking), 

where the errors are statistical and systematic, respectively. Our best value for 
the 2’ mass comes from a weighted mean of these two numbers, using for each an 
overall uncertainty formed by the combination (in quadrature) of the statistical and 
systematic uncertainties, excluding the common mass scale error. We obtain for OUT 
hal result [42]: 

mZ = 90.9 i 0.3 C 0.2 GeV/cZ , 

where the fist error is the quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic uncer- 
tainties, and the second is the mass scale uncertainty. The Ma&II experiment at 
the SLC has recently published a result [43] in good agreement with this number. 

Electroweak Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have measured the W and Z boson mawa to be: 

mw = 80.0 f 0.6 f 0.3 GeV/2 , 

mZ = 90.9 k 0.3 !k 0.2 GeV/c’ , 

where the first error is the quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic uncer- 
t&&s, and the second is the mass or energy scale uncertainty. Together, these two 
precision measurements give a value for the electroweak mixing parameter of: 

sir? 6~ = 0.225 k 0.013 , 

where the dominant contribution to the error is the systematic uncertainty on the 
W mass. This is in excellent agreement with a comprehensive analysis of all lower 
energy data (Am&ii ef aI., [20]) which gives sin*Bw = 0.230 zt 0.0048. Stated 
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otherwise, one can use OUT measurements of the W and Z masses together with this 
value of sin* 0~ to calculate: 

4 p 3 z = 1.006 f 0.018 . 
coBz ewmz 

The p parameter is sensitive to the Higgs structure, and is identically one in the 
Standard Model and in any model where electroweak symmetry breaking occurs 
due to Higgs doublets. In extensions to the Standard Model with additional Higgs 
multiplets, p is not necessarily one. Clearly our measurements combined with the 
low QZ value of sin2 6~ are in good agreement with the standard model. In Figure 
27 we show predictions for sin* 6’~~ based on the electromagnetic coupling constant 
a and the muon decay lifetime [44], as a function of the 2’ mass for different values 
of the top quark mass (which enters because of the radiative corrections discussed at 
the beginning of this section). Our electroweak measurements do not yet seriously 
constrain the top quark mass, but more precise such measurements in the near 
future witl help to constrain both the top quark mass and the standard model. 

7 Conclusions 

The analyses presented above give an overview of some of the medium and high pT 
physics topics which CDF can address. We have ignored here many other interesting 
topics such as elastic and diffractive scattering, low p1 (minimum bias) physics, 
medium pT heavy flavour (c and b quark) studies, and additional electroweak tests, 
but have shown that CDF is simultaneously exploring both the high precision and 
high energy frontiers that have traditionally been of interest in particle physics. 
The top quark continues to elude detection, large transverse energy jet production 
is well explained by QCD, and precise electroweak measurements have so far not 
uncovered anything in disagreement with standard SU(P)@U(l) electroweak theory. 
With an order of magnitude more data in the foreseeable future, we feel confident 
that we will continue to improve the precision of these tests in our efforts to further 
constrain the Standead Model. 

Sin2 8, VS. M, 

0,240 

01180 
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Figure 27: PIedictions, based on cz and the muon decay lifetime, for sin’ Ow as a function 
of rn~ and wop. Adapted from Tabie 1 of reference [44]. A Higgs mass of 100 GcV/c’ was 
swumed for these calculations. 
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These variables again are connected with the two parameters describing the origin of CP violation 

Neutral ksons are produced in hadronic reactions like n ‘p-C ‘n ’ kd, K ‘p p The particular feature 
of the x” and R” particle consists in the fact that they differ only in one quantum number. the 
strangeness. Since weak interaction doesn’t conserve strangeness, particle-antiparticle transitions can 
occur through intermediate decay states. 

The new eigenstates of the neutral kaon system are therefore dclincd as 

jK,> =+‘+I??>) 

and these are also CP eigenstates (C = charge conjugation. P = parity ) In 1964 the CP violation 
was discovered hy Christenson et al. [fi] with the consequence that the CP eigenstates are not 
anymore the eigenstates to mass and lifetime of the neutral kaons. This leads to the following 
description 

IKs’ = J 2(lY lr,?) 
(IK, ’ + cslK2 ‘) = IK&‘3 ’ e 

-MS,.+ 

wifh a=cS=.sL assuming CPT - Invariance 

ImrJ2 + I ImM,, 

E= i (r,-l-,~)/2-~M,-~,,) . 

The CP violation manifests itsell in the fact that the long living K, state decays not exclusively in three 
pions but also, in L% of all cases. in a two pion final state. The experimental accessible parameters of 
CP violation are qno and q ~ . d&cd as the ratios of decay amplitudes : 

I. E -A CP violation through kaon state mixing 

KL - EK* - nn 

2. E’ - Cl’ violation in the decay (‘direct’ Cl’ violation) 

KI, + K, -+ n n 

and can lx. accommodated within quantized iield theories such as the Standard Model. [2,3] The mea- 
sured values for the complex parameters are summarized in the lollowmg table LXJ : 

Iv+-I = (2.275 + 0.021)~ IO- 

hal = (2.299 f 0.036) x IO-’ 

d+- = (44.6 f I .2)’ 

400 = (54.5 * 5.3)” 

Re E = (I.621 _+ 0.088) x lO-3 

Ic’kl = (3.3 * 1.1) x 10-a 

Am = (3.521 f 0.014) x IO-” MeV 

The first non-zero measurement of e’ came also from the NASH group. [7J A graphical relation of 
aU parameters is pre.sented in figure I, the so called Wu - Yang diagram. 

CPT 

A very important theorem in the framework of tield theories is the UT-theorem (C.P,T are abbrevi- 
ations for the three symmmetry transformations charge conjugation, parity and time reversal). This 
theorem states that local Lorentz invariant quantum field theories are invariant under the combined 
transformation CPT.[I.S] This leads to the subsequent consequence : mass. lifetime and magnetic 
moment should be the same for a particle and its antiparticle. The most stringent limits on a possible 
CP’I‘ violation is delivered again by the neutral kaon system : 

Mp-M 
lo-“;r - Ko 

Mip . 

The interesting factor in the formula is A which reveals the connection between CPT and the phases 
of the decay amplitude ratios using perturbation theory.[ 17,1X] 
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Figure I: Wu - Yang diagram. Graphical representation of the difFeren! parameters of the CP 

violation. 

WI’ invariance therefore requires some constraints on the values of 4 + _ and aoo, namely 

4,. 2 4m and 4,-4,_ 

The value of the phase di&rence before the Nh3 I measurement was A4 = a, - 6 + . = 12.6’ Ifr 6.2”. 
(Christenson et al. [9]) 

To measure in an experiment the phase values one uses the phenomenon of interference in the neutral 
kaon system. Due to the CP violation the states K, and & have decay channnels in common 

(-7t+ll-, n”n”) and thus can interfere with each other. The calculation of the time dependent intensity 
of /P,F’ decaying into two pion tinal states shows the usual exponential decay part and in addition a 
cosine term resulting from interference. 

I*,(t)=C C e-‘,‘+ ly12 e-“I+ 2 D 191 e -(“I rL’fcos(&,, f - 4). 1 

n = N(g) - N(p) 

NW? + N(p) 

N(P), N(i?D) = number of created K0 - ,RO - parlicle 

c = norm 

The dilution factor D takes into account the different amount of produced p and R”l at the target. 
The maximum of information about the phases can be extracted from the intensity distribution at 
about I2 KS lifetimes. 

: :- __ :. 
,_ .- : .: .z: 
. . .__, _- 

Principal of mexwrement 

Figure 2 and enlarged figure 3 sketches the experimental setup of the Nh3l experiment, a lixed target 
experiment at the CERN SPS accelerator in Geneva. The design of the interference beam was similar 
to that of the previous L’/T. measurement in 1986. [ I43 A detailed description can be found in reference 
[ISI. 
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The four main characteristics of the experiment are listed below: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

the experiment NM1 relied on vacuum interference, no regenerator was used 

the decay kinematic was measured with wirechambers and calorimeters 

charged and neutral decay channels were measured simultaneously, so we determined 4, and 
C$ + _ at the same time 

4. there was the possibility to record two time shifted intensity distributions by using targets in 
different distances from the decay volume (KF - target and KN -target 14.4 m apart. N for 
near - F for far). The advantage of this setup was that all acceptances cancel if one forms 
the ratio of the two intensity distributions at the same energy and vertex point. And thus get 
rid of a substantial system& error. 

The data collection of the NA3l experiment took place in 1987 where during 70 days a total of ahout 
2400 magnetic tapes with I.4 IO” triggers were recorded. The following cable shows the exact numbers 
of measured kaon decays, where the number in hrackcts include the lifetime downscaling weights : 

Table 1 

‘This lifetime downscaling was used online for events with a lifetime below 7 5s to reduce the data vol- 
ume. To avoid systematic errors due to time variations in the detectors a special condition of running 
was chosen. In a repeating cycle 20 Tapes of KN - data (decays of kaons which were produced at the 
KN target), I I tapes of KF-data and one tape with KS decays were successively taken In total we 
collected 57 of these cycles. 

Reconstruction of the two decay modez 

For the recording of photons an elm. calorimeter was used. 71~ calorimctcr consisted of 80 cells with 
2.3 mm lead plates containing liquid argon as active material. Copper strips in X an Y direction were 
used to readout the pulseheights of the LAC, there existed in total IS36 madout channels. We achieved 

0.075 an energy resolution of bE = - 
E J.E 

and a spatial resolution of about 0.75 mm for gammas. The 

reconstructed kaon energy came from the sum of the 4 photon energies. While the vertex calculation 
ensued from geometric means under the assumption of a kaon decay : 

L 

2 “rrer =z,,c - I 
M, {” r 

E,Ej ~(~,--)2+ti,-Y~2)] 2 

,,,C’ 1 

z,,,,, = vertex 

7 -UC = psition of the elm. calorimeter = 12374.95 cm 

MC = kaonmass 

VI = X,Y position off photon i in the LAC 

F ‘,. , = energy of the photon 

2. P-4r’n 

Two multiwire proportional chambers scrvcd to extract the vcrtcx from this decay mode. Each cham- 
ber consisted of 4 planes with 432 gold plated tungsten wires (size = 0.03 mm). The chambers con- 
tained an hrgon/lsohutan gas mixture (70%/30”/.) and the cathode planes were connected to 2850 V 
of (ension. These parameters resulted in a space point resolution in X.Y of 0.75 mm. The tinal vertex 
was reconstructed by fitting a plane through the four spacepoints and improved by using the drift time 
information from TDC’s connected to each chamber. 

The energy of the pions was measured with a combination of two calorimeters, the already 
described elm. calorimeter and a hadmn calorimeter. The latter was composed of 48 2.5 cm iron plates 
and 49 planes of scintillator strips, alternately orientated in X and Y direction The finally achieved 

energy resolution was + = !$Z$ . 

The energy of the kaon was not just the sum of pion energies but relied mostly on geometric cal- 
culations using the opening angle from the decay: 

M, = kaonmass ,O = opening angle 

m. = pionmass 

T = 2. + C,/E, + El/‘& E,, E, = pionencrgies 

With this method the resolution in kaon energy was very much improved leading to +=I %. 
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Systematic enon 

1. lhrgy scale 

A very important point in this experiment was the determination of the energy scale, mainly in the 
neutral decay mode but also in the charged decay mode. In both reconstruction mechanism the kaon 
energy was coupled to the vertex calculation. This was the feature on which the energy scale deterrni- 
nation was based. 

During special runs kaon have been produced in a target (KS-target) directly at the beginning of 
the decay volume. l3ecause of the long decay length of the K,> particle (vet,= 3000 m at 100 GeV) 
only KS were decaying and their decay products recorded by the detectors. An anticountcr was placed 
in the neutral kaon beam to record only decays which took place downstream of this detector, thus 
defining a ~.ero point in the system. The physical Z-position of this anticounter was precisely known. 

The procedure now was to fit an exponential distribution (folded with a Gaussian resolution func- 
tion) to the measured vertex distribution of the K, decays, taking the resolution and the anticounter 
position as free parameters. A comparison of the measured anticountcr position with the physical posi- 
tion gave the shift in the vertex measurement and because of the described coupling also the shift in 
energy scale (Pig.4). Thus any time dependent shift could be corrected by using the information from 
the regularly KS data taken during the 19R7 run. 

Figure 5 gives the final result for the precision of the energy SC& for charged and neutral decays. 
Also one can see the very small nonlinearities in the experiment. A deviation of IO cm in the anti- 
counter position was equal to a I ?& shift in energy scale which again would shift the phase values by 
one degree. This gives an indication of how impartant the energy scale measurement was and how 
well it was carried through. 

2. Background events 

The only background to this decay channel came from the decay of KL-+n”nOnO (B.R. 21.7 % com- 

pared to K,-+n’n” ILR. 0.091 %).To reduce these decays several conditions per event had to be fu!J- 
tilled: 

I. no signals from the ring anticounters surrounding the decay volume and the helium tank 

2. only four photons reconstructed in the LAC 

3. the center-of-gravity had to he within IO cm around the beam axis. 

The main cut, also used to extrapolate the amount of background into the signalregion, was a con- 
straint on .the reconstructed x” mass. 

:, .: 
..i: ..i.-: .i 

:_ .,,.-.:- 
‘._ 

0: 
Z (cm) 

Figure 4: Vertex distribution KS data. Overlayed is the result from the fit procedure. 

. . . . 

m., = invariant mass of the photons 
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mfl = neutral pion mass (134.96 MeV) 
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Figure 5: Final precision of the charged and neutral energy scale. 

For good events N should he less than one while the hackground region was defined as 7 < N < 12 
(Fig 6). I-he number of background events was afterwards flat extrapolated into the signal region and 
than subtracted (Fig 7). The consequently ascertained background level was 1’6. for the KN data and 
JoA for the KF data (f3g.R). The total efTcct on the phase determination was - 0.6 ’ when suhtract- 
ing the neutral hackground. . 

h) X”-n’a- mode 

:., .- 

The source of hackground in this decay mode consisted of different parts : 

K‘-mV B.R. 38.6 % 

K[~-w/lV R.R. 27.0 % 

KL-n’n-n” R.R. 12.4 % 

h-n-p 

and kaon and lambda decays which took place before the collimators and then being bent by a 
magnetic tield. 

~llthcsckindsof background were substantially (a factor 25) reduced hy the following cuts and 
requirements : 

I. no hits in the anticounlers 

2. no extra photons reconstructed 

3. cut on electrons, using the longitudinal shower dcvclopment 

4. cut on the pion energy ratio ( R < 2.5) 

5. cut on the reconstructed kaon mass 

6. rejecting events with a low vertex ( < 120 cm) 

The remaining hackground came mainly from Ke, decays. To get a handle on this events and to esti- 

mate at the same time the amount of background in the signalregion the variable D-target was uti- 
lized. The measurement of D-target revealed information about the transverse momentum of the 
decay. Figure 9 shows the distribution of D-target overlayed with a reference distribution of positive 
identified KS, events. A background region was detined (6 cm < D-t c IO cm) and with the help of __ 
the reference distribution this was extrapolated into the signalregion (0 cm < D-t < 3.25 cm (3 5 cm 
KF)). The itiuence of this background subtraction on the char&d phase value was very small, it 
decreased 4 I _ hy 0.2 ‘. 
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Data analysis 

The next figures reveal some information about the quality of the data taken in 1987. Figure IO sketch- 
es the energy distribution of the decay modes in the data sets KN and KF. ‘The collected statistics can 
be seen from figure I I, Jhowing the uncorrected lifetime distributions for charged and neutral two pinn 
decays, KN and KF data merged. To exhibit the clear interference feature in our data we started with a 
conventional treatment of the data. Figure 12 displays the lifetime distribution corrected for lifetime 
downscaling and acceptance, overlayed with a theoretical curve without interference Wm. One can see 
the distinct differences and the full feature of intcfiercnce is exhibited when extracting the cosine inter- 
ference term displayed in figure 13. But this conventional method was not used to extract the phase 
values from the data. hecause the experiment was designed to avoid the use of acceptance calculations 
thus omitting a strong source of systematic errors. 

Determination of the phwe vduu 

The starting point of the phase analysis were 4 different data sets, charged decays and neutral decays 
from KN and KF running mode. Each of these were subdivided into 5 GeV energy bins in the energy 
range 70 - 170 GeV and into 0.5 fS l&time bins in the vertex range I20 - 4920 cm (zero point = 
end point of the last collimator in the decay region). The crucial step in the procedure was to form 
now the ratio 

R,= 
number o/even,s (KN mode) 
number o/ewnts (KF mode) E , 

I’ I 

in each energy and TV bin separately for the two decay channels (n&n-,n’n”). This ratio R had the 
advantage of being independent from acceptances. The lifetime was calculated from the cater 
between the two targets. The next step consisted in forming the same ratio calculated from the theo- 
retical distribution 

E r+, 5+ I 

I,,,(‘%) dE dr 

R E, 
Th.anr = @,+ , 

‘1 
5 + I 

f,,(E.r) dE dr 

E, ‘j 

v) 101~,,,,““,““,““,““,““,““,“” 

-E 

E 

_ l Km *.a***. 
l m. 
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Figure IO: Energy spectra, charged and neutral decays, KN and KF data. 
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z = vertexposition, M = kaon mass , E = kaon cnerg 
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%.L = decay length 

Z FOV, = Z-Position at the centa belween the targets KN + z = -3360 cm, KF + z = 
- 4800 cm 
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Figure 13: Extracted cosine interference term. KN and KF data merged. 

A x1- test was utilized to compare the ratio from the data with the ratio from theoretical assump- 
tions. The following table shows the values used for the Rxcd input parameters 

Table 2 

Massdifference 

Lifetime K-short 

Lifetime K-long 

Am = (3.521 + 0.014) x IO-l2 MeV 

t = (0.X923 + 0.0022) x IO-" s 

t = (5.18 f 0.04) x 10-R I 

'tc- = (2.275 + 0021) x IO-" 

Id = 0.99 X/T+ _I 

Both decay modes were Ctted simultaneously taking 4 + . and Aa = 4 1 _ - bno as free parameters. In 
addition IO dilution factors (one per IO GeV bii, the same for charged and neutral ) and 20 normaliza- 
tion factors (one per IO GeV bin, charged and neutral separately) were fitted. The result of the fit is 
visualized in the following pictures, showing data distributions for the decay modes in energy bins 
overlayed with the fitted curves (Fig.14). Figure I5 displays the distribution of the ratio, all energies 
included and normalized to 100 GeV, for charged and neutral decays overlayd with two theoretical dis- 
tributions to exhibit again the measured interference in the neutral kaon system More detailed 
descriptions can be found in references IO - 13. 

Figure I6 demonstrates the measured energy dependence of the dilution factor and in addition 
two predictions for the distribution of D are given. One extrapolating from K’ , K‘ data to K”, P 
and the other based on simple assumptions from the quark-parton model.[ 161 The agrccmcnt is 
much better for the second assumption but still not satisfying 

The preliminary result for the phase measurement of the NA3 I group is 

A~=~,,-d,+_=O.3O+2.6O+ 1.1“ 

,. : 
‘. 

: 
-._ . . . 

6 no =47.1° rt 2.1° + 1.00 

4, _ =46.8"+ 1.4'f 0.6O 

(x2 = 800 with 768 degrees offieedom ) 
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0.5 /- WP) = 

0 ‘~‘~~~(‘~111(111111,,,1,, 
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P (GeV) 

Energy dependence of the measured dilution factor. Solid line = prediction from 

charged kaon measurements. dashed line = predictions from the quark - parton model. 

where the lirst error comes from statistics and the second error from systematics. A comparison of this 
result with previous measurements is shown in ligure 17. The composition of the systematic error can 
be extracted from the following table : 

Table 3 

Contributions (b+- 

Energy scale 
Nonharities 
Background 
Regeneration 
MC acceptance 
Resolution 

0.6 

0.1 

0.1 
0.1 

negligible 

0.8 

< 0.5 
0.1 

0.1 
0.1 

0.2 

NJ 

1.0 
< 0.5 

0.1 

0.1 
0.2 

Ihe main error originated from the measurement of the energy scale in both decay modes. While all 
other ermrs are quite small, e g. errors from second order efl’ccts in the MC acceptance calculations or 
errors from any background subtraction methods. 

In addition to these systematic errors there existed anolhercategory due to the uncertainties in 
the external parameters ( cr,,Am used in the tit procedure). The sensitivity of the phases on changes of 
the parameters can be represented in the following way ( see also figure IX) : 

S(Am) 1.2 1.2 0.0 

S(r) 0.6 0.4 -0.2 

WI) 0.2 n.2 0. I 

‘1 ._ ‘. ,’ 
,,.:,.-. -.- 

a ext = 
(T- 0.8923~10-‘~s) 

noo22xlo-‘0s S(r)+ 
lq - 2.275~10 -‘) 

0.021x10-’ 
S(l) + ( 

Abm-3.521x10-“MeQ 
0.0l4xln-‘*MeV 

S( Am) 
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l‘his leads to the following manner of displaying the results of the phase mcasurcment : 

A$ = (0.3' + u,,,(A+)) k 2.6O+ l.l"+O.2" 

+,, =(47.1°+ucx,(~,,)) f2.1”C l.o”+ I.30 

4 + _ = (46.8” + (rexc(4 +-))+ 1.4”+0.6”i 1.4O 

Conclusion 

The measurement of the Nh31 group has substantially improved the precision of our knowledge about 
the values of the phases 4, and the phase difference A$ in the neutral kaon system. And the result is 
consistent with the conservation of CPT 

My personal thanks to Dr. V. Gibson and Prof. I1.G. Sander. 
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ABSTRACT 

A measurement of the direct CP violation parameter Re(e’k) by the E731 

collaboration at Fermilab is reported. The technique that utilizes a 

double KL beam is described and associated systematic errors are 

discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ever since it was discovered 25 years ago,’ the manifestation of CP 

violation has been confined to the neutral kaon system. Furthermore, 

until recently, all the observable effects of CP violation have been able to 

be accounted for by CP contamination (parametrized by E) in & and KL 

states which are eigenstates of mass and decay rate: 

&=K1+EK2 

KL=K~+EK~ ’ 

where Kl(K2) is a CP plus(minus) eigenstate. If there is no direct CP- 

violating transition K2(CP-) -+ 27t(CP+), then decays of KS or KL to 2x 

occur only through its K1 component. In such a case, the observable 

parameter n = amp(KL+2Tc) lamp(Ks+Zn) would be equal to I? 

independent of whether the final state is X+X- or 2x0 (i.e., n+. = no0 = E), 

and the isospin structure of the final state would be the same for & and 

KL; namely, OS = OL where OS,L = amp(Ks,L+I=2) /amp(&,L-+I=O) are 

the AI=1/2 enhancement factors in KS and KL respectively. Quite 

generally (without assuming CPT), the parameters n+ and no0 can be 

written as2 

with 

WL-OS) = 
amp(Ke-t1=2) amp(Kz-+I=O) 
amp(K1+1=2) -amp(Kl+I=O) 

The quantity amp(K2-+I=i)/amp(Kl-+I=i) is a measure of direct CP 

violation in decay to isospin=i final state; thus, the following three 

statements are equivalent and signal existence of direct CP violation: (1) 

rate of direct CP violation (defined by the amplitude ratio above) in I=0 is 

different from that in 1=2. (2) AI=112 enhancement in Ks-t2rc (OS) is 

different from that in K~+2x (WI,). (3) n+- is different from noo. If CPT 

symmetry is assumed, then one can make the fourth statement (which 

is more widely known) equivalent to the above three: the phase of 

amp(Ko+I=O) is different from the phase of amp(Ko+I=2) after phase 

shifts due to final state interaction are taken out. 

Often, the difference between n+. and no0 is studied by the double ratio R 

of the two pion decay rate of the Q and KL: 

:.: ,- 1 
I.!.. 1,: . . 
t ‘:?’ .I 



R= 
l-(K~-+x+lr-j/l-(K~+x+x-) 

- 1 + 6Re(e’M. 
r(K~-tx~,o)lT(K~-tx~,~) - 

The superweak model of CP violations proposed by Wolfenstein predicts 

essentially no direct CP violations; thus Re(E’/s) = 0. In the standard 

model, however, CP violation is caused by an irreducible complex phase 

in the quark mixing matrix4 and predicts non-zero values of order 10e3 

for Re(e’/s). 

In 1988, the NA31 collaboration at CERN reported5 a value of Re(e’/e) 

three standard deviations away from zero (0.0033~0.0011) which 

corresponds to the double ratio R being 2% above unity. There, Q decays 

and KL decays were taken separately. In the following, we present a 

determination of Re(e’/e) by the E731 collaboration at Fermilab based on 

a data set in which all four decay modes are taken simultaneously. 

APPARATUS 

Figure 1 shows the side view of E731 detector. A double KL beam is 

generated by a 800 GeV proton beam striking a Be target with a 

horizontal targeting angle of 5 mrad. The neutron flux reaching the 

detector is approximately the same as that for kaons and posed no 

problems. Q is coherently generated by a B4C regenerator placed at z = 

123 m (z is the distance from the production target) in one of the beams 

which alternates between the two beams every spill (every minute) in 

I 
..I 

.:... . . ..-. 
. 

I ; 
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order to symmetrize the beam fluxes and acceptances of KS and KL 

decays. The regenerator is implemented with four layers of scintillators to 

detect and veto inelastic interactions in order to suppress incoherently 

generated KS. Also, a 112 inch thick piece of lead is placed just upstream 

of the last layer of the scintillators in order to sharply define the 

upstream edge of KS decay region for the neutral mode as well as for the 

charged mode. The transverse shape of beams are defined by a two-hole 

beam dump that immediately follows the target and two sets of movable 

collimators. Actual beam profiles are well reproduced by adjusting the 

configuration of these components as used in the Monte Carlo 

simulation of the detector (Figure 2). 

Neutral decays are reconstructed by a 804-block lead-glass array with 

photon energy resolution of 2.5 + 5/d-%. The two beams pass the 

calorimeter through two holes (12 cm by 12 cm each). Charged tracks 

are detected and momentum-analyzed by a 200 MeV-kick magnet and 16 

layers of drift chambers which are grouped into four sets. A typical 

single-hit position resolution was 100 microns which resulted in a 

typical single-track momentum resolution of 1% for x+x- decays. 

Eleven layers of photon veto counters are distributed along the apparatus 

to detect stray photons thereby reducing the background from K~-+37to 

decays in the neutral mode. In the charged mode, a muon filter (3 m of 

steel) followed by a muon hodoscope is used to suppress the background 

from KL+A~V decays. 

; . . -..-..’ [ .: 
:. :I . . . . . .- 

: -_ . . :.:. 
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changes depending on the beam conditions and floating gains of 

counters. This can be solved by taking two modes each simultaneously: 

one in the denominator and the other in the numerator in forming R. 

Thus, one could take the two KL modes simultaneously and the two KS 

modes simultaneously; or, one can take the two charged modes .: 

The neutral mode trigger requires at least 30 GeV of energy deposit in 

the calorimeter and that four or six clusters are found by an online 

hardware cluster finder7 which counts the number of groups of 

contiguous lead-glass blocks with more than 1 GeV energy deposit. The 

raw gain of each block was kept within 5% of each other so that the 

hardware cluster finder can directly process the raw pulse heights. The 

use of the hardware cluster finder was essential in enabling us to take 

data at a rate nearly 10 times higher than that of the previous runs In 

addition, it is required that there be no hit in the trigger plane (see 

Figure 1) and some of the photon veto counters. Thus, 3x0 decays as well 

as 2x0 decays are accepted. The charged mode was triggered by any hits 

in the trigger plane and hits in the B,C hodoscopes consistent with 2 

charged tracks. Also it was required that there be at least one drift 

chamber hits in both left and right sides of the second drift chamber set, 

and that there be no hit in the muon hodoscope. The accepted decay 

modes are then X+X-, x+rr-~0, and Rev. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

If each decay mode is collected separately to form the double ratio R, 

then, one has to control the dead time caused by data acquisition and veto 

counters to an impossible accuracy: since the beam intensity invariably 

changes, the dead time caused by data acquisition can easily vary tens of 

percents, and the probability of accidental hits in veto counters also 

simultaneously and the two neutral modes simultaneously. Either will 

work just as well in eliminating the dead time effects. Another 

important effect is due to efficiency/gain shifts in the calorimeter and 

drift chambers. For example, if some drift chamber wires are dead 

during KL+K+K- data taking and not during Ks-tn+n- data taking, then 

it will introduce a bias in R. This effect, however, cancels to the first 

order if, for each of the charged and neutral modes, KS and KL decays 

were taken simultaneously. Our entire data were taken in such 

manner; furthermore, in one-fourth of the data, all four modes were taken 

simultaneously, which has an added benefit of, among others, being able 

to use high-statistics charged mode events (such as electrons in nev 

mode) for neutral mode calibration and aperture surveys. About 80% of 

such data have been analyzed, and the result presented here is based on 

that portion of the data set. 

EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

: 
A total of approximately 5000 tapes (6250 bpi) have been written, and the 

20% reported here has been processed with the Fermilab Advanced 

Computer Project (ACP) system. In each of the charged and neutral 
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modes, Q decays and KL decays are kept together throughout the data 

reduction chain; only in the final analysis job, each event is classified 

whether it originated from the regenerated beam (K$ or the vacuum 

beam (KL). This ensures that any loss of data due to damaged tapes etc. 

will not affect the result. 

In the charged mode analysis, x+x- decays were reconstructed by 

requiring two good tracks of opposite charges that originate from a 

common vertex, and forming an invariant mass assuming charged pion 

mass for the tracks. The tracking code was carefully designed to 

maximize the detection eficiency of genuine two track events including 

removal of out-of-time tracks using sum-of-time information of paired 

hits. The dead time in the drift time digitization was also studied in 

detail and implemented in the Monte Carlo simulation together with 

actual dead wires and plane-to-plane fluctuation of efficiency and 

resolution. 

Figure 3 shows the reconstructed x+x- invariant mass distributions for 

KS and KL. The mass resolution is about 3.5 MeV, and the signal region 

is defined to be *14 MeV around the nominal kaon mass, which gives 

(after all cuts) 178803 KS candidates and 43357 KL candidates. There is 

virtually no background for KS except for the lower-side tail which 

causes the discrepancy between the data (histogram) and the Monte 

Carlo (dots). The tail is due to the rc+~y radiative decay. For KS, the 

gamma emission is completely dominated by internal bremsstrahlung 

c 

Mx+K- ( GeV/cz ) 

: -:. ._ 
:. :. :.-. 

: ____. ., ;’ 

Mn+s- ( GeV/c2) 

Figure 3. Reconstructed mass plots for KL (a) and KS (b) to x+x-. The 

data is shown by histogram and the Monte Carlo by dots. 
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with CP+ final state which is nothing but a soft radiative correction to 

the normal KS-+X+X- decay. For KL, however,there is a substantial 

contribution from CP- final state as well as from CP+ final state. The 

latter is simply a soft radiative correction to the CP violating K~+rr+x- 

decay and has the same spectrum as for KS, while the former has a 

much harder gamma energy spectrum. The CP- final states, which is 

present only for KL, could in principle introduce bias in the double ratio. 

Owing to the good mass resolution, however, the CP- x+x-y contribution 

within the mass window is negligible, and the resulting bias is less than 

2x10W4 in R. 

Background due to KL+rrev decays in K~+x+n- sample is suppressed by 

requiring that the energy deposit in the calorimeter is less than expected 

for an electron of given track momentum. The residual background is 

seen in the mass side bands in Figure 3 b; this can be seen more clearly 

when plotted as a function of P,‘J calculated at the regenerators as shown 

in Figure 4 a. The peak at P$ =O is the genuine KL-NI+~c- decays and the 

rcev background is estimated by extrapolating the distribution in Pt?.lOOO 

(MeVW to the signal region of P,2 ~250 (MeV@ (solid line) and gives 

(0.32+0.06)%. Background from rmv decays are suppressed to an 

negligible level by vetoing on the muon hodoscope (momentum of each 

track was required to be greater than 7.5 GeV to ensure penetration by 

muons through the muon filter). 
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The Pt2 distribution for the regenerated beam is shown in Figure 4 b. In 

addition to the coherent peak at Pt2 =O, one can see a broad distribution 

due to & generated incoherently at the regenerator. The KL beam 

passing through the regenerator can produce KS in three ways: 1) by 

coherent regeneration which is well understood and is the part we use 

in this analysis, 2) by diffractive regeneration, and 3) by inelastic 

interactions. The contribution from inelastic interactions is 

substantially reduced by vetoing on the scintillators implemented in the 

regenerator. Both of the incoherent backgrounds (2 and 3 above) have 

almost flat Pt2 distribution in the plot and the estimated incoherent 

contribution under the coherent peak is (0.13iO.O1)%. 

The neutral mode is reconstructed by combining four photon clusters in 

the calorimeter into two neutral pions. For each of the pion candidates, 

the longitudinal distance 6z between the decay vertex and the 

calorimeter is given by 

where dij is the distance between the two clusters, Ei and EJ are energies 

of the two photons and m,, is the nominal neutral pion mass. Out of 

three possible ways of pairing the four photons, the correct combination 

is the one for which the two pions have consistent decay vertexes. Once 

the longitudinal position of decay vertex is known, the kaon mass can be 

calculated by 

4 
mK2 = & ,~,RiEjdiJ2. 

l>J 

In Figure 5 is shown the kaon mass distributions for the neutral modes. 

The signal region is defined to be within *18 MeV around the nominal 

kaon mass, and the number of candidates is 201332 for KS, and 52226 for 

KL. The background seen in the side band for the KJ, mass plot (Figure 5 

a) is dominated by 3x0 decays for which two out of six photons are lost 

either by escaping the detector or by merging with other cluster in the 

calorimeter. In order to understand the shape of the background, a large 

amount of 3x0 decays have been fully simulated. The simulation employs 

a library of cluster patterns taken from real electron clusters and 

supplemented by an EGS simulation of electromagnetic showers.10 The 

shape as well as amount of the background predicted by the simulation 

is shown by dots; the agreement is reasonable. The actual estimation of 

background is performed by normalizing the predicted shape in the side 

bands, giving (0.37+0.07)%. The corresponding mass distribution for the 

regenerated beam is shown in Figure 5 b. The non-kaon background for 

Ks+2xo is negligible. 

Figure 6 shows the center of energy distribution at the calorimeter. For 

purpose of the plot, when the regenerator is in the top beam, the vertical 

axis is flipped so that the regenerated beam is always in the negative y 

region, Two beams are clearly separated; there are, however, decays of 
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KS incoherently generated at the regenerator. Unlike the charged mode, 

it is not possibIe to trace the kaon direction back to the regenerator to find 

out which beam it originated; thus, there is a cross-over contribution 

from the regenerated beam to the vacuum beam due to the incoherently 

generated KS. In order to estimate this background, we take equal-area 

concentric rings around the center of vacuum beam and plot the event 

density as a function of the ring number, which is simply the area in 

cm2 inside the ring (Figure 7 a). Since the incoherently generated kaons 

are common to the charged and neutral modes, the P,2 distribution 

measured in the charged mode can be corrected for acceptance and then 

implemented in the neutral mode simulation. The dotted line shows the 

absolute prediction of the cross-over background by the simulation. The 

agreement is excellent; again, the final background is estimated by 

normalizing the predicted background shape in the incoherent region 

giving (4.7O?rO.14)%. The incoherent contribution for KS is estimated 

similarly by plotting the event density as a function of ring number 

around the regenerated beam (Figure 7 b). The absolute prediction of the 

simulation is quite good, and the estimated incoherent contribution for 

K.3-327to is (2.56rtO.O7)%. 

ACCEPTANCE 

The double beam method relies on the fact that the acceptance of a decay 

at a given longitudinal position is independent of which beam it occurs 

in. Alternating the regenerator between the beams ensures it to the first 

,i ,. 
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order; the higher order effects, however, could still remain. Thus, it is 

desirable that two beams be as close as possible. This makes it difficult to 

move the regenerator longitudinally to make the z distribution of G 

similar to that of KL because KL decays well upstream of the regenerator 

are obstructed by it. Furthermore, moving the regenerator 

longitudinally undermines the original purpose of simultaneously 

detecting & and KL decays that occur at a same longitudinal position. 

With the regenerator at a fixed longitudinal position, however, the z 

distributions of KS and that of ICI, are different and thus it is important to 

understand the acceptance as a function of z position. 

112 116 120 124 128 132 136 140 

Figure 8 shows the z vertex distribution for K~+n+x-. The dots are Monte 

Carlo, and the ratio of data to Monte Carlo is shown in Figure 8 b. The 

agreement between data and Monte Carlo is good, and an error that 

would correspond to 2% shift in the double ratio is shown by a dotted line. 

Thus, if the acceptance error is linear in z (which is a good 

approximation locally), then 2% shift due to misunderstanding of the 

charged mode acceptance is comfortably ruled out. For extracting E’k, 

we take events between z = 120 m (shown by the arrow) and 137 m. 

Corresponding plots for Ks+x+K- are shown in Figure 9. The sharp edge 

at the upstream end of the distribution is defined by the veto counter at 

the end of the regenerator. The vertex distribution for K~+sono is shown 

in Figure 10. For this mode as well as for the charged mode, the 

suppression at the upstream end for the vacuum beam is due to a mask 

made of lead-scintillator sandwich which defines the aperture for 

1.4 - b) 

112 116 120 124 126 132 136 140 

Z VERTEX [m] 

Figure 8. Distribution of z vertex for K~-+z+n- (a). Ratio of data to 

Monte Carlo is shown in (b). The arrow shows the upstream 

cut for the fiducial region. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of z vertex for KS-+X+X- (a). Ratio of data to 

Monte Carlo is shown in (b). 
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Figure 10. Distribution of z vertex for KL,-xT%‘J (a). Ratio of data to 

Monte Carlo is shown in (b). 
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photons as well as for charged particles. Another aperture-defining 

counter is located at the end of the decay region (z = 137.8 m); this and 

the active mask together with the drift chambers or the calorimeter 

define the geometrical acceptance of a given decay. That only a small 

number of fully active elements define the apertures facilitates the 

understanding of acceptances. 

EXTRACTION OF Re(e’/e) 

Downstream of the regenerator in the KS beam, there is a transmitted 

component of KL as well as the regenerated KS, whose amplitude is the 

coherent regeneration amplitude p times the transmitted KL amplitude. 

For a given kaon momentum, the decay rate as a function of proper time 

t from the regenerator IR(t) is then given by 

IR(t) = af 1 P/q exp(-t.$ i iAnit) + 1 I 2, (1) 

while the corresponding function for the vacuum beam Iv(t) is flat: 

vacuum beam flux f. The parameter f includes the partial decay rate of 

KL+2n. 

-.. .i: 
Typically, lp/ql is of order 10; thus, the 2x decay yield is dominated by the 

KS term and R = 1 + GReWit-) = r+-iroo, where r (+- for charged mode and 

00 for neutral mode) is the yield ratio 

(3) 

within the fiducial region tl<t<tz corresponding to 120 m < z < 137 m for 

the given momentum. This approximation is sufficient in estimating 

systematic errors; in the actual fit, however, the full formulae are used 

(and without the approximation z~>>rsI. 

In each kaon momentum bin, p/n can be calculated fromEquations (1) 

through (3). In order to derive a quantity that does not depend on 

geometric factor due to the finite thickness of regenerator, p is converted 

to (f-o/k, difference of forward scattering amplitudes of Ko and Ko, by 

Iv(t) = f (2) 

where 7s is the KS life time, Am the KL-KS mass difference, and an 

approximation z~>zrs is used. The parameter a is the relative 

attenuation of the KL flux in the regenerated beam with respect to the 
where N is the density of scatterers, L the length of the regenerator, and 

;. .. -.:__ 
:.. -: “‘: ,:, 

As the KS decay length. Assuming nf- = no0 = the world average,13 

Figure 11 shows (f-n/k as a function of kaon momentum for both 
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charged and neutral mode. If Re(c’/&I is positive, then it will result in (f- 

B/k for the charged mode being smaller than that for the neutral mode 

by l-3Re(s’/e). The consistency between the charged and neutral mode 

indicates that Re(s’/e) is close to zero. Also, there is no indication of 

momentum dependence of Re(s’/s). 

In order to combine all the momentum bins, we use the fact that the 

momentum dependence of (f-R/k follows a power law P-o (as seen in 

Figure 11) which is expected from a single Regge pole exchange model. 

These assumptions are well supported by experiments;11 the use of 

them, however, is a matter of consistency check rather than of essence, 

and results are not affected when these assumptions are not made; 

namely, if one calculates R~(E’/E) in each momentum bin and 

statistically average them to obtain a final ReCc’lsI value, the result is 

consistent with that of the above method. When the power law coefhcient 

a is fit separately for the charged and neutral modes, the result is 

0.602+0.010 ( 0.605rtO.010) with x2 of 11.5 ( 10.7 ) for 9 degrees of freedom 

for the charged ( neutral ) mode. The two values are consistent with each 

other and also with previous measurements.12 The parameters of final 

fit are: a the power law coefficient of (f-D/k, absolute value of (f-fiik at a 

reference momentum (70 GeV), and Re(s’/s). The values for zs, Am,and 

q+- are fixed to the world average. I3 The result is Re(e’/c) = -0.0004 + 

0.0014, where the error is statistical only. 
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SYSTEMATICS 

Possible sources of systematic error are: 1) backgrounds, 2) energy 

scale/resolution, 3) acceptance, and 4) rate effects. They will be discussed 

in order. 

The relevant backgrounds have been discussed already. The errors are 

due partly to statistics of background fits and partly to uncertainties of 

background shapes, with both sources contributing comparable 

amounts. The statistical parts can clearly be added in quadrature, while 

the parts due to uncertainties in background shapes tend to cancel in 

forming the double ratio. For example, main uncertainty in the shapes 

of two largest backgrounds, the incoherent backgrounds in the neutral 

mode, is the shape of the background under the coherent signal; if the 

geometry around the holes of the calorimeter is not simulated correctly 

then the amount of background can be biased. The bias, however, will 

affect & and KL by the same amount to the first order, thus resulting in 

a unbiased value of R. To be conservative, we will add the background 

errors in quadrature to get 0.18% systematic error in R. 

The energy scale for the charged mode is determined by masses of 

reconstructed Ko+~+rc- and A+px- decays. The accuracy is good enough 

not to cause any problems. 

Calibration of the lead glass calorimeter for the neutral mode is a 

critical element of the analysis. The block-to-block gain variation is 

determined by special calibration runs where electron-positron pairs 

that are created upstream of the detector are steered by two magnets in 

the detector (the separator magnet and the analyzing magnet) to 

illuminate the entire surface of the calorimeter. Figure 12 shows E/P 

distribution for 1.3 million electrons used in the calibration, where E is 

the energy deposit in the calorimeter and P is the track momentum. The 

overall energy scale was then adjusted by about 0.5% so that the 

upstream edge of Ks+&to decays lines up with the nominal position of 

the regenerator (Figure 13). The residual uncertainty is 0.1%. The 

fiducial region of z vertex was chosen such that when the energy scale is 

slightly off, the total number of events in the region does not vary much. 

Figure 14 shows the effect of changing the energy scale in the analysis. 

The behavior of the data and that of the Monte Carlo are consistent and 

the uncertainty in the double ratio due to the energy scale error of 0.1% is 

0.03%. The analysis, however, is sensitive to the uncertainty in resolution. 

The resolution is studied by the width of rroxoinvariant mass 

distributions and how well the z vertexes of two pions match when each 

photon pair is constrained to have x0 mass, and lead to an 0.2% 

uncertainty in the double ratio. 

The vertex distributions of 271 modes for data and Monte Carlo as shown 

in Figures 8 through 10 gives a measure of our understanding of 

acceptance as a function of z vertex. More sensitive check of acceptance, 

however, can be made using high statistics decay modes taken together 

with 2x modes; namely, 10 million Rev events for the charged mode and 

: 
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Figure 14. Effect of changing the neutral mode energy scale on the 

ratio KI/ICs. The vertical scale is normalized to 1.0 at no 

energy scale change. The data is shown by pluses and the Monte 

Carlo by dots. 

6 million 3x0 events for the neutral mode. Figure 15 shows the data and 

Monte Carlo comparison for the aev mode. The agreement is reasonably 

good within the fiducial region of 120 m < z < 137 m. The vertex 

distributions for the 3x0 are shown in Figure 16. Note that it shows the 

distribution down to z = 150 m; the agreement is good in the entire region 

shown. Acceptance uncertainty allowed in these high statistics modes is 

translated to uncertainty in R of 0.08%. 

When the KL-KL yield ratio r (Equation 3) is calculated in small vertex 

bins as well as in kaon momentum bins, the uncertainty in acceptance 

cancels out, eliminating the need for acceptance corrections. The result 

is consistent with the standard tit, even though the systematic error due 

to resolution uncertainty increased, giving 0.2% uncertainty in R. We 

have also varied apertures, beam shapes, efficiencies of drift chambers, 

but the result is found to be insensitive to these changes. Combining all 

the above, we assign 0.25% systematic error in R due to acceptance. 

An otherwise good event can be lost when accidental extra hits overlap 

with it. The ways they are lost can be divided into two categories: First, 

the accidental hit does not directly interact with the signal event. An 

accidental hit in a veto counter that kills the event belongs to this 

category. The probability that a given event is lost in this manner is 

independent of whether it is KL or K s, thus, it does not affect the double 

ratio. Second, the accidental hit interacts with the signal resulting in a 

loss of the event. An accidental hit in the calorimeter that overlaps with 
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one of the photons from a kaon decay belongs to this category. This has a 

potential of coupling to slight topology differences between KL and KS 

biasing the double ratio. 

In order to study such bias, a category of events have been taken 

simultaneously with the rest of the data which are triggered by a muon 

telescope pointing toward the proton target. The events triggered this 

way correctly represent the extra hits overlapping good kaon events 

including the effect of bunch-to-bunch intensity fluctuations. These 

‘accidental’ events have on average 0.027 clusters in the calorimeter and 

8.5 chamber hits. They are overlaid on Monte Carlo events to find out if 

there is any asymmetric loss between KL and KS. In overlaying chamber 

hits, idiosyncrasies of digitization electronics (dead time etc.) are 

correctly taken into account. The loss is about 3% for each of the four 

modes, and there is no bias observed beyond statistical uncertainty of 

0.07%. 

Figure 17a showsraw Q-KL yield ratios for the charged and neutral 

modes as a function of time, and beam intensity is plotted in Figure 17 b. 

The intensity varies with time considerably, but the yield ratio is 

consistent with being constant for both modes. As a final check, value of 

Re(e’/&l as a function of beam intensity is shown in Figure 18. The beam 

intensity is monitored by muon rate which is a good measure of intensity 

of the beam hitting the target, The plot shows no indication of rate 
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Figure 17. Raw ratio yslK~ with respect to time (20% of the whole data) 

for the neutral and charged mode (a). The beam intensity 

variation is shown in (b). 
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Figure 18. Re(s’/s) as a function of beam intensity (monitored by a 

muon counter rate). 

dependence of the result, From the above studies, we set a systematic 

error of 0.10% in R due to accidental overlaps. 

Error due to uncertainties in the fixed parameters of the fit, Q, Am and 

n+-, is small. On the other hand, as a self consistency check, we can fit 

for 7s and Am in the same analysis using small vertex bins to make the 

fit sensitive to the functional shape of vertex distribution. The fitted 

results for 7s are 0.8909+0.0063 (lo-10 set) for the charged mode and 

0.8940+0.0061 (IO-10 set) for the neutral mode, which are consistent with 

each other and with the world average of 0.892310.0023 (lo-10 set). For 

Am, we obtain 0.524f0.018 (1010 see-1) for the charged mode and 

0.524_+0.018 (1010 see-1) for the neutral mode,which can be compared with 

the world average of 0.535+0.002 (1010 set-I). 

CONCLUSION 

Table 1 summarizes the systematic errors. The final result is then 

Re(s’/e) = -0.0004 + 0.0014 + 0.0006 where the first error is statistical and 

the second systematic. Study of systematic errors are facilitated by 

taking all of the four 271 decay modes simultaneously and by high 

statistics modes such as xev and 3x0 modes which have also been taken 

at the same time. Our result is consistent with zero and thus with the 

superweak model, and does not confirm the NA31 result. The standard 

model, however, is not inconsistent with our result particularly with a 

rather high top quark mass.14 With the whole data set analyzed, the 
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Table 1 Systematic Errors 

L 

source (%) 

backgrounds 0.18 

acceptance 0.25 

energy scale/resolution 0.20 

accidental overlap 0.10 

total 0.38 

statistical error is expected to reduce to 0.0006 with a comparable or less 

systematic error. 
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in the study of rare kaon decays because a reliable higher-order calculation 
assuming three gcncrations can be confront,rd by expcrimcnt. Nonconformity 
with t,hc. stnntlard model predict,ion could imply new physics in the form of 
cst,ra genrrntions or endirely new types of particles or interactions. The rate 
for I<+ 4 a’13 depends on parameters of the Cabbibo-Iiohayashih4asE;zwa 
(CKM) matrix as evidenced by the diagrams in Fig. 1. Constraint,s on the 
CKM mixing parameters VtifVt/ld have been derived from semileptonic E-meson 

decays, from the mrasurcd b-quark lifet,imc and from the large observed O:-zd 
mixing which, for example, fists 1{d (although wit,h consitlcrable uncertainty 
at presents). The Ii+ i ntvi7 branching rat,io as a function of the t-quark 
mass with the dependence on unccriainties of B-meson decay obsrrlrables lies 
in the region 1 to 7 x lo- ” for ml in the range 50 to 200 GeV/c’.* Ellis and 
Hag&n3 calculated radiative QCD effects indicating that if the mixing angles 
and t-quark mass were known a firm prediction for the I<+ - ?r+v~ branching 
ratio could bc made. Conversely, a mcas~mmc~nt of the lxanching ratio nollld 
lx significant in constraining thaw paramctcrs and would allow a direct test of 
higher order weak corrections in the standard model which is not significantly 
constrained by uncertain long distance effects4 as in calculations of Ii: + P/L 
and the liO L - I<; ma.ss difference. 

.4 precise st,andard motlcl prediction for the Ii+ i n+ul/ branching ratio 
allows the reaction to lx ubc d to starch for nw.~ physics. Thr least exotic ad- 
dition to the prcstnt picture would involve xlditional gcncrations of quarks 
and leptons. Since experiments measuring I<+ --+ x+vV do not observe the 
weakly interacting decay products, it is possible that this reaction is accompa- 
nicd by Ii’ ---t x+xx’ or Ii+ + T+T, which occur at comparable or even much 

higher rates. The window for exotic effect,s appearing unambiguously in t,hc re- 
action I<+ --) ii+.zz’ cxtc,nds two orders of magnitude from the current limit 

B(K+ 4 7T+.d) < 1.4 x 10-7,5* to the upper level of the standard model value 
B(K’ 4 T+,,) - 10m9. In supersymmetric theories a variety of new particles 

are hypothesized including the supersymmetric partners of the photon (y), the 
Higgs particle (K), the leptons and the quarks. These could contribute to the 
rate for I<+ i B+ZZ’, if the masses are sufficiently small. S&rock6 estimated 
that if tree level graphs dominate in the decay Ii+ ---t ~‘77, then the branching 
ratio could he as large as lo-‘, near the crxrent limit. Other possibilities for 
exotic reactions Iif i x+zd and h’+ - a+z involving scalar or pseudoscalar 
particles have been suggested. The Majoran (a massless Namhu-Goldstone bo- 
son), the axion, light Higgs particles, the familion and hyperphotons are all 
potential candidates for z above. 

An experiment is now in progress at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) 
to measure the process lit - s+v??.’ The apparatus for BNL E787, a BNL- 

b) 

Fig. 1. Second-order weali diagrams for Iit - x+vV 

*All limits discussed in this paper will be at the 90% confidence level 
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Princeton-TRILMF collaboration, is pictured in Fig. 2. The E787 detector has 
5 large gcomctricnl acccptnncc (27r ST) for the K+ i n+i/i? decay mode and 
has beal dcsignwl to ni;tximizc the rejection of background processes such as 
I<+ + TT+T” (Iin2j, ii+ ---t /l+vi, (Ii,,), lit 4 1~ + vy, and others. Scnsit,ivitv 
for identification of unaccom~Ya,nied pions from K+ ---t ;7+iZ is accomplished 
through mcasuremcnts of momentum, kinetic cncrgy, range, decay sequence 
r i /I -+ e. and nearly 4~ coverage for detection of photons. The 800 MeV/c 
Ii+ bcarn is brought to wst in a 10 cm di;imeter target consisting of groupings of 
scintillat,ing filxrs 2 mm in di:m~cter viewed by pllotoinultil)licr tubes. The decay 
pions pass tlnough a. cyliutlricnl tlrift chnmber which nieasurcs their momrnta. 
in a 1 T magnetic field. The pions then stop in a multi-layer plsst,ic scintillator 
range stack which also contains multiwire proportional chambers. Each range 
stack counter (2 cm thick) is viewed from both ends by 5 cm dian phototubcs 
read out by 500 hfi-iz tralsicnt digitizers, so that the decay chain in j / i e 
cnn Lc 01xx~-v~~d for particle idrut,ification. The total energy of the decay pious is 
mcasurcd by suruming the pulse brights of the target autl range array clcmcnts. 
The pion detector is completely surrounded by 12 to 15 radiation lcngtl~s of 
Pb-scintillator gamma veto (1 mm Ph, 5 mm scintillator). Figure 3(a) shows 
an example of a calibration event of the type li+ -+ r+#. A blow-up of the 
target region is ~11onw in Fig. 3(h). Energy and t,irnc for each target elcmcnt xc 
;~vnilal~le at p~cscnt from au .4DC and a TDC, rrspxtiwly, so t.hat thr iucidcnt 
knon and outgoing pion elernentq can bc itlcntificd. In Fig. 3(a) the momentum 
calculated from the track in the drift chamber is 1% MeV/c, dctermincd with 
resolution gp = 2.5Y0; the track energy is found by summing the range stack 
and t,arget energies to be 97 \lcV with a resolution of DE = 3% and the range 
is 31 gm/cm’ with a resolution of art = 3%. Correlation of range, energy and 
momcntlml arc IISCC\ t.u verify that the particle is a pion. Tn ;ultlition, the T -+ pv 
decay pulse is observed using the transient digitizer (TD) in the last range stack 
counter hit as shown in Fig. 3(c). The energy and timing of the 4 MeV rnlun 
pulse can be oht,ained and checked for consistency of position using the two 
ends of the coumcr. The p ---) evv decay is also observed with the TD during an 
inspection period of 5 ps. In this event, the two photons from YT* decay are both 
ohservcd. WC have determined from data that the inefficiency of the photon veto 
syst,em is &, < 4 x 10e6 for x0’s from I(lrz which is consistent with expectations 
of Monte Carlo calculations. 

The E787 experiment had a engineering run in 1988 and has just completed 
a lo-week run. From the 1968 exposure of 1.24 x 10”’ kaon stops no candidate 
evrnts were found in the accessible kinematic region above the I<,2 peak which 
comprises approsimstcly 17% of t,he available phase spacr for Ii+ + ~+vi7. 
With an overall acceptance of 0.0055 we obtain a new limit on the branching 
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ratio for K+ + 7r+vv (or I;+ i 7r+m’) 
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IJig. 3. I<+ i x+&’ event in the BNL 787 detector (see text). 

r(Ii+ i ?r+vq 
r(Ii+ i all) 

< 3.4 x lo-” 

For the hypothetical two-body decay I<+ + x+a the limit is 

r(Ii+ + Tr+a) 
r(Ii+ i all) 

< 6.4 x lo-’ , 

where a represents any light, non-interacting particle such as an nxion or familon. 
In addition to the primary search for processes like Kf --) T+z, the 1988 

data set, from E787 was used to extract more sensitive limits on other pro- 
cesses including decays involving light Higgs particles’ AS+ 4 r+H; H + p’p- 
and direct (continuum) decays Iif 4 ripL+p- and lit ---) ~t~L-/~tvw. Three 
candidate events of the type Ii’ + T+/L~~L-, shown in Fig. 4 and listed in 
Table I, were observed. They are consistent with being due to the direct decay 
Ii+ i ~+$p’- for which the expected background (due to pxticle misident,ifi- 
cation) is 0.3iO.3 events from Ii+ + ~+a-e+v. Based on these data we can set 
limits on the process Ii+ --t T+H; H + p+pL- for Higgs particles in the mass 
range 220 < ~ntf < 320 \,leV/c’ as shown in Fig. 5. Table II lists (preliminary) 
limits for Ii+ * r+;L+p- and K+ + /L+/A-/L+I/. We have also searched for 
I<’ + T+-~Y and Ii-+ + x+#; ST’ --t vv and found no candidate events lea.ding 
to the results shown in Table II. 

Table I. The rtGtp- and /it/l- masses of the three Ii+ + Ttptp- can- 
didates. The errors in -&fry,, and Afp,, are 7.5 MeV/c’ and 5.0 MeV/c’, 
respect,ively. 

Candidate # Mn,,,, (MeV/c’) Mfi, (MeV/c2) 

1 498.4 298.7 
2 495.0 255.6 
3 491.0 256.1 

CP violation has only been observed in the neutral kaon system in I<: i 
2a decays and in the charge asymmetry in Kl i zebu (Kf,) decays. In the 
standard model with at least three generations a CP-violating phase can be 
accommodated in the quark-mixing matrix. The magnitude of CP violation is 
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Fig. 5. The upper limits of the branching ratio for Iit + r+lf: II -+ p’p- 
as a function of rn~ (solid line). The dashed line is the result of an inclusive 
search for Ii+ - rr+X” (Ref. 9). 
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Fig. 4. Candidate events of the type Iit -+ afptp: 
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Table II. Surnma~y of (preliminary) results for the E787 1958 run. 

Process Branching r&o limits 
(90% CL.) 

I<+ ---* iT+vc < 3.4 x lo-@ 

Ii+ + r+a < G.4 x lo-” 
Ii+ i ir+H; H t /L+/L-* < 1.5 x lo-’ 
Ii+ e 7r+p+/r < 2.3 x 1om7 
I{+ + /L+p-/I+‘/ < 4.1 x 1o-7 
Ii+ + *+-Y-r < 1o-6 
7P + vu < 8 x 1o-7 

-220 < rn,f < 320 McV/cZ 

indicated by the parameter E- 1O-3, which has as its source the Ii’, X0 IIELYS 
matrix. CP violation is manifested by the level of CP impurity of I<: and Sg 
states. A second possible source of CP violnt,ion originates dirrctly from the 
lie + 2x dccny amplitude and is repI-cscnt,ed by the parameter 8. A recent 
CERN experiment” (N.431) reported consistency with the CKM picture of CP 
violation, finding a non-zero value (at the three-standard deviation level) for 
the ratio e’/e = (3.3 + 1.1) x 10s3. Fermilab experiment E731”,” is expected 
to report a result for L’/E later this year wit,h comparable or greater precision. 
Whether a non-zero value of t’/e is confirmed or (especially) if an inconsistency 
appears further experiments are nccdcd to define or confirm the origin of CP 
violation. 

The decay 1<: ---f 7i ’ + - e e is a rare example of a reaction which can proceed 
through both CP-conserving and CP- violating paths at potentially compara- 
ble rates. Since Ii: consists of the CP odd-state liz with a small admixture 
of the CP even state Ii,, decays proceeding through two virtual photons and 
through a single virtual photon are. respectively, possible. Various calculations 
indicate the CP-conserving and CP-violating amplitudes may be comparable 
and, furthermore, that the CP-violating components due to the mass matrix 
(AS = 2) and the direct 2x amplitude (AS = 1) may also be comparable. 
Essential theoretical work is in progress to understand this reaction.13 Because 
the ranges of calculated values for the CP-violating components and the CP- 
conserving components (both due to mixing and direct contributions) are wide 
and overlap, there would be considerable difficulty in interpreting an observa- 
tion of KE -+ x’e+e- based on the rate alone. A measurement of I<: + xOete- 
(estimated to be at the lo-” to 10-s level)14 would provide the most reliable 

input for determining the CP-violating part of the Ii-2 + #e+c- amplitude due 
to mixing (i.e., the lcl component). There may be sufficient variat~ion in Dalitz 
plots to enable one to distinguish the CP-violating fl-om t,hc CP-conserving 
components if adequate statist,ics were available (a formidablr t,ask in light of 
the small branching ratio expected). Sehgal15 calculated the phase of t,he 2y 
amplitude and the interference between the ly and 2y contributions to arrive 
at another possible observable, a CP-violnt,ing asymmetry between ec and e- 
energies. Littrnberg (. SW Ref. 2) has suggested mcasuremcnt of the t,imc depc~l- 
dence. .4lthough the branching ratio is cxpcct,cd to lie in the lo-” to 10-l’ 
region and significant statistics will bc necessary to unravel the various cow 
tributions, Ii: + #e+e- ‘. 1s certainly an important reaction for study to help 
elucidate the mechanism of CP violation. 

Recent experiments at CERN” a.nd FNAL” have resulted in branching ra- 
tio limits for I<” L-)TT e e + + - : Ll(Iil -+ s”c+e-) < 4 x lo-“. The prcscnt round 
of cxperiment,s at FiY\‘AL, BNL and KEK is aiming to rcxh the 10-” to 10-I’ 
level where initial observation of I<: ---t s”e+e- may be possible. Thr expcri- 
ments rcquirc high beam intensity and therefore det,ectors with fast response, 
large acceptance and excellent particle identification capabilities to distinguish 
electrons from pions. Potential backgrounds may arise from combinations of I<: 
decays with accidentals such as I1-i + KW plus two accidental gamma rays and 
lllisidelltificaliol1 of the charged pion as an electron. The decay chain li” + 71’~” 

with x0 + 2-y -+ e+e- could also prove to be an irnport,ant background. 
The set-ups for the proposed experiments at IiEK’* and BNL” are shown in 

Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. (The FNAL experiment is described elsewhere 
in these proceedings.) In KEK El62 a 2 to 10 GeV/c beam of approximately 
G x 10’ li&/pulse enters a 3 m decay region closely followed by a magnetic spec- 
trometer which includes a gas ccrcnkov detector for particle ident,ification. The 
spectrometer is to be followed by a 16 radiation length calorimeter composed 
of 500 blocks of pure CsI. Tests indicate that energy resolution y - $$ can 
be achieved in the calorimeter which uses the fast component (7 - 10 ns) of 
the CsI scintillation light (the slow component will be partially removed by fil- 
ters). Experiment ES45 at BNL [Fig. 6(b)] 1s similar in concept to KEK E162; 
however, a lead glass calorimeter is being used. Both experiments are expected 
to take significant data by 1990. 

4. Lepton Flavor Violation 

Searches for rare kaon decays not expected in the standard model could also 
contribute dramatic new information. Lepton flavor violating (LFV) interac- 
tions arc strictly absent in the standard model with massless neutrinos because 
neither the intermediate vector bosons nor the Higgs particle have LFV cou- 
plings. However, in many extensions of the standard model LFV interactions 
appear naturally, leading to decays like I<: + pe and Kf --+ n+pe. Among 
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Fig. 6(a). Set-up for KEI< EIGZ search for /<i --t #e’e- (Ref. 1s) 

Fig. 6(b). Set-up for BNL E845 search for Iii + @e+e- (Ref. 19) 

these are models in which flavor violations are mediated by horizontal gauge 
bosom, additional neutral Higgs particles, vector or pseudoscalar leptoquarks 
and supersymmetric particles. The mass regions probed by rare kaon processes 
reach scales of order 100 TeV/c’, which are inaccessible to direct experiments 
at any existing or planned high energy accelerator. Table III (see Ref. 1) gives 
a sample of the mass regions probed by current experiments. Thus, although 
kaon decay experiments are generally performed at relatively low energies, their 
implications are relevant and complementary to studies done at the highest 
ewrgy facilities and beyond. 

Table III. Mass bounds from different processrs. 

Higgs Pseudoscalar Vector Experimental 
scalars leptoquarks leptoquarks value 

(GcV/c2) (TeV/c’) (TeV/c’) 

11 8 149 <2.2 x lo-‘0 a 

4.7 3.6 62 9 x 10-g b 

2.6 108 <3 x lo-lo c 

0.5 5.6 <3 x 10-I” [’ 

M 
ry,Fdl, 0.3 -. <4.9 x 10-l’ e 

2.6 <l.O x lo-l2 r 

r &+A 
q,iz-“Z’) 22 21 <4.G x lo-” R 

nm(K; - I<;) 150 - 3.5 x lo-l5 GaV b 

aRef. 20; bRef. 21; cRef. 22; dRef. 23: eRef. 24; ‘Ref. 25; and ERef. 26 

Ii2 --t 1~ is a prominent, process with which to search for LFV, since it, 
involves both quarks and lcptons, has a large available phase space and occurs 
at a favorable rate in many models compared to some other LFV procrssrs. 
The hadronic current for Iii + pe must be either axial-vector or pseudoscalar 
unless the process is mediated by leptoquarks. A’: + /ae could also occur by 
means of constituent rearrangement in s”mc substructure models. 

Potential backgrounds in cxpcriment,s searching for I<: + pe ark from the 
dccny Ii; i nci/,[Kc3) f”llowerl by 7: + J~u,~ &cay-irl-Aigllt. In ordrr to suppress 
this type of background, experiments are configured to perform high rcsolut,ion 
t,racking of t,he charged decay products in a magnetic field. From this informa- 
tion the decay vertex can be established and the kinematic reconstruction of 

.: 
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the A-,?, mass achieved. Requiring the reconstructed kaon momentum vector to 
point to the kaon product.ion t,argc:t can provide a.n additional constraint. High 
resolution and low mass in the decay region and tracking system enhance the 
ability to detect and itlcntify kinks in the tracks due, for example, to pion decay. 
A redundant muon energy determination made by measuring the muon range 
allows the further identification of muons which result from the decay-in-flight 
of pions, since a mismatch with the apparent muon momentum will occur with 
high probability. 

Two high sensitivity txp~rimcnts are presently under way to search for 
Ii” L + /,e at branching ratio levels ranging from 10-l’ to 10-l’. S&ups for 
BNL E791 (Ref. 20) and KEK E137” are shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), re- 
spectively. The approaches are similar in that the I<: decay zone is followed 
by ultra-t,hin tracking chambers, two analyzing magnets, &renkov counters for 
particle identification, Pb-glass electron tlct,cctors and rednntlant massive muon 
cncrgy dct,rctols, which also serve to filter ant hadrons. The USC of two ol~posing 
1~~1~11 Iwilds is advant,agcous for identifying ewnts in which pion decays occur 
inside the detector and for restoring the direction of the decay products to im- 
prove the ability to form an esperimcntal trigger. Central vacuum chambers 
redncc the probability of beam neutron interactions (ncut,rons typically com- 
prise 90’% of the I;: bcan~s) and limit rnultiplc Co~~lon~b scattering of the kaon 
dway prodrlct,s. The csp&mcnt,s also include srgnlcnt~d muon range-stacks, 
which arc tlcsigned to obtain *tlluxl cncrgy nlcasuxcmcnts limited only by range 
straggling. 

Initial results from both experiments have been reportcrl recently (just fol- 
lowing this Institute). No I<: + ,~e candidate events have been idcnt.ificd from 
cithcr search, thns far, resulting in the following branching ratio upper limits: 

KEK E137: D(Ii:: i pc) < 4.3 x 1o-‘o 
BNL E791: B(li; + /le) < 2.2 x 10-l’ 

BSL E791 has also recorded 87 1ig + P/L events resulting in a branching ratio 
B(ItFj + pp) = (5.84~0.6 (stat) f 0.4 (syst)) x IO-’ (Ref. 28). KEK El37 has 
obtained 54 Iit + pp events giving B(1iz + P/L) = (8.4kl.l) x IO-” (Ref. 27). 
In addition, limit,s on the branching rat,io for 1iE --t ee were B(I$ + CC) < 
3.1 x lo-” for BXL E791 and 13(Iii --t ee) < 5.6 x 10-l’ for KEK E137. These 
experiments are continuing. 

Even if Ii: + pe is absent, Ii+ ---t x+g*ef: could occur, because it can be 
generated by vector or scalar currents. Experimentally, the three-body charged 
particle final stnt,e makes definite vertex reconstruction reliable and allows strict 
energy and momentum const,raiuts to he imposed. The natural background, 
Ii+ ---t K+K+V followed by reactions T --t pv and T ---t ev, which has correct 
final-state particles, is highly suppressed due to the lo-“ branching ratio for 
K + EV decay. .411 other potential background processes, such as I<+ + rtro 

Proton Beam -.~- -___ 

Target 

Sweep Magnet 

High-Density Shtelding ~ 

Vacuum Decoy Region 

Tugger Sclntillotors 

Chere-nov Counter’ 

Leod Gloss 

Iron ~ 1 
Muon Hodoscope - 

Muon Rongefinder 

Fig. 7(a). Set-up for BNL Ei91 search for Ii: + p (Ref. 20). 
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followed by K’ + e+e-y, require particle misidcntificatiox 
An experiment is in progress at BKL to sra.rch for K+ + K+/I+~- (SW 

Ref. 23). The s&up for BNL E777 is shown in Fig. 8. Thc~ arrangc~ncnt~ of 
detectors is asymmetric with positive particles directed t,o t,he right, sitlr and 
negative particlcs to the left. Multi-cell threshold &renkov counters perform 
the particle identification function along with the lead s&till&or calorimeter. 

BNL E777 has produced a new limit based on no observed candidate events 

B(Ii+ i 7;+p+e-) < 3 x 10-l” , 

assuming a uniform phase space distribution. III addition, a limit was formd on 
the branching rat@ 

r(Ii+ + 7;+“P) 
l?(IIV’ i all) 

< 4.5 x lo-’ 

for R hypothetical A’, which decays via -4’ + c+e- with lifctirnr short,er than 
lo-l3 s and mass less than 100 MeV/c’. Upper limits were obtained as a function 
of mass and lifetime of ilo as shown in Fig. 9. 

5. Conclusion 

Major advances, spanning orders of magnit,z&, havr reccnbly been achiwctl 
in experiments dealing wiih rare kaon tlecitys at BNL and liEI<. Further signif- 
icant improvement.s in sensitivity for Ii+ + ~;+vI/. Iii ---t pe and IiF 4 j~‘ee 
are anticipated from current efforts. In the longer term. the upgraded booster 
at the AGS and the proposed kaon factory at TRJUMF may lead to a new era 
in hi&precision and high-srnsitivity particle physics experiments t,hat havr a 
unique role to play in cxnmining the standard model and scnrching for IICW 

effects. 
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CP VIOLATION 

Frederick J. Gilman 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
Stanford C’niuersity, Stanford, California 94309 

Abstract 

Predictions for CP violation in the three-generation Standard Model are re- 
viewed based on what is known about the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. 
Application to the I< and I3 meson systems is emphasized. 

Introduction 

It is now 25 years since the initial discovery of CP violation and we are still 
faced with the question of its origin and its ultimate significance: 

. Is it a curiosity? Could it be physics from a much higher mass scale, at 
which we are allowed only a peek-a tiny remnant of new physics beyond 
the Standard Model? 

. Is it a cornerstone? Does it originate inside the Standard Model? Indeed, 
is it the signal that there are three or more generations, all quark masses 
unequal, and all weak mixing angles nonzero? Is it then the single statement 
summarizing all of this, and yielding a characteristic pattern of CP violation 
which is tied to quark flavor? 

These are the basic questions which we seek to answer experimentally, and 
then to delineate the details of whatever is the mechanism of CP violation. To 
do so, we need to know how CP violation is manifested in the Standard Model. 

CP Violation in the Three-Generation Standard Model 

The matrix’ that describes the mixing of three generations of quarks has 
three real angles and one nontrivial phase. Any difference of rates between a 
given process and its CP conjugate process (or of a CP-violating amplitude) 
always has the form: 

where we express things first in the original parameterization of the quark mix- 
ing matrix’ and then in the “preferred” parameterization adopted by the Particle 

-- 
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Data Group,2 using the shorthand that s, = sine, and c; = cos8,. Our present 
experimental knowledge assures us that the approximation of setting the cosines 
to unity, which we often adopt in t,he following, induces errors of at most a few 
percent. In that case the combination of angle-dependent factors in Eq. (l), 
involving the invariant measure of CP violation, 3 becomes the approximate com- 
bination, 

ST 52 S3 sinsKn4 = 312 523 s13 sin813 , (2) 
which was recognized earlier as characteristic of CP-violating effects in the three- 
generation standard model.* Equation (1) shows us immediately that all three 
generations of quarks are necessary for CP violation; in particular, none of the 
angles can be zero, nor can any of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (C-K-M) 
matrix elements. 

The C-K-M factors in Eq. (1) define the “price of CP violation” in the Stan- 
dard Model. This “price” must be paid somewhere. It could be paid in a specific 
process by having many of these factors in both r and i?, corresponding to a very 
small branching ratio for that process: Then when we form the asymmetry, 

(3) 

the smallness of the denominator results in a large asymmetry. On the other hand, 
the price could be paid by having few of these factors in IY and r separately (and 
hence in their sum), but only in their difference; the asymmetry is correspondingly 
small. There is therefore a very rough correspondence between rarer decays and 
bigger asymmetries. This rule-of-thumb is only that; it can be mitigated or 
exacerbated by other factors: hadronic matrix elements, dependence of one-loop 
amplitudes upon internal quark masses, and the possible presence of C-K-M 
factors in addition to those demanded by Eq. (1). A prime example of luck in 
this regard is provided by CP-violating effects which depend on B - l? mixing, 
where the large top quark mass allows fairly big asymmetries between B and B 
decays to occur in modes which are themselves not suppressed in rate by C-K-M 
factors. 

The Unitarity Triangle 

In principle, measurement of just the magnitudes of the C-K-M matrix el- 
ements could tell us about the phase, 613, as well as the “rotation angles” 
012, 823, and 013 in Eq. (1). This is most easily seen for the case at hand, 
where the “rotation angles” are small, by using the unitarity of the matrix as 
applied to the first and third columns to derive that (c,, have been set to unity): 

1 v,*, - 512 vc; + V& 1 Y 0 (4) 

This equation is represented graphically in Fig. 1 in terms of a triangle in the 
complex plane, the lengths of whose sides are \I$/, /slz Q,l, and I&], and the 
nontrivial phase in different paramcterizations is the indicat,ed interior or exterior 
angle. This triangle appears explicitly in Ref. 4, and has been commented on by 
many people:5 but has been particularly emphasized by Bjorken.’ 

According to an ancient theorem, perfect measurements of the lengths of all 
three sides could determine a nontrivial triangle, thereby completely fixing the 
mixing matrix, including the phase. Alternately, a set of measurements of the 
lengths could show that the triangle can not exist, forcing us beyond three gen- 
erations. As a special case, the triangle could collapse to a line, and we must, 
go beyond the three-generation Standard Model for an explanation of CP viola- 
tion. Unfortunately, given our present experimental knowledge and our limited 
theoretical ability to compute hadronic matrix elements, the three sides are not 
known with sufficient accuracy to discriminate between these situalions, let alone 
determine the value of 613. For now, to get information on the phase we are forced 
to consider a CP-violating quantity and assume it can be understood within the 
three-generation Standard Model. 

Note that twice the area of the triangle is: 

This is “the price of CP violation,” and reaffirms that if the triangle degenerates 
to a line, then CP is conserved. 

With this representation of the ill-determined parameters of the C-K-M ma- 
trix, it is possible to see more directly the interplay of various pieces of experi- 
ment,al information. In Figs. 2 to 6 we have placed7 the side ~12 1~:~ along the 

horizontal and taken I!& at its central value” of 0.046, so that one vertex is at 
the origin and a second vertex is very near the point (0.010, 0). Constraints on 
the position of the third vertex follow froms 

. IV& An upper limit on this quantity forces the third vertex to lie inside a 
circle about the origin. A lower limit, taken here to be I& > O.O41v,b/, is 
implied by data indicating b + u transitions presented to this conference.g 

. B - L? Mixing - The combination of the experimental value of L&f/r and 
an upper and lower limit on the hadronic matrix element* forces the third 
vertex to lie outside and inside, respectively, circles drawn with the second 
vertex as an origin. 

. E - Imposing the constraint of obtaining the experimental value of lel along 
with upper and lower limits on the hadronic matrix element forces t,he third 
vertex to lie between hyperbolas. 

. . 
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Figure 2 shows the situ&ion for mt = 60 GeV, where the posit.ion of the third 
vertex is quite limited by the solid curves indicating the various constraints. 
The dotted circle represents the lower limit on jVtib/ from the observation of 
b + u transitions. A sample unitarity triangle is indicated by the dashed lines. 
For still lower values of mt, the inner limiting circle due to B - L? mixing moves 
outward and eventually becomes incompatible with the other constraints - this 
is precisely how a lower limit of around 50 GeV for ml came about after the 
observation of large Ed - L?d mixing. 

.4s we move to a f,op quark mass of 80 GeV in Fig. 3, the region permitted for 
the third vertex opens up. Values of mt = 120,160, and 200 GeV in Figs. 4, 5, 
and 6, respectively, show a progressively longer and lower allowed region, as both 
the upper and lower limits from B - B mixing and from ItI enter the picture. 
Note in addition that the base of the triangle, s12Vc:, is itself only moderately 
well determined: Figures 7 and 8 show what happens for mt = 200 GeV when 
values of 0.036 and 0.056 are used for lVcbl 

The new lower limit we are using for jVub] plays little role, except for the 
heaviest top masses, once the “E constraint” is imposed. Of course, the latter 
assumes that CP violation originates in the C-K-M matrix; it is very important 
t,o ascertain without any such assumption that I& is nonzero, and eventually, 
1.0 pin down its value. 

Of niore import for high top masses is the collntraint that follows from corn- 
paring recent experimental data’“,” on B(1i --t p+p-) with the value expected 
from unitarity, i.e., li --t y-y + p+p-, alone. The average of the two recent 
experiments is B(K + @+p-) = 7.0 f 0.6 x lo-‘, while the unitarity limit is 
6.8 zt 0.3 x lo-‘. If it is assumed that the short-distance contribution to the real 
part of the amplitude is not cancelled by long-distance contributions, then one 
obtains a bound on the charm and top quark short-distance contributions to the 
branching ratio of 2 x lo-’ at the 3a level. While there is no fundamental reason 
that a cancellation between the short-distance and long-distance contributions 
cannot take place, any major cancellation would have to be “accidental.” In any 
cast. for large top masses this constraint becomes important, and in particular 
restricts Rev,,. After due account of QCD corrections (relevant to the small, 
but non-negligible. and constructively interfering charm contribution), the effect 
of this constraint” is shown for mt = 160 and 200 CeV in Figs. 5 and 6 by the 
dashed-dot line. As is seen in the figures the third vertex of the unitarity triangle 
is forced to the right from the resulting upper boundI on IReVtdl. 

When viewed from the point of view of the “price of CP violation,” i.e., twice 
t,hc al-ca of the unitarity t.rianglc, it is the altit,ude times the base that matters. 
This q\\a.ntii.y clearly has a large range, especially once we have allowed mt to 
vary all the way up to 200 GeV. A ballpark figure for S;S~S~S~ is several times 
10-j. which means that syss.sg is of order 10M3. 

0.02 

0.01 

0 

rnt =200GeV sz3 =0.036 

I 
' I I' 

I 

-0.01 0 0.01 0.02 

7-89 6392A10 

Figure 7. Constraints on the “unitarity triangle” for ml = 200 GeV and 
I& = 0.036. 
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Status of CP Violation in the Standard Model 

Given this “price of CP violation,” we can “naturally” understand why 

mt =200 GeV s 23 =0.056 
0.02 

0 

I I I I 1 
-0.01 0 0.01 0.02 

7.89 6392A12 

Figure 8. Constraints on the “unitarity triangle” for mt = 200 GeV and 
/i&j = 0.056. 

161 N 2.28 x 10-3 (6) 

is so small and CP seems to come so close to being a symmetry in K decays. 
When all the factors are put in, the size of 1~1 is roughly governed by that of 
s2s3sg. This is “naturally” of the right size in the technical sense that to have 
s2sssg of order 1O-3 does not require any angle to be fine-tuned to be either 
especially small or especially large. 

This same factor of ~2~3~6 pervades all CP violation observables in the I< sys- 
tem, so it is then not so surprising that after 25 years the total evidence for CP 
violation in Nature consists of a nonzero value of t, and one statistically signifi- 
cant measurement14 of a nonzero value of the parameter t’/c = 3.3 f 1.1 x 10m3, 
representing CP violation in the I< + KX decay amplitude itself. Experiments 
at Fermilab” and at CERN14 are continuing with the aim of reducing the statis- 
tical and systematic errors. The value of e’ from Ref. 14 is consistent16-‘8 with 
the three-generation Standard Model. Unfortunately, this is not a very strong 
statement. Other values of t’ would be consistent as well because of our lack of 
knowledge both on the experimental and theoretical fronts: 

. The hadronic matrix elements of the penguin operators, upon which the 
prediction of t’ depends, are fairly uncertain. Definitive results will pre- 
sumably come from lattice QCD calculations which still seem several years 
away. 

. The predictions depend on the value of .sz.s~sg, which in turn depends (aside 
from another hadronic matrix element) on mt through imposing the con- 
straint of obtaining the experimental value of E. Very roughly, as ml goes 
up, the range allowed for szsgsg goes down, and so does the prediction for 
d. 

l Also as mt rises, the contributions from “2 penguin” and “W box” dia- 
grams begin to besignificant. For sufficiently large ml, a recent calculation’g 
contends that most of the usual (strong) penguin contribution to E’ can be 
cancelled in this way. 

Experimental and theoretical progress over the next few years should clarify 
these points. But even if the situation becomes that the value oft’ is in significant 
accord with the three-generation Standard Model, this single number is unlikely 
to be regarded as conclusively establishing that the origin of CP violation lies 
in the C-K-M matrix. We would demand additional evidence: A sing/e set of 
C-K-M angles (including the phase) must be able to fit several different processes 
which exhibit CP-violating effects, providing a redundant check on the theory. 
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There are two main avenues being pursued in order to get this additional 
evidence. One is to look for CP-violating effects in the B meson system. Here 
the CPviolating asymmetries potentially can he very large -- of order 10-l or 
more. The second way is to consider other It’ decays where CP-violating eRect.s, 
although very small, may occur with a different weighting (from that in I< + 
TUT) between effects originating in the mass matrix and in the decay amplitude. 
Possible It’ decays which come to mind include It’ ---t 37r, K + yy, and I( + 
miy, 2o-22 and especially Ii’r. + no&- and Iir. -+ *‘vv. We take up I< decays 
in the next Section, saving the B system for last. 

CP Violation in Rare Ii’ Decays 

The late 1960s and early 1970s marked a peak in experiments on K decays, 
sparked by the discovery of CP violation, 23 This effort tailed off as many impor- 
tant measurements were completed and new areas of physics opened up in the 
1970s at elect,ron-positron and hadron machines. 

Then in the late 1970s and early 198Os, both theoretical and experimental 
developments led to a “rebirth” of I< physics. On the experimental side, great 
strides were made to create high flux beams, handle high data rates, incorpo- 
rate “smart triggers,” improve detectors (especially for photons), and be able to 
analyze enormous data samples. These matched, at least to some degree, ! he 
requirements in precision and rarity being demanded by the theory for incisive 
tests of the Standard Model. The last few years have seen the beginning of a 
parade of results which are the culmination of a decade of work in perfecting and 
performing the needed experiments. Much more is yet to come, and one can see 
the opportunity to make use of the beams and detectors which are already in 
existence, or are being developed, to attack the rare K decays which will give 
additional insight into CP violation. 

On the theoretical side, the establishment of gauge theories for the strong 
and electroweak interactions provided a well-defined basis for calculations. The 
three-generation Standard Model could he used to make predictions of what, 
by definition, was inside, and, by its complement, outside the Standard Model. 
The question of “who ordered the muon” was generalized to “who ordered three 
generations with particular values of masses and mixing angles,” and attention 
was directed at interactions which would connect quarks and leptons of different 
generations, producing flavor-changing neutral currents. It was realized that not 
only did the three-generation model provide an origin for CP violation in the 
nontrivial phase in the quark mixing matrix, hut that CP violation should affect 
the Zi” decay amplitude as well as the K” -E” mass matrix, resulting in values 
of ~‘/t in the lop3 to low2 range. 24 There were also predictions for short-distance 
contributions to a number of other rare K decay amplitudes induced at one-loop, 
both CP-conserving and CP-violating.25 

There has also been an associated experimental development which has im- 
portant theoretical consequences: The rise of the !.op quark. Over the past decade, 
the “typical” or “he&” value of t,he top quark mass used in theoretical papers 
has risen monotonically, somehow always remaining one step, or maybe one and 
a half steps, ahead of the experimental, then-current, lower bound. Values of 
15, 2.5, 30, 45, GeV have been used in various papers (some of them mine), 
and subsequently fallen by the wayside as experiments have been able to search 
at higher and higher masses. The present lower limit is around 60 GeV, below 
which a top quark is saids6 to he “unlikely.” It seems that limits even higher 

t,han this will he quoted at high confidence within a month, as the analysis of the 
present round of collider data is completed. An upper limit of around 200 GeV 
follows from analysis of neutral and charged current data and the measured W 
and 2 masses (IX., consistency of the p parameter with unity).27 

The rise of the top quark mass has important consequences when we go to 
calculate one-loop contributions. For the penguin diagrams in Fig. 9 involv- 
ing a top and charm quark and a virtual photon (the “clectromagnctic pen- 
guin”); the conserved nature of the current demands a factor of q2, the square 
of the four-momentum carried by the virtual photon, he present in the numer- 
ator of the amplitude. This cancels the l/q2 from the photon propagator; the 
leading term for small (compared to hf$) top mass in the coefIicient of the 
appropriate operator behaves as In (~nf/my). By contrast. the “Z pcngnin” 
or “II/ box” involve nonconserved currents: t,he f&or Q’ in the numerator is 
replaced by the square of the quark mass in the loop and the propagator by 

l/(42 + nf;, = l/@ or l/&$,. The corresponding coefficient behaves like 
[(m~/~!$,) In (m:/M$,) - (mz/M$,) In (mp/M$)] when the top mass is small. 

In the days when nf << Jv&, it was completely justified to throw away the 
Z penguin and W box contributions to such amplitudes in comparison to that 
of the electromagnetic penguin. Xot so any more. The various graphs give 
comparable contributions, as we will see below in a specific example. More- 
over, the contributions from the top quark become the dominant ones to various 
rare I< decays when n: >> M&. In the three-generation Standard Model, as 
rni rises farther and farther above Mw, more and more of one-loop K physics is 
top physics and we are in the interesting situation where those working at the 
highest energy hadron colliders are pursuing another aspect of the same physics 
as those working on the rarest of K decays at low energies. 

Let us illustrate a number of the above remarks by looking in more detail at 
one particular rare Ii decay in which it is possible to observe CP violation and 
which has emerged as the object of concentrated theoretical and experimental 
study. 
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IiL + 7r”e+e- . 
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Figure 9. One-loop diagrams giving short distance contributions to It’ de- 
cays, and in particular, to the process A’ + aC+e-: (a) the “electromagnetic 
penguin;” (b) the “2 penguin;” (c) the “II’ box.” 

If we define I<1 and Kz to be the even and odd CP eigenstates, respectively, 

of the neutral K system, then A’L + x”e+e- has three contributions: 

(1) Through a two-photon intermediate state: 

This is higher order in a, but is CP conserving. With two real photons there 
are two possible Lorentz invariant amplitudes for KL + x0 yy. One is the 

coefficient of I$,) I$), which corresponds to the two photons being in a state 
with total angular momentum zero. Consequently, it picks up a factor of m, 
when contracted with the QED amplitude for yy + e+e-, as the interactions 

are all chirality conserving, and its contribution to the iir. --t ?r’e+e- decay 
rate is totally negligible. 28 The other invariant amplitude is the coefficient of 
a tensor which contains two more powers of momentum and one might hope 
for its contribution to be suppressed by angular momentum barrier factors. In 
chiral perturbation theory, an order of magnitude estimate” for the resulting 

branching ratio of I(2 4 f; ’ e+e- is 10-14. However, a vector dominance, pole 

model predicts3’ a much bigger result: a branching ratio of order 10-l’, roughly 
at the level as that arising from the CP-violating amplitudes (see below). The 
experimental upper limit on the branching ratio for Iir. -+ z”yy has very recently 

been considerably improved, 3’ and now is only a few times larger than some of 
the predictions. “J In the future we might have not only a measurement of 

the branching ratio. but a Dalitz plot distribution which could help distinguish 
between models. The final answer for this contribution remains to be seen both 
theoretically and experimentally. 

(2) Through the small (proportional to t) part of the KL which is A’1 due to 
CP violation in the mass matrix: 

We call this “indirect” CP violation and may calculate its contribution to the 
decay rate once we know the width for the CP conserving process Ii1 -+ HO&~-. 
Eventually, there will presumably be an experimental measurement of r(K, + 
~‘e+e-), which will take all the present theoretical model dependence away. For 

__- 
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now, equating this width to the measured one for Ii+ -+ x+.&e- gives the 
cstimatc: 

I~(I(L ~ ?r’e’e-)i,di,,,t = O.j8 x 10-l’ (7) 

(3) Through the large part of the KL, i.e., K2, due to CP violation in the 
decay amplitude: 

I<2 i 7r” -fuirtva, + Ti”e+e- 

We call this “direct” CP violation, and the amplit.ude for it arises from the 
diagrams shown in Fig. 9. For values of mt << Arw, it is the “electromagnetic 
penguin” that gives the dominant short-distance contribution to the amplitude, 
which is summarized in the Wilson coefficient, CT”, of the appropriate operator, 

&iv = N (Ml - Ydd) (W) 

Values of nzt ,.- Mw allow the “Z penguin” and “W box” contributions to be- 
come comparable to that of the “electromagnetic penguin,” and bring in another 
operator, 

QTA = Q (Syp(l - ys)d)(?~“yse) 

The QCD corrections are substantial for the “electromagnetic penguin” con- 
tribution and have been redone for the case32a33 when ml - Mw. In contrast, the 
top quark contributions from the “2 penguin” and “W box” live up at the weak 
scale and get only small QCD corrections. Still, the coefficient C~V comes largely 
from the “electromagnetic penguin,” even after its reduction from QCD correc- 
t,ions. On the other hand, the “electromagnetic penguin” cannot contribute to 
C’~A, and here it is the “2 penguin” which gives the dominant contribution. The 
overall decay rate due to the “direct” CP-violating amplitude can be obtained 
by relating the hadronic matrix elements of the operators Q~v and QUA to that 
which occurs in Ice3 decay. Then we find that 

The last factor, shown in Fig. 10, ranges 32 between about 0.1 and 1.0. As szsssg 
is typically of order 10-3, the corresponding branching ratio induced by this am- 
plitude alone for Ilr, 4 KOe+e- 1s around IO-“. Note that when ml X 150 GeV, 
the contribution from CT,J overtakes that from C~V, and it is the “Z penguin” 
and “W box,” coming from the top quark with small QCD corrections, which 
dominate the decay rate. 
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Figure 10. The quantity 1~~~1~ + @7~1’, which enters the branching ratio 
for the CP-violating decay KL --t n’e+e-, as a function of mt for ilqco = 
150 MeV, from Ref. 32 
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Thus it appears at this point that the three contributions from (1) CP con- 
serving, (2) “indirect” CP-violating, and (3) “d’ erect” CP-violating amplitudes 
could all be comparable. The weighting of the different pieces in Kr. -+ n’e+e- 
is entirely different from that in K --+ mr. The present experimental upper 
limit34,35 is 4 X lo@, with prospects of getting to the Standard Model level 
of around 10-I’ in the next several years. Hopefully, the CP conserving and 
“indirect” CP-violating amplitudes will be pinned down much better by then, 
permitting an experimental measurement of this decay to be interpreted in terms 
of the magnitude of the “direct” CP-violating amplitude. 

CP Violation in I? Decay 

The possibilities for observation of CP violation in B decays are much richer 
than for the neutral K syst,em. The situation is even reversed, in that for the B 
system t,he variety and size of CP-violating asymmetries in decay amplitudes far 
overshadows that in the mass matrix.“6 

. To st,art with the familiar, however, consider the phenomenon of CP viola- 
tion in the mass matrix of the neutral B system. 

Here, in analogy with the neutral I( system, one defines a parameter EB. 
It is relat,ed to p and 9, the coefficients of the B” and o”, rcspectiwly, in the 
combination which is a mass matrix eigrnst.ate by 

4 1 -tR 
-- 

-- 1ttB P 
(9) 

The charge asymmetry in Bog0 + C*E* + X is given by37 

cT(B"BO + E+E+ +/Y) - o(BOB" + e-r + X) = /p/qp - IQ/PI2 
o(~oBo + C+E+ t x) t a(~oBo + b-e- +x) /P/d2 + IdPI 

Im(rl2lMlz) 
> (10) 

= 1 + ~lr1zlW212 

whew we define < B”IHIB” >= 1i412 - irl?. The quantity lMl2l is measured in 
B - B mixing to be comparable in magnitude to the total width, while r12 gets 
contributions only from channels which are common to both B” and B”, i.e.. 
KM suppressed decay modes. This causes the charge asymmetry for dileptons 
most likely to be in the ballpark of a few times 10V3, and at best 10V2. For the 
foreseeable future, it is inaccessible experimentally. 

. Now we turn to where the excitement is: CP violation in decay amplitudes. 

In principle, this can occur whenever there is more than one path, with 
different C-K-M factors, to a common final state. For example, let us consider 
the all-time favorite and paradigm: decay of a neutral B to a CP eigenstate, 
f, such as $l<z or DfD-. Since there is substantial 13’ - B” mixing, one can 
consider two decay chains of an initial B” meson: 

B” +BO \ 
I 

B” 4 B” /” 
J 

The second path differs in its phase because of B” 4 Es” mixing, and because 
the decay of a B involves the complex conjugate of the K-M factors involved in 
U decay. The strong interactions, being CP invariant, give t,he same phases for 
the two paths. The amplitudes for these decay chains can intcrfcre and generate 
nonzero asymmetries between r(B”(l) + f) and r(B”(t) + f). Specifically, 

and 

r(BO(t) + I) - e -” 1 - sin[Am t] Im 

r(BO(t) + f) - e-rf (1 + sin[Anz t] Im (ip)] (111~) 

IIere we have neglected any lifetime difference between the mass mat.& eigcn- 
states (thollght to be wry small), set Am F ml - m2, the difference of the 
cigrnstate masses, and p E A(R --+ f)/A(B + f), the ratio of l.he amplitudes, 
and then used the fact that IpI = 1 when f is a CP eigenstate in writing Eqs. (11). 
From this we can form the asymmetry: 

Moreover, in the particular case of decay to a CP eigenstate with one combination 
of K-M factors contributing t,o the decay amplitude, the quantity 

is given entirely by the C-KM matrix and is independent of hadronic ampli- 
t.udes, which cancel out in the ratio, p Remarkably, the angles Q turn out to 
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be nothing but those of the unitarity triangle, as shown in Fig. 11, where the 
.,,,glc~s are lalxllrd by examples of the neutral B decays to CP eigenstates whose 
asynmd ries they govcxn3” 

Figure 12 shows the potential size of the time dependent differences3g between 
L?d and &‘d decaying4’ to the same (CP self-conjugate) final state; $I<,“. The likely 
situation for B, mixing is shown 41 in Fig. 13(c). The oscillations are so rapid 
that even with a very favorable difference in the time dependence for an initial B, 
ccw~v an initial o,, the time-integrated asymmetry is quite small. Mea.surcment 
OC thv time dcpendcncc bccom~s a necessity for CP violation studies in this case. 

M’e can also form asymmetries where the final state / is not a CP eigenstate. 
Examples are Bd + Dn compared to Bd ---t Dx; Hd + Da compared to Bd + 
Dir: or B, + D$Ii- compared to B, + 0; I<+. There is a decided disadvantage 

11cle iu throretical interpretation, in that the quantity Im (fp) is now dependent 

on hadron dynanics 

In all the above cases, t,o measure an asymmetry one must know if one starts 
with an initial B” or B”, i.e., one must “tag.” This is one of the main difficulties 
experimentally, as the tagging efficiency is generally fairly 10w.~ 

A sccoud path to l.he same final state could arise in several other ways besides 
through mixing. For example, one could have two cascade decays that end up 
with ihe samr final st,ate, such as: 

and 

Another possibility .is to have spectator and annihilation graphs contribute to 
the same process. 42 Still another is to have spectator and “penguin” diagrams 
interfcre.43 These rout,es to obtaining a CP-violating asymmetry have the advan- 
tage that they do not require one to know whether one started with a E or B. 
i.e., they do not require “tagging.” These decay modes are in fact “self-tagging” 
in that the properties of the decay products (through their electric charges or 
flavors) themselves fix the nature of the parent B or B. Their disadvantage, 
which is theoretical, is that they generally bring poorly known hadronic matrix 
elements into the interpretation of an asymmetry, and so the association with 
specific combinations of I<-11 angles is not clean. 

Figure 11. The quantity Ie& + 1&;7~]“, which enters the branching ratio 
for the CP-violating decay I<L + ,‘e+e-, as a function of mt for AQCD = 
150 MeV. from Ref. 32 
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Conclusion 

In a sense, after 25 years we arc still at the beginning of the study of CP 
violation; most Cl’-violating phenorncna have yet to be explored, even those 
predicted by the Standard Model. The main thrusts in high energy physics are: 

l K Decays: .4 strong effort is already underway at BXL, CERN. Fermilab, 
and KEK to pursue rare I< decays. It includes measurements of t’/t and 
CP-violating effects in I<L, --) #e+e- and other I< decays. With a number 
of groups proposing to get to sensitivity levels corr&onding to the St,an- 
dard Model, we arc almost guaranteed interesting results over the nest few 
)WSS. 

. B Decays: !lie have seen that there are many manifestations of CP viola- 
tion to look at in the B system. It appears that one needs of order IO7 W’s 
to begin to see the large asymmctrics that are predicted by the Standard 
Model in some channels, but I would be the !ast to tell someone not to 
look for such elTects if they had, say, 10’ B’s, Any nonzero asymmrtry is 
important, and part of the signature of the Standard Model is the flavor 
dependence of the effects, with generally much larger CP-violating asym- 
metries characteristic of B’s than of 1(‘s, We want to know if this pattern 
is correct. Ultimately, CP violation in the n system is the nay to measure 
the C-K-M angles in a redundant way. Ilowever, unlike the situation in 
I( decays, we do not have t,he likelihood of significant results in t,he next 
few years. The prospects are longer term, but it seems clear what we must 
do: Learn hmu to detect B’s th.at are produced nt hndron machines, and 
build electron-positron B factories. 
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2. INVERSE MUON DECAY 

The inverse /~-decay process, v,e- + p-uer offers an elegant test of the weak 

interaction theory!” S’ mce this is a purely leptonic interaction, the theoretical 

predictions can be unambiguously tested. In particular, the Lorentz structure of 

the weak-current can be investigated and, in contrast to studies of muon decay, 

contributions from scaler currents can be probed. However, the extremely small 

cross-section, about 0.1% of the neutrino-nucleon cross-section, and the relatively 

high threshold (E, > IlGeV) make the study of inverse muon decay difficult. Two 

previous experiments’3’ have reported observation of this process. We present here 

a new high statistics measurement with neutrino energies up to 600 GeV. 

The differential cross-sect,ion for the inverse p-decay can he expressed in terms 

of t,wo parameters, the admixt,ure of the vector and the axial-vector weak current 

(X) and the neutrino polarization (P), as follows: 

ABSTRACT 

We report on three recent measurements by the CCFR collaboration using the 

Fermilab Tevatron quad-triplet neutrino beam with neutrino energies up to 600 

GeV. In a sa.mpleof666,OOO neutrino and 132,000 antineutrino events, 1151 inverse 

p-decay events, vlre- -+ p v,, were isolated corresponding to a rate with respect 

to v,-N charged current interactions of (0.125 !c .009(stnt.) i .003(sys.)) x lo-‘. 

The data also contain 1522 up and 275 ??* induced opposite sign dimuon events 

which are due predominantly to charm production at the hadronic vertex. IJsing 

this sample, we have measured the strange sea content of the nucleon, rJs = 

J dz(2zs(z))/ J dZ(ZU(Z)$Zd(Z)) = .057-s:,,,, +’ ‘12 the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 

matrix element, lVcdl = 0.220~:~:,5, and the slow-resealing model charm mass 

parameter, m, = 1.3+::6,GeV. Finally, a search for neutral heavy leptons in our 

Al-P+ sample excludes such particics with masses up to 15 GeV and muonic 

coupling greater than 10e3 with respect to standard Fermi coupling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of the Tevatron fixed target program, our CCFR collabo- 

ration (Columbia, Chicago, Fermilab, and Rochester) began a program of high 

statistic studies of neutrino and antineutrino interactions. We report here on 

three measurements from the first of two data runs at the Tevatron using the 

quadrupole triplet neutrino beam (QTB) and the CCFR neutrino detector!” The 

QTB produces both neutrinos and antineutrinos in the ratio zz 2/l with energies 

up to 600 GeV. The data sample used in this analysis, after fiducial and kinematic 

cuts on the outgoing muon (E, 2 15 GeV and 0, < 150 mrad), included 666,000 

charged-current neutrino and 132,000 antineutrino events. 

dc7 -2z 
dy, 

Gysmi)2 ((1 + P)(l- X)yE + (1- P)(l$ X)) 

where yp =E,/E, and s = 2m,E,. Within the standard model with a left- 

handed two-component neutrino (P=-1.0) and a pure V-A coupling (X = 1.0 

), the predicted cross-section for s >> m2, is cr(r/,e- + p-ve) = (;$s/rr = 

17.2 x 10-42E,(GeV) cm2. 

Inverse p-decay (IMD) events are selected by using kinematic variables that 

distinguish these from the much larger sample of v~-N charged - current (CC) 

events. The distinguishing features are: IMD events have no associated hadron 

energy, EHAD; the linal state muon in an IMD event is kinematically limited in 

the lab to small outgoing muon angles, 8,‘ < dm, or momentum transfers, 

Q2 < 2m,E,; and only incident up’s can produce IMD events due to the absence 

of positrons in the target material. 

The dominant background mechanisms, from v-N interactions that produce 

low hadron energy events, are quasi-elastic events, vlrn + b-p(V,p + p+n), A 

and N’ resonance production, and coherent meson production off the nucleus. 

These processes, collectively referred to as quasi-elastic-like processes (QEP), are 

. . : I. 
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expected to be produced equally by high energy v{, and i7 f” Since v P p cannot 

produce 1MD events, low hadron energy ~~~ events provide a measure of the QEP 

background to the IMD signal when corrected for relative flux. 

The IMD signal is found by separating the vI1 and ii, events with EHAD > 

1.5GeV into eight visible energy bins between 15 and 600 GeV. After a Q” 5 

.2GeV2 cut, the v,, events, scaled by e, are subtracted to remove any re- 

maining QEP background in the v& event sample. Figure 1 shows the Q” distri- 

bution for the ~OW-EHAD IJ~ and scaled-up iYp events. The vp event excess below 

Q2 of .2 GeV’ is the raw IMD signal. 

The corrections, due to the ENAD < 1.5GeV cut, the Q2 cut, reconstruc- 

tion failures a.nd the non-isoscalcr target, range lrom 35% for the lowest cncrgy 

bin to 24% for the highest. In a.ddition, events in the lowest energy bin must 

be corrected for the E, 5 15GeV cut. Finally, the signal is corrected for the 

threshold effect using a Monte Carlo simulation of IMD events in the detec- 

tor. The corrected signal, when combined with results ~KX~~ our previous Nar- 

row Ba.nd Beam run!’ yields an asymptotic rate with respect to inclusive C!C 

events of: R= (0.125 + .009(&t.) i .003(sys.)) x 10m2. Using the measured’“’ 

U”N(cC) = (0.680 i 0.015) x E, x 1O-38 cm’, the absolute asymptotic cross- 

section for IMD is: ,(v,e- + /A-L+) = (17.00 i 1.22 zt 0.41) x E, x lo-“? 

cm2. The ratio of measured to predicted cross-section for IMD is ~,,~~~~~./~,,~~d, = 

0.988 f O.O7l(stat.) ?c O.O23(sys.). With 11 le restrictions on neutrino polarization, 

P < .9975, from studies”’ of r/I< decay, this measurement restricts X > .78 at 

90% C.L. and implies that the mass of a possible right-handed boson mediating 

a V+A interaction would have a lower limit of !IJ\~, > 1.8Mw,. This results also 

limits scaler couplings to < .13 of the V-A coupling at 90% C.L. (l&’ < 0.52 

using the notation of Ref. 8). Compositeness of the interacting fermions would 

possibly lead to deviations of the IMD cross-section from a linear energy depcn- 

dence. A two parameter fit to omeas /upred = a + BE” yields a value for /3 of 

(-1.09 i 1.14) x lo-“(GeV-‘) consistent with zero. 

2. OPPOSITE SIGN DIMUON PRODUCTION 

Dimuon production by neutrinos and antineutrinos predominantly originates 

v,+e- -+ p-fug 15<E,<600 GeV v,+e- -+ p-fug 15<E,<600 GeV 
I ” ‘I” / ‘I”” I’ ” 

(Hadron Energy < 1.5 GeV) 

. vr: Data 

I ““I”x’I”‘I 

(Hadron Energy < 1.5 GeV) 

. vr: Data 

i Fp: Deta[X Relative Fluxj i Fp: Deta[X Relative Fluxj 

600 

/ 

4 

i 

0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1 

Q2 (GeV') 

Fig. 1. Distribution of Q2 = E,E,,$ for events with EHAD 5 1.5GeV. The 

v,, events are shown with solid circles. The i7, events, scaled by the relative 

vI1 to ~7, flux, are shown by the solid line. 
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from the production, off s or d quarks, of a chalm quark at the hulronic verlcx. 

7’1~ charm quark is assumed to fragment, into charmed hadrons, typically D a.nti 

D’ mesons, which then decay semileptonically. Measurements 01 the rate a.ntl 

distribution of these events can be used to evaluate the strangeness content of the 

nucleon target, the effective charm quark mass in the s(d) + c quark transit.ion, 

and the Cabbiho Kobayashi Maskawa matrix element, lIfc/cdl. The differential 

cross-section for u-produc.l.ion of charm is given by: 

d2a(vN + CX) 
4d.v 

where d([)[s([)] represents tile d( )- 1 s c uark number density within a protoll tar@ 

aud [ is l,he slow-resealing modified I3jorkcn scaling variable, [ = z + 1n~/2/l4~. 

(A similar equation describes V* production with s --t s and d + 2.) 

A sample of 1707 /L-/L+ eve~lts arc extracted after fiducial and kinemal.ic cuts, 

E, > X&V , 0,‘ < 250mra.d and EI,~D > 4 CeV. An algorithm in wllich tllc 

lea.ding muon is chosen to bc the outgoing muon with the maximum 1’~ with 

respect to the hadron shower direction is used to separate the dimuon events into 

1522 from vB’s and 275 from i7&,‘s. With this algorithm the contamination from 

the wrong neutrino species in the u,, (7?,‘) sample is 2%(26%). 

The x-distributious of the data. eveuts are compared with predictions basctl 

on the above equation in order to determine the physics parameters, qS = 

J(2zs(z)dz)/ s dz(rcu(z) + zd(z)), mc; and iV,dj, For this prediction, a. Monte 

Carlo calculation is performed which allows the charm quark to fragment 

into D-mesons that decay semileptouically to muons with a branching ratio (BR) 

appropriate for the produced charm particle mixture. The prediclions are sensi- 

tive to assumptions about: the light to heavy quark transition where we have used 

the “slow resealing” formulaLionjal the fragmentation model for the charmed quark 

where the Peterson fragmentation function has IYXTI cmploycd, and the Do/D*//\, 

production ratio t&n from ncutrino charm pl-oduclion nlcasurclncuts using RI, 

emulsion target!‘O’ Figure 2 shows the x-dislribution for v,, and i?, induced /l+p- 

events. The individual contributions from the valence and sea components corre- 

x-Distribu ion of Neutrino Dimuons 

I”” ““I”“/“’ 

4 

(4: VP (b): i?-@ 

I 
0 0.1 0.2 0 3 0.4 0 5 0 6 

XVI, 
Fig Blb 

Fig. 2. The x,,,~- distribution for a)u, and b)FP induced dimuons: data (solid 

circles) after ha&ground subtraction (from a/K decay), the histogram is the 

ctmmi Mo111.c Carlo r.“.txliction. The separate s-quark, dvaleizie, da,,, and cross- 

over cont.amination are also shown. 
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sponding to the final parameters are shown as smooth curves along with the v,, 

cross-over contamination in the VP sample. 

The parameters are extracted by a simultaneous x2 fit of the Monte Carlo 

prediction to the data. The results are: vs = p3+.olo+.oo7 BR= 109+.olo+.oo5 
-.ooa .oozr -.OlO-,001, 

and m, = 1.3+.,3+:: where the first error is statistical and the second systematic 

covering uncertainties in the Monte Carlo calculation. With a G/Q ratio of ,153 

from our previous structure function analysis, this value of q75 corresponds to an 

approximate half SU(3) symmetric strange sea with n = 2s/(U + d) = .44”::. 

The matrix element /VcdJ can also be extracted from a comparison of the 

observed Y,, and c,, xvls data and Monte Carlo distributions. Three quantities, 

representing the contributions of s, d-sea, and d-valence quarks to the dimuon pro- 

duction cross-section, are extracted assuming the above charm quark mass. This 

procedure yields: BR/V,dJ2 = (0.534f0.050~?,:$,) x 10m2, where the first error is 

statistical and the second is systematic. The latter is calculated by varying mc and 

the fragmentation parameterization within allowed limits. The branching ratio ol 

the v -produced charmed hadrons can be independently calculated using emul- 

sion data on neutrino production of charmed particles NOI and the muonic branching 

fractions for charmed hadronsj”’ giving a BRTalc = 0.109 + 0.009. These two re- 

sults can then be combined to give IV,,] = O.ZZO+:~~~ where the error includes 

systematic uncertainties in the BR, m,, and the fragmentation. 

3. SEARCH FOR NEUTRAL HEAVY LEPTONS IN r/-N INTERACTIONS 

We have searched for indications of neutral heavy leptons (NHL) in our sample 

of pL-# events. A NEIL could be produced from an incident I,,, by mixing followed 

by a weak neutral current interaction. In order to bypass a GIM suppression, the 

NHL would need to be a weak isospin singlet. Such NHL’s have been proposed 

by various grand unified theories, left-right symmetric models, and models with 

mirror leptons. 

The production of the NHL is suppressed by the mixing with the standard up, 

JUv,~~Jr and by a threshold factor due to the NHL mass. The relative product,ion 

cross section is given by: 

Since the Lo couples to standard neutrinos thru mixing, it can decay into a pair 

of muons via the charged or neutral current, Lo + p- + p+ $ Y,,, with a predicted 

branching ratio of 7% if the mixing to muons dominates. 

The kinemalics of NIIL-induced dimuons are distinct from events due to cun- 

ventional hadronic sources such as dimuons originating from charm or ?r/IC decays. 

These later processes produce asymmetric p-pairs: one at the lepton vertex and 

the other at the hadron vertex. In contrast, the p- a.nd AL+ from Lo decay occur 

symmetrically at the lepton vertex. We use specialized kinematic cuts to isolate 

the Lo events: i) The azimuthal angle, I$+-, between the /L- and iit in a plane 

perpendicular to the beam direction must be less than 120’; ii) The transverse 

momentum, Pg, of the p+ with respect to the beam direction must be larger than 

1 .G GcV. Figure 3a and 3b show the d+- and I’$ distributions respectively for the 

CCFR data (solid line) and for a Monte Carlo simulation of a 5 GeV Lo (dashed 

line). As indicated in the figure, no data event survives these cuts. 

The null result of the experiment when combined with Monte Carlo calculated 

efficiencies for different Lo masses yields the 90% C.L. limits shown as curve a) 

of Fig. 4. Also shown are our previous limits from past experiments, “‘l those 

imposed by the CHARM “‘I collaboration, and an estimate of the sensitivity for 

a future monojet search of lo5 2” decays using the SLD detector at the SLC. 

Muon/electron universality tests put limits on couplings of the “p to heavy neu- 

trinos under certain model dependent assumptions. For example, a comparison”*’ 

of nuclear beta decay to muon decay would restrict U2 to below ,008. With re- 

spect to this value, our dimuon limits are more stringent in the mass region from 

0.5-10.0 Gev/c2. 

We achnowletlge the gracious help of the Fermi National Accelerator Labora- 
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First Results from MACRO 

THE MACRO COLLADORATIONI~’ 

(Presented By Spencer Klein) 

Department of Physics 
Boston University 

Boston, MA, 02215 

ABSTRACT 

MACRO (the Monopole Astrophysics Cosmic Ray Observatory) began col- 

lecting data this February. It is designed to: study the composition of high energy 

primary cosmic rays, search for point sources of cosmic rays, find or set limits on 

the cosmic magnetic monopole abundance, search for neutrino bursts associated 

with supernovae, search for point sources of high energy neutrinos, and to study 

neutrino oscillations with atmospheric neutrinos. 

Results from the first three-month run are presented here. I will discuss 

throughgoing muons and give new limits on the magnetic monopole flux and on 

the rate of neutrino bursts from supernovae. For monopoles with velocities in 

the range 2.5 x low4 < p < 1.5 x lo-‘, we find that the flux is less than 4 x 

10-14cm-2sec-‘sr-1 at a 90% confidence level. With the current supermodule, 

MACRO is sensitive to supernovae in the center of the galaxy, a distance of 10 

parsecs. No supernovae candidates were observed during the run. 

We have just started a new data run with this supermodule. Five more 

supermodules are now being built and instrumented; they should be complete 

next summer. 

: 
:-: .:. 
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1. Introduction 

MACRO is a large underground tracking detector located in Hall B of the 

Gran Sass0 National Laboratory, 3000 feet (3800 m.w.e.) underground. It is 

situated under the Gran Sasso, the highest part of the Appenines, about 100 

miles east of Rome, Italy. 

The detector is optimized to study through going particles. It has three main 

subsystems: streamer tubes for particle tracking, liquid scintillator to measure 

particle time-of-flight and dE/d x, and a track etch detector which will be used 

to study any magnetic monopole candidates. The detector is being built by a 

‘I’ collaboration of 15 U.S. and Italian institutions. Because the detector is new, 

I will try to discuss the hardware in some detail. Further details are available 
121 elsewhere. 

One MACRO supermodule, measuring 12 meters square by 5 meters high 

began taking data this February. Results from the initial three-month run are 

presented here. We collected 245,000 muon triggers, and present a variety of 

studies of these single and multiple muon events. In addition, we have one solid 

candidate for an upward going, neutrino induced muon. We also present limits 

on the galactic abundance of GUTS monopoles and supernovae collapses. 

2. Hardware 

MACRO will eventually consist of 12 supermodules, as shown in Figure 1. 

Supermodule 1 is complete and taking data, 2-3 are mechanically complete, await- 

ing instrumentation, 4-6 are under construction, and 7-12 will be built in a year 

or two. Each supermodule is capable of independent operation, so it will not 

be necessary to turn off the entire detector for calibrations and maintenance. A 

cross section of one supermodule is shown in Figure 2. Each supermodule may be 

thought of as a core of pulverized rock, chosen for its low radioactivity, encased 

in steel containers, interspersed with streamer tubes, and surrounded by liquid 

.’ :. ,r 
__’ 

.,..-,. 

Figure 1. Layout of the MACRO detector. Supermodule 1 is 
operational; 2 and 3 are mechanically complete, and 4-6 are under 
construction. ,:: 
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Figure 2. Cross Section of one supermodule. 

scintillator. Supermodules l-6 also contain a CR-39 and lexan track etch detector 

sandwich. Each supermodule is 12 meters square by 5 meters high, so that the 

complete detector will be 72 meters by 12 meters by 9 meters high. 

The core of MACRO consists of a sandwich of streamer tubes and steel boxes 

containing ground up rock. This core is surrounded by PVC tanks filled with 

liquid scintillator. The scintillator tanks are themselves surrounded by more 

streamer tubes, giving a total of 10 streamer tube planes. 

The streamer tubes are each 3 cm square by 12 meters long, with 100pm 

anode wires. The cathodes are graphite coating on plastic package. The present 

gas mixture is Argon, CO2, and n-pentane. In future runs, helium will be added 

to the mixture, to allow for efficient detection of low velocity monopoles through 

the Drell effect?’ Also, isobutane may replace the n-pentane for some of the 

running. The 5,000 anode wires are read out, along with the cathodes, which are 

divided into strips to give a 26’ stereo view. The resolution is 1.1 cm in the x 

direction, and 1.2 cm in the D view. The minimum two-hit separation distance 

is about 3 cm. With 10 planes of tubes, the angular resolution is about 0.1’. In 

comparison, downward going muons will multiple scatter by about 0.6’ as they 

traverse the rock. 

The liquid scintillator is a mixture of ultra pure mineral oil, pseudocumene, 

wavelength shifter, and anti-oxidants. The purity is necessary to maximize the 

attentuation length; the measured attenuation length is about 12 meters. 

The liquid scintiIlator is held in I2 meter long tanks. Each supermodule has 

16 top and 16 bottom tanks, and 7 on each side. Those on the horizontal layers 

have a 75 cm by 25 cm cross section; those on the vertical wa.lls measure 50 cm 

by 24 cm. The boxes are lined with reflective FEP teflon. At each end of t,he 

boxes are 20 cm phototubes:’ one per end in the vertical boxes, and two per end 

in the horizontal. For a typical muon passing through the center of the tank, 

the PMTs on each end currently detect roughly 400 photoelectrons. We are now 

improving the optics, and this will be increased by a factor of 3 in subsequent 

.I ..-: : 
: 
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runs. The timing and amplitude of these pulses are measured with TDC’s and 

RDC’s. From the relative timing, we determine the position in the tank. Because 

of the 12 meter a.ttenuation length, we can also determine the relative position 

based on the ratio of the amplitudes. By compaaing these two positions, we can 

get a check on the quality of the data. A scatter plot of the positions determined 

by these two methods is shown in Figure 3. The resolution of the two methods is 

about 25 cm; most of the error is from the amplitude ratio. These positions can 
also be compared with the position determined from the streamer tubes. This 

will allow us to reject hits where the data is contaminated with a simultaneous 

radioactive decay. In addition, the tank ends are read out with a 100 MHz, 8 

bit waveform digitizer; this is used for studying magnetic monopole candidates, 

stopping muons, multimuon events, and candidates for upward going muons. 

The detector has a variety of triggers, each designed to detect different pro- 

cesses. Both the streamer tubes and scintillator have muon triggers. The streamer 

tube trigger searches for tracks; the scintillator trigger requires that tanks in two 

different faces be hit within 7 psec. A muon will traverse the detector in less 

than 40 nsec; the wide time window is to trigger on possible ‘fast’ monopoles. 

For slower monopoles, a special monopole trigger searches for trains of photo- 

electrons in the scintillator. Another trigger detects neutrino interaction from 

gravitational collapse by monitoring and recording the rate of single tank hits. 

The event times are determined from a rubidium-cesium clock, accurate to 

1 psec. It, and the other electronics are read out by a network of PVAXes, 

controlled by a VAX 8200. 

.8 

I. 
:; 

c 
.0 

Position derived from relative pulse height. 

Figure 3. Scintillator tank position derived from TDC infor- 
mation versus position derived from ADC information. Both are 
on a scale which goes from 0 to 1. 
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3. Muon Physics 

Studies of cosmic ray muons can contribute to a wide variety of physics top- 

ics. Downward going muons provide information about the cosmic ray spectrum. 

Muons may be detected from point sources!’ Multiple muons, when two or more 

muons from a single interaction are detected, provide information about the cos- 

mic ray primary composition. MACRO also has the capability to detect upward 

going muons from neutrino interactions. These can come from point sources, 

ushering in the field of neutrino astronomy, or from atmospheric neutrinos. The 

atmospheric neutrinos can be studied for evidence of neutrino oscillations. Fi- 

nally, muons provide a good measurement of detector performance. 

3.1. DETECTOR PERFORMANCE WITH MUONS 

The most obvious check of detector performance with muons is to measure 

their velocity, using the time-of-flight between the two scintiIlator layers. The 

flight time divided by the path length (l/p) 1s s h own in Figure 4. The velocity 

resolution is 9.3% of c, corresponding to a time resolution of about 1.7 nsec. 

It is likely that this will be improved in the future, with improved calibration 

and algorithms. However, the final resolution is less important than the tails, 

since the tails of the distribution can form a background to a search for upward 

going muons. In MACRO, the measured time-of-flight is Gaussian over 4 orders 

of magnitude. The small remaining tails are due to events where there is a 

radioactive decay in one of the scintillatar tanks during the muon traversa1. These 

events can be controlled by careful streamer tube scintillatar matching and by 

study of the waveform digizer output, which will show the separate decay and 

muon pulses. 

The overall muon rate is 1 every 40 seconds per supermodule, in agreement 

with predictions from other experiments, as shown in Figure 5. The rates as a 

function of azimuth and zenith angle are shown in Figure 6. The solid curves 

are predictions based on the rock thickness above the detector and the predicted 

Figure 4. 
length. 

Measured p time-of-flight, normalized to the path 
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Figure 5. p rate as a function of depth. 
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Figure 6. Muon rate as a function of (a) zenith angle and (b) 
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muon energy spectrum. This calculation checks the detector response, rock mod- 

elling, and the muon energy spectrum, since the muon energy needed to reach 

the detector varies with the rock thickness. 

Muons need roughly I.5 TeV to penetrate to MACRO. A detailed model of 

the mountain above MACRO is used to predict the effective rock thickness, and 

hence minimum muon energy, as a function of angle incidence. That energy 1.5 

TeV corresponds to a minimum primary energy of 20 TeV, or a center of mass 

energy of 150 GeV, fitting nicely into the theme of this summer school. When 

a 20+ TeV proton (or heavier nucleus) hits the atmosphere and interacts, pions 

and kaons are produced. Since the upper atmosphere is thin, many of the pions 

and kaons have time to decay to muons before interacting. There are also a 

few muons from prompt sources, such as semileptonic heavy quark decays and 

Drell-Yan production. 

In addition to the single muons, MACRO has seen a large number of multiple 

muon events. A typical six muon event is shown in Figure 7. The multiplicity 

distribution of muons is shown in Figure 8, not yet corrected for detector accep- 

tance. There are about 3% as many di-muons as single muons, with the rate 

decreasing by a factor of 20-40 for each additional muon. Since, for a given en- 

ergy, a heavier primary cosmic ray nucleus will, on the average, produce a larger 

number of muons r’ it is, in principle, possible to determine the primary com- 

position by studying the muon multiplicity distribution. With present statistics, 

MACRO can differentiate between the popular models of cosmic ray composition, 

such as the ‘low energy’ model:’ where the cosmic ray composition at high en- 

ergy matches that at lower energies, and the Maryland model:’ which predicts a 

heavier composition. However, there are many theoretical uncertainties involved, 

and considerable Monte Carlo work is needed before we present any conclusions 

on this subject. In addition to the muon multiplicity, MACRO has an additional 

tool to study the subject: a surface air shower detector array located on the Gran 

Sasso above MACRO. 

MACRO run 214 evt 1554 
hnrd-trlg 1. 2. 3. 4. 6. 7 29- 3-89 i x2x25.81 
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Figure 7. An event plot of a multiple p event . 
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3.2. CORRELATIONS WITH EASTOP 

T 
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Muon Multiplicity 

Figure 8. Observed MACRO p bundle multiplicity. 

EASTOP is an extensive air shower array located on the mountain above 

MACRO. It is composed of 22 operating stations~’ each comprising 10 m2 of 

plastic scintillator. The detector array covers an area of lo5 m2. Because the 

mountain is rugged, the EASTOP collaboration WI uses a small number of rela- 

tively sophisticated detectors, rather than a larger number of simple ones. 

The array is triggered by a coincidence of at least 5-7 stations. This corre- 

sponds to a threshold of about 200 TeV, ten times the MACRO threshold of 20 

TeV. The shower energy, found from the shower size and density, is measured to 

better than 200%. The shower direction, found from the relative arrival times 

of the shower front, is found to better than 2’. Both of these numbers should 

improve as the analyses mature. 

During the initial run, MACRO and EASTOP operated in coincidence for 

1107 hours. Crude coincidences were found by requiring triggers to agree within 

6 msec, and the MACRO muon to point back within a 17” by 40’ rectangle 

around EASTOP. A total of 347 coincidences were found, with the relative time 

distributions shown in Figure 9. The peak has a width of 90 psec, dominated 

by the uncertainty in the EASTOP clock!” The accidental coincidence rate, less 

than 3%, can be further reduced by tighter angle cuts. 

Figure 10 shows the multiplicity distribution for these coincidence events. 

The average multiplicity is much higher than for MACRO only events. This is 

because of the much higher EASTOP trigger threshold. 

The MACRO-EASTOP coincidences can be used to improve our detcrmi- 

nation of the cosmic ray spectrum as a function of energy. Knowing the muon 

multiplicity as a function of the independently measured shower energy will elim- 

inate many of the theoretical uncertainties in the composition analysis. 

.:. . 
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3.3. NEUTRINO EVENTS 

MACRO can also detect upward going muons from neutrino interactions in 

the rock below the detector. One such event is shown in Figure 11. The muon 

hits two adjacent scintillator tanks in both the top and center layers. All of the 

adjacent tanks have consistent times, and the particle 13 is 0.995. These neutrino 

events are useful for two primary physics goals. 

They can be used to search for point sources of neutrinos, to begin the field 

of neutrino astronomy. The theoretical predictions for expected neutrino flux are 

quite uncertain, but, with 6 supermodules operating, MACRO expects to see l- 

10 events per year from southern hemisphere sources such as Vela X-l, the LMC, 

etc. The expected background from atmospheric neutrinos is about 400 events 

per year total, or about l/40 per square degree. The expected resolution, limited 

by the scattering from the neutrino interaction, is about 1 degree. 

Most of the background to the point source search is from atmospheric neu- 

trinos, created in cosmic ray interactions, These neutrinos can be used to study 
1121 neutrino oscillations, extending the search for oscillations to much lower mass 

differences. 

4. Magnetic Monopoles 

A primary goal of MACRO is to search for magnetic monopoles. Since GUT 

(grand unified theory) monopoles are expected to be extremely heavy, they are 

not accessible to accelerator experiments, and can only be sought astrophysically. 

We expect to either find monopoles or to reach the Parker bound, the limit 

implied by the galactic magnetic field. MACRO is designed so that any monopole 

candidates will be detected in several independent ways. The streamer tubes, 

scintillator, and track etch are all sensitive to monopoles of varying velocities. 

The search presented here uses only the scintillator system. 

MACRO run 422 evt 75 1 
hard-trig 1. 2. 3. 4. 6. 7. 22-5-89 23:25:28:89 

35 32.2 Front View 

Figure 11. The first upward going muon event. The circles 
represent scintillation counter hits, and the dots are streamer tube 
hits. The numbers are the times in nsec, with an arbitrary offset. 
The particle p is 0.995. 
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Presently, we require monopole candidates to hit two scintillator planes, giv- 

ing an acceptance of 800 m2 sr. A special trigger circuit looks for long light 

pulses in the scintillator. For the slowest monopoles, these pulses will consist of 

individual single photoelectron pulses. When a trigger is detected, the tanks are 

read out with 50 MHz waveform digitizers which provide a graphic record of the 

pulse. LED’s in the tanks can mimic fake monopoles; one such calibration pulse 

is shown in Figure 12. 

With the waveform digitizers, we have searched 7.3 x IO6 seconds of data, 

looking for pulses with length greater than 200 nsec, separated by at least 1 psec. 

We found and hand scanned 2417 triggers. They were rejected on the basis of the 

recorded pulse shape and by requiring a match between the two ends of the tank. 

Roughly one-third of them were electrical breakdowr$’ one-third were muons 

with electrical ringing, and one-third were one-sided (pulses visible in only one 

side of the counter). The latter are likely due to radioactive decays in the PMT 

itself. No candidates were observed. 

From this, we find that, for velocities 2.5 x low4 < p < 1.5 x lo-‘, the 

monopole flux is less than 4 x 10-14cm-2sec-1sr-1, at a 90% confidence level. 

Figure 13 compares this limit with other results!l’] The mica limit depends on 

the assumption that monopoles will bind to aluminum nuclei, with the nucleus 

leaving a track in the mica. The scintillator limit is from an experiment at 

Baksan searching for slow particles underground. The velocity limits come from 

electronics limitations. 

In the future, MACRO will extend this limit to higher and lower velocities, 

and, of course, to lower fluxes. In addition, the streamer tubes will be integrated 

into the analysis. The ultimate lower velocity limit is a p of about lo-“, while 

the upper limit be a @ of 1, or close to it. For the higher velocities, a separate 

trigger looks for particles that look like slow muons. 

A: Top 9-l 6. West End 10.0 mV/div 
3: Too 9-l 6. East End 
1 

0.750 tisec’/di’ 

Figure 12. A calibration monopole, created with an LED pulse. . . . 
A monopole with a p of 5 x lo-’ is being simulated. It takes 
Fsec to pass through the scintillator tank. 
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5. Supernovae Search 
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Figure 13. The MACRO monopole flux limit, compared with 
other limits. The induction limit is a combined limit; the others 
are representative ‘best’ limits for the various techniques. See the 
text for discussion and references. 

MACRO has also searched for bursts of low energy neutrinos, a manifestation 

of a nearby supernova. These neutrinos have average 10 MeV in energy, and, 

when they interact, will deposit this energy in a single scintillator tank. MACRO 

searches for the bursts by monitoring the rate of single tank events. The active 

mass is 42 tons of scintillator. 

MACRO has a two special triggers to search for the low energy, single tank 

interactions. Both measure the times and amplitudes of the scintillator pulses, to 

see if they are compatible with a single energy deposition. For accepted pulses, the 

tank data and the absolute time are stored in a gravitational collapse buffer. This 

buffer is read periodically by the computer. The major background is radioactive 

decay in the tanks. The energy threshold is about 5 MeV, which gives a trigger 

rate of roughly l/40 Hz. 

The gravitational collapse analysis covers 1.6 x lo7 seconds live time. For 

the analysis, a. 10 MeV software cut was imposed, and the number of single tank 

events in any two second period was counted. The data is shown in Figure 14; it 

is consistent with a Poisson distribution, with no supernovae. The largest number 

of detected events is four; a supernova like SN1987a occurring in the center of 

the galaxy would cause an average of eight interactions. 

These statistics allow us to rule out any supernovae at the center of the galaxy 

(or within 10 parsecs) at a 90% confidence level during the MACRO running 

period. 

. . 
-_ 
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6. The Future 

10’ 
cl 

e 4 (I 10 
# Events Hlthin 2 Seconds 

Figure 14. Plot of the number of tanks hit per two second 
interval versus frequency. The data fits a Poisson distribution. 
The expected signal for a supernova in the center of the galaxy is 
shown. 

In September, after tuning up the detector, MACRO began a nine-month 

run with one supermodule. Meanwhile, we are hard at work building and instru- 

menting the remaining five supermodules. Numbers 2 and 3 are mechanically 

complete, while 4-6 are undergoing construction. We expect to have them com- 

plete and instrumented next summer. In 1990.91, we will begin the six upper 

deck supermodules. We plan to continue the same liquid scintillator arrange- 

ment, with the upper and lower decks sharing a single layer of scintillator in the 

center. Since the tracking resolution is already limited by multiple scattering, 

we are exploring alternatives to more rock and streamer tubes. Two of the most 

promising are an iron toroid magnet and a transition radiation detector (TRD). 

The iron toroids would allow us to measure the muon charge (and momentum) 

up to roughly 50 GeV momentum. Since many of the muons from atmospheric 

neutrinos are low momentum, this is useful for studying neutrino oscillations. 

The TRD will allow us to measure the muon momenta over a very wide range. 

7. Conclusions 

_,...: ; :__ -,:: 
.- .: 

MACRO has just completed a three-month engineering run. Much muon 

data has been collected; analysis is proceeding. 

We have set a limit on the galactic magnetic monopole flux. For monopolc 

velocities 2.5 x 10F4 < /I < 1.5 x lo-‘, the monopole flux is less than 4 x 

lo-‘4cm-2sec-‘sr-’ at a 90% confidence level. 

WC have also set a limit, on the number of supernovae in the galactic center. 

At a 90% confidence level, the supernovae rate is less than 1 per month. 

Data collection continues with the single supermodule. Next summer, we ex- 

pect to commission five more supermodules, and to use them for exciting physics. 
: - 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This talk is meant to briefly and qualitatively summarize the current status 

of superstring phenomenology, and to mention what I think are the outstanding 

problems that must be solved before we can hope to get experimental predictions 

from string theory. The topic of this SLAC Summer Institute is “Physics at the 

100 GeV Mass Scale”, the region accessible to current accelerators. On the other 

hand, the characteristic mass scale for superstrings is the Planck mass Mpl 2 

10” GeV/c’. The Planck scale appears because strings provide a description of 

quantum gravity, and gravity is characterized by Newton’s constant, which has 

mass dimension -2: GN = cfi/Mf$. It will be useful to keep in mind throughout 

this talk the gap of 17 orders of magnitude in energy, because any predictions from 

superstrings will depend on analysis of effects over the entire range. 

Recent work on superstrings has concentrated on answering questions in the 

following three areas: 

(1) Fundamental understanding: Is string theory based on some new physical 

principle, in the same way that Yang-Mills theory, for example, is based on local 

gauge invariance? 

(2) Formalism: Can we extend the calculational tools that have been developed 

for string theory to include non-perturbative effects? 

(3) Phenomenology: Can we hope to make definite predictions of new (and old) 

phenomena at experimentally accessible energies? 

I will focus on the third area in this talk (though I will digress to cover a little 

of the relevant formalism as well). Far below the Planck scale, strings appear to 

be pointlike, and string theory reduces to some effective field theory. At energies 

around 100 GeV this field theory should in turn reduce to approximately the stan- 

dard model, if string theory is to describe experimental reality. At these energies, 

any predictions of string theory are therefore indirect, and can be summarized 

as predictions of the 18 or so input parameters of the standard model (or more 

accurately, explanations of those parameters that have already been measured), 

plus predictions of possible field theory extensions of the standard model and the 

parameters therein. Currently, string predictions also involve the rather arbitrary 

selection of a candidate string vacuum, or ground state, from a large set of de- 

generate vacua. Each such choice leads to a different effective field theory, and 

hence to a different model for physics at 100 GeV. Here I will describe the set 

of string vacua, and the prospects for obtaining “model-independent” predictions 

from string theory, and also (very briefly) summarize a few recent attempts to 

construct specific quasi-realistic’ models. 

The three general areas of research are all related. In particular, a better fun- 

damental understanding of string theory should lead to advances in the formalism, 

which should in turn lead to more concrete phenomenological predictions than at 

present. 

Superstrings’ generated much theoretical excitement in 1984, when it was real- 

ized that they had the potential for unifying all of the known gauge forces together 

with gravity, and for doing so in a practically unique way. Uniqueness is of par- 

ticular importance due to the large discrepancy in energy scales between strings 

and current experiments: Since the signatures of string theory a.re so indirect, it 

would be nice if they were quite definite. At present, we still have the same limited 

number of string theories as were known in 1984: bosonic slringsf super-strings,3 

and heterotic strings.4 The bosonic and superstring theories can contain either 

closed strings only, or else both closed and open strings; the strings can be either 

orientable (have an arrow along them specifying a direction) or non-orientable (no 

such arrow). The heterotic string theory is a hybrid of the bosonic and supcrstring 

theories, and as a consequence it contains only closed, orientable strings. Of these 

theories, only the heterotic string has any phenomenological promise, at least at 

our present level of understanding of string theory. A possible exception to this 

statement is the closed+opcn superstring with gauge group S0(32);5 this string 

f A very fashionable adjective in string phenomenology 
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theory has received much less attention than the h&erotic string (due partly to 

a lack of any obvious phenomenological promise, and partly to a relative lack of 

open-string formalism), and I too will slight it here. 

2. VACUUM PROLIFERATION, PARTICLE SPECTRUM, AND EFFECTIVE LA- 

GRANGIANS 

So we still have in 1989 only one phenomenologically viable string theory, the 

h&erotic string (with the possible exception of the SO(32) superstring). How- 

ever, there has been a recent proliferation of string vacuum states, which appear 

to be degenerate in energy to all orders in (string) perturbation theory. This 

non-uniqueness of the vacuum can play havoc with attempts to extract definite 

predictions from string theory, so I will spend some time describing it. 

The vacuum proliferation has come through the realization that for any two- 

dimensional (2d) conformnlfield theoryG (CFT) one can construct a vacuum state 

for classical string theory. I will describe the relation bctwecn CFT and string 

vacua in more detail later. For now, we just need to know that, in any particular 

string vacuum state, the full spectrum of elementary particle masses and coupling3 

are cornpletrly specified by the CFT for that vacuum. 

Elementary puticles in string theory a.re identified as the direrent rotational 

and vibrational eigenmodes of a string as it, oscillates around a vacuum state. The 

(mass)’ of the particle is proportional to the frequency of vibration, and in the 

first approximation it. is an integer multiple of some basic mass parameter M” of 

or&r M&. A typical spectrum is shown in Figure I(a). Each of tile mass Icvels 

shown in the figure is highly degenerate. The lowest level is of the most interest to 

us because it contains all the massless particles, where “massless” means having 

mass much less than Mp1. In particular, the masslcss level should contain all the 

particles that have bc~n observed t.o date: t,hc leptons, quarks and gauge hosons 

of the standard model. Therr lnust also bc a “hyper-hyperfine” splitting of the 

mass degeneracy in Figure l(a), as shown in Figure l(b), in order to generate the 

observed particle masses of order Mw. The Higgs mechanism is orally invoked 

to explain this splitting, but a major task of string phenomenology is to explain 

why Mw is so incredibly small relative to Mpl; the latter question is essentially the 

familiar hierarchy problem. The remaining levels in the string spectrum contain 

particles with Planck-scale masses, which won’t be produced in accelerators in the 

near future, and so they are of less direct interest. (If any of the massive particles 

are stable, however, they might have survived as relics of the Big Bang.) 

... /: 

Figure 1. (a) A typical mass spectrum for a particular string vacuum state. (b) 
Ao enlarged view of tire maSsless sector, showing the “hyper-hyperfine” splitting. 

The couplings between particles in a given vacuum are found by studying how 

strings scatter. A four-string scattering process at tree level is shown in Figure 

2(a), and at one loop (the next order in string perturbation theory) in Figure 3(a). 

For this process to describe the scattering of four massless particles, the four extcr- 

nal strings should be prepared in the corresponding rotational/vibrational states. 

Remarkably, there is only one string scattering diagram for a particular process, 

at a given order in perturbation theory. For instance, the tree-level diagram in 

Figure 2(a) can be viewed as representing either s-, t-, or tL-channel scattering, by 

stretching it either horizontally, vertically, or out of the page. (This property of 

string scattering amplitudes is called duality, and is the reason why string theories 

.I 
‘,. : 
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were termed “dual models” early in their history.) The one diagram summarizes 

the contributions of an infinite number of particles - both massless and massive 

- that can appear as intermediate states in the scattering, and in any of the chan- 

nels. The individual particle contributions are represented by ordinary field theory 

Feynman diagrams, shown schematically in Figures 2(b) and 3(b). If the external 

states in a string scattering process are massless particles, and if the energy of the 

collision is much less than Mpl (the usual case experimentally!), then the amplitude 

for the process can be reproduced using an eflective Lagrangian C,f which only 

involves the massless fields.7 For example, to reproduce the amplitudes in Figure 2, 

one needs three-particle couplings of the type shown in Figure 4(a). In addition, an 

infinite set of non-renormalizable terms (terms in Lee with dimension larger than 

four, whose coefficients contain inverse powers of Mp1) results from exchanges of 

massive particles (Figure 4(b)). The latter terms are completely analogous to the 

four-Fermi interaction terms that reproduce the low-energy effects of W-exchange 

in the standard model. Similar considerations apply to loop- as well as tree-level 

string scattering amplitudes, as represented in Figure 3. 

a ;)-( +x x+x+... 
e-or (a) (b) u1.m 

Figure 2. (a) A four-string scattering process at tree level. (b) The field the- 
ory Feynman diagrams that represent the contributions of individual particles to the 
amplitude. Thick lines denote massive particles; all other lines denote massless particles. 

989 (a) (b) s,,.u 
Figure 3. (a) A four-string scattering process at the one-loop level. (b) The 

Feynman diagrams contributing to it. 

b }--- ..* x y . . . 
en W Cb) ..I.L. 

Figure 4. (a) Three-particle couplings needed to reproduce the four-string scat- 
tering amplitude at tree level. (b) Additional non-renormalizable interactions that are 
needed, due to exchanges of massive particles in the string amplitude. 

To recap, if one chooses a particular string vacuum state (a CFT), then the 

string dynamics are fixed, and they can be used to obtain an effective Lagrangian 

& for the massless particles in that vacuum. The effective Lagrangian describes 

physics at energies just below the Planck scale, where strings start to appear point- 

like, in terms of a conventional field theory (albeit including non-renormalizable 

terms). To describe physics at the electroweak scale, one then “just” renormalizes 

./Jeff down to 100 GeV or so. All the non-renormalizable terms in fZef can (in prin- 

ciple) be “renormalized” using the loop-corrected string amplitudes, because the 

latter are actually finite in the ultra-violet. The renormalization task is compli- 

cated by the presence of many light fields and many possible int~ermediate stages of 

symmetry breaking. Finally one compares Ce~ll~o ~~~ with the Lagrangian of the 

standard model, .&.,.. Usually they won’t agree in sufficient detail for .&I100 ~~~ 

to be considered realistic; in this case one can go back and pick another vacuum 

state, and go through the whole procedure again.. .! 

Of course, in this constructive approach to string phenomenology, the results 

obtained may be highly model-dependent. Thus one should insist that a model 

give correct “postdictions” of old phenomena (namely, the host of standard model 

parameters that have already been measured) before taking seriously its predic- 

tions of new phenomena. I think it is fair to say that no model constructed to date 

satisfies this criterion. It is important to supplement the constructive approach 

with a model-independent a.pproach, one that tries to determine the general low- 

energy properties common to all string vacua. In this way one may be able to test 

string theory rather than just testing specific string vacua. Unfortunately, there 
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has been relatively little progress to date in the model-independent a.pproach. In- 

tcrplay between both approaches seems necessary in order to get the most complete 

understanding of what low-energy physics can be expected from strings. 

3. THE STRING VACUUM LANDSCAPE AND VAUJUM CLEANING 

It would be nice to have a picture of what the space of string vacua looks 

like, in particular how different vacua are related to each other, in order to help 

understand how one of the vacua might be selected over the others (presumably 

by some non-perturb&&e string dynamics). Unfortunately our current picture 

of the string vacuum landscape is quite crude, and is only a local picture. That 

is, we understand the neighborhood of any particular vacuum reasonably well, 

through the effective Lagrangian described above, but we really have no idea of 

where the other vacua are in relation to it. The landscape near a vacuum state can 

be described roughly by plotting the effective potential I&(&) for the massless 

scalar fields (particles) 4; in that vacuum. (Note that Vef(4;) is just a piece of the 

effective Lagrangian &R(+~, d,cji, A,,, .).) A s an example, suppose there are only 

two massless scalars (usually there are many more), 41 and 42, with 

KR(&, 42) = Xi& + XZM,~~~& + higher order terms, 

such that Vex vanishes identically whenever 42 = 0. (See Figure 5.) Then any 

vacuum expectation value of 01 minimizes I/& and provides a string vacuum state, 

so (41) parametrizes a line of vacua. Fields like ~$1 are called mod&, and occur 

frequently in string ~acua.*‘~‘~~ 

In Figure 6 I have embedded this example along with some others into what is 

supposed to be a more complete picture of the vacuum landscape. There is a great 

variety among the various vacua: they may feature different gauge groups, different 

numbers of moduli and/or massless fields, even different numbers of space-time 

dimensions. (We’ll focus on those with four space-time dimensions!) The question 

marks in the figure reflect our almost total lack of knowledge about regions in the 

Figure 5. Plot of a simple effective potential, VeR(&, &) = 
(X, + ~~(~~/MP,)~)@ + The line of vacua, parametrized by 
(~42) = 0, is shaded. 

. I. 
..,..I 

Figure 6. A rough sketch of the string vacuum landscape. The effective potential 
Vef is plotted on the vertical axes, as a lunction of the massless fields in a given vacuum. 
The example of Figure 5 is in the dashed box. Again the vacua are shaded in. The 
question marks denote regions far from any vacua, which are not understood at all. 
(Here there be dragons!) 

space that are not very close to any vacua. We don’t even have a set of global 

coordinates with which to describe the space. In the neighborhood of the first 

example we may use the fields 41 and 42, but another vacuum (if not connected to 

;.. . . . 

.-“_,/ . . .: 

., :.: 

(++I) and having 
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the first one) will have another set of massless fields, say &, which bear no obvious 

relation to the first set 4;. Similarly the effective Lagrangian describing the low- 

energy physics of the first vacuum, C,r(4i), h as no obvious relation to that for the 
- - 

other vacuum, L,,($;). The massive fields have been omitted from the picture, 

because including them would make the space infinite-dimensional; nevertheless, 

they will certainly play a role in our future understanding of the relation between 

the disconnected vacua, i.e. in filling in the question marks in the figure. 

At present, there are no dynamical criteria for preferring any one vacuum over 

another. All the vacua (to be more precise, all the vacua with unbroken space-time 

supersymmetry) remain stable vacua to all orders in string perturbation 
II 

theory. 

One generally hopes that non-perturbative effects will lift this vacuum degeneracy, 

but without a formalism for calculating such effects, the best one can do at present 

is to apply phenomenological criteria to do the “vacuum cleaning”. Here is a 

rather minimal set of criteria, which are also relatively easy to implement (or at 

lcnst cheek) in a given string vacuum: 

. Four-dimensional space-time. 

. N=l space-time supersymmetry at the Planck scale. 

. A gauge group containing SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). 

. Ma.ssless particles with the gauge quantum numbers of the standard model 

(quarks, leptons, etc.). 

It should be noted that even these criteria are not completely free of theoretical 

prcjudicc. Four-dimensiona. space-time is on a pretty safe footing, hut unbroken 

space-time supersymmetry at the Planck scale is put in so that it may play a role 

in explaining the naturalness/hierarchy problem of why A6~./Mpl is so small.” 

(Vacua without space-time supersymmetry are also difficult to analyze because, 

urtlike the supersymmctric ones, they a~% generally de-stabilized by radiative cor- 

rections.) Extended (N > 1) supersymmetry is excluded because it forces a non- 

chiral theory, i.e. one with no parity-violating gauge interactions 
13 

; It IS assumed 

that parity is not spontaneously broken at some lower energy scale. The last 

two criteria assume that the observed gauge bosons and fermions are fundamental 

string excitations, rather than (say) composites of such excitations. There are of 

course many more criteria that could be applied, but they are generally much more 

difficult to implement. For example: 

. No fast proton decay. 

. The correct set of quark and lepton masses. 

And so on. 

4. CONFORMAL FIELD THEORY AND STRING VACUA 

I would now like to give a brief description of how two-dimensional (2d) con- 

formal field theory (CFT) enters into string theory, and of how one actually im- 

plements the phenomenological criteria just discussed in terms of CFT’s. 

A string is a one-dimensional object, so as it moves through space-time it 

sweeps out a 2d surface, called the world-sheet - analogous to the one-dimensional 

world-line swept out by a point particle. (See Figure 7.) The equations of motion 

(a) (b) 147.1, 

Figure 7. (a) The world-line swept out by a point particle moving through space- 
time. The position of the particle in space-time is given by X”(T). (b) The cylindrical 
world-sheet swept out by a closed string. The coordinates of the world-sheet are 7 and 
r; the position in space-time of a point on the world-sheet is given by Xu(o, r). 

for a point particle can be ohtained from an action, Srd = Jdr(ds/dr), equal lo the 

_- . . . ., 

,. -; j, 
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proper length of the world-line (parametrized by T). Similarly, the equa.tions of mo- 

tion of the world-sheet are determined by a 2d field theory, &d = j d’rdV&d(T, a), 

where 7 and c~ parametrize the world-sheet. In the simplest case &d is the area of 

the world-sheet, but there are many other possibilities. The Lagrangian &d should 

not be confused with the space-time effective Lagrangian .&; also, the fields in 

the 2d field theory arc called world-sheet Jelds in order to distinguish them from 

the space-time fields occurring in C,f. 

When the motion of the string is quantized, the world-sheet fields become 

operators in the 2d quant,um field theory and create eigenstates of the string’s os- 

cillations. These states can be identified as particles moving in space-time. Thus 

the full particle spectrum - in particular the massless spectrum - can be de- 

termined by enumerating the world-sheet fields. (Note that the space-time fields, 

acting as operators in the quantized effective field theory .&, also create particle 

states, but only the massless particles, and only in accordance with the spectrum 

found by studying &d.) It turns out, that string interactions are also fixed uniquely 

by the choice of &,J; this means that &d determines not only the particle mass 

spectrum, but also all couplings between particles! 

The simplest examples of world-sheet fields are those that represent the position 

of the world-sheet in space-time: X@(U,T), where p = 0,1,2,3 labels the four 

space-time coordinates and g, 7 are the two world-sheet coordinates. (See Figure 

7.) 

In an arbitrary 2d field theory, most of the remaining world-sheet fields do 

not have such a simple geometrical interpretation. However, many string vacua 

can be described as compactifications, in which some space-time dimensions are 

taken to have sizes of order the Planck length. In the prototypical example of a 

compactification, one dimension X’ lives on a circle with a radius R of order the 

Planck length, and the rest X” parametrize space-time. If the X“ are rcprescnted 

Figure 8. Compactification of a single extra coordinale X’ on a circle with radius 
R of order the l’lanck length. The four coordinates X’ of Minkowski space-time are 
represented by the long direction of the “drinking straw”. 

by a single line, the result is the “drinking-straw” picture of Figure 8. When 

this compactification is used as a string vacuum, S’(cr, T) becomes a world-sheet 

field, just like X”(o,?-); it describes the position of the string in the compactified 

dimension. The moduli that parametrize string vacua also have a geometric in- 

terpretation in the case of a compactification: They represent the lengths of the 

internal dimensions, such as the radius R in the above example. 

Not all 2d field theories give rise to string D(LCU(L. In a vacuum state, strings 

must not be created spontaneously - that is, all tadpole graphs must vanish. This 

non-trivial condition* on the 2d field theory will be satisfied if it is conformal2y 

14’15 invariant, and has a few other properties to be described shortly. 

1 won’t explain exactly why conformal invariance is required, but I should at 

least say what it is. The Lagrangian &d for the 2d field theory depends not only on 

the world-sheet fields X“, etc., but also on the 2d metricg,p. Conformal invariance 

means that &d is invariant under a local change of scale on the world-sheet which 

preserves angles, 

for example the transformation of Figure 9. . . ,, 

* The condition is somewhat trivial in the point-particle case, because one can adjust the 
particle interactions independently of Sld so that particles are not created spontaneously. 
In the string case, however, the interactions are already fixed wee .5& is specified. 
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Figure 9. Example of a conformal transfoormation: a local cllangc of scale on the 
surface that preserves angles. 

In fact, 2d field theories with (1) as a classical symmetry generally develop a 

so-called conjor~~~l onomal~ under thr tra.nsformation at the quantum level. The 

details of this anomaly are not particularly important here. We just need to know 

that: 

(e) The anomaly is characterized by a single real number c, which is additive 

in the sense that if a CFT COrlSiStS Of tW0 non-illteractillg piCCCS, say &,J = 

(b) There is a contribution of c = -26 from the metric gap for the bosonic 

string, which must be cancelied by a contribution of c = +26 from world- 

sheet fields other than the metric (Xfi , ,); for I,he superstring c = -15 must 

be cancelled by c = +I5 

(c) A single world-sheet field of the type X”( , ) c r contributes an anomaly c = 1, 

so if space-time is D-dimensional (/I = 0,1,2, , D - 1) the D fields will 

contribute c = D. 

The “critical dimension” D, = 26 for the bosonic string is obtained by assuming 

that there are no world-sheet fields other than XJ‘ (not counting the metric). 

For the superstring the critical dimension is D, = 10. (It is 10 rather than 15 

because each Xf‘ field has to be accompanied by a world-sheet superpartner r/P 

which contributes an additional c = f). Four-dimensional (super)string vacua are 

constructed using only four fields X’ that represent space-time coordinates (plus 

3” in the super case), but also using extra “internal” fields - like Xi - in such 

a way that the total anomaly from fields ot,her than the metric continues to have 

the correct value. either c = 26 or c = 15. 

The most important world-sheet fields in a CFT, which also have the simplest 

behavior, are those that move in only one direction on the string, either to t,he left 

or to the right; thus they depend only on cL = T - 0, or only on tlR = 7 + 0, and 

are called lejt-moving fields or right-moving fields, respectively. The 2d Lorentz 

properties of any world-sheet field can be summarized by its sca&g or con~~mal 

dimension,6 which generally will get anomalous contributions at the quantum level, 

and which can be split into left- and right-moving parts, denoted IL and % (h,x 2 0). 

The left-moving fields all have h > 0, b = 0, while the right-moving fields have 

h = 0, ii > 0. 

In any conformal field theory, the energy-momentum tensor Tng provides an 

important pair of left- and right-moving fields. While T,o is present in any field 

theory, in a CFT it is traceless, T,” = 0, which allows it to be split into the left- 

and right-moving components 

T(UL) with (/1,x) = (2,0), 

T(UR) with (h,x) = (0,2). 

The short-distance behavior of Z’,, also determines the conformal anomaly c, be- 

cause T,p generates conformal transformations, in addit,ion to its usual role as gen- 

erator of rigid translations of the world-sheet. Any CFT with an energy-momentum 

tensor T,p giving rise to c = 26 provides a vacuum for the bosonic string (at the 

classical level). 

A superstring vacuum has a few more restrictions on it - the 2d CFT must be 

supersymmetric as well. In this case the energy-momentum tensor Tap will have a 

fermionic superpartner (TF)~~, which can also be split into left- and right-moving 
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pieces: 

TF(6‘) with (h,?;) = ($,a), 

OF with (h,x) = (0, $-). 

Any such svperconformal field theory with conformal anomaly c = 15 provides a 

classical superstring vacuum. 

The h&erotic string is constructed by combining the left-moving world-sheet 

fields of the bosonic string with the right-moving fields of the superstring; hence 

it requires the presence of T, T and TF but not necessarily TF. The left- and 

right-moving conformal anomalies are now different from each other - c = 26 

and c = 15 respectively. In fact, a very large number of such superconformal field 

theories are now known to exist. This embarrassment of riches is precisely the 

(heterotic) string zlacuwn degeneracy problem. 

5. PHENOMENOLOGICAI, CONSTRAINTS 

So far I have discussed the constraints on the CFT that come just from con- 

sistency of (super)string propagation. Now I would like to focus on the heterotic 

string, and impose some of the additional “phenomenological” constraints dis- 

cussed above, in the hopes of reducing the vacuum degeneracy problem somewhat. 

Many of these constraints require the presence (or absence) of parlicular world- 

sheet fields, often the relatively simple purely left-moving (or purely right-moving) 

fields. 

. Four-dimensional space-time is implemented by requiring the two-dimen- 

sional Lagrangia.n to have the form 

&2d = &(X’S tip) + &ternal Y’r , ( 1 (2) 

where 

Lo(X“,~“) = +--dodr{&X”FX,, +;i;“(l - r3)r”8,&}. (3) 

The fields XI‘ describing the string’s position in space-time (II = 0,1,2,3), and 

their world-sheet superpartners $J‘, are free (non-interacting) fields due to Eq. (3); 

6s is a right-moving field, and X” can be split into left- and right-moving pieces, 

&,X” and &ax“. The remaining “internal” fields pi do not interact with X’ 

and 4“. In the case where Lzd represents a compactification, they are the degrees 

of freedom associated with the (six) compactified dimensions: Xl,@,.. . . The 

conformal anomalies associated with .&(Xs,@‘) are c = 4 and z = 6; hence 
. ...’ ; .“I, 

Linternal must have ,_ -. 

qnternd = 26 - 4 = 22, ?&arnal = 15 - 6 = 9. 

Additional constraints will now be imposed on Linternd. The easiest constraints 

to implement have to do with the connection between massless particles (specifi- 

cally, gravitinos, gauge bosons, quarks and leptons) and certain world-sheet fields 

having (h,x) = (1,;) under the energy-momentum tensor for LZ,.+. The contribu- 

tions to (h, il) coming from liaternd depend on the space-time Lorentz properties 

of the particles in question; they lead to the following restrictions on Linternd: 

. Space-time supersymmetry requires several additional right-moving fields; 

in particular, the right-moving component of the energy-momentum tensor 

T has a second superpartner T’, in addition to TF: 

--I 
TF(OR) with (h,fl) = (0, 5). 

This means the internal CFT possesses an ertended (N = 2) world-sheet 
16,ll supersymmetry. 

. Not too much space-time supersymmetry (which would destroy chiral- 

ity) requires the absence of all right-moving fields with (h,x) = (0, ;).I” 

l A gauge group containing SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) requires left-moving 

fields, one for each gauge boson: 

Ja.(g‘) with (h,fE) = (l,O), 
;:’ : 

. . . . . 

I ,: 
. 

where a labels the generators of the gauge group. (See e.g. Ref. 19.) The 

properties of the J” are completely specified by the choice of gauge group, 
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i.e. the structure constants fabc, and of certain positive integers Ici (one for 

each non-abelian factor in the gauge group) which show up in the short- 

distance behavior of the J”. The k; are important in determining which 

representations of the gauge group can appear in the spectrum, and in the 

relation between different gauge couplings (see below). 

l Massless quarks and leptons require world-sheet fields @i(oL,oa) that 

are not purely left- or right-moving (they have (h,h) = (1, i)). (See E.Q. 

Ref. 10.) They have specific charges under the fields J”(oL), corresponding 

to their gauge quantum numbers, but otherwise they are not terribly well 

specified. 

And then there are the criteria that are much harder to implement, such as 

no fast proton decay and reasonable quark and lepton masses. Both these 

quantities are related to certain CFT correlation functions (ig,QJ@k), but they are 

also very sensitive to other possible fields, to radiative corrections, and lo various 

stages of symmetry breaking below MPI, so in practice it is difficult to evaluate 

them for a specific model, let alone to implement them as general conditions. 

Now that we have imposed some constraints on the CFT, we would like to see if 

the general properties of the allowed CFT’s can in turn impose restrictions on the 

possible space-time effective Lagrangians. Unfortunately, not much progress has 

been made in this direction, at least for the h&erotic string.* A primitive example 

of a restriction on & is the tree-level relation 20,19 

9SU(3) kr(Z) - -. 
SSU(2) i- ksup) 

(4) 

Here gsu(31, gsr~(~l are the strong and weak gauge coupling constants, and ICS[I(~I, 

Karl are the integers associated with the world-sheet fields J” that were men- 

tioned above. In a given string vacuum, each k, takes on one specific value, but 

* For the closed superstring, on the other hand, O,E can show that there aw ,LO UT’s satisly- 
ing the combined constraints discussed above (though CFT’s exist satisfying the individual 
constraints). This rules out allclass~cal vacua ofthe closed superstring on phenomenological 
grounds.‘” 

that value can (in principle) be any positive integer. It is instructive to compare 

this prediction with that for the grand unified theory based on S17(5)~l (or any 

gauge group containing SCJ(5) and with the same embedding of ScI(3) x SU(2)): 

gsII(s)=1. 
SSU(2) 

(5) 

The string theory prediction (4) is clearly much less definite than the GUT pre- 

diction (5). On the other hand, in the effective Lagrangians for many string vacua 

the standard model gauge group is not embedded into a simple Lie group (such as 

ScI(5), SO(10) or Es); under these circumstances a generic field theory would give 

no gauge coupling prediction at all! In fact, almost all of the attempts to date to 

build phenomenological string models have involved choosing Icsr~(~l = kSu(Zl = 1, 

in which case one recovers the usual GUT prediction. There are, however, no argu- 

ments excluding k > 1 on phenomenological or other grounds (provided k is not too 

large); indeed, explicit models featuring k = 2 have recently been constructed.22 

Both Eqs. (4) and (5) are tree-level relations that will get loop corrections. In 

particular they will change significantly under renormalization from Mpl (MGUT) 

down to Mw, and the change will depend on the masses of particles carrying 

SU(3) and SU(2) quantum numbers below Mpt (MGIJT).~~ This change introduces 

further model dependence in1.o the string prediction, beyond the choice of ksr~(~) 

and kso(2), but this kind of dependence is common to GUT’s as well. 

The model dependence of even the primitive string prediction (4) raises the 

more general question of the sensitivity of models to both discr~fe and continuous 

modifications. In Figure 6, discrete modifications jump the vacuum from one 

“known” patch to another, whereas continuous modifications involve changing t,he 

vacuum expectation values of moduli and slide the vacuum along the troughs in a 

given patch. In general, models are very sensitive to discrete modifications: The 

gauge group and matter content - even the number of generations - can change 

drastically. On the other hand, models are actually rather insensitive to continuous 

modifications. For example, tree-level relations like (4) between gauge couplings do 

: ._ ..: 

._ I’- ,. 
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not change Xl,17 ; at least some of the matter content (usually including the quarks 

and leptons) remains the same 9,lO ; and some of the Yukawa couplings among the 

24 matter fields even stay constant. This insensitivity makes it difficult to tune low- 

energy predictions by continuous adjustments of the moduli, which I view as an 

encouraging result. 

6. SPECIFIC CONSTRUCTIONS 

I would now like to make a few remarks about specific constructions of models. 

There are several different kinds of constructions, which overlap somewhat (differ- 

cnt constructions can give rise t,o the same vacua), and which I will make no attempt 

t,o describe here.” They go under the names: Cal&-Yau compactifcations: orb- 

ifolds (symmetric 26,27 29 
and asymmetric2s), free fermions, free bosom (or covariant 

lattices),3’ and tensor products of N = 2 superconformal field theories. 31’32 There 

are certainly at least thousands of models contained in these categories. Only a 

relative few have been analyzed in much detail. The more promising ones have 

certain features in common beyond the minimal criteria I mentioned previously: 

. Three generations of light fermions. Four generations have been considered; 

one has then to prevent extra colored members of each generation from lurk- 

ing at the 100 GeV scale (otherwise the SU(3), coupling constant will fail 

to be asymptotically free and will blow up before the unification scale33). 

However, the very recent* measurements at SLC34 and LEP35 of the width 

of the Z” now seem to rule out four generations with light neutrinos. 

. Space-time supersymmetry is broken by non-perturbalive effects in a “hidden 

sector”. (It is generally believed that supersymmetry will not be broken per- 

turbatively if it is present at tree-level.) The hidden sector generally consists 

of a strongly-interacting gauge theory with some gnuginos X but no other 

charged matter fields, plus some gauge singlet matter fields. The supersym- 
36 metry breaking is supposed to be triggered by a condensate of the gauginos, 

* slightly postdating this talk, in fact! 

(xxp3 N 1014 GeV. The particles in the hidden sector interact with observ- 

able particles only through gravitational-strength interactions, and so the 

scale of supersymmetry breaking in the observable sector is reduced by a 

factor of MG2, to - Mw. The masses of the superpartners of the quarks and 

leptons then fall in the usual range 2 1 TeV or so. 

. There are no matter fields transforming under higher-dimensional represen- 

tations of SU(3) (that is, only singlets and triplets are present) or of SU(2) 

(only singlets and doublets are present). This is a quite generic feature; it is 

true for any vacuum in which ks~(~) = ksa(n) = 1. 

. There are also usually no light “exotic” (S’U(2) singlet) quarks, but for a 

different reason: They can cause fast proton decay if they are lighter than 

- lOI GeV, unless certain Yukawa couplings happen to vanish. 

.-_... 
,_: ,. /. :- 

. There are often a few additional Sci(2) doublets and singlets around at TeV 

energies. 

. The gauge group that acts on the observable particles is not necessarily uni- 

fied anywhere below Mpi; typical gauge groups are SU(3)3 (found in a partic- 

ular Calabi-Yau/N = 2 tensor product construction 37’38’3g), SCJ(S)xSU(2)x 

U(1)” (found in various orbifold constructionsz7), or (flipped) S11(5) x U(1) 

(found in certain fcrmionic constructions4’). Usually the gauge group is 

supposed to break spontaneously at a high “intermediate” mass scale A41 - 

1Cl’3*z GeV, leaving at TeV energies only the standard model gauge group 

SC1(3)xSli(2)xU(l), plus perhaps one extra U(1) factor (a Z’ gauge boson). 

..- ._- -. 
” ::x 
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7. PROSPECTS 

I will conclude by commenting on two of the major obstacles to extracting 

predictions from string theory. The first occurs in the analysis of any specific model 

- it is the question of how non-perturbative effects could lead to the breaking of 

space-time supersymmetry. As I mentioned earlier, there are often many fields (the 

moduli) whose potentials in Ver are flat, i.e. their vacuum expectation values are 

undetermined to all orders in string perturbation theory. Some of the moduli can 

receive corrections to their potential from non-perturbative effects, in particular 

from interactions with the hidden sector gaugino condensate mentioned above, but 

perhaps also from other non-perturbative effects that have yet to be identified. 

In many cases the gaugino-induced corrections to the potentials cause vacuum 

expectation values for the mod& to run away to infinity! Thus we need to know: 

What is the full corrected potential? Does it have a stable minimum? If a minimum 

exists, is supersymmetry broken there? Finally, exactly how is the supersymmetry 

brea.king manifested in the observable sector? There is a general understanding of 

the last question in supergravity (in terms of so-called “soft-breaking terms”), but 

the details can be sensitive to model-dependent parameters in & (such as non- 

rcnormalizable kinetic-energy terms for observable fields, etc.).” The details can 

in turn be very important in determining many low-energy quantities, including 

the masses of superpartners but also the observed quark and lepton masses; the 

latter masses are sensitive to the pattern of supersymmetry breaking in models 

where there are additional scales of gauge symmetry breaking between Mw and 

A more fundamental obstacle to obtaining predictions from string theory is the 

issue of how one vacuum state is dynamically preferred over another. This issue 

cannot even be addressed until one has a formalism that can simultaneously de- 

scribe two disconnected vacua, like two of the “islands” depicted in Figure 6. Until 

such a formalism is developed, the two ways one might hope to make phenomeno- 

logical progress are: (1) to “get lucky” in finding “the right” vacuum, which would 

predict all the standard model parameters correctly; or (2) by trying to determine 

the general properties common to all the vacua, in the hopes of deciding whether 

any of them can lead to realistic physics at the 100 GeV scale. Clearly there is 

still a lot of theoretical work to be done before we know whether superstrings are 

a theory of everything or a theory of nothing. 
:., .- : 

,~ .:,. .‘., ._. : 
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Abstract 

The three TRISTAN experiments(AMY,TOPAZ,VENUS) BCCUITILI- 

lated a data sample of about 30 pl-’ each in the energy range; 50.- 

G1.4 GeV. Recent results from lhese experiments are presented. The 

R-ratio values were found somewhat higher than the five-flavor predic- 

tion above 56 GeV. Measured CIXXS sections for leptons and forward- 

backward asymmetries for quarks and leptons are consistent with the 

standard model predictions. No new particles were observed and new 

mass limits were set 
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1 Introduction 

The TRISTAN ring has been providing beams without any serious trouble 

since the first collision as mapped in fig.1. After the installation of super- 

conductive RF cavities, the CM energy rose up to F1.4 GeV. 

AMY, TOPAZ and VENUS have searched for various new particles which 

arc predicted both by the standard theory and by t.hcories beyond it and 

quickly checked the standard theory using a data sample of about 3011b-’ 

each in the energy region between 50 and F1.4 GeV. This paper reports 

these results(results from SHIP can be found in ref.l). In the future, all three 

groups will precisely measure the electrowe<& and the QCD parameters a.nd 

try to find small deviation from the standard tlleory with high luminosity. 

2 Search for New Flavors (t and b’) 

2.1 Total Hadronic Cross Section 

The R-ratio clefincd to be the ratio of the total hadronic cross sect,ion to the 

,LP cross section calculated in the lowest order QED. If quark nlasses are 

negligible, the R can be factorized as follows, 

R = c Q$ + C,c,)(l + CM) 
P 

where Q9 is a quark charge and C&D and Ce,v are QCD and electroweak 

corrections, respectively. 

If a new flavor threshold is crossed, the R-ratio is expected to jump up by 

1.5(0.5) for full open top(b’) production. This increase enables us to detect 

the new threshold. Experimentally the R-ralio is derived from the number 

of observed multi-hadronic events(N,b,.) using the following formula, 

where Nb9 is the number of background events, e is detection efficiency, 6 

is the radiative correction, J Lrlt is integrated luminosity, and ff$iu is the 

~~11 cross section calculated in the lowest o&r QED. To get Nob8 , TOPAZ 

selected multi-hadronic cvcnts by requiring the following criteria[2]. (1) The 

: 

- ” 

MR OCT APR OCT WR 

1987 1988 1989 

Figure 1 Integra.ted luminosity per day with TOPAZ detector. 
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number of good tracks was greater than 4. (2) The total visible energy 

was grcntcr than the beam cncrgy. (3) The longitudinal momentum balnncc 

was less than 0.4. (4) The number of large energy clusters was less than 

Z(Bhabha rejection). (5) Tl re invariant mass of each. hemisphere was greater 

than 2 GeV(rr rejection). The criteria used by other groups are similar[3]. 

Nbs is a few percent mainly from 7~ events. e(l + 6) is nearly equal to 1, 

which means that tlie efficiency is about 100% in the fiducial volume. 

The radiative correction factor was calculated using the BKJ program[4] 

at PEP and PETRA. At TRISTAN, the FS program[5] was used. The FS 

includes all the electroweak diagrams up to 03. The difference between the 

FS and the BI<J is less than 1% at PEP and PETRA. It is, however, 3% at 

GO GeV(fig.2.a). The radiative correction factor in the FS depends on A/Iz, 

MHW and Mtop. MZ dependence is less than 1%. As for A~H,~~, dependence, 

the deviation is very small in the wide mass range. For a AJi,,, of less than 

100 GeV, the deviation is also small, though a very high Mt, may increase 

tlie R-ratio by about 1%. The origins of systematic errors summarized in 

table 1. The total systematic error is 4.5% 

Finally, the obtained R values are plotted in fig.3. Data from AMY, 

TOPAZ and VENUS are combined. The solid line is the prediction from the 

five-flavor, which was calculated with a 2s mass of 91 GeV. Clearly open top 

is ruled out. But the data points are somewhat higher than the five-flavor 

prediction. The R-r-a& alone can not exclude 6’ possibility. In the next 

section, shape analyses are described as more sensitive methods for heavy 

flavor search. 

Systeniatic Errors [%] TOPAZ AMY VENUS 
Luminosity 4.0 3.3 2.6 

Radiative Correction 1.5 1.3 2.1 

Acceptance 1.0 1.3 1.8 

Event Selection 2.3 1.7 1.7 

1 5.5 1 4.2 1 4.2 ( 

Table 1 Systematic errors for R-ratio. 
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Figure 2 (a) The full electroweak radiative correction as a function of 

CM energy. The BI<J correction is also shown by a cla&ed curve. (b,c,d) 

The dependence of the correction factor on Al,, MLDp and M,fi,,,n in the FS 

program. 
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Figure 3 Measured R-ratio. The solid line represents five-flavor predic- 

tion. 
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2.2 Shape Analysis 

Two modes must be considered for b’ decay, charged current (CC) mode 

and flavor changing neutral current(FCNC) mode, because b’ to cjJ decay 

may be suppressed by the two-generation gap[b]. The CC decay may result 

in an isolated lepton event(fig.4.a), which is a clean signal of a new flavor 

production. So previous b’ searches have been carried out assuming this 

mode[7,8]. However, the FCNC decay(fig.4-b) produces no isolated leptons. 

The CC decay mode leads to spherical and/or isolated lepton events. The 

FCNC decay mode is, on the other hand, characterized by the back to back 

planar four jet events near threshold and the events with high energy isolated 

photons, because of two-body decay of each b’. The FCNC to CC ratio is 

unknown. We should be prepared for any ratio. 

2.2.1 CC Decay Mode 

TOPAZ used aplanarity to search for new flavor production. This value is 

calculated from the minimum eigen\alue of the momentum tensor[9]. By 

selecting high aplanarity events, we can condense heavy flavor events. Figure 

5 shows aplanarity distributions at 52 and GO GeV. The data points are 

consistent with the five-flavor Monte Carlo at both CM energies. Figure 6 

represents t,he production cross section of high aplanarity events as a function 

of CM energy. The solid line in the figure is five-flavor prediction. The dashed 

lines are for open top or b’ productions. The data points are consistent with 

the five-flavor Monte Carlo. AMY and VENUS used other shape parameters 

and observed no excess. 

TOPAZ analyzed isolated muon events[lO]. The muon tracks were identi- 

fied by muon chambers. They started from their hadronic sample and further 

required: (1) The muon track had to have a momentum greater than 2 GeV. 

(2) An energy flow less than 2 GeV(isolation criteria), where the energy flow 

was defined to the sum of track momenta and energy deposits in the electro- 

magnetic calorinretcr within the cone of a 30” half angle about the muon 

track. (3) Thrust had to be less than 0.9, One went survived these cuts. 

Since they expected a background of 1.43 events from the five-flavor Monte 

Carlo, their data were consistent with the background. Figure 7 shows the 

b’ 

(b) w 

b’ 0 bt 

( Z”, H 1 

Figure 4 Ir’ decay diagram for (a) charged current mode (1~) neutral current 

mode. 
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Aplanarity Aplanarity 

Figure 5 Aplanarity distribution at t/k52 alld 60 GeV by TOPAZ. 
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20 I \I\ I 

mass(Gev/c2) 

Figure 7 Number of expected isolated muon events as a function of new 

flavor mass. The horizontal line represents the 95% C.L. limit. The three 

lines for t(U) production represent the number of events which is expected 

with errors. 
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Figure 6 Total cross section produced high aplanarity events as a function 

of CM energy. 
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number of expected events from open top or 6’ productions. The horizontal 

line in the figure represents the 95% C.L. limit. iM, and Al&, should be greater 

than 29.9 and 28.4 GeV, r-espectively. 

VENUS analyzed isolated muon and electron events. Muon and electron 

tracks were identified by muon chambers and the E/P method, respectively. 

Their analysis is similar to that of TOPAZ. They observed no events in the 

low energy region. However, five events were left at GO and 60.8 GeV, through 

their expected background was only 1.0 event[ll]. AMY and TOPAZ did not 

strongly support the VENUS observation at GO and 60.8 GeV. Three groups 

did not observe any excess of isolated lepton events at the highest energy, 

61.4 GeV. The statistical significance of the VENUS observation diminished. 

2.2.2 FCNC Decay Mode for b’ 

If the CC decay is suppressed by two-generation gap, the FCNC decay mode 

is dominant. TOPAZ studied such case by two methods[l2]. Method one 

is to search for isolated photon from b’ to by decay. The isolated photons 

wcrc defined by (1) high energy photons (8.0 GeV< E, 122.0 GeV), (2) small 

charged track activity around the photons(E,h(< 45”) <l GeV), (3) large jet 

activity in the side ways. Method two is to look for the back to back jet pairs 

in four-jet events from b’ to bg decay. Such events were selected by requiring 

(1) four-jet classification from the JADE cluster method[l3)(1$,, = 0.4) and 

(2) the back-to-backncss of opposite jet axes. The numbers of observed 

events were consistent with the five-flavor predictions in both methods. Then 

mass limits for b’ quark were obtained as functions of branching ratios(fig.8). 

Independently of branching fractions b’ lighter than 28 GeV was excluded. 

AMY and VENUS carried out similar analyses and observed no excess[l4]. 

Br(b’*yb in FCNC) 
-0% - 
= 109; -. - 
-609; -- 
= 1009: -.- .. 

I . I , * 
28 90 

Figure 8 Mass limits for b’ quark for various branching ratio. 
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3 Test of Standard Model 

3.1 Electroweak Theory 

The differential cross section of lepton pair production is given by the fol- 

lowing formula, 

co&) + BcosB]; /3 = I,1 # e, 

R = 0: - ~QI~J,~&(x) + (af -t $)(a: + ~f)l~I*, 

B = 4w,[-Q,Re(x) + 2u,wIx12], 

where Qr is lepton charge, a and v are axial vector and vector coupling 

constants, respectively. The normalized total cross section &, is equal to R. 

The standard model[l5] predicts a small vector coupling constant u, = 0.1. 

Then the second term in the formula It is smaller than the third term. The 

deviation of &, from one is small, about 7% at TRISTAN. Forward-backward 

asymmetry, Al,, is calculated by the formula, 

In the standard model, the second term in the B expression is small. So A,, 

is sensitive to axial vector coupling constants, a,ar. Asymmetry is large at 

about -0.4 at TRISTAN. Figure 9 shows observed R,,,, and R,,. Data from 

AMY, TOPAZ and VENUS are combined. Solid line is the prediction of the 

standard model using the the best fit va.lues of A&, sin’8,. The fitting pro- 

cedure will be described in the next section. The data points are consistent 

with the standard model in both figures, through R,,,, is somewhat lower 

than the standard model prediction. The errors are dominated by statistical 

ones. More integrated luminosity is needed to confirm this observation. Fig- 

ure 10 shows forward-backward asymmetries, A,,, and A,,. Again, the data 

points are consistent with the standard model prediction. The axial vector 

coupling constants were derived from these asymmetry data to be 

1.25 

R w 
1.00 

0.75 

$I&‘, = 0.224 
7, = 90.4 GeV 

T 
n,-+i$ .’ 
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-0 : PETRA 
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:. . ._ 
; . . : 
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Figure 9 Normalizetl t,otal cross section for e+e- + ,IL+~J- and e+e- -+ 
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Figure 10 Forward-backward charge asymmetry for e”e- + pL+pL- and 

e+e- -4 r+7-. 

a, = -0.913 rt 0.072. 

These values are consistent with -1. Inclusion of TRISTAN data moves al 

closer to the standard model value(fig.11). Assuming the lepton universality 

(a,, = a,), we obtain 

a, = -0.980 f 0.041. 

In fig.11, a, values are shown for two diffcrcnt IMs cases. If A/i, is fixed 

by SLC and LEP experiments, the axial vector coupling constant will be 

pr-ecisely measured at high luminosity TRISTAN. 

In the quark sector, the differential cross section is represented by the 

following formula, 

The quark sector needs a color factor and a QCD correction. The normalized 

total cross section can be factorized at the formula in previous section. The 

QCD correction factor has been calculated up to O(03)[1G]. It is about 5% 

at TRISTAN. The electroweak term is larger than the lepton case, about 

0.35 and 0.15 at GO GeV for down type and up type quarks, respectively. 

In the forward-backward for quarks(A,,), the QCD car-rection cancels and 

is given by the same formula as in the lepton case. Figure 12 is the R 

plot including low energy data[17,18]. The large effect of electroweak terms 

can be clearly seen at TRISTAN. We tried a global fit of these data to the 

standard mode1[17,19]. Free parameters were A/i,, sin’@,, and Am which 

is a QCD parameter. Used data were Rq9, RII, and All at TRISTAN and 

PEP/PETRA. The results of the fit are the following, 

Mz = 90.4+;,~,“Gev, 

The obtained Mz is somewhat lower than world average 91.9 GeV[20]. A 

contour plot is given in fig.13. The solid lines are lo and 20 contours. If 

Gf is used, the relation between Ms and sin20, is given by the following 

formula, 

M; = 
*cY 

fiGF(l + Ar)sirzZB,cos28, 
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(a,=-1) 

I c / 

- 

-+ -0.913*0.072 
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Figure 11 Axial vector coupling constants from AH data. a,=1 is assumed. 
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Figure 12 R-ratio including low energy data. 
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where AT is a radiative correction factor and depends on MtoP end hlflrrggr. 

The effect of MH,~~. is small. The dashed lines in fig.13 are for AC,,, equal 

to 36, 150, and 240 GeV. The ete- data favor a heavy top mass. 

The forward-backward asymmetry for down type quark is minimum in 

the TRISTAN energy region. AMY measured b-quark forward-backward 

asymmetry(21]. Their ~nalyzcd data sample corresponds to an intcgrat,cd 

luminosity of 18.6 Ijb-’ at CM energies between 52 and 57 GeV. b-quark 

events were selected from the hadronic events by requiring the following cri- 

teria. (1) The momentum of muon was greater than 1.9 GeV. (2) The pt 

of muon was greater than 0.7 GeV, where p1 is the transverse momentum 

of muon with respect to the event thrust axis. Sixty events satisfied these 

criteria. The backgrounds were estimated to be about 30% and ZO%, respec- 

tively, using the LUND 6.3 Monte Carlo simulationj22J. Figure 14-a is the 

resultant differential cross section after background subtraction. Data points 

are consistent with the standard model prediction. From the fit of the data 

in fig.14.a, the asymmetry and the cross section were obtained to be 

Al = -0.72 f 0.26 IL 0.13, 

Rb = -0.57 + 0.16 IO.10 

which were not corrected for the Do@ mixing. To compare with other 

data[23], the asymmetry value is plotted in fig.14.b. The data are consistent 

with the standard model prediction. The correction factor for the BOB0 

mixing is G-5G%[24], which depends on the parameters of BiBi,B:@ mixing 

and semi-laptonic branching ratios of B mesons and B haryons. In ally C~SC, 

it will be possible to measure the @‘of mixing using pwcicr measurenwnts at 

the future high lumirlosity TRIST,\N. 

The b-tagging by leptons is clean but only at the cost of less events. 111 

contrast to AMY’s approach. L’ESUS took statistical merit rather than cleaw 

liness and measured j&jet asymmetry [Xl. The jet-jet an:mmetry is giwn 

I,; A,,, = (f&d t JA, t fdb) - (fuAu t .fA) 

where f, is the fraction of the relative lxoduction rate of quarks. A,,, is 

about 10% at TRISTAN. To determjne jet charge, all the tracks were divided 

^ (4 ’ extracted e’e-- b6 
- 61 --- - fit in IcosBI<O.6 

standard model prediction 
z - 

g 4- 
‘. 

30 40 50 60 
cm energy ( GeV 1 

Figure 14 (a) DiKcrcnl.i:d cross section 65 production by AMY. (1~) Forward 

backward asymmetry including low energy data. 
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in to two jets by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. The charge of 

each jet was identified by a cha.rge mc~asure, 

Q,et = c Qi(&)‘,.‘. 

If Q,.cl is greater than QjelZ, the charges of jet1 and jet2 are positive and 

negative, respectively. The charge identification probabilities by this method 

were 75% and 71% for up-type and down-type quarks, respectively, from 

studies using the LUND 5.3 Monte Carlo[ZG]. The integrated luminosity of 

the used data sample is 32.2 pB-’ accumulated between 52 and 61.4 GeV. 

The averaged center of mass energies is 57.6 GeV. All the hadronic events 

with a thrust greater than 0.85 were used. The differential cross section is 

shown is fig.15. As a result of fit, average quark asymmetry is 

A,,< = 0.114 f 0.022 f 0.021 

The sta.ndard model prediction at 57.6 GeV is 8.7%, where no corrections 

were made for the effect of the DOW’ mixing. If the BoBa mixing is con- 

sidered, the asymmetry value ranges from 9.4% to 10.9% depending on the 

mixing parameters. 

3.2 Search for Substructure of Fermions 

If leptons and quarks are composite, their constituents is expected to he 

bound by a strong force. Since the compositeness scale, :\. is very much higher 

than the CM energies we can cover, the binding force can be represented as a 

helicity conserving contact interaction [‘Xl. 

where A is defined such that g*/4r = 1 and the largest )qI = 1. The 

coefficients ~7 are ‘7LL = fl and 17,~~ = 77~~ = 0 for left-handed current( 

qlin = ?cl and 11~~ = qnL = 0 for right-hnndetl(RR), qnn = ~J,Y, = rl,u, = &l 

for vector(VV) and tlnn = tlL~ = -77~~ = +I for axial vector(AA). The 

differential cross section now includes the L,JI effect a.s, 

- - Fit 

y 15-m --- EW 
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a 
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Figure 15 Differential cross section for qc production by VENUS. 
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In the low energy region, the interference term is the dominant source of 

deviations from the standard model, 

The differential cross sections for various e+e- -+ ff processes were exam- 

ined. As an example, fig.lG shows normalized ,lp differential cross sections 

for various types of coupling. The data points are consistent with 1. Angular 

distributions were consistent with the standard model. Leptons and quarks 

seem point-like at our energies. Table 2 summarizes new lower limits of the 

compositeness scale parameters at 95% C.L. 

3.3 Measurements of a, or h;i?~ 

The QCD parameter cr, or Am has been measured by three methods, (1) 

derivation from the total hadronic cross section(see the previous section). 

This method is insensitive to fragmentation models. It is, however, also 

insensitive to An (2) Three-jet fraction(&) are given by 

& = y+. = cl(Y,i,)cu, + Cz(Ymin)af Total 
where ymin is the minimum scaled invariant mass for parton pairs belonging 

to different jets[28]. Experimentally, three-jet events are usually selected 

by the JADE cluster method. If CM energy is high enough and TV,,* is large 

enough, gmin is equal to ycuc and C,, (=z are almost independent of CM energy 

and selection cuts. Then if the R3 decreases with CM energy, it means the 

cy, is running. (3) The asymmetry of energy-energy correlation(AEEC) is 

a powerful method to measure a.[29]. E:p x erimentally, EEC is given by the 

following formula, 

TOPAZ e+e- + pL+p- 6=56BGeV 
2.0 c”“,““,““,““t”“j”“ll”‘l”” 

(b) c LL I 
T 

I (4 4 -- 
1.5 - /- -- , 

i i 1.0 f ;-)g-::$ 

s 
a---- 

0.5 - - - *-I.0 Te” -- s - - .*--a.0 TC” -- 
- - b-I.0 TaV 
- - .+2.0 TaV 

1.6 

1.0 

0.5 

I (4 u 3 --- -.-.- -.- - k --- 
- - .b=l.O T*Y 

0.0 “‘~“~‘~‘~~‘~‘~“~-t~ ” -1 -0.6 0 0.5 -1 -0.6 0 0.5 1 
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Figure 16 Normalized tlifierential cross sc:tion for e+e- + p+(~-. 
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VENUS 1.2 2.9 1.1 2.8 

TOPAZ 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.0 

AMY 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 

e+ E- s? 
VENUS 0.9 1.8 1.5 2.5 3.9 2.4 3.4 5.5 

Table 2 The 95% C.L. lower limits for compositeness scale parameters. 4 Search for New Particles 

where i and j run over all the particle combinations in the event and xi1 is 

the angle between i-th and j-t11 particles. The two-jet like events peak at 0 

and T in the EEC distribution. For the AEEC defined by 

AEEC(x) = EEC(x - x) - EEC(x) 
.:.._ : 
1. .-.:.I:.: -- 

:, ‘...T 
the collinear effect is largely canceled. The AEEC enhances the effect 

of hard gluon emission and is good measure of cy,. TOPAZ determined 

01, by comparing their AEEC data with Monte Carlo simulations using the 

matrix elements calculated by Gottshalk and Shatz[30] and the LUND string 

fragmentation[22]. The obtained R 3 (y cut = 0.08) and LY, values were 

R, = 0.196 f 0.009 at 55.1 GeV (AMY); 

= 0.195 * 0.016 at 53.3 GeV (TOPAZ); 

= 0.184 f 0.010 at 59.5 Gel/ (TOPAZ); 

= 0.198 + 0.011 at 57.3 GeV (VENUS) 

0, = 0.135 i 0.008 at 55.1 GeV (AMY); 

= 0.129 i 0.007 f 0.010 at 55.3 GeV (TOPAZ); 

= 0.120 f 0.008 zk 0.010 at 59.5 GeV (TOPAZ); 

= 0.122 k O.OOG f 0.024 at 57.3 GeV (VENUS). 

Figures 17 and 18 shows the R3 values and cv, from AEEC together with low 

energy data[31,32]. The data points in both figures are consistent with the 

running CL, predicted by the QCD theory. 

Various new particles were searched for at TRISTAN. Signatures of heavy 

lepton, heavy neutrino, and SUSY particle productions are acoplanar leptons 

or jets or isolated lcptons[33,34]. Excited leptons were searched in the Ily 

or llyy channels[35]. Any particle with abnormal dE/ds and scalar(X) and 

vector(Z’) bosom were searched[36,37]. We cannot cover all of them. In 

what follows, only two examples of these searches are described. 

:. -. 
: . . :_- _-- ..::_ 
.:_ .-, 
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Our first example is heavy lepton searches. Such leptons can be produced 

in pair and decay in to /rii. The neutrino carries away a la.rge momentum 

leading to acoplanar jet-jet or lepton-jet evenls. AMY, TOPAZ and VENUS 

scnrched for such events. The data from all these groups were consistent 

with the five-flavor prediction, resulting in new mass limits. Figure19 shows 

the excluded region by AMY at the 95% C.L. The mass limit in the upper 

triangle from the analysis of low p tracks for the stable heavy lepton case. 

Our second example is searches for particles with abnormal dE/&r[38]. 

Such search is sensitive to any new charged stable particles. Figure 20-a plots 

dE/dx as a function of momentum for tracks observed in the TOPAZ-TPC. 

The bands for e, p, T, k,p, and deuteron are clearly seen. TOPAZ searched 

for pair productions of such particles. For the selected back to back tracks, 

dE/dr is plotted in fig.20.b. No events were observed in the two search 

regions, Limits were set on the production cross sections. The 95% C.L. 

limits were shown in fig.21 for various charge and spin hypotheses. 

All the other searches encled up with negative results and, as a result, 

updated mass limits(table 3). 

Figure 17 Three jet fraction for ycuc = 0.08 in comparison with the ml- 

culation with matrix elements(GS) for A = 0.2GeV. 

Figure 18 Measured Q, from AEEC analysis using matrix elements and 

LUND string fragmentation. Matrix elements wer-e calculated with the GS 

and GI<S[41]. 

5 Search for Single Photon Events 

The single photon events are used for neutrino counting and photino search. 

The main backgrounds are from radiative Bhabha and 7~ cvcnts. ‘To re- 

ject these backgrounds a small veto angle and hermetic calorimeters are 

essentid. Having good hermetic calorimeters, VENUS searched for single 

phot,on events[39]. The integrated luminosity of their data sample is 28.2 

pb-’ collected in the energy range & = 54. - 61.4 GeV. Figure 22 plots the 

normalized transverse momenta(X1 = P,/Pt,,o,n ) of single photons for a large 

veto and a small veto angle. The data points are consistent with the QED 

Monte Carlo. No events were observed in the region greater than the kine- 

matical limit. The limits on the number of light neutrino type are obtained 

from calculated yield. The number limit is 11 at the 90% C.L. Combining 

with the ASP, CELLO, MAC and MAP&J data[40] VENUS obtained an 

upper limit of 3.9 for the number of light neutrino types at the 90% C.L. 
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.i 

I lleavy Leplons and Neuhnos 

~k33VY kAQlOl1 ill” = 0 
Ilcavy Nculrim dirac ~ypc 

Eleclron Type lleavy Neutrino Vi/\ 
V-A 

Leplo Quark p- 5 decay 
( Second Gerlerarioll ) c -” decay 

Colored LeQKJll F(s)= I 

SUSY Pat-ticks 

> 29.9 GeV 
> 26.8 (;eV 

>51.7 GeV or < 12.5 CeV 
>48.5 GeV or < 17.3 GeV 
>27.0 GeV or < 5.2 GeV 
>27.0 GeV or < 7.0 GeV 

>30.3 GeV or< 1.5 GeV 

F > 29.5 GeV 

ii Mi, = Mi 
I 

> 25.8 GeV 
z II > 24.7 GeV I 
$ Q = Z/3 

Q-113 

Excikd Leplons 

d pair 

> 27.7 ckv 
> 26.2 ciev 

I > 30.2 GeV 
single > 6O.S GeV 

v* pair > 30.1 GeV 
single > 53.0 aev 

r* pair > 29.0 GeV 
sinde > 50.0 GeV 

Table 3 The 95% C.L. mass limits for searched new particles. 

. .._ ., 

F’ ~gure 21 Mass limits for any particles with al~normal dE/ds. 
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6 Conclusion 

Figure 22 Normalized transverse momentum distribution of photons for 

(a) large veto a.ngle( 15”) a.ud (b) small one( 5”). The solid line is the p~~edic- 

tion from QED processes. 

Each of AMY, TOPAZ and VENUS accumulated data corresponding to 30 

1’6 -I in the energy range fi = 50. - G1.4GeV. The measured R values were 

somewhat higher than five-flavor prediction. However, top and 6’ productions 

were excluded the shape analyses assuming the CC and the FCNC decay 

modes. The cross sections and the forward-bxkward charge a.symmetries 

for quarks and leptons were consistent with the standard model predictions. 

The QCD parameter 01, was measured and was consistent with the running 

coupling constant predicted by the QCD theory. Various new particles wcrc 

searched, but no excess was observed. 
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Measurements of the Z Boson Resonance Paramet,ers at SLC* 

Christopher Hearty 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 

Berkeley, California 94304 

For the Mark II Collaboration 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents the measurement by the Mark II experiment at the SLAC 

Linear Collider of the parameters of the Z boson resonance. The results are up- 

dated from those presented at the SLAC Summer Institute to include al1 data 

presented in the most recent Mark II publication: consisting of 19 nh-’ of data at 

ten different center-of-mass energies between 89.2 and 93.0 GeV. 

The resonance parameters are extracted by measuring the Z production cross 

section at a series of center-of-mass energies (scan points) near the 2 peak, then 

fitting these data with the theoretical cross section. The four major aspects of 

the analysis are the determination at each scan point of (1) the center-of-mass 

energy (E), (2) the integrated luminosity, (3) the number of Z decays and (4) the 

expected cross section as a function of the resonance parameters, such as mass and 

width. I will discuss each of these steps in turn, after a brief description of the 

Mark II detector, then conclude with the results of the analysis. 

: ‘_. 
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2. The Mark II Detector 

The Mark II detector (Fig. 1) is described in detail in Ref. 2. The main 

components used to detect Z decays are the drift chamber and the electromagnetic 

calorimeters. The drift chamber, which has 72 layers and is located in a 4.75 kgauss 

axial magnetic field, tracks charged particles with j cos 01 < 0.92, where 0 is the 

angle with respect to the beam line. The electromagnetic calorimeters cover the 

region / cos 01 < 0.96. The calorimeters in the central region (I cos 81 < 0.68) consist 

of alternating layers of liquid argon and lead, while the endcap calorimeters are 

layers of lead interspaced with proportional tube counters. 

There are two detectors for the small-angle Bhabha events (e+e- + e+e-) 

used to measure the integrated luminosity (Fig. 2). The small-angle monitors 

(SAMs) cover the angular region 50 < 0 < lG0 mr, where the acceptance at the 

inner (50 mr) edge is defined by a tungsten mask. Each SAM is 14.3 radiation 

lengths thick and consists of a tracking section with nine layers of drift tubes and 

a sampling calorimeter with six layer each of lead and proportional tubes (Fig. 3). 

The tracking sections have been used to determine the positional resolution of the 

calorimeter sections, but are not used to select events. The calorimeter sections 

are used to measure both the energy and position of the electron. The mini-small- 

angle monitors (MiniSAMs) detect. Bhabha events in the angular region 15.2 < 

0 < 25.0 mr at one end of the detector and 16.2 < 0 < 24.5 mr at the other. 

These angular regions, which are defined by tungsten masks, are asymmetric so 

as to substantially reduce the sensitivity of the Bhabha cross section to small 

movements in the interaction point (IP). Each MiniSAM is a 15 radiation length 

thick tungsten-scintillator sandwich divided into four azimuthal quadrants. 

There are two major triggers for 2 decays. The charged particle trigger re- 

quires two or more drift chamber tracks with transverse momentum greater than 

150 MeV/c at 1 cos 6’1 < 0.75. The calorimeter trigger requires a single shower of 

at least 3.3 GeV in the barrel calorimeter or 2.2 GeV in the endcap calorimeter. 

The efficiencies for hadronic events are 97% and 95%, respectively, for these two 

,,_i 

‘. 

MARK II AT SLC 

Electroniagnet’k 
Calorimeter 

Figure 1. The Mark II detector. 
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Figure 2. Locations of the SAM and MiniSAM. The relative luminosity is d&r- 

mined using the MiniSAhl, while the absolute luminosity is found with the SAM. 

Drift Chamber 
End Plate& , 3 

Endcap Calorimeter 

180 160 140 120 
iI- Horizontal Distance from IP (cm) G1,7A16 

Figure 3. The small angle monitor. Bhabha events in the angular region 50 < 0 < 

160 mr are used in the integrated luminosity measurement. 

triggers; together, the efficiency is 99.S%. Addition triggers record random beam 

crossings and cosmic rays for diagnostic purposes and low-angle Bhabha events for 

the luminosily measurement. At least 6 GeV of energy in each SAM or 20 GeV in 

each MiniSAM is required to trigger the data acquisition system. 

3. hleaswement~ of the Center-of-Mass Energy 

The absolute center-of-mass energy (E) is measured on every pulse using an 

energy spectrometer in the extraction line of each beam.3 The conceptual design of 

the extraction line is shown in Fig. 4. Dipole magnets before and after a precision 

spectrometer magnet bend the beam perpendicular to its direction, causing it to 

emit two swaths of synchrotron radiation. Phosphorescent screen monitors (Fig. 5) 

measure the distance between these swaths (approximately 27 cm) and hence the 

angle through which the beam was bent in the spectrometer magnet. This angle, 

which is proportional to s Bdl/&,,,, is used with the known magnet strength to 

extract the beam energy Ebeam with an uncertainty of 20 MeV. The contributions 

to the uncertainty are listed in Table I. There is an additional contribution to t.he 

uncertainty in E (but not in Ebeam) d ue t o momentum dispersion at the IP, giving 

a total uncertainty in E of 35 MeV. The center-of-mass energy spread, which is 

typically 250 MeV, is derived from the thickness of the synchrotron stripe to an 

uncertainty of approximately 30% of its value. 

Table I. Systematic errors in the beam energy measureme 

I Source of Error ( Size of Error 1 

Mapping of the spectrometer field 5 MeV 

Rotational errors in dipole alignment 16 MeV 

Determination of stripe position 10 MeV 

Survey errors 5 MeV 

Total Uncertainty 20 MeV 
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4. Integrated Luminosity Measurement 

Figure 4. One of the two extraction line spectrometers used to measure the 

beam energy. 

Figure 5. Phosphorescent screen monitor. 

absolute 

A typical Bhabha event in the SAM is shown in Fig. 6. Bhabha events are 

selected by requiring 40% of the beam energy in each SAM. There is essentially 

no background to these events. The position of the defining mask at 50 mr is 

not known accurately enough to permit the cross section for these “inclusive” 

events to be precisely calculated. Instead, the cross section is derived by scaling 

to a subset of events that fall into a fiducial volume that does have an accurately 

calculable acceptance. These “precise” Bhabha events are those in which 65 < 8 < 

160 mr for both ef and e- showers, plus, with a weight of 0.5, events in which one 

shower has 65 < 0 < 160 mr and the other has 60 < 0 < 65 mr. The weighting 

reduces the effects of misalignments and detector resolution. The theoretically 

expected cross section* for events to be observed in the “precise” angular region is 

25.2.(91.1/E(GeV))z nb. This includes a -1.9% correction from the nominal cross 

section for this region due to reconstruction inefficiency and a +l.S% correction due 

to detector resolution. (Events at 0 < 60 mr can be reconstructed as 0 > 60 mr.) 

We estimate a 2% systematic error from these detector effects and a 2% error from 

higher order radiative corrections, for a total systematic error of 2.8%. Multiplying 

this cross section by 815/484 - the ra,tio of “precise” to “inclusive” Bhabhas in the 

entire data sample - gives a cross section for events to be observed as “inclusive” 

Bhabhas of us = 42.6.(91.l/E(GeV))’ nb, with a 2.9% statistical error due to the 

scaling error. A realignment of the 50 mr mask after the first seven scan points 

decreased cs by 1 f 2%. This factor is included in all of the following calculations. 

Bhabha events in the MiniSAM are selected by requiring that a pair of quad- 

rants of each side of the IP contain at least 25 GeV more deposited energy than 

the other pair of quadrants on that side. The pairs with significant energy must be 

diagonally opposite. In addition, all quadrants with greater than 18 GeV deposited 

energy must have timing information consistent with particles coming from the IP 

rather than striking the back of the detector 14 ns earlier. The efficiency (CM) 

depends on background conditions that can vary from scan point to scan point. 
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points, while the SAM det.ermines the absolute luminosity 

Figure 6. A Bhabha event in the small angle monitor 

It is measured for each scan point by combining random beam crossings at that 

energy with Monte Carlo Bhabha events and ranges from 91% to > 99%. Events 

in which the high energy pairs are not diagonally opposite are used to estimate 

the number of beam-related background events to be subtracted. The subtraction, 

which is 0.4% overall, ranges from 0% t.o 3.5% of the data at each scan point and is 

always less than the statistical error. The uncertainty in the number subtracted is 

taken to be the larger of 1% of the events at that scan point or the number itself. 

We cannot directly calculate the expected cross section for RliniSAhl Bhabhas due 

to sensitivity to higher order radiative corrections and slight misalignments of the 

defining masks. Instead, we find it by scaling the number of events after back- 

ground subtraction and efficiency correction to the number of “inclusive” SAM 

events. For the first seven scan points, ok = 227. (Sl.I/E(GeV))’ nb, while for 

subsequent data, CM = 234 (91.1/E(GeV))2 nb. In both cases, the statistical 

error due to the scaling factor is 4.5%. Because a~ is substantially larger than 

gs, the MmrSAM dominates the measurement of relative luminosity between scan 

5. Selection of Z Decay Events 

We select hadronic decays of the Z and a subset of the leptonic decays based 

on charged tracks reconstructed by the drift chamber and showers found by the 

calorimeters. Charged tracks are required to emerge with transverse momentum 

greater than 110 Mev/c from within 1 cm of the beamline and 3 cm of the in- 

teraction point. The calorimeter showers are required to haxre at least 1 GeV in 

energy. The efficiencies of the selection criteria outlined below are mea.sured by 

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Beam-related backgrounds are included in the de- 

tector simulation by combining data from random beam crossings with the MC 

data. They are found to have little effect on this analysis. 

An example of a hadronic event is given in Fig. 7. Candidates for hadronic 

decays are required to have at least three charged tracks and at least 0.05E of 

energy visible in each of the forward and backward hemispheres. The cut on visible 

energy is designed to suppress beam gas and two-photon exchange interactions, 

which tend to deposit energy in only one hemisphere. A MC simulation indicates 

that we expect 0.02 events in our data from two-photon exchange interactions. The 

number of beam-gas interactions that satisfy these cut,s is expected to be < 0.2 

at the 90% confidence level (CL), since no events are found emerging from the 

beamline with 3 < Iz( < 50 cm. The efficiency for Z hadronic decays to satisfy 

these selection requirements (including trigger), is eh = 0.953 f 0.006. Differences 

between QCD MC models account for the largest component of the uncertainty. 

We also include in our fiducial sample p and r pairs with (cosO~( < 0.65, 

where 6’~ is the thrust angle. We use this angular region to ensure high trigger and . . : : 
identification efficiency. Electron pairs are not included because of the interference 

from t-channel Bhabha events. Events are required to have at least O.lE of visible 

energy, giving an efficiency of 99zlz 1% for muon events and 96& 1% for tau events. 

‘> :. .,- 
,’ 
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Run 17914 Event 656 E=92.11 GeV 18 Prong Hadrontc Event 
Triggers Charged Neutral (SST only) Mark II at SLC May 1, 1989 6:30 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 7. (a) A typical hadronic Z decay viewed along the beamline. (b) Detected 

energy of the event plotted as a function of phi and cos 0. 

Tau events with lcos&l > 0.65 that satisfy the hadronic selection criteria are 

rejected by a handscan 

Table II gives for each scan point the mean energy of the Bhabha events as mea- 

sured by the energy spectrometer, the number of SAM “inclusjve” (ns) and Min. 

iSAM (no) Bhabha events, CM, the integrated luminosity, the number of hadronic 

and leptonic Z decays passing the selection criteria, and UT. The measured cross 

sections cr? are for the production of hadronic events and muon and tau pairs with 

) cos 0~1 < 0.65. The average 0~ generated by the energy spread of the beams 

and by the pulse-to-pulse jitter and drifts of the beam energies varies from 0.22 to 

0.29 GeV. The cross sections contain corrections for this energy spread that vary 

from +3% near the peak to -3% in the tails. That is, UF represents the cross 

section corresponding to a center-of-mass energy < E > with 0~ = 0. Pairs of 

scan points that are very close in energy - such as points one and nine - have 

not been combined because the two points have different cross sections for SAM 

and MiniSAM Bhabha events. 

6. Fitting the Data to Extract Resonance Parameters 

We estimate 2 resonance parameters by constructing a likelihood function 

from the probability of observing, at each energy, 7%~ Z decays and no SAM and 

MiniSAM Bhabhas given that we have observed a total of 1%~ + no. events. We 

obtain for the likelihood L 

(‘5.1) 

where the product is over energy scan points. The overall efhcicncy is E = 0.954, 

and uz(E) is the calculated production cross section for hadronic events and lep- 

tonic events with / cos 0~1 < O.G5. The likelihood function depends on the fit 

parameters, such as mass and width, through the dependence of CJZ on these pa- 

rameters. Terms that are constant with respect to no have been dropped from 

Equation (6.1). 
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Table II. Average energy, integrated luminosity, number of events, MiniSAM 

efficiency a.nd oz for each energy scan point. The luminosity for each scan point 

is given by Lum = (Ns + NM)/uL, where “L = 0s + E,U~M. The given error 

is the statistical error on Ns and NM only; there are additional statistical errors 

on ok due to the scaling errors on OS and a~ (see text). The total luminosity 

is calculated from the 485 “precise” SAM Bhabha events and has an overall 2.8% 

systematic error. 

1 Totals 1 815 I 4299 ( 19.310.9 ( 450 30 I 480 ( 

A relativistic Breit-Wigner resonance shape is used to represent 0~: 

(6.2) 

where s z E2, 6 is the substantial correction ( - -0.27 at the pole) due to initial 

state radiation calculated using an analytic foorm~ lYe is the Z partial width for 

electron pairs, and l?f is the partial width for decays in our fiducial volume. The 

partial widths for hadrons, muons and taus are related to rf by rf = I’h t f(I’, f 

r,), where f = 0.556 is the fraction of all muon and tau decays that have / cos 0~1 < 

0.65. We take the total Z width to be r = l?h + Fe $ r,, + rr t NJ,, where N, 

is the number of species of neutrinos. 

We have performed three fits to the data, which differ in their reliance on the 

minimal Standard Model. The first leaves only rn~ as a free parameter. The widths 

are those expected for Z couplings to the known fermions (5 quarks and 3 lepton 

doublets), including a QCD correction to the hadronic width.6 The second fit leaves 

both rn~ and N, as free parameters but fixes lYv and all other partial widths to 

their expected values. With this parameterization, NY is derived largely from the 

height of the resonance. Finally, the third fit does not assume any Standard Model 

partial widths. Instead, we write 

oz(E) = 00 
a2 

(s _ m;)2 + s2r2/m;(1 + 6(E))l (6.3) 

and fit for mz, r and 00 (peak production cross section, in the absence of radiative 

corrections, for all hadronic events and for muon and tau pairs with 1 cos 0~1 < 0.65) 

as the three fit parameters. The extracted values of N, or os depend on the value of 

E and the absolute luminosity normalization scale, while mz and r are not sensitive 

to these quantities. 

7. Results of the Fits 

The results of these fits are displayed in Fig. 8 and Table III. We conclude 

that mz = 91.1410.12 GeV/c2. The uncertainty includes systematic errors added 

in quadrature, the largest of which is the 35 MeV due to the absolute energy 

measurement. The systematic error in mz due to uncertainty in the initial state 

radiation correction is estimated to be less than 10 MeV/c2! 

The second fit gives N, = 2.6 f 0.6, which is equivalent to a partial width 

to invisible decay modes of N,r, = 0.46 f 0.10 GeV. The luminosity uncertainty 

: 
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Figure 8. e+e- annihilation cross sections to all hadronic events plus p and T pairs 

with ) cos &-I < 0.65. The dashed curve represents the result of the first fit, which 

assumes all standard model partial widths and N, = 3 and leaves only mu as a free 

parameter. The solid curve represents the second and third fit results, which are 

indistinguishable. The second fit is similar to the first, except that both mz and 

NY are fit parameters, while the third fit includes no assumptions about partial 

widths. 

contributes 0.45 to the error in N,. The 95% CL limit is N, < 3.9, which excludes 

to this level the presence of a fourth massless neutrino species within the %andard 

Model framework. 

Table III. 2 resonance parameters. The three fits are described in the text 

The third fit yields r = 2.42-s:,, +’ 45 GeV, in good agreement with the Standard 

Model value of 2.45 GeV. The MiniSAM background subtraction error, which is 

the largest systematic error, contributes 50 MeV to the uncertainty. The third 

fit value for on of 4514 nb agrees well with the value of 43.6 nh calculated using 

rn~ = 91.14 GeV/c2and Standard Model partial widths. The corresponding cross 

section for hadron decays is 42&4 nb. The maximum production cross section 

(including radiative corrections), which occurs approximately 90 hleV above the 

pole due to initial state radiation, is 3313 nb for all events in our fiducial region, 

or 31f3 nb for hadronic events only. 

The electroweak mixing angle, defined7 as sin2 0~ z 1 - m&/m;, is related 

to mz through 

where Ar represents the effects of higher order radiative corrections. Because Ar 

is sensitive to the masses of heavy particles, the top quark mass and Higgs mass 

must be specified to calculate sin’ Bw from mz. For ml = rn~ = 100 GeV/c2 and 

: ,. : 
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We present results from the analysis of approximately 500 2 boson decays col- 

lected by the Mark II detector. Topics include the partonic structure of hadronic 

2 boson decays, charged particle inclusive distributions in hadronic decays, a mea- 

surement of LYS, properties of leptonic 2 boson decays, and new particle searches. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We present analyses of 2 boson decay using data from the Mark II detector 

at the SLAC et,- Linear Collider (SLC) operating in the e+e- center-of-mass 

energy (E,,) range from 89.2 to 93.0 GeV. We have studied the partonic structure 

of hadronic 2 decays, measured the inclusive distributions of charged particles in 

hadronic decays, measured os, measured the ratio of leptonic decays to hadronic 

decays, and searched for new particles. 

Our data sample consists of 528 events, of which 455 are hadronic 2 boson 

decays, 41 are 2 decays to p pairs or r pairs, and 32 are either 2 decays to e+e- 

pairs or Bhabha scattering events. The luminosity integrated over all scan points 

is 19.7 nb-‘. 

Details of the Mark II detector can be found elsewhere.’ A cylindrical drift 

chamber in a 4.75 kG axial magnetic field measures charged particle momenta. 

Photons are detected in electromagnetic calorimeters covering the angular region 

j cos 6 1 < 0.96, where 8 is the angle with respect to the beam axis. Barrel lead- 

liquid-argon sampling calorimeters cover the central region 1 cos 8 1 < 0.72 and the 

remaining solid angle is covered by end-cap lead-proportional-tube calorimeters. 

The detector is triggered by two or more charged tracks within 1 cos B 1 < 0.76 or 

by neutral-energy requirements of a single shower depositing at least 3.3 GeV in 

the barrel calorimeter or 2.2 GeV in an end-cap calorimeter. 

2. HADRONIC 2 BOSON DECAYS 

2.1. PARTONIC STRUCTURE OF HADRONIC DECAYS 

We test the underlying partonic structure of hadronic Z decays by studying 

the number of jets in an event (NJet), the sphericity (S), the aplanarity (A) and 

the thrust (T). We compare the distributions for these variables to the predictions 

from several QCD-based models’-’ which have had their parameters adjusted to 

fit Mark II data at E,. = 29 GeV.’ All event variables have been corrected for 

detector acceptance inefficiencies and machineerelated backgrounds.’ 

The corrected distributions for the shape parameters sphericity, aplanarity and 

thrust are shown in Figs. 1 - 3 Also shown are the predictions from several five- 

flavor QCD models for these quantities. These QCD model predictions are in 

good agreement with the data. The mean values of the shape quantities have 

been measured to be < S >= 0.070 zt 0.007 , < A >= 0.0110 f 0.0009 and 

< T >= 0.935 i 0.004 where the corrections for detector acceptance have been 

applied and the errors are statistical only. 

A cluster algorithm is used to estimate the number of jets (Njei) observed 

in each event. The analysis method for calculating Njei is described in detail 

elsewhere8” Briefly, in each event the quantities ~kl = Mzi/E& are calculated 

for all pairs of particles k and I, where Mkl is the invariant mass of k and I, and 

E,,, is the sum of charged particle energies and shower energies. The pa.ir with 

the smallest invariant mass is replaced by a pseudoparticle with four-momentum 

(4 + P,). The procedure is repeated until the smallest 2/tr exceeds a threshold 

value ycUl. The clusters formed by this procedure are called jets. 

The corrected fractions of 2, 3, 4 and 5.jet evcnts( Rz, R3, R4, KS ) arc shown 

in Fig. 4 as a function of ycul. In Fig. 4 each event contributes at all values of ycut 

and hence the statistical errors for different values of ycvt are not independent. As 

illustrated in Ref. 9, the corrected jet multiplicity is expected to reproduce rather 

closely the produced jet (parton) multiplicit,y. At a standard value of y,,i = O.OS, 

the fraction of three jet events in hadronic events is 0.22 f 0.03. 

The mean values of the corrected quantities are compared in Fig. 5 to mean 

values from other experiments” at different center-of-mass energies and to the 

values from this experiment at 29 GcV.~,’ For comparison, lhe solid curves show 

the expectations from the Lund parton shower model which follows the data over 

a wide range of energies. 
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2.2. CHARGED PARTICLE INCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTIONS 

0 Pluto o Tasso + AMY A Cello 
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Figure 5. The mean values of (a) sph &city (b) aplanarity and (c) thrust and (d) 

the 3-j& fraction for a ycut of 0.08 compared to data from several center-of-mass 

energies. The errors are statistical only. The curves are the predictions from the 

Lund parton shower model. 

Inclusive charged particle distributions provide additional tests of hadronic 

2 boson decays. We study the charged multiplicity, the scaled momentum 

(z z 2p/Ecm), the momentum transverse to the sphericity axis within the event 

plane Plin, and the momentum out of the event plane plout. 

All variables, with the exception of the charged multiplicity, are corrected 

for inefficiencies, detector resolution and machine backgrounds using bin-by-bin 

correction factors derived from the LUND 6.3 shower Monte Carlo with full detector 

simulation.” Charged particles from all Kg and A decays are included in the 

corrected distributions. 

The uncorrected charged multiplicity distribution is shown in Fig. 6 (a). Also 

shown are the predictions of several QCD-based fragmentation models. The 

charged multiplicity was not corrected on a bin-by-bin basis because of large 

correlations between bins. We have, however, used an unfolding procedure” to 

measure the mean charged multiplicity of hadronic Z boson decays. Our corrected 

mean charged multiplicity is plotted in Fig. 6 (b) along with the mean charged 

multiplicities measured by other e+e- experiments12~13 at various center-of-mass 

energies. 

Figure 7 (a) shows the corrected distribution for l/shad dutrk/dx, where ahad 

and oLrk are the total hadronic and charged-particle inclusive cross sections, re- 

spectively, along with the predictions from several models. Figure 7 (b) shows 

l/shad dat,k/dx us. E,, for several z bins, comparing the results of this analysis 

with data from other e+e- experiments at lower 3,,.6*12,14 The small scaling vi- 

olations in the largest and smallest .r bins are accounted for by the LUND shower 

Monte Carlo. 

The distributions for pl;,, and plout are shown in Figs. 8 (a) and (b) respec- 

tively, together with predictions from several Monte Carlos. Mark II data from 

the Z boson resonance and from EC, = 29 GeV6 are shown. Figure 8 (c) shows 

the mean values of &, and ptout from this experiment and from others6a’2*‘3*‘4 

at a variety of center-of-mass energies along with the prediction from the LUND 

: 
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Figure 6. (a) Uncorrected charged particle multiplicity distribution for detected Figure 7. (a) Corrected charged-particle inclusive distribution l/ohad dat,k/dx, 

hadronic events. Comparisons with several QCD models are shown. (b) Mean where I = 2p/Ecm, compared with several models. (b) Comparison between 

corrected charged particle multiplicity us. Ecm for various e’e- experiments. The charged-particle inclusive distribution in 2 for hadronic 2 decays and various e+e- 
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Figure 8. (a) Corrected charged-particle inclusive distribution l/ahQd dat7k/dpl;w 

compared with the predictions of several models and with Mark II data at 29 GeV. 

(b) Corrected charged-particle inclusive distribution l/qad dutrk/dplout compared 

with the predictions of several models and with Mark II data at 29 GeV. (c) 

Comparison between means of charged-particle inclusive distributions in ptout and 

pt,, for hadronic 2 decays and various e+e- experiments at lower E,,. The solid 

lines are the Lund Shower model predictions. 

shower Monte Carlo. The data at larger center-of-mass energies appears to be 

slightly higher than t,hc Mont,e Carlo prediction. 

2.3. MEASUREMENT OF a~ 

According to QCD the strong coupling constant cus should decrease as the 

center-of-mass energy of e+e- collisions is increased. The Mark JI is well-suited 

to test the running of no since the same detector has been used to observe hadrons 

produced through e+e- annihilation at E,, = 29 and 91 GcV . 

Examples of observables which are sensitive to cus include the total hadronic 

cross section (olOt), the energy-energy-correla.tion asymmetry and the three-jet 

fraction ns. The total hadronic cross section is free of fragmentation uncertain- 

ties, but depends only weakly on a~ (QCD corrections are approximately 5% of 

crtol). The energy-energy-correlation asymmetry has systematic errors from frag- 

mentation uncertainties which are difficult to estimate.‘” 

The three-jet fraction Ra is insensitive to fragmenta.tion effects for large enough 

values of the jet resolution parameter ycut. ‘e However, it is difficult to extract os 

by fitting the I?3 distribution since the same event can appear several times in the 

distribution. Instead of dealing with the complicated correlations of such a fit we 

have chosen instead to plot and fit the derivative of the Rz distribution.‘7 

The derivative of the R2 distribution is defined as follows. For a given hadronic 

event, we define ya to be the largest jet resolution parameter ycvl for which the 

event can be classified as a three-jet event. We define ga(ya) to be the distribution 

function of y3. Integrating g3(ys) over ys from 0 to yc,,r yields &(ycai) , so that 

ga(y) = IXn’(y) . Note that an event appears only once in the ga distribution. 

The corrected ga(ya) distribution is shown in Fig. 9 for (a) E,, = 91 GeV and 

(b) E,, = 29 GeV Also shown are QCD predictionsI for different values of the 

QCD scale parameter Am These predictions were obtained by differentiating 

the R2 function calculated in Ref. 18. The dotted vertical lines at ys = 0.04 and 

y3 = 0.14 are the boundaries of the region we fit to obtain cus The region with 

y3 < 0.04 is not used because fragmentation effects are large for small values of 
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Figure 9. The experimental distributions of y3 at (a) fi = 91 GeV, and (b) 

fi = 29 GeV. Only the statistical errors are indicated in the figures. The curves 

below y3 = 0.14 indicate the QCD predictions with Am =O.l GeV, 0.3 GeV and 

0.5 GeV for Q2 = s. The y3 range used in the fit for the determination of a, is 

defined by the two dashed lines. The curves above y3 = 0.14 are extrapolated from 

the QCD predictions in the low y3 range. 

~3, while the region with ~3 > 0.14 is not used because the E?(y) calculation in 

Ref. 18 is not valid for y > 0.14 

Choosing the renormalization point Qz to be s, we obtain 

as = 0.123 XL 0.009 i 0.005 at fi = 91GeV 

as = 0.149~0.002+0.007 at ,,6= 29GcV 

Figure 10 shows our two measurements of CYS along with a QCD extrapolation’g 

of our LYS measurement at fi = 29 GeV to higher energies. The running of (YS 

from 29 GeV to 91 GeV is consistent with the QCD prediction. 

Using the approximate solution to the renormalization group equation given 

in Ref. 19, we find that the corresponding QCD scale parameters are Am = 

0.29?$$+~:~~ at ,,h = 91 GeV and Am = 0.28’~,~~‘~$ at ,,& = 29 GeV 

3. LEPTONIC 2 BOSON DECAYS 

The ratio of the partial Z decay width into lepton pairs to the partial decay 

width into hadrons, 

is expected to be 0.048 in the standard model. 

We separate hadronic and leptonic decays on the basis of the number of trxks 

and the event thrust. For the purpose of measuring T,,, hadronic events are sclccted 

by requiring at least seven charged tracks, while leptonic event candidates are 

required to have fewer than seven charged tracks. In addition, lepton candidates 

must have at least one charged track in each event hemisphere, defined by the 

plane perpendicular to the thrust axis calculated from the charged particles, and 

no tracks outside 1 cos 6’1 < 0.82. The separation of the leptonic Z decays into e, 1-1, 

and 7 pairs requires additional criteria which are described in Ref. 20. 
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Figure 10. The strong coupling cy,(Q2 = s) as a function of 4. The errors 

include statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Also shown 

are the extrapolations of the 01~ measurement at fi = 29 GeV to higher energies 

or assuming a constant as. The dotted lines indicate the extrapolation of the 

measured CY, f la from 29 GeV. 

The detection efficiency for the different classes of events are: 88% for hadronic 

events, 66% for r pairs, 54% for CL pairs. The efficiency for electron pairs produced 

at the 2 peak within 1 cos 01 < 0.82 is 93%. We find 397 hadronic events, 13 p 

pairs, 21 r pairs and 16 electron pairs. For the r sample the estimated background 

from all sources is 1.6 events, for the p sample the estimated background is 0.2 

events, and for the electron sample the estimated background from all sources is 

less than 0.15 events. 

. ‘--‘- ., . 

The electron sample has a sizeable contribution from QED and weak- 

electromagnetic interference. To reduce this contribution we require that the 

positron scattering angle B be in the range -0.82 < cos0 < 0.68, eliminating 

the forward region where the QED contribution is large. This cut leaves 12 events 

with a background of 1.4 f 0.6 events due to QED and weak-electromagnetic in- 

terference. The overall electron efficiency after all cuts is 0.62. 

After inclusion of all systematic and statistical uncertainties the resulting ratios 

of the partial decay widths are: 

These results are consistent with each other and agree well with the Standard Model 

prediction of 0.048. Under the assumption of lepton universality the combined 

lepton sample yields r,,/rhad = 0.053+,0:~~~. 
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4. NEW PARTICLE SEARCHES 

4.1. NEW HEAVY QUARKS 

Semi-lcptonic Decays 

Scm--1cptonic heavy quark decays will produce isolated leptons. To maximize 

our detection efficiency for new heavy quarks and other new heavy particles decay- 

ing through a virtual W’ boson, we do not require that an isolated charged track 

bc identified as an electron or muon. 

An isolated track is one with isolation parameter pt > 1.8 where p, is defined as 

fo11ows”’ : The Lund jet-finding algorithm is applied”’ to the charged and neutral 

tracks excluding the candidate t,rack i. We then define 

PI E min :(2E,(l - cos 0,,))1/2], 3ClY , 

where E, is the track energy in GeV and 0,3 is the angle between the track and 

each jet axis. The distribution of p, the maximum value of p; of all charged tracks 

in an event, is shown in Fig. 11 for our data sample, for a five-flavor QCD Monte 

Carlo,2” and for a 35 &V/c2 t quark 

There is one event with p > 1.8 while 0.9 events (Lund Shower with Peterson 

fragmentation) to 1.8 events (Webber 4.12*) are expected from QCD five-flavor 

processes. To be conservative, background subtraction is performed using the 

smallest value (0.9 events) expected. Using a standard approach,” we find the 

upper limit at 95% C.L. to be 4.2 events for one observed event and 0.9 expected 

background events. 

From the above observation, we conclude that the mass of the top quark (t 

quark) is greater than 40.0 GeV/c’ and the mass of a fourth generation down- 

type quark (L’ quark) is greater than 44.7 GeV/c’ at the 95% confidence level 

(C.L.) if t and b’ decay 100% via a virtual W boson. 

IV 
0 2 4 6 a 10 

IO-89 P 6483A1 

Figure 11. Maximum isolation parameter p of all the tracks in an event for 

data (circles, with statistical errors), udscb QCD Monte Carlo (solid line), and 

a 35 GeV/c’ top quark (hatched area, normalized to data). The Monte Carlo 

simulation includes detector and beam background effects, 
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Loop Decays to Photons 

A 6’ quark may not decay 100% of the time via a virtual CV because of increased 

suppression of transitions which cross two generations. 26 Consequently, the flavor- 

changing neutral-current (FCNC) loop decay? of b’ -+ b+gluon and b’ + by must 

also be considered. We use isolated photons to search for the process 6’ -+ by 

An isolated photon is defined to be a neutral shower with pi > 3.0 where p, is 

defined as for a charged track. A larger p cut is required because the calorimeters 

cannot resolve closely-spaced r”‘s as well as the drift chamber can resolve closely- 

spaced chxged pions. No events were found with an isolated photon. From this 

observation, we obtain n/lb, > 45.4 GcV/c2 (95% C.L.) if B.R.(b’ --t by) 2 25%. 

Hadrorljc Decays 

If the virtual W decays and direct photon decays of a heavy quark are sup- 

pressed, then isolated track techniques cannot be used to find a heavy quark. 

IIadrouic decays might dominate if 6’ decays through b’ -+ b + glum are impor- 

tant. Also, in extensions of the Standard Model with two Higgs doublets, t and 

b’ can decay into charged Higgs particles (II’+) by t + H+b or b’ -+ H-c if 

IvH& < Mt, Mb,. This two-body decay mode would dominate over decays through 

a virtual W. 

To search for events in which both heavy quarks decay hadronically we take 

advantage of the fact that such events tend to be spherical and tend to have large 

momentum sums out of the event plane. We use the variable ,&t, defined to be 

where plout is the momentum component of a charged track or neutral shower 

out of the event plane defined by the sphericity tensor, and the sum is over all 

charged tracks and neutral showers. The distribution of MoUt is shown in Fig. 12 

for the data sample, for a five-flavor QCD Monte Carlo, and for the process b’ + 

cH- + ccs for a 35 GeV/c2 b’. We select heavy quark events by requiring that 

hf,,t > 18 GeV/c’ 

-. 
_I_ _.. :: ; 
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4 n-2 
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IO-69 MoUT (GeV/c’) 6463A4 

Figure 12. Mass out of the event plane iK,“t for data (circles, with statistical 

errors), udscb QCD Monte Carlo (solid line), and for a 35 GeV/c2 b’ quark decaying 

into cH- (hatched area), with MH- = 25 GeV/ c2 and the H- decaying 100% into 

Es. 
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Six events are observed in the data with Mout > 1s GeV/c’ , while 4.S events 

(Lund Matrix Elementz4) to 11.7 events (Webber 4.1”“) are expected from QCD 

five-flavor processes. The tail of the QCD il& distribution is very model de- 

pendent because of the different ways in which multiple-hard-gluon radiation is 

handled.‘* To be conservative, background subtraction is performed using the 

smallest value (4.5 events) expected. WC find the upper limitz5 at 95% C.L. to 

be 7.4 events for 6 observed events and 4.8 expected background events. 

The above observation allows us to set the following limits. If t and b’ decay 

100% via a virtual T,V, JUT > 40.7 GeV/c2 and hfbt > 44.2 GeV/c2 at 95% CL. If 6’ 

decays 100% into b+gluon, then hf,,, > 42.7 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L. If t and b’ decay 

100 %t through a charged Higgs boson of mass 2 25 GeV/c’ , which in turn decays 

100% hadronically iuto cS, then 12fi > 42.5 GeV/c2 and fifb, > 45.2 GeV/c” at 95% 

C.L. The case of the H- decaying partially into TV is found to weaken the above 

limits, but if B.K.(H- + T??) < 70% both limits remain over 40 GeV/c2 

4.2. NEW HEAVY UNSTABLE NEUTRAL LWTONS 

We restrict our neutral lepton (Lo) search to a sequential fourth generation 

Dirac neutral lcpton. We assume that ML o < ML- in the new lepton doublet 

(L”,K), and that the weak eigenstatcs vl and mass cigenslates Lp of the four 

generations of neutrinos are mixed in analogy with the quark sector: 

The possible decay modes of the Lo are then La --f e + N”, (e = e, p, r). 

Limits on Lo production are sensitive to the mixing parameter ULIJ~. For small 

enough values of the sum C lU~a~1~ for e = e, ,1,7, the lifetime28 of the Lo will be 

sufficiently long that it will decay outside our fiducial vertex region. We therefore 

present our neutral lepton limits as a function of’ Lo mass and C ]l/~oe/‘. 

For short-lived neutral leptons with masses greater than about 20 GeV/c2 we 

can USC the isolated charged track analysis described in the previous section. From 

the fact that there is but one event with p > 1.S we obtain the neutral lepton limits 

showr~ in Fig. 13. 

4.3. OTIIER NEW PARTICLE SEARCHES 

The Mark II has searched for many other types of new particles. We have 

searched for long-lived neutral lepton~,“~ short-lived neutral leptons with masses 

less than 22 GeV/c 2 3o doubly charged Eggs bosons,31 , non-minimal neutral Higgs 

bosons,32 heavy stable charged particles,33 and supersymmetric particles.34 All 

searches have been negative. 

5. SUMMARY 

All of our observations of 2 boson decay are consistent with the standard 

model. QCD-based fragmentation models which have had their parameters ad- 

justed at E,, = 29 GeV describe hadronic Z decays very well. The strong coupling 

constant no runs between 29 GeV and 91 GeV as predicted by QCD. The ratio of 

leptonic to hadronic decays is consistent with the value predicted by the standard 

model. And we have seen no evidence for new particle production in Z boson 

decay. 
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E-46100 Burjassot, 
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Thomas M. Himel 
SLAC 
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P.O. Box 4349 
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Bimet: TMH@SLACVM 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 81 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 

Christopher Hearty 
Lawrence Berkeley Lab 
MS 5OA - 2160 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Bimet: HEARTY@SLACVM Etnlyn Hughes 

SLAC 
Mail Bin 96 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: EMLYNQSLACVM 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 61 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: GGG@SLACVM 
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Lawrence Berkeley Lab 
MS3115 _ 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Bimet: THEORYQLBL 

Ulrich Heintz 
State University of New York 
Dept. of Physics 
Stony Brook, NY 11794 
Bimet: ULI@CUSB 
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Johns Hopkins Universitv 
Dept. of Physics . 
Baltimore, MD 21218 
Bimet: JZHQSLACVM 

John A. Jaros 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 61 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: JOHNQSLACVM 

Dallas Kennedy 
SL‘AC 
Mail Bin 78 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: DON@SLACVM 
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Enrico Fermi Inst. 
University of Chicago 
5640 S. Ellis Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60637 
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University of Dortmund 
Inst. fur Physik 
Otto Hahn Str. 
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D-4600 Dortmund 50 
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gzz Komamiya 
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P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: SACHIOQSLACVM 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 61 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: WALT@SLACVM 

Joel Kent 
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Colin Jessou 
Harvard University 
Dept. of Physics 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
Bimet: JESSOPQHUHEPL OR 

JESSOP@HARVHEP 

SCIPP - 
Div. of Natural Sciences II 
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Bimet: JKENT@SLACVM 
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P.O. Box 4349 
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P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: ALPINIST@SLACVM 

Peter Chong-Ho Kim 
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Mail Bin 65 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: PKIMQSLACVM 

Jeffrey Isaacson 
Massachusetts Inst. Tech. 
Center for Theoretical Physics 
Room 6411A 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
Bimet: JAI@MlTLNS 

Wavne A. Koska 
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Mail Bin 78 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford. CA 94309 
Bimet: KOSKAQSLACVM 

Tom Junk 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 65 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: TRJQSLACVM 
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SCIPP - 
Div. of Natural Sciences II 
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Bimet: MARYK@SLACVM 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 81 
P.O. Box 4349 
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Bimet: ISSLER@SLACVM 

Lee Anne Kowalski 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 61 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford. CA 94309 
Bimet: ANNEQSLACVM 

Ilri Karshon 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 65 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: URIQSLACVM 
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Mail Bin 78 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 95 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: JACOBSENQSLACVM 

Witold Kozanecki 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 95 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: WITOLD@SLACVM 
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Mail Bin 81 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: KAUFFMAN@SLACVM 

P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
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- ; Spencer Klein 
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Dept. of Physics 
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Fohringer Ring 6 
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Frederic Kral 
Lawrence Berkeley Lab 
MS MA-2160 
University of California 
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P.O. Box 4349 
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401 Nielsen Physics Bldg. 
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Bimet: RKROEGER@SLACVM 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 95 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: DIBERDERGSLACVM 
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SLAC 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 96 
P.O. Box 4349 
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P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
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Bimet: PFKEBQSLACVM 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: LEITH@SLACVM 

Hung Jung Lu 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 81 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: HLU@SLACVM Thomas Markjewicz 

WAC 
Mail Bin 96 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: TWMARKQSLACVM 
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SAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford. CA 94309 
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MS 50A-2160 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Bimet: LEVI@SLACVM 

David C. Lewellen 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 81 
P.O. Box 4349 
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Bimet: DCLQSLACVM 

Vera Lutb 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 95 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: VGLQSLACVM Stuart Marshall 

University of California 
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Waikwok Kwong 
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University of Chicago 
5640 S. Ellis Ave. 
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Bimet: UCHEP::KWONG 
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Div. of Natural Sciences 
Santa Cruz, CA 95064 
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Helmut Marsiske 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 98 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: HMACBQSLACVM 

Willis Lin 
University of California 
Physics Department 
Riverside, CA. 92521 
Bitnet: LIN-WTQSLACPHYS 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 65 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: JONLABSQSLACVM 

Leon Madansky 
Johns Hopkins University 
Dept. of Physics 
34th and Charles St. 
Baltimore, MD 21218 Jose L. Martinez 

University of Cincinnati 
Dept. of Physics 
Cincinnati, OH 45221 
Bimet: JLMQSLACVM 

Bill Lockman 
University of California 
SCIPP 
Div. of Natural Sciences 11 
Santa Cruz, CA. 95064 
Bimet: BILLYBSLACVM 
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DPhPE/SEPh CEN Saclay 
F-91 191 Gif-sur-Yvette 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 63 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: LANG@SLACVM 
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Istituto Naz. Fiz. Nucleare 
via Paradiso 12 
I-44100 Ferrara, Italy 
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Bimet: LANKFORDQSLACVM 
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P.O. Box 4349 
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Nakasuji 
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Mail Bin 78 
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SLAC 
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P.O. Box 4349 
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Bimet: NOVAESQLBL 
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Bimet: MOONEYQFNAL 
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University of Illinois 
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Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
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Prince Consort Road 
London, SW7 2AZ, England 
Bimet: MACMAHONQCERNVM 

Leslie F. Nakae 
Brandeis University 
Dept. of Physics 
Waltham, MA 02254 
Bimet: LES@FNALD 
Meenakshi &rain 
State University of New York 
Dept. of Physics 
Stony Brook, NY 11794 
Bitnet: MEENAQCUSB 

Carlos Morgado 
University of Bristol 
H. H. Wills Physics Lab 
Royal Fort, Tyndall Ave. 
Bristol BS8 lTL, England 
Bimet: 
MORGADC@UK.AC.RUTHER- 
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H. Pierre Noyes 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 8 1 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: NOYES@SLACVM 

Robert Messner 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 94 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: ROMQSLACVM 

Mirko Nussbaum 
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Dept. of Physics 
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Bitnet: MMNQSLACVM 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
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University of Maryland 
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P.O. Box 4349 
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University of Hawaii 
Dept. of Physics 
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Bimet: SHERGSLACVM 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 78 
P.O. Box 4349 
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SLAC 
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University of Washington 
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University of California 
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Michigan State University 
Dept. of Physics 
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Bimet: PI@MSUHEP 

Greg Punkar 
University of California 
Dept. of Physics 
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Bitnet: PUNKARBSLACVM 

Tomas Pave1 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
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Bimet: PAV!ZL@SLACVM 

Trivan Pal 
University of Beme 
Sidlerstrasse 5 
CH-3012 Beme 
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Bimet: TRIVANQCERNVM 
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P.O. Box 4349 
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Bitnet: QUINN@SLACVM 

Martin L. Per1 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 61 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford. CA 94309 
Bimet: MARTIN@SLACVM 

Wolfgang K.H. Panofsky 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 76 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: BEERBOHh@SLACVM 

Kenneth J. Ragan 
University of Pennsylvania 
Dept. of Physics 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 
Bitnet: RAGAN@PENNDRLS 
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University of Oxford 
Dept. of Theor. Phys. 
1 Keble Road 
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INFN, Frascati 
C.P. i3 
I-GO044 Frascati, Rome 
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Bimet: IMP@SLACVM 

Blair Ratcliff 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: BLAIR@SLACVM 

James T. Pantaleone 
Universitv of California 
Physics Gept. 
Riverside, CA 92521 
Bimet: PANTALEO@UCRPHYS 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 65 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: PITMAN@SLACVM Bemd Panzer 
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CH-1211 Geneva 23 
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INFN, Turin 
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P.O. Box 4349 
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Rainer Pitthan 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 96 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: RAINER@SLACVM 

Vittorio Paolone 
Universitv of California : 

:_ Jeffrey D. Richman 
University of California 
Dept. of Physics 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 
Bimet: RICHMANGSLACVM 

Dept. of chysics 
Davis, CA 95616 
Bimet: 
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Michael Peskin 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 8 1 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
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Richard Plano 
Rutgers University 
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Bimet: PLANO@SLACVM 
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SLAC 
Mail Bin 80 
P.O. Box 4349 
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Bitnet: RICHTER@SLACVM 

Pamela H. Sandler 
University of Wisconsin 
Dept. of Physics 
1150 University Ave. 
Madison, WI 53706 
Bitnet: SANDLERQWISCPSLB 

David C. Schultz 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: DCSQSLACVM 

Robert Siemann 
Cornell University 
Newman Laboratory 
Ithaca. NY 14853 
Bitnetf SIEMANN@CRNLNS 

Constantine Simopoulos 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: CJS@SLACVM 

David M. Ritson 
sLJ4c 
Mail Bin 12 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: DMRQSLACVM 

Emanuele Santovetti 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 96 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 

Kunnat J. Sebastian 
University of Lowell 
Dept. of Physics 
Lowell, MA 01854 

Michael H. Shaevitz 
Columbia University 
Dept. of Physics 
New York, NY 10027 
Bitnet: SHAEVITZ@SLACVM 

Victor Scarpine 
University of Illinois 
Dept. of Physics 
1110 W. Green St. 
Urbana, IL 61801 
Bitnet: SCARPINEQFNAL 

Robert L. Singleton 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 8 1 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: BOBS@SLACVM 

Leon Rochester 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 96 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: LSREA@SLACVM Matjorie D. Shapiro 

Harvard Universitv 
Dept. of Physics ’ 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
Bitnet: MDSHAPIROQHUHEPL 

Rafe H. Schindler 
sL4c 
Mail Bin 65 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: RAFE@SLACVM 

Sarah J.P. Smith 
Oxford University 
Nuclear Physics Lab 
Keble Road 
Oxford OX1 3RH, England 
Bitnet: 
MITHS@UK.AC.OX.PH.VI 

Teresa Rodrigo 
CERN 
EP-Division 
CH-1211 Geneva 23, 
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Bitnet: RODRIGOQCERNVM 

Stephen L. Shapiro 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: SHAPIRC@SLACVM 

David M. Schmidt 
University of California 
Dept. of Physics 
Santa Barbara. CA 93106 
Bitnet: SCHMIDTQSBHEP 

Timothy F. Rohaly 
University of Pennsylvania 
Dept. of Physics 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 
Bitnet: ROHALYBFNCCF 

Stefan Soldner-Rembold 
Max Planck Inst. fur Phys. 
Fohringer Ring 6 
Postfach 40 12 12 
D-8000 Munich 40 
West Germany 
Bitnet: SSR@FNCCF 

Rick L. Shypit 
University of British Columbia 
Dept. of Physics 
6224 Agriculture Rd. 
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6T2A6 
Bitnet: SHYPITQSLACVM 

Ivan A. Schmidt 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 81 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: SCHMIDT@SLACVM 

Rogerio Rosenfeld 
University of Chicago 
Dept. of Physics 
Chicago, IL 60637 
Bitnet: UCHEP::ROSENFELD 

Jacob Sonnenschein 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 81 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: COBI@SLACVM 
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Hugues Sicotte 
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Dept. of Physics 
6224 Agriculture Rd. 
Vancouver, BC, Canada V61’2A6 
Bitnet: SICOTTF@SLACVM 

Ronald D. Ruth 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 26 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: RRUTH@SLACVM 

Daniel Schroeder 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 81 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: DVS@SLACVM 
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Martin F. Spahn 
Lawrence Berkeley Lab 
508-5239 
University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Bitnet: SPAHN@LBL 

Akira Sugiyama 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 96 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: SUGIYAMA@SLACVM 

William J. Thompson 
State Universitv of New York 
Dept. of Physi& 
Stony Brook, NY 11794 
Bitnet: JOEY@FNAL 

Marc G. Turcotte 
University of Victoria 
Dept. of Physics 
P.O. Box 1700 
Victoria, BC, Canada V8W2Y2 
Bitnet: MARCQSLACVM 
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. . . Lams Thorlacius 

SLAC 
Mail Bin 81 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford. CA 94309 
Bimet: LARUS@SLACVM 

Jeff Spalding 
Fermilab. MS 222 
P. 0. Box 500 
Batavia, IL 60510 
Bitnet: SPALDINGQFNAL 

Michael Sullivan 
University of California 
Physics Department 
Santa Barbara, CA. 93106 

Fumihiko Ukeeawa 
University of Fsukuba 
Inst. of Physics 
Sakura-mtrra 
Niihari-gun Ibaraki-ken 

305, Japan 
Bimet: FU@ANLHEP Morris Swartz 

SLAC 
Mail Bin 78 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: MORRIS@SLACVM 

Maury Tigner 
Cornell Universitv 
Newman Laboratory 
Ithaca, NY 14853-5001 

Daniel Sperka 
University of California 
Dept. of Physics 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 
Bimet: SPERKA@VoODOO 

Shoji Uno 
KEK National Lab for High 
Energy Physics 

Department of Physics 
Oho, Tsukuba-shi 
Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan 
Bitnet: TSJUU@JPNKEKTR 

Nobukazu Toge 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: TOGE@SLACVM 

Florent Stalev Anthony Szumilo 
University of Washington 
Dept. of Physics 
Seattle, WA 98195 
Bitnet: SZUMlLO@SLACSLD 

Lab de Phys:des Particules 
B.P. 110 
F-74941 Annecy-le-Vieux 
France - 
Bimet: STALEYQCERNVM 

Tracy Usher 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 96 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: TUSHERQSLACVM 

Walter Toki 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 65 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: TOKI@SLACVM 

Andrew C. Tang 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 8 1 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: ATANC@SLACVM 

Ransom W. Stephens 
Universitv of California 
Dept. of Physics 
Santa Barbara, CA 93 106 
Bimet: 
STEPHENS@SLACTBF 

Jaroslav Va’vra 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 62 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: JJVQSLACVM 

Donatella Torretta 
Fermilab 
E687-MS221 
P.O. Box 500 
Batavia, IL 60510 
Bimet: TORRETTA@FNAL 

Gary Taylor 
Imperial Coll. Sci. Tech. 
Blackett Lab 
Prince Consort Road 
London, SW7 2A2, England 
Bitnet: TAYLORGGCERNVM 

Claudia J. Stubenrauch 
CERN 
EP-Division 
CH-1211 Geneva 23 
Switzerland 
Bimet: STUBENRA@CERNVM 

Maarten W. Van de Guchte 
Nat. Inst. Nucl., High 

Energy Phys. - 
P. 0. Box 41882 
NL-1009 DB Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands 
Bimet: VANDEGUC@CERNVM 

Richard Taylor 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 96 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: RETAYLORQSLACVM 

Yung-Su (Paul) Tsai 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 8 1 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bitnet: YSTTHQSLACVM 

Dong Su 
Rutherford and Appleton Labs 
Rlll-53 
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon OX 11.02X 
England 
Bimet: SUWNG@SLACSLD 
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Richard 3. Van Kooten 
SLAC 
Mail Bin 95 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, CA 94309 
Bimet: RICKV@SLACVM 

Yao Wang 
University of California 
Physics Department 
Santa Barbara, CA. 93106 

Brian L. Wirier 
Lawrence Berkeley Lab 
1 Cyclotron Road 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Bimet: WINERQLBL 

George P. Yost 
University of California 
421 LeConte Hall 
Dept. of Physics 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

Bennie F.L. Ward 
University of Tennessee 
Dept. of Physics 
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THE SLAC SUMMER INSTITUTES ON PARTICLE PHYSICS 

1973 1x3s 

1973 DEEP INELASTIC ELECTROPRODUCTION 1976 

“Hadron Production in Deep Inelastic Processes” 
“Hadron Product,ion in the Collision of Virtual 

Pholons with Nucleons - an Experimental Review” 
“Phenomenological Analysis” 
“Asymptotic Behavior and Short Distance 

Singularities” 

J. D. Bjorken 
M. Per1 

F. J. Gilman 
Y. Frishman 

WEAK CURRENTS AND INTERACTIONS 

“Raw No& of Lectures on Current Algebra 
and PCAC” 

S. Drell 
1977 

“Experimental Phenomenology” 

“Gauge-Theories of Wea,k and Electromagnetic 
Interaction” 

M. Schwartz 
S. Wojcicki 
T. Appelquist 

“How to Transform Current Quarks t,o Constituent 
Quarks and Try to Predict Hadron Decays” 

1974 THE STRONG INTERACTIONS 

J. Primack 
M. I<ugler 

1975 

“Diffractive Processes” 
“Amplitude Structure in Two- and 

Quasi-Two-Body Processes” 
‘LResonances: Experimental Review” 
“Resonances: A Quark View of Hadron Spectroscopy 

and Transitions” 

D.W.G.S. Leith 
M. Davier 

R.J. Cashmore 
F. J. Gilman 

“Lectures on Inclusive Hadronic Processes” 
“Large Momentum Transfer Processes” 
“Hadron Dynamics” 

D. Sivers 
R. Blankenbecler 
1I.D.I. Abarbanel 

1979 

1975 DEEP HADRONIC STRUCTURE AND 
THE NEW PARTICLES 

“Leptons as a Probe of Hadronic Structure” 
“Lepton Scattering as a Probe of 

Hadron Structure” 

F. J. Gilman 
E. D. Bloom 

“High pl Dynamics” 
“Hadronic Collision and Hadronic Structure 

(An Experimental Review)” 
“The New Spectroscopy” 
“The New Spectroscopy (An Experimental Review)” 

J. D. Bjorken 
M. Davier 

H. Harari 
G. 1-I. Trilling 

WEAK INTERACTIONS AT HIGH ENERGY AND 
THE PRODUCTION OF NEW PARTICLES 

“Weak Interaction Theory and Neutral Currents” 
“Weak Interactions at IIigh Energy” 
“g!~ Spectroscopy” 
“A New Lepton?” 
“Lectures on the New Particles” 
“New Particle Production” 

QUARK SPECTROSCOPY AND 
HADRON DYNAMICS 

“Quarks and Leptons” 
“Quark Confinement” 
“Hadron Spectroscopy” 
“Lectures on the Quark Model, Ordinary Mesons, 

Charmed Mesons, and Heavy Leptons” 
“Quarks and Particle Production” 

WEAK INTERACTIONS - PRESENT 
AND FUTURE 

“Accelerator Neutrino Experiments” 
“Weak Interactions at High Energies” 
“Gauge Theories of the Weak Interactions” 
“Weak Decays” 

QUANTUM CHROMODYNAMICS 

“Lepton Nucleon Scattering” 
“Massive Lepton Pair Production” 
“QCD Phenomenology of the Large PT Processes” 
“Perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics” 
“Elements of Quantum Chromodynamics” 

.:-, : 

.J. D. Biorken 
S. G. Wojc.icki 
G. J. Feldman 
G. J. Feldman 
J. D. Jackson 
D. Hitlin 

H. Harari 
S. D. Drell 
F. J. Gilman 
M. I,. Per1 

K. C. Moffeit 

D. H. Perkins 
J. Ellis 
H. Quinn 
S. Wojcicki 

W. G. Atwood 
R. Stroynowski 
R. Stroynowski 
S. J. Brodsky : . . . 

J. D. Bjorken 
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19SO THE WEAK INTERACTIONS 

“Gauge Theories of Weak Interactions” 
“Neutrinos and Neutrino Interactions” 
“Weak Decays of Strange and Heavy Quarks” 
“From the Standard Model to Composite Quarks 

and Leptons” 
“Physics of Particle Detectors” 

M. J. Veltman 
F. J. Sciulli 
D. Hitlin 
H. Harari 

D. M. Ritson 
J. Jaros 
J. Marx 
H. A. Gordon 
R. S. Gilmore 
W. B. Atwood 

1981 THE STRONG INTERACTIONS 

“Quark-Antiquark Bound State Spectroscopy and QCD” E. D. Bloom 
“Meson Spectroscopy: Quark States and Glueballs” M. S. Chanowitz 
“Quantum Chromodynamics and Hadronic Interactions S. J. Brodsky 

at Short Distances” 
‘Untangling Jets from Hadronic Final States” G. Fox 
“Heavy Flavor Production from Photons and Hadrons” C. A. Heusch 
“Design Constraints and Limitations in e+e- Storage Rings” J. LeDuff 
“Linear Colliders: A Preview” H. Wiedemann 

1982 PHYSICS AT VERY HIGH ENERGIES 

“Expectations for Old and New Physics at R. N. Cahn 
High Energy Colliders” 

“Beyond the Standard Model in Lepton Scattering 
and Beta Decay” 

M. Strovink 

“Grand Unification, Proton Decay, and 
Neutrino Oscillations” 

H. II. Williams 

“e+e- Interactions at Very High Energy: 
Searching Beyond the Standard Model” 

“The Gauge Hierachy Problem, Technicolor, 
Supersymmetry, a.nd All That” 

J. Dorfan 

L. Susskind 

“Composite Models for Quarks and Leptons” 
“Electron-Proton Colliding Beams: 

The Physics Programme and the Machine” 

H. Harari 
B. II. Wiik 

1983 DYNAMICS AND SPECTROSCOPY AT 
HIGH ENERGY 

“Jets in QCD: A Theorist’s Perspective” 
“Jets in e+e- Annihilation” 
“Jet Production in High Energy Hadron Collisions” 

S. Ellis 
R. Hollebeek 
R. F. Schwitters 

:.. : . . . . : . . . 
;,. > .:. 
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“ 

1 And for Our Next Spectroscopy?” 
“Review of the Physics and Technology of Charged 

Particle Detectors” 
“A Review of the Physics and Technology of 

High-Energy Calorimeter Devices” 

“Aspects of the Dynamics of Heavy-Quark Systems” M. E. Peskin 
“Heavy Particle Spectroscopy and Dynamics B’s to Z’s” M. G. D. Gilchriese 

J. Ellis 
A. H. Walenta 

1954 THE SIXTH QUARK 

“The Last Hurrah for Quarkonium Physics: E. Eichten 
The Top System” 

“Developments in Solid State Vertex Detectors” 
“Experimental Methods of Heavy Quark Detection” 
“Production and Uses of Heavy Quarks” 
“Weak Interactions of Quarks and Leptons: 

C. J. S. Damerell 
T. Himel 
G. L. Kane 
S. Wojcicki 

Experimental Status” 
“The Experimental Method of Ring-Imaging T. Eke&f 

Cherenkov (RICH) Counters” 
“Weak Interactions of Quarks and Leptons (Theory)” II. Harari 

PIEF-FEST 

“Pief’ 
“Accelerator Physics” 
“High Energy Theory” 
“Science and Technology Policies for the 19SOs” 
“Inclusive Lepton-Hadron Experiments” 
“Forty-Five Years of e+e- Annihilation Physics: 

S. Drell 
R. R. Wilson 
T. D. Lee 
F. Press 
J. Steinberger 
B. Richter 

1956 to 2001” 
“We Need More Piefs” J. Wiesner 

P. M. Mockett 
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1955 SUPERSYMMETRY 

“Introduction to Supersymmetry” 
“Signatures of Supersymmetry in e+e- Collisions” 
“Properties of Supersymmetric Particles & Processes” 
“Supersymmetry: Experimental Signatures at 

Hadron Colliders” 
“Superworld/Hyperworlds” 
“Very High Energy Colliders” 
“Some Issues Involved in Designing a 1 TeV (cm.) 

e* Linear Collider Using Conventional Technology” 
“Wake Field Accelerators” 
“Plasma Accelerators” 
“Collider Scaling and Cost Estimation” 

1986 PROBING THE STANDARD MODEL 

“Electroweak Interactions -Standard and Beyond” H. Harari 
“CP and Other Experimental Probes of Electroweak Phenomena’ B. Winstein 
“Pertubative QCD: K-Factors” R. Field 
“Experimental Tests of Quantum Chromodynamics” J. Dorfan 
“Phenomenology of Heavy Quark Systems” F. Gilman 
“Heavy Quark Spectroscopy and Decay” R. Schindler 
“Some Aspects of Computing in High Energy Physics” P. Kunz 
“Data Acquisition for High Energy Physics Experiments” M. Breidenbach 

19S7 LOOKING BEYOND THE Z 

“Theory of e+e- Collisions at Very High Energy” 
“Prospects for Physics at e+e- Linear Colliders” 
“Physics with Polarized Electron Beams” 
“Electron-Proton Physics at HERA” 
“Hadron Colliders Beyond the Z’” 
“Physics at Hadron Colliders (Experimental View)” 
“The Dialogue Between Particle Physics and Cosmology” 
“Requirements for Detectors at SSC” 

J. Polchinski 
D. Burke 
R. M. Barnett 
P. Darriulat 

M. E. Peskin 
B. Richter 
G. A. Loew 

P. B. Wilson 
R. D. Ruth & P. Chen 
R. B. Palmer 

M. E. Peskin 
G. J. Feldman 
M. L. Swartz 
G. Wolf 
C. Quigg 
J. L. Siegrist 
B. Sadoulet 
M.G.D. Gilchrieset 

1988 PROBING THE WEAK INTERACTION: 
CP VIOLATION AND RARE DECAYS 

“Results on b-Decay in e+e- Collisions, 
with Emphasis on CP Violation” 

“Precious Rarities-On Rare Decays of K, D and J3 Mesons” 
“Superconducting Detectors for Monopoles and Weakly 

Interacting Particles” 
“Cosmic Relics from the Big Bang” 
“Double Beta Decay” 
“Neutrino Masses and Mixing?’ 
“The Bottom Quark: A Key to ‘Beyond Standard’ Physics” 
“&Physics in Fixed Target Experiments” 
“Experimental Searches for Rare Decays” 

K. Berkelman 

I. Bigi 
B. Cabrera 

L. Hall 
M. S. Witherell 
L. Wolfenstein 
H. Harari* 
J. Sandweiss’ 
A.J.S. Smith* 

*Manuscript was not received in time for printing 
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